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Preface

Following Sumio Iijima�s groundbreaking discovery of multiwall carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) in 1991, carbon nanostructures – and in particular carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) – have been at the forefront of scientific research in physics, chemistry,
materials science, and so on. The discovery of single-wall carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) in 1993 set yet another milestone in an exponentially growing field.
Conceptually, these new nanoforms of carbon allotropes with cylindrical geometry
belong to the versatile family of fullerenes. In contrast to fullerenes with their
esthetically pleasing spherical shape, CNTs have a length to diameter ratio of up
to 28,000 : 1. Some CNTs reach lengths of up to several millimeters. From the very
beginning, scientists realized that CNTs are inhomogeneous materials giving rise to
different lengths, different diameters, and, most importantly, different structures.
The structural features depend, to a large extent, on the means by which individual
graphene sheets are wrapped around a chiral vector to form seamless cylinders.
According to the specific indices of the chiral vector, armchair, zigzag, and chiral
nanotubes are formed. However, they all exist together in a single sample without
being controllable (!). To this end, separation and selective formation of homoge-
neous CNTsamples constitute important challenges in contemporary CNTresearch.
Unless significant breakthroughs are achieved in the foreseeable future, potential
applications of these carbon materials will continue to be hampered by the lack of
pure, homogeneous, and reproducible samples.

The initial excitement – associated with the pioneering discovery of CNTs – was
based on their remarkable properties bearing enormous potential for applications in
nanotechnology, materials science, and biomedicine: the outstanding tensile
strength of CNTs or the fact that they reveal semiconducting and/or conducting
electrical properties – to name a few of the exceptional properties of CNTs. Further-
more, CNTs have been found to efficiently interact with living cells. As a matter of
fact, they function as transporters of molecules through cellular membranes and, in
turn, have opened new avenues for biomedicine.

Considering the sheer endless interest in these unique compounds, a large
number of authoritative reviews and comprehensive books have dealt with these
carbon allotropes. It is an understatement to say that research on carbon
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nanostructures is a very active field with an enormous number of original
studies published every year by groups from all over the world. This, in fact,
constitutes the major thrust of this book, that is, gathering an elite number of
world leading scientists from very different disciplines to highlight the recent
advances in the area of CNTs and other related carbon nanostructures. Needless
to emphasize the interdisciplinary nature of the different contributions – ran-
ging from theory and production to practical applications in the field of solar
energy conversion and biomedicine.
This book contains 16 contemporary chapters sharing one goal in common –

carbon nanostructures. To this end, aspects associated with the production and
formation of CNTs (M.H. Rümmeli, P. Ayala, and T. Pichler) are discussed in the
opening chapter of the first part of this book followed by a chapter dedicated to the
theory of electronic and optical properties (S.V. Rotkin and S.E. Snyder). Equally
important are the perspectives that arose around the electrochemistry (M. Iurlo,
M. Marcaccio, and F. Paolucci) and the photophysics (T. Hertel) of CNTs as compel-
ling complements to the former topics. Breakthroughs in the chemistry of CNTs are
covered in two matching contributions – one focusing exclusively on the covalent
chemistry of CNTs (F. Hauke and A. Hirsch) and the other surveying exhaustively
the field of noncovalent chemistry of CNTs (M.A. Herranz and N. Martín).
The objectives of the second part of this book are quite different. Here,

properties and potential applications in different areas stand at the forefront.
Biological applications and potential toxicity (P. Singh, T. Da Ros, K. Kostarelos,
M. Prato, and A. Bianco) are certainly some of them, which have been brought
together in one specific chapter. This is rounded out by several critical reviews
with regard to the use of CNTs in emerging fields in materials science. Emphasis
is placed, for example, on ground- and excited-state charge transfer (V. Sgobba
and D.M. Guldi), photovoltaics in general (E. Kymakis), and layer-by-layer
assembly (B.S. Shim and N. Kotov). Noteworthy are the additional two sections
that describe fundamental issues related to the use of CNTs for catalytic applica-
tions (E. Castillejos and P. Serp) and the fascinating function of CNTs as
containers (T.W. Chamberlain, M.d.C. Gimenez-Lopez, and A.N. Khlobystov).
As reflected in themultidisciplinary title of this book, other carbon nanostructures

–besides just CNTs – that have received similar attention throughout the scientific
communities, namely, nanohorns (M. Yudasaka and S. Iijima), nanographenes
(W. Pisula, X. Feng, and K. Müllen), and endohedral fullerenes (L. Feng, T. Akasaka,
and S. Nagase), are at the focus of the third part of this book. The closing statement
belongs, however, to a chapter that deals with the calculations on energetics,
thermodynamics, and general stability (Z. Slanina, F. Uhlik, S.-L. Lee, and
T. Akasaka).
We – as editors of this book – share the view that all chapters should prove very

useful to both students and researchers in different disciplines of carbon research.
Simply, the fact that all chapters are solid and offer comprehensive discussions on
the properties of carbon nanoforms assists in serving as a constructive tool for
specialists in various fields and an updated reference for the broad readership of
nonspecialists. In this regard, it is essential that each chapter begins with an
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excellent introduction to the topic at hand and then turns to more details for the
expert in the area.

Finally, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to a unique set of inter-
nationally leading authors who accepted our invitation to join this venture and
committed their valuable time and efforts to guarantee the success of this book in
terms of allowing a better understanding of these carbon-based systems. Moreover,
we would be very pleased if this book would turn into a source of inspiration for
further adventures on so far nonimagined/nonexplored carbon nanoforms. Like-
wise, we would like to say thanks to the dedicated Wiley-VCH staff for their
continuous support and enthusiasm, especially when informed at an early stage
about our keen interest in editing this book.

Dirk M. Guldi
Nazario Martín
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1
Carbon Nanotubes and Related Structures:
Production and Formation
Mark H. R€ummeli, Paola Ayala, and Thomas Pichler

1.1
Introduction

In 1996, Harry Kroto, Robert Curl, and Richard Smalley were awarded the Nobel
prize in Chemistry for the discovery of a spherical molecule composed entirely of
carbon atoms (Figure 1.1) [34]. This nanometer-scale structure was named
�fullerene� due to its resemblance to the highly symmetric architectonic geodesic
domes designed by the architect Richard Buckminster Fuller. In the 1980s and early
1990s extensive research on fullerene theory, synthesis, and its characterization
was carried out. In 1991 Iijima [24], presented transmission electron microscopy
observations of elongated and concentric layered microtubules made of carbon
atoms, which, until then, had mostly been considered as filamentous carbon. This
propelled the research related to one of themost actively investigated structures of the
last century: nowadays called the carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Despite the ongoing
polemic of who should be given credit for the discovery of CNTs [46], it is
widely recognized that Iijima�s work catapulted carbon nanotubes onto the global
scientific stage.

Figure 1.1 shows the ideal molecular models of a C60 fullerene and a single-
walled carbon nanotube. To understand the structure of a carbon nanotube it can
be first imagined as a rolled up sheet of graphene (see Figure 1.2), which is a
planar-hexagonal arrangement of carbon atoms distributed in a honeycomb lattice.
From a fundamental point of view and for future applications the most noticeable
features of single-walled CNTs are their electronic (semiconducting or metallic),
mechanical (Young modulus �1 TPa), optical and chemical characteristics. On the
other hand, multiwalled nanotubes are a collection of concentric single-walled
nanotubes with different diameters, and their properties are very different from
their single-walled counterparts. The promise afforded by carbon nanotubes is varied
and they often utilizes their unique electrical properties, extraordinary strength,
and heat conduction efficiency. Some applications seek to exploit their structural
properties. Examples include high tensile strength fibers and fire resistantmaterials.
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Other applications utilize their electromagnetic properties, for example, artificial
muscles [1]. Loudspeakers created from sheets of parallel carbon nanotubes by
researchers at the Tsinghua-Foxconn Nanotechnology Research Center in Beijing
exemplify their electroacoustic potential. Chemical applications include air andwater
filtration. Carbon nanotubes are the fastest known oscillators (>50GHz) and this
highlights their incredible mechanical properties. In addition, carbon nanotubes are
highly suited as building blocks for molecular electronics. Single-walled CNT, in
particular, are attractive due to their electronic structure (semiconducting ormetallic)

Figure 1.1 Molecular models representing a
C60 fullerene (left) and a single-walled carbon
nanotube caped on one end (right). Fullerenes
are closed-cage clusters relatively stable in gas
phase, whereas nanotubes are elongated

structures that can nowadays reach several
micrometers in length but still have very small
diameters (in the few nanometers order). The
end cap of the nanotube can be thought as an
incomplete fullerene.

Figure 1.2 A single-walled carbon nanotube
can be pictured as a rolled graphene sheet.
Nanotubesare classified according to the rolling
direction as zigzag, armchair, and chiral.

Multiwalled nanotubes can be pictured as a set
of concentric single-walled nanotubes differing
from them in their properties.
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being fully described by the tubes diameter and chirality. Field emission transistors
(FETs) require semiconducting CNTand high-speed (ballistic) electrical connectors
require metallic CNT. However, inherent difficulties in CNT handling pose serious
difficulties in their development. For example, the control required to reliably
synthesize SWCNT of a given diameter and chirality is still lacking. One of the
more promising routes to overcome this difficulty is to functionalize CNT that then
allows one to modify their electronic properties in a homogeneous manner. Further,
functionalization extends their properties and consequently their application poten-
tial. Hence understanding their production and functionalization is crucial for fully
exploiting their potential.

There are several techniques for producing single- and multiwalled nanotubes
and all of them have advantages as well as disadvantages. In this direction we briefly
introduce as examples two of the most established high temperature techniques,
namely arc discharge and laser ablation, as well as chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) with its most common variants. The literature regarding the synthesis of
multiwalled carbon nanotubes is abundant, and in case of the single-walled nano-
tubes case also it is abundant, but still far from being fully comprehended. For
this reason we encourage the reader interested in methods and the specific para-
meters involved in synthesis processes to deepen in the related review features,
chapters in collected editions, books, and journal papers available in the literature
[25, 44, 60]. In the following sections, we will rather focus on the contemporary
understanding of the growth mechanisms, actual trends, and challenges in carbon
nanotube manufacture.

1.2
Carbon Nanotube Production

The state-of-the-art carbon nanotube production encompasses numerous methods
and new routes are continuously being developed. The following sections are devoted
to give an overall description of themost established nanotube production routes but
more detailed information can be found in several review articles.

1.2.1
Arc Discharge

The carbon arc-discharge method is a high temperature process that can be used for
the production of nanotubes as well as fullerenes. In fact, mass production of
fullerenes was first achieved using arc discharge with the Kr€atschmer–Huffman
method [33]. The derived product and the yields are mainly dependent on the
atmosphere and catalysts utilized. This method is probably one of the simplest
methods for synthesizing nanotubes on a large scale. However, the simultaneous
production of a multimorphology soot demands several purification steps. In the
carbon arc-discharge method, an arc is ignited between two graphite electrodes in a
gaseous background (usually argon/hydrogen) [11, 23, 24, 64] (Figure 1.3).
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The arcing evaporates the carbon andmeanwhile it cools and condenses that some
of the product forms asfilamentous carbon on the cathode. Iijima�swork [24] exposed
that this filamentous product comprised of multiwalled carbon nanotubes. The
optimization ofmetals being included in the anode led to the growth of single-walled
carbon nanotubes [27]. This, in turn, stimulated the successful use of metal catalysts
in other techniques for both single-walled and multiwalled carbon nanotube
synthesis.

1.2.2
Laser Ablation

Historically the fullerenes synthesized in the pioneering work of R.F. Curl, H.W.
Kroto, and R.E. Smalley were produced using a laser evaporation technique [34].
They directed an intense pulse of laser light on a carbon surface in a stream of
helium gas. The evaporated material condenses to yield fullerenes. However it was
later noticed that the incorporation of a metal catalyst in the carbon target leads to
the formation of SWNT with a narrow diameter distribution and high yields [68].
Further, the SWNT yield and diameter distribution can be varied by controlling the
process parameters in the reaction [3, 26, 56]. This technique is not suitable formass
production; however the quality and controlled diameters and diameter distribu-
tions offered by laser ablation make them choice SWNT samples for fundamental
studies (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.3 Schematic diagram of an arc-discharge system.
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1.2.3
Chemical Vapor Deposition

In principle, chemical vapor deposition can be understood as a chemical process in
which volatile precursors are used to provide a carbon feed source to a catalyst particle
or pore at elevated temperatures (350–1000 �C). The literature available with chem-
ical vapor deposition methods is really extensive, which also shows how this
multivariable process can been adjusted in several manners to render various
CVD-based methods such as thermochemical CVD (traditional), plasma enhanced
CVD, aerosol assisted (AA-CVD), aerogel supported, high pressure CO dispropor-
tionation (HiPCO), alcohol catalytic CVD (AACCVD) in ambient or vacuum [5] base
pressure, the CoMoCat process, and even a hybrid laser assisted thermal CVD
(LCVD) among others. These various forms of CVD in wide use make it the most
common route by which CNTs are formed. The relative ease with which one can set
up a CVD system also makes of it the most promising route for the mass production
of CNTs (Figure 1.5).

In a CVD reaction the catalyst particles can reside in free space, the so-called
floating catalysts, or they can reside on a substrate (supported catalysts). In such
process, carbon saturates on the catalyst particles and precipitates in the form of a
carbon nanotube and is discussed in much detail later (see Figure 1.9). The catalyst
particles can also be formed by the decomposition of a volatile precursor as in the
HiPCO method that produces relatively larger batches of high quality single-walled
carbon nanotubes. This was developed by Nikolaev et al. [48]. Catalysts are formed by
the decomposition of a metal containing compound, for example, ferrocene or iron
pentacarbonyl in a heated flow of carbonmonoxide at pressure between 1 and 10 atm
and temperatures between 800 and 1200 �C. Modification of the process parameters
provides control of the SWNT diameter distribution and yield.

Figure 1.4 Schematics of a laser ablation setup
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1.2.4
Miscellaneous Synthesis Methods

Apart from the above-mentioned primary synthesis routes there are other variations
to these methods and in addition many other synthesis techniques. For example,
CNTcan be synthesized by dipping hot graphite in cold water [28], ball milling [50],
flame synthesis [45], SiC decomposition [35, 37], and graphene scrolling [69]
(Figure 1.6).

1.3
Catalysts

The success of catalyst particles in the synthesis of carbon nanotubes is immense.
However, it is worthmentioning that carbon nanotubes can be formedwithout using
a catalyst particle [24]. In the case where catalyst particles are used the catalyst
particles are considered to play various roles. It is argued the catalyst both nucleates a
carbon nanotube and sustains growth. In addition, in CVD, the catalyst is believed to
catalytically decompose the carbon feedstock (hydrocarbon).

Figure 1.5 Schematic diagram of a chemical vapor deposition system adapted to work in high
vacuum conditions, which is only one example of the various CVD-based methods. (Modified from
Ref. [5].)

Figure 1.6 Schematic of the chemical intercalation/exfoliation process. First graphite (a) is
intercalated with potassiummetal (b) and then exfoliated using ethanol (c) to form a dispersion of
carbon sheets (d). A sonication process produces carbon nanoscrolls (e).
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1.3.1
Metallic Catalysts

Historically, the most successful catalysts were transitionmetals. However, in recent
times the successful implementation of nontransitionmetals and even nonmetals in
the synthesis of carbon nanotubes are challenging contemporary concepts in carbon
nanotube synthesis.

As a generalization themost commonly used catalysts areNi, Co, andFe. These are
used independently or mixed with another metal. Ternary catalysts are used often
since they usually lead to higher CNTyields. Some examples are, the so-called CoMo
Cat CVD synthesis [22], in arc discharge (Rh-Pt) [58] and laser ablation (NiCo) [41].
Rather interestingly though, Fe does notwork as a catalyst in laser ablation [38] unless
activated with oxygen or hydrogen [11, 38, 53]. In arc discharge it is shown that
hydrogen activates Fe [11]. In CVD, Fe is highly effective, however, it should be borne
in mind that hydrogen is inherently always present due to the use of decomposing
hydrocarbons and often the addition of pureH2 is also implemented. The controversy
with iron extends to its oxidation state. This and the roles of hydrogen are discussed
later in the enhanced growth section. In terms of using a single metal catalyst for
carbon nanotube production only a select few transition metals (Ni, Co, Pt, and Rh)
are shown to be active in laser ablation [26] As laser ablation conditions are so pure
(only pure carbon and the pure metal) it is arguable that only Ni, Co, Pt, and Rh are
true catalysts that can catalyze nanotube formation without the assistance of an add-
catalyst or enhancer.

Developments over the last few years have demonstrate that many atypical metals,
including poor metals can be used for the catalytic growth of carbon nanotubes.
Various laser ablation studies showed that atypical metals such as Cu [54] and poor
metals, for example, Pb and In [53] can be used when activated in the presence of
oxygen. In CVD, Takagi et al. developed an activation procedure in which samples
preannealed in air yielded SWNT [66]. The technique was used to produce SWNT
from Au, Ag, Pd, and Cu. CVD synthesized SWNT from gold were also synthesized
from particles prepared by a block copolymer technique [10]. Gold is generally
considered catalytically inactive; however at reduced dimensions it is catalytically
active and may have melting points as low as 300 �C. Zang et al. showed that Pb, as
found in laser ablation studies, could be used as a catalyst in CVD [74]. Further, they
used Pb as a catalyst for horizontally aligned arrays of SWNT. Yuan et al. synthesized
horizontally aligned SWNT from a variety of atypical metal catalysts, including, Mg,
Al, Cr, Mo, Sn, and Mn [72].

1.3.2
Ceramic Catalysts

Theuse of nonmetallic catalysts is of interest in that purification can be easier than for
conventional metal catalysts and potentially offers an attractive approach integrating
carbon nanotubes with conventional silicon-based technology. The development of
nonmetallic catalysts opens up new insights into the growth mechanisms of CNT.
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Most nonmetallic catalysts are ceramics, for example, SiC and Al2O3. The first
nonmetallic synthesis of carbon nanotubes from a ceramic was shown from the
decomposition of SiC in 1997 [35]. However, the success of transition metal-based
catalysts and the shear number of investigators working with CVD left this work
largely ignored. However, with recent developments in novel catalysts, including
ceramics, and also the ever rising interest in graphene, interest in CNT (and
graphene) formation from SiC and other ceramics is rising. Another ceramic of
interest is Al2O3. Porous alumina is often employed as a template for highly ordered
CNT arrays. Usually the catalyst resides at the base of a pore and once subjected to
CVD,CNTgrowwithin a pore.However,more recent studies have shown that carbon
nanotubes grow from porous alumina without a catalyst particle [6, 59]. This is in
agreement with other studies that show many oxides, often used as supports for
catalyst or as porous templates for carbon growth, are able to graphitize carbon. The
graphene layers apparently stem from step sites [55]. This graphitization potential
fromalumina is extended to supported catalysiswhere it is argued that nucleation of a
carbon nanotube occurs via the catalysts (Fe) but growth stems from the oxide
support rather than the catalyst [57]. Takagi et al. [65] showed the ceramic catalyst
concept in its full glory in a study in which they prepared nanosized Ge and Si
particles on SiC and nanosized SiC in Si. In all cases they successfully synthesized
SWNT. More recently Huang et al. showed that one can actually grow SWNT from
SiO2, Al2O3, andTiO2 on supports confirming thework byR€ummeli et al.Often these
ceramic techniques are referred to as catalyst free, however, other techniques in
which CNT are formed from the vapor phase without a catalytic particle or catalytic
support are more aptly described as �catalyst-free� synthesis routes.

1.3.3
Catalyst Free

Themostwell known, yet ironically often forgotten, example of catalyst-free synthesis
of carbon nanotubes is the work by Iijima [24] that played a key role in the
development of carbon nanotube synthesis. In this work MWNT were formed in
an arc discharge similar to that used for fullerene synthesis. Another example of
�catalyst-free� CNTproduction was established by using a modified flame route. In
this study no catalysts were used and a counter oxygen flow was directed into a
methane flame.MWCNTwere formedwith an oxygen enrichment of 50% [45].More
recently, MWNT were obtained on a porous carbon surface, at 800 �C by the
decomposition of diluted ethylene [39]. Another catalyst-free route is that in which
a hot graphite rod is dipped in cooled water. A sediment is formed that consists of
high-purity MWNT [28].

1.4
Growth Enhancement

The use of additives in the synthesis of carbon nanotubes can be used to enhance
growth and/or yield. Various additives have been developed with the most notable
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being the use of nominal amounts ofH2O in supported catalyst CVD. The routeHata
developed is commonly known as supergrowth since it yields very long nanotubes
with very high purity [18]. The role of H2O is argued to be due to the preferential
etching of amorphous carbon species [12], water removing undesired surface carbon
layers on the catalyst, and are hence, reactivated and the catalytic activity is also
dramatically increased [70].Zhang et al.explored the roles of oxygenandhydrogen [73].
They argue hydrogen has a negative impact that as H radicals also etch the nanotubes
themselves. They suggest that the presence of O reduces H radical species via the
formation of OH. Alcohol CVD studies by Maruyama et al. suggest OH removes
amorphous carbon [43]. Laser evaporation studies with nominal amounts of water
included in the reaction support the notion of amorphous carbon reduction and also
suggest oxygen and hydrogen enhance growth and activate the catalysts [12]. Indeed
oxygen activation can allow atypical metals to be used as catalysts [53] and hydrogen
activates Fe [11, 38]. Sulfur can also be used to enhance CNT formation [3, 9, 38]. The
exact nature of the growth enhancement and catalyst activation through additives still
remains elusive. However, it is likely that they also play a role in the actual
graphitization of carbon species. For example, oxygen-containing gases have been
shown to graphitize carbon [49]. In addition, metal oxides are well known to
graphitize carbon [55]. However, the oxide state of catalyst particles is not clear.
Early work by Baker et al. [7] on filamentous carbon formed in CVD, pointed to the
highest activity occurring from the unstable FeO phase. They argue that this may be
due to the defect structure of FeO. More recent in situ XPS studies show conflicting
view points; some argue that oxides do not lead to CNT formation (e.g., [19]) while
others argue that oxides do play a role (e.g., [42]). Thematter is further complicated by
in situ TEM data pointing to CNTgrowth clearly occurring from iron carbide [71]. The
issue of growth enhancement and growth are intimately linked and both remain
poorly understood. Even so, some important advances in growth have beenmade and
are now briefly discussed.

1.5
Growth Mechanisms

The ever increasing amount of information on CNT growth prevents an exhaustive
review in a book chapter like this. Instead the aim here is to focus onmajor elements
in the current understanding of growth, highlight points of controversy, and present
new results. In terms of the underlying science carbon nanotube formation may be
viewed comprising of two major processes: initial cap formation (nucleation) and
circumferential carbon addition (growth).

The formation of an initial cap was first put forward by Dai et al. [14] because
the formation of a cap reduces the total surface energy since the basal plane of
graphite has a low surface energy. This hemispherical cap formation is referred to as
the Yarmulkemechanism. The edges at the base of the cap, it is argued, chemisorb to
the metal, hence the existence of energetically costly dangling bonds are avoided.
This is supported by calculations by Fan et al. [16] in which they used a series of
total energy calculations using density functional theory to show that nucleation
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of a closed cap or a capped single-walled carbon nanotube is overwhelmingly
favored compared to any structure with dangling bond or to a fullerene. Once the
hemispherical cap forms, further addition of carbon around the circumference in a
cylindrical fashion constitutes the emergence of a tubular structure and is called
growth. There are various models proposed for the manner in which the cap
formation and addition of carbon to the root of a growing tube occur. However, the
vast majority are based around the so-called vapor–solid–liquid (VLS)mechanism [8]
to greater or lesser degrees. Hence we briefly introduce the reader to the VLS process
before looking at some of the different models proposed for the different catalyst
systems. In the VLS process the metal clusters are heated above their metal-carbon
eutectic temperature in the presence C. The catalyst particles adsorb carbon, forming
a liquid metal-carbide, which eventually consumes the whole catalyst particle.
Eventually supersaturation is reached, which leads to the nucleation of solid carbon
as the systemaims to reach equilibrium.Theprocess is illustrated in Figure 1.7. From
this figure it is clear that the role of the catalyst is not only provide amedium through
which the nanotube can nucleate and then grow, but also to play an important role in
determining the diameter of the tube. Variations to the central VLSmodel and other
suggested models are now briefly discussed according to the manner in which
the catalyst particle exists in the reaction; residing in free space (floating
catalyst), residing on a substrate (supported catalyst), or no catalyst particle is used
(catalyst free).

1.5.1
Floating Catalyst Methods

Synthesis routes that use floating catalysts include arc discharge, laser evaporation,
HiPCO, and thermal CVDmethods. Common to all these methods is the formation
of the catalyst clusters from the vapor phase. In the arc discharge and laser
evaporation routes the catalyst material and the carbon are evaporated due to the
arc or laser, respectively. In CVD, the decomposition of a metal-based compound
(e.g., ferrocene) is the most common way to provide metal catalyst species.
The carbon is provided in a similar manner via the decomposition of a hydrocarbon.

Figure 1.7 VLS schematic: (i, vapor)A semiconductor vapor source adsorbs (black arrows) into the
catalyst particle causing it to form a liquid eutectic (ii, liquid). Upon supersaturation a solid
precipitates (iii, solid).
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Once the catalyst and carbon species have been vaporized they begin to form clusters
as they cool.

As they cool further they coalesce yielding catalyst particles saturated with carbon.
As the system cools further the catalyst particles precipitate carbon, forming a
nucleation cap and as more carbon is added, a carbon nanotube is extruded. With
floating catalyst systems, usually SWNT are obtained. While there is a general
agreement that a cap is required for nucleation of a tube, there are disparate ideas as
to how this occurs. For example, Gorbunov et al. [17] suggest that precipitating
carbon at the particle surface forms graphitic islands which have an initial curvature
due to the particle morphology. They argue that the continued addition of carbon
will include defects introducing buckling and hence allow curvature until at some
stage, a hemispherical cap is arrived at. Further addition of carbon at the cap edges
will continue in a cylindrical fashion (tube growth). This mechanism suggests that
there is no dependence on the tube diameter and that of the catalyst particle at the
point of nucleation. Nasibulin et al. propose that at nucleation the graphitic
structure that forms on the surface of the catalyst exceeds that of a Yarmulke-like
cap. Here defect forming heptagons provide the required rearrangement for cap lift
of (nucleation) and that growth occurs through the constant rearrangement at the
root via heptagon formation [47]. This model was developed to explain the larger
diameters of the catalyst particles as compared to the obtained nanotubes as
observed in postsynthesis TEM studies (Figure 1.8).

However, as pointed out by Dai et al. [14], such studies are complicated because
they do not show what the catalyst particle is like at the point of nucleation, for
example, ripening process would lead to enlargement of the catalyst particle after
cap formation. Dai�s findings, on the other hand, suggest there is a direct
relationship between the catalyst particle diameter and that of the SWNT. R€ummeli
et al. also proposed that the Yarmulke-like nucleation cap is actually dictated by the
catalyst particle diameter in the so-called catalyst volume to surface area [56]. They
suggested that at the point at which a cooling particle precipitates its carbon, the
formation of a Yarmulke cap is not guaranteed. If the particle is too small,
insufficient carbon would be available for a stable cap to form and if the particle
was too big, the particle would have an excess of carbon that would encapsulate the
particle, as also pointed out by Dai et al. [14]. However if the catalyst particle�s
volume to surface area is just right, a graphitic hemisphere would form providing
the nucleation cap (see Figure 1.9). Hence a nucleation window exists. Further
carbon addition to the ends would then lead to tube growth. Most theoretical studies
tend to point to a strong correlation between the catalyst particle size and the
resultant carbon nanotube. Furthermore, theoretical investigations also suggest
deviations for very small catalyst particles and larger catalyst particles. For example,
molecular dynamics studies show, in general, a strong correlation between the
catalyst particle size and the tube diameter at the point of nucleation; however, the
studies indicate that for very small catalyst particles (less than 0.5 nm), the diameter
of the resultant tubes is slightly larger (0.6–0.7 nm) [15]. Shibuta andMaruyama also
conducted molecular dynamics studies to elucidate carbon nanotube nucleation in
floating catalyst CVD. They also found a strong correlation between the catalyst
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Figure 1.8 (caption see on P. 13)
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particle and the nucleation cap (tube diameter). Their work also showed that for
larger particles, hump formation on the catalyst particle could lead to cap forma-
tions around the hump. In addition their work suggests that very small particle sizes
do not lead to tube growth since small caps cannot be lifted as the curvature energy
is too high [61]. The various processes are illustrated in Figure 1.10. Hence,
molecular dynamics studies point to a nucleation window for SWNT formation
with floating catalysts, in agreement with experiment.

1.5.2
Supported Catalyst Routes

In supported catalysis of carbon nanotubes the effect of the substrate on the catalytic
process is still unknown since there are many chemical reactions between the
substrate and the catalyst metals [22]. However, two modes of growth mechanisms
in supported catalysts have been identified: the base growth mode, in which the
catalyst particle resides on the support throughout the process, and the tip growth
mode, in which the catalyst particle detaches from the support [8]. Indeed, recent
advances in transmission electron microscopy have allowed in situ observations of

Figure 1.8 (a) HREM micrograph of the
interface between the graphite constructing a
carbon nanotube and beta-SiC on the surface of
(111) beta-SiC. (b) Schematic of the orientation
relationship between one (111) SiC plane, on

which carbon nanotubes are standing
perpendicularly, and the other [111] SiC planes
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [36].
Copyright 2009, The American Institute of
Physics).

3

Figure 1.9 Illustration of nucleation variants
with floating catalysts (upper) and supported
catalysts (lower) under the volume to surface
area model. At the point of nucleation, carbon
precipitates out of the catalyst particle and in the
case of floating catalysts, if insufficient carbon is
available then no stable cap is formed, and if too
much carbon is available the catalyst particle is

encapsulated. Only when the catalyst volume to
surface area provides just the right amount of
carbon for a stable cap to form, nucleation
occur. With supported catalysts since particle
encapsulation is prevented by the particle/
support interaction, as the amount of carbon
increases (increasing particle size) the number
of caps forming also increases.
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both tip growth [40] and base growth [71]. TEM observations show that for nanotube
walls rooted in the catalysts particles, the graphitic walls reside at step sites [21, 52].
They also show that active catalyst particles during growth exhibit liquid-like
properties while still retaining solid properties (lattice fringes are clearly observed).
This liquid-like behavior does not answer a controversial area for both floating
catalysts and supported catalysts, namely, does carbon delivery to a growing
graphitic wall occur through bulk diffusion or surface diffusion. Experimental data
point to both bulk diffusion [52] and surface diffusion [21] being possible. Likewise,
some theoretical investigations suggest that surface diffusion is possible [20]. Other
theoretical studies point to bulk diffusion [75]. In terms of specific simulations for
catalysts residing on a support, the calculations are more complicated. Shibuta and
Maruyama have made preliminary molecular dynamics studies focusing on the
effect of the substrate on the metal (catalyst) atoms and have neglected other
possible contributions from the substrate in the reaction. Their study show that cap
nucleation can occur from catalyst deformation (humps) or from the catalyst
particle overall surface similar to their floating catalyst results [62]. A variety of
experimental data show a strong correlation between the resultant carbon nano-
tubes diameter and catalyst particle. In addition, the number of walls increases as
the catalyst particles size increases. This is in keeping with the catalyst volume to
surface area model described for floating catalysts, but modified to account for the
catalyst particle interaction with the support. In this scenario encapsulation of a
catalyst particle is prevented by the catalyst/support interaction and results in
multiple cap formation as illustrated in Figure 1.9. Regards the root of a carbon
nanotube, while most studies assume or show growth to stem from the catalyst
particle recent studies by R€ummeli et al. suggest growth may also occur from the

Figure 1.10 Snapshots illustrating the metal-
catalyzed nucleation (cap formation) and
growth process: a molecular dynamics
calculation at 2500 K for Ni108 from 0 to 130 ns

(images a–h). Blue spheres represent nickel
atoms, and green spheres are carbon atoms.
(Images courtesy of Shibuta and
Maruyama [63].)
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support itself after nucleation from the catalyst particle has occurred [57]. Such
growth is similar to ceramic catalyzed/templated growth. This will be further
discussed in the next section.

1.5.3
Catalyst-Free Routes

In this section catalyst free refers to routes in which no catalyst particle is used.
However, in some instances it may be that the catalytic activity of the catalyst particle
is replaced by some other means. An example is the template synthesis of carbon
nanotubes in porous alumina with no catalysts particle present in the pores. In this
instance the porous alumina is subjected to CVD conditions similar to catalytic CVD
and graphitic walls are found to form in the pores forming MWNT [6, 59]. Similar
studies using a variety of oxide nanoparticles found several layers of graphene to form
on the surface [55]. Further they appear to root from step sites on the oxide surface.
Step sites are well known as catalytic sites. Another route to form graphitic layers or
carbon nanotubes is via the decomposition of SiC. This is achieved by annealing SiC
in high vacuum at temperatures between 1400 and 1700 �C. As the SiC decomposes,
graphitic structures like carbon nanotubes emerge. The process is only found towork
with trace amounts of oxygen and local EELS studies show oxygen species near and at
the surface of the SiC [35, 37]. TEM studies show the graphitic layers align with the
lattice fringes of the SiC, thus rooting directly into the crystal. This is illustrated in
Figure 1.8. The diameter of the CNTand the number of walls formed by the surface
decomposition of the SiC are directly proportional [36]. In addition, the diameter of
the nanotubes are determined by the initial cap diameter. The decomposition of the
SiC is argued to occur as

SiCþCO!SiOþ 2C ð1:1Þ

The growth rate of theCNTs is argued to be dependent on the diffusion of SiO and/
or CO gas through the CNT film. Catalyst-free carbon nanotube formation can also
occur without the presence of a ceramic, the most famous being the synthesis of
MWNT in the arc discharge without the use of catalysts as first presented by
Iijima [24]. A possible argument for their formation is the scroll mechanism in
which graphene or graphitic layers roll up. The idea was first proposed in 1960 by
Bacon [51]whowas studying thefilamentous deposit foundwhile arcing two graphite
electrodes, whichwas later shownby Iijima to beMWNT.Theoretical studies [2] show
that scrolling is possible. Nucleation is also attributed to the initial formation of a
fullerene cap or dome.Recent experiments show suchnanoscrolls can also be formed
chemically by first exfoliating graphite and then sonicating the sample [69] (see
Figure 1.9). The scrollingmechanism is also argued to explain the formation of CNT
when hot graphitic rods are dipped in cold water [28]. MWNT have also been
synthesized in flame synthesis when nominal amounts of oxygen are included [45].
This route is similar to that used for soot formation, and it is likely that polyaromatic
hydrocarbons, PAHs, are involved in their formation.
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1.6
Functionalization

The outer wall of pristine carbon nanotubes is, in principle, conceived as chemically
inert. However, this is not always desirable for applications and for this reason, and to
further modify the properties of carbon nanotubes in a controlled manner, several
functionalization routes have been thought tomake them chemically active in the last
years. It is worth mentioning that in many cases the word functionalization could be
too general to describe the type of changes desired. It can, in principle,mean in-lattice
doping, intercalation, molecule or particle adsorption, encapsulation, or even other
nonexploredmodifications. The several functionalization routes will be discussed in
detailed in the following contributions. However, for completeness of this chapter
some lines are devoted to the functionalization during synthesis (endohedral doping
and sidewall functionalization by heteroatoms).

One typical example for the functionalization of fullerenes was the chemical route
for producing C59NH [29]. Smith et al. pioneered the endohedral functionalization
with molecular structures with the introduction of C60 fullerenes in opened nano-
tubes, forming the well-known peapods simultaneously [63]. Moreover, endohedral
doping of fullerenes was also achieved by the synthesis of differentmetallofullerenes
in the Kr€atschmer–Huffman furnace [32], and later on, these metallofullerenes were
introduced into opened SWCNT by vacuum sublimation in a similar way as Smith
et al.had proposed. In this case it is important to notice that thismethodhas also been
reported as a unique template reaction in which nanotubes and fullerenes allow the
production ofmetallic nanowires inside SWCNT [31] andMWCNT (Fefilled SWCNT
and MWCNT). A second functionalization route can be applied for the formation of
heterofullerenes and heteronanotubes by the substitution of carbon by heteroatoms.
Boron and nitrogen doped (CBx and CNx) nanotubes have been successfully
incorporated in multiwalled carbon nanotubes by several methods [67]. Although
the synthesis of their single-walled counterparts has only recently been reported with
successful identification of low doping levels [4, 30].

1.7
Purification

A remaining challenge is the purification of the nanotube material obtained from
the different processes. Depending on the synthesis method employed, the yield of
undesirable byproducts in the soot varies and these impurities interfere with the
properties of the nanotubes. Determining the purity degree of nanotube material is
still controversial as no unified standard has been established yet. This is also due
to the perspective uses of the synthesized materials. Methods that aim at single-
walled nanotube purification usually employ various oxidation steps, sonication,
thermal treatments, chemical acid treatments, among others. However, none of the
patented methods is universal. For instance, in a sample free of metal residuals after
purification, there still could exist a mixture of nanotubes of different numbers
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of walls. Another clear example could be the case of separated nanotubes. Nowadays
it is possible to performseparation of nanotubeswith electrophoresis-based aswell as
ultracentrifugation-based techniques. However, the concept of purity in such
a sample is still not fully understood regarding the number of parameters
that could be considered. This topic will be discussed more in detail in the later
chapters.

1.8
Future Perspectives

The above discussion is intended to summarize the actual research status in the
production of carbon nanotubes and to show the line of reasoning regarding growth
mechanisms theories. There are several techniques to produce single and multi-
walled nanotubes and of course all of them have advantages and disadvantages. The
growth mechanisms occurring within these synthesis variants still need to be fully
understood and further research is expected in this respect. A notable aspect in this
sense is the emergence on nonmetal catalysts and these may well replace metallic
catalyst systems due to their compatibility with silicon technology and potential to
yield high-purity samples. The literature regarding the synthesis of multiwalled
carbon nanotubes is countless and in the single-walled case it is also abundant but
still far from being fully comprehended. Great advances have been made in the last
few years regarding separation of single-walled carbon nanotubes according to
metallicity. However, the purity of those samples and the structure conservation
upon the processing methods still needs to be analyzed.

Positive developments have been made in controlling and optimizing the nano-
tube synthesis, as well as in purification and separation of nanotubes by metallicity
and chirality. However, in particular the length separation and the control of the
defect concentration and the chirality separation of thick nanotubes still needs to be
addressed in order to achieve the final goal ofmonodisperse samples with full length,
chirality, and diameter control.
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2
Theory of Electronic and Optical Properties of
DNA–SWNT Hybrids
Slava V. Rotkin and Stacy E. Snyder

2.1
Introduction

Single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) are being studied for use as components in the
next generation of electronic and optical devices, including transistors, photodetec-
tors, and biological sensors [1], but to realize large scale production of these and other
potential devices, methods must be developed to gain control over the material. This
task is multifaceted. First, as-synthesized carbon nanotubes vary in physical struc-
tures. Differences in diameter and chiral angle lead to differences in electronic
structure, resulting in wide-ranging electronic and optical properties [2, 3]. Thus, a
sorting technique must be developed. Next nanotubes tend to clump together in
bundles due to van der Waals attraction, further complicating efforts to sort them by
type. In order to take advantage of the unique properties of a specific SWNTelectronic
structure, starting with currently available raw materials, solution-based processing
can be used to disperse as-grown SWNTs [4], differentiate them by structure [5], and
then selectively place the desired type of nanotube on a substrate. This processing
requires a robust dispersion method that must overcome nanotube insolubility and
the strong attraction between tubes. It was shown [6, 7] that the dispersion of
hydrophobic SWNTs in solution can be facilitated by noncovalent functionalization
with helically wrapped single-strandedDNA (ssDNA). A SWNT forms a stable hybrid
structure with ssDNA, thus allowing further processing. Since a DNA–SWNThybrid
is not readily dismantled and a DNA wrapped nanotube material may be used for
electronic or optical device applications, it is important to determine the extent to
which the DNA changes the relevant properties of SWNTs. The range and scope of
these effects are presented in this study.

The chapter is organized as follows: we start with a brief overview of the existing
experimental and theoretical studies on DNA–SWNT hybrids. Then our own model
is discussed. Next, we present results on the modulation of electronic/optical
properties such as optical bandgap of SWNTs upon hybridization with ssDNA.
Different geometries are studied systematically to reveal scaling relationswith charge
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and chirality. We assess the component of cohesion energy of the hybrid due to
polarization of nanotube in response to the charged helical wrap. Last, we briefly
discuss how the optical properties of DNA–SWNT hybrids, resulting from helical
symmetry breaking, can be used to detect and identify the wrapping.

2.2
Physical Structure and Bonding in Nanotube–DNA Hybrids: A Short Review

A variety of polymers including ssDNA have been found to disperse SWNTs. It has
been suggested that polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) may wrap helically around nano-
tubes [4] and that wrapping of SWNTs by water-soluble polymers is a general
phenomenon resulting from the thermodynamic penalty associated with the hydro-
phobic interface of the SWNTs and aqueous solvent. Although many polymers have
been used to disperse SWNTs, ssDNA seems to be more efficient [8].

Different DNA sequences were used to find those most efficient at dispersion [9],
including genomic sequences [10, 11]. Zheng et al. [7] successfully used poly(T) type
DNA in 30-mer length, which is the most studied oligomer in this chapter. Ion
exchange chromatography has been used with success to sort poly(GT) hybrids by
SWNT structure and electronic properties [6, 7, 12]. With the addition of size
exclusion chromatography to sort by length, separation resolution was improved
to obtain the first substantial enrichment of a sample with a SWNT of a single
chirality [13] and finally to provide separation by chirality [14].

At present, we do not have exact knowledge of the geometric structure of the
hybrids, though various experimental groups have performed nanocharacterization
of ssDNA–SWNT hybrids. Recent AFM images [15] and modeling suggest that the
strands arrange approximately end-to-end on the SWNTsurface and have fixed pitch,
almost independent of the sequence. High-resolution transmission electronmicros-
copy (TEM) has been used recently to corroborate optical studies [16] of the DNA-
wrapped SWNTmaterial. Figure 2.1 from Ref. [17] shows clear images of SWNTs
with helical ssDNAwrapping. Kawamoto et al. [18] found evidence that theDNAwrap
persists even when DNA-wrapped nanotubes are dried. When dried, DNA–SWNT
hybrids rebundle, but this process is reversible upon hydration.

Modeling indicates that DNA can wrap around a nanotube in a helix and can bind
via p-stacking interactions with the sidewall of the nanotube [19–23]. DNA is
generally oriented with bases stacked parallel to the walls [24]. DNA wrapping is
presumed to be noncovalent and to leave the essential electronic characteristics of the
nanotubes intact. For low ionic strength, adhesive interactions between the SWNT
and DNA and electrostatic repulsion of the charges on the DNA are the main
structure-determining factors and these allow a helical geometry [19]. Using
Molecular Dynamics simulation, Johnson et al. [20] found a variety of possible
geometries including right- and left-handed helical wrapping of DNA, along with
more disordered structures. For lower salt concentrations, the helical pitch was less
than 10 nm, and for higher concentrations, the helical conformationwas not favored.
Martin et al. also found a variety of distinct geometries that were dependent on the
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sequence and SWNTdiameter [21]. Kinetics of wrapping [25] was studiedwithMonte
Carlo methods [26] and penetration of DNA inside SWNTreceived attention in [27].
The electronic component of the cohesion energy in the hybrid has been studied in
Refs [22, 28, 29].

While multiple theories have been developed on the physical structure of
DNA–SWNT hybrids, their electronic structure did not received much attention
until recently. Before it was known that ssDNA forms noncovalent bonds with the
nanotube, earlier studies examined the effects of covalent functionalization [30, 31] of
SWNTwalls with a single DNA base on the nanotube band structure [32, 33]. More
realistic approaches that take into account the helical geometry of the wrap and the
absence of chemical bonding include a few heuristic models [34–37] where the
perturbation of theDNAwas limited to a single line of atoms on the SWNTsurface or
to a stripe of finite width. Finally in our works [38–40], an accurate theory of the
electronic structure of the hybrid under helical symmetry breaking was developed.
Double-stranded DNA hybrids were also modeled [41, 42].

In a standard experimental setup, with the polarization of both the incident light
and the collected fluorescence signal along the SWNT axis, the peak shift upon the
wrapping is small [43–48] but detectable, even at nanometer scale [49]. Such small
changes in the optical bandgap, in fact, are consistent with the available theoretical
results for parallel polarization [50]. Below, we consider optical absorption of light
with perpendicular polarization, which has been measured for SWNTs dispersed
using a surfactant [51–53]. In this polarization, the effect of helical symmetry
breaking is evident and can be used to characterize the wrap. One useful feature
for identifying the wrapping is the appearance of circular dichroism in nonchiral
SWNTs. We stress that the contribution of the ssDNA to this circular dichroism can
be discounted because the DNA absorption is higher in energy [54, 55] than the

Figure 2.1 (Left) High-resolution TEM images of SWNTs wrapped with single-stranded DNA
and (right) the scheme of the hybrid formation. (Reproduced from Ref. [17] with permission of the
ACS.)
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relevant features seen in our simulations, and it also develops upon unwrapping of
the DNA from the SWNT [56, 57]. We note that other macromolecules can bind to
the nanotube sidewalls and change the electronic structure substantially due to the
breaking of charge neutrality and/or the symmetry of the system [58], which is
beyond the scope of this chapter.

2.3
Quantum Mechanical Modeling of the Hybrid Structure: Tight Binding Band
Structure Calculations

Among various theories developed for pristine nanotubes, several semiempirical
approaches have been shown to reproduce band structures with high accuracy at low
computational cost [3, 59–63]. We choose a tight binding model here to calculate the
band structures of DNA–SNWT hybrids. Additionally, our method allows to deter-
mine a self-consistent charge density on the surface of the nanotube. Our theory is
one-electron theory and as such takes into account higher-order many-body terms
only approximately as discussed below.

The one-electron Schr€odinger equation can be derived using the mean-field
approximation in the spirit of Hartree theory [64]. The Hamiltonian

H ¼ HTB þVDNA þWC ð2:1Þ
consists of three main terms: HTB is the bare electronic Hamiltonian of the SWNT
taken in the tight binding approximation;VDNA is the perturbation of the SWNTterm
due to the potential from the DNAwrap;WC is the Coulomb term that we treated by
using a self-consistent mean-field procedure. The DNA perturbation depends
parametrically on the geometry of the wrap, which is considered to be fixed and
known in our approach. Refinement of the DNA geometry is possible in amultiscale
algorithm, which is beyond the scope of this publication. Next we consider all terms
of the Hamiltonian in detail.

The simplest implementation of tight binding theory applied to carbon nanotubes
uses an orthogonal basis [3, 59, 62], for example, it does not correct the electronic
structure for nonzero curvature of the tube surface as compared to flat graphene and
considers only the nearest neighbor interactions. Extended versions of tight binding
that use a nonorthogonal basis (nonzero overlap between atomic orbits) and go
beyond the nearest neighbor interactions [60, 63, 65] can be easily implemented in a
similar way (see, e.g., how the nonorthogonal method changes the SWNTsymmetry
breaking in the external electric field in Ref. [66]). For the sake of clarity we present
only an orthogonal basis tight binding theory below.

Bandstructure of a bare tube is derived using the Hamiltonian

HTB ¼
X
hiji

ca�i aj; ð2:2Þ

where ai is a standard tight binding electron annihilation operator at the atomic site i,
c ’ 2:9 eV is the hopping integral (characteristic energy scale of the model), and the
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sum is taken over the nearest neighbor carbon atoms in the SWNT. We note that all
the many-body effects that persist in the one-electron approximation of the bare
nanotube (such as Hartree–Fock terms) are already included in the empirical tight
binding parameter c and must not be included again. New terms, however, can
appear with the perturbation. These will be included explicitly in the last term of the
Hamiltonian (2.1).

This bare Hamiltonian matrix HTB includes connectivity information for the
carbon atoms of the whole SWNT. Using a standard Bloch theory [64], it can be
reduced to those that are within an elementary translational period of our system.
Then the matrix of dimensions B� Bmust be diagonalized, where B, in the general
case, is the number of nanotube carbon atoms in the supercell. The high symmetry of
the unit cell of the bare tube [62, 67, 68] allows substantial reduction in the dimension
of thematrix problem for an unwrapped SWNT. However, this is not possible for the
hybrid, whose symmetry is lowered due to the DNA wrapping. As the matrix for
realistic supercells is large, special computational algorithms are needed to speed up
the eigenproblem solution.

Themain cause of helical symmetry distortion of the hybrid is a combination of the
Coulomb potentials of the partial charges of the atoms of ssDNA and the non-
compensated charges of the electrons on the SWNT itself thatmove in the field of the
DNA. Many atomic charges of the DNA are small and partially cancel the effects
of nearby charges. Thus, we proposed a model that approximates the effect of the
partial atomic charges of the nucleotides with point charges having the same net
charge as the whole ionized nucleotide (base þ sugar þ phosphate group). Such a
quantity can be computed fromCHARMM (Chemistry at HARvardMacromolecular
Mechanics) parameterization [69]. Since much of the significant net charges are on
the phosphate group, our model places the point charges along a regular, right
circular, infinite helix, corresponding to the idealized positions of the phosphate
groups.

We verified that themodel gives a qualitatively correct picture of theDNApotential
as well as quantitatively correct scaling of the perturbation with charge density on the
DNA backbone (quadratic as it must be in case of the centrosymmetric graphene
lattice). Figure 2.2 shows a segment of poly(T) single-stranded DNA. It consists of a
backbone of alternating phosphate groups and deoxyribose sugar attached to a
nitrogenous base (thymine for this case). Figure 2.3b shows partial atomic charges
for a DNA nucleotide with a thymine base. Figure 2.3a shows the same nucleotide
with an additional phosphate group, so that the backbone can be seen clearly. Here
the labeled charges correspond to the strongest of the partial charges, which are
highlighted in Figure 2.3b.

For our tight binding simulations, a periodic boundary condition is applied. It is a
nontrivial problem to make a choice of the unit cell of the complex; a commensurate
one-dimensional periodic structure does not exist for every (helically symmetric)
DNA potential and the given SWNTsymmetry. The SWNT lattice itself may possess
spiral symmetry incommensurate with theDNA,whichwould prohibit the use of the
periodic boundary condition and the Bloch theory. Here, we limit ourselves to
commensurate structures where the angle of the DNA wrap is chosen such that
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Figure 2.3 Structure of single-stranded DNA and partial atomic charges. (a) Nucleotide of DNA
with a thymine base (additional phosphate group shown to clearly see backbone). (b) Partial atomic
charges for a DNA nucleotide with a thymine DNA base from CHARMM [69].

Figure 2.2 Segment of poly(T) single-stranded DNA.
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Figure 2.3 (Continued)
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one wind (or more winds) covers an integer number of nanotube lattice constants.
For noncommensurate wrappings, it is always possible to find a commensurate
wrappingwith awrapping angle that is infinitesimally close to thenoncommensurate
one, though the translational period of such a structuremay be very large.An example
of a supercell is shown in Figure 2.4. This case has four charges per helical wrap,
which is an adjustable parameter in the model. The DNA is schematically repre-
sented by a backbone helix (all DNA atoms are removed from the drawing) with
gray spheres indicating the positions of the backbone charges of the phosphate
groups.

In Figure 2.5, we compare our simplified point charge model with the actual
case of partial charges on all atoms of the DNA. We calculated the unscreened
potential on the surface of a nanotube for both scenarios and showed that they
are close, though not exactly the same. In solution, the charges are additionally
screened by water molecules and counterions. We included this effect
phenomenologically.

Figure 2.4 (Left) Schematic of aDNA–SWNThybrid. (Right)Unscrollednanotube surface showing
three supercells for the (7,0) nanotube with one charged helical wrap over 6 unit cells of the bare
nanotube.
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The electric potential of the carbon atom at position ri due to qj, the charges of the
helical DNA wrap, is

VðiÞ ¼
X
j

qj
jri�rjj e

�jri�rj j=l; ð2:3Þ

where jri�rjj is the distance from the atomic site to the charge, l is a cutoff parameter,
and Gaussian units are used. The potential of charged wraps of the neighboring
supercells must be included in the summation. Due to the cutoff factor, which we set
equal to 10 radii in our calculation, the helical charges far away from the observation
point are irrelevant. The physical reason for the cutoff is the charge screening in
solution, where the potential of the ionized DNA always decays at large distances.

The Coulomb perturbation of the DNA backbone in our model is represented by
the diagonal term in the Hamiltonian

VDNA ¼
X
i

VðiÞa�i ai ¼
X
i

ejxtðiÞa�i ai; ð2:4Þ

Figure 2.5 Supercell of an unscrolled
DNA-wrapped (10,0) nanotube. (a) All DNA
atoms with partial charges from CHARMM
[14] are shown projected on the nanotube
with the resulting potential. Atomic positions
are from MD simulation. (b) Idealized helical

perturbation with point charges evenly spaced
along a circular helix a fixed distance from the
nanotube surface. (c) and (d) show only the
electric potential on the surface of the nano-
tube due the charges given in (a) and (b),
respectively.
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where the sumover i runs over all atoms of the supercell. The potentialjxt is different
from the acting electrostatic potential at the lattice site, jact, as it is seen by the
nanotube electrons. The acting potential also includes the polarization of the SWNT
in the field of theDNA, that is, its induced potential. This extra term appears from the
Coulomb interactions between the SWNTelectrons. LikeHartree theory in solids, we
account for it with

WC ¼
X
ijnm

Wijnma
�
i a

�
j anam ’

X
in

Winnia
�
i aiha�nani; ð2:5Þ

whereWijnm is the bare Coulombmatrix element between the tight binding electronic
states, andwe include the first nonvanishing correction through themean-field charge
density induced by the DNAperturbation dr / ha�nani. We emphasize once again that
the similar effects in the bare tube are already included in the bare tight binding
Hamiltonian,HTB, and taking it into account here would result in a double-counting.

The charge density dr is determined by states below the Fermi level (at zero
temperature; the Fermi–Dirac distribution function must be integrated to obtain dr

at T > 0)

drð~xÞ ¼ hea�ai ¼ e
X
l�lF

ylð~xÞj j2j� ylð~xÞj j20
� �

; ð2:6Þ

where l is the full set of quantumnumbers and lF corresponds to theFermi level. The
Fermi level is always in the middle of the bandgap in all the cases presented here to
ensure charge neutrality of the SWNT. This means that the DNAwrapping happens
in an aqueous solution where the electron transport to and from the nanotube is
restricted. ylj j2j is the probability density at a given value of the electric potential
j 6¼ 0, as obtained from the Schr€odinger equation with the Hamiltonian (2.1)

Ĥyl;j ¼ El½j�yl;j; ð2:7Þ

while the same quantity at zero potential (for the bare SWNT) is ylj j20 and derived
from ĤTByl;0 ¼ El½0�yl;0.

Both the DNA perturbation term and the Coulomb term can be considered as
potential energy terms, diagonal in the real space representation of the tight binding
technique and additive. However, the difference is in their physics: the term VDNA is
an external potential, independent of the polarization properties of the nanotube,
while the term (2.5) is due to the induced charge density and as such depends on both
the VDNA and the induced charge density itself.

To dismantle the problemwe represent the total (or acting) potential by the sum of
two components

V ¼ ejact ¼ eðjxt þjindÞ ¼ e jxt þ
ð
drð~jÞ
~x�~j
���

��� d
~j

0
B@

1
CA; ð2:8Þ

where jxt is the unscreened potential due to DNA charges, cf. Eq. (2.4), and the
induced (screening) potential jind is calculated as the Poisson integral, the last term
of Eq. (2.8).
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These equations are solved iteratively to yield the self-consistent polarization
charge density and resulting self-consistent induced potential.

2.4
Self-Consistent Computation Scheme: Acting Potential

Thenominal linear charge density of the ionized ssDNA in vacuum is e=l, where l ’ 7
A
�
(size of theDNAbase), and e ¼ 1:6� 10�19 C is the elementary charge. In solution,

however, the charge density decreases due to the surrounding counterion contri-
bution and polarization of the solvent. This effect may be addressed phenomeno-
logically by changing the elementary charge to a smaller effective charge, e! e� � e.
A more accurate approach would require a microscopic description of the molecules
and ions in solution around the hybrid. Significant modeling volume of the
representative unit cell, computational difficulties of weakly converging Coulomb
potentials of the particles, and even the absence of a well-established physical model
prohibit such an approach at the present.

Other papers treated the DNA perturbation as a linear charge with given charge
density [35, 36]. Our study shows that such approximation results in electrostatic
potentials of slightly different shapes (than for the point charges), though it properly
captures the symmetry breaking of the bandstructure. Such amodel is convenient for
analytical calculations [36] but not for a numerical study as presented in this chapter.
Thus, we use the following model potential to describe the DNA perturbation

jðiÞ ¼
e� exp½�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðzi�ZÞ2 þ r2 þR2�2rR cosðqi�HÞ

q
=l�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðzi�ZÞ2 þ r2 þR2�2rR cosðqi�HÞ
q X

j

dðZ�ZjÞdðH�HjÞ;

ð2:9Þ
where i and j label the atomic positions, where we determine the potential and the
positions of theDNAphosphate groupswith the cylindrical coordinates ðr; qi; ziÞ and
ðR;Hj;ZjÞ, respectively. Here r and R are the SWNTradius and the average radius of
the DNA wrapping, and l is the cutoff parameter.

The second, induced, component of the perturbation requires solving the
Schr€odinger equation (2.7) whose solutions are the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian
matrix (2.1) with the perturbation. Eigenvectors of that matrix give the amplitudes of
the tight binding wave function at atomic site positions, ylðiÞ.

The trace of the densitymatrix jylðiÞihylðjÞj calculated from theHamiltonianwith
the perturbation proportional to jact, minus the trace of the density matrix deter-
mined from the Hamiltonian with zero perturbation, HTB, gives dr. Knowing the
charge density (Eq. (2.6)), we can calculate the induced (screening) potential via the
Poisson equation

jindð~xÞ ¼
ð
drð~jÞ
~x�~j
���

��� d
~j ¼

X
i

ð d ~j�~r i
� �

~x�~j
���

��� d~j
X
l�lF

dylðiÞj j2: ð2:10Þ
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This expression formally does not converge for the values of ~x at the atomic site
positions because drð~jÞ is zero anywhere except for those atomic site positions~r i (as
a solution of the tight bindingmatrix problem), and the induced potential, as it should
be used in the Hamiltonian, diverges as 1=j~x�~jj. This divergence is rather non-
physical and due to the fact that the tight binding eigenvector is not a smooth wave
function of the coordinates as it should be. Thus, a simple regularization technique is
applied: we replace the point-like source d

�
~j�~r i

�
=j~x�~jj in the integral (2.10) with a

potential of a Gaussian distribution of charge, located at the same site i:
G
�j~j�~r ij� / exp

��j~j�~r ij2=b2
	
, where b is a characteristic length of the order of

the interatomic distance in the SWNT (whose exact value does not influence the
results).We ensure that the normalization condition for thewave function is satisfied
and also use an adaptive mesh to numerically evaluate the induced potential (2.10).
This regularization of the tight binding charge density function gives us
drR

�
~j
� ¼ e

P
i

P
l�lF

dylðiÞj j2G�j~j�~r ij�.
We note that for illustrative purposes it is still convenient to plot the nonregular-

ized eigensolution of the matrix problem because the square of the absolute value of
thewave function dylðiÞj j2 also has a simple physical interpretation as partial charges
on the carbon atoms of the SWNT induced upon the hybridization. The numerical
computation, though, uses only the regularized charge density function drRð~xÞ.

We apply an iterative procedure to determine the self-consistent charge density.We
start with the polarization charge density of nth step as determined from the
Schr€odinger equation (2.7) with the perturbation proportional to the induced
potential determined at the step ðn�1Þ (for the first step we use the Hamiltonian
with the external potential VDNA only, which corresponds to the sole jxt term in
Eq. (2.8)). We then iterate perturbation potential jact½drðn�1Þ� and the polarization
charge density dr½Hjn�. Figure 2.6 shows polarization charges on atomic sites as a
sequence of 11 steps of this iterative process. Clear oscillations of the charge density
are seen; special numerical convergence procedures can be applied for damping such
oscillations and speeding up the convergence.

2.5
Screening Factor and the Dielectric Permittivity

The SWNTresponds to the external potential induced by the helical chain of point
charges by redistributing the electronic charge density to havemaximumscreening
of the external potential. As a result the total (acting) potential is substantially lower

Figure 2.6 Polarization charges for the hybrid discussed above are shown for several iterations of
the self-consistent procedure.
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than the external (bare) potential. In an analogy with solid state, we can try to define
the self-consistent value of the acting electric potential via the value of the external
potential of the DNA and a constant that describes the screening due the polar-
ization of the SWNT: jact ¼ jxt=e. This constant e is similar to the macroscopic
dielectric permittivity of an insulator or a semiconductor. Since the system lacks
total three-dimensional translation symmetry, such a dielectric constant cannot be
defined equally everywhere in the space. Moreover, the electron charge density is
localized on the surface of the nanotube, but the DNA charge is above this surface.
Since these two charge densities have different helical symmetries (in the general
case), the ratio jxt=jact is not necessarily the same at different carbon lattice sites.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show that the distribution of the polarization charge follows the
external potential and is nonuniform along the circumference and along the axis of
the nanotube.

We emphasize the difference in description of the depolarization of the external
potential of the helical wrap of the DNA and the classical formalism of the dielectric
function of the medium: the �dielectric constant� of the hybrid depends on the
SWNT type, on the symmetry of the DNA wrap, and even on the properties of the
surroundingmedium, because the polarization charge of the nanotube is sensitive to
all of these parameters. However, for a complex of given symmetry, in vacuum, we
can accurately calculate the polarization charge at each of the atoms and compute
the (position dependent) screening factor.

Very surprisingly we found (within the model) quite a weak variation in the
screening factor. With high accuracy, the ratio jxt=jact ¼ e is nearly constant and is
2:2� 0:5 over the atomic sites on the SWNTsurface within the unit cell, independent
of the NT type and wrap geometry, which means that nanotube electrons provide a
coherent screening response to the DNA potential.

The result of the calculation for a typical case of (7,0) SWNT wrapped by fully
ionized DNA with the charge of a phosphate group e� ¼ e is shown in Figure 2.7.
In this given complex, the DNA has four bases per supercell. The positions of
the phosphate groups are easily distinguished in Figure 2.7 as the maxima of the
positive charge density.

2.6
Polarization Component of Cohesion Energy of the SWNT–ssDNA Hybrid

A thorough understanding of the binding between DNA and a carbon nanotube is
critical to both optimizing SWNT dispersion and allowing the development of
accurate biological and chemical sensors based on these hybrids. Within the
framework of our quantum mechanical model, we have calculated the polarization
component of the energy of cohesion of an ionized DNAmolecule to the surface of a
nanotube.

The polarization interaction appears in complexes of DNAwith highly polarizable
substrates because the backbone of the DNA molecule possesses substantial charge
density in solution [69]. The ionization of phosphate groups between bases of ssDNA
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results in the DNA having a linear charge density of 	e/(7 A
�
), neglecting compen-

sation due to counterions in solution. In response to the net negative charge of the
phosphate groups of the DNA, electrons (and holes) rearrange themselves, as shown
in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7 (a) Schematic of a ssDNA-wrapped
carbon nanotube. Here a (7,0) nanotube is
helically wrapped byDNA,with periodic charges
corresponding to the charged phosphate
groups equally spaced along an idealized helix.
This particular case shows one helical wrap per
six unit cells of the bare nanotube. The DNA
charges cause the p-electrons of the nanotube
to redistribute on the nanotube surface. Holes

are attracted to the areas near the phosphate
charges, and electrons migrate to the areas
furthest from thephosphate groups, resulting in
a polarization of surface charge. (b) Surface
charge for a supercell of the hybrid structure of
(a) unscrolled. The grayscale indicates relative
electric potential at the surface of the nanotube
due to the charged DNA wrap.
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Calculation of the polarization interaction is a complex problem because in
principle it must self-consistently take into account evolution of the geometry of
the hybrid and electronic structure uponwrapping. In ourmethod, DNA geometry is
fixed and obtained from molecular dynamics with force constants parameterized
without specifics of the polarization interaction. Thus, theHamiltonian of the system
uses �frozen� coordinates of all the atoms.Moreover, we assume that the polarization
of the electronic subsystem of the DNA molecule is much weaker than the
polarization of the electronic subsystem of the SWNT and neglect the former
compared to the latter. This approximation is valid because the valence electrons
of the single-walled nanotube form a highly polarizable electron shell with a density
of states in the order of 4=p�hVF, where VF ’ 108 cm/s is the Fermi velocity in the
nanotube.

Knowing the electron density induced at the SWNTsurface by the DNA charges,
we calculated the component of the cohesion energy due to the polarization
interaction. The reduced cohesion energy (per single base of the DNA) equals

de ¼ l
L
X
DNA

ð
e�DNAdrð~jÞ
~xDNA�~j
���

��� d~j; ð2:11Þ

whereL is the length of the DNAper period of a single unit cell, and l is the distance
between bases (that is, their ratio is the number of charges of the DNA per unit cell,

Figure 2.7 (Continued)
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which is four in the case presented in Figure 2.7). We obtain the value de ’ 0:47 eV
for the complex shown above. The effective screening coefficient of the nanotube, the
effective SWNT permittivity discussed above, is approximately equal to two in this
case. Correspondingly, the polarization component of the cohesion energy decreases
by half as compared to the nonself-consistent value ’ 0:96 eV at the first iteration
(Figure 2.8).

If we compare the energy of the polarization component of cohesion and the
classical attraction energy of an elementary charge to a metal surface

decl 	 e2

2ðR�rÞ ; ð2:12Þ

where the distance ðR�rÞ ’ 4:35A
�
corresponds to the average radial distance

between a phosphate group and the nanotube surface, we obtain a quantity almost
four times the correct value. Thus, the estimation of the polarization interaction via
the interaction with the metal cylinder gives an essentially overestimated value. On
the other hand, the transverse permittivity of the nanotube has a typical value e ’ 5,
and still for the interaction of an elementary charge with the charge of the image in
the insulator e e�1

eþ 1, we obtain a quantity more than two times the actual one. (We note
that this modeling has been performed for the hybrid structure in �vacuum� as no
external screening medium has been accounted for.)

Figure 2.7 presents a sample hybrid geometry. We varied the angle of the DNA
helix, effectively varying the pitch of thewrap, as shown in Figure 2.9. An attemptwas
made to keep the linear charge density of the hybrids as constant as possible, and this
determined the number of charges placed along the helical wrap. For these struc-
tures, the average polarization cohesion energy per DNA base (or per phosphate
group/charge) varied approximately linearly from �0.24 eV/base for the smallest

Figure 2.8 The convergence of the polarization component of the cohesion energy for the
DNA–SWNT complex described in the work. Eleven steps of iteration are shown, including the
nonself-consistent value for the first step.
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pitch to �0.91 eV/base for the largest pitch. Cohesion energy is larger for the larger
pitch, which might be expected due to the decrease in the electrostatic repulsion of
charges. The total polarization component of cohesion energy of the supercell was
proportional to the square of the number of charges along the wrap, or said another
way, the average polarization cohesion energy per DNA base is proportional to the
number of DNA bases (or number of charges) per supercell (see Figure 2.10). The
polarization cohesion energy per base (or per length of the nanotube) varied as
the fourth power of the angle of the wrap with respect to the circumference of the
nanotube, as shown in Figure 2.10b. The effective screening coefficient of
the nanotube for this series of geometries varies from 1.83 to 2.09, in reasonable
agreement with our previous result.

Figure 2.9 Hybrid geometries for (7,0) SWNT
with varied wrapping angles. The first structure
shows one wrap over three unit cells of the bare
tube, and the wrapping angle increases

incrementally to the final structure shown,
where one wrap covers 10 unit cells of
the bare nanotube. SWNT surfaces are shown
unscrolled.

Figure 2.10 (a) Polarization cohesion energy
per DNA base is plotted versus a4, where a

is thewrapping angle of theDNAwith respect to
the circumference of the nanotube.

(b) Polarization cohesion energy per DNA
base is plotted versus the number of DNA
bases (or the number of charges) in the
supercell.
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2.7
Optical Absorption of SWNT–DNA Hybrids

The main influence of the DNAwrap on the electronic structure of the SWNT in the
helical hybrid is symmetry breaking; for a nonchiral tube, the helical perturbation
generates �natural� optical activity in theDNA–nanotube complex.We demonstrated
that the one-electron absorption spectrum for light polarized perpendicular to the
nanotube axis is sensitive to the wrapping while the parallel light polarization shows
features that are similar to bare SWNT. This may seem counterintuitive considering
the large linear charge density of the ionized DNA and the large strength of the
perturbation. We explain it by noting that for the parallel polarization absorption
(conventions for polarization directions are shown in Figure 2.11), the effect of the
DNA wrap is averaged over the SWNT circumference that smears out the induced
charge and, in case of a charge neutral SWNT, gives almost zero net effect. On the
contrary, the perpendicular polarization absorption is proportional to the first
nonvanishing angular term, breaking the cylindrical symmetry, and therefore having
a significant perturbation strength.

Lifting of optical selection rules results in new optical transitions and circular
dichroism of the complex.

As the optical properties of a SWNTare dependent on the radius and chirality of the
nanotube, spectroscopy can be used to characterize bulk samples of the nanotubes.
The large aspect ratio and quasi-one-dimensional nature of SWNTs results in sharp
peaks in their one-electron density of states, the so-called van Hove singularities, as
shown in Figure 2.11b. This leads to distinct signatures for individual nanotube
structures when emission intensity is plotted versus parallel excitation and emission
energies in an absorption/luminescence plot [70].

Figure 2.10 (Continued)
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Figure 2.11 (a) Schematic of polarization directions given by the relative orientation of the electric
field vector of the absorbed or emitted light and the nanotube axis. (b) Schematic of density of states
for a semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotube.
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For a pristine semiconducting SWNT, an E11 transition denotes absorption across
the bandgap between the first vanHove peak below the Fermi level and the first peak
above the Fermi level. In this case, the peaks correspond to states having the same
angularmomentum (the solid arrows in Figure 2.11b). In themany-body picture, this
corresponds to the first excitonic transition. An E12 transition occurs between states
with angular momenta, which differ by�1 (the dashed arrows in Figure 2.11b). The
selection rule for the angular momentum quantum number of Dm ¼ 0 for absorp-
tion of light polarized parallel to the nanotube axis, andDm ¼ �1 for light polarized
perpendicularly to the nanotube axis, is dictated by the odd symmetry of the
momentum operator and the even symmetry of the product of wave functions with
the same angular momentum for the electron and the hole.

Our simulations predict new peaks in the frequency range near the E11 transitions,
prohibited for bare, pristine nanotubes, in the cross-polarized absorption spectra of
DNA–SWNTs. In Figure 2.12, we have plotted the calculated optical strength versus
simulated emission along the tube axis and simulated absorption of light polarized
across the tube axis for the (7,0) SWNT, with and without a DNA wrap. The figure
shows a dramatic difference in the absorption/luminescencemap in the region of the
first van Hove singularity, E11. The optical absorption coefficients for light polarized
across the axis of the semiconducting zigzag (7,0) DNA–SWNT hybrids drastically
differ from the bare tube absorption in the same polarization. The first absorption
peak in cross-polarization for the bare SWNTcorresponds to E12 and E21 transitions.
This peak is also present for the DNA–SWNT hybrid, although it shifts to higher
frequency. In addition, a shoulder at lower frequency near the bare E11 transitions
appears as a consequence of the lifting of selection rules [38].

We note that the excitonic effects can be easily included in the picture. The
presence of excitons decreases the bandgap and, thus, decreases the energy of
emission. For E11 transitions, analytical exciton theory shows that exciton binding
energy is a fraction of the bare optical bandgap [48], which allows simple rescaling.

Figure 2.12 Calculated optical strength versus energy of the absorbed photon with perpendicular
polarization and energy of the emitted photon with parallel polarization (absorption/luminescence
map) for the bare (7,0) nanotube (left) and the DNA-wrapped (7,0) nanotube (right).
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On the other hand, the exciton correction is expected to be essentially weaker for E12

transitions due to decay of the direct Coulombmatrix element with nonzero angular
momentum transfer Dm 6¼ 0 [71], and thus it is neglected in this study.

In contrast to the bare tube, the subbands of the wrapped SWNT do not have
definite angularmomentumsince the electron (andhole)wave functions are helically
polarized by the Coulomb potential of the DNA. Thus, cross-polarized optical
transitions are allowed at a lower frequency near that of the prohibited transition
at E11. The physical interpretation of this effect is that the polarization of the electron
(hole) under the perturbation of the transverse electric field of a nearby DNA
phosphate group creates across the tube a permanent dipole, which may be excited
by the perpendicular electric field of incident light. Overall, (negative) electron
density shifts to the opposite side of the tube and (positive) hole density shifts
toward the DNA backbone [29].

To further prove the helical symmetry of the perturbed electronic structure of a
DNA–SWNT hybrid, we plot in Figure 2.13 some representative wave functions for
electronic states near theC-point in conduction and valence bands in a bare nanotube
and a hybrid. The left panel shows the hole wave function for the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO), the highest valence subband, and the electron wave
function for the lowermost unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), lowermost
conduction subband, of the bare (5,0) nanotube.

Panels (b) and (e) showwave functions for the same subbands of theDNA-wrapped
nanotube. For this particularwrap, the two lowest optical transitions in perpendicular
polarization occur between HOMO-2 (shown in panel c) and LUMO and between
HOMOandLUMOþ 2 (shown in panel f), as indicated red arrows. It can be seen that
corresponding wave functions of the hybrid have helical symmetry replicating the
DNA wrap geometry.

To observe such an effect experimentally, one must tune to a singularity in the
optical density of states. In the bare tube this happens only at the edges of the Brillouin
zone. Additional singularities arise with the wrapping due to subband flattening.

For aDNA–SWNThybrid, the supercell length (translational period of the complex)
contains at least one wrap and typically includes many unit cells of the bare tube
(Figure 2.4b, inset). Thus, the Brillouin zone of the complex is folded, and electron
energy dispersion becomes flat at the new zone boundary due to the reflection of
electrons at half the reciprocal lattice vector (whenDk ¼ np=a), where n is an integer
and a is the supercell length), that is, near the new Brillouin zone boundary.

The partial absorption coefficient is as follows:

a�ð�hv; kÞ /
X
i

X
f

e2 hyðk;mf ; lf Þ~p 
~E�
���

���yðk;mi; liÞi
���

���2
m0v

� f ðEiðk;mi; liÞÞ½1�f ðEf ðk;mf ; lf ÞÞ�C
½ðEf ðk;mf ; lf Þ�Eiðk;mi; liÞÞ��hv�2 þC2

:

ð2:13Þ

Here f(E) is the Fermi–Dirac function, C is the level broadening (set at 0.008 eV for
these calculations),
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p�j j ¼ er hyðk;mf ; lf Þ
�� �� e�iq yðk;mi; liÞij j ð2:14Þ

is the matrix element for a transition from an initial state in the valence band
jk;mi; lii to a final state in the conduction band jk;mf ; lf i for the case of circularly
polarized incident light, ~E / e�iq, with the selection rule for angular momentum,
Dm ¼ mf �mi ¼ �1. For a wrapped tube absorption is different for left- and right-
polarized light, thus light with linear polarization (which is a sum of left- and right-
polarized components) will change its linear polarization directionwhile propagating
through the DNA–SWNT hybrid medium.

Figure 2.13 Selected wave functions for zero
wave vector as projected onto the unscrolled
cylindrical nanotube surface. Projected
positions of charges along an idealized helix
are shown as gray dots. (a) and (d) Closest
conduction and valence subbands of the

bare (5,0) nanotube. (b–f) and (c–e) Selected
subbands of the ssDNA–SWNT hybrid that
contribute to the lowest strong absorption peak
in cross-polarization. Arrows indicate the
optical transitions.
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Such �natural� optical activity of the material is directly related to the helicity of
the electron states. The total absorption spectrum is obtained by integrating the
partial absorption coefficient (Eq. (2.13)) over thewave vector inside thefirst Brillouin
zone, a�ð�hvÞ ¼

Ð
BZa�ð�hv; kÞ dk, and is plotted in Figure 2.14 for the left and right

circular polarizations Dm ¼ �1 (dashed and dotted curve, respectively) for an (8,0)
DNA–SWNThybrid. Absorption of circularly polarized light drastically differs for the
hybrid and the bare tube (solid curve in Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.14 (a) ? absorption of the bare (8,0)
SWNT (solid curve) compared to left and right
polarized light absorption in the DNA-wrapped
tube (dashed and dotted curves, respectively).
Curves are offset for clarity. (b) Circular

dichroism for an (8,0) ssDNA–SWNT hybrid.
Inset shows geometry of the hybridwith charges
projected onto the unscrolled surface of the
nanotube.
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The difference in absorption for two polarizations gives the circular dichroism
spectrum of the DNA–SWNT hybrid: CD ¼ aþ�a�. We calculated the optical
circular dichroism spectra for a variety of SWNT–DNA hybrids and found strong
dichroism for originally achiral as well as chiral tubes. Figure 2.14b shows the CD
spectrum of the (8,0) DNA–SWNT hybrid. We stress that this circular dichroism is
unrelated to the possible chirality of the DNA. First, the single-stranded DNA does
notmake a clear helix on its own, without wrapping around the SWNT. Second, DNA
absorption is not included in this work at all, although a recent study [48] showed an
interesting DNA hypochromicity effect in the hybrids. One can exclude DNA from
the spectral analysis because the DNA absorption edge [48, 54] is at approximately
4.1 eV, which is well above the main IR spectral features of the SWNT itself. Hence,
the optical activity must be fully attributed to the nanotube itself and to its helical

Figure 2.15 Calculated circular dichroism for a (7,0) nanotubewith (a) wrap along zigzag direction
with charges centered above carbon hexagons and (b) wrap with same wrapping angle, but shifted
about nanotube circumference.
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symmetry breaking. This conclusion is further supported by the experimental data in
Ref. [45].

We found that the strength of the perturbation is proportional to the total charge of
DNA in the supercell as well to the SWNT radius. Thus the typical splitting of the
subbands scales as / r4 and becomes stronger for tubes of larger radius. We found
that chiral symmetry breaking is also present in wraps with different wrapping
angles, with circular dichroism and absorption peak splitting clearly observed,
though with very different absorption spectra. We observed that the symmetry
breaking is most sensitive to the symmetry matching between the SWNT lattice
and the DNA backbone helical angle.

For various angles and for various tubeswe calculated different absorption spectra,
though a general qualitative feature of the helical symmetry breaking, the appearance
of new vanHove singularities in the optical data, was present. At the same time,when
the axial or circumferential shift of the wrap was different, the CD spectrum had the
same major features, though varied slightly, as shown in Figure 2.15. This suggests
that exact placement of the ssDNA on the SWNTsurfacemay not be important, given
that the wrapping angle is fixed due to the microscopic interaction between the two.
In such a case, cross-polarized optical spectroscopy can be a nondestructive optical
characterization technique to determine wrapping efficiency by comparing intensi-
ties of the spectral lines corresponding to the bare and wrapped tubes.

2.8
Summary

In this chapter we consider the recently discovered hybrid structures of single-
stranded DNA and single-walled carbon nanotubes and the influence of the charged
DNA wrap on the electronic and optical properties of the SWNT.

We describe the tight binding model developed to calculate electronic band
structure of DNA–SWNT hybrids and the self-consistent procedure for calculating
electric potential on the surface of the nanotube. Thesemethods have been applied to
a variety of hybrids to study the dependence of themain parameters of thewrap, such
as the cochirality of the wrap and the underlying lattice structure of the NT, the axial
position of the wrap, the angular position of the wrap, the diameter of the NT, and the
charge density of thewrap (distance between subsequent backbone charges as well as
the charge of a single base), on the electronic structure. We verified that the model
properly describes the broken symmetry and shows correct scaling of the perturba-
tion with the charge density on the DNA backbone. We found that neither the axial,
nor the circumferential position of the wrap plays a significant role in the pertur-
bation, which is explained based on the large range of the Coulomb potential that
results in self-averaging of the local fields and local atomic effects. However, there is a
significant and nonmonotonic dependence on the chiral angle of the wrap (same as
the pitch of the wrap for a fixed chirality and diameter of the NT), which is explained
by a global symmetry breaking. A similar strong dependence was found on the
diameter of the SWNT (for a fixed chirality).
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As examples of our approach, the polarization component of the DNA–SWNT
hybrid cohesion energy, cross-polarized absorption coefficient, and circular dichro-
ismwere calculated.We also estimated the screening effect of the SWNTpolarization
for various hybrids. We found a general feature of the broken symmetry of the
nanotube electronic structure to be circular dichroism for originally nonhelical
nanotubes as well as the appearance of new spectral lines in the optical absorption.
These spectral lines should be experimentally sought for the case of polarization of
light perpendicular to the nanotube axis. DNA wrapping should result in an extra
peak at a frequency below the allowed E12 optical transitions in the bare tube, which
may be used for nondestructive identification of the wrapping.
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3
Electrochemistry
Matteo Iurlo, Massimo Marcaccio, and Francesco Paolucci

3.1
Introduction

Ever since their appearance in the field of newmolecular materials, electrochemistry
has played a special role in investigating the electronic properties of carbon
nanotubes (CNTs). In view of their structural and electronic uniqueness, carbon
nanotubes have been proposed either as nanostructured bulk electrode materials for
sensing and biosensing [1–8] and in advanced electrochemical devices [9–11] or as
molecular-sized electrodes for investigating very fast electrode kinetics [12]. Alter-
natively, electron transfer has been used to probe the electronic properties of carbon
nanotubes either by direct voltammetric inspection [13] or by coupling it with
spectroscopic techniques [14], thus allowing, in the case of true solutions of
individual uncut single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), to single out their redox
potentials as a function of diameter [15]. Finally, for their optical and redox properties,
as borne by these studies, SWNTs constitute new nanomaterials with enormous
potential for a wide range of in vivo and in vitro bioapplications, ranging from drug
delivery to highly sensitive sensors for the electronic and electrochemical detection of
biomolecules [16], for energy-related applications and applications in catalysis [17,
18], redox-driven biomachines and/or compact bioreactors for the production of
chemicals, industrial materials, and drugs [19], and, finally, for photofunctional
nanosystems to be used in efficient light energy conversion devices [20].

Advances and applications in catalysis and sensing and other technologically
relevant fields [21, 22], as well as the fundamental chemical, photochemical, optical,
and optoelectronic features of carbon nanotubes, have been thoroughly surveyed in a
series of excellent recent reviews [20, 23, 24] to which the readers are directed.

3.2
Electronic Properties of SWNTs

The electronic properties of a SWNTare univocally determined by its diameter and
helicity, although some additional quantum confinement was recently shown in
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ultrashort SWNTs [25]. A single-walled carbon nanotube is often described as the
result of seamlesswrapping of a graphene sheet into a cylinder along the (n,m) roll-up
vector. The (n, m) indices fully define the SWNTradius and chirality and determine
univocally its electronic structure (Scheme 3.1) [26, 27]. If n�m¼ 3q, where q is an
integer, the SWNT is metallic, whereas for n�m 6¼ 3q, it is semiconducting with a
bandgap in the density of states (DOS) whose size is inversely proportional to the
diameter. As a consequence of the size-dependent quantization of electronic wave
functions around the circumference of the SWNT, the DOS shows typical singular-
ities, the so-called van Hove singularities, consisting of a singular increase in the
DOS at energies evH followed by a (e� evH)

�1/2 decrease (Scheme 3.1).
About one-third of all the SWNTs are metallic and always have wider energy gaps

between the first van Hove spikes than the semiconducting ones with similar
diameters. The presence of the van Hove singularities dominates the spectral and
redox features of these species [28].

3.3
Electrode Potentials Versus Work Functions

Materials with redox properties havemany important technological applications, and
understanding the redox properties of these materials is an important issue. The
electroactive properties of materials are often characterized by cyclic voltammetry, in
which the oxidation ratio of thematerial is changed by applying a potential. In a cyclic
voltammogram, the current, which reflects the oxidation/reduction process of the
material, depends nonlinearly on the applied potential. Redox couple peaks in the
cyclic voltammogram, which are typical for reduction and oxidation processes of
redox materials, are analyzed to obtain information on the energetics and kinetics of
the redox process itself and of any possible chemical reaction associated with it.
Finally, the standard potential for the redox process is obtained from the above
analysis that is ultimately related to the work function of the material. The work
functionW of electrons of a solid phasematerial is defined as the difference between

Scheme 3.1
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the Fermi energy, EF, and the Volta energy, �eY, which is the energy required to
move an electron in vacuum from a distance of 100A

�
from the solid surface of the

material to infinity:

EF ¼ �W�eY: ð3:1Þ
When an electroactive material is deposited on a metal electrode, the Fermi levels of
the metal and of the electroactive material are equal. This leads to a difference in the
work function of electrons in the metal and in the material that is equal to the
difference in the Volta energies:

MetDMW ¼ WMet�WM ¼ �eðYMet�YMÞ: ð3:2Þ
If the electroactive material takes part in a redox process that is realized either by
using a chemical oxidant/reductant or by applying an external current or
potential,

Oz þ e $ Rðz�1Þ; ð3:3Þ
where O and R are the oxidized and reduced partners of the characteristic redox
couple, a change in the work function of the material takes place due to a change in
the oxidation ratio of the material. In fact, the work function of the material is given
by [29]

WM ¼ me þ zFx; ð3:4Þ
where x, z, andFare the surface potential, the valence of the ions involved in the redox
process, and the Faraday constant, respectively, and me is the chemical potential of the
electrons in the electroactive material, given by

me ¼ m0
R�m0

O þRT ln
cR
cO

� �
; ð3:5Þ

where m0
R and m0

O are the standard chemical potentials of the reduced and oxidized
forms of the redoxmaterial, respectively. Thus, Eq. (3.4), through the use of Eq. (3.5),
states that thework function of the electroactivematerial is a function of the oxidation
ratio in the material and, conversely, that the redox reaction of the electroactive
material can be studied by investigating changes in its work function, by using the
conventional Kelvin probe technique or the electrolyte metal oxide semiconductor
field effect transistor (MOSFET) device.

In an electrochemical experiment, themeasured quantity is the electrode potential
E relative to a reference system

E ¼ wMet�wsol�
me;Met

e
ð3:6Þ

that combines the inner (Galvani) potential drop across the electrochemical interface
with the chemical potential of the electrons in the metal. The Nernst equation finally
relates the electrode potential to the standard potential of the relevant redox couple,
E0, and to its oxidation ratio:
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E ¼ E0 þ RT
F

ln
cO
cR

� �
: ð3:7Þ

While the electrode potential is necessarily measured against a reference system, for
example, the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) or the standard calomel electrode (SCE),
for comparison with data obtained by different approaches, it is of interest to have an
estimate of the absolute or single electrode potential (i.e., measured versus the potential
of a free electron in vacuum). The absolute potential of the NHE can be estimated
as 4.5� 0.1 V, based on certain extrathermodynamic assumptions, such as about
the energy involved in moving a proton from the gas phase into an aqueous
solution [29, 30].

3.4
Electrochemistry at SWNTs Versus Electrochemistry of SWNTs

The large interest in using SWNTs as electrodes for electrochemistry mostly
originates from their unique structural and electronic properties. Individual SWNTs
may, in fact, be used as carbon nanoelectrodes making very fast electrode kinetics
accessible or assembled in large surface area carbon electrodes for electrochemical
sensor applications.

When a potential is applied between an SWNTsupported onto an electrode and an
electrolyte (Figure 3.1), a net charge may build up in the SWNT that is screened by
charge in the electrical double layer in solution.

The electrostatic capacitance of this interface is given by the capacitance of the
electrical double layer, Cdl. However SWNTs, analogous to a semiconductor elec-
trode, have a rather low density of electronic states per unit energy around the
Fermi level: bands are therefore pinned at the surface and a significant part of the
interfacial potential thus takes the form of a change of the chemical potential, Vch, of
the SWNT instead of an electrostatic potential drop over the double layer. Such a
behavior was recently modeled by Heller et al. [31] who represented the interfacial
capacitance between SWNT and electrolyte as the electrostatic double-layer capac-
itance Cdl in series with the chemical quantum capacitance Cq (Figure 3.1). In the
initial situation, the Fermi level is positioned in the valence band of the SWNT. In the
classical case Cq�Cdl, application of a positive voltage Vappl > 0 will shift the band
structure by eVdl with respect to its initial position, while the position of the Fermi
level with respect to the band edges remains unchanged. In the extreme opposite
case, Cq�Cdl, the position of the bandgap remains unchanged with respect to the
reference energy, while the Fermi level shifts by eVch with respect to the bands.
Electrochemical gating and electrochemical charge transfer theories were then
combined, according to the Gerischer–Marcus model of heterogeneous electron
transfer kinetics, and showed that the interfacial capacitances have a large impact on
the behavior of electron transfer at SWNT electrodes. Among the most important
predictions derived from such an approach are the following: (i) the semiconducting
or metallic SWNT band structure and its distinct van Hove singularities should be
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resolved in voltammetry, in amanner analogous to scanning tunneling spectroscopy
and (ii) a non-zero interfacial transfer rate is expected even when the Fermi level of a
semiconducting SWNT resides in the bandgap. In such a case, in fact, the model
predicts that the rate of reaction remains constant over the range of Vappl.

In Figure 3.2b, the rate of reduction kred of a redox couple having formal potential
V00 ¼�0.25V and reorganization energy l¼ 1 eV, calculated according to the above
model, at two different kinds of SWNTs, that is, a (10, 10)metallic SWNTor a (10, 11)
semiconducting one, or at a graphene layer, is reported. In this example, Vhf, the
potential at which the Fermi level in the SWNTequals the half-filling energy, was set
to 0.2 V with respect to a Ag/AgCl reference potential. As illustrated in Figure 3.2a,
the distribution of oxidized states is positioned close to the half-filling energy.
Figure 3.2b shows that while a metallic SWNT yields an approximately exponential

Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic representation of a
single SWNT/electrolyte interface comprising
an electrochemical circuit. The potential Vappl is
applied between the SWNT and a reference
electrode in solution, and an electrical double
layer develops at the SWNT/electrolyte
interface. (b) The interfacial capacitance
between SWNT and electrolyte comprises the
electrostatic double-layer capacitance Cdl in
series with the chemical quantum capacitance
Cq. (c) Energy diagram showing the influence of
the quantum capacitance on the alignment and
occupation of electronic states in the SWNT.
The reference energy in this diagram is set by the

reference electrode. The Fermi level is initially
located in the valence band of the SWNT; in the
classical case Cq�Cdl, application of a positive
voltageVappl > 0will shift the band structurewith
respect to its initial position, leaving the
position of the Fermi level with respect to the
band edges unchanged. In the opposite case,
Cq�Cdl, the position of the bandgap remains
unchanged with respect to the reference energy,
while the Fermi level shifts with respect to the
bands. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [31]. Copyright 2006 The American
Chemical Society.
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kred–Vappl curve, a semiconducting SWNTwould reveal a plateau in the curve as the
Fermi level crosses the bandgap.

In most cases, experimental data concerning heterogeneous electron transfer
kinetics at SWNTs were obtained using solid films of bundled SWNTs [32], that is,
immobilized systems where the SWNTs were either spin-coated or drop-cast onto
conductive supports or otherwise narrowly packed in self-standing bucky paper.
From the point of view of fundamental investigation of their electrochemical and
spectroscopic properties, such systems present two different levels of complexity:
on the one hand, the films are typically composed of complex mixtures of tubes
with chiralities and diameters ranging over many different indices (n, m); on the
other hand, each individual SWNT experiences strong interactions either with the
other tubes in the bundle or with the substrate with expected strong and unknown
effects on its electronic properties. As a matter of fact, electrochemical and
spectroelectrochemical experiments carried out on such systems did not allow,
in general, to resolve the contribution from each SWNT to the overall experimental
response [33]. Furthermore, charge injection to SWNTs may not occur homo-
geneously and be strongly limited by the low mobility of the counterions within
the bundles [34].

Figure 3.2 Calculations for a reduction reaction
at a graphene sheet (black), a (10, 10) metallic
SWNT (blue), and a (10, 11) semiconducting
SWNT (red). (a) Density of states as a function
of energy. The green line shows the distribution

of the oxidized solution states. (b) Rate of
reduction kred as a function of applied potential.
The inset shows the rate of reduction near Vhf.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [31].
Copyright 2006 The American Chemical Society.
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3.5
Carbon Nanotubes for Electrochemical Energy Storage Devices

The large empty spaces inside SWNTs and MWNTs, coupled with their large
geometric surface areas, ignited an intense investigation of the energy storage
characteristics of carbon nanotube materials. The hypothesis that the hollow cores
of nanotubes could be excellent sites for the storage of small molecules, such as
hydrogen, was thoroughly investigated and, at the same time, studies aimed to
develop novel storagematerials with high capacity, lowmass, and high stability based
on CNTs have been carried out [35–37].

Investigating the electrochemical hydrogen storage characteristics of CNTs, ca-
pacities of up to 170mAh/g for unpurified arc-discharge produced samples, contain-
ing only a small percentage of SWNTs, were found [38] that increased to 800mAh/g
in the case of purified SWNT samples [39]. Hydrogen storage capacities of around
200mAh/g for both MWNTs and SWNTs were reported [40–42]. However, all these
CNT materials were synthesized using transition metals and well-known hydride-
forming materials as catalysts. More recently, a maximum discharge capacity of
130mAh/gwas reported for an as-produced SWNTmaterial.Measurements indicate
that the electrochemical activity of the matrix material, used to manufacture
composite electrodes, should also not be ignored. Highly pure CNTs yield a
substantially lower response: the measured response of CNT materials is related
to a number of processes, including the irreversible oxidation of carbonaceous
material, the reversible oxidation/reduction of residual metal catalyst or carbona-
ceous impurities, and an electrostatic charging component [43].

Very recently, a composite structure consisting of well-dispersedmanganese oxide
nanoflowers on a vertically aligned carbonnanotube arraywas reported [44]. TheCNT
array was found to be excellent for electrodepositing transition metal oxides because
of its regular pore structure, high surface area, homogeneous property, and excellent
conductivity. The composite was reported to exhibit superior rate performance
(50.8% capacitance retention at 77A/g), thus making it very promising for high-
rate electrochemical capacitive energy storage applications.

3.6
Carbon Nanotubes for Electrochemical Sensors and Biosensors

Carbon is commonly used as an electrode material for electrochemistry. sp2 carbon,
in particular, combines a wide useful potential window with electronic properties
similar to metals [45]. In addition, chemical surface modification of carbon is an
important viable approach to functional electrodes [46]. Covalent grafting of organic
monolayers on carbon (graphite, HOPG, carbon fibers, etc.) can be obtained by the
electrochemical in situ reduction of aryl diazonium salts or the oxidation of aromatic
and/or aliphatic amines. Such electrochemical methods produce a monolayer of an
organic species by forming a carbon–carbon (or carbon–nitrogen) bond between the
carbon surface and the functionalizing compound [46]. Carbon nanotubes represent
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a new kind of carbon materials that are superior to other kinds of carbon materials
such as glassy carbon, graphite, and diamond. For their special structural features
and unique electronic properties, NTs have found applications in electrocatalysis,
direct electrochemistry of proteins, and electroanalytical devices such as electro-
chemical sensors and biosensors. The electroanalytical applications of carbon
nanotubes have been thoroughly described in a series of recent reviews [47].

Innovations in carbon nanotube-assisted biosensing technologies such as DNA
hybridization, protein binding, antibody–antigen, and aptamers have recently been
reviewed, particularly focusing on the twomajor schemes for electronic biodetection,
namely, biotransistor- and electrochemistry-based sensors (Scheme 3.2) [48].

The redox properties of SWNTs have recently been exploited for realizing an
efficient bioinspired reactor where a reductant (dithionite) supplies electrons to
SWNTs that subsequently transfer and donate electrons to the acceptor molecules
(cytochrome c) (Scheme 3.3) [49].

Scheme 3.2 Reprinted with permission from Ref. [48]. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.
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According to a novel, original approach, functionalized MWNT assemblies were
assembled onto the surface of silicon electrodes and investigated with the scanning
electrochemical microscopy (SECM) (Scheme 3.4) [50].

The study showed that the nanotubes allow an efficient electrical communication
between the semiconductor surface and a redox probe in solution (Scheme 3.4), thus
showing their potential application for electrically transducing a biomolecular
recognition event.

3.7
Electrochemistry of Carbon Nanotubes

Electrochemical charging has been widely used to provide important information on
the electronic structure of thesematerials. In situRaman spectroelectrochemistry is a
well-established method for investigating the change in physical properties of
SWNTs during charging [14, 33, 51]. For instance, electrochemical charging has a
strong impact on the development of the Raman spectra of SWNT bundles. In the
presence of large bundles of SWNTs, however, the interpretation of the results is
difficult because (i) the individual properties of specific tubes are averaged and
difficult to single out and (ii) the properties of nanotubes in a bundle are different
from those of individual nanotubes. Recently, Raman spectroelectrochemical
experiments, carried out using small bundles and individual SWNTs supported

Scheme 3.3 Reprinted with permission from Ref. [49]. Copyright 2008 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.
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onto a conducting substrate [52], demonstrated the importance of making measure-
ments at the single nanotube level in order to investigate their size-dependent
electronic properties. The magnitude and direction (upshift or downshift) of the
tangential mode band was analyzed as a function of the applied potential and was
found to depend on the diameter of the semiconducting tubes (Figure 3.3).

For negative charging, the small-diameter tubes exhibit a downshift while the
large-diameter tubes exhibit an upshift. This behavior was associated with a phonon
renormalization effect and a C�C bond weakening during the charging process.

Optical Vis/NIR spectroelectrochemistry studies were performed on thin semi-
transparent solid films of SWNTs (CoMoCat) enriched with (6, 5) tubes via density-
gradient ultracentrifugation. Despite the partial bundling of the nanotubes, bands
corresponding tooptical transitionsof tubeswithdistinct chiralitiesweredetectable in
the spectra and, from the effects of electrochemical redox doping, a partial quanti-
fication of changes in the electronic density of states of suchSWNTswas possible [53].

However, when the electrochemistry investigation is carried out on SWNT films,
theproximity of the sample to the conducting substratemayhave significant effects on
theelectrochemical properties of theSWNTs [54].Away tominimize such interactions
and thus obtain valuable information on the redox (electronic) properties of non-
interacting individual SWNTs, complementary to those given by spectroscopy, is to
carry out electrochemical investigations in proper solutions of individual SWNTs.
Among the reasons why solution electrochemistry of SWNTs has so far found very few
examples vis-�a-vis spectroscopic investigations are (i) the relatively lower sensitivity of
electrochemical techniques with respect to spectroscopic ones, (ii) the interference in
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Scheme 3.4 SECM in feedback mode for
studying charge transfer kinetics at a non-
connected MWNT-modified p-type Si(111)
surface. Threemajor pathways are described for
regenerating the initial form of themediator: (a)
direct hole tunneling through the monolayer
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by the injection of a hole into the valence band of
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conductingMWNTs. Reproduced from Ref. [50]
by permissionof TheRoyal Society of Chemistry.
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the electrochemical measurements frommost of themolecular systems (surfactants,
polymer chains, DNA) used for making SWNT suspensions, such as their blocking
effects on the electrical contact of SWNTwith a metal electrode in an electrochemical
cell, (iii) the high ionic strength typical of electrochemical experiments (due to the
addition of a supporting electrolyte) that promotes flocculation of the SWNTsuspen-
sion, and (iv) the limited electrochemical stability window of the aqueous medium.

3.8
Cyclic Voltammetric Investigations of Solutions of Individual SWNTs

Organic functionalization of SWNTs, either covalent or noncovalent, has been shown
to be an effective way to make stable solutions of isolated SWNTs [55]. In 2003, we
reported the first electrochemical investigation of individual SWNTs carried out by
cyclic voltammetry and absorption electronic spectroelectrochemistry in (N-TEG)-
pyrrolidine functionalized SWNT ( f-NT ) tetrahydrofuran solutions (Figure 3.4) [56].
Either CH3- or amido-ferrocenyl-terminated f-NTs were investigated. The steady-
state voltammetric curve obtained at an ultramicroelectrode (UME) displays a
continuum of diffusion-controlled current, with onset, in the negative potential
region, at ��0.5 V, which is attributed to the reduction of f-NTs. In the case of
ferrocenyl-terminated f-NTs, the reversible oxidation of ferrocenyls was also detected.
A combination of electrochemical measurements and quantum chemical calcula-
tions wasmade in order to address twomajor issues with f-NTs, namely, the nature of
their bulk electronic properties and to what extent they retain those of pristine NT.

Figure 3.3 A plot of the relative frequency of
the Gþ band for five different SWNTs in the
range of electrode potential from Ve¼�1.5 to
1.5 V. (The frequency is normalized to the
frequency at 0 V.) The empty and filled squares
correspond to tube B, where Elaser¼ 1.70 and
1.68 eV, respectively (RBM at 135 cm�1). The

empty circles, empty triangles, filled triangles,
and crosses correspond to tubes with the RBM
frequencies at 175, 145, 125, and 120 cm�1,
respectively. The spectra were excited by 2.03,
2.33, 1.62, and 1.72 eV lasers, respectively.
Adapted with permission from Ref. [52].
Copyright 2008 The American Chemical Society.
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In this case, experiments were carried out with a gold UME modified by a self-
assembledmonolayer of dodecanethiols according to a procedure proposed byMiller
and coworkers [57] (Figure 3.5). The presence of the organic monolayer slows down
the heterogeneous electron transfer process, thus avoiding competition from diffu-
sion. The measured current thus becomes representative of the SWNT DOS and
could therefore be compared with that calculated for pristine SWNTs from the
electronic density of states, according to a simple equation (Eq. (3.8)) [58]:

iðEf Þ /
ðEf

0

ðDOSÞ dE: ð3:8Þ
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Figure 3.4 N-TEG pyrrolidine-SWNT.
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Figure 3.5 Steady-state CV curve of saturated f-NTs, 10mM TBAH, THF solution. Scan
rate¼ 0.5 V/s, T¼ 298 K at a Au electrode derivatized with a dodecanethiol self-assembled
monolayer. Potentials measured versus silver quasireference electrode.
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The DOS of pristine SWNTs was calculated according to a tight binding model [59]
and averaged over 39 different NTs with diameters between 0.88 and 1.22 nm and
relative abundances that correspond to the population of tubes contained in HiPCO
samples probed in the voltammetric experiments [60].

The comparison showed that the overall DOS is not strongly affected by the
chemical modification. However, the DOS of f-NT shows a smoothing of the peaks
that appear in pristine CNTat about�0.5 eV. Such peaks are related to the van Hove
singularities between which electronic transitions take place, and in fact, experi-
mentally, this class of f-NT shows a rather flat near-infrared spectrum.

Proper solution electrochemical experiments on pristine SWNTs were only pos-
sible after the recent discovery of an innovativeway to form thermodynamically stable
solutions of unmodified and uncut SWNTs [61]. Upon reduction with alkali metals,
SWNTs produce polyelectrolyte salts (Figure 3.6) that are soluble in polar organic
solvents without the use of sonication, surfactants, or functionalization. Polyelec-
trolyte SWNTsalts were obtained by reacting arc-discharge samples (a-NT) orHiPCO
samples (h-NT) with different alkali metals (Na, K) [61].

Voltammetric experiments were carried out in oxygen-free, ultra-dry DMSO
where, to avoid flocculation of the SWNTs, only low concentrations of the supporting
electrolyte were used [15]. Figure 3.7 compares the voltammetric curves of a saturated
DMSO solution of Na[a-NT] and Na[h-NT], at potentials close to the open circuit
potential (OCP), with that of f-NT. The curves show that (i) the current onset is
anticipated for Na[a-NT] with respect to Na[h-NT] and to the f-NT (that were also
produced from HiPCO SWNTs); (ii) the curves of h-NT and a-NT (for both Kþ and
Naþ salts) are richer in structure than that of f-NT. In particular, the broad waves at
�0.81 and �1.05V (h-NT) and �0.56 and �0.99V (a-NT) are missing for f-NT.

The anticipated onset indicates a smaller energy gap, consistent with the larger
average diameters of the arc-SWNTs with respect to the HiPCO ones. The richer
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curve morphology reflects, instead, the more complex electronic structure of the
pristine materials, compared to f-NT, thus confirming that functionalization signif-
icantly affects the low-lying electronic states of the nanotubes.

3.9
Vis–NIR Spectroelectrochemical Investigation of True Solutions of Unfunctionalized
SWNTs

The voltammetric response of individual SWNTs in solution reflects average collec-
tive properties rather than single SWNTones: voltammetry is therefore not a suitable
technique to determine the standard redox potentials of individual semiconducting
SWNTs as a function of the tube structure. This was instead achieved via an extensive
Vis–NIRspectroelectrochemical investigation of true polyelectrolyte SWNTsolutions
that was carried out in the�1500mVrange (versus SCE),where doping is expected to
modify the population of the first and second vanHove singularities of the electronic
bands of SWNTs. The electronic transitions affected by charging are therefore the
semiconducting S11 (v1s ! c1s ) and S22 (v2s ! c2s ), and possibly the metallic M11

(v1m ! c1m) [28].
As expected for heavily n-doped SWNTs, the starting solutions do not show

significant absorption except for the plasmon band, typical of graphitic materials
[62, 63]. Spectral changeswere recorded as long as the applied potential was increased
above �1.2 V, associated with the progressive undoping of SWNTs: the intensity
progressively increased until the maximum was reached for the complete depletion
of the conduction bands.

Figure 3.7 CV curves of DMSO solutions
saturated withNa[a-NT] (black line), saturatedNa
[h-NT] (dash-dot line), or saturated f-NT (dash
line). The black and blue curves are referred to the

leftaxis, theredcurvetotherightaxis.Experimental
conditions: 2 mM TBAH/DMSO; working
electrode: Pt disk (r¼ 25mm); T¼ 298K; scan
rate¼ 1V/s. Potentials are referenced to SCE.
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The 3D plot of Figure 3.8a displays a summary of the spectroelectrochemical
investigation of h-NT�s S11. On both reduction and oxidation sides, the absorption
bands have different onset potentials, thus suggesting that different redox potentials
are associated with different tube structures.

3.10
Standard Redox Potentials of Individual SWNTs in Solution

The knowledge of the oxidation and reduction potentials of SWNTs is instrumental to
the rational design of electrochemical, photochemical, and electronic devices, such as

Figure 3.8 (a) Smoothed surface plot of
optical absorption intensity as a function of
wavelength and electrode potential in the S11
region for K[h-NT]. (b) Intensity of each of the
five bands selected in the spectra above after
normalization as a function of potential. The

fitting curves (full lines) were calculated using
Eq. (3.2), whence E0

ox;i and E0
red;i values were

obtained (corresponding to the inflectionpoints
in each sigmoidal curve). In all plots, raw
electrochemical data, that is, uncorrected for
ohmic drop, are referenced to SCE.
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sensors, photoactive dyads, light emitting diodes, or other electroluminescent
devices, in which the energetics of electrochemical and electric generation of
electrons and holes in the SWNTs play an important role. The analysis of the
spectroelectrochemical results of h-NT and a-NT shown above allowed to obtain the
standard redox potential as a function of the tube diameter of a large number of
semiconducting SWNTs. In the analysis, we assumed that the absorbance is only due
to neutral SWNTs (and that they do it according to the Lambert–Beer law) and that the
Nernst equation describes the ratios of activity (concentration) of the neutral-to-
reduced (or -oxidized) SWNTs. Therefore, the absorbance (A) of the samples is
described as a function of electrochemical potential by two equations for the n-doped
and p-doped SWNTs [64]:

An-dop;i ¼ eN;ibc
�
i

eðF=RTÞðE�E0
red:iÞ

1þeðF=RTÞðE�E0
red;i

Þ ; Ap-dop;i ¼ eN;ibc
�
i

1

1þeðF=RTÞðE�E0
ox;iÞ

; ð3:9Þ

where i is a single (n, m) nanotube that contributes to a specific transition band, eN
is the extinction coefficient of the neutral (n, m) nanotube (for simplicity, assumed
to be the same for all tubes), c

�
is its bulk concentration, E is the electrochemical

potential, b is the path of the spectroscopic cell, and E0
red:i and E0

ox:i are the standard
potentials of its reduction (n-doping) and oxidation (p-doping). After normalization
(Figure 3.8b), the intensity of each band in the spectra was analyzed according to
Eq. (3.9), to give a set of standard potentials for the oxidations and reductions of h-
NT and a-NT.

The assignment of the redox potentials, reported in Table 3.1, was obtained by
adopting the empirical Kataura plot of Ref. 65 that gives the excitation energies of the
van Hove optical transitions as a function of the structure for a wide range of
semiconducting nanotubes. Finally, the E0 values vary linearly with the excitation
energy: to first order, the redox potential fits the equations

E0
red ¼ �1:02Eexc þ 0:26 ðR2 ¼ 0:989Þ ð3:10Þ

E0
ox ¼ 0:36Eexc þ 0:22 ðR2 ¼ 0:704Þ ð3:100Þ

that can be employed in the design of devices mentioned above. The chirality map of
Figure 3.9, where color codes are used to gather the structures that share the same
values, shows that, in analogy with optical transition frequencies, a simple depen-
dence of redox properties of SWNTs on diameter is not strictly followed.

As inmostmolecular systems, for example, fullerenes [66], the redox properties of
SWNTs are affected by ion–solvent interaction effects [67]. This is evident, for
instance, by the comparison of two sets of redox potentials obtained, respectively,
in DMSO (Table 3.1) and water solutions [68]. The latter set of data was determined
using a biohybrid approach: hydrogenase was integrated into the SWNT surface to
mediate electron injection from H2 into nanotubes having appropriately positioned
lowest occupied molecular orbital levels when the H2 partial pressure is varied
(Figure 3.10).
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Using the Nernst equation, the LUMO energy (i.e., the conduction band edge) of
various individual SWNTs was estimated from the partial H2 pressure at which
luminescence at each specific wavelength was quenched because of the electron
transfer process. The difference between the two sets of data is inversely proportional
to the nanotube diameter (Figure 3.11), in line with prevalent ion–solvent interaction
effects (Born model).

It is, finally, worth comparing the redox properties of SWNTs with those of
fullerenes and, in particular, of C60. It is well known that much of the chemistry
and the applications of C60 are based on its electron-accepting capacity. The dynamics
of reduction of C60 and its derivatives has been thoroughly characterized in solution
by electrochemical means [69]. On the other hand, the facile reduction of C60

contrasts with its difficult oxidation. In 1993, Echegoyen et al., employing scrupu-
lously dried tetrachloroethane (TCE), tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate
(TBAPF6) as a supporting electrolyte, and low temperatures, were the first to observe
the electrochemical reversible one-electron oxidation of C60 at E1/2¼ 1.26V (versus
Fcþ /Fc) [70]. By contrast, the further oxidation of C60

þ was only recently obtained by
adopting suitable experimental conditions that comprise ultra-dry solvents and
TBAAsF6 as a supporting electrolyte, whose anion is known for its high oxidation
resistance and low nucleophilicity [71]. Comparison of the E0 values for the first
reduction and first oxidation of C60 with the corresponding values for SWNT

Table 3.1 Electrochemical and optical data for C60 and unfunctionalized semiconducting SWNTs.a)

Eexc
b)

(eV)
Eox

c)

(eV)
Ered

c)

(eV)
Egap
(eV)

Ebind
d)

(eV) Assignmente)

— 1.71, 2.18, 2.58f) �0.62, �1.02, �1.45f) 2.33f) — C60

1.084 0.575 �0.840 1.415 0.331 (9, 4) (8, 4) (7, 6)
1.015 0.550 �0.806 1.356 0.341 (8, 6) (12, 1) (11, 3)
0.953 0.606 �0.705 1.311 0.360 (9, 5) (10, 3) (10, 5)

(8, 7) (11, 1)
0.861 0.587 �0.597 1.184 0.323 (12, 4) (11, 4) (12, 2)

(13, 0) (9, 8)
0.795 0.541 �0.540 1.081 0.286 (13, 3) (12, 5) (14, 1)
0.760 0.485 �0.515 1.000 0.240 (12, 7) (17, 0) (10, 9)

(16, 2)
0.743 0.483 �0.492 0.975 0.232 (11, 9) (15, 4)
0.726 0.470 �0.477 0.947 0.221 (14, 4) (13, 6) (14, 6)
0.712 0.466 �0.478 0.944 0.232 (12, 8)
0.701 0.458 �0.471 0.929 0.228 (13, 8) (18, 1) (17, 3)
0.679 0.432 �0.449 0.881 0.202 (16, 5) (17, 1) (16, 3)

a) Data collected for saturated solution of h-NT and a-NT in 2mM TBAH/DMSO, T¼ 298K.
b) Excitation energy.
c) Electrochemical standard potentials referred to SCE.
d) Exciton binding energy.
e) From Ref. [65], corrected by 35meV (redshift) for taking the solvent effects into account.
f) Determined by cyclic voltammetry, in dichloromethane/tetrabutylammonium

hexafluoroarsenate 50mM solution, T¼ 213K. W: Pt.
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Figure 3.9 Chirality map displaying the average standard potentials associated with SWNT
structures typically present in commercial samples. HiPCO SWNTs are located inside the red line,
while arc-discharge SWNTs are inside the blue line.

Figure 3.10 Diagram of nanotube LUMO and
HOMO levels versus optical bandgap and
decreasing nanotube diameter determined as
described in the text. The electrochemical
potential of the Hþ /H2 redox couple is shown

for two PH2 values, along with the potential of
the O2/H2O redox couple for a PO2 value.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [68].
Copyright 2007 The American Chemical Society.
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(Table 3.1) shows that SWNTs behave, in general, as both better electron acceptors
and better electron donors than C60 but, while the electron-accepting properties are
rather comparable, oxidation of C60 is energetically much more demanding than p-
doping of SWNTs. Interestingly,more similar electron-donating properties were very
recently observed in the case of a covalently linked C60 homopolymer, obtained
electrochemically [72].

3.11
Fermi Level and Excitonic Binding Energy of the Nanotubes

The energy of the Fermi level in the neutral state (Ef) calculated from the standard
redox potentials is almost constant for a-NTs, while for h-NTs it is linear with the
energy of the optical gap [15]. The trend is in line with other reported experimental
values and is also reproduced by ab initio calculations. Furthermore, standard
redox potentials were finally used to establish the exciton binding energy for
individual tubes in solution. For each SWNT, the difference of the redox potentials
represents the gap between the van Hove singularities of the electronic band
structure (Egap¼Eox�Ered). Egap is larger than the excitation energy because of the
Coulomb attraction experienced by the excited electron with the positive hole left
in the valence band, Eexc<Egap [73]. The excitonic binding energy calculated from
the electrochemical data given by Eq. (3.10) is inversely proportional to the
nanotube diameter and matched very well the excitonic binding energies obtained
elsewhere.

Figure 3.11 Comparison of the energies of the
LUMO published in Ref. 68, relative to aqueous
solutions, with Ered values calculated using the
equation Ered¼�1.02	 Eexc þ 0.26, relative to

DMSO solutions: The difference between the
two sets of data scales linearly with the
reciprocal of nanotube diameter, as expected for
prevailing solvent–ion interaction effects.
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3.12
Conclusions and Perspectives

Carbon is unique in nature. Besides its capability to form complex networks that are
fundamental to organic chemistry, elemental carbon shows unrivalled complexity
among the elements, formingmany allotropes, from 3Ddiamond and graphite to 0D
fullerenes, through 1D nanotubes and the most recently obtained 2D graphene [74].
Over the past two decades, we have contributed to the subsequent rise of the three
different low-dimensional carbon allotropes. After being chemists� superstar in the
1990s, C60 is still at the center of considerable attention in many different fields of
science [75]. Carbon nanotubes are perhaps the most notable representatives of the
present nanoworld. However, they are very likely bound to soon share the stage with
graphene, the �rapidly rising star on the horizon ofmaterials science and condensed
matter physics� [76]. Graphene consists of a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice of sp2

carbon, throughwhich electronic conduction can occur via thep-conjugated electron
system, and is sometimes classified as a zero-gap semiconductor, since the density of
states per unit area vanishes at the Fermi level.

Graphene may have a number of very peculiar electronic properties – from an
anomalous quantumHall effect to the absence of localization. As new procedures for
the large-scale production of graphene are expected to be developed in the near
future, most of such properties – including the electrochemical ones – will be soon
experimentally demonstrated, thus permitting the development of the many impor-
tant technological applications foreseen for this material.
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4
Photophysics
Tobias Hertel

4.1
Introduction

The photophysical exploration of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) provides a
window into the unique properties of these one-dimensional (1D) molecular nanopar-
ticles.Therealizationthat–dependingondiameterandchirality–SWNTscouldbecome
semiconductors or metals, sparked interest in their electronic and optical properties
[22, 41]. Longbefore their experimental verification, early theoretical investigations also
predictedsomeofthekeyopticalpropertiesofSWNTssuchastheexistenceofexcitons[3].
The first experimental report on the optical properties of SWNTsoot surfaced around
1999 [26] and, soon thereafter, absorption spectroscopy was established as a useful tool
forcharacterizingnanotubesamplecomposition.However, in2002thefieldofnanotube
optics was propelled forward by the successful isolation and stabilization of individual
SWNTs in colloidal suspensions that, for the first time, facilitated photoluminescence
studies and stimulated most of the work described in this section [40].

In this articlewe focusonadiscussionofphenomena that relate to continuouswave
(CW)and time-resolvedoptical spectroscopyof carbonnanotubes (CNTs).Ramanand
electron spectroscopic techniques are discussed elsewhere. This chapter will start out
with a brief review of the theoretical background of 1D photophysics, borrowing both
from thewell-established concepts of solid state semiconductorphenomenaaswell as
frommore recent developments specifically aimed at a better understanding of CNT
photophysics.Wewill thendiscussaselectionof thekeyexperimentsandobservations
that provideuswith a basis for further studies of SWNTphotophysics. The last section
of this chapter is dedicated to an introductory discussion of the dynamics of optically
excited states as studied by different time-resolved optical probes.

4.2
Molecular Nanoparticles: Carbon Nanotubes Have it All

The boundaries between what constitutes a nanoparticle or a macromolecule
sometimes appear fuzzy. However, a clear distinction can be made based on the
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molecular identity of the material properties, rather than their sizes. For semicon-
ductor nanocrystals, for example, one finds that important properties such as
bandgap and luminescence wavelength are more or less continuously tunable with
particle size [38]. Variations in size, surfaces, and defects naturally give rise to
variations in particle properties and nanocrystals therefore generally lack amolecular
identity of their properties [16]. On the other hand, molecular systems, even viruses,
are characterized by a structure that is reproduced in each individual to the atomic
level and, thus, exhibit a molecular identity in their photophysical and other
properties. Similarly CNTs can be characterized by a set of indices ðn;mÞ that
uniquely specify their chiralities as well as diameters (see Figure 4.1), and conse-
quently their electronic- and thereby optical properties [21, 47, 49].

Specific aspects of CNT structure and properties are, nevertheless, frequently
characterized using terms and concepts of condensed matter or nanoparticle
research, specifically when reference is made to doping, defects, or other structural
heterogeneities such as length variations. As we will see later in this chapter, these
may affect photophysical properties to some degree and thus endow CNTs with
typical traits of solids. This ambivalence appears to justifiably qualify nanotubes as
molecular nanoparticles, a material class in itself.

4.3
Understanding Optical Properties

Not surprisingly, a comprehensive description of the electronic and optical properties
of CNTs is developed using a combination of language and concepts borrowed from
both condensed matter- and organic molecular photophysics. Here we begin by a
brief discussion of the electronic structures of two types of closely related 1D
conjugated polymers, one with metallic and the other with semiconducting
properties. An extension from these to the electronic structure of metallic and

Figure 4.1 Illustration of how SWNTs are
formed by wrapping from graphene. The 2- and
4-atom, circumferential and axial repeat units of
the metallic ð5; 5Þ armchair- and
semiconducting ð8; 0Þ zigzag tubes,

respectively are magnified and emphasized in
the insets. The unit cell of the chiral
semiconducting ð6; 5Þ tube extends beyond the
graph. Ch designates the chiral or wrapping
vector.
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semiconducting nanotubes is straightforward and can be found in original articles
and text books [21, 47, 49]. Later in the sectionwewill extend these simple concepts to
include many particle effects.

4.3.1
A Tight Binding Description

Perhaps, the simplest approach to explore the electronic structure of SWNTs is by
following a tight binding (TB) description of 1D conjugated polymers. trans-
polyacetylene (see Figure 4.2c) with its structural semblance of ðn; nÞ tubes (see
Figure 4.1) is used as a precursor of SWNTs with metallic properties [47]. Within the
TB approximation, the expansion ofmolecular wave functionsYj for the jth electron
in terms of a linear combination of pz atomic orbitals wj0 is given by

Yj ¼
X
j0

ĉjj0wj0 : ð4:1Þ

The eigenenergies ofYjð~k;~r Þ are calculated in the usual manner using the sum of
single-particle Hamiltonians H ¼ P

hj ¼
P½ð��h2=2mÞ~r2

j þVð~r jÞ�. On minimiz-
ing the total energy, this yields the set of H€uckel equations

XN
j¼1

½Hjj0�ESjj0 �̂cjj0 ¼ 0; ð4:2Þ

where N is the number of carbon atom pz orbitals in the system. The so-called
transfer- and overlap integrals are given byHjj0 ¼ h jjHjj0i and S ¼ h jjj0i, respectively.
Solutions in terms of molecular orbital energies Ei are found by solving the
determinant:

det½H�ES� ¼ 0: ð4:3Þ

For periodic structures, such as the ones considered here, the coefficients ĉjj0 have
to be chosen such that they satisfy the constraints offered by the Bloch theorem
Yjð~r þ~aÞ ¼ ei

~k~aYjð~rÞ, which accounts for translational invariance with respect to
lattice vectors ~a. Here, ~k is a so-called wave vector, which imposes a periodic
modulation on the coefficients used to build TB crystal orbitals. Periodicity and its
reflection in the Bloch theorem here simplifies matters in the sense that the
summation in Eq. (4.1) only needs to cover n atomic orbitals within the unit cell
of the periodic lattice. Thus, instead of N distinct molecular orbitals, one groups
solutions into n energy bands composed of N=n states each. The N=n states within
one such band are indexed by the continuous variable~k (since N is typically very
large). More details on the TB approach can be found in condensed matter text
books [7].

The combination of two atomic carbon pz orbitals from Figure 4.2a allows the
formation of the bonding and antibonding p and p� orbitals of ethylene shown in
Figure 4.2b. Correspondingly, the combination of two pz orbitals per unit cell, in
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trans-polyacetylene (see Figure 4.2c) leads to the formation of dispersive p and p�

bands, each composed of a large number of states indexed by a continuous quantum
number~k, also referred to as wave vector. The density of states (DOS) is shown on
the right of the band dispersion. The splitting of these bands is governed by the
transfer integral c0 ¼ hpAz jHjpBz i between neighboring pz orbitals on atoms A and B
and by the corresponding overlap integral S. Note that valence n and conduction c
bands are joined at the boundary of the Brillouin zone. The energy of the polymer can
be further reduced by lowering its symmetry in the form of alternating C�C bond

Figure 4.2 Orbitals and energy level diagrams
of sp2 bonded systems. (a) single pz orbital,
(b) ethylene, and (c) trans-polyacetylene as well
as (d) cis-polyacetylene. The band structure of
the latter two is here sketched for the

nondimerized molecules. The electronic
structure of trans- and cis-polyacetylene can be
considered to be closely related to that of
metallic ðn; nÞ and semiconducting ðn; 0Þ tubes
(the latter with n 6¼ 3; 6; . . .).
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lengths (dimerization). This Peierls distortion opens a gap between p and p� bands
thatmakes trans-polyacetylene semiconducting. In ðn; nÞCNTs (Figure 4.1) however,
the repeat unit cell in Figure 4.2c remains undistorted and endows such CNTs with
the metallic properties of the band structure in Figure 4.2c.

cis-polyacetylene shown in Figure 4.2d, on the other hand, has four atomic pz
orbitals per unit cell, which give rise to two bonding p and two antibonding p�

bands, which are again degenerate at the Brillouin zone boundaries. In contrast to
nondimerized trans-polyacetylene, p and p� bands are separated here by a bandgap,
whosewidth scaleswith the transfer integral c0. The structural similarity of the repeat
units of cis-polyacetylene with those of ðn; 0Þ CNTs (see Figure 4.1) again, allows to
establish a relationship between this polymer andmost of the semiconducting ðn; 0Þ
tubes. InCNTs the different subbands are labeled using their subband indexm, which
specifies the angular momentum projection onto the tube axis.

A more detailed analysis of TB band structure calculations reveals that all tubes
with ðn�mÞmod3 ¼ 0 have no bandgap and are metallic, while those with
ðn�mÞmod3 ¼ �1have a bandgap and are semiconducting [21, 47, 49]. The bandgap
Eg roughly scales with the inverse tube diameter dn;m according to Eg ’ c0aC�C=dn;m,
where aC--C is the nearest neighbor carbon distance of 1:44A

�
[47]. An important

correction to transfer integrals is induced by diameter and chirality dependent tube
curvature and the resulting realignment of pz orbitals [15, 18]. This not only leads to a
stronger deviation from the simple d�1

n;m scaling in semiconducting tubes but also to
the opening of a small gap in metallic SWNTs except for ðn; nÞ tubes, which remain
truly metallic within the TB approximation.

Within the TB approximation, the optical properties at frequency n are obtained
from the absorption coefficient afree for free e–h pair excitations. This is calculated
using afree ¼ e2ðnÞ2pnc�1, where e2 is the imaginary part of the dielectric function
and c is speed of light. Within the dipole approximation, the dielectric function is
obtained by summation over the transition dipolemomentsMvcðkÞ between all initial
and finial states as well as over all momenta~k

e2ðnÞ ¼ e2

m2n2

X
v;c

X
~k

jMvcð~kÞj2nvð1�ncÞdðEcð~kÞ�Evð~kÞ�hnÞ; ð4:4Þ

where nv and nc refer to the Fermi distributions in valence and conduction bands,
respectively, and Evð~kÞ and Ecð~kÞ refer to the corresponding initial and final state
energies. The projection of the orbital angularmomentum along the tube axis cannot
change if the incident light is polarized parallel to the CNTaxis. Matrix elements for
transitions from the valence to the conduction bands are thus found to be nonzero
only for transitions with the same subband index m, that is, Dm ¼ 0. For light
polarized perpendicular to the tube axis nonvanishing matrix elements have
Dm ¼ �1. However experimentally, transitions with Dm ¼ �1 are found to be
comparatively weak [3, 35].

In Figure 4.3 we plotD, the calculated energy splitting for transitions withDm ¼ 0
between the single-particle valence and conduction subbands of semiconducting S
and small gap semiconducting and metallic tubesM. The gaps are given in units of
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Figure 4.3 �Kataura� plot of transition
energies for excitation of free carriers from
valence to conduction bands, as obtained from
curvature-corrected TB calculations for light
polarized parallel to the tube axis [18]. On the
right is the JDOS for a metallic and a

semiconducting tube with about 1.4 nm
diameter (light grey and black lines,
respectively). Note that all metallic tubes except
for those with n ¼ m have a small curvature-
induced pseudogap at the Fermi level.

the transfer integral, which is frequently assumed to be on the order of 3 eV.However,
recent photoluminescence experiments [28] suggest that c0 ’ 6 eV gives better
agreement of optical bandgaps with calculated DS

11 TB gaps of free tubes, unless
Coulomb interactions between valence and conduction band states are explicitly
accounted for.
For a qualitative assessment of the optical spectra derived from the band structure

it is convenient to neglect the energy dependence of matrix elements
(jMvcð~kÞj2 ¼ const:) in which case the expression in Eq. (4.4) reduces to the so-called
joint density of states (JDOS). The latter serves as a measure of the number of
transitions at a specific energy that satisfy energy and momentum conservation. For
parabolic valence and conduction bands of dimension d, the JDOS above the bandgap
energy Eg takes on the familiar ðhn�EgÞðd=2�1Þ dependence. For 1D valence and
conduction bands, this leads to the characteristically diverging vanHove singularities
at the bandgap (see Figure 4.3).
The following sectionwill deal withmany particle correlations and the influence of

Coulomb interactions on the electronic structure, effects that are particularly
important in 1D systems but that are not accounted for by the simple single-particle
picture discussed up to here.

4.4
The Coulomb Interaction and Bound States

The Coulomb interaction has a profound influence on the optical spectra of
semiconductors with its extent depending on the dimensionality of the system. This
section will discuss the effects both on a qualitative and quantitative basis.
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Coulomb interactions not only modify the energetics of free electron and hole
continua and the optical bandgaps, but they also give rise to the formation of new
states, the so-called excitons that are identified with bound electron–hole pairs.
Moreover, the strength, energetics, and the coupling of states are also strongly
affected by the Coulomb interaction, that is, by screening and thus by the dimension-
ality of the systems under investigation [3,41].

The free carrier electron–hole pair continuum is modified by Coulomb interac-
tions in the manner schematically illustrated in Figure 4.4b and c. The Sommerfeld
correction termCðhnÞ describes how the free carrier spectrum afree, discussed in the
previous subsection, is modified by absorption to ionized states to yield the contin-
uum absorption coefficient acont ¼ CðhnÞafree [17, 41]. Specifically, one finds that the
Sommerfeld factor increases continuum absorption at the band edge of 3D semi-
conductors, which makes the observation of weakly bound excitons challenging. In
1D systems the effect is equally dramatic due to the wiping out of the characteristic
1D van Hove singularity at the band edge.

The excitonic states can be described qualitatively within the effective medium
approximation where screening of e–h pairs with effectivemass m is simply captured
by the dielectric function e. The resulting effective medium Hamiltonian is thus

H ¼ � �h2r2

2m
� e2

ð4pe0Þer : ð4:5Þ

The character of solutions ofHY ¼ EY in different dimensions, and, in particular,
in 1D systems has been the subject of some debate [5, 29]. For fractal dimensionality
a, this problem equation has been elegantly solved by He [22] and the energy of the
nth eigenstate is found to scale with dimensionality according to

En ¼ m
mee2

nþ a�3
2

� ��2

ER; ð4:6Þ

Figure 4.4 (a) Generic semiconductor band
diagram. (b) Schematic illustration of the free
carrier absorption coefficient afree with no
carrier–carrier interactions as obtained from the

JDOS in three-, two-, and one-dimensional
systems and (c) absorption coefficients acont:

corrected by the corresponding continuum
Sommerfeld factors.
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where ER is the Rydberg constant. Note that the 1s, that is, En¼1 binding energy
diverges when a approaches 1. This purely geometrical effect is compounded by
changes in screening through e in Eq. (4.6) which tends to be reduced in low-D
systems owing to the general scarcity ofmobile charges. Thus, in low-D systems and,
in particular, in 1D the exciton binding is expected to be much larger than in the 3D
systems. Exciton binding energies in SWNTs with 1 nm diameter have indeed been
found to be in the order of 0.5–1 eV [28], while typical exciton binding energies in
conventional bulk semiconductors are the order of a few to a few tens of meV.

In accordance with the conventions used in molecular photochemistry, exciton
states associated with transitions across a specific free carrier gap D11;D22;D33; . . .

will, here, be referred to as S1; S2; S3; . . . singlet or T1;T2;T3; . . . triplet states. We
thus avoid the frequently used but somewhat ambiguous E11;E22;E33; . . . designa-
tion, which suffers from over-usage as free carrier gap-, optical gap-, and exciton
energy.

Last, the effect of Coulomb interactions increases fab, the oscillator strength of
excitons, which is particularly pronounced in 1D [17]. According to the Thomas–
Reiche–Kuhn sum rule the total oscillator strength of all the transitions from a
specific initial state a to all final states b is conserved, that is,

P
b fab ¼ Z, where Z is

the number of electrons participating in the transitions under consideration. An
increase in the exciton oscillator strengths thus entails a decrease in the oscillator
strength in the associated free electron–hole pair continua. The combined effects of
Coulomb interactions on the spectra of semiconductors and the intriguing interplay
with dimensionality are summarized schematically in Figure 4.5.

The first more quantitative description of excitonic effects in CNTs by Ando used a
conventional effective mass, screened Hartree–Fock approximation within the~k �~p

Figure 4.5 Schematic illustration of the effect
of dimensionality on the optical properties of
semiconductors. Particularly striking is a
renormalization of the bandgap as well as an
increase of the exciton binding energy due to a
combination of reduced screening and

geometrical factors in 1D systems. In addition,
oscillator strength is transferred from the
continuum band to the exciton. Spectra of ideal
1D semiconductors are thus expected to be
dominated by excitonic transitions.
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scheme and could thereby account formany of the excitonic effects discussed later in
this section [3]. Specifically, Ando predicted the formation of strongly bound exciton
states whose binding energy and oscillator strength depend on the magnitude of the
Coulomb interaction. Moreover, Ando noticed that the role of the Coulomb inter-
action in increasing the free carrier bandgap is expected to bemore pronounced than
its role for increasing the excitonbinding energy such that thenet effect of an increase
in the strength of the Coulomb interaction is an increase in the exciton transition
energy (see Figure 4.6a). This was later confirmed experimentally [28].

Last, we need to account for valence and conduction band degeneracies as well as
for the spin of electrons and holes. The single-particle band structure for a typical
semiconducting CNTwith two degenerate valence and conduction bands in the CNT
Brillouin zone is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.7a. The properly symmetrized
combinations of these valence and conduction band states lead to the formation of
four singlet- and four triplet excitons with different symmetry properties and
energies [4, 43, 53]. The dispersions of the resulting four excitons are sketched in
Figure 4.7b for the chiral (6,5) tube. Two of the four singlet excitons correspond to
indirect bandgap transitions across the first Brillouin zone. The band minimum of
the other two excitons is located at theC point. Only transitions from the ground state
to excitons with symmetry A2 are dipole allowed [9]. Transitions from the ground
state to the first subband A1 state are dipole forbidden and the state is thus often
referred to as �dark state.� A simplified energy level scheme is shown in Figure 4.7c,
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Figure 4.6 (a) Qualitative illustration of the
effect of Coulomb interactions on the bandgap
Eg for free e–h pair excitations as well as on the
binding energy Eb;ex of the first subband exciton
(after [3]). (b) Experimental transition energies
for excitation of S1, the first and S2, the second
subband excitons in semiconducting nanotubes
in aqueous SDS suspensions, open circles and

open squares, respectively (after Ref. [59]). The
position of the free carrier ionization continuum
D11 (solid circles) is estimated from single tube
PL and PLE experiments [28]. Due to the very
large binding energies, some of the second
subband excitons are within the first
subbandgap.
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where Sn and Tn are used for a designation of the nth singlet- and triplet state
manifolds.

The calculation of optical spectra from first principles is difficult and computa-
tionally costly [51]. Starting point of one approach is the calculation of ground state
properties using density functional theory (DFT) within the local density approxi-
mation (LDA) [51]. DFT, however, is ill-equipped to deal with excited states and one
has to resort to many body perturbation theory. One-particle Greens functions are
thus used to calculate quasiparticle energies and amplitudes within the GWapprox-
imation. The quasiparticle states then correspond to a system with one added or
removed electron and therefore need to be combined to calculate the neutral
electron–hole pair spectrum. This requires solving the Bethe–Salpeter equation
(BSE), which accounts for long-range Coulomb and short-range exchange interac-
tion [11, 42, 52]. The agreement of the calculated with experimental transition
energies is within 0.1–0.2 eV [51].

The binding energy of the bright excitons in colloidal (6,5) tubes, found to be on the
order of 0.35 eV, is in good agreement with experimental observations [34, 57]. The
optically silent A1 exciton of the first singletmanifold on the other hand is found to be
a few meV lower in energy than the bright exciton [36, 50]. The highest of the first
subband triplet states is predicted to be only a fewmeVbelow the darkA1 singlet state
and the lowest triplet state is predicted to be about 20meV below the lowest dark
singlet state [43, 53]. See Figure 4.7c for an appropriately scaled graphic summary of
these energies. Qualitatively similar results are also obtained from a TB approach for
singlet and triplet excitons in conjugated polymers [1]. In these systems the lowest

Figure 4.7 (a) Schematic illustration of the
lowest single-particle valence- to conduction-
band excitations in of a chiral (6,5) tube. (b) The
corresponding two-particle spectrum contains
so-called �bright� first- and second subband

excitons with wave vector symmetry A2 [9].
(c) Schematic energy level diagram with low
points of different bands including triplet states
on the right.
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singlet state, however is bright and a similar degeneracy of singlet and triplet states as
in CNTs occurs at energies well above the lowest singlet excitons [1].

A less costly approach approximates the quasiparticle energies using the param-
etrized TB Hamiltonian with a nearest neighbor transfer integral c0 ¼ 3:0 eV [42].
Screening by the environment is accounted for by an effective dielectric constant,
which for colloidal suspensions is assumed to be 3.3 [44]. The resulting bright exciton
binding energies Eb with respect to the free carrier continuum are found to scale as
Eb � AbRa�2ma�1e�a, where Ab and a are empirical parameters, m is the effective
mass andR is the tube radius [42]. Perebeinos et al.usea ¼ 1:4,which thereby gives a
slightly weaker dependence of binding energies on the dielectric constant if com-
pared, for example, with the hydrogen like system of the effective medium approx-
imation where Eb / e�2 (see Eq. (4.6)).

The effective masses of all the optically silent excitons are predicted to be given by
m � 1:5ðme þmhÞ, whereme andmh are the electron andholemasses, respectively, as
obtained from curvature corrected TB calculations [19, 43]. The enhancement in the
mass by 50%over the sumof the electron andholemasses is fairly independent of the
tube diameter [43]. For the optically silent exitons of the (6,5) tube, this yields effective
masses on the order of 0:28me except for the bright A2 exciton whose dispersion
attains a logarithmic correction k2eh lnjkehj that reduces the effective mass by slightly
over one order of magnitude [43]. The exciton size lex, which refers to the RMS
displacement of electron and hole, is predicted to increase with the tube diameter d
andwith the dielectric constant while it decreases with the effective excitonmass. For
a (6,5) tube this yields an e–hRMSof about 2 nm [53, 54], which is in good agreement
with experiment [30].

4.5
Colloidal Chemistry Facilitates Detailed Study of Nanotube Optics

Advances in our understanding of nanotube electronic structure and optics have
repeatedly been initiated by progress in sample preparation procedures. Some of the
key developments in this respect are illustrated by the spectra in Figure 4.8. Early
investigations of CNTs by absorption spectroscopy were confined to thin films of
nanotube soot that had been spray coated onto glass substrates or to the spectroscopy
of bucky paperfilms thatweremade by vacuumfiltration [26].Normalized absorption
spectra from such films are shown in Figures 4.8 a and b for a sample obtained by
pulsed-laser-vaporization and from the high pressure CO decomposition (HiPCO)
process. These samples are each characterized by broad absorption bands in the near-
infrared 850–1800 nm and in the 450–850 nm range of the spectrum, which can both
be attributed to clusters of first (S1) and second (S2) subband transitions of the
semiconducting nanotubes, respectively. Due to strong spectral congestion, however,
the only quantitative information that can be obtained from these spectra is a rough
estimate of the spread andmagnitude of the mean diameter in these ensembles that
is estimated to be 1.2 and 1.0 nm for the PLV and HiPCO samples, respectively.
The spectra also indicate that the samples contain a significant fraction of metallic
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nanotubes as evident from theweakM11 absorption band in Figure 4.8 a between 350
and 450 nm. It is generally assumed that the concentrations of metallic and
semiconducting tubes in strongly polydisperse samples correspond to a randomized
mixture of chiralities of 1 : 2. The relatively small contribution of the metallic
absorption feature thus indicates that the spectral weight of transitions in metallic
tubes is distributed over a broader frequency range than the M11 feature might
suggest, that is, a quantitative assessment of the concentration ofmetallic tubes from
such spectra seems difficult.

The development of methods for the dispersion of soot in aqueous colloidal
suspensions received widespread interest following the work of O�Connel et al.,
which for the first time allowed to detect bandgap emission from semiconducting
SWNTs [40]. Characteristic of these colloidal samples is that they are mostly
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Figure 4.8 Absorption spectra of different
types of 1D samples. (a) and (b) are spectra
obtained for thin solid films of laser oven- and
HiPCO-synthesis samples. (c) is a colloidal
sample of ultracentrifuged HiPCO soot. (d)

Comocat raw material in a similar colloidal
suspension. (e) Same as (d) but after density
gradient ultracentrifugation. (f) Organic
colloidal suspension of ultracentrifuged
Comocat material.
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composed of mutually isolated and well-separated tubes or small nanotube aggre-
gates, which are encapsulated by surfactant micelles [14]. One of the most striking
spectral signatures of surfactant dispersed nanotube soot is the rich structure found
in absorption (see Figure 4.8c–f) and emission spectra. In contrast to this, soot or thin
film samples are generally composed of nanotube aggregates, quasicrystalline
hexagonal arrangements of bundled SWNTs with tens to hundreds of tubes per
aggregate where the presence of the nearby tubes greatly reduces the effective PL
quantum yields and tends to smear out exciton features in absorption spectra [14].

Further developments and higher degree of control over the diameter distribution
as achieved by the Comocat process [27] have allowed further decongestion of optical
spectra as seen in Figure 4.8d. Additional improvements of sample purity and
structural selectivity were also obtained by density gradient ultracentrifugation
(DGU), which – in combination with an optimization of surfactant coatings – allows
to sort nanotube suspensions by aggregate size, diameter, chirality, and metallicity
[6, 14]. The spectrum in Figure 4.8e, for example, was obtained by DGU with a 1 : 3
Na-dodecylsulfate to Na-cholate cosurfactant mixture [6].

Recently there has also been considerable progress with the dispersion of CNTs
with the help of organic polymers in organic solvents [39], see Figure 4.8f. These
samples are typically characterized by reduced inhomogeneous broadening, very
small background signals, and a seemingly stronger selectivity toward specific tube
types in the dispersion process.

As illustrated in Figure 4.9a, a resonant excitation ofmicellar tubes in the S2 energy
range gives rise to pronounced emission at the corresponding S1 energy. A mea-
surement of both energies in fact provides a clear fingerprint of a specific ðn;mÞ tube
type, which may be used for structural identification. Typical absorption and
emission spectra for a structurally sorted nanotube suspension are shown in
Figure 4.9c along with a two-dimensional false color photoluminescence excitation
(PLE) map in Figure 4.9b. PLEmaps, such as the one in Figure 4.9b, generally have a
rich fine structure and exhibit a variety of sidebands and weaker features that provide
clues about exciton–phonon interactions, the role of defects for photoluminescence,
as well as about internal conversion processes.

The small Stokes shift of the S1 emission energy of about 4 nmwith respect to the
corresponding absorption feature is typical for colloidal SWNTsamples. The absence
of vibrational sidebands indicates that the excited state dynamics does not lead to
significant vibrational relaxation in the excited state. This is taken as evidence for
both, rapid internal conversion as well as for small forces acting on the nuclear wave
packet in the excited state.

The absorption coefficient a can be used in the usual manner to estimate the
concentration c of SWNTs in the suspension from a ¼ eC�nc, where eC is the molar
carbon atom extinction coefficient and �n is the average number of carbon atoms per
tube. The extinction coefficient eC ¼ sSWNT

C NA can be estimated from the carbon
atom absorption cross section sSWNT

C at the S1 or S2 SWNTresonances of slightly less
than 1	 10�17 cm2 [61]. For the spectrum in Figure 4.9c we then obtain a carbon
atom concentration of 4:5	 10�5 l=ðmol cmÞ, which – for an average tube length on
the order of 200 nm – roughly corresponds to a 2 nM concentration of (6,5) tubes or
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about one tube per mm3 of solution. The greatest uncertainty here is the value of the
carbon atom absorption cross section, which is currently still under debate.

Photoluminescence excitation maps of the type shown in Figure 4.9b can also be
used to characterize polydisperse nanotube samples, such as the HiPCO type, for
which a PLE map has been reproduced in Figure 4.10. Such PLE maps were crucial
for the structural assignment of S1 and S2 and in some cases of S3 and S4 subband
features in absorption or emission spectra [8, 59]. Here, the key to structural
assignment were patterns recognizable in the S2 excitation and S1 emission ranges.
These patterns are indicated in Figure 4.10 by a connectivity grid of lines that can be
thought of as connections between certain families of tubes whose ðn;mÞ indices
have common properties, that is, ðn�2mÞ ¼ const:, ð2n�mÞ ¼ const:, or
ðn�mÞmodð3Þ ¼ �1. In essence these connectivities are a reflection of the way in
which the electronic structure of different SWNTs is derived from the electronic
structure of their graphene parent by zone-folding.

Photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy has also been used in conjunction
with two photon excitation to probe the excited states other than the bright

Figure 4.9 (a) Schematic illustration of
absorption and emission of light from a specific
tube type. (b) A two-dimensional
photoluminescence excitation map of a
structurally sorted nanotube sample as
composed from photoluminescence spectra
recorded at different excitation energies. The
location of the main spectral feature in this

image reveals the energies of S2 and S1 exciton
resonances, here at 570 and 986 nm,
respectively. (c) Comparison of the
corresponding absorption and
photoluminescence spectrum for resonant
excitation at the energy of theS2 resonance. The
S1 state is found to exhibit only a small Stokes
shift of 4 nm.
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state [34, 57]. The transition from the ground state to the two higher lying
degenerate states for example is two-photon allowed. The position of the higher
lying exciton state can then be used in combination with the bright state energy to
estimate the exciton binding energy. The results of Wang et al. as well as of
Maultzsch et al. indicate that excitons in colloidal suspensions with diameters
between 0.68 and 0.9 nm are bound by 0.3–0.4 eV [34, 57].

Lefebvre et al. used one-photon PLE of single vacuum-suspended SWNTs to map
out bright excitons and higher Rydberg states [28]. The authors were able to confirm
that scaling of the exciton binding energieswith inverse tube diameter is nearly linear
but values estimated for the binding energies were considerably higher than those
obtained from the aforementioned two-photon work. Extrapolation of binding
energies from Lefebvre�s work to the diameter range explored by the two-photon
PLEwork suggests that energies in the small tube range are almost a factor of 2 higher
in vacuum-suspended SWNTs, presumably due to screening by the surfactant- and
hydration layers in suspensions. Using the e�1:4 scaling predicted by theory [42], this

Figure 4.10 PLE spectrum of a polydisperse colloidal HiPCO sample. Tube families are indicated
by the connectivity grids [24].
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implies a 60% increase of screening in colloidally over bare vacuum-suspended
SWNTs.

External factors like the surfactant type in colloidal suspensions, substrate type in
single tube studies, pressure,magnetic field, and temperature have also been studied
to better understand the electronic and optical properties of CNTs. Here we give a
short account of some the results from the broad range of work in these areas.

The response of the electronic states of CNTs to external magnetic fields was first
discussed byAndo [2]. The predictions of shifting valence and conduction band edges
at high magnetic flux and the shift in the associated exciton transitions were later
confirmed experimentally using pulsed magnetic fields in excess of 50 Tesla [50, 60].
The experiments show that a tube-threading, parallelmagnetic field leads to a shift in
the PL emission features, an effect that can be rationalized using a model of 1D
magnetoexcitonic bands based on theAharonov–Bohmeffect [60].Most notably, with
increasing magnetic field, the lowest dark exciton state undergoes a redshift and
brightening due to field-induced mixing with the bright exciton state, which in turn
loses oscillator strength [50].

The effect of the environment on emission from bright excitons has been studied
by various groups [12, 23, 28]. Comparison of emission from vacuum-suspended,
adsorbate covered, and colloidally suspended tubes reveals a successive redshift of
emission energies of up to 100meV [12, 28]. With the transition energy
Eex ¼ Eg�Eb;ex depending on both, the free carrier gap Eg as well as on the exciton
binding energy Eb;ex this can be attributed to the aforementioned strong dependence
of bandgap renormalization on the dielectric function. Considering the counter-
balancing effect of weaker exciton binding energies with stronger screening, one can
estimate that the free carrier bandgap increases by about 30% when the tube is
removed from the influence of the colloidal suspension and is placed in vacuum.

4.6
Excited State Dynamics and Nonlinear Optics

One of the primary aims of time-resolved spectroscopy is the exploration of the
coupling and interaction of electronic stateswith their environment, one another, and
with static or dynamic lattice imperfections.

Agenericenergydiagramwithsomeof themostrelevantprocesses tobediscussed in
thiscontext is showninFigure4.11.The rateof excitation fromtheground to theexcited
states kab ¼ BI=c is determined by the intensity of light I and Einstein�s B coefficient,
which in turn can be obtained from the corresponding transitionmatrix elements. The
rate for spontaneousemissionorfluorescencekF ¼ A ¼ t�1

rad on theotherhand isgiven
by Einstein�s A coefficient, which is related to B by A ¼ �hv3p�2c�3B. Another useful
expression relates the A coefficient to the oscillator strength f for the transition. In the
case of nondegenerate initial and final states we have

1
A
¼ trad ¼ e0mecl

2

2pe2f
¼ l2

f
1:499	 10�14 nm�2 s; ð4:7Þ
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where e is the elementary charge, c is the speed of light, and l is the wavelength of the
emitted light.

Other decay processes are different internal conversion paths with rate constants
kIC and intersystem crossings from singlet to triplet states and or from the lowest
triplet to the ground state kST and kTS, respectively. Radiative return from the triplet-
to the ground state is characterized by a phosphorescence rate kP while transitions
from the singlet to defect states D and their relaxation to the ground state are given by
the rate constants kD and ~kD, respectively.

CW measurements of photoluminescence quantum yields WPL can provide a
simple means to gain information about excited state dynamics. The PL quantum
yield is defined as the quotient of emittedNPL and absorbed photons Nab, which can
also be rephrased in terms of the ratio of radiative and and the sum of all decay rates.

WPL ¼ NPL

Nab
¼ krad

krad þ
P

i ki;nr
¼ tPL

trad
; ð4:8Þ

where the sum over ki;nr represents the combination of different nonradiative decay
processes from the state under consideration, as indicated by the wavy lines in
Figure 4.11.

Early PL-quantum yield measurements of SWNTsuspensions suggested discour-
agingly low values in the order of 10�4–10�3 [40, 56], implying that nonradiative
processes in such samples outweigh radiative decay. However, reported PL quantum
yields have risen continuously and currently stand above 1% with some reports
quoting 8% or even 20% [14, 25, 55]. One observation was that early sample
preparation techniques produced not only structurally very heterogeneous but also
aggregated samples with a majority of nanotubes still bound into small quasicrys-
talline aggregates, sometimes referred to as nanotube �ropes� [14]. Possiblemechan-
isms that reduce the quantum yields in suspensions with aggregates are PL
quenching by residual metallic tubes in the aggregates or a decrease if the exciton

Figure 4.11 Generic state energy diagram for
semiconducting SWNTs. Singlet states are
labeled S, triplets T , free carrier continuaD and
defect or dark states are labeledD. Straight lines

indicate transitions involving the emission or
absorption of photons while wavy lines signify
nonradiative transitions.
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oscillator strength due to stronger screening in aggregates, which leads to an increase
in the radiative lifetime in Eq. (4.7).

Additional PL quenching appears to be facilitated by tube ends, which act as
efficient exciton sinks [48]. This was concluded by a study using length selected
SWNTsuspensions for which the PL quantum yield is found to increase up to a tube
length of about 1 mm(see Figure 4.12a) [48]. The effect of quenching at tube endswith
the rate kendnr was described using a 1D diffusion model that yields

WPL ¼
X¥
n¼1

ð2�2ð�1ÞnÞ2½n2p2ðDt¥PLðnp=LÞ2 þ 1Þð1þðnp=kendnr Þ2Þ��1; ð4:9Þ

where D is the exciton diffusion constant, t¥PL is the asymptotic photoluminescence
lifetime for infinitely long tubes, and L is the tube length. Afit of this expression to the
length dependence of PL quantum yields in Figure 4.12a an exciton diffusion length
lex ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt¥PL

p
of 130 nm and an asymptotic PL quantum yield of 3%. This is in good

agreement with other reports of exciton diffusion lengths in the range of 100 nm
[13, 46].

Measurements of the PL lifetime of nanotube suspensions have been numer-
ous [20, 23, 31, 56]. The results of these experiments appear to depend on the type of
sample and PL lifetimes range from 
10 ps to hundreds of ps. Some experiments
appear to have beenplagued by sample heterogeneities such as aggregate, length, and
diameter dispersions. Here we reproduce recent time-correlated single-photon
counting (TCSPC) measurements of a suspension with (6,5) tubes at low excitation
densities, see Figure 4.12b. The PL decay is found to be nonexponential and the
kinetics can either be analyzed in terms of a polyexponential decay with dominant
components on the 20 ps (75%) and 300 ps (25%) scale or by using a stretched

Figure 4.12 (a) Photoluminescence quantum
yields for colloidal (6,5) enriched nanotube
suspensions. The solid line is a fit to Eq. (4.9)
and yields a diffusion length of 130 nmaswell as

an asymptotic PL quantum yield of 3%. (b)
Photoluminescence decay of colloidally
suspended (6,5) tubes.
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exponential as expected for quenching kinetics with successively saturated traps [45].
Here, the average PL lifetime obtained form a multiexponential fit is about 90 ps. In
combination with the PL quantum yield on the order of 1%, this suggests that the
fluorescence decay rate kF is on the order of 1–10 ns [56]. It should be noted that time
resolved single tube PL experiments have previously reported mono as well as
multiexponential kinetics [10, 20], with the substrate type or local environment
possibly playing a role in determining the kinetics observed.

A mechanism that can account for the rapid nonradiative decay of the S1 state in
terms of phononmediated internal conversion has been proposed by Perebeinos and
Avouris [44]. This mechanism assumes that local doping opens new decay channels
by coupling to a continuum of e–h pair excitations. Due to zone folding, this
continuum of two particle excitations may also become resonant with bright exciton
states (see Figure 4.13). Perebeinos and Avouris calculate the rate of phonon
mediated decay by coupling the free carrier excitations with the S1 state, and obtain
nonradiative internal conversion kIC rates in the range from 100 to 5 ps�1 in
agreement with experimental observations [20, 23, 31, 56].

Complementary information on excited state dynamics is obtained from an
investigation of optically induced spectral transients. This is done by pump-probe
spectroscopy, which allows to study transient phenomena on a time-scale of 50 fs or
less over the entire visible- or near-infrared spectral range. The technique probes
changes in the absorbed light intensityDA=A of a laser impulse following short pulse
excitation. Changes in absorption can be associated with changes in the initial and
final state populations nv and nc of Eq. (4.4), respectively. The technique thereby

Figure 4.13 (a) Qualitative band diagram of a
p-doped (6,5) tube. (b) The resulting free e–h
pair excitation spectrum. (c) Superposition of
the doping induced continuum of excitations

with the spectrum of the undoped tube. Zone
folding of the dopant induced free carrier
continua leads to a direct overlap with the bright
states of the undoped tube.
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serves as a probe of the rate at which excited states are depopulated and at which the
ground state is repopulated. For excitation of the S1 state in Figure 4.11, for example,
themeasured rate of change of the optical transient reflects the combined effect of all
processes leading to a depletion of S1 and to replenishment of S0.

A representative pump-probe spectrum for a (6,5) enriched nanotube suspension
excited at 570 nm is shown in Figure 4.14. The transient at the S1 energy has been
reported to rise with a delay of about 40 fs [33]. This suggests that internal conversion
between higher exciton subbands is extremely efficient. The mechanism for this
rapid internal conversion was suggested to be zone-boundary phonon mediated
interband scattering from the S2 to the silent S1 bands with a rate in excess of
0:01 fs�1, followed by rapid intraband scattering and another internal conversion
process to the bottom of the bright S1 exciton band [24]. The same study also
estimates that aminority of about 10%or less of the higher subband excitons undergo
internal conversion to the free carrier D11 band.

The transient spectrum shown in the right part of Figure 4.14 exhibits a pro-
nounced photobleach (PB) centered on the bright excitons as well as a smaller
contribution from a photoabsorption signal (PA) at shorter wavelengths in the case of
the S1 state, and at lower as well as higher wavelengths in the case of the S2 state. The

Figure 4.14 Pump-probe data from a (6,5) enriched nanotube suspension after 570 nm excitation.
The upper and right sections of the Figure 4.4 show 1D cuts through the 2D dataset along time and
spectral axes, respectively.
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PB bands can be attributed to state filling of the higher exciton states and to a
concomitant depletion of the ground state. The origin of the PA bands however
remains somewhat less clear. Phenomenologically, the S1 PA band and the spectral
shape of the PA–PB region can be attributed to the overlap of the PB with a slightly
broadened and similarly strong PA band that is blue shifted by 7meV [62]. The
formation of this state appears to be delayed by about 300 fs as evident from the rise
time of the corresponding PA band.

The nonexponential recovery of the ground state is currently also difficult to
attribute to any specificmicroscopicmechanism. Froma semilogarithmicDA=Aover
ln t plot however, one finds that the transients closely follow a t�1=2 power law
behavior, which has tentatively been attributed to 1D diffusion limited ground state
recovery [62].

Themagnitude of optical transients in Figure 4.15 can be used in conjunctionwith
the phase space filling model to directly determine the size of excitons [30]. In short,
the phase space filling model assumes that the rate of absorption kab ¼ BI=c is
reduced according to the decrease of phase space Dpz Dz occupied by each exciton.
This implies that the rate of absorption is governed by ð1�nex=nsatÞ, the fraction of
available exciton sites on the tube according to the simple saturation law
~kab ¼ ðBI=cÞð1�nex=nsatÞ where nsat is the saturation density of excitons. Experi-
mentally available parameters are the rate of absorption as obtained from optical
transients and the number of excitons on a tube as obtained from published
absorption cross sections and the experimentally known pulse fluence. Here, the
S1 exciton size for the (6,5) tube is determined to be 2:0� 0:7nm [30] in agreement
with theoretical estimates [42, 52, 54].

However, the level of DA=A � �0:025 at which the optical transients saturate in
Figure 4.15, is small. The magnitude of this transient suggests that saturation of the

Figure 4.15 Saturation of the transient
absorption signal at the S1 exciton energy of the
(6,5) tube for resonant excitation of the S2 state
by sub 50 fs laser impulses. Saturation occurs at
low pulse fluences well below 1014photons/cm2

at an exciton density of roughly one exciton per
65 nm of tube length. This can be attributed to
efficient exciton–exciton annihilation at higher
excitation densities [37]. The solid line is a guide
to the eye.
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excited state population is reached at an density of about one exciton per 65 nm of
tube length. This is easily an order of magnitude smaller than anticipated if phase
space filling and the physical size of the excitons were to be the limiting factors. This
is generally attributed to exciton–exciton annihilation at excitation densities where
the probability for exciton–exciton encounters within their diffusion length of about
130 nm increases (see discussion above) [30, 32, 37, 58].

4.7
Outlook

The photophysical properties of SWNTs continue to fascinate and stimulate new
research. Several photophysical properties and phenomena have not been discussed
here but nevertheless present us with interesting questions regarding, for example,
the role of defects, of impurities, or of lattice vibrations for optical spectra and excited
state dynamics in SWNTs. Additional incentives for further studies can be obtained
from the potential of CNTs for applications that directly benefit from their unique
optical properties, for example, as contrast agents in the life sciences, as sensors, as
transparent flexible conductors, and many more.
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5
Noncovalent Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes
Ma Ángeles Herranz and Nazario Martín

5.1
Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have mechanical, optical and electrical properties that
make them ideal nanoscale materials [1, 2]. However, all the proposed applications
have so far been limited by their practical insolubility in aqueous and organic
solvents [3, 4]. Due to their high polarizability and smooth surface, CNTs – in
particular, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) – form bundles and ropes,
where several nanotubes are aligned parallel to each other with a high van der Waals
attraction (0.5 eV/mm). In addition, CNTs are obtained as mixtures that exhibit
different chiralities, diameters and length, in which non-NT carbon and metal
catalysts are also present in the final material.

Some of these limitations can be overcome by the controlled defect and sidewall
functionalization of CNTs (see next chapter) [5–18]. The formation of covalent
linkages can drastically enhance the solubility of CNTs in various solvents at the
same time that guarantees the structural integrity of the nanotube skeleton, but it also
alters the intrinsic physical properties of the CNTs because of a modification of the
sp2 carbon framework [18]. The most notable effect is that the inherent conductivity
of the CNTs is basically destroyed.

An alternative strategy for preserving the intrinsic electronical and mechanical
properties of CNTs consists in the noncovalent or supramolecular modification of
CNTs [5, 14, 19–21]. Such interactions primarily involve hydrophobic, van derWaals,
and electrostatic forces, and require the physical adsorption of suitable molecules
onto the sidewalls of the CNTs.Noncovalent functionalization is achieved by polymer
wrapping, adsorption of surfactants or small aromatic molecules, and interaction
with porphyrins or biomolecules such as DNA and peptides. A special case is the
endohedral functionalization of CNTs [19] – filling of the tubes with atoms or small
molecules (peapods) – which is the objective of another chapter in this book.

Here we assess the field of exohedral noncovalent interactions betweenmolecules
and CNTs. The diversity of mechanisms of molecule–CNTs interactions and the
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range of experimental techniques employed for their characterization are analyzed by
considering the different types of molecules and illustrated with examples
from recent reports. In addition, some practical applications of systems considering
noncovalent CNTs interactions with several molecular structures are also discussed.

5.2
Early Insights in the Noncovalent Interaction of CNTs with Solvents
and Classical Macrocyclic Scaffolds

At early stages, most of the investigations on CNTs� reactivity focused on separating
and dispersing them by chemical oxidation in acidic media [22], where the acid not
only dissolves any remaining metal catalyst but also removes the CNT caps, leaving
behind carboxylic acid (�COOH) residues. These oxidized CNTs are easily dispers-
ible in various amide-type organic solvents under the influence of an ultrasonic force
field [23]. In this sense, Haddon and coworkers [24] reported the direct reaction of
acid-purified short SWCNTs with long-chain amines yielding very soluble zwitter-
ionic materials. In a following work [25], treating multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) by sonication in water led to the implementation of O-containing
functionalities (alcohol, carbonyl, and carboxylic acid) and to no appreciable damage
of the basic CNTs structure. The production of functional groups was reflected in the
disappearance of �CHn groups existing on the pristine CNTs and the existence of
hydrogen bonding between the CNTs and the aqueous medium, which was estab-
lished by spectroscopic analysis [25].

Wong and coworkers, prepared soluble oxidized SWCNTs by the supramolecular
attachment of functionalized organic crown ethers, namely 2-aminomethyl-18-
crown-6 [26]. The obtained adducts yielded concentrations of dissolved nanotubes
in the range of 1 g/l in water, as well as in methanol, according to optical
measurements. The structure of these adducts are likely to be a consequence of
a noncovalent, zwitterionic chemical interaction between carboxylic groups (i.e.,
oxidized tubes) and amine moieties (i.e., attached to the side chain of the crown
derivative) (Figure 5.1).

The interaction of SWCNTs with other classical supramolecular architectures,
such as cyclodextrins (CDs), has also been investigated [27]. Purified SWCNTs and
CDs mixed by a mechanochemical �high-speed vibration milling technique�
(HSVM) are soluble in aqueous solutions because of the formation of SWCNT–CDs
complexes and the debundling of SWCNTs. In particular, the SWCNT–c-CD
complex can be dissolved in concentrations as high as 1.15mg/ml. The formation
of multipoint hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl groups of the CDs and the
carboxylic acids of the SWCNTs was confirmed by the control experiments carried
out with methylated CDs. In comparison with b-CD, which dissolves 0.73mg/ml of
SWCNTs, the solubilities of SWCNTs by heptakis-(2,6-di-O-methyl)-b-cyclodextrin
(DM-b-CD) and heptakis-(2,3,6-tri-O-methyl)-b-cyclodextrin (TM-b-CD) were nota-
bly decreased as a function of hydroxyl groups of CDs (0.50 and 0.17mg/ml,
respectively) [27].
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5.3
Noncovalent Interactions of CNTs with Small Aromatic Molecules

The interactions between CNTs and a series of structurally related molecules:
cyclohexane, cyclohexene, cyclohexadiene, and benzene, were investigated in the
gas phase by Sumanasekera et al., and demonstrated that p–p interactions are
fundamental for the adsorption on CNTs [28]. In particular, the highest adsorption
energywas found for themoleculewith the largestp-electronic system (benzene) and
the lowest one for themolecule without p-electrons (cyclohexane). This result clearly
indicates that the CNT–molecule interactions in this series are controlled by coupling
of the p-electrons of the molecules with the electronic p-system of the CNT.

In a similar investigation, the interactions between benzene, cyclohexane, and
2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone (DDQ) were theoretically studied using
first principles calculations [29]. The coupling of p-electrons between CNTs and
aromaticmoleculeswasalsoobserved,demonstratingthatnoncovalentfunctionalization
of CNTs with aromatic moleculesmay be an efficient way to solubilize individual CNTs
and to control the electronic properties of CNTs as discussed in the following sections.

5.3.1
Anthracene Derivatives

The adsorption of anthracene 1 and several derivatives, substituted by groups with
different electronic properties and volume size (2–5), onto the sidewalls of cut

Figure 5.1 Optimized geometry for crownether
functionalized (5,5) SWCNTs. Adduct formation
likely arises from a zwitterionic interaction
between the carboxylic acid groups on the

SWCNT and the amino functionality on the
derivatized crown ether. Reprinted from Ref. [9]
with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.
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SWCNTs (Figure 5.2) was investigated by considering the absorbance and fluores-
cence spectra of the aggregates formed. The absorption spectra of anthracenes 1–5 on
SWCNTs seem to be unchanged as compared to free molecules in solution, whereas
the fluorescence spectra of the same molecules on SWCNTs are redshifted, indi-
cating a partial electron transfer from SWCNTs onto anthracenes. In fact, the
adsorption coverage varied with the aromatic ring substitution, since the p–p bond
interactions governing the adsorption process are accompanied by an electron
donor–acceptor charge transfer interaction between the aromatic adsorbates and
the SWCNT sidewall. The extent in which the strength of the charge transfer
interaction controls the relative degree of adsorption coverage follows the
order: 4> 3> 5,1> 2 [30].

Simmons et al., also considered an anthracene-based dye, disperse Red 1 (DR1) 6,
in the noncovalent functionalization of SWCNTs [31]. DR1 undergoes a highly
reversible trans–cis molecular isomerization when exposed to light of different
wavelengths. This photoisomerization involves the rearrangement of the dye�s
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Figure 5.2 Different anthracene derivatives considered in the noncovalent functionalization of
CNTs. Under UV light, DR1 6 isomerizes from the equilibrium trans conformation to themetastable
cis conformation. During this isomerization, the molecular dipole moment changes from 9 to 6 D.
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neighboring molecular groups around the double bond that cannot rotate itself.
Ultraviolet light of 254 nm initiates the conversion from the trans to the cis form,
whereas the blue light of 365 nm reverts the conversion from cis to trans (Figure 5.2).
Interestingly, the reconfiguration of the dye molecule causes a significant change in
the electrical dipolemoment along its principal axis. This shift alsomodifies the local
electrostatic potential in theCNTs and, in turn,modulates its conductance by shifting
the threshold voltage at which current flows. For a �1–2% coverage, a shift in the
threshold voltage of up to 1.2 V is observed. In addition, the conductance change is
reversible and repeatable over long periods of time, indicating that the chromophore-
functionalized CNTs are useful for integrated nanophotodetectors.

5.3.2
Pyrene Derivatives

The pyrene group is an aromatic system that demonstrates a very high affinity for the
CNTsurface. Derivatives of pyrene can be efficiently deposited onto CNTs in all kind
of solvents with a high surface coverage. In fact, the interaction of the aromatic
systemof pyrenewithCNTs is so effective that functionalized pyrenes have beenused
for anchoring all kind of systems to CNTs with diverse applications.

Ammonium amphiphiles carrying a pyrenyl group act as excellent solubilizers of
SWCNTs in water. Sonication of raw SWCNTs in an aqueous solution of 7
(Figure 5.3) gave a transparent solution of the CNTs, which was characterized by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), UV/Vis absorption, fluorescence, and 1H
NMR spectroscopies [32]. In addition, the aqueous solution of 7 has a tendency to
dissolve, specifically, semiconducting SWCNTs with diameters in the range of
0.89–1.0 nm. This fine discrimination in the diameters of the SWCNTs is of
particular interest in the design of CNTsolubilizers that recognize a single nanotube
chiral index, and could be very useful for the development of many potential
applications [33].

Figure 5.3 TEM images of aqueous solutions/dispersions of raw-SWCNTs/7 (a) and insoluble
raw-SWCNTs (b). Reprinted from Ref. [33] with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.
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Functionalized pyrenes have also proved to be very useful in anchoring proteins or
small biomolecules on CNTs. For example, the bifunctional N-succinimidyl-1-
pyrenebutanoate 8 irreversibly adsorbs onto the hydrophobic surface of SWCNTs.
In these conjugates, the succinimidyl group could nucleophilically be substituted by
primary or secondary amino groups from proteins such as ferritin or streptavidin,
and cause inmobilization of the biopolymers on the tubes [34]. In another example,
pyrene-based glycodendrimers (9) demonstrated to function as homogeneous bio-
active coatings for SWNTs that also mitigate their cytotoxicity [35]. Pyrene structures
have also been combined with bioactive monosaccharides such as N-acetyl-D-glu-
cosamine (GlcNAc) (10) and served to prepare glycosylated CNTs that are able to
interface biocompatibly with living cells and detect the dynamic secretion of
biomolecules from them [36] (Figure 5.4).

The development of reliable and reproducible methodologies to integrate CNTs
into functional structures such as donor–acceptor hybrids, able to transform sunlight
into electrical or chemical energy, has emerged as an area of intensive research
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[16–18]. In this context, the use of pyrene derivatives has been particularly crucial in
the construction of versatile nanosized electron donor–acceptor ensembles through
directedp–p interactions. A considerable effort has been dedicated to combine CNTs
with different donor or acceptor units by using different pyrene-bifunctional sys-
tems, for example, pyrene-tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) (11) [37], pyrene-p-extended-TTF
(exTTF) (12) [38], pyrene-pyro-pheophorbide a (13) [39], pyrene-C60 (14) [40], or
pyrene-CdSe nanoparticles (NPs) (15) [41] (Figure 5.5).

The synthesis of these molecules was based on the covalent linkage of both units
through a flexible and medium length chain that favors a facile interaction with the
CNTs surface, and where the pyrene fragment functions solely as a template that
guarantees the immobilization of the electroactive unit on the CNT surface. The
investigation of the photophysical properties of these supramolecular systems by
different techniques (i.e., steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence, transient
absorption spectroscopy) seems to indicate a very rapid intrahybrid electron transfer
that yields a photogenerated radical ion pair with a lifetime in the nanosecond scale.
For the supramolecular aggregates that pyrene-CdSe nanoparticles (15) form with
SWCNTs, the magnitude of the electron transfer shows a strong dependency on the
light intensity and wavelength, reaching a maximum of 2.2 electrons per pyrene-
CdSe nanoparticle [41].

The noncovalent functionalization of CNTs using pyrenes bearing positive or
negative charges [42–44], nitrogenated bases [45], or alkyl ammonium ions [46–48],
through p–p interactions followed by the assembling of the electron/energy donor
molecules by complementary electrostatics, axial coordination, or crown ether–alkyl
ammonium ion interactions, respectively, has resulted in stable donor–acceptor
systems with maximum preservation of the electronic and mechanical properties of
CNTs (Figure 5.6).
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With the CNT surface covered with positively or negatively charged ionic head
groups, van der Waals and electrostatic interactions were utilized to complex
oppositely charged electron donors. Water soluble porphyrins (i.e., octapyridinium
ZnP/H2P salts or octacarboxylate ZnP/H2P salts) have been used to form SWCNT-
(p–p interaction)-pyreneþ -electrostatic-ZnP/H2P, 16 or SWCNT-(p–p interaction)-
pyrene�-electrostatic-ZnP/H2P electron donor–acceptor nanohybrids [42–44]. Pho-
toexcitation of all the resulting nanohybrids with visible light revealed the formation
of long-lived radical ion pairs, with lifetimes in the range ofmicroseconds. The better
delocalization of electrons inMWCNTs enhanced the stability of the radical ion pairs
formed (5.8� 0.2ms) when compared to the analogous SWCNT systems
(0.4� 0.05ms).

The imidazole ligand of soluble imidazol-pyrene-SWCNTs aggregates, such as
zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnP) and zinc naphthalocyanine (ZnNc) (17), served to
anchor donor entities to the SWCNTS surface by axial coordination of the nitrogen to
the metallic center of the macrocycle. Utilization of ZnNc as the electron donor in
these supramolecular structures enabled to observe the donor cation radical
(ZnNc. þ ), which acts as the direct evidence for the photoinduced electron transfer
within these systems [45].

Among the noncovalent methodologies reported to date, self-assembly by
using an ammonium ion–crown ether interaction is regarded as one of the
most powerful methods as it offers a high degree of directionality with binding
energies of up to 50–200 kJ/mol. The efficient selectivity of the 18-crown-6
moiety toward ammonium cations and the ease of formation of the size–fit
complex even in polar solvents, enabled to build porphyrin and fullerene-based
donor–acceptor supramolecular systems with CNTs [46–48]. In the SWCNTs-
PyrNH3

þ -crown-C60 nanohybrids 18, free energy calculations suggested the
possibility of electron transfer from the CNT to the singlet excited fullerene,
resulting in the formation of a SWCNTs. þ -PyrNH3

þ -crown-C60
.� charge sep-

arated state [47]. Transient absorption spectroscopy confirmed the electron
transfer as the quenching mechanism affording a lifetime for the radical ion
pair over 100 ns, which suggests a further charge stabilization due to the
supramolecular assembly.

Polymeric CNT aggregates bearing pyrene-terminal functionalities have demon-
strated thermo- or chemically responsive abilities [49, 50] and, pyrene derivatives
have, in addition, been used as initiators of norbornene ring-opening metathesis
polymerization on the surface of CNTs. The adsorption of the organic precursor was
followed by cross-metathesis with a ruthenium alkylidene, resulting in a homoge-
neous noncovalent poly(norbornene) coating [51].

In a very recent report, it has been described the fabrication of the first
CNT–single molecule magnet (SMM) nanohybrids that have been prepared using
a tailor-made tetrairon(III) SMM, [Fe4(L)2(dpm)6] (19; Hdpm¼ dipivaloylmethane),
which features a ligand (L) with a terminal pyrenyl group (Figure 5.7) [52]. The
grafting of the SMMs was controlled to the single-molecule level and a single-SMM
sensitivity was also demonstrated for the fabricated CNT-field effect transistors
(FETs). These results pave the way for constructing �double-dot� molecular
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spintronic devices, where a controlled number of nanomagnets are coupled to an
electronic nanodevice [53].

5.3.3
Other Polyaromatic Derivatives

As the physical and chemical properties of CNTs depend strongly on their structure,
the separation of crude samples is one of the primary technological hurdles for their
investigation and future applications. The ideal separation method should be of a
high degree of selectivity and also should be nondestructive for the selected tubes.
According to Hirsch and coworkers, a molecule containing a hydrophilic dendritic
structure and simultaneously bearing an apolar polyaromatic subunit, ensuring a
strong interaction with the CNTs, would be perfectly suited for CNT crude samples
separation. Therefore, they have recently focused on the use of Newkome-
dendronized perylenetetracarboxydiimides [54] as aromatic amphiphiles for
the dispersion of SWCNTs in aqueous media [55]. The asymmetric perylene
bisimide 20 (Figure 5.8) bears a polycyclic aromatic moiety, which adsorbs on the
nanotube surface via p–p stacking, and a solvophilic moiety to aid dissolution in
dipolar solvents such as water. SWCNTs were efficiently dispersed with a pro-
nounced degree of individualization in buffered aqueous media by 20 even at
concentrations as low as 0.01 wt%. In addition, the characteristic nanotube (van
Hove singularities) and perylene features in the UV/Vis/NIR absorption spectrum
appears redshifted compared to independent SWCNTs or perylene 20 samples.
This, together with the observed quenching of the perylene fluorescence caused by
the p–p stacking interaction with the sidewalls of the SWCNTs demonstrates that
the adsorption of 20 is accompanied by pronounced electronic communication such
as photoinduced energy or electron transfer [16–18].

Other small amphiphiles have been able to extract and solubilize in water-specific
SWCNTs subsets with (n, m) selectivities based on the nanotube helicity angle [56].
For example, compound 21 is a quaterrylene with a hydrophilic side chain, which is
negatively charged at basic pH. The p–p stacking interactions are particularly
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Figure 5.7 Pyrene derivative used in the preparation of single molecule magnet–CNT hybrids.
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favorable for the adsorption of 21 to the zigzag SWCNTs sidewalls. In the case of
compound 22, which contains a pentacenic moiety and two hydrophilic side chains
that are negatively charged in basic aqueous media, the adsorption happens pref-
erentially on the armchair SWCNTs sidewalls in order to maximize the p–p stacking
interactions by simultaneous optimization of the effective contact area and the atomic
correlation with the CNT.

The p-stacking of other molecules of interest, such as the widely used fluorescent
molecule, fluorescein 23, or the cancer chemotherapy drug, doxorubicin 24, with an
ultrahigh loading capacity of a�400%byweight, has also been effectively achieved on
pre-PEGylated SWCNTs [57, 58]. Consequently, the p–p stacking of small aromatic
molecules could represent a very simple and efficientmethod to solubilize CNTs and
introduce new opportunities for applications in chemistry, material sciences, or
medicine.
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5.4
Noncovalent Interactions of CNTs with Heterocyclic Polyaromatic Systems

Diverse heterocyclic polyaromatic molecules can form effective interactions with
CNTs. It is believed that the nature of the interaction is essentially the same van der
Waals forces as in the case of the polyaromatic compoundsmentioned in the previous
section. However, in some cases, the incorporation of a metal ion in the systems
seems to weaken their interactions with the CNT sidewalls [59, 60].

5.4.1
Porphyrins, Phthalocyanines, and Sapphyrins

The combination of CNTs with phthalocyanines [59] and porphyrins or oligomers
and polymers that contain them [60–70], has proved to be particularly beneficial in the
preparation of donor–acceptor nanohybrids bearing visible light harvesting chro-
mophores. SWNTs were found to strongly interact with free-base porphyrins, Zn-
porphyrins (ZnP) (25) [61–66], fused ZnP-trimers (26) [67], and ZnP in conjugated
polymers (27) [68, 69] (Figure 5.9). Successful complexation with, for example, the
ZnP-polymer 27 was manifested in a 127 nm bathochromic shift of the Q-band
absorption of porphyrins. Additional evidence for interactions between 25, 26, or 27
and SWNTs was obtained from fluorescence spectra, where the ZnP fluorescence
was significantly quenched. The fluorescence quenching has been ascribed to energy
transfer between the photoexcited porphyrin and SWNTs.

In general, ZnPs showed a weaker binding ability to SWCNTs as compared to the
metal-freemolecules. The free base forms nucleate on the CNTs sidewall in the form
of J- and H-type aggregates, which sometimes drives a further assembly in linear or
wheel structures [63, 65, 66]. For the linear structures, when photocurrent measure-
ments were performed using the SWCNT-free base porphyrin as a component of the
photoanode, under the standard three-electrode conditions, a maximum incident
photon-to-photocurrent efficiency (IPCE) value of 13% was obtained at a bias
potential of 0.2 V versus SCE [66].

The formation of nanohybrids of SWCNTs with flexible porphyrinic polypeptides
has been described by Fukuzumi et al. [70]. In this approach, the polypeptide bearing
16 porphyrin units P(H2P)16, 28, was synthesized via oligomerization of a porphyrin
functionalized enantiopure L-lysine derivative bearing a free-base chromophore
(Figure 5.9). Supramolecular aggregation to SWCNTs occurred through the wrap-
ping of the peptide backbone and p–p interaction with the porphyrinic units, which
resulted in a stable nanohybrid that facilitated the extraction of the large-diameter
CNTs (�1.3 nm). Laser photoexcitation of the [P(H2P)16]/SWCNTs aggregates in
DMFresulted in a photoinduced electron transfer from the singlet and triplet excited
states of P(H2P)16 to SWCNTs. The lifetime of the charge separated state was
determined to be 0.37� 0.03ms.

For use in photovoltaic devices, noncovalent functionalization of SWCNTs with
porphyrin derivatives seems to be an attractive approach, although a precise under-
standing of the dynamics of the photoinduced electron/energy transfer (PET)
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processes occurring within the D/A composites is essential for its full realization.
With this aim, the ZnP/SWCNTs system 29was synthesized and integrated in a field-
effect transistor that was irradiated with visible light [71]. Unlike the natural process,
in 29 the absorption of light initiates the transfer of holes rather than electrons from
the porphyrin. The rate and magnitude of the PETwere found to depend both on the
wavelength and on the intensity of the light used, reaching a maximum value of 0.37
electrons/porphyrin molecule.

Sapphyrins are well-characterized pentapyrrolic macrocycles that have proved
particularly attractive for complexation to SWCNTs as they present larger p surfaces
than typical tetrapyrrolic macrocycles [72]. They are also fluorescent through exci-
tation at lower energy, being very striking as mimics of naturally occurring chlor-
ophylls. The preparation of water suspendable SWCNTs/sapphyrin complexes 30
(Figure 5.10) has recently been reported [73]. The resulting modified CNTs undergo
an intramolecular electron transfer upon photoexcitation. As in the case of 29, pulse
radiolysis experiments and femtosecond spectroscopic data confirmed that the
SWCNTs act as the electron donor and the sapphyrin molecules as the electron
acceptor in systems 30.

5.4.2
Metallic Coordination

The interaction of porphyrins with pyridyl functionalized SWCNTs through an apical
coordinate bond between the porphyrin transition metal atom and the pyridyl ligand
has been object of several reports [74–76]. The formation of the complexes was firmly
established by optical and electrochemical measurements. In particular, ruthenium
porphyrin functionalized SWCNTs arrays have been prepared by coordinating the

Figure 5.10 Porphyrin- and sapphyrin-SWCNTs assemblies.
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axial position of the metal ion with 4-aminopyridine preassembled SWCNTs directly
anchored to a silicon (100) surface. The surface concentration of the ruthenium
porphyrin molecules (3.44� 10�8mol/cm2) and the good immobilization suggest
that these ruthenium porphyrin modified electrodes are excellent candidates for
molecular memory devices and light harvesting antennae [76].

The use of planar metallic complexes is another alternative that has been
considered in the solubilization and debundling of CNTs [77, 78]. Furthermore, the
solubilization of CNTs can be controlled by considering the redox properties of the
metallic complex [78]. In this sense, the CuII complex inwhich the ligand (31) is a 2,2-
bipyridine derivative bearing two chloresterol groups (Figure 5.11) shows a reversible
sol–gel phase transition on changing the redox state of the CuI/CuII complexes by
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Figure 5.11 Schematic illustration of (a) the presence of the p–p stacking interaction between
[CuII(31)2] and the SWCNTs and (b) the absence of the p–p stacking interaction between [CuI(31)2]
and the SWCNTs. AsA is ascorbic acid.
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chemical oxidation and reduction [79]. This property has also been explored in
combination with SWCNTs, 31 alone has only a low ability to solublize SWCNTs, but
they are highly soluble when combinedwith [CuII(31)2]. Furthermore, the addition of
a solution of ascorbic acid to the [CuII(31)2]–SWCNTs mixture immediately resulted
in the precipitation of the SWCNT from the solution, although the precipitate could
be redissolved by bubbling air through it. This selective control on the solubility of
CNTs using the redox properties of the solubilizing agents could be useful for the
purification of metallic and semiconducting SWCNTs, which is still a real challenge
in CNTs chemistry [80].

5.5
Noncovalent Interactions of CNTs with Surfactants and Ionic Liquids

A significant progress toward the solubilization of CNTs in water, which is important
because of potential biomedical applications and biophysical processing schemes,
has been achieved by using surfactants. In particular, the anionic surfactant sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 32) has been the most widely used [81–85] surfactant. TEM
unambiguously demonstrated that SDS is adsorbed on the surface of CNTs and
arranged into rolled-up half-cylinders with the alkyl group of each molecule pointed
toward the nanotube. Depending on the symmetry and the diameter of the CNTs,
ring, helices, or double helices were observed [83].

Surfactant molecules containing aromatic groups are capable of forming more
specific and more directional p–p stacking interactions with the graphitic surface of
CNTs. Interactions of SDS and the structurally related sodium dodecylbenzene
sulfonate (SDBS, 33) with SWCNTs have been compared to demonstrate the role of
the aromatic rings [85]. SDS and SDBShave the same length of the alkyl chain but the
latter has a phenyl ring attached between the alkyl chain and the hydrophilic group
(Figure 5.12). The presence of the phenyl ring makes SDBS more effective for
solubilization of CNTs than SDS, due to the aromatic stacking formed between the
SWCNTs and the phenyl rings of the SDBS within the micelle. The diameter
distribution of CNTs in the dispersion of SDBS, measured by atomic force micros-
copy (AFM), showed that even at 20mg/ml �63� 5% of the SWCNT bundles
exfoliate in single tubes [85].

Bile salt detergents such as the sodium salts of deoxycholic acid (DOC, 34) and its
taurine analogue taurodeoxycholic acid (TDOC, 35) are extremely efficient in
solubilizing pristine individual SWCNTs, as evidenced by highly resolved optical
absorption spectra, bright bandgap fluorescence, and the unprecedented resolution
(�2.5 cm�1) of the radial breathingmodes in Raman spectra. This is attributed to the
formation of very regular and stable micelles around the CNTs providing an unusual
homogeneous environment [86].

The hemimicelle self-assembly of amphiphilic molecules on CNTs provides an
effective template for the homogeneous and dense deposition of noble metal
nanoparticles on CNTs. In this regard, surfactants 36 and 37 (Figure 5.12) were
designedwith a long alkyl chain for interactingwith the CNTsurface and a polar head
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was made of either nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) or pyridinium, for the binding of
metallic nanoparticles. The electrocatalytic applications of the resulting nanohybrids
were evaluated, and a superior activity, in comparison to analogous systems, was
observed in certain oxidation reactions [87].

Recently, the separation of SWCNTs by exploiting subtle differences in the buoyant
density of surfactant encapsulated CNTs in density gradient ultracentrifugation
(DGU) has been reported [88–92]. As outlined by Green and Hersam [93],
the buoyant density of a dispersed CNT is both a function of the geometry of the
CNT (diameter) and the surfactant coating. On the one hand, a completely uniform
surfactant coating results in separation by diameter [88], while on the other
hand, the use of a surfactant (or a combination of surfactants) that encapsulates
CNTs in a manner dependent on the electronic structure, allows separation by
electronic properties, as shown by cosurfactant DGU with 1 : 4 SDS/sodium cholate
(SC) [88]. Therefore, the investigation of different surfactant systems and various
cosurfactant experiments is crucial to exploit the tunability of the separation process
by DGU.

Imidazolium-ion-based ionic liquids (IL), which are organic salts with melting
points below 100 �C, have been studied extensively in recent years as CNTs solu-
bilizers (Figure 5.13). They have some unique properties such as negligible vapor
pressure, good thermal stability, wide liquid temperature range, designable proper-
ties, and an ample electrochemical window [94, 95].

When SWCNTs were mixed with an IL such as 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
tetrafluoroborate ([bmim][BF4], Figure 5.13), a gel was formed by means of cation–p
and/orp–p interactionswith thep-electronic surface of the SWNTs [96]. The gelation
occurs in a variety of imidazolium-ion-based ionic liquids (Figure 5.13) upon
grinding with 0.5–1 wt% (critical gel concentration) of SWNTs. When SWNTs are
ground into IL in excess with respect to the critical gel concentration, the gel and IL
phases are clearly separated from each other by centrifugation (Figure 5.14a),
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indicating that the gel can trap a limited amount of the IL. Bucky gels thus obtained
are easy to be processed into any shape. For example, through extrusion from a
needle, one can fabricate a cable-like material that cannot be easily torn apart even
when suspended (Figure 5.14b). Due to the negligible volatility of IL, bucky gels, in
sharp contrast with ordinary organogels and hydrogels, are highly stable and can
retain their physical properties even under reduced pressure. By means of TEM,
bucky gelswere found to contain highly exfoliated SWNTbundles (Figure 5.14c and d)
that are not free from one another, but are glued together by a great number of weak
physical cross-links, for which secondary ordering of ILs by means of interionic
interactions may be responsible. This CNT network is preserved even after the IL
components are polymerized, so that the resulting polymer composites (bucky
plastics) are mechanically reinforced and show an excellent electrical
conductivity [94].

N N+
RH3C

X

[emim][BF4]: R = C2H5, X = BF4
[emim][Tf2N]: R = C2H5, X = (CF3SO2)2N
[bmim][BF4]: R = C4H9, X = BF4
[bmim][PF6]: R = C4H9, X = PF6
[bmim][Tf2N]: R = C4H9, X = (CF3SO2)2N
[omim][PF6]: R = C8H17, X = PF6

Figure 5.13 Molecular formulas and schematic structures of typical imidazolium-ion-based ionic
liquids.

Figure 5.14 (a) Phase-separation behavior of a
bucky gel formed fromSWCNTsand [bmim][BF4]
(upper phase) and excess [bmim][BF4] (lower
phase). (b) Extrusion of the gel from a needle.
(c) TEM micrographs of as-received SWCNTs.

(d) TEM micrographs obtained by dropping a
bucky gel of [bmim] [BF4] into deionized water.
Reprinted from Ref. [94] with permission from
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH.
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The combination of ILs with CNTs and the bucky gels formed are particularly
interesting for the fabrication of CNT-modified electrodes, since the large specific
surface area of the highly dispersed CNTs can facilitate electron transfer processes
more efficiently. Another advantage is a broader window of ILs in the applicable
electrochemical potential than those of traditional electrolyte solutions, which
enables electrochemical doping of CNTs. Bucky-gel-modified electrodes can readily
be fabricated from a variety of CNTs and ILs, and their integration in different
electrochemical devices, such as sensors, capacitors, and actuators, could be very
beneficial for the development of this field [94].

5.6
Noncovalent Interactions of CNTs with Polymers

Besides possibly improving themechanical and electrical properties of polymers, the
formation of polymer/NTs composites is considered to be a useful approach for
incorporating NTs into polymer-based devices. For noncovalently modified CNTs
with polymers, several strategies have been developed. Currently, these strategies
involve physical mixing in solution, in situ polymerization of monomers in the
presence of CNTs, surfactant-assisted processing of composites, and chemical
functionalization of the incorporated tubes. Since the field of CNT-based polymers
has been recently reviewed [15], no attemptwill bemade in this chapter to cover all the
early results, and only a selective overview with a bias toward the interests of the
authors is given in the following paragraphs.

5.6.1
Polymeric Amphiphiles

A good deal of research has been carried out with nonconducting polymers. Linear
polymers that bear polar octyloxy alkyl side-chains, such as polyvinyl pyrrolidine
(PVP, 38) and polystyrene sulfonate (PSS, 39) (Figure 5.15), are known to form stable
composite materials with CNTs [97].

Various approaches have been developed to improve the solubility of CNTs in
different polymer matrices. The addition of 1 wt% nonionic surfactants improves,
for instance, the glass transition temperature. Moreover, the elastic modulus
increased by more than 30% is relative to the scenario in the absence of a
surfactant [98].

Water soluble poly(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride (PDDA, 40)/MWCNTs
aggregates have also been obtained by mild sonication [99]. In these composites, it
has been suggested that the interaction between PDDA and MWCNTs is not
electrostatic in nature, but the presence of unsaturated impurities in the PDDA
chain drives p–p interactions. Thus, CNTs coated with PDDA function as positively
charged polyelectrolytes, which exhibit electrostatic repulsion between CNTs/PDDA
and likewise guarantees CNTs hydrophilicity.
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The combination of PSS and PDDA has proved to be very useful for the systematic
andmolecularly controlled organization of SWNTs and electron donor molecules on
electrodes in the so-called layer-by-layer approach [100]. The assembled films were
integrated on ITO electrodes, and the photoelectrochemical measurements with a
standard three-electrode system revealed maximum IPCE values of about a
8–13% [66, 101–103].

Polymeric surfactants also self-assembled on the CNTs surface [83]. In particular,
poly(N-acetyl-4-vinylpyridinium bromide-co-N-ethyl-4-vinylpyridinium bromide-co-
4-vinylpyridine, 41) was found to form exceptionally stable CNTdispersions [104]. It
is suggested that the efficiency of macromolecular dispersion agents for CNTs
solubilization correlates with the topological and electronic similarity of
polymer–CNT and CNT–CNT interactions in the nanotube bundles. Raman spec-
troscopy and atomic force and transmission electron microscopies data indicate that
the polycations are wrapped around CNTs forming a uniform coating 1.0–1.5 nm
thick [104].

As already mentioned several times along this chapter, to solubilize CNTs in
aqueous media is essential to improve their biocompatibility and enable their
environmental friendly characterization, separation, and self-assembly. To exploit
the unique properties of CNTs into biological relevant systems, SWCNTs were
suspended in water soluble amylose in the presence of iodine [105]. Very likely,
iodine plays a key role in the initial preorganization of amylose in support of a helical
conformation. Since this process is reversible at high temperatures, it opens the
exciting opportunity to employ the strategy to separate SWCNTs from amorphous
carbon.

Another common strategy to impart functionality, water solubility, and biocom-
patibility to CNTs is PEGylation. A series of polymeric amphiphiles based upon
PEGylated poly(c-glutamic acid) (cPGA) and poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene)
(PMHC18) (42–44) have recently been used in the supramolecular modification of
SWCNTs [106]. The formed aggregates exhibit high stability in aqueous solutions at
different pH values, at elevated temperatures, and in serum. Moreover, the
polymer-coated SWCNTs exhibit remarkably long blood circulation (t1/2¼ 22.1 h)
upon intravenous injection into mice, far exceeding the previous record of
5.4 h [106]. These characteristics make PEGylated/CNTs very powerful materials
for in vivo applications, including drug delivery or imaging.

5.6.2
Conjugated Polymers

An interesting class of polymer composites that has attracted much attention is that
of the conjugated polymers such as poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV), that was one of
the first to be investigated [107, 108]. The SWCNTs/poly(m-phenylenevinylene)
(PmPV) complexes exhibit a conductivity eight times higher than that of the pure
polymer, without any restriction on its luminescence properties. Similar conju-
gated luminescent polymers, such as poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctyloxy-p-
phenylenevinylene) (PmPV-co-DOctOPV) (45) [109] and its derivatives, such as poly
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(2,6-pyridinylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctyloxy-p-phenylenevinylene) (PPyPV-co-DOc-
tOPV) (46) [110] and poly(5-alkoxy-m-phenylenevinylene)-co-2,5-dioctyloxy-p-phe-
nylenevinylene) (PAmPV-co-DOctOPV) (47) (Figure 5.16) [111] have formed supra-
molecular complexes with CNTs. Stoddart et al. [112] also synthesized the stilbenoid
dendrimers, a hyperbranched variant of the PmPV polymer, which exhibits an
appropriate degree of branching and it was found to be more efficient in breaking
up nanotube bundles, provided it is employed at higher polymer-to-CNTs ratios than
the parent PmPV polymer.

Homogeneous nanocomposites of poly(phenyleneethynylene) (PPE) (48)-
SWCNTs/polystyrene (PS) and PPE-SWCNTs/polycarbonate were noncovalently
functionalized and revealed dramatic improvements in the electric conductivity
with very low percolation thresholds (i.e., 0.05–0.1wt% SWNTs loading) [113].

Among the many conducting polymers, polypyrrole (PPY, 49) stands out as a
highly promising material in terms of commercial applications. Nanotube-poly-
pyrrole composites have been engineered by in situ chemical or electrochemical
polymerization [114–116]. These types of composites have been used as active
electrode materials in the assembly of supercapacitors, for the selective detection
of glucose [117] and the selective measurement of DNA hybridization [118]. The
detection approach relied on the doping of glucose oxidase and nucleic acid frag-
ments within electropolymerized polypyrrole onto the surface of CNTs. Composites
of CNTs/PPY have also been studied as gas sensors for NO2 [119].

Tang and Xu [120] reported the soluble MWCNTs-containing photoconductive
poly(phenylacetylenes) (50) (CNTs/PPAs) preparation by in situ polymerizations
of phenylacetylene catalyzed by WCl6-Ph4Sn and [Rh(nbd)Cl]2 (nbd¼ 2,5-norbor-
nardiene) in the presence of the CNTs. They demonstrated that the CNTs
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in the composite solutions can easily be aligned by mechanical shear, and
an efficient optical limiting property was observed in these nanocomposite
materials.

Molecular dynamics studies carried out on the interactions of PS, PPA, PmPV, and
PPV (Figure 5.16) with SWCNTs in vacuum, indicate that the interaction between the
CNTs and the polymer is strongly influenced by the specificmonomer structure [121].
CNTs–polymer interactions are the strongest for conjugated polymers with aromatic
rings on the polymer backbone, as these rings are able to align parallel to the CNT
surface and thereby provide strong interfacial adhesion. In the presence of well-
separated CNTs, different polymer chains get disentangled and align the CNTs to
cover their surface. This is a general observation for all the investigated polymers,
although the effect is most pronounced for PmPV, which combines certain flexibility
in the backbone structure, flexible side chains, and strong interaction with the CNTs
surface.

Another fascinating class of composites is the one that results from the combi-
nation of CNTs and aniline. Polyaniline (PANI, 51) bears particularly great potential
in synthesizing polymer/CNT composites due to its environmental stability, good
processability, and reversible control of conductivity both by protonation and by
charge transfer doping. Electrochemical polymerization of aniline onCNTelectrodes
for the deposition of conducting polymeric films has been reported by independent
groups [122, 123]. Alternative strategies involve the chemical polymerization of
aniline or solutionmixing ofCNTs and the conjugated polymer [124, 125]. The blends
exhibited an increased order of magnitude in the electrical conductivity over the neat
polymer [126]. Liu et al. have successfully assembled poly(aminobenzenesulfonic
acid) (PABS) modified SWCNTs with polyaniline via the simple layer-by-layer
approach. The obtained PANI/PABS-SWCNTmultilayer films were very stable and
showed a high electrocatalytic ability toward the oxidation of reduced b-nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (NADH) at a much lower potential (about þ 50mV versus Ag/
AgCl) [127].

Although poly(9,9-dialkylfluorenes) exhibit the extended conjugation required for
p-stacking to the CNTs surface, they have so far, attracted limited attention as
supramolecular counterparts for SWNTs [128]. Only recently, poly(9,9-dialkylfluor-
ene) (PF, 52) and poly(9,9-dialkylfluorene-co-3-alkylthiophene) (PFT, 53) were used to
prepare discrete polymer–SWNTs complexes which showed excellent solubilities in
organic solvents in the absence of excess free polymer [129]. Both the polymer
structure and the solvent used strongly influence the dispersion of the CNTs, and can
prepare SWCNT solutions with different solubilities as well as perform selective
solubilization of SWCNTs with the ability to selectively tune the distribution of
solubilized CNT species [130].

5.6.3
Biopolymers

Biological systems have evolved as complex architectures created through the
self-assembly of biological macromolecules. Evolution has thus provided biological
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molecules with a wide variety of intricate structures tailored for controlled
self-assembly that have somehow been adapted for the nanoscale self-assembly of
nonbiological systems such as CNTs [15]. One structural motif used by proteins to
promote self-assembly is the amphiphilic a-helix, which is a protein secondary
structure inwhich the polypeptide backbone forms a folded spring-like conformation
stabilized by hydrogen, with the amino acid side chain extending outward from the
exterior surface of the helix. These amphiphilic helical peptides were found to fold
around the graphitic surface of CNTs and to disperse them in aqueous solutions by
noncovalent interactions. Most importantly, the size and morphology of the coated
fibers can be controlled by peptide–peptide interactions, affording highly ordered
structures [131].

Another example of assembly on the CNTs surface involves the synthetic
single-chain lipids [83, 132, 133]. At the nanotube–water interface, permanent
assemblies were produced from mixed micelles of SDS and different water-
insoluble double-chain lipids after dialysis of the surfactant [83]. Moreover, the
polar part of the lipids could participate in the selective immobilization of
histidine-tagged protein through metal ion chelates. In a different approach,
Artyukhin et al. [132] deposited alternating layers of cationic and anionic poly-
electrolytes on templated CNTs. The authors demonstrated the occurrence of
spontaneous self-assembly of common phospholipid bilayers around the hydro-
philic polymer coating CNT. The lipid membrane was found to maintain its
fluidity and the mobility of lipid molecules, and can still be described by a simple
diffusion model [133].

Within biological polymers, DNA is especially effective in dispersing CNTs in
water, with resulting CNT–DNA hybrid solutions being stable for months at room
temperature [134–140]. The oligonucleotides are found to readily adsorb on the
CNT surface, after which they undergo a slow structural rearrangement. Cluster
analysis of bound DNA conformations as well as population distribution maps
computed as a function of several local and global order parameters show that the
hybrids exhibit a complex morphology with DNA strands assuming a number of
distinct backbone geometries, which depend on both DNA sequence and CNT
diameter. In contrast, the nucleotide bases are found to align parallel to the CNT
surface with a high degree of orientational order. While the binding appears to be
primarily driven by energetically favorable p-stacking of DNA bases onto the CNT
surface, equilibrium distribution of hybrid conformations is modulated by a
complex interplay of forces, including the DNA conformation strain and solvent
interactions [141] (Figure 5.17).

In addition, DNA-dispersed SWCNTs can be separated on the basis of diameter
using ion-exchange chromatography [138, 139] or by ultracentrifugation through an
aqueous density gradient [142]. Additionally, oligonucleotides can be removed using
small aromatic molecules, such as rhodamine 6G or the cDNA strand, once any
necessary processing is complete [143]. A variety of different applications, such as
fiber spinning [144], self-assembled nanotube field-effect transistors [145], stabili-
zation of colloidal particles [146], chemical sensing [147], and applications in both
medical diagnostic and biological fields [148–150], have been investigated for DNA-
dispersed SWCNTs.
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5.7
Optically Active SWCNTS

The properties and technological applications of SWCNTs are largely determined by
their structures [151]. As it is well known, samples of chiral SWCNTs contain the
same amounts of right- and left-handed helical structures [152]. Amazingly, the
separation of both the optical isomers has not been properly addressed and, only
recently, optically active SWCNTs have been obtained from a commercial sample by
means of favored supramolecular p–p interactions [153, 154]. Thus, molecular
recognition of the helical isomers (left-handed, M)- or (right-handed, P)-SWCNTs
by a chiral nanotweezer (54) formed by two chiral Zn-porphyrins covalently con-
nected through a 1,3-phenylene bridge has allowed the structural discrimination of
chiral CNTs for the first time (Figure 5.18).

According to theoretical calculations, the formed supramolecular complexes
exhibit slightly different enthalpies of association for the right-hand (RH) and
left-hand (LH) helicities of (6,5)-SWCNTs with one (S)-diporphyrin molecule
(�56.09 versus �56.36 kcal/mol, respectively). Although a small energy difference
was found between the two complexes, the high number of tweezers bound to the
SWCNTs result in a significantly more stable complex, thus affording the RH:(S)-
diporphyrin molecule formed preferentially. Similarly, using (R)-diporphyrin twee-
zer led to the corresponding LH:(R)-diporphyrin complex as themost stable one, thus
reinforcing the calculations performed.

To complete the chiral separation of SWCNTs, the diporphyrins were efficiently
liberated from the respective complexes by washing with pyridine several times, thus
affordingopticallyenrichedSWCNTs.Asexpected, thesolutionsofSWCNTsextracted
by (R)- and (S)-dipophyrin showed symmetrical circular dichroism with peaks at 341
and 562 nm, corresponding to E33 and E22 transactions of the (6,5)-SWCNTs [155].

5.8
Noncovalent Interactions of CNTs with Nanoparticles

CNTs and monodispersed nanoparticles are two of the most important building
blocks proposed to create nanodevices. In particular, the combination of functional

Figure 5.17 DNAwrapping of CNTs.On the right side, the TEM image shows a 32days old sample.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [140]. Copyright 2008, The American Chemical Society.
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semiconducting NPs and CNTs has important implications for the development of
advancedmaterials and has been the objective of recent investigations [156–158]. The
main noncovalent strategies for the construction of semiconducting NP/CNT
aggregates consist of the adsorption of surface active molecules, which in turn may
bind nanoparticles electrostatically [159, 160], or the self-assembly of CdSe and InP
nanoparticles using the grooves in bundles of SWCNTs as a one-dimensional
template [161]. As an alternative to these synthetic approaches, the hot injection
methodwas recently used to obtainCdSe/CNTcomposites [162]. Itwas observed that,
in the presence of CNTs, CdSe nanorods evolved into pyramidal-like NPs that
connected to CNTs by the wurtzite (001) facets (Figure 5.19). In the mechanism
of NP/CNT hybrids formation, the presence of water improves the CNT coverage
while 1,2-dichloroethane, HCl or in general chlorine, is responsible for the shape
transformation of the NPs and further attachment to the carbon lattice. The
experiments also show that the mechanism taking place involves the right balance
of several factors, namely, a low passivated NP surface, particles with well-defined
crystallographic facets, and interactions with an organics-free sp2 carbon lattice [163].

The noncovalent interactions between semiconducting NPs and CNTs are partic-
ularly advantageous for combining the outstanding electrical properties of CNTswith
the unique possibility of band gap tuning of quantum dots, and because of these
reasons, a large impact of these materials in optoelectronics and photovoltaics is
expected in the near future.

Figure 5.18 Side views of the computer-generated molecular models of the 1.1 complexes of (R)-
54 and (S)-54with (P) and (M)-(6,5)-SWCNTs. Reprintedwith permission fromRef. [154]. Copyright
2007, The American Chemical Society.
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5.9
Summary and Conclusions

In the past few decades a considerable research activity has been focused in
developing the chemistry of new carbon allotropes. Although the chemistry of
fullerenes has become a mature field and a large number of fullerene derivatives
have been synthesized, the inherent difficulties in processing CNTs, specifically their
poor solubility in most common solvents and the tendency of CNTs to form large
bundles, still hamper their full exploitation in many applications. A variety of
different noncovalentmethods, such as specificp–p interactionswith small aromatic
and heterocyclic molecules, supramolecular interactions with ambiphilic molecules
or ionic liquids, and wrapping with polymers of different nature, have been explored
in the search for ideal separationmethods that will allow the sorting of CNTswith the
highest degree of selectivity, without modifying the properties of the tubes, and with
the ultimate challenge of producing materials that will allow access to the properties
of individual CNTs. Through the elegant combination ofmethodologies discussed in
this chapter, design principles that constitute the foundation for a realistic application
of CNTs inmaterial sciences, biology, andmedicine have been thoroughly discussed
in detail.
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6
Covalent Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes
Frank Hauke and Andreas Hirsch

6.1
Introduction

Until the 1980s, the carbon universe was built on the well-known modifications,
graphite and diamond. This perspective totally changed with the discovery of the
molecular carbon allotropes – fullerenes, carbon nanotubes (CNT), carbon nano-
horns, and carbon onions. Owing to their outstanding properties, scientists became
immediately interested in the investigation andmodification of these new substance
classes. Soon after the most abundant fullerene, C60, became available in macro-
scopic amounts, chemists started to explore the possibilities to alter the structural
framework of this carbon-based building block. Within 10 years, a tremendous
variety of chemical functionalization sequenceswere investigated and are nowwidely
used for the construction of multifunctional architectures with C60 as integral
building unit. The chemical functionalization and the combination of its properties
with other substance classes, such as porphyrins, polymers, and so on have been
extensively reviewed in the past [1, 2].

Six years after the discovery of the zero-dimensional �quantum dot� C60, the
existence of a one-dimensional carbon allotrope – named carbon nanotubes – was
reported by Iijima [3]. Their unique one-dimensional structure and therefore their
outstanding electronical, thermal, and mechanical properties even surpass the
potential of their smaller relatives – the fullerenes – and are unrivalled by any other
substance class.Within 6 years, the production procedures for carbon nanotubes had
been refined to provide a sufficient amount of material to the scientific community.
Therefore, a multitude of applications for this new supermaterial as fundamental
part in novel electronic devices, as single-molecule sensors, as fuel storagematerials,
and even as gene vectors in biomedical field have been envisaged for the near
future [4]. Now, 18 years after the first report on multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) was published, we are still trying to get a grip on this revolutionary
nanomaterial, and the questionwhy this is so difficult has to be addressed.Onemajor
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drawback in the processing of carbon nanotubes is their intrinsic poor solubility in
organic and aqueous solvents [5, 6]. It was soon recognized that chemical functio-
nalization of carbon nanotubes is key to overcoming this obstacle and that a targeted
framework alteration would also help solve other problems based on the polydis-
persity of CNTs [7]. Until now, all different production techniques for CNTs yield a
mixture of carbon nanotubes in terms of length, diameter, chirality, and, directly
related to that, a mixture of metallic and semiconducting tubes that impedes their
entry in nanoworld devices. And exactly this polydispersity of CNTs in combination
with their low reactivity hampers the chemical functionalization and the character-
ization of the corresponding reaction products. Nevertheless, the chemical functio-
nalization and structural alteration of carbon nanotubes has blossomed in the last
decade, which is nicely documented by a series of review articles on this topic [8–17].
We have now arrived at a point where solubility of CNTs can be improved, their
physical properties could be modified and fine-tuned, and the combination of this
extraordinary carbon allotropewith the properties of other substance classes is finally
possible. Therefore, the door for the entry of carbon nanotubes into CNT-based
technological applications is open.

6.2
Chemical Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes

6.2.1
Derivatization Strategies

In general, CNT functionalization can be divided into different categories
(Figure 6.1a–d). The approaches toward chemical functionalization of CNTs com-
prise both supramolecular and molecular approaches. Supramolecular functionali-
zation is mainly based on the noncovalent interaction of organic and inorganic
moieties with the carbon nanotube surface by using varying interaction forces
such as van der Waals, charge transfer, and p–p interactions (Figure 6.1a). A special
case of noncovalent functionalization is the endohedral filling of CNTs with atoms or
small molecules (Figure 6.1b). The main area of noncovalent, supramolecular
functionalization comprises the exohedral decoration of the carbon nanotubes.
Herein, the wrapping of CNTs by polymers, polypeptides, and DNA has to be
mentioned and is widely used for the integration of CNTs into different matrices
of other substance classes. The p–p interaction of aromatic moieties, for example,
pyrene derivatives, with the extended p surface of CNTs has also been extensively
used for the construction of supramolecular CNT-based architectures [18, 19].
One major application of the noncovalent CNT functionalization is the use of
surfactantmolecules to stabilize individual CNTs in an aqueousmedium [20]. Owing
to their huge surface area, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) tend to
aggregate into bundles very efficiently by van der Waals interactions. By using
ultrasonication, these bundles can be exfoliated, and in combination with suitable
surfactants, the rebundling of the individual CNTs can be inhibited. This individ-
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ualization opened the door for the photophysical characterization of SWCNTs
by NIR emission spectroscopy [21]. The advantage of the supramolecular functio-
nalization regime is reflected in the preservation of the intrinsic physical
properties of the CNTs as the carbon p-network is not destroyed by the noncovalent
interaction.

However, exactly this chemical alteration of the CNT framework can be used to
tailor the interaction of the nanotubes with other entities. Covalently functionalized
CNTs will have different mechanical and electrical properties due to the interference
with the attached moieties and the alteration of the structural p-network.

Herein, we will exclusively deal with the covalent functionalization of the carbon
nanotube framework, that is, the covalent attachment of functional entities onto the
CNTscaffold. This structural alteration can take place at the termini of the tubes and/
or at the sidewalls. On the one hand, the direct sidewall functionalization
(Figure 6.1d) is associated with a rehybridization of one or more sp2 carbon atoms
of the carbon network into a sp3 configuration and a simultaneous loss of conju-
gation. On the other hand, the so-called defect functionalization sequence
(Figure 6.1c) of CNTs is based on the chemical transformation of defect sites of
the carbon nanotube material, intrinsically present or intentionally introduced by
oxidation.

Figure 6.1 Derivatization strategies for carbon
nanotubes: (a) noncovalent exohedral
functionalization with functional moieties
based on specific CNT–molecule interactions;

(b) endohedral functionalization
(C60 incorporation); (c) defect-group
functionalization; (d) direct covalent sidewall
functionalization.
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6.2.2
Topology and Reactivity of Carbon Nanotubes

The chemicalmodification and reactivity ofCNTsneeds to be discussed in the context
of the reactivity of their closest carbon relatives – graphite and fullerenes. Graphite
and graphene are chemically inert due to their planar, aromatic sp2-bonded carbon
framework. Only a few, very reactive compounds such as fluorine are able to
derivatize the planar conjugated p-surface. Contrarily, as illustrated by the broad
variety of derivatization sequences, the functionalization of the 3D curved p-surface
of fullerenes can be carried out very easily [1]. This tremendous difference in
reactivity of these two carbon allotropes is based on the introduction of strain by
the bending of the planar graphene sheet into a three-dimensional carbon frame-
work [22]. In nonplanar conjugated carbon structures, two basic factors are respon-
sible for the chemical reactivity: (a) curvature-induced pyramidalization at the single
carbon atoms (Figure 6.2a) [23, 24] and (b) p-orbital misalignment between adjacent
pairs of carbon atoms (Figure 6.2b) [9, 25]. Fullerenes and carbon nanotubes both
represent spherical carbon structures. Fullerenes are curved in two dimensions,
whereas carbon nanotubes are curved in one dimension only. As a consequence, the
reactivity of fullerenes is primarily driven by the release of pyramidalization strain
energy. In contrast to sp2 carbon atoms with a pyramidalization angle ofHp¼ 0�, sp3

carbon atoms exhibit a pyramidalization angle ofHp¼ 19.5�. In the spherical C60, the
smallest stable fullerene, the pyramidalization angle of the 60 equivalent carbon
atoms isHp¼ 11.6�. Therefore, an addition reaction toward the convex surface of C60

and the release of strain energy based on the rehybridization of a sp2 carbon atom into

Figure 6.2 Representation of (a) the pyramidalization angle (Hp) and (b) the p-orbital
misalignment angle (W) along the C1�C4 bond in a (5,5)-SWCNT and in C60.
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a sp3 carbon atom is the foundation for the rich addition chemistry observed with
fullerenes. A carbon nanotube with the same radius as C60 exhibits a less distorted
p-framework due to its 1D curvature. As a consequence, CNTs are less reactive than
fullerenes and the fullerene-like end caps of CNTs are more susceptible toward
addition reactions than their sidewalls.

As mentioned above, the other factor that governs reactivity in conjugated
nonplanar molecules is the p-orbital misalignment (W) and for carbon nanotubes
this is the governing factor for their reactivity [9, 14]. The difference between the
p-orbital alignment of a C60 fullerene and of an armchair (5,5) SWCNT is depicted
in Figure 6.2b. The p-orbital alignment in fullerenes is almost perfect with a
p-orbital misalignment angle of W¼ 0�. In CNTs, all sidewall carbon atoms are
equivalent. Nevertheless, two sets of different bonds can be found in CNTs: one
type runs parallel to the circumference (or perpendicular to the nanotube axis)
with a p-orbital misalignment angle of W¼ 0� and the other set of bonds exhibits
an angle to the circumference with a p-orbital misalignment angle of W¼ 21.3�.
This p-orbital misalignment is the origin of torsional strain in nanotubes, and the
relief of this strain energy controls the extent to which addition reactions occur
with nanotubes.

Based on the two topological induced key factors for the reactivity of a conjugated
carbon network, the chemical inertness of graphite and graphene can be easily
understood. With a pyramidalization angle ofHp¼ 0� and a p-orbital misalignment
angle ofW¼ 0�, no strain energy is stored within the carbon framework of graphite
and graphene. Therefore, addition reactions will build up strain energy in contrast to
the spherical carbon allotropes.

For carbon nanotubes, there should be a direct correlation between tube
diameter and reactivity toward addition reactions [26], as both the pyramidalization
angle and the p-orbital misalignment angle scale inversely with the diameter. As a
consequence, smaller CNTs are expected to be more reactive than their larger
counterparts [24, 27, 28]. MWCNTs with an outer tube diameter in the range of
5–50 nm generally exhibit a much lower tendency toward sidewall addition reac-
tions than SWCNTs with diameter distributions in the range of 0.7–2 nm.
Furthermore, a variety of investigations on the chemical oxidation of SWCNTs
has confirmed this expected relationship, as smaller diameter carbon nanotubes
are attacked faster by the oxidizing agent resulting in a pronounced destruction of
the systems with higher internal strain [29–33]. As a consequence, the diameter
selective separation of SWCNTsamples by specific oxidation processes is basically
possible.

Although Hp and W have been proven to be useful indices for describing the
diameter-dependent reactivity, they are not sufficient if CNTswith the same diameter
but different chiralities are taken into account. Therefore, a new reactivity criterion –

the local curvature radius – was introduced by Li et al. [34], as the curvature of CNTs
only expresses the curvature of every carbon atom on the tubular circumference and
cannot be correlated with the strain energies of various C�C bonds, present in
different tube chiralities. For a given tube radius, the strain in a C�C�bond
perpendicular to the tube axis is more pronounced than the strain in C�C�bonds
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parallel to the tube axis. This refined concept can explain chirality selective functio-
nalization reactions, which has been experimentally proven by the group of
Kataura [35, 36]. A detailed investigation on the thermal oxidation of HiPCO and
CoMoCat SWCNTs by air has shown that the oxidation rates do not depend solely
on nanotube diameter and that the concept of local curvature of the different C�C
bonds has to be taken into account in order to explain the observed chirality
dependence of the air-driven degradation process. In addition to the observed
reduced fluorescence emission of small diameter SWCNTs, the investigators have
detected that the fluorescence signal of lower angle SWCNTs (near zigzag tubes) is
also dramatically attenuated in comparison to the photoluminescence response of
the SWCNTmaterial with higher chiral angel (near armchair tubes). In the case of
equal radius SWCNTs, the local curvature radius of zigzag SWCNTs is 4/3 times
larger than that of an armchair SWCNT [37]. Therefore, a zigzag tube exhibits amore
pronounced stability compared to an armchair tube and as a consequence, thinner
and higher chiral angle SWCNTs are preferentially decomposed by the oxidation
process.

The physical properties of carbon nanotubes can be described within the termi-
nology of solid-state physics by using band structure representations in reciprocal
space. For the prediction of the chemical properties, such as selectivity and reactivity,
a molecular orbital theory description, most familiar to chemists, would be more
desirable. Especially, understanding the interplay between the electronic structure
and the chemical reactivity is of uttermost interest for finding suitable chemical
reaction sequences in order to differently address metallic and semiconducting
SWCNTs. As noted by Joselevich [38], pyramidalization and misalignment just deal
with the localized electronic structure of carbon nanotubes without including the
delocalized electronic band structure in the same molecular orbital picture. By
merging the solid-state physics description of band structure with the chemical
molecular orbital theory, the different reactivities of metallic and semiconducting
SWCNTs can be interpreted and predicted by a classical HOMO–LUMO descrip-
tion [38]. Therefore, semiconducting nanotubes can be described as analogous to
aromatic [4n þ 2] annulenes, whereas metallic nanotubes are analogous to antiaro-
matic [4n] annulenes.

6.3
Defect Group Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes

Defects in CNTs are of great importance for generating CNT-derivatives since they
can serve as anchor groups for further functionalization. Defects are therefore a
promising starting point for the development of the covalent chemistry of CNTs.
Despite the partial destruction of the CNT backbone, defect functionalization of
CNTs has led to the development of a widely used versatile tool that enables the
combination ofmaterial properties of carbon nanotubes with other substance classes
generating highly functional nanotube derivatives.
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6.3.1
Defect Types and Defect Generation

An ideal carbon nanotube can be described as a perfect sp2 carbon atomnetworkwith
two hemifullerene units at the ends. In general, based on the production conditions a
broad variety of defects and dislocated carbon atoms are generated in the CNT
framework [39–41]. These areas of disorder are preferentially located at the ends of
the nanotubes where the catalyst particles were attached and the growth process was
started, leading to disordered fullerene caps and dangling bonds. Defects can also be
located directly in the CNTsidewalls. Theory predicts that the degree of point defects
(vacancies) should be higher in smaller CNT as the generation of defects leads to a
relaxation of neighboring atoms and therefore the strain energy of the CNT
framework can be reduced [42]. In addition, the amount and type of intrinsic defects
also varies with the production and subsequent purification technique of the CNTs
and encompasses the introduction of pentagon–heptagon defects, resulting in strain
and bending of the CNTs; [43] Stone–Wales defects, obtained by a 90� rotation of a
C�C bond creating a 5-7-7-5 ring pattern; sp3 defects saturated with hydrogen atoms
or other groups; structural holes, the so-called vacancies, with dangling bonds [44, 45]
and open tube ends terminated by carboxylic acid functionalities. Besides carboxy
termini, the existence of other terminating groups as nitro, hydroxy, carbonyl
functionalities or the saturation by protons has also been reported. It has been
theoretically shown that these topological defects are the primary target locations for
further functionalization reactions. For instance,Duan and coworkers have predicted
that carbon atoms adjacent to vacancies in the nanotube framework should be the
positions where the introduction of carboxylic acid functionalities takes place [46]. It
has also been shown that Stone–Wales defects are more reactive than the pristine
tube walls, exhibiting the most pronounced reactivity in the peripheral 5-6 and 6-7
ring fusions [47–49]. In general, present defects in the carbon nanotube sp2 network
represent locations of higher reactivity toward aggressive chemicals such as oxidizing
agents and therefore the opening of the CNT framework at defect sides is the
dominant pathway for oxidation-driven functionalization.

As all carbon nanotube production methods yield CNTs with a varying amount of
impurities such as amorphous carbon, fullerenes, and metal catalyst particles, the
purification of this inhomogeneous starting material is the fundamental first
processing step [50]. Very efficient purification sequences are primarily based on
liquid-phase or gas-phase oxidative treatment procedures. Widely used oxidants for
carbon nanotubes are boiling concentrated nitric and sulfuric acids [51–57],mixtures
of hydrogen peroxide and sulfuric acid (piranha solution) [31, 33, 58], gaseous
oxygen [29, 30, 35, 37], ozone [52, 59–62], and potassium permanganate [63]. As a
consequence, the removal of amorphous carbon and catalyst impurities is accom-
panied by the introduction of carboxylic acid functionalities and other oxygen bearing
groups at the ends and defect sites of the carbon nanotube framework. Actually, it has
turned out that it is not an easy task to develop purification strategies that are capable
of removing the impurities only, without touching the structural integrity of the
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carbon nanotube framework [29, 64–66]. For instance, fluoromoderated purification
of HiPCO tubes is expected to induce less sidewall damage to the nanotubes due to
the interaction of fluorine with the exposed metal catalysts hindering the oxidative
degradation of the nanotubes [29]. Another critical aspect is the complete removal of
the carbon-containing oxidation debris, in order to verify that proceeding functio-
nalization sequences take place on the carbon nanotube material and not on present
carbonaceous fragments [53, 54, 67–69]. Green and coworkers have shown that
the majority of the carboxylic acid functionalities created by nitric acid treatment are
present on carboxylated carbonaceous fragments, adsorbed onto the SWCNT side-
walls [54]. Removing this debris by base treatment procedures is crucial for
subsequent CNT functionalization.

When more drastic reaction conditions, such as concomitant ultrasonic treat-
ment [70, 71], are applied, even the CNTmaterial is shortened and the amount of
carboxylic acid functionalities is increased. Shortened and carboxylated CNTmaterial
exhibits a pronounced solubility in polar organicmedia [55, 57, 72, 73] and therefore a
multitude of cutting andpurification techniques have been refined and adapted to the
different types of carbon nanotubes during the past 5 years [33, 52, 58, 59, 61, 74–78].
In order to find an efficient cutting process, a high weight loss of the starting CNT
material has to be avoided. Therefore, the pyrolysis of sidewall-fluorinated SWCNTs
has become a preferred route that yields a material 50 nm in length [79]. Treating
fluorinated HiPCO SWCNTs with Caro�s acid leads to a breakage of sidewall
C�C�bonds followed by etching at these damage sites creating short SWCNTs in
very high yield [78].

The concentration of the carboxylic acid groups, which act as starting anchor
groups in subsequent functionalization sequences, can be determined by spectro-
scopic [80–82] and analytical methods [83–85]. By a systematic study of the evolution
of gaseous CO and CO2 in heat-treated H2SO4/HNO3 oxidized SWCNT samples,
Mawhinney et al. have determined the degree of carboxylic acid functionalization in
laser ablation SWCNTs to be in the range of about 5% [86]. Taking into account the
high aspect ratio of carbon nanotubes, this value implies that in addition to an
oxidative opening of the SWCNTend caps, defect introduction into the CNT-sidewall
also take place. By using a simple acid–base titration method, the Haddon group has
determined the total percentage of acidic sites in full-length purified SWCNT
samples. The forward titration was carried out with sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3)
and the back titration with HCl yielding carboxyl acid percentages in the nitric acid-
treated samples in the order of 1–2% [84]. Using a detailed XPS analysis in
combination with ab initio calculations, Hirsch and coworkers were able to give a
quantitative picture of the different oxygen bearing functionalities (carboxyl, car-
bonyl, alcohol) generated through oxidative treatment of HiPCO nanotubes with
nitric acid [82]. The calculation of the Mulliken charges for the carbon atoms in
oxygen-containing functionalities (�COOH, CONH2, �CHO, �COH) and the
correlation to the chemical shifts in the X-ray photoelectron spectra allowed a C
1s core level fit of the experimentally obtained spectra and therefore a quantification
of the present functional groups. After a reaction time of 3 h, a carboxylic acid content
of 7.38% in aHiPCOsamplewas obtained. TheXPS results further revealed that both
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the oxygen and the nitrogen content of the oxidized SWCNT material increased
almost linearly with the oxidation time. An exact knowledge and control of the
carboxylic acid functionality content is of utmost importance for defect group
functionalization sequences, as these functionalities are the foundation for the
attachment of other functional entities – the final functionalization degree is
determined by the starting �defect� density.

6.3.2
Functional CNT-Derivatives by Defect Functionalizing Sequences

6.3.2.1 Soluble CNT-Derivatives
One primary objective in the introduction of CNTcarboxylic acid functionalities is to
overcome their intrinsic insolubility and to generate soluble carbon nanotube
derivatives. The foundation for CNT-based defect functionalization reactions was
laid by the seminal work of the Smalley group in 1998 (Scheme 6.1) [87]. By treating
with thionyl chloride (SOCl2), theywere able to convert carboxylic acid functionalities
in shortened SWCNTs (1) into the corresponding acid chlorides (2), which have
subsequently been reacted with NH2-(CH2)11-SH yielding a covalently coupled
carbon nanotube amide derivative (3). The free thiol groups were attached to 10 nm
diameter gold nanoparticles and investigated by AFM. Haddon and coworkers have
expanded this defect functionalization concept by reacting the intermediately gen-
erated SWCNT acyl chloride functionalities with long-chain amines, for example,
octadecylamine (ODA) [88]. This reaction protocol yields chemically modified
SWCNT material that is soluble in organic media. The activation of the SWCNT
carboxylic acid functions can also be carried out under mild, neutral conditions by
using cyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) or other coupling reagents. In addition, by

Scheme 6.1 Schematic representation of the oxidatively induced cutting and generation of
carboxylic acid functionalities as well as their subsequent conversion into amide derivatives
according to the protocol introduced by Smalley and coworkers [87].
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microwave-assisted functionalization, the coupling of amines with carboxylated
carbon nanotubes can be achieved without intermediate activated species on a
timescale of 20–30min in high yields [89].

Since the past decade, owing to its versatility, the carboxylic acid-based amidation
and esterification sequence has become a widely used tool for the construction of
soluble carbon nanotube derivatives. In an extensive study on the solubility of
different types of MWCNTderivatives, Marsh et al. compared the effects of thermal
oxidation, chemical functionalization, surfactant wrapping, and charge-doping on
the solution behavior of MWCNTs [73]. Mere shortening of carbon nanotubes
without introduction of functional groups or solubilizing agents substantially
increases the stability of MWCNT dispersions in water. The modification of the
exterior of shortenedMWCNTby carboxylation, defect functionalization, and the use
of surfactant molecules, or the reduction of the carbon nanotube derivatives further
increases the stability of nanotubes in water. In another study, it has been shown that
the solubility of MWCNTester derivatives in chloroform depends on the alkyl chain
length of the attached aliphatic moieties [90]. The highest solubility has been
determined for alkyl chain lengths with 12 carbon atoms, whereas longer chains
do not lead to a pronounced solubility. The possibility of solubilizing SWCNTs by a
solvent-free amidation sequence has been demonstrated by Ford et al. [91]. Treating
carboxylated SWCNTs with molten urea, which functions both as a solvent and as a
reactant, leads to the attachment of ureido groups and the generation of excellent
water-soluble material. Similarly, the coupling of another biocompatible molecule,
the amino acid lysine, to acyl chloride-activated MWCNTs leads to a drastically
improvedwater solubility of the carbon nanotubematerial [92]. Stable concentrations
as high as 10mg/ml can be obtained, which is nearly two orders ofmagnitude higher
than that obtained for the carboxylated starting MWCNTs. The solubility of carbon
nanotube derivatives in a wide range of solvents can be fine-tuned by attaching
different types of amines. Coupling of aliphatic amines leads to an increased
solubility in nonpolar solvents (ether, chloroform, etc.) whereas SWCNTs modified
with perfluorinated amines are soluble in polar solvents (ethanol, DMD, etc.) but not
in perfluorinated solvents [93]. The amidation of SWCNTs by aromatic amines yields
derivatives with an intermediate behavior. In a comparative study using structurally
related diamines, Shen et al. found a greatly reduced dispersibility of the amino
functionalized MWCNTs compared to MWCNT terminated with carboxylic acid
functionalities [94]. SEM images of the functionalized material point toward a
pronounced cross-linking of carbon nanotubes through diamine connecting units
leading to larger insoluble aggregates.

On the basis of a comprehensive microscopic study on alkyl chain functionalized
SWCNTs, Bonifazi et al. demonstrated that the oxidative treatment of carbon
nanotubes indeed generates carboxylic acid functions both on the tube tips and on
the sidewalls [31]. STM images display the covalently attached aliphatic moieties (4)
(Figure 6.3) as bright protuberances located near the SWCNT termini and as bright
lumps that form on the SWCNTsidewalls. In another microscopic study, Green and
coworkers were able to visualize organic moieties covalently attached to SWCNTs in
atomic resolution by HRTEM [95]. As high-scattering heavy elements are clearly
visible in HRTEM, they have coupled iodide tagged carbohydrates to SWCNTs by
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Figure 6.3 Examples of defect functionalized SWCNT derivatives for microscopic investigations
and solubility studies.

amidation (5). The HRTEM images display iodides along the sidewall of the
oxidatively purified SWCNTs. Bergeret et al. synthesized a variety of soluble ester
derivatives by coupling polyether derivatives with different chain length to carbox-
ylated HiPCO SWCNTs (6) (Figure 6.3) [96]. In a detailed analysis of the covalently
functionalized SWCNTs, they were able to show that a loss ofmetallic character of the
carbon nanotubes is initiated by the nitric acid treatment of the pristine SWCNT
material and is maintained in the final SWCNT ester derivatives.
The overall functionalization sequence appears to be selective toward metallic

species, with the nitric acid purification of pristine SWCNTs dramatically affecting
the electronic properties of the finally derived functionalized SWCNTs.

6.3.2.2 Cofunctionalization of CNTs
By coupling pentanol to HNO3-treated HiPCO SWCNTs, Alvaro et al. synthesized
highly o-dichlorobenzene-soluble SWCNTderivatives, providing the foundation for
supramolecular SWCNTdonor/acceptor assemblies [97]. The sidewall functionaliza-
tion of this pentyl ester derivative by a 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of a nitrile oxide
derivative leads to the formation of SWCNT architectures exhibiting pyridyl func-
tionalities covalently attached to the sidewalls (7) (Figure 6.4). In the presence of a zinc
porphyrin, a supramolecular SWCNT–porphyrin conjugate is formed through a
coordination of the nitrogen atom of the pyridyl unit to the zinc metal center of the
porphyrin. This doubly derivatized highly functional SWCNT assembly shows a
deactivation pathway after photoexcitation by an energy transfer process from the
porphyrin toward the CNT core. In a similar approach, the Tour group has used
polyethylene glycol for water solubilization of the SWCNTmaterial and attached in
the second step functional aryl moieties by direct sidewall functionalization using
diazonium salt chemistry (8) [98] (Figure 6.4).
The latter two examples express the possibility to use amide- and ester-derivatized

CNT-systems for the generation of cofunctionalized carbon nanotubes, where the first
moiety is used for CNTsolubilization and the second addend exhibits functionality. In
addition, the Menna group was able to show that it is possible to use the introduced
carboxylic acid groups in SWCNTs for the simultaneous attachment of solubilizing
poly(ethylene glycol)amines and amine derivatives of polycyclic aromatic fluoro-
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phores [99]. The spectroscopic characterization of the solublefluorene (9), anthracene,
and naphthalene derivatives exhibits a quenching of the dye fluorescence by intra-
molecular interactions between the carbon nanotube and the attached aromatic
moieties. In another study, SWCNTs were cofunctionalized with pyrenemethanol
and3,5-dihexadecanyloxybenzyl alcohol in different ratioswith the purpose of altering
the content of the functional pyrene moieties attached to the SWCNT surface [100].
Again, the absorption and emission properties of the soluble SWCNTderivatives (10)
suggest that there are significant intramolecular excited state energy transfers from
both pyrene monomer and excimer to the linked carbon nanotube. The excimer
formation could be limited by reducing the pyrenemethanol fraction.

6.3.2.3 Asymmetric End-Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes with two well-differentiated ends are attractive building blocks for
a variety of applications [101]. The asymmetric end-functionalization should signif-
icantly advance the self-assembling of carbon nanotubes into many new functional
structures with a molecular-level control. One of the first steps toward these
structures was performed by Chopra et al. [102]. A vertically aligned array of
MWCNTs was embedded into a protecting polystyrene layer in order to prevent
sidewall damage during the functionalization sequences. A water plasma oxidation
opens the CNT tips and the oxidized CNT ends are exposed on both sides of the
protecting polystyrene membrane. By floating the membrane assembly on top of a
reactive solution of 2-aminoethanethiol with EDC coupling reagent, it is possible to
selectively derivatize only one end of the carboxylated carbon nanotubes. The
dissolution of the protecting layer in toluene results in a suspension of bifunctional
MWCNTs, bearing carboxylic acid functionalities on the one side and aminoetha-
nethiol chains on the other termini. Colloidal gold nanoparticles have been used to
visualize the bifunctionality of theMWCNTderivatives by TEM, showing gold cluster
decoration only at one CNT end.

Figure 6.4 Examples of cofunctionalized CNT derivatives.
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6.3.2.4 Nanoparticle and Quantum Dot: CNT Conjugates
Hu et al. demonstrated that the attachment of functional entities on carboxylated
carbon nanotubes does not always have to follow the pathway of amidation and
esterification in the classical way [103]. By the treatment withNaOH, they transferred
the carboxylic acid functionalities to the corresponding carboxylate ions. Their
alkylation with 2-bromoethanethiol leads to the formation of MWCNT–SH deriva-
tives. Now it is possible, either by direct attachment of preformed nanoparticles or by
the in situ formation of gold nanoparticles, to generate nanoparticle–MWCNT
conjugates. Metal nanoparticles are often used, like in the previous two examples,
for the decoration of functional sites on carbon nanotubes and the visualization by
microscopic methods. Furthermore, carbon nanotubes are ideal templates for the
immobilization of nanoparticles allowing the construction of designed functional
nanoarchitectures, which are extremely attractive as supports for heterogeneous
catalysis and electronic andmagnetic applications. Amultitude of different strategies
for the construction of these types of assemblies have been exploited during the past 5
years and have recently been reviewed [104, 105]. Of special interest is the combi-
nation of the unique electronic properties of carbon nanotubes with the properties of
another quantum-confined material, the so-called quantum dots (QD). These semi-
conducting particles have formed the foundation for new photovoltaic cells and light-
emitting diodes. The possibility of the covalent attachment of quantum dots on the
surface of suitable derivatized MWCNTs has been demonstrated by Pan et al. [106].
MWCNTcarboxylic acid functionalities on the ends and sidewalls were reacted with
ethylenediamine leading to an amine-decorated CNT surface. CdSe quantum dots
were decorated with mercaptoacetic acid, providing a carboxylic acid anchor group
for attachment to the derivatized MWCNT systems. The resulting QD–MWCNT
hybrid material shows an excellent solubility in aqueous solution. In a similar
approach, para-phenylenediaminewas used as anchormoiety to graft CdTe quantum
dots onto MWCNT [107]. In the same study, a poly(2-dimethylaminoethyl) metha-
crylate coating was grown from the surface of the carboxylated MWCNTs by in situ
atom transfer radical polymerization and subsequently, the amino functionalities
were quaternized yielding a cationic polyamine coating for the attachment of CdTe
quantum dots. Luminescence measurements have indicated that these MWCNT/
CdTe complexes retain the luminescent properties of the quantum dots, whereas the
photoluminescence of the pheneylenediamine-anchored composite is quenched by
an electron transfer process. In the same and in a subsequent investigation,magnetic
Fe3O4 nanoparticles were attached to the polymer-coated MWCNTs affording para-
magnetic CNT-hybrids [108]. The Newkome group used a third-generation amino-
polyester dendron connected to SWCNTs via amidation as a platform for the
attachment of CdS nanoparticles [109]. The quantum dots were formed in situwithin
the dendron shell yielding quantum-confined particles exhibiting the characteristic
photoluminescence. Therefore, SWCNT surface-anchored dendrons stabilize the
CdS nanoparticles against coalescence into bulk CdS. Willner and coworkers
attached a SWCNT/CdS conjugate to the surface of an electrode yielding a functional
architecture that reveals efficient photoelectrochemical functions [110]. The gold
electrode was functionalized with a primary monolayer of cysteamine to which the
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carboxylated CNTs were covalently coupled. The cysteamine-covered CdS nanopar-
ticles were subsequently attached to the free CNTend by EDC-promoted amidation.
Light excitation of the CdS quantum dots leads to the generation of a photo current
by a photoinduced charge transfer from the nanoparticle along the SWCNT to the
electrode.

6.3.2.5 Surface Attachment of CNTs
The attachment of carbon nanotubes onto surfaces in awell-defined fashion has been
a major subject in research. Treating a glass substrate with aminosiloxanes leads to
the formation of a self-assembledmonolayer of aminosiloxanes exhibiting a terminal
amino functionality for coupling shortened CNTs, resulting in a surface-bound array
of SWCNTs (11) (Figure 6.5) [111]. Addition of a diamine linker and subsequent
repeated condensation reactions lead to a high-density SWCNT multilayer. It has
been shown that this surface-bound SWCNT assembly exhibits good electrical
conductivity and can be used as a field emission device [112]. Yu et al. used self-
assembled monolayers of ethyl undecanoate in a similar approach, which was
subsequently reduced to the corresponding alcohol, for the aligned covalent attach-
ment of shortened CNTs [113]. The cyclovoltammometric studies have shown that
self-assembled monolayers with long alkyl chains inhibit an electronic communi-
cation between the substrate and the CNTs. Therefore, they have refined the process
and succeeded in the covalent attachment of carboxylated CNTs to silicon surfaces
without the use of the intermediate self-assembled monolayer of interconnecting
molecules. Electrochemical investigations demonstrate an excellent conductivity to
the substrate [114].

The covalent coupling of ferrocene methanol to the remaining SWCNTcarboxylic
acid functionalities leads to the formation of redoxactive electrodes, with a high

Figure 6.5 Examples of surface attached CNT derivatives.
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surface density of ferrocene units (12) (Figure 6.5) [115]. The vertical orientation of
the surface-anchored CNTderivatives has been confirmed by AFM investigations of
the same group [116, 117]. Taking this concept further leads to rutheniumporphyrin-
functionalized SWCNT arrays with the use of the axial coordination of the central
rutheniummetal onto 4-aminopyridine preassembled SWCNTs directly anchored to
a silicon surface. The photophysical investigations have indicated that the immobi-
lization of ruthenium porphyrins enhances the light absorption of SWCNT-Si
surfaces in the visible light region. Moreover, mixed assemblies of ferrocene/
porphyrin donors covalently connected to the carbon nanotubes have been
constructed [118].

6.3.2.6 Molecular Electronic Devices Based on Carbon Nanotubes
As outlined above, the special electronic properties of CNTs render this type of
molecular carbon a promising candidate for future nanoscale electronics. For the
construction of CNT-based nanoscale wires, the conductive interconnection of two
end-capped opened CNTs is a fundamental prerequisite. Defect functionalization of
the terminal carboxylic acid functionalities with bifunctional conjugated organic
moieties leads to an electronic communication of the newly joined CNTwires [119].
The ability to functionalize the ends of cut nanotubes has led to a variety of functional
nanoscale devices. Feldman et al. grew individual SWCNTs spanning metal electro-
des, and by a spatially resolved oxidation, a section of the nanotube was removed,
leaving two ends separated by a gap of 1–10 nm. A variety of different diamines have
been used as gap bridging units. Depending on the molecular structure of the
diamines, functionality is installed into the devices, yielding nanoscale pH sensors
and detection units for metal ions and light [120, 121]. For instance, bridging the gap
by oligoanilines leads to an electrical resistance that depends on the pH of
the surrounding medium. In addition, by incorporating a biotin detection unit
into the conjugated bridge, the binding of one corresponding protein can be
monitored by the induced change in electrical resistance [122].

6.3.2.7 Carbon Nanotubes as Integrated Unit in Donor/Acceptor Assemblies
The former concept can be expanded by the covalent attachment of redox active
moieties onto CNTs [123, 124]. The ability of nanotubes to respond to photochemical
excitation is one of theirmost useful properties andmay lead to efficient photovoltaic
setups. The covalent coupling of 9,10-diphenylanthracene, a well-studied organic
chromophore that exhibits electroluminescence, with carboxylic acid groups of short,
soluble SWCNTs leads to the construction of a functional donor/acceptor assem-
bly [125]. The comparison of the steady-state and time-resolved photoemission
properties of the anthracene moiety with the transient optical spectra of the
anthracene–SWCNTadduct proves an efficient quenching of the anthracene excited
state by an energy transfer process of the attached donor moiety toward the carbon
nanotube. By an EDC-assisted coupling of a flavinmononucleotide derivative (FMN)
with the present defect functionalities of HiPCO SWCNTs, the group of Papadimi-
trakopoulos generated a cofactor–SWCNT hybrid system [126]. This assembly has
been characterized by a multitude of spectroscopic methods and it has been shown
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that the strong p–p interaction of the aromatic flavinmoiety causes a collapsed FMN
configuration onto the sidewalls of the SWCNT. As a consequence, the fluorescence
of the cofactor unit is totally quenched. The interaction of light with photosensitive
moieties, directly attached to the carbon nanotube framework, can lead to a
remarkable increase in the solubility of the donor/acceptor assembly upon illumi-
nation [127].Herein,HiPCOSWCNTs are coupled to triarylpyryliumunits, which act
as a photosensitizer and exhibit strong electron acceptor capability. The illumination
of this donor/acceptor assembly leads to a photoinduced electron transfer from the
SWCNTto the pyrylium subunits, producing a positively chargedCNTandnegatively
charged substituents. Coulombic repulsion between positive nanotube walls is the
driving force responsible for the deaggregation and separation of the tubes into
individual water-soluble molecules. In another study, Holleitner and coworkers
demonstrated the possibility of coupling an entire functional protein complex – the
photosystem I reaction center – to SWCNTs by means of a defect functionalization
pathway [128]. These hybrid architectures can be used as building blocks for
molecular optoelectronic circuits. For the construction of artificial photovoltaic cells,
extended tetrathiafulvalenes (exTTF) are attractive candidates in correspondence
with potent electron-accepting units. Guldi and coworkers have been able to
investigate the photophysical properties of a covalent exTTF/SWCNT conjugate
(13) [129] (Figure 6.6).

Hereby, time-resolved spectroscopy has enabled the identification of reduced
SWCNTand oxidized exTTF units as metastable states in a series of donor–acceptor
nanoconjugates with remarkable lifetimes in the range of hundreds of nanosce-
conds. By fine-tuning the donor/acceptor distance, the electron transfer rate can be
controlled. Another potent electron acceptor class is manifested in viologenes and
their derivatives. The covalent attachment of a substituted viologene unit with
SWCNTs yields donor/acceptor assemblieswhere the intrinsic SWCNTfluorescence
is quenched. Theses viologene-modified SWCNTs form charge transfer complexes
with electron donor compounds such as 2,6-dimethoxynaphthalene leading to
supramolecular donor/acceptor dyads [130]. Furthermore, the most frequently used
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Figure 6.6 Examples of redox-active SWCNT donor/acceptor assemblies.
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electron donor units in redox-active donor/acceptor assemblies are porphyrins.
Therefore, the covalent integration of this substance class in CNT-based donor/
acceptor systems is of fundamental interest. The reaction of a tetraphyenylporphyrin
derivative, equipped with a hydroxyl functionality with carboxylated CNTs leads, to
the generation of a redox-active assembly (14) (Figure 6.6) with porphyrin amounts in
the range of 8–22% depending on the porphyrin concentration used for the coupling
reaction [131]. Upon light excitation of the porphyrin moiety, a nearly quantitative
fluorescence quenching of the chromophore unit is observed, based on an efficient
light-induced electron transfer to the carbon nanotube framework. In another
study, a similar kind of a multiporphyrin-linked SWCNT derivative has been
electrophoretically deposited on nanostructured SnO2 electrodes yielding a CNT-
based photoelectrochemical device [132]. The film of porphyrin-linked SWCNTs
exhibits photocurrent efficiencies as high as 4.9% under an applied potential of
0.08 V versus SCE. Besides energy conversion, the photoinduced electron or energy
transfer in covalently linked porphyrin/SWCNT units can be used to enhance the
optical limiting of the corresponding composite [133]. Furthermore, the photophy-
sical interaction between photoactive units and the CNT core can be used for the
construction of sensor units. Cho et al. demonstrated that the quenching of dye
fluorescence can be utilized in a pH sensing setup [134]. The CNT-based pH sensor
consists of a pH sensitive polymeric linker that contains a sulfadimethoxine (PSDM)
group and a pyrene unit. As the PSDMmoiety undergoes a conformational transition
with pH variation, the distance between the fluorescent pyrene unit and the CNT
changes with the pH value. When the pH value is lower than the pKa of PSDM, the
fluorescence intensity of pyrene is decreased, which indicates that the fluorescence
quenching is effectively induced as a result of the conformational change in the
linking unit.

6.3.2.8 Functional CNT Composite Architectures
The rational combination of two distinct materials leads to the generation of
materials equipped with novel properties that are not found in the individual
components [135]. Based on their unprecedented spectrum of properties, CNTs are
ideal candidates as integral parts of functional architectures. The covalent combi-
nation of CNTs with ionic liquids leads to switchable systems, where the aggregate
solubility can be reversibly shifted between water solubility and nonwater solubility
by switching the electrolyte solution [136, 137]. The coupling of carboxylated
MWCNTs with 1-hydroxethyl-3-hexyl imidazolium chloride yields a hybrid material
(15), where the counterion can easily be exchanged with other target anions. Herein,
the solubility depends on the anions coupled to the cationic imidazol ring
(Figure 6.7). Counterions of the type Cl�, Br�, NO3

�, and CH3COO
� SO4

2� exhibit
water solubility, whereas lipophilic anions such as BF4

�, PF6
�, ClO4

�, and
(CF3SO2)2N

� mediate solubility in apolar solvents such as CH2Cl2. In addition, the
imidazolium salt-functionalized MWCNTs show a high preferential solubility in
ionic liquids per se.

These types of architecture can be used for preparing rhodium-based supported
ionic liquid-phase catalysts [138]. Herein, the imidazolium-functionalizedMWCNTs
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Figure 6.7 Examples of a SWCNT with covalently attached imidazolium moiety.

have been solubilized in the ionic liquid and the active rhodium complex has been
immobilized in an ionic liquid film. The resulting CNT-based catalyst composite
exhibits a significantly higher activity than the corresponding systems with silica or
activated carbon supports. A similar system, a palladium catalyst supported onto
imidazolium-functionalized MWCNTs, exhibits high catalytic activity in Suzuki,
Heck, and Sonogashira coupling reactions with high turnover numbers (about
500) [139]. Cyclodextrins are another highly functional substance class. It has been
shown that cyclodextrins can act as good solubilizers for CNTs inwater. Furthermore,
cyclodextrins act as host units with a wide variety of molecules in supramolecular
aggregates. Ritter and coworker have connected cyclodextrins to MWCNT via �click
type� reactions [140]. Herein, propagylamine has been condensed with carboxylated
MWCNTs, followed by a 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of cyclodextrinazide. A stable
MWCNT dispersion has been obtained by adding a water-soluble polymer bearing
tert-butylphenyl guestmoieties. The increased solution viscosity shows the formation
of a supramolecular network between the polymer and the covalently attached
cyclodextrin unit. Another type of a supramolecular CNT/cyclodextrin assembly has
been prepared by the reaction of surface-bound carboxylic chloride groups of
MWCNTs with aminoethyleneamino-deoxy-b-cyclodextrin, yielding highly water-
soluble conjugates [141]. Upon addition of the cyclodextrin-decorated CNTs to an
aqueous solution of tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin, the fluorescence of the
porphyrin is quenched as a result of a photoinduced electron transfer reaction
between the cyclodextrin cavity-bound porphyrin donor system and the carbon
nanotube. A fluorescence recovery can be achieved in the presence of 1-adamantane
acetic acid, acting as a better guest, displacing the bound porphyrins from the cavity.
In a similar fashion, direct interconnection of the two new carbon allotropes C60 and
CNTs yields multifunctional hybrid materials. The first SWCNT–C60 conjugate (16)
was synthesized by an amidation reaction between carboxylated SWCNTs and
anilinie–fullerene derivatives [142] (Figure 6.8).
Small-angle neutron scattering experiments reveal that this type of assembly forms

a complex aggregate network in solution [143]. In a similar way, an amino-terminated
monoadduct was coupled to HiPCO SWCNTs by an EDC coupling sequence and
the electronic properties of the resulting grapevine assembly were investigated [144].
The cyclovoltammetric response of the conjugate film remarkably resembles that of
the pristine C60 derivative in solution and exhibits reversible multiple step electro-
chemical reactions, which reflect the covalent attachment of C60 molecules to the
surface of the SWCNT. The results of ESR spectroscopic investigations reveal a
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Figure 6.8 First example of a multifunctional C60-SWCNT assembly.

ground state electron transfer trend from the SWCNT backbone to the attached
fullerene moieties. With this concept, the construction of functional aggregates
based on redox center (ferrocenes or porphyrins) coupled C60 moieties is
possible [145].

6.3.2.9 Carbon Nanotubes as Polymer Reinforcement Additives
Fiber-reinforced polymers comprise a softmatrix encapsulating load-bearing filler in
the formoffibers or particles. For high-strength composites, the fibers should be stiff
and exhibit a high aspect ratio. CNTs in polymer composites would serve to increase
stiffness, strength, and toughness and provide additional properties. One funda-
mental prerequisite for an efficient load transfer from the matrix to the incorporated
carbon nanotubes is their covalent attachment to the surrounding matrix. Current
methods to covalently couple polymers onto carbon nanotubes include grafting from
and grafting to approaches, mainly based on defect functionalization strategies. The
field ofCNT-based compositematerials has rapidly developed during the past decade.
Therefore, a detailed picture of thedifferent strategic approacheswould go far beyond
the scope of this chapter and the reader may refer to the corresponding review
articles [13, 146–148].

6.3.2.10 Functional CNT Derivatives in the Biological Context
The possibility of structural alteration by chemical modification of CNTs allowed the
introduction of this carbon allotrope in the field of biology andmedicine. By rational
synthesis of biocompatible CNT derivatives through defect functionalization-based
coupling reactions ofDNA, enzymes, proteins, and other relevant biological systems,
these highly functional assemblies can be used, for example, as sensors, for specific
recognition and in drug delivery. As with polymer-based CNT composite materials,
the field has blossomed in the last few years and a thorough account is given in
literature [149–152].

6.3.3
Functional Group Interconversion

As outlined, carboxylic acid functionality-based functionalization of carbon nano-
tubes has become a versatile tool for the construction of carbon nanotube derivatives.
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Figure 6.9 SWCNT derivatives through functional group interconversion starting from
carboxylated SWCNTs.

The chemical alteration of the oxidatively introduced carboxylic acid group into other
types of functional groups would expand the scope of possible chemical functiona-
lization sequences. Ramanathan et al. have confirmed the possibility of functional
group interconversion by reducing the carboxylic acid functionality to the corre-
sponding hydroxymethyl group by lithium aluminum hydride [153]. In addition,
these hydroxymethyl functionalities (17) (Figure 6.9) can be subsequently trans-
formed into aminomethyl groups by phthalimide coupling followed by hydrolysis. In
another study, Campbell and coworkers were able to produce SWCNTs with amino
groups directly attached to the tube open ends (18) by Hofmann rearrangement of
carboxylic acid amides and Curtius rearrangement of carboxylic acid azides [154].
Coleman et al.have synthesized iodinated SWCNTs (19) by amodifiedHundsdiecker
reaction with elemental iodine and iodosobenzene diacetate, starting from carboxyl-
ated CNTs [155] (Figure 6.9).

The electronic properties of the CNTs have largely been retained and the intro-
duced iodine atoms have been visualized by transmission electron microscopy. On
the basis of the different types of newly introduced functional groups, the scope of
defect group-based CNTs derivatization will further advance in the years to come.

6.4
Direct Sidewall Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes

One unique characteristic of carbon nanotubes is their high aspect ratio. As outlined,
a defect functionalization-based chemical attachment of functionalmoieties onCNTs
will primarily proceed only at the nanotube tips. As a consequence, the functiona-
lization degree will be relatively low as the huge surface area of the CNT sidewall is
hardly involved in the transformation sequence. Direct sidewall functionalization
therefore offers the opportunity to install a great amount of functional entities on the
nanotube framework and should lead in principle to higher functionalization
degrees. However, the direct sidewall functionalization has two drawbacks. In
contrast to defect functionalization sequences, sidewall derivatization and therefore
the formation of a covalent bond between the attacking species and a carbon atom of
the CNT framework is always associated with rehybridization of a sp2 carbon atom
into a sp3 configuration and, based on that, a disturbance of thep-systemof theCNTs.
This fact is directly correlatedwith a negative influence on the electronic [28, 156, 157]
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andmechanical properties [158] of the carbonnanotubes. The second point is that the
direct chemical alteration of the CNT sidewall is a challenging task due to the close
relationship of theCNTsp2 carbonnetworkwith planar graphite and its low reactivity.
This directly leads to the question: which reaction sequences of a chemist�s toolkit are
in principle capable of functionalizing nanotube sidewalls? Furthermore, is there a
selectivity of these reactions in terms of tube diameter or electronic type? The direct
chemical functionalization of nanotube sidewalls by addition reactions has dramat-
ically developed within the past 5 years and opened a new, intensively studied field in
the science of carbon nanotube chemistry.

6.4.1
Fluorination and Nucleophilic Substitution Reactions of Fluorinated Carbon Nanotubes

Historically, based on the low reactivity of the CNTsidewall, direct sidewall addition
of elemental fluorine was one of the first successful alterations of the sp2 carbon
framework. During the past decade, a variety of pathways leading to fluorinated
carbon nanotubes, including plasma-based functionalization [159], have been de-
veloped. The different access routes to and the properties of fluorinated CNTs have
recently been reviewed [160, 161]. Fluorinated nanotubes have become a widely used
starting material for further chemical transformation steps, based on the nucleo-
philic substitution of fluorine atoms. Therefore, the treatment of fluorinated
SWCNTs with n-butylamine leads to the formation of n-butylamine-functionalized
derivatives [162]. By using bifunctional amines, such as alkoxysilanes [163–165] and
polyethyleneimines [166], a facile introduction of functionality on the basis of
sidewall derivatization is possible. Barron and coworkers have shown that the
reaction of fluorinated HiPCO SWCNTs with v-amino acids leads to water-soluble
SWCNT derivatives [167]. In addition, the solubility in water is controlled by
the length of the hydrocarbon chain of the amino acid and does strongly depend
on the pH value of the solution. The nucleophilic substitution reaction of fluorine
with urea, guanidine, and thiourea leads to a partial substitution of thefluorine atoms
and the generation of the covalently attached amino moieties [168]. These bifunc-
tional derivatives show improved dispersibility in DMF and water. Kelley and cow-
orkers have prepared thiol and thiophene functionalized SWCNTs (21) via the
reaction of bifunctional amines with fluoronanotubes (20) (Scheme 6.2) [169, 170].
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Scheme 6.2 Thiol and thiophene functionalized SWCNTs by nucleophilic substitution of fluorine
atoms by bifunctional amines.
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By coupling the free thiol group to goldnanoparticles and investigating in detail the
corresponding conjugates by AFMand STM, Kelley and coworkers were able to show
that both amine derivatives yield similar functionalization degrees, but the distri-
bution of the functional groups is quite distinct. This leads to the conclusion that
while AFMand the complexation of a �chemical marker� nanoparticle is an excellent
method for determining the presence of functionalization on SWCNT sidewalls,
STM provides excellent information on the substituents� location.

6.4.2
Hydrogenation of Carbon Nanotubes

Hydrogenation of SWCNTs has been the first reaction sequence that is based on the
reduction of CNTs with alkali metals in liquid ammonia, the so-called Birch
reduction. Pekker et al.were able to show that the protonation of Li reduced SWCNTs
intermediates with methanol leads to the formation of hydrogenated SWCNTs [171,
172]. In a detailed spectroscopic study, Hirsch and coworkers investigated the
electronic-type selectivity of the protonation of the intermediately charged SWCNTs
derivatives with ethanol [173]. No pronounced preference for the reaction of metallic
and small diameter tubes was observed during the hydrogenation process, which is
in stark contrast to comparable alkylation reactions. In addition, the degree of
functionalization is considerably lower than that observed for the corresponding
alkylations. A novel access route to hydrogenated SWCNTs is provided by the use of
high boiling polyamines as hydrogenation reagents. Tom�anek and coworkers have
shown that the polyamine-based hydrogenation is both efficient and thermally
reversible [174]. The functionalized tubes disperse well in common organic solvents
such asmethanol, ethanol, chloroform, and benzene.Mechanistically, they proposed
an electron transfer from the polyamine to the carbon nanotube, followed by a proton
transfer from the N-H group. In an accompanying theoretical investigation, they
identified the preferential hydrogen adsorption geometries at different coverage
densities.

6.4.3
Epoxidation of Carbon Nanotubes

Theoretical calculations have suggested that the direct epoxidation of SWCNTs may
be accomplished by the reaction with highly reactive dioxiranes [175]. Billups and
coworkers demonstrated that the epoxidation of HiPCO SWCNTs can be carried
out by the reaction with either trifluorodimethyldioxirane or with 3-chloroperoxy-
benzoic acid (Scheme 6.3) [52, 176]. Their spectroscopic analysis of the oxidized
materials using either acid peroxide or dioxirane is consistent with the formation of
epoxides (22).

In addition, withReMeO3/H2O2/4-bromopyrazole, a catalytic oxygenation system,
an epoxidation of SWCNTs is also possible [177]. Furthermore, the same rhenium
catalyst in correspondence with PPh3 as oxygen acceptor leads to a deoxygenation of
sidewall SWCNTepoxy functionalities and therefore a quantification of the epoxide
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content [176]. An earlier study by Liu and coworkers also showed that the treatment of
purified SWCNTs with peroxytrifluoracetic acid under ultrasonication leads to the
introduction of epoxy functionalities among other oxygen-based derivatives [178].
This type of SWCNT derivatization can be extended to other peroxy organic acids,
including m-chloroperbenzoic acid and 2-bromo-2-methylperpropionic acid [179].
The initially introduced epoxides are subsequently cleaved through an acid-catalyzed
pathway yielding SWCNTs bearing hydroxyl and ester functionalities as foundation
for an ongoing atom transfer radical polymerization.

6.4.4
[2 þ 1]-Cycloaddition Reactions

6.4.4.1 The Addition of Carbenes and Nitrenes
The first functionalization of the carbon nanotube sidewalls with a carbon-based
substituent has been reported by the Haddon group in 1998 [180]. Dichlorocarbene
generated in situ from chloroform with potassium hydroxide or from phenyl
(bromodichloromethyl)mercury [88] has covalently been attached to soluble
SWCNTs. The electrophilic carbene addition leads to a low functionalization degree
of about 2%. This functionalization degree can be increased with soluble alkyl chain-
functionalized HiPCO SWCNTs as starting material by up to 23% [181, 182]. The
strength of the interband electronic van Hove transitions in this kind of adduct is
suppressed as a result of the presence of sp3 hybridized carbon atoms within the
sidewalls, based on a conversion ofmetallic SWCNTs into semiconducting species in
the addition step [183]. In an early study, the Hirsch group was able to show that the
SWCNTsidewalls could also be attacked by nucleophilic carbenes (Scheme 6.4) [184].

In contrast to the proposed cyclopropane structure in the case of dichlorocarbene,
the addition of the nucleophilic dipyridyl imidazolidene leads to a zwitterionic
reaction product due to an extraordinary stability of the resultant aromatic 14p
perimeter of the imidazole addend. Nitrenes, a related class of subvalent neutral
reactive intermediates, could also be successfully added to the CNT sidewalls.
Nitrenes can be generated thermally in situ from alkoxycarbonyl azide precur-
sors [185]. The driving force for the generation of the highly reactive nitrene

F3CCOCH3, KHSO5
MeCN/H2O
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Scheme 6.3 Epoxidation of SWCNTs by reaction with triflourodimethyldioxirane or
3-chloroperoxybenzoic acid (m-CPBA).
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intermediates is the thermally induced N2 extrusion. As alkoxycarbonyl azide with
different functional moieties are easily accessible, this SWCNT sidewall functiona-
lization sequence is a versatile tool leading to a broad variety of SWCNTadducts with
different functionalities, such as alkyl chains, aromatic units, crown ethers, and even
dendritic structures. In a similar reaction, Moghaddam et al. used photochemically
generated nitrene intermediates from a azidothymidine precursor to functionalize
the sidewalls of solid support-boundMWCNTs [186]. Alkylazides can also be used as
nitrene precursor compounds. In a photochemical-driven reaction sequence, one tip
of aligned MWCNTs was functionalized through the reaction with 30azido-
30deoxythymidine and a perfluorooctyl chain was attached to the opposite CNTend.
The asymmetricallymodifiedCNTswith the hydrophilic thymidine derivative on one
tube end and the hydrophobic perfluorooctyl moiety on the other could effectively
self-assemble at the hydrophilic/hydrophobic interface in a two-phase solvent
system. In a similar fashion, Fr�echet and coworkers modified the surface properties
of a patterned array of a CNT forest by nitrene addition reactions with a variety of
perfluoroarylazide precursor compounds (Scheme 6.5) [187]. By altering the append-
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ing alkyl chain functionalities (24a–c), the surface properties of the CNT forest could
by changed from superhydrophobic to superhydrophilic and vice versa.

Yinghuai et al. attached azide-functionalized C2B10 carborane cages to the sidewalls
of SWCNTs by a thermal-driven nitrene addition reaction [188]. The decapitation of
these C2B10 carborane cages with the appended SWCNTs has been accomplished
by the reaction with sodium hydroxide in refluxing ethanol. During base reflux, the
three-membered ring formed by the nitrene and the SWCNTp-systemwas opened to
produce water-soluble SWCNTs in which the sidewalls were functionalized by both
substituted nido-C2B9-carborane units and ethoxide moieties. In a similar fashion,
SWCNTs can be covalently functionalized by conjugated polyacetylenes through their
cyclization reactions with poly(1-phenyl-1-alkynes) and poly-(diphenylacetylene) deri-
vatives carrying azido functional groups at the ends of their alkyl pendants [189]. The
resultant polyenenanotube aggregates are soluble in common solvents, emit intensive
visible lights, and strongly attenuate the power of harsh laser pulses. The critical
question whether carbene and nitrene addition reactions onto CNTsidewalls lead to
closed cyclopropane and aziridine structures or if the carbene and nitrene insertion
into aC�Cbond is associatedwith anopening of the sidewalls has been addressed in a
multitude of theoretical studies [190–197]. According to Bettinger [196], the topology
of the cycloaddition adducts depends on the chirality of theCNTand the type ofp bond
where the addition takes place. In armchair tubes ranging from (3,3) to (12,12), the
insertion into the circumferential bond to form a �methano-homonanotube� is
always more exothermic than cyclopropanation of the axial bond. Circumferential
C�C�bonds in zigzag SWCNTs also undergo insertion of carbenes, while the axial
C�C bonds undergo cyclopropanation. The energetic preference of the reaction with
circumferential bonds is less pronounced for metallic zigzag tubes than for semi-
conducting ones. In addition, for a given diameter, the addition to the circumferential
bond of armchair tubes should be more exothermic than to any other bond in zigzag
tubes.

6.4.4.2 Nucleophilic Cyclopropanation: The Bingle Reaction
One of the most frequently used reactions for the functionalization of fullerenes is
the so-called Bingel reaction, a nucleophilic cyclopropanation of one double bond of
the fullerene framework by the reaction of a bromomalonate in the presence of a
base [1]. Green and coworkers transferred this derivatization method to
SWCNTs [198]. The reaction of diethyl bromomalonate with SWCNTs leads to the
sidewall-functionalized material that was subsequently transformed into a thiolated
derivative. By �tagging� the cyclopropane moiety with gold nanoparticles and
visualizing the adduct by AFM, the authors were able to prove the covalent
attachment of the malonate addend. To further confirm the derivatization of
SWCNTs, a perfluorinated marker was introduced by transesterification making
the adduct accessible to 19F NMR and XPS. In amodified functionalization pathway,
Ashcroft et al. used negatively charged ultrashort SWCNTs as starting material
obtained by potassium reduction. Under these strongly reducing conditions, a
malonate reacted in the presence of CBr4 and DBU with the shortened CNTs,
yielding Bingel-type sidewall functionalized material in 33% yield [199]. That the
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solubility of theCNTstartingmaterial is of utmost importance for a successful Bingel
reaction has been proven by the Imahori group [200]. Shortened SWCNTs with alkyl
chains at open ends and defect sites (25) have been functionalized in a microwave-
assisted Bingel reaction (Scheme 6.6). The reaction time can be significantly reduced
bymicrowave irradiation and it is worth noting that the electronic properties (distinct
van Hove transitions in the UV/Vis region) are largely retained in the sidewall-
functionalized material (26) exhibiting functionalization degrees of one diester unit
per 75–300 carbon atoms of the SWCNT.

This is in marked contrast to the observation of conventional sidewall functiona-
lization sequences of SWCNTs where a functionalization degree of one functional
group per 10–100 carbon atoms on the SWCNTsidewall leads to disappearance of the
van Hove transitions. No apparent selective reactivity for metallic and semiconduct-
ing SWCNTs could be observed by the nucleophilic cyclopropanation under these
conditions.

6.4.4.3 Silylation of Carbon Nanotubes
The [2þ 1] cycloaddition of silylene has been theoretically investigated and it has
been predicted that the sidewall addition of silylenes should be site selective and
diameter specific [190, 201], favoring open structures [202]. Soon after, Wong and
coworkers reported on the successful sidewall functionalization of SWCNTs by the
reaction with trimethoxysilane and hexaphenyldisilane under UV irritation [203].
The Raman analysis demonstrates a selective reactivity of smaller diameter
semiconducting nanotubes toward the addition of the photochemical-generated
silylenes. It has been shown that the direct covalent sidewall functionalization is
accompanied by an introduction of oxygen functionalities to the CNT ends and at
present defect sites.

6.4.5
1,3-Cycloaddition Reactions

6.4.5.1 Cycloaddition of Zwitterionic Intermediates
Recently, a versatile and highly efficient cycloaddition approach both for the exohe-
dral derivatization of C60 and for the sidewall functionalization of SWCNTs, based on
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Scheme 6.6 Microwave-assisted Bingel reaction of soluble SWCNT derivatives.
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zwitterionic intermediates, has been reported (Scheme 6.7) [204]. In a modular
reaction sequence, the zwitterionic intermediate resulting from the attack of 4-di-
methylaminopyridine (DMAP), a very potent nucleophile, on a dimethyl acetylene-
dicarboxylate (DMAD) is formed in thefirst step. The addition to a double bond of the
p-system is followed by an elimination of an alkoholate yielding a SWCNTderivative
with a positively charged DMAP moiety (26).

In the last step, thisDMAPmoiety is replacedwith other nucleophiles,methanol or
1-dodecanol, leading to the corresponding DMAD–SWCNT derivative (27). This
reaction sequence yields very soluble, highly sidewall-functionalized material with
one functional group per nine carbon atoms.

6.4.5.2 Azomethine Ylide Addition
One of the most commonly used sidewall derivatization reactions is the 1,3-dipolar
cycloaddition of azomethine ylides, generated by the condensation of an a-
amino acid and an aldehyde [205]. This reaction was originally developed for the
exohedral modification of C60 and can be easily transferred to CNT sidewall
derivatization. The thermal treatment of SWCNTs in DMF for 5 days in the presence
of an aldehyde and a-amino acid derivative results in the formation of substituted
pyrrolidine moieties on the SWCNT surface, well soluble in common organic
solvents. In order to reduce the reaction time to the order of minutes, an alternative
microwave-induced reaction sequence can be used (Scheme 6.8) [89].
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This procedure can also be extended to the functionalization of soluble, defect-
functionalized MWCNTs. Starting from carboxylated MWCNTs equipped with C16

ester chains, the reaction of 4-octadecyloxybenzaldehydewith a suitablea-amino acid
under microwave irradiation yields sidewall-functionalized material with the same
functionalization degree as with the thermal reaction pathway but 50–60 times
faster [206]. In addition, the amount of addends can be controlled by altering the
reaction time and temperature, and the added groups are evenly distributed over the
MWCNTs even in the case of lower degrees of functionalization. Aziridines are well-
known precursors to azomethine ylides. In a solvent-free reaction sequence, azir-
idine can be reactedwithHiPCOSWCNTs orMWCNTsundermicrowave irradiation
yielding the corresponding functionalized material [207]. For MWCNTs, the 1,3-di-
polar cycloaddition is a reversible process, as the thermal treatment of the functio-
nalized MWCNTmaterial in the presence of an excess of C60 in o-dichlorobenzene
with CuTf2 as catalyst leads to retro-cycloaddition, where the intermediate ylide is
trapped by the C60. Microwave-driven reaction sequences can also be used for the
generation ofmultiple functionalized SWCNTderivatives, where thefirst substituent
is introduced by 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition and the second one by arene diazonium
chemistry [208]. The results show that the radical arene addition saturates more
reactive sites than the cycloaddition. Therefore, for attaching two different functional
groups to SWCNTs, the order of introduction is crucial.

The azomethine-based functionalization sequence has become a valuable tool for
CNTsidewall functionalization due to its versatility. In principle, this method allows
the attachment of any moiety to the carbon framework of the CNTs by a simple
variation of the chemical structure of the adducts. Therefore, the use of CNT
derivatives for applications in the field of medicinal chemistry [209–211], solar
energy conversion [123, 211], and recognition of chemical species has been exten-
sively investigated. In order to study the electronic communication between CNTs
and redox-active chromophores, a broad variety of donor units have been covalently
linked to the CNT sidewalls. Therefore, soluble carbon nanotube ensembles (29)
(Figure 6.10) with ferrocene units covalently introduced by 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition
have been studied for light-induced electron transfer interactions [212]. It has been
found that the introduction of pyrrolidinemoieties onto the p-system has a dramatic
influence on the electronic properties of the resulting assembly. For each pyrrolidine
moiety (and therefore for each ferrocene unit) that is connected to the SWCNT
sidewall, two electrons are removed from the delocalized p-system. As a conse-
quence, in an efficient D/A-aggregate, the degree of sidewall damage should be kept
low whereas the amount of redox-active moieties should be as high as possible. This
can be realized in an approach where polyamidoamine dendrimer units are attached
to the SWCNTsidewall by azomethine ylide chemistry and subsequently a variety of
tetraphenylprophyrin moieties are covalently attached to the periphery of the
dendrimers, allowing the investigation of the photophysical properties of the
resulting nanoconjugate (30) [213] (Figure 6.10).

As a result, an intraconjugate charge separation from one part of the photoexcited
porphyrins to the SWCNTcore can be observed, while the other part of the porphyrin
units do not interact with the nanotube, thus exhibiting a fluorescence lifetime
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similar to that of the free porphyrins. Applying the same concept, a second-
generation cyanophenyl-based dendrimer was coupled to MWCNTs and
SWCNTs [214]. In a primary modification step, the CNTs were functionalized by
a 1,3 dipolar cycloaddition reaction to install a carboxylic acid-bearing anchor unit.
Subsequently, the dendrimer was attached by DCC coupling yielding a high density
of dendritic anchor pointswith aminor damage to the conjugatedp-system.Recently,
phthalocyanines were coupled to HiPCO SWCNTs through a sidewall-bound pyrro-
lidine linker [215]. A significant quenching of the fluorescence of the phthalocyanine
is observed due to the electronic interaction between the photoexcited redox
chromophore and the SWCNT framework. In another study, phthalocyanines were
coupled to HiPCO SWCNTs by two alternative pathways. In the stepwise approach,
first an anchor unit was installed by 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition and the corresponding
phthalocyanine derivative was coupled afterward (1 functional unit per 380C atoms),
whereas in the direct functionalization sequence, a formyl-bearing phthalocyanine
system was coupled directly to a slightly lower degree of functionalization (1 func-
tional unit per 580C atoms) [216]. Again, an electron transfer from the photoexcited
donor moiety to the accepting SWCNTunit can be observed. The physical properties
and chemical functionality of the covalently modified CNT conjugates can be tuned
by the type of substituent attached. Superhydrophobic MWCNTs can be derived in a
three-step procedure that comprises oxidation, 1,3-cycloaddition, and silylation with
a perfluoroalkylsilane [217]. Herein, 3,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde, as starting mate-
rial, yields the required silane anchor unit. The same anchor unit can be used for the
combination of functionalized CNTs with polymers and layered aluminosilicate clay
minerals yielding homogeneous, coherent, and transparent CNT thin films and
gels [218]. The reaction of SWCNTs with formaldehyde and N-(4-hydroxy)phenyl
glycine yields sidewall-functionalized material with covalently attached phenol
groups [219]. These SWCNTderivatives exhibit higher zeta potential values showing
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their increased dispersant ability in water and acetone in comparison to the pristine
material. Sidewall-derivatized, water-soluble SWCNTs with low functionalization
degrees can be aligned inweakmagneticfields [220].Herein, water solubility is based
on free amine functionalities generated by deprotection of Boc-protected pyrrolidine
derivatives. Recently, Prato and coworkers synthesized covalently functionalized
MWCNTderivatives via 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azomethine ylides with orthog-
onally protected amino functions that can be selectively deprotected and subsequent-
ly modified with an anticancer drug and fluorescent probes [221]. Furthermore, the
fluorescence properties of water-soluble, sidewall amino-terminated CNTs obtained
by the azomethine ylide functionalization route can be used for studying aggregation
phenomena with macromolecules, such as surfactants, polymers, and nucleic
acids [222]. Recently, M�enard-Moyon et al. investigated an alternative access route
to azomethine ylide intermediates and were able to show that this type of sidewall
functionalization is selective in terms of the separation of semiconducting SWCNTs
from metallic CNTs [223] (Scheme 6.9).
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Scheme 6.9 1,3-Dipolar cycloaddition with azomethine ylides generated under mild conditions.

This mild reaction sequence is based on trialkylamine-N-oxides and leads to a
preferred functionalization and therefore solubilization of semiconducting
SWCNTs.

6.4.6
[4þ 2]-Cycloaddition Reactions: Diels–Alder Reaction

TheDiels–Alder cycloadditions of o-quinodimethane to the sidewalls of SWCNTshas
been theoretically predicted to be viable due to the aromatic stabilization of the
transition state and reaction product [224, 225]. In this reaction sequence, the
SWCNT double bonds should act as dienophiles. This has experimentally been
verified by a microwave-assisted reaction of soluble SWCNTs and 4,5-benzo-1,2-
oxathiin-2-oxide (o-quinodimethane precursor) [226]. Given that the rate of Diels–
Alder addition reactions is enhanced by the use of electron withdrawing substituents
on the monoene (the �dienophile�), fluorinated SWCNTs have been used as starting
materials [227]. These SWCNTs with activated sidewalls have been thermally reacted
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with 2,3-dimethyl-1,3-butadiene, anthracene, and 2-trimethylsiloxyl-1,3-butadiene
yielding highly functionalized SWCNT derivatives. XPS and IR investigations have
shown that the addition of the butadiene unit is associated with a significant
reduction in the fluorine content – detachment of about seven fluorine atoms per
Diels–Alder addition substituent. For the Diels–Alder derivatization of pristine
SWCNTs, without any covalent modification for the activation or solubilization of
the nanotubes, transition metal catalysts in correspondence with high pressure can
be used [228]. The reaction of HiPCO SWCNTs with Cr(CO)6 in 1,4-dioxane leads to
the formation of a chromium–SWCNT complex that subsequently is added to a
solution of 2,3-dimethoxy-1,3-butadiene in THF. After a reaction time of 60 h
under 1.3 GPa pressure, the reaction mixture was irradiated with a visible light to
induce the decomplexation of chromium. This reaction sequence can be extended
to other electron-rich dienes and yields sidewall-derivatized material bearing 1
functional group per 33 sidewall carbon atoms. In contrast, the reaction of
4-phenyl-1,2,4-triazoline-3,5-dione, a very strong electron acceptor and powerful
dienophile, with SWCNTs under thermal reflux, yields no sidewall addition
product, but the corresponding deaza dimer of the triazolinedione could be
detected [229]. Presumably, the carbon nanotubes initiate the self-condensation of
the triazolinedione by acting as an electron donation source. The Diels–Alder
derivatization of CNTs can be extended to MWCNTs. The reaction of MWCNTs
with maleic anhydride in the molten state and in solution results in the formation
of well dispersible CNT derivatives [230]. MWCNTs can also be functionalized by
the use of various substituted benzocyclobutenes yielding the corresponding
MWCNT derivatives (32) (Scheme 6.10) [231]. Herein, the strained ring of the
benzocyclobutene is susceptible to thermal ring opening to form intermediate
o-quionodimethanes.

32
bulk (or) tetradecane

140 - 235 °C

Scheme 6.10 Diels–Alder cycloaddition by the use of benzocyclobutenes.

The extent of functionalization can be controlled by using an appropriate tem-
perature and mode of addition of the reagent and also by controlling the reaction
duration. The reaction ofMWCNTswith 3,6-diaminotetrazine under heating leads to
the formation of different reaction products depending on the reaction time [232]. In
the first step, p–p interaction and cycloaddition take place. The second step is the
junction formation,which occurs after 24–36h. Thefinal stage is a partial destruction
of the MWCNTs, which is very pronounced after 48 h of heating as a result of
excessive functionalization.
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6.4.7
Alkali Metal-Based Reduction of Carbon Nanotubes with Subsequent Sidewall
Functionalization

6.4.7.1 Naphthalenides as Electron Transfer Reagents
Owing to their unique electronic properties, CNTs are very potent electron acceptors.
Therefore, SWCNT bundles can be readily exfoliated in standard organic solvents by
reduction with an alkali metal, lithium, or sodium, mediated by lithium or sodium
naphthalenide [233]. The alkali metal intercalation and the Coulomb repulsion of the
anionic SWCNTs leads to a very efficient debundling of the CNTs and therefore to an
individualization. Elemental analysis yields a chemical formula of A(THF)C10 (A¼
Li, Na), hence, 1 negative charge per 10 carbon atoms. The fact that lithiumor sodium
salts of SWCNTs spontaneously dissolve, that is, with no supplied energy, and that the
solutions are stable confirms that they can thermodynamically be considered as
solutions. The reduced CNTs can be reversibly oxidized by suitable oxidizing agents.
This oxidation step of the nanotube salt solutions has been monitored in situ by
Raman spectroscopy upon exposure to air and by addition of benzoquinone as
electron acceptor [234]. The results indicate a direct charge transfer reaction from the
acceptor molecule to the SWCNT, leading to their gradual charge neutralization
followed by subsequent precipitation of the CNTmaterial.

6.4.7.2 Reductive Alkylation of CNTs
Negatively charged SWCNT anions are widely used for subsequent sidewall CNT
derivatization [235]. The reaction of reduced SWCNTs (33) with diacyl peroxides at
room temperature in THF yields sidewall-alkylated SWCNT derivatives (34) with a
wide variety of functionalities (Scheme 6.11) [236]. The degree of functionalization
can be increased and hence controlled by repeating the redox process by reducing the
previously functionalized SWCNTs and resubjecting them to another reaction cycle.
This repetitive process also affords the possibility of anchoring functional groups of
different types, one type per cycle, to produce multifunctional SWCNT derivatives.

The addition of alkyl halides to the THF-dissolved SWCNT salts yields sidewall-
alkylated material, which has been extensively investigated by TGA/MS [237].
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Scheme 6.11 Reductive alkylation of negatively charged SWCNT intermediates by reaction with
diacyl peroxides.
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Negative charged CNT intermediates can also be generated under classical Birch
conditions. Herein, the reaction of SWCNTs with alkali metals such as lithium or
sodium in liquid ammonia leads to the reduction of the carbon nanotubes and the
generation of soluble CNT anions. In their seminal work, Billups and coworkers
reacted a broad variety of alkylhalides, for example, dodecyl iodide, with reduced
SWCNTs in liquid ammonia [238]. Again, a Raman spectroscopic investigation of the
reduction process has shown that the charge transfer-induced lithiation of SWCNTs
leads both to an intercalation of lithium into the SWCNT ropes and to the semi-
covalent lithiation of the SWCNTs [239]. Afterward, the addition of the alkyl halides
leads to the formation of radical anions that dissociate readily to yield halide and the
corresponding alkyl radicals, which subsequently attack the SWCNT sidewall yield-
ingwell soluble, alkylated CNTderivatives [240]. The assumption of a radical pathway
is supported byGC–MSanalysis of the side products, where radical dimerization and
disproportionation products were detected. This functionalization protocol can be
easily expanded to aryl iodides yielding arylated SWCNT derivatives [172, 241]. A
detailed thermal gravimetric analysis in combination with 13C NMR spectroscopy of
dodecylated SWCNTs has shown that the alkali metal used for the CNTreduction, for
example, lithium, sodium, and potassium, has an influence on the structure of the
alkylated CNTderivatives [242]. The observed differences in the thermal stabilitymay
be explained by different relative amounts of 1,2- and 1,4-addition patterns of the
introduced alkyl groups. An alternative approach toward alkylated and arylated
SWCNT derivatives is based on a high-speed vibrational mechanochemical milling
technique. Herein, SWCNTs, alkyl halides, and potassium are vigorously shaken in a
steal capsule for 40minunder nitrogen atmosphere at room temperature yielding the
corresponding sidewall-functionalized SWCNTderivatives. MWCNTs are generally
less reactive toward sidewall functionalization; nevertheless, reductive alkylation and
arylation under Birch conditions yield highly functionalized MWCNT derivatives,
which exhibit a pronounced solubility in organic solvents and even in water [243].
Water-soluble alkylated SWCNT derivatives are accessible by treating SWCNT with
lithium in liquid ammonia withv-bromocarboxylic acid and subsequent coupling of
amine-terminated polyethyleneglycol chains to the introduced SWCNT sidewall
carboxylic acid functionalities [244, 245]. This kind of sidewall carboxylated
SWCNT derivative has also been used for preparing a nylon 6,10 nanocomposite
material [246]. Therefore, the polycondensation betweenhexamethylenediamine and
sebacoyl chloride has been carried out in the presence of the corresponding acyl
chloride SWCNT derivative yielding a matrix-coupled SWCNT–polymer composite
with improved tensile modulus, strength, and toughness. Similarly, the intermedi-
ately generated SWCNT anions can also serve as initiators for the in situ polymer-
ization of methylmethacrylate [247]. The poly(methylmethacrylate)-grafted SWCNTs
composite material displays a pronounced solubility in organic solvents and exhibits
mostly individualized SWCNTs embedded in the polymer matrix. Recently, it has
been shown that sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen-centered radicals can also be attached to
SWCNT sidewalls via the reductive pathway. The treatment of lithium-reduced
SWCNTs in liquid ammonia with alkyl disulfide yields a transient radical anion by
a single electron transfer process, which dissociates into a mercaptide and a sulfur-
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centered radical that subsequently attacks the SWCNTsidewall (Scheme 6.12) [240].
When alkyl sulfides or aryl sulfides are used instead of disulfides, the intermediately
generated radical anion is decomposed into a mercaptide and a carbon-centered
radical yielding alkylated and arylated derivatives (35), respectively.

Similarly, N-halosuccinimides yield the corresponding succinimidyl radicals and
halide anions and alkyl peroxides give rise to alkoxy radicals and alkoxides [248]. The
free radicals add to the sidewalls of nanotube salts to form succinimidyl and alkoxy-
derivatized SWCNTs. The functionalized SWCNTs can then be converted to amino
and hydroxyl SWCNTs by hydrolysis with hydrazine or with fuming sulfuric acid,
respectively. A selectivity investigation of the covalent sidewall functionalization of
SWCNTs by reductive alkylation with butyl iodide reveals a pronounced SWCNT
diameter dependence, with higher reactivity for smaller SWCNTs [173]. Moreover,
this reaction sequence also favors the preferred functionalization of metallic over
semiconducting SWCNTs.

6.4.7.3 Other Electron Transfer Mediators
As outline, lithiumnaphthalenides are commonly used electron transfer reagents for
the reduction of CNTs in THF. Another access route to soluble CNT anions is
provided via their reduction by Na/Hg amalgam in the presence of dibenzo-18-
crown-6 [249]. The solubility of the negatively charged SWCNT intermediates is
greatest in CH2Cl2 and DMD and the corresponding [Na(dibenzo-18-crown-
6)]n[SWCNT] complex has extensively been characterized by means of UV/Vis
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, AFM, and MALDI–MS. In an analogy to the
well-established functionalization pathway, the reaction with alkyl halides yields
alkylated SWCNT derivatives with an SWCNT:alkyl ratio of about 40 : 1, which is
significantly lower than that observed by the analogous reaction of alkyl halides with
reduced SWCNTs in liquid ammonia. In a recent study, it has been shown that
lithium metal can be used to reduce SWCNTs to carbide-like species under the
catalytic effect of di-tert-butyl-biphenyl (DTBP) [250]. The resulting nanotube poly-
carbanions show a significantly increased dispersibility in THFand react in situwith
trimethylchlorsilane, methylmethacrylate, and methyl-N-acetamidoacrylate to
afford covalently functionalized silyl nanotubes and polymer-wrapped SWCNT
derivatives. The density and average length of the polymer chains attached to the
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Scheme 6.12 Reductive alkylation of negatively charged SWCNT intermediates by disulfides.
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nanotube walls can be widely modified by varying the amount of monomer, lithium,
and catalyst.

6.4.8
Sidewall Functionalization of Carbon Nanotubes Based on Radical Chemistry

6.4.8.1 Carbon-Centered Free Radicals
In general, reactive radical species can be generated from a variety of precursors
either thermally or by photophysical routes. The experimental proof for a covalent
sidewall functionalization of SWCNTs by a radical species was given 1 year after the
theoretical prediction. The addition of perfluorinated alkyl radicals, obtained by
photoinduced cleavage of the carbon–iodine bond from heptadecafluorooctyl iodide
onto SWCNTs yielded soluble, perfluorooctyl-derivatized CNTs [184]. Alkyl- or aryl
peroxides are commonly used radical initiators. It has been shown that they are
suitable candidates for the sidewall functionalization of SWCNTs. The thermal
cleavage of benzoyl and lauroyl peroxides leads to the generation of highly reactive
phenyl and alkyl radicals that efficiently attack the SWCNTs, resulting in sidewall-
derivatizedmaterials that have been characterized by a broad variety of spectroscopic
methods [251, 252]. The phenylated SWCNTs can be subsequently sulfonated in a
scalable way yielding highly exfoliated water-soluble SWCNT derivatives [253]. The
combination of the benzoyl peroxide as radical starter with alkyl iodides allows the
covalent attachment of a large variety of different functionalities to single-walled
carbon nanotube sidewalls [254]. This concept can also be used for grafting polymers
onto the sidewall of MWCNTs. Treating poly(oxyalkylene)amines, equipped with a
terminal maleic anhydride, with benzoyl peroxide leads to the intermediate forma-
tion of a free radical species that is grafted onto the sidewall of the dispersed
MWCNTs [255]. The thermal treatment of dibenzoyl peroxide in the presence of
methanol and CNTs leads to sidewall-derivatized material exhibiting hydroxyalkyl
groups through a radical addition scheme [256, 257]. Herein, the peroxide-assisted
hydrogen abstraction on solvent molecules produces various active species that
covalently attach to the surface of the CNTs. By reacting SWCNTs with succinic or
glutaric acid acyl peroxides, this concept of radical-based functionalization can be
extended to the generation of highly functional SWCNT building blocks [258]. In
addition, this procedure can be modified in order to open a fast and intrinsically
scalable functionalization pathway of SWCNTs with carboxylic acid moieties [259].
Herein, by grinding SWCNTs and succinic acyl peroxide and heating the correspond-
ing powder at 100 �C for about 4min, sidewall carboxylic acid-functionalized
SWCNTmaterial with yield in excess of 90% is produced. The amount of functio-
nalization can be easily adjusted by repeating this solvent-free derivatization proce-
dure. In a detailed study, Engel et al. investigated the observed rate acceleration of
peroxide thermolysis caused by SWCNT and attributed this phenomenon to an
electron transfer-induced decomposition reaction with the SWCNT acting as the
electron donation source [260]. SWCNTs reduce peroxides to radical anions, which
immediately undergo O�O bond scission. Following decarboxylation, the radicals
rapidly reactwithSWCNTþ intermediates leading to functionalization. Compared to
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organic peroxide radical sources, the azobis-type radical initiators contain a terminal
carboxylic, hydroxylic, amideine, nitrile, or imidazoline group that can be quite
general and extendable to react with CNTs. The thermal decomposition of azobisi-
sobutyronitrile leads to the intermediate formation of a tertiary radical, which can
undergo addition reactions to the sidewalls of SWCNTs [261, 262]. In a recent study,
Su and coworkers demonstrated that this type of free radical-based sidewall addition
can be extended to double-walled carbon nanotubes [263]. The thermal or ultrasonic
decomposition of a broad variety of azobis compounds leads to sidewall-derivatized
CNTs exhibiting heterofunctionalities such as carboxylic acid and hydroxyl moieties.
These functional groups on the sidewalls of DWCNTs can serve as reactive sites to
covalently couple DWCNTs with other materials, such as Pt/Ru nanoparticles. Liu
et al. used 4-methoxyphenylhydrazine as a radical precursor for the free radical
functionalization of HiPCO SWCNTs (Scheme 6.13) [264]. The hydrazine derivative
is converted into a phenyl radical in the presence of oxygen either in a classical
thermal reaction or in a microwave-assisted reaction yielding SWCNT sidewall-
derivatized species (36), exhibiting a functionalization degree of 1 functional group
per 27 carbon atoms [265].

With a similar yield of functionalization, the microwave-assisted reaction is far
more rapid with an optimal time of around 5min in contrast to the thermal route that
is often measured in days. Anionic carbon-based radicals are formed by the one-
electron reduction of benzophenone in the presence of potassium. These radical
anions readily add to the sidewalls of SWCNTs yielding diphenylcarbinol-derivatized
material with a functionalization degree of 1 functional unit per 120 carbon
atoms [266]. Taking the ketone-based functionalization concept further, the same
research group has functionalized SWCNTs via photoreduction of aromatic
ketones by alcohols [267]. The irradiation of benzophenone, benzhydrol, and
SWCNTs in benzene leads to a covalent attachment of benzhydrol to the sidewalls
of the SWCNTs. The intermediate radical is formed via hydrogen abstraction from a
C�H bond by the photoexcited benzophenone in the triplet state. Since excited
benzophenone is reactive to many types of C�H bonds such as alcohols, amines,
ethers, hydrocarbons, or aliphatic sulfides, a broad variety of radicals can be
generated using this photochemical method. Another nonthermal radical formation
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Scheme 6.13 Free radical functionalization of SWCNTs through 4-methoxyphenylhydrazine.
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process with subsequent sidewall functionalization is ball milling CNTs in the
presence of alkyl halides [268]. Herein, trifluoromethane, trichlormethane, tetra-
chloroethylene, and hexafluoropropene can be used for a large-scale production of
functionalized short SWCNTs.

Radical-based functionalization sequences can be used to attach well-defined
polymers onto carbonnanotubes leading to sidewall derivatized compositematerials.
Polystyrene-based homopolymers and copolymers can be grafted to SWCNTs
through a radical coupling reaction involving polymer-centered radicals via the
loss of stable free radical nitroxide capping agents [269]. The resulting
polymer–SWCNTcomposites were found to be highly soluble in a variety of organic
solvents. In another approach, well-defined poly(t-butyl acrylate) were prepared by
atom transfer radical polymerization, where radicals are formed at the end of the
polymer chain through an atom transfer [270]. The generated radicals at the chain
ends added to MWCNTs to generate covalently functionalized polymer–MWCNTs
composite materials.

6.4.8.2 Sulfur-Centered Free Radicals
The photolysis of cyclic disulfides in the presence of SWCNTs leads to the sidewall
addition of the intermediately formed sulfur radical [271, 272]. The introduction of
the sulfur-containing substituents has been confirmed by a broad variety of spec-
troscopic methods. It has been shown that the degree of functionalization is
proportional to the irradiation time. Furthermore, the comparison of spectra between
pristine and modified SWCNTs indicate that sidewall functionalization of SWCNTs
with sulfur-containing substituentsmaintains the original electronic structure of the
SWCNTs without heavy modifications. In addition, the free thiol group of the
substituent can be attached to gold nanoparticles and the corresponding SWCNT-
nanoparticle assembly has been characterized by microscopic methods.

6.4.8.3 Oxygen-Centered Free Radicals
Hydrogen peroxide can be used as a starting reagent for generating hydroxyl radicals.
Li et al. treated MWCNTs with Fenton reagent (Fe2þ /H2O2) and systematically
investigated the effect of hydroxyl radicals on the structure of MWCNTs with the
aid of infrared and Raman spectroscopy [273]. The results revealed that oxygen-
containing functional groups such as OH, COOH, and quinone groups could be
introduced into the sidewall structure of MWCNTs. An investigation of the addition
mechanism of the intermediately generated hydroxyl radicals has shown that the
introduction of oxygen-containing groups can be regarded as the result of an attack of
the hydroxyl radicals both on present defect sites and on double bonds of the CNT
framework. In a fluorescence spectroscopic study by Iijima and coworkers, the
spectral changes of SWCNTs through light-assisted oxidationwith hydroperoxide has
been investigated [32]. Herein, they observed that light irradiation accelerates the
oxidation of SWCNTs through intermediately generated hydroxyl radicals. Further-
more, based on a wavelength dependence of the oxidation step, they have postulated
that the absorption of the SWCNTfluorescence byH2O2 is themain factor that causes
the photodissociation of H2O2 and the generation of hydroxyl radicals. The effect of
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light-assisted oxidation depends on the SWCNT diameter, where larger diameter
systems are consumed faster than SWCNTs with moderate diameters.

6.4.8.4 Amination of Carbon Nanotube Sidewalls
In a solvent-free approach, Basiuk et al. reported on a direct sidewall addition of
alkylamines to closed cap MWCNTs [274, 275]. The characterization of the functio-
nalizedmaterial and theoretical calculations lead to the assumption that the addition
takes place only on five-member rings of the graphitic network of the nanotubes and
present topological defects, whereas benzene rings are inert to the direct amination.
Shortly thereafter, another group reported on the successful amino-functionalization
of SWCNTs by the reaction with aromatic hydrazines [276]. The functionalized
material exhibits a pronounced solubility in a variety of organic solvents, and a direct
dependence of the functionalization degree with the type of substituent attached in
para position to the hydrazine unit has been observed. Electron-donating substi-
tuents yield higher functionalization degrees than electron withdrawing entities.
Recently, the reaction of 2-aminoethanol in DMF with SWCNTs has been used in
order to install surface-bound hydroxyl groups for the further attachment of oligo-
quinolines and poly(3-octylthiophenes) [277, 278].

6.4.8.5 Diazonium-Based Functionalization Sequences
In 2001, Tour and coworkers discovered a convenient route to sidewall-functionalized
carbon nanotubes by reacting aryl diazonium salts with SWCNTs in an electrochem-
ical reaction, using a bucky paper as working electrode [279]. By varying the aryl
diazonium salt, a broad variety of highly functionalized and well-soluble SWCNT
adducts became accessible. The corresponding reactive aryl radicals are generated
from the diazonium salt via one-electron reduction. Soon after, this concept was
extended to a solvent-based thermally induced reaction with in situ generation of the
diazonium compound by reacting aniline derivatives with isoamyl nitrite
(Scheme 6.14) [280].

These basic studies of diazonium-based SWCNTderivatization led shortly there-
after to a very efficient functionalization sequence of individualized carbon nano-
tubes [281].Herein, usingwater-soluble diazonium compounds in combinationwith
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Scheme 6.14 Solvent-based sidewall arylation of SWCNTs.
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SDS-coated individual SWCNTs yields highly functionalized nanotubes, with up to 1
in 9 carbons along their backbones bearing an organic moiety.

The diazonium-based functionalization of SWCNTs is a very versatile functiona-
lization method, as it is even possible to conduct the reaction in the total absence of
any solvent [282]. Another access route was elaborated soon after by Tour and
coworkers [283]. SWCNTs have been exfoliated and functionalized predominantly
as individuals by grinding them for minutes at room temperature with aryldiazo-
nium salts in the presence of ionic liquids and potassium carbonate. This constitutes
an extremely rapid and mild green chemical functionalization process. This envi-
ronment friendly functionalization can even be extended to water as solvent [284].
Herein, SWCNTs are exfoliated and functionalized into small bundles and indivi-
duals by vigorous stirring �on water� in the presence of a substituted aniline and an
oxidizing agent. The range of suitable solvents for this type of CNT functionalization
reaction can even be extended to Caro�s acid, a mixture of 96% sulfuric acid and
ammonium persulfate [285]. This mixture can be used for the substitution of the
solvent oleum [286, 287], which leads to a sulfonation of the appended aromatic
SWCNT substituents in a side reaction. Recently, it has been shown that the in situ
generation of aryl diazonium salts in the presence of ammoniumpersulfate provides
a scalable and solvent-free functionalization route for MWCNTs leading to highly
functionalized and dispersible MWCNT derivatives [288]. In addition, organic
triazene compounds are stable diazonium salt precursors for the functionalization
of SWCNTs in aqueous media. This method is particularly useful when a target
molecule has functionality that will not tolerate the usual diazotation conditions, for
example, biologically relevant biotin moieties [98, 289]. As with the addition of
azomethine ylides, the reaction ofCNTwith diazoniumprecursors canbe accelerated
by microwave assistance [208, 290]. With o-dichlorobenzene as solvent, the reaction
of SWCNTs with p-chloroaniline and isoamyl nitrite under microwave assistance
leads to shorter reaction times, and sidewall functionalization degrees in the range of
nearly 50% can be achieved [291]. Subsequent transformation of the chloro substi-
tuent into a thiol functionality leads to DMSO soluble material, enabling the
acquisition of a COSY 1H NMR spectrum of a covalently sidewall-functionalized
SWCNT derivative for the first time.

Meanwhile, owing to its versatility, the diazonium-based functionalization has
become the most frequently used reaction to access functional sidewall CNT
derivatives, expanding the diversity of functionalized SWCNTs available to chemists
and material scientists. In a diazonium salt-based strategy, a covalently attached
multilayer of diphenyl disulfide has been introduced on the surface of SWCNTs and
MWCNTs [292]. The interlayer S�S bonds are subsequently reductively degraded to
essentially produce a single layer of thiophenols. The functionalization has been
achieved inwhat is effectively a one-pot procedure since the involved transformations
are performed without intermediate workup. This �formation-degradation� modi-
fication approach is unique in the sense that it allows the generation of a thin well-
defined molecular layer in spite of involving higher reactive radicals. The direct
implementation of heteroatom functionality on the CNTsidewalls is also possible by
the addition of 1,4-benzenediamine in a single-step diazonium reaction yielding
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phenyl amine-attached SWCNT derivatives suitable for more chemical transforma-
tions [293]. Heteroatom-bearing moieties covalently linked to the CNT sidewalls by
the diazonium route can further be used for the attachment of nanoparticles and
therefore for the synthesis of functional CNTassemblies. The covalent attachment of
N-N-diethylaninile groups, using the corresponding diazonium salt as coupling
agent, renders the SWCNTs sensitive toward protonation [294]. Furthermore, gold
particles with sizes of a few tens of nanometers deposited onto individual SWCNTs
have been found to locally enhance theRaman signals of the underlying nanotube. In
a related study, two types of nanoscale hybrid materials have been synthesized by
conjugating CdSe–ZnS quantum dots and gold nanoparticles to sidewall-functio-
nalized SWCNT templates and the photoluminescence properties of the hybrid
materials and the corresponding precursors have been investigated [295]. Phenyl
amine-derivatized SWCNTs with a very high functionalization degree have been
synthesized in a multistep procedure and used for the coupling of two types of
quantum dots. Diazonium-based anchor units can also be used for the directed self-
assembly of polyhistidine-tagged proteins [296]. Therefore, CNTs have covalently
been functionalized with 4-carboxybenze diazonium salts, rendering the SWCNTs
water-soluble. The acid moieties on the CNTs have been subsequently reacted
with Na,Na-bis(carboxymethyl)-L-lysine hydrate. The nirilotriacetic acid moiety of
the lysine linker has then been complexed with Ni2þ and used to specifically bind a
polyhistidine-tagged photosynthetic reaction center. This approach allows both
positional and orientation control over protein binding to carbon nanotubes.

Owing to their pronounced electron acceptor capacity, SWCNTs have been used in
sidewall-attached donor/acceptor assemblies. Herein, a tetraphenyl porphyrin
derivative, bearing an amino group, has been mounted on the sidewalls of SWCNTs
by the diazonium pathway. In this soluble donor–acceptor nanohybrid, fluorescence
of photoexcited porphyrin is effectively quenched through intramolecular electron
transfer process [297]. More significantly, these novel covalently modified SWCNTs
show superior optical limiting effects for nanosecond laser pulses. Sidewall-func-
tionalized CNT derivatives have been used as starting materials in coupling photo-
active anthracene moieties in Heck-type reactions [298], for the subsequent deriv-
atization with functional entities by �click� coupling reactions [299–301] or by
connecting porphyrins, fluorenes, and thiophenes with SWCNTs by Suszuki cou-
pling reactions [302]. Furthermore, by the diazonium pathway, sidewall-functiona-
lized SWCNT derivatives can also be used for the chemically assisted directed
assembly of carbon nanotubes on surfaces. Tour and coworkers have covalently
attached individualized SWCNTs to silicon surfaces via orthogonally functionalized
oligo(phenylene ethynylene) aryldiazonium salts [303, 304]. This represents the first
example for a support-bound SWCNT that does not require a CVD growth process.
Thereafter, Kagan and coworkers showed the possibility to chemically functionalize
SWCNTs through diazonium chemistry with hydroxamic acid end groups that both
render the SWCNTswater-soluble and discriminately bind theSWCNTto basicmetal
oxide surfaces [305]. Thismethod allows directed assembly into predefined positions
of oriented SWCNTs by confining the SWCNT derivatives to trenches of patterned
dielectric stacks.
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The directed sidewall functionalization by diazoniumchemistry has developed to a
frequently applied tool for the construction of CNT polymer composite materials.
Herein, the �grafting from� approach is widely used for the establishment of a direct
covalent linkage between the CNT framework and the surrounding polymer matrix,
resulting in enhanced mechanical properties of the composite material. A broad
variety of functional moieties, equipped with heteroatom functionalities for a subse-
quent in situ polymerization, have been coupled to SWCNT and MWCNTs by the
diazonium route in the last 4 years and the corresponding composite materials have
been thoroughly investigated according to their novel physical properties [306–312].

In a groundbreaking investigation, Strano et al. demonstrated for thefirst time that
the chemical sidewall functionalization of SWCNTs can be selective in terms of
metallic and semiconductingCNTs [313]. By a very detailedUV/Vis andRaman study,
they have been able to show that the diazonium-based SWCNT functionalization
reactions lead to a higher functionalization degree for metallic carbon nanotubes
compared to their semiconducting relatives. The mechanistical details of this
electronic type specific addition reaction and the structure-dependent reactivity of
semiconducting SWCNTs with benzenediazonium salts have been extensively
investigated by various spectroscopic methods [314–319]. The reaction of SWCNTs
with diazonium follows a two-step process [320]. An initial (n,m)-selective adsorption
step is followed by a covalent reaction step. The adsorption step is mediated by an
electron transfer from the nanotube to the diazonium molecule leading to an
intermediate aryl radical, while the covalent bond results in the localization of
electrons in its vicinity and the formation of an impurity state at the Fermi level.
Therefore, the type specific addition of diazonium compounds has been used in
separation approaches for semiconducting and metallic SWCNTs [321]. Strano and
coworkers applied this concept of electronic type selective addition of p-hydroxy-
benzene diazonium salts to enrich metallic and semiconducting fractions separately
using the induced differences in electrophoretic mobilities by electrophoresis [322].
Nakashima and coworkers applied long-chain carrying benzenediazonium salts,
which selectively react with metallic SWCNTs, generating soluble SWCNT deriva-
tives [323]. By solvent extraction of the reacted metallic SWCNTs, they were able to
separate the unreacted THF-insoluble SWCNTs, consisting mainly of semiconduct-
ing species. The type specific covalent attachment of amino-substituted phenyl
diazonium compounds can even be used for the construction of pH sensor devices.
The attached organicmoieties function as pH-dependent carrier scattering sites, as a
result ofwhich the resistance of themodifiedmetallic SWCNTs varies as a function of
pH. Meanwhile, because of all these facts and its versatility the diazonium-based
functionalization has become the most frequently used functionalization sequence
for CNT sidewall derivatization.

6.4.9
Sidewall Functionalization Through Electrophilic Addition

The first report on the derivatization of SWCNTs by electrophilic addition of
chloroform in the presence of AlCl3 was published in 2002 [324]. The hydrolysis
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of the labile intermediate yields hydroxyl group-terminated SWCNTs. These func-
tionalized SWCNTs can be used as starting material to graft polystyrene from the
surface via atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [325]. The ATRP initiators
have been attached to the SWCNTs by esterification of 2-chloropropyl chloride with
the surface-bound hydroxyl functionalities. Subsequent polymerization of styrene
yields styrene-grafted SWCNT composite materials. The concept of the Friedel–
Crafts-type electrophilic addition to SWCNTsidewalls has been generalized byWang
and coworkers who have developed a microwave-based functionalization sequence
that allows the use of a broad variety of alkyl halides for the CNTderivatization [326].
By this sequence, SWCNT derivatives simultaneously bearing alkyl and hydroxyl
substituents are accessible. The polyacylation of SWCNTs under Friedel–Crafts
conditions is possible by reacting an acylchloride in the presence of sodium chloride
and AlCl3 at high temperatures (Scheme 6.15) [327].

The acylated material (38) is highly soluble in organic solvents. The use of
perfluorinated acyl chlorides leads to perfluoroalkyl decorated SWCNTs with inter-
esting solubility characteristics in fluorocarbons. Polyphosphoric acid can also be
used as Friedel–Crafts catalyst. Sidewall acylation of MWCNTs with various 4-
substituted benzoic acid derivatives can be conducted by direct Friedel–Crafts
acylation in mild polyphosphoric acid/phosphorous pentoxide [328]. The resultant
functionalized MWCNTs form bundles with average diameters of 40–70 nm, de-
pending on the polarity of the surface functionality introduced. The dispersibility and
thermal properties are also greatly influenced by the nature of the groups attached.
This reaction sequence can also be used for a one-pot purification and acylation of
SWCNTs [65].

6.4.10
Sidewall Functionalization Through Nucleophilic Addition

6.4.10.1 Carbon-Based Nucleophiles
Stabilized carbanions such as of organolithium compounds readily react with
SWCNTs through nucleophilic sidewall addition. The treatment of HiPCO SWCNTs
with sec-butyllithium leads to the nucleophilic addition of the alkyl chain and the
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Scheme 6.15 Friedel–Crafts polyacylation of SWCNTs.
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intermediate generation of exfoliated, negatively charged SWCNTs anions [329]. The
negatively charged nanotubes are separated from the bundles and stay in solution
due to mutual electrostatic repulsion between individual tubes, which is confirmed
by long-term solution homogeneity. These anionic charges can be used as initiators
for the subsequent polymerization of styrene or acrylates yielding covalently polymer
grafted SWCNT composite materials with homogeneous nanotube distribution in
the polystyrene matrix [329, 330]. Similar composite materials are obtained by the
initial treatment of MWCNTs with n-butyllithium followed by the reaction with
chlorinated polypropylene and chlorinated polystyrene [331, 332]. The corresponding
MWCNT–polymer composite material shows a substantial increase in mechanical
properties due to the covalent sidewall attachment of the polymer chains.

In a detailedmechanistical study, Hirsch and coworkers were able to show that the
SWCNTcarbanions (39) generated by the nucleophilc addition of t-butyllithium can
be easily reoxidized yielding alkylated SWCNTderivatives (40) (Scheme 6.16) [333].
XPS C 1s core-level spectra confirmed that the nucleophilic attack of the t-butyl
carbanions on the sidewalls of the SWCNTs leads to the generation of negatively
charged SWCNT derivatives.

The C 1s core level of the functionalized sample is located at a binding energy, that
is, by 2.6 eV higher than that of the starting material, which is explained by the
transfer of negative charge to the SWCNT accompanied by the formation of the
charged intermediates. Addition of oxygen yields SWCNTmaterial with a C 1s core
level position almost identical to that of the neutral startingmaterial, proving that the
negative charge is removed upon oxidation. This nucleophilic alkylation reoxidation
cycle could be repeated, and the functionalization degree increaseswith each cycle. In
addition, the covalently bound t-butyl group could be visualized by STM. At 4.7 K the
rotation about the C�C bond between the addend and the sidewall of the tubes is
frozen leading to a detectable threefold symmetry of the addend. According to the
results obtained by Raman spectroscopy, metallic SWCNTs show a preferential
reactivity toward the addition of carbon-based nucleophiles compared to semicon-
ducting SWCNTs. This selectivity can be explained by the presence of electronic
states close to the Fermi level characteristic for metallic but not for semiconducting
CNTs. In addition, further Raman investigations on the selectivity of the nucleophilic
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Scheme 6.16 Nucleophilic alkylation–reoxidation sequence for the direct sidewall
functionalization of SWCNTs.
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sidewall addition of organolithium and organomagnesium compounds confirmed
these observations and also revealed a clear diameter dependence for this kind of
addition reaction, where smaller diameter SWCNTs exhibit higher reactivity [334–
336]. Furthermore, the reactivity also depends on the steric demand of the addend as
the binding of the bulky t-butyl addend is less favorable than the addition of primary
alkyl groups [336]. The functionalization degree obtained by thenucleophilic addition
of organolithium compounds is in the range of 1 addend per 31 carbon atoms and
comparable to the data obtained by reductive alkylation. SWCNTanions generated by
the nucleophilic addition of organolithium compounds can also be used as a versatile
tool for the generation of higher functionalized SWCNTassemblies. The reaction of
SWCNTs with sec-butyllithium and the subsequent treatment with carbon dioxide
yields functionalized SWCNTs bearing simultaneously alkyl groups and carboxylic
acid functionalities, which can be used for further derivatization [337]. In an
alternative approach, hydroxyethylated SWCNT derivatives have been obtained by
treating HiPCO SWCNTs with sec-butyllithium and subsequently with epoxy eth-
ane [338]. The functionalization degree is in the range of 1 hydroxyl group per 31
carbon atoms according to TGA data, leading to water-dispersible SWCNTmaterial.
P�enicaud and coworkers intercepted the negatively charged SWCNTs andMWCNTs,
generated bymethyl lithium addition, by adding different alky and aryl halides [339].
This functionalization route combines the nucleophilc sidewall addition and the
reductive alkylation pathway yielding multifunctional CNT derivatives.

6.4.10.2 Nitrogen-Based Nucleophiles
The concept of nucleophilic sidewall addition can be extended to other substance
classes containing heteroatoms. Recently, it was shown that in situ generated n-
propylamide can covalently be attached to the sidewalls of HiPCO SWCNTs by a
direct nucleophilic addition reaction (Scheme 6.17) [340]. The reaction of n-propy-
lamine with n-butyllithium yields the corresponding amide, which attacks the
SWCNTs generating negatively charged SWCNT derivatives (41) that are subse-
quently reoxidized by air into the corresponding neutral amino-functionalized
SWCNT derivatives (42).

The reaction product exhibits a drastically improved solubility in organic solvents
andfirst concentration-dependent studies indicate that the functionalization degree is
directly related to the concentration of amide used for the functionalization sequence.

41

HN
nBuLi /

42

O2H2N

HN

HNHN

HN HN

HNHN

Scheme 6.17 Amidation sequence of SWNTs with lithium n-propylamide followed by reoxidation.
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6.5
Conclusions

The expansion of knowledge in the field of the chemical functionalization of carbon
nanotubes can be compared with the evolution of the universe. Soon after the big
bang – the discovery of carbon nanotubes – the nascent universe passed through a
phase of exponential expansion, the so-called cosmic inflation. For the past 5 years,
we are in a phase of knowledge expansion on carbon nanotube reactivity, which is
nicely reflected by an exponential increase in scientific articles published on the topic.
Especially, the technique of carbon nanotube defect functionalization hasmeanwhile
become a commonly used tool in the chemists� toolbox for the generation of
functional CNT architectures. On the basis of the simple introduction of carboxylic
acid functionalities and the subsequent coupling with amine or hydroxyl functio-
nalized moieties, the unique electronic and mechanical properties of carbon nano-
tubes can be merged with other substance classes. In addition, novel composite
materials can be generated exhibiting tailor-made properties for various applications
in the field of nanotechnology. Keeping in mind that carbon nanotubes are close
relatives of the unreactive sp2 p-system graphene, the multitude of direct sidewall
functionalization sequence explored in the past 5 years demonstrates that CNTs can
be understood as classical molecules, only a little bit bigger in size. Nevertheless, the
polydispersibility of this ultimate carbonmolecule is still a big obstacle that hampers
the entry of this new carbon allotrope in everyday life. Clearly, carbon nanotube
chemistry will play a fundamental role in preparing the ground for a carbon-based
nanotechnology future. So, newworlds out there are still waiting to be discovered and
our journey through the carbon-based universe has just started.
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7
Carbon-Based Nanomaterial Applications in Biomedicine
Prabhpreet Singh, Tatiana Da Ros, Kostas Kostarelos, Maurizio Prato, and Alberto Bianco

7.1
Introduction

Nanotechnology refers to structures in the 1–100 nm size in at least one dimension.
Usingnanotechnology, itmaybepossible toachieve improveddeliveryofpoorlywater-
soluble drugs, targeteddelivery of drugs in a cell- or tissue-specificmanner, codelivery
of two ormore drugs, visualization of sites of drug delivery by combining therapeutic
agentswith imagingmodalities, andmanymore [1]. Thedevelopmentofnanocarriers
for gene and drug delivery has become possible due to advances in nanotechnology.
Currently, liposomes are used clinically as drug carriers while polymermicelles, and
silica nanoparticles are potential carriers under development [2]. Indeed, there is
continuous demand for novel delivery systems that are capable of protecting, trans-
porting,andreleasingactivemolecules (i.e.,drugs,antigens,antibodies,nucleicacids)
to specific sites of action [3–8]. This is of fundamental importance, particularly, in
cancer therapy. Carbon nanomaterial can be considered as novel and innovative tools
in the development of alternative methodologies for the delivery of therapeutic
molecules [9]. This chapter will describe the structural characteristics and potential
of carbon nanomaterials, including carbon nanotubes (CNTs), nanohorns (CNHs),
and nanodiamonds (NDs) in biomedicine.

7.2
Carbon Nanotubes

7.2.1
Structures, Characteristics, and Derivatization of Carbon Nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes resemble graphene sheets rolled up to form cylinders, with
different characteristics and peculiarities depending on the number of concentric
cylinders and on the rolling up angle [10]. The main distinction among single-,
double- and multiwalled carbon nanotubes, SWCNTs, DWCNTs, and MWCNTs,
respectively, is the presence of different rolling curvatures, which confer the metallic
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or semiconductor characteristics to the tubes (Figure 7.1, left). These objects are
almost monodimensional, presenting diameters in the order of nanometers and
lengths up to several microns. Improvements in CNT production are still under
development, since till date every methodology has disadvantages, mainly repre-
sented by the presence of metallic nanoparticles and carbonaceous impurities in the
production soot. The induction of selective chirality of CNTs is still far from being
reached, the control of the rolling up angle has still not been obtained, and the
separation ofmetallic or semiconductingCNTs is difficult and imprecise. The control
of length and diameter, although better, is still not achieved as well.

The possibility of applications is wide, spanning in various fields of science from
electronics to medicine. In some cases CNTs can be used as produced (pristine
CNTs), but often a derivatization is necessary, especially to improve their manipula-
tions and solubility characteristics.

From the reactivity point of view, it is possible to distinguish two different parts: the
tip and the sidewall (Figure 7.1, right). The former resembles the fullerene hemi-
sphere in curvature and reactivity, while the latter presents a monodirectional
distortion from planarity and is much less reactive than the tip, due to lower strain
energy [11].

The chemistry of CNTs is evolving quite rapidly and different approaches have
been realized since the initial studies on their chemical modification. It is possible to
distinguish three main methodologies: (a) the supramolecular derivatization, (b) the
covalent functionalization, and (c) the filling of the internal cavities of the tubes
themselves [12–14]. The first two methodologies are applied on the external CNT
surface and can change some characteristics such as conductivity or solubility. The
latter is quite interesting for producing CNT-based reservoirs, but is not effective in
assisting the solubilization. Solubility is really poor in all the solvents for pristine
CNTs that form tight bundles difficult to disperse. Considering that many properties
are typical for individual CNTs and can be attenuated in the presence of ropes, the
importance of good dispersions or solution appears to be fundamental not only for
biological purposes but also in the materials chemistry.

The supramolecular approach (Scheme 7.1) exerts great importance when CNT
use is related to the preservation of the intact aromatic structure, as in the case of
metallic CNTs, where the introduction of defects on the carbon surface diminished
their intrinsic capability of conducting electrons. Carbon nanotubes interact com-
monly with polymers and biopolymers. Poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctoxy-p-

Tip

sidewall

Figure 7.1 (Left) Frontal vision of SWCNT, DWCNT, and MWCNT; (right) CNT schematic
representation, with tip and sidewall.
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phenylene vinylene) was the first to show stable p–p interactions with MWNTs [15].
Nakashima et al. reported the favorable interaction to CNTs of aromatic compounds
such as pyrene, properly functionalized with a positive charge to induce water
solubility [16, 17].

The covalent functionalization approach can be performed using two different
methodologies: (i) amidation and esterification of oxidized SWCNTs; and (ii) sidewall
functionalization [12–14, 18, 19];

i. Amidation and esterification of oxidized SWCNTs: The treatment with strong
oxidizing acids and sonication modifies CNT surface with the introduction of
carboxylic, carbonyl, and hydroxyl functions. The tips are removed and the
opening of the tubes leads to the purification frommetallic nanoparticles during
this process. The carboxylic acids, which are the main type of the induced
functionalizations, can be activated by thionyl or oxalyl chloride or in milder
conditions, and then allowed to react with alcohols or amines (Scheme 7.2).

ii. Sidewall functionalization of SWCNTs: Many different methods have been
proposed and developed for the sidewall derivatization of CNTs. Fluorination,
radical, electrophilic, and nucleophilic additions, together with cycloaddition
reactions have been widely used, obtaining a good variety of sidewall
functionalities (Scheme 7.3).

7.2.2
Biological Applications of CNTs

Many applications of CNTs in medicine and related fields are envisaged and many
research groups are involved in these efforts today.Oneof themajor driving forces for
biomedical exploration is the CNTcapability to penetrate into cells. It is necessary to
underline that apparently contradictory results can be reported, mainly because the
structural differences among the studiedmaterials are enormous. For example, some
macroscopic differences, such as the use of SWCNTs or MWCNTs, type of surface
modification, and degree of bundling, need to be reported. However often diameter

Scheme 7.1 Supramolecular complexation of CNTs by means of (bio)polymers and aromatic
compounds.
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COOH

COOH
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COOH
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Scheme 7.2 Oxidation and covalent functionalization of CNTs.
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and length values are neglected and, when reported, they represent an estimated
average. The following sections report the representative examples of biological
knowledge generated today according to the field of application and not taking into
account the different CNTmaterials used.

7.2.2.1 Cell Penetration
It has already been accepted that CNTs can easily translocate into a wide range of
cells [20]. The possible mechanisms of this process are phagocytosis, endocytosis, or
membrane piercing, and the differences between the used CNT materials are
probably due to the different surface coatings on the CNT backbone. Endocytosis
has been reported forDNA–CNTcomplexes byKam et al. [21, 22] andHeller et al. [23],
while the membrane piercing [20] has been suggested for block copolymer-coated
noncovalently functionalized MWCNTs [24] and oxidized, water-soluble CNTs [25].

Liu et al. investigated the possibility for carbon nanotubes to penetrate the cell wall
and cell membrane of intact plant cells (BY-2 cells), using oxidized SWCNTs
noncovalently labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (Ox-SWCNT/FITC) or pristine
SWCNT complexed with FITC-labeled ssDNA (SWCNT/ssDNA). In both cases the

Cycloaddition

N
R

R'
OR

OMeOOC N
N

NO2
RN

O R

F

F

Cl
Cl N

COOR
R

R

R

Addition (radical,
reductive alkylation or arylation, 

direct arylation)

Scheme 7.3 Sidewall derivatization of CNTs.
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results were really encouraging; in fact the CNTs enter cells without toxicity. Cells
preserved their morphology, cytoplasmic fluidity, and proliferation rate, and, inter-
estingly the ssDNA delivered alone was not founded in the BY-2 cells. The distri-
bution in the cells is different: the Ox-SWCNT/FITC concentrated in the vacuoles
while the SWCNT/ssDNA was seen in the cytoplasmic strands. The internalization
was time- and temperature dependent, suggesting the involvement of endocytosis
that in plant cells is blocked by decrease in the temperature [26].

7.2.2.2 Drug Delivery
As already mentioned, the possibility to fill the internal cavity of CNTs represents a
new approach to create drug reservoirs. Hampel et al. explored this field using
carboplatin as a filling drug [27]. They used oxidized MWCNTs with different
diameters (ranging from10 to 30 nm) and lengths (10–30 mm). The oxidation process
was performed for opening the tubes. The incorporation seems to be dependent on
the temperature. With different techniques (such as X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy) the authors confirmed the drug retention into CNTs, although also traces of
external deposition of carboplatin were found. The biological tests performed on
bladder cancer cells found that the incubation with carboplatin-MWCNTs inhibits
cell growth, while MWCNTs alone do not exert any effects.

A novel strategy to functionalize carbon nanotubes with two different molecules
using the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azomethine ylides was presented by Pastorin
et al., who covalently linkedmethotrexate andFITCtoMWCNTs (Figure 7.2, left). The
penetration of this new derivative was studied by epifluorescence and confocal
microscopy on human Jurkat T lymphocytes, demonstrating a fast accumulation in
the cytoplasm [28].

McDevitt et al. prepared CNTderivatives bearing at the same time tumor-specific
monoclonal antibodies, radiometal-ion chelates, or fluorescent probes. Water-
soluble compounds, obtained by dipolar cycloaddition were treated with DOTA-NCS
and LC-SMCC, and then 111In was chelated (Figure 7.2, right). The conjugates were
studied in vitro by flow cytometry and cell-based immunoreactivity assays were
performed, while biodistribution was studied in vivo in mice with xenografted
lymphoma [29].
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Figure 7.2 Molecular structures of bifunctional CNT derivatives.
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SWCNTs coated with modified phospholipids (PL-PEG-NH2) allowed to link a
platinum(IV) derivative through the amine residue to one of axial Pt ligands [30]. This
molecule itself is almost nontoxic to testicular cancer cells, but becomes significantly
cytotoxic when attached to the surface of amine-functionalized soluble SWCNTs.
This is due to the fact that the presence of CNTs induces the prodrug cellular uptake,
which takes place and confines the complex into endosomes, where the pH is lower
than in the cell incubation medium. The acid environment facilitates the reduction
from Pt(IV) to Pt(II) and the release of active cisplatin, with loss of axial ligands
(Figure 7.3).

More recently the same authors described a new complex in which one platinum
axial ligand is linked to folic acid, as targeting moiety (Figure 7.4, left) [31]. The
preparation of high molecular weight complexes should also increase the blood
circulation time. They investigated Folate Receptor-positive [FR(þ )] human
choriocarcinoma (JAR) and human nasopharyngeal carcinoma (KB) cell lines, using
as negative control FR-negative [FR(�)] testicular carcinoma cells (NTera-2),
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Figure 7.3 Cisplatin release mechanism.
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demonstrating that FR(þ ) cells are more affected. Moreover, the so-prepared
prodrug resulted to be much more active than cisplatin itself, forming, after
intracellular reduction, cisplatin 1,2-d(GpG) intrastrand cross-links with nuclear
DNA.

It has been recently demonstrated that doxorubicin adsorbed on MWCNTsurface
(Figure 7.4, right) by means of p–p interaction results to be more efficient than the
free one, probably because of ameliorate delivery into cells [32].

7.2.2.3 Gene Delivery
One of the first approaches toward genetic material delivery was performed by Lu
et al. who complexed RNA polymer poly(rU) to SWCNTs by nonspecific interac-
tions [33]. The translocation across MCF7 breast cancer cells took place and the
genetic material was found across the cellular and the nuclear membranes.

Covalent derivatized SWCNTs, obtained by amidation of the nanotube carboxylic
groups with a chain presenting a terminal ammonium group, were studied as
telomerase reverse transcriptase small interfering RNA (TERT-siRNA) delivery
system into cells [34]. The effect was assessed taking into account the proliferation
and the growth of tumor cells (Lewis lung cancer cells and HeLa cells), both in vitro
and in vivo. So the silencing of the targeted gene is the evidence of a good intracellular
delivery of siRNA, which is locally released from nanotubes and can induce its effect.

Dai and coworkers delivered siRNA to human T cells and peripheral blood
mononuclear cells. In this case SWCNTs were again coated with PL-PEG-NH2.
Differences in efficacy were found to depend on functionalization and degree of
hydrophilicity, related to the length of the introduced PEG chain in the PL-PEG
construct [35]. Short SWCNTs, noncovalently functionalized with PL-PEG, were
used. In this case a cleavable bond was introduced, linking by disulfide bond the PL-
PEG unit and the delivering siRNA [36]. The siRNA functionality obtained in this
model resulted to be more potent than lipofectamine used as control transfection
agent.

Oxidized SWCNTs, bearing positive charges able to interact with fluorescein-
labeled dsDNA (dsDNA-FAM), were also coated with folic acid modified phospho-
lipids (PL-PEG-NH2), by wrapping the alkyl chains (Figure 7.5). Themultifunctional
system was selectively uptaken by tumor cells, in which folic receptors are over-
expressed, driving the oligonucleotide into cells, as demonstrated by fluorescence
imaging [37].

SWCNTs were utilized as carriers for ssDNA probe into cells, demonstrating an
increased resistance of the oligonucleotides toward nuclease digestion. In fact the
ssDNA is protected from enzymatic cleavage and interference from nucleic acid
binding proteins, still exerting its function of targeting mRNA [38]. This increases
the potentiality of CNTs as oligonucleotide vectors, as already hypothesized by
Kateb et al. [24]. They studied the possibility of using CNTs as DNA or RNA
delivery systems in brain tumors, thus demonstrating the ability of microglia to
efficiently internalize MWCNTs coated with Pluronic F108 as compared to glioma
cells.
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Figure 7.5 CNT-based multifunctional DNA delivery system.

7.2.2.4 Other Anticancer Approaches
Thepotential of CNTs as a geneticmaterial delivery system is great, with application in
gene therapy, considering the general biocompatibility of CNTs themselves. As
mentioned already, nanotubes easily bind macromolecules, such as nucleic acids.
Li etal. foundthatoxidizedSWCNTscaninhibitDNAduplexassociation [39].Moreover
it has been demonstrated that they selectively induce human telomeric i-motif DNA
formation,binding to the50-endmajorgrooveanddirectly stabilizing thechargedCCþ

base pairs. These findings can be utilized in designing new compounds for cancer
therapy, where themodulation of human telomeric DNAcan play a fundamental role,
although the biological effects of i-motif structure induction is not yet clear.

Apolyadenylic acid [poly(rA)] tail is present in eukaryotic cells and human poly(rA)
polymerase (PAP) and can be considered a tumor-specific target, and compounds
interfering with this structure have interesting potential in the therapy. Zhao et al.
studied oxidized SWCNTs and reported that CNTs induce single-stranded poly(rA) to
self-structure into duplex but the mechanism is not understood and should involve
the characteristics of the oxidized CNTs considering that amino-derivatized
SWCNTs, surprisingly, do not induce self-structuation [40].

Antitumor immunotherapy is actually not very effective. In the past, Pantarotto
et al. [41] have found that viral peptides conjugated to CNTs can improve the
antipeptide immune response. Meng et al. follow this paved way to improve
immunotherapy. Tumor lysate protein, readily obtainable from most solid tumors,
has been linked to MWCNTs (Figure 7.6) and administered as a possible tumor-cell
vaccine in a mouse model bearing the H22 liver cancer, with positive effects on the
cure rate and cellular antitumor immune reaction [42].

Phospholipid–polyethylene glycol chains linked to a folic acid residue were linked
by means of hydrophobic interactions to CNTs. The presence of folate should drive
toward a selective uptake of the complex into cells overexpressing folate receptors, as
it happens in some cancer cells (Scheme 7.4). After internalization, cell death was
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Scheme 7.4 Selective internalization of CNT-folic acid conjugates in folate receptor positive cells.
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induced irradiating with near-infrared (NIR) light. This action proved to be selective
because the presence of CNTs in cells increases the temperature, thereby inducing
thermal ablation when irradiated [21].

Analogously, CNTs bearing two specific monoclonal antibodies (insulin-like
growth factor 1 receptor, IGF1R and human endothelial receptor 2, HER2), prepared
by supramolecular approach with properly functionalized pyrene units, have been
used to kill breast cancer cells with NIR irradiation [43]. The main problem of near
infrared irradiation application is due to its poor tissue penetration capacity, which
allows the treatment of only superficial cancer lesions. Radiofrequency waves, on the
contrary, penetrate more into tissues, and their interaction with internalized CNTs
produces an increase in temperature of cells, thereby inducing cell death. Gannon
et al. proposed the use of these waves, but in the reported case the limitation is due to
the direct injection into tumor of SWCNT coated with polyphenylene-ethynylene
polymer [44].

Another atypical approach to cancer treatment is related to angiogenesis. In
fact, its inhibition by interfering in the growth factor balance can obstacle the
insurgence of diseases, among which tumors can be mentioned. A good model to
study angiogenesis is the chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM). A study
performed by Murugesan et al. employed carbon materials (such as CNT,
fullerene, and graphite) to test their capability to inhibit FGF2- or VEGF-induced
vessel formation in the CAMmodel. All the materials showed significant effects in
the induced angiogenesis, acting more efficiently in comparison to VEGF, while
they did not exert any effect on the basal process in absence of the already-
mentioned growth factors. The mechanism involved in this process is not yet
clarified but it is clear that this antiangiogenic action could be exploited in cancer
treatment [45].

7.2.2.5 Neuron Interactions with CNTs
Few years ago, Lovat et al. reported the possibility of improving the neural signal
transfer by growing neuronal circuits on CNTsubstrates, relating this activity to the
high electrical conductivity of CNTs [46]. Later on, the same authors developed an
integrated SWCNT–neuron system to test whether electrical stimulation delivered
via SWCNTs can induce neuronal signaling. The patch clamped hippocampal cells,
cultured on SWCNT substrates, have shown that they can be stimulated via the
SWCNT layers. Any resistive coupling between biomembranes and SWCNTs was
qualitatively distinguishable from a coupling between SWCNTs and the patch pipette
through the patchseal path to ground [47]. Using single-cell electrophysiology
techniques, electron microscopy analysis, and theoretical modeling, the same
authors demonstrated that CNTs enhance the responsiveness of neurons, due to
the formation of tight contacts between CNTs and the cell membranes. These could
favor electrical shortcuts between the proximal and distal compartments of the
neuron [48].

While in the already mentioned works, the CNTs were deposed on glass cover-
slips for growing cells, a different approach has been used by Keefer et al. using
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CNTs to electrochemically coat tungsten and stainless steel wire electrodes. This
treatment led to an increase in recording and electrical stimulation of neuronal
cultures [49]. Kotov and coworkers also prepared a layer-by-layer composite with
SWCNTs and laminin, an essential glycoprotein of human extracellularmatrix. The
use of this surface for cellular culture induced neural stem cells (NSC) differen-
tiation and the creation of functional neural network. Also in this case, the
application of current through CNTs stimulated the action potentials [50]. Carbon
nanotubes have also been arranged in vertical alignment to the gate insulator of an
ion-sensitive field-effect transistor to act as electrical interfaces to neurons, to study
the interactions with them, and an enhance efficiency has been recorded in
neuronal electrical activity [51].

Water-soluble SWCNTs grafted to polyethylene glycol have been used in the
culturing medium for neural growth. These derivatives demonstrated their ability
to block the stimulated membrane endocytosis in neurons and this could justify the
evidenced extended neurite length [52], while MWCNTs coated with Pluronic F127
(PF127) injected inmouse cerebral cortex do not induce degeneration of the neurons
close to the injection site, while PF127 itself can induce apoptosis of mouse primary
cortical neurons, implying that the presence of MWCNTs inhibits PF127-induced
apoptosis [53].

All these successful works performed on neuronal growth and stimulation led to
the hope of using CNTs asmaterial for the reconstruction of neural injured tissues in
the near future, paving the way for an application in spinal cord disease resolution
and neurodegeneration restoration.

7.2.2.6 Antioxidant Properties of CNTs
CNTs, when instilled in lungs, induced inflammatory and fibrotic response, which
was supposed to be due to oxidative stress derived from free radicals, although no
real evidence of ROS generation fromCNTs was observed. Moreover Fenoglio et al.
reported that MWCNTs do not generate oxygen or carbon-based free radicals in the
presence of H2O2 or formate, respectively, but, on the contrary, when radicals were
induced, CNTs act as radical scavengers [54]. Very recently the antioxidant
properties of CNTs have been reported by Tour and coworkers. SWCNTs and
ultrashort SWCNTs (US-SWCNTs) were derivatized with butylated hydroxytoluene
(BHT), using two different approaches as covalent attachment of triazene to the
sidewalls of pluronic-wrapped SWCNT or amidation of carboxylic residues in
the case of US-SWCNT derivatives. The oxygen radical scavenging ability of
the different compounds has been evaluated leading to really interesting
results, although the different compounds react differently. In the first case, the
pluronic-coated SWCNTs were more efficient than the corresponding BHT-
derivatives, while in the case of oxidized US-SWCNTs, higher the loading of BHT
residues, better was the antioxidant activity. This new finding paves way for
SWCNT application as novel medical therapeutics in the antioxidant field [55].
However, it is necessary to remember that a recent report presents contradictory
results indicating MWCNT toxicity in A549 cells, which can be reduced by
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pretreatment with antioxidants to decrease ROS production and interleukin-8
gene expression [56].

7.2.2.7 Imaging using Carbon Nanotubes
SWCNTs are endowed of fluorescent properties that can be exploited in in vitro and in
vivo imaging, and that have been used to determine the uptake of nanotubes in
macrophages [57], the CNT elimination in rabbits [58], and their toxicity in fruitfly
larvae [59]. This surprising use of CNTs for imaging purposes is only possible when
some properties of the nanotubes are preserved, that is, at least 100 nm of the tubes
must be unmodified and the CNTs should not be in bundles, conditions in which the
fluorescence is quenched.

More recently Welsher et al. used semiconducting SWCNTs wrapped with poly-
ethyleneglycol as near-infrared fluorescent tags. The polyethylene glycol was conju-
gated to antibodies for the selective recognition for CD20 cell surface receptor on B-
cells or for HER2/neu positive breast cancer cells. The intrinsic NIR photolumines-
cence allowed the detection of the binding to the cells, in spite of the presence of a low
autofluorescence in different cells [60].

MRI is another important imaging techniqueused inmedicine.After the discovery
of the great performances of Gd@C60, Gd@C82 and their derivatives as contrast
agents [61–63], the evolution toward the analogous use of CNT has been done by
Wilson and coworkers (Figure 7.7, left) [64]. The tubes, shortened by fluorination
down to 20–80 nm, were loaded with GdCl3. The obtained results demonstrated that
these CNTs have a relaxivity (r1) 40 times greater than any current Gd3þ ion-based
clinical agents. The aggregation, that in the case of fullerene endohedrals can vary the
relaxivity, does not affect this parameter in the case of CNTs. However, more soluble
compounds have been prepared by Ashcroft et al. [65]. The same authors demon-
strated the stability of gadonanotubes in buffers, serum, at variation of pH and
temperature. Moreover they discovered a great dependence of r1 on the pH, with
ultrasensitivity in a range of pH 7.0–7.4. This suggests the possibility of using the
gadonanotubes for the early detection of cancer cells in which the pH can dramat-
ically decrease [66].

Gd3+ Gd3+ Gd3+ Gd3+ Gd3+

Gd3+ Gd3+ Gd3+ Gd3+ Gd3+

= Gd3+

Figure 7.7 Different CNT derivatives bearing gadolinium.
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A novel study on the biodistribution and the effect of SWCNTs (raw and
superpurified, raw-SWCNT and SP-SWCNT, respectively) after in vivo exposure
has been recently reported. The combination of 3He and 1Hmagnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) was used in a rat model. Hyperpolarized gases such as 3He acting
as a contrast agent diffuses rapidly in lungs, permitting the determination of
ventilated airways and alveolar spaces. The presence of metal impurity in the raw-
SWCNTs was sufficient to induce a drop in magnetic field homogeneity detected in
3He MRI, while no significant variation was observed after SP-SWCNT
exposition [67].

Proton MRI was used to follow raw-SWCNTs after intravenous injection, finding
them in spleen and kidneys. The absence of metal nanoparticles in the SP-SWCNT
excluded signalmodifications.When this techniquewas used to determine the fate of
CNTafter pulmonary instillation, no signal changes in liver, spleen, and kidney were
detected, implying the absence of systemic circulation of CNTs after inhalation. This
resultwas also confirmedbyhistological analysis, establishing the possibility of using
noninvasive methodology to detect CNT presence, if associated with a proper iron
impurity concentration.

A different approach has been reported by Richard et al. The authors, instead of
filling the CNTs with the Gd derivative, used an amphiphilic gadolinium(III) chelate,
absorbed onMWCNTexternal surface, in different concentrations (Figure 7.7, right).
The obtained suspension resulted to be stable and r1 was measured in different
conditions, finding a dependence on the Gd-chelate concentration. On the contrary,
the transversal water proton relaxivity (T2) was independent from Gd concentration
and frequency [68].

7.2.2.8 Various Applications of Carbon Nanotubes
CNTs are incredible sorbent materials for different compounds due to their
large surface areas (BET value is about �600m2/g, depending on the CNT types
taken into account). They have been already used as contaminant remover
for water pollution in laboratory experiments [69, 70] and also for dioxin [71].
Chen et al. studied the sorption of americium and thorium on CNT surface,
their kinetics and pH dependence [72, 73] but different efficiency probably
due to different pretreatment of CNTs, found by other authors [74], and the
possibility to use this new form of carbon in nuclear waste management cannot
be excluded.

CNTs, both single- and multiwalled, were also used to capture bacteria, as
Streptococcus mutans. The simple mixture of CNT bundles with bacteria leads to
the formation of a precipitate, which shows bacterial adhesion to nanotubes, that
depends on the CNT diameters [75].

7.2.3
Carbon Nanotube Toxicity

A big debate and many concerns about CNT toxicity arouse some years ago and up
to now the information are fragmentary and apparently contradictory. Actually it is
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rather difficult to stigmatize definitive assumptions, considering that the performed
studies cover a wide spectrum of derivatives presenting different characteristics. In
general it is possible to affirm that toxicity decreases proportionally to the increase
in dispersion and/or solubility degree, but it is necessary to go much further in this
field [76]. A systematic study on the effect of structural defects of the MWCNT
carbon cages on lung toxicity has been performed by Fenoglio et al., who examined
CNTs (i) with introduced structural defects, (ii) with reduced oxygenated carbon
functionalities and metallic oxides, (iii) in a purified annealed sample, and (iv) in
metal-deprived carbon framework with introduced structural defects [77]. The
hydroxyl radical scavenging activities of modified CNTs were studied by EPR
demonstrating that the original groundmaterial exhibited an activity toward hydroxyl
radicals, which disappeared in the purified annealed sample, but was detected again
in metal-deprived carbon framework with introduced structural defects. In vitro
experiments on rat lung epithelial cells were performed to assess the genotoxic
potential of the different CNT preparations. Acute pulmonary toxicity and the
genotoxicity of CNTs were reduced upon heating but restored upon grinding,
indicating that the intrinsic toxicity of CNTs is mainly mediated by the presence
of defective sites in their carbon framework [78]. The scavenging activity is related to
the presence of defects and seems to go paired with the genotoxic and inflammatory
potential of CNT.

Tabet et al. used dispersions of MWCNT in dipalmitoyl lecithin, ethanol, and
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), to study the CNT toxicity on human epithelial cell
line A549. The presence of PBS induces agglomerate formation on top of the cells,
but in all casesMWCNTs decrease the cellularmetabolismwithout permeabilization
of the cell membrane or apoptosis, while asbestos fibers penetrate into the cells and
increase apoptosis [79]. Wick et al. investigated CNTs with different agglomeration
degrees to determine their cytotoxicity on humanMSTO-211H cells. Well-dispersed
CNTs (obtained by using polyoxyethylene sorbitan monooleate) were less toxic than
asbestos, and rope-like agglomerates induced higher cytotoxic effects than asbestos
fibers [80].

Recently Guo et al. reported the modification of MWCNTs with glucosamine
and decylamine by c-ray irradiation (g-MWCNT and d-MWCNT), and they used
these derivatives to perform cytotoxiticy test on Tetrahymena pyriformis. The
decylamine derivative exhibits a dose-dependent grown inhibition, attributed to
the amine toxicity, driven into cells by the nanotubes. The comparison between
purified MWCNTs and g-MWCNTs demonstrated growth stimulation by the
latter. It seems that the hydrophilic compound is able to complex peptone,
present in the medium, and to transfer it into cells. This means that any
nonspecific interaction between CNTs and components of the culture medium
must be considered in evaluating the cytotoxicity of CNTs [81]. Considering that
almost nothing is known about CNT impact on natural ecosystems, the ciliated
protozoan Tetrahymena thermophila has been also studied because of its role in the
regulation of microbial populations through the ingestion and digestion of
bacteria. It is, in fact, an important organism in wastewater treatment and,
moreover an indicator of sewage effluent quality. SWCNTs have been found in
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these microorganisms, inducing protozoa aggregations with a consequent in-
ability to interact with bacteria [82].

Salmonella typhimurium and Escherichia coli strains were used to perform muta-
genicity test with MWCNTs. Themutagenic activity did not appear, even in presence
of the metabolic activators [83].

Different tests devoted to establish the genotoxic potential of MWCNTs has
been performed both in vivo in rats and in vitro on rat lung epithelial cells or
human epithelial cells. Three days after carbon nanotube intratracheal admin-
istration, type II pneumocytes present micronuclei with a dose-dependent
increase. The same behavior was reported for the in vitro experiments, proving
the possibility of MWCNTs to induce clastogenic and aneugenic events (respec-
tively increase the rate of genetic mutation due to DNA breaks and loss or gain of
whole chromosomes) [84]. Often the clastogenicity is related to ROS generation
and the possible presence of metallic nanoparticles (Fe or Co) would justify this
action, but the MWCNT antioxidant behavior (see also Section 7.2.2.6) suggests
different pathways and indicates the necessity to explore these systems more in
details.

7.3
Carbon Nanohorns

7.3.1
Structure, Characteristics and Functionalization of SWCNHs

Single-walled carbon nanohorns (SWCNHs) were first observed by Iijima in 1999,
during CO2 laser ablation of graphite at room temperature without a metal
catalyst [85]. SWCNHs are spherical aggregates (diameter 80–100 nm) of graphitic
tubes (Figure 7.8). These tubular structures mainly consist of tubes that have closed

Figure 7.8 Transmission electron microscopy photograph of pristine SWCNH.
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ends with cone shaped caps (horns) with an average cone angle of 120�. Each
individual tube has a diameter of 2–3 nm and an average length in the range of
30–50 nm [85].

Due to their peculiar geometry, reminiscent of a sponge, carbon nanohorns can be
exploited for their capacity to adsorb most types of molecules [86]. Single-walled
carbon nanohorns are very little soluble in organic solvents and basically insoluble in
aqueous solution. A prerequisite for biomedical application is the increase in the
solubility of such material. So, it has to be stressed that functionalization of carbon
nanohorns is obligatory for rendering this material biocompatible. Indeed, carbon
nanohorns behave like carbon nanotubes and can be dispersed or solubilized into
physiological or water solutions, provided they are modified at their surface with
suitable functional groups. Contrary to carbon nanotube, the reactionwith SWCNHs
proceeds well due to better dispersion of nanohorns in the examined solvents
because the presence of rough surface structures of nanohorn aggregates prohibits
the increase in the aggregate–aggregate contact area, leading to their weak interac-
tions via van der Waals forces.

SWCNHs were fluorinated using elemental fluorine in the temperature range
of 303–473K without destroying the nanohorns [87]. The nature of C�F bonds in
F-SWCNHs changed from semiionic to covalent with an increase in the fluorination
temperature. After fluorination at 473K, several nanoscale windows were produced
on the walls of SWCNHs. Tagmatarchis et al. reported organic covalent functio-
nalization on the sidewalls of SWCNHs, via the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of
azomethine ylides generated in situ upon thermal condensation of different
aldehydes and a-aminoacids (Figure 7.9). The functionalized nanohorns (1–2)
were soluble in several organic solvents and were characterized by NMR, UV/
Vis-NIR, IR, TEM, and EDX spectroscopy [88]. Prato and coworkers also reported
similar 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azomethine ylides on SWCNH. Functionalized
nanohorns (1 and 3) were soluble in DMF, chloroform, and dichloromethane but
insoluble in THF, diethyl ether, and methanol [89]. Tagmatarchis and coworkers
also reported the functionalization procedure of SWCNH that is based on the
opening of their conical and highly strained end on treatment with molecular O2 at
550 �C. The as-generated carboxylic groups terminated nanohorns, converted to the
corresponding acyl chlorides, and reacted with a variety of amines, alcohols, and
thiols, possesses short and long hydrophobic alkyl chains, polar oligoethylene
units, aromatic chromophores such as pyrene or anthracene groups to give
corresponding SWCNH-based amide (4), ester (5), and thioester (6) material [90].
Recently they also reported covalent functionalization of SWCNHs utilizing in situ
generated aryl diazonium compounds. Due to grafting of aryl moieties on the
skeleton of SWCNH (7), the solubility is significantly enhanced. Water-soluble
cationic aryl ammonium functionalized SWCNHs are expected to be useful in
biotechnological applications such as drugs and gene delivery systems [91]. Re-
cently, we also reported the organic functionalization of CNHs by direct addition of
diamine moiety to pristine CNHs that can be further modified with fluorescent
probe (8). The resulting functionalized SWCNHs were biocompatible and were
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evaluated on the basis of their capacity to be integrated into a cellular system [92]. In
a noncovalent modification approach, amphiphillic agents (i.e., molecules having
both hydrophobic and hydrophilic moieties) have been used as surfactants to
improve the solubility of the SWCNHs.

7.3.2
Biomedical Applications of Carbon Nanohorns

SWCNHs, with their unique flower-like structure, are promising substrates for
supporting materials for drug delivery systems and radiographic contrast agents.
Although SWCNHs is one of the most attractive nanomaterials, their biomedical
applications have not been satisfactorily achieved [93].
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7.3.2.1 Carbon Nanohorn as Potent Laser Therapeutic Agent
Dai et al. [36] have described a new cancer therapy, which utilizes carbon nanoma-
terial, Fe/Co graphitic cell nanocrystal, and near-infrared laser irradiation. Biological
systems are transparent to the NIR light region (700–1100 nm) [21]. Carbon nano-
material, when exposed to NIR radiation shows NIR-laser driven exothermy because
optically stimulated electronic excitation of SWCNHs is transferred rapidly to
molecular vibration energies causing heating in a similar way to photoinduced
CNTs. For selective elimination of microorganisms, molecular recognition element
(MRE) [wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) for S. Cerevisiae and antilipopolysaccharide
core antibody (LPS core) for E. coli], noncovalently linked to SWCNHs, has recently
been synthesized and studied by Miyako et al. [94]. They used SWCNH-COOH
functionalized noncovalently with polyethyleneglycol carbamyl diasteroyl phospha-
tidiylethanol amine (PEG-PL) complex to attach noncovalently, respectiveMREunits.
The MRE-PEG-PL-CNH complex binds specifically to microbial surface and after
irradiation of CNH–microbe complex usingNIR laser,microbial cells were destroyed
due to NIR laser-triggered exothermy of the CNH complexes. Similarly, for removal
of virus, they reported a complex containing T7 tag antibody noncovalently linked
with SWCNH-PEG-PL. This complex binds with the model T7 bacteriophage virus
and on interaction with NIR light, the T7 phage capsid protein becomes thermally
denatured due to the photo-exthermocity of the NIR laser driven CNH complex
(Figure 7.10) [95]. Recently, Zhang et al. reported Zinc phthalocyanine-oxidized
SWCNH-bovine serum albumine (ZnPC-oxSWCNH-BSA) hybrid molecule-based
cancer phototherapy system that uses a single laser. In this system, ZnPc acts as
photodynamic therapy (PDT) agent and SWCNHox as the photohyperthermia (PHT)
agent. When ZnPC-oxSWCNH-BSA complex was injected into tumors that were
subcutaneously transplanted into mice, subsequent 670 nm laser irradiation caused
the tumor to disappear, whereas on injecting either ZnPc or SWCNHox–BSA, the
tumor continued to grow [96].

7.3.2.2 Carbon Nanohorn for Drug Delivery
SWCNHs with a diameter of 80–100 nm are particularly suitable as drug carriers to
the tumor tissue because their size fulfils the condition for achieving the enhanced
permeability and retention (EPR) effect. They can permeate through the damaged
vessels in tumor tissue and remain there because of little lymphatic drainage. In
addition to an extensive surface area, carbon nanohorns have a high number of
interstices, which allow the adsorption of a large amount of guest molecules. As
single-walled carbon nanohorns have tubes at the end of spherical aggregates with
diameter 2–5 nm, holes can be generated at the tips of the tubes and can be exploited
to insert different therapeutic agents into their empty space. Finally, SWCNHsdo not
exhibit cytotoxicity, making them potentially applicable in drug delivery systems.

Functionalized carbon nanohorns have been proposed for controlled drug release
of anti-inflammatory and anticancer agents including dexamethasone (DEX), doxo-
rubicin, and cisplatin. Shiba and coworkers reported the binding and release of
the anti-inflammatory glucocorticoid dexamethasone by oxSWCNHs [97]. DEX–-
oxSWCNHcomplex exhibits sustained release of DEX into PBS (pH 7.4) at 37 �Cand
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more rapid release in the culturemedium.DEX–oxSWCNHs activatedGR-mediated
transcription in mouse bone marrow stromal ST2 cells and inducted alkaline
phosphatase in mouse osteoblastic MC3T3-E1 cells. The GR-mediated transcription
activation obtained with 0.1mg/ml DEX–oxSWCNHs was comparable with that
obtained with 0.01–0.05mM free DEX.

The same group also reported noncovalent modification of oxSWCNHs using an
amide-linked polyethyleneglycol–doxorubicin (PEG–DXR) conjugates that results in
a good dispersion [98]. Although the preparation of the conjugates required the use of
organic solvents, which are not compatible with biological moieties (such as cell
culture) but can eventually be eliminated using chromatographic separation, equil-
ibrated with water. It has been demonstrated that carbon nanohorns adsorb
PEG–doxorubicin via the doxorubicinmoiety. The complexes, which have a diameter
of 160 nm, contain more than 250mg of PEG–doxorubicin per gram of nanohorns.
Preliminary in vitro test have shown that complex exhibit DXR-dependent apoptotic
activity against cancer cells. However the incidence of apoptosis obtained with
0.2mg/ml PEG–DXR–oxSWCNHs was lower than that obtained with 10 ng/ml
DXR. It is probable that PEG–doxorubicin is retained on the surface of the nano-
horns, thus reducing its therapeutic effect. The authors could not exclude the
possibility that some amount of free doxorubicin remained in their preparation and
was responsible for apoptotic activity.

Figure 7.10 Schematic representation of
noncovalent/covalent functionalization and
adsorption of different therapeutic agents on/in
carbon nanohorns for biomedical applications.
The right end showing the release of C60

molecule (as a model drug) on exposure to NIR
laser; adsorption of Fe and Gd nanoparticles for
magnetic resonance imaging; adsorption of
drugs (CDDP and DXR) molecules, whereas
lower left end showing the solubilization of

SWCNHs with PEG through
noncovalent functionalization. Different
therapeutic agents like drugs, antibodies, and
MRE (molecular recognition element for
microbes and yeast) can be covalently linked
with PEG before being mixed with SWCNHs
and the upper left end showing the covalent
attachment of fluorescent moieties
for fluorescence imaging in the cells.
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In another approach by the same group, cisplatin, cis-(NH3)2PtCl2 (CDDP), an
anticancer drug, was incorporated inside the SWCNHs. Carbon nanohorns do not
alter the structure of the anticancer agent, which was slowly released in an aqueous
solution [99]. Following the liberation of the drug, cell viability of human lung
cancer cells was monitored for 48 h. The anticancer activity of the nanohorns
containing cisplatin was almost comparable to the drug alone, while nanohorns
used as controls presented no cytotoxic effects. Although carbon nanohorns can be
easily dispersed in water, they have been shown to aggregate by their tendency to
form clusters in the highly ionic and protein-rich cell culture media. The presence
of aggregates in the micrometer scale formed by both oxidized and cisplatin-
containing nanohorns is a major concern with this approach that will need to be
overcome to achieve in vivo applications. Further, authors also investigated the effect
of the hole-edge structure of the carbon nanohorns on cisplatin incorporation and
release. They found that 70% of the cisplatin was released from SWCNHs having
holes with hydrogen-terminated edges (NHh) and only 15% was released from
SWCNHs having holes with oxygen containing functional groups at the hole edge
(NHox), when they were immersed in phosphate-buffered saline [100]. Although
SWCNHs having holes with hydrogen-terminated edges show high release, un-
fortunately, the hydrophobic property of an NH hinders the dispersion in PBS and
thus cannot be used for the biological applications, whereas the release of CDDP
from inside NHox in PBS was considerably suppressed because sodium ions in
PBS replaced hydrogen of the oxygen containing functional group at the hole edge,
which results in the plugging of the holes, hindering the CDDP release. For CDDP-
incorporating NHox to be used as a CDDP-releasing carrier in vivo, the hole-size
enlargement and control of the number of the functional groups at the hole edges of
NHox might be effective in producing the necessary CDDP releasing quantities at a
slower rate. So, optimization of hole opening of SWCNHs, by heat treatment from
room temperature to 500–550 �C, in flowing dry air, with an increase rate of 1 �C/
min, results in an 80% release of CDDP in PBS that greatly improved from the
previous value of 15% [101].

Recently, the same authors have devised an alternative methodology to maintain
well-dispersed nanohorns in physiological conditions or cell culture media [102].
They used peptide aptamer that specifically binds to the surface of the nanohorns as
the SWCNH-binding block (NHBP-1) and synthesized a PEG-peptide aptamer
conjugate for the dispersal of the SWCNHs. It was observed that modifications of
the surfaces of the oxSWCNHs by PEG-NHBP do not interfere with the ability to load
and release the cisplatin drug. In addition, this complex cisplatin@oxSWCNH-PEG-
NHBP shows good dispersion in both PBS and culturemedium, and exerted a potent
cytotoxic effect against cancer cells. This is probably the approach to be followed to
avoid the incapacitating aggregation phenomena described previously.

Carbon nanohorns modified with Gum Arabic can also be used for intracellular
delivery because several biological cargoes could be linked with Gum Arabic [103].
Zhang et al. covalently attached rhodamine B to the polypeptide chain of GumArabic
and through in vitro studies confirmed that modified SWCNHs can readily enter the
cell, probably through the endocytotic pathway and were nontoxic.
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Alternatively, carbon nanohorns have been modified with magnetite and admin-
istered in vivo for MRI applications. Miyawaki et al. reported a simple method for
attaching Fe3O4 nanoparticles (6 nm in diameter) to hole opened SWCNHs [104], by
depositing first Fe(OAc)2 on oxSWCNHs that thermally decompose at 400 �C to yield
super paramagnetic magnetite Fe3O4 strongly attached to oxSWCNHs. The attached
magnetite nanoparticles induced remarkable darkening of the MR images, which
allowed in vivo visualization of the accumulative behavior of SWCNHs in spleen and
kidneys. Similarly, the same group reported that Gd-acetate clusters inside SWCNHs
can be transformed into ultrafineGd2O3nanoparticles of 2–3 nm in average diameter
and they retain their particle size even after treatment at 700 �C. Gd2O3 nanoparticle
thus obtained can be useful to magnetic resonance imaging [105].

7.3.2.3 Toxicity of Carbon Nanohorns
Miyawaki et al. carried out an extensive in vivo and in vitro toxicological assessment of
the as-grown SWCNHs for various exposure pathways, showing that as-grown
SWCNHs have low toxicities. SWCNHswere found to be nonirritant and nondermal
senstizer through skin primary and conjunctival irritation test and skin sensitization
test. They arenot carcinogenic. The acute peroral toxicity of SWCNHswas found to be
quite low.Intratracheal instillationtest revealedthatSWCNHsrarelydamagedrat lung
tissue for a 90-day test period [106]. Isobe et al. reported the aminative deagglomeriza-
tion of SWCNH agglomerates resulted in the formation of homogenous aqueous
solutionofprimaryparticlesofuniformsizedistribution.Theaminogroupcontaining
SWCNHsis takenupbymammaliancellsbutdoesnotshowsignificantcytotoxicity. In
fact the cytotoxicity is much lower than that of the quartz microparticles [107].
Alternatively, the organic functionalization of SWCNHs permits to render such
material soluble in physiological conditions. Pristine SWCNHs modified with a
diamine moiety further functionalized with a fluorescent probe resulted biocompat-
ible. Such functionalizedSWCNHswere effectively phagocytozedbyprimarymurine
macrophageswithout affectingcell survival.However, somesignsof activation,which
could lead toan inflammatory status in vivo,were visible, suchas a clearoxidativeburst
and IL6 production. The rapid uptake of this type of carbon nanoparticles can be
particularly advantageous if a strategy targeting macrophages is envisaged. The
deliveryofbiologicallyactiveagentsusingfunctionalizedSWCNHs,whichinternalize
into cells and contemporarily promote the activation of the immune system, is a very
promising concept in vaccine development [92].

7.4
Carbon Nanodiamonds

7.4.1
Introduction

Nanodiamonds (NDs) have been already described in the 1960s [108], but in recent
years, they have been widely investigated for their interesting properties. Dia-
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monds are commonly known as stable and inert materials [109]. They are very
difficult to manipulate being practically insoluble in any solvent. As a consequece,
it was very difficult to imagine their use in nanomedicine. However recent
findings have shown that if the dimensions of diamonds are reduced to the level
of nanometers or microns, they can be treated as molecules that can be eventually
functionalized at the surface [110–112]. This possibility increases their solubility
and facilitates their manipulation remarkably. Shock wave transformation of
graphite into sintered nanodiamond [113], or detonations of certain explosives
in a closed container [114] are synthetic methods for production of nanodiamond
besides commonly used CVDmethod (Figure 7.11) [115]. Most of the applications
are based on polycrystalline diamond films or diamond particles with a relative
large grain size produced by CVD, whereas, nanodiamond, powder-based particles
with a much smaller size (<10 nm in diameter) can be readily generated by the
detonation technique.

Nanodiamond can be functionalized with different chemical addends [116] like
diazonium salts, azo-perfluoro alkyl group, fluorination, chlorination/amination,
silylation and radical reaction with acyloxy, -aryl, -alkyl peroxides to name a few.
Oxidized nanodiamond films (containing hydroxyl and carboxyl groups) can be also
used for the covalent attachment of bioactive moioties, whereas, organic and
biological molecules, such as apo-obelin and luciferase [117], cytochrome C [118],
lysozyme [119] can also be noncovalently immobilized on the oxidized nanodiamond
surface because oxygen-containing surface groups participate in hydrogen bonding
and other interaction with the adsorbed species.

Nanodiamonds can be useful in a variety of biological applications such as
carriers of drugs, genes or proteins, novel imaging probes, coatings for implantable

Figure 7.11 Transmission electron microscopy photograph of nonfunctionalized nanodiamonds
obtained by high pressure/high temperature. (Courtesy of Christelle Mansuy.)
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materials, biosensors, and biomedical nanorobots. Moreover, high adsorption
capacity of nanodiamonds makes them good candidates for medical application.
They can be used in protein chemistry as new adsorbents for effective extraction
and purification of proteins. Due to the presence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic
interaction, nanodiamonds possess high affinity for the proteins and, thus, can be
used to capture the protein in dilute solution that can be analyzed byMALDI-time of
flight (TOF)mass spectrometry. The promise of thismethod for clinical proteomics
research is demonstrated with an application to human blood serum [120]. It was
demonstrated that the immobilization of the protein on the nanodiamonds did not
alter its stability and confirmation. Huang et al. [121] reported the immobilization
of anti-Salmonella and anti-Staphylococcus aureus antibodies on hydrophobic and
hydrophilic nanodiamond.

7.4.2
Carbon Nanodiamond as Delivery Vehicle

Huang et al. [122] described the adsorption of doxorubicin hydrochloride (DXR) on
nanodiamond (2–8 nm diameter) that was highly functionalized with hydroxyl and
carboxylic groups. Noncovalent complexes were formed with the addition of NaCl,
whereas reversible release of the drug from the nanodiamonds was achieved by
reducing the concentration of chloride ions (salt effect). The nanoparticles were
able to enter into cells alone or complexed to DXR. To prove the capacity of these
nanoobjects to pass the cell membrane, nanodiamonds were coated with a
fluorescent polylysine derivative and then localized inside the cytoplasm. The
same nanodiamonds were highly biocompatible, as demonstrated by the fact that
cell viability was not reduced. The complexes withDXRwere uptaken and apoptosis
was assessed as a consequence of the liberation of the drug from the complex. The
effects of doxorubicin-induced cell death were tested in comparison to the drug
alone. Nanodiamonds sequestered DXR for a longer time, decreasing the efficacy
compared to the drug alone, but they were proposed as an alternative technology for
a delayed and time-controlled drug release, prolonging efficacy during the treat-
ment (Figure 7.12).

Kossovsky et al. [123] reported surfacemodified diamond nanoparticles that can be
used as effective antigendelivery vehicles. The particles consist of diamond substrate,
coatedwith a carbohydrate film and themussel adhesive protein (MAP). It is believed
that diamond nanoparticles provide conformational stabilization as well as high
degree of surface exposure to protein antigens resulting in a strong and specific
antibody response in rabbits.

Liu et al. [124] proposed a model of visual system by carboxylated nanodiamond
(cND)-conjugated alpha bungarotoxin (a-BTX), a neurotoxin that preserves the
physiological activity of blocking the function of a7-nAChR (alpha7-nicotinic ace-
tylcholine receptor) while targeting cells. It has been shown that a7-nAChRs located
on the cellular membrane-mediated cation influx, particularly Ca2þ in flux. When
cND–a-BTX complexes were used, they bound to a7-nAChR, located on the cell
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membrane of oocytes and human lung A549 cancer cells, and blocked choline-
evoked a7-nAChR-mediated downstream signaling pathway.

Puzyr et al. [117] studied the use of detonation nanodiamond particles along with
light emitting-obelin and luciferase protein, for fabricating a luminescence biochip.
The former bioluminescent system can be used for determining Ca2þ in the
biological liquids, whereas the later system exhibits catalytic activity both in the
bioenzyme reaction and with photoreduced flavin mononucleotide.

7.4.3
Carbon Nanodiamond as Biomarker for Cellular Imaging

NDs can also be doped with other atoms or can be modified by inducing defects and
holes into their structure to render them fluorescent and are therefore extremely
useful as cellular biomarkers for imaging purposes (Figure 7.12). Indeed, we can
exploit the fluorescence properties of the nanodiamonds functionalized at their
surface with specific ligands to target cancer cells with an exceptionally high
sensitivity in the detection, which is fundamental for early tumor diagnosis. These
NDs can exhibit two types of fluorescence: (i) bright red fluorescence and (ii) natural
green fluorescence. Nanodiamonds can become fluorescent either by covalent

Figure 7.12 Schematic representation of
noncovalent/covalent functionalization and
adsorption of different therapeutic agents on/in
carbon nanodiamonds for biomedical
applications. The right part showing the
adsorption of various proteins and antibodies,
whereas, drugs or antigen can also be
noncovalently attached to nanodiamonds. The

left end showing that doping with other atoms
or presence of nitrogen impurities renders the
nanodiamond fluorescent and emits at 700 nm
on irradiation with light at 510–560 nm, and can
be useful for biomarker for cellular imaging. A
luminescent biochip can also be made by
attaching proteins molecule, noncovalently to
nanodiamond.
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attachment of fluorescent tags or by noncovalent adsorption of fluorescently labeled
bioactivemolecules. Themost commondefect is the presence of a negatively charged
nitrogen vacancy center in the nanodiamond structure that can be created by
irradiation of NDs having nitrogen impurities with beams of proton (3MeV) or
electron (2MeV), followed by thermal annealing at �800 �C. This defect center
strongly adsorbs at 560 nm and emits fluorescence at 700 nm. Since the nitrogen
atom is confined to an inert matrix, photobleaching is greatly reduced if not
completely eliminated, and no fluorescence blinking takes place, thus rendering
such nanodiamonds that are very useful as biomarkers for imaging [125, 126]. The
fluorescence quantum efficiency is �1, with a lifetime of 11.6 ns at room temper-
ature. In a 10 nm size nanodiamond roughly 100 defects can be deposited without a
very high energy transfer among them. Chang et al. [127] reported that fluorescent
nanodiamond can also be produced by irradiation of type Ib diamond powders
using 40 keV Heþ ions. The advantage of Heþ instead of proton includes first
chemical inertness of Heþ and second, 40 keVof Heþ can produce 40 vacancies in
comparison to only 13 vacancies using 3MeV proton. The fluorescence is suffi-
ciently bright and stable, suggesting fluoro-nanodiamonds as an ideal probe for
long-term tracking and imaging. Zhao et al. [128] prepared fluorescent carbon
nanocrystals by electrooxidation of graphite in aqueous solution, which possess no
photobleaching and low cytotoxicity and thus can be used in biological labeling,
imaging, and disease diagnosis. Borjanovic et al. [129] described that nanodia-
monds when incorporates, into poly(dimethyl-siloxanes) matrix, show much
stronger and more stable photoluminescence when irradiated with proton flux.
The maximum emission occurred at 520 nm on excitation at 425 nm. Another
defect is the H3 defect center (N-V-N) of a type Ia diamond that produces green
emission (531 nm) [126]. Aharonovich et al. [130] studied the formation of Ni-
related color center in CVD grown NDs by Ni implantation into the substrate prior
to the growth. The photoluminescence peak appeared at >800 nm, proved to be a
single photon emitter and did not interfere with other photoluminescence peaks
arising from other defects.

Chang et al. [131] reported the preparation of fluorescent magnetic nanodiamond
(FMND) for cellular imaging. These FMND possess water solubility of 2.1mg/ml.
The authors found that these water-soluble FMNDs easily entered into HeLa cells via
nonreceptor-mediated endocytosis and remained in cytoplasmwithout entering into
the nucleus and showing low cytotoxicity toward HeLa cells. Similarly, Faklaris
et al. [132] studied the internalization ofNDs inHeLa cancer cells and found that they
mainly localize into the extra-endosomal region thus, providing a positive indication
of their suitability for application in drug delivery. Vial et al. [133] analyzed the
grafting of fluorescently labeled thiolated peptide onto NDs, which were previously
coated by silanization or with polyelectrolyte layer. These modified NDs were
nontoxic and readily enter the mammalian cells.

Besides fluorescence, nanodiamond unique spectroscopic Raman signal from sp3

carbon structure could also be used as a biomarker for studying the molecular
interaction at the single cell level via confocal Raman mapping. In recent reports,
growth hormone receptor molecules in A549 human lung epithelial cells were
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observed by nanodiamond labeling. When cND alone interacts with cells, the cND
Raman signals overlap with the cells suggesting that cND resides near the nucleus of
the cell. However, when nanodiamonds were attached to growth hormone, the whole
complex resides only on the surface of the cell, suggesting the presence of growth
hormone receptors at the cell surface [134]. Chao et al. [135] described protein
targeted cell interaction by first attaching the lysozyme to a carboxylated nanodia-
mond via physical adsorption using electrostatic interaction and then interaction of
cND–lysozyme complex with E. coli. The intrinsic Raman signal from the cND–ly-
sozyme complex was detected and used as a marker to locate the position of the
interacting protein.

7.4.4
Biocompatibility and Toxicity

Schrand et al. [136] found that NDs were more biocompatible than carbon fiber, and
pristine, carbon nanotubes. They studied neuroblastoma and alveolar macrophage
cell lines, at concentrations ranging from 25 to 100 mg/ml for 24 h, and found that
NDs do not disturb the mitochondrial membrane and do not generate ROS, while
carbonnanotubes can causemembrane leakage and generate ROS. Further, the same
authors reported that nanodiamond (diameter 2–10 nm), with or without surface
modifications by acid or base, are biocompatible with a variety of cells including
neuroblastoma, macrophages, keratinocytes, and PC-12 cells at concentrations
ranging between 5 and 100 mg/ml at pH between 7.2 and 7.6. Other studies
confirmed that cells can grow on nanodiamond-coated substrate without undergoing
morphological changes [137]. Liu et al. [138] independently studied the biocompat-
ibility of the nanodiamonds and carbon nanotubes on human lung A549 epithelial
cells and HFL-1 normal fibroblasts. The ND particles, accumulated in A549 cells,
were observed by AFMand confocal spectroscopy. Treatment of CNDparticles with 5
or 100 nm diameter at a concentration range of 0.1–100 mg/ml did not reduce cell
viability or alter the protein expression profile in these cells whereas carboxylated
carbon nanotubes induced cytotoxicity to these cells. Yu et al. [126] investigated the
biocompatibility of synthetic abrasive diamond powders of large diameter (100 nm)
in cell cultures and reported very low cytotoxicity in kidney cells. Puzyr et al. [139] also
showed that the complete replacement of water in the experimental animal diet with
modified nanodiamonds (MNDs) hydrosols for 6 months did not cause the death of
themice, nor affected the growth andweight dynamics of their organs. Therewere no
indications of the destruction of their blood cells after the intravenous administration
of MNDs.

7.5
Conclusions

This chapter describes the biomedical applications of three different forms of carbon-
based nanomaterials, which are currently under investigation. Carbon nanotubes,
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nanohorns, and nanodiamonds can be functionalized with different types of ther-
apeutic molecules following alternative chemical approaches. These novel nanoma-
terials can be modified to facilitate their manipulation and render them biocompat-
ible. Such soluble/dispersible carbon-based nanoobjects in physiological conditions
are then able to penetrate into the cells or can be administered in vivo to deliver their
cargo molecules, which eventually display the desired activity.
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8
Ground and Excited State Charge Transfer and
its Implications
Vito Sgobba and Dirk M. Guldi

8.1
Introduction

Research on carbon nanotube (CNT) – a new form of carbon, configurationally
equivalent to two-dimensional graphene sheets rolled into a tube – has been
established as a highly interdisciplinary field. In recent years, many potential
applications have been proposed for CNT, including conductive and high strength
composites; energy storage and energy conversion devices; sensors; field emission
displays and radiation sources; hydrogen storage media; and nanometer sized
semiconductor devices, probes, and interconnects. Some of these applications are
now realized in products [1–9].

Conceptionally, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) are considered as small
strips of graphene sheets that are rolled up to form perfect seamless single-walled
nanocylinders (see Figure 8.1). SWNT are usually described using the chiral vector,
which connects two crystallographically equivalent sites on a graphene sheet. The
way the graphene sheets are wrapped varies largely and is represented by a pair of
indices (n,m). These integers relate the structure of each SWNT to both its diameter
and chirality. The diameter of most SWNT is about 1 nm, while their length reaches
to the order of centimeters [10]. Amultiwalled carbon nanotube (MWNT) is similarly
considered to be a coaxial assembly of cylinders of SWNT, like a Russian doll, one
within another. The separation between tubes is almost equal to that between the
layers in natural graphite. The simplest representative of aMWNT is a double-walled
carbon nanotube (DWNT). Hence, CNT are one-dimensional objects with a well-
defined direction along the nanotube axis that is analogous to the in-plane directions
of graphite.

Importantly, CNTare either electrically conductive or semiconductive – depending
on their helicity – leading to nanoscale wires and electrical components [11]. The
electronic properties of a SWNT vary in periodic ways between metallic and
semiconducting. If (n�m) is a multiple of 3, then SWNT exhibit metallic behavior
(i.e., finite value of carriers in the density of states at the Fermi energy). If (n�m) is,
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on the other hand, not a multiple of 3, then SWNTexhibit semiconducting behavior
(i.e., no charge carriers in the density of states at the Fermi energy). The electrical
transport in good quality metallic SWNT is ballistic, that is, electrons do not suffer
from any scattering over a length scale of several micrometers and/or from any
electromigration, even at room temperature. As a consequence, they may carry
current densities 1000 times that of a typical copper wire [12]. Notably, even for
semiconducting SWNT the charge transport is ballistic, but only in dimensions of
a few hundred nanometers.

Early progress in understanding the optical characteristics of SWNT has been
hampered by their aggregation – insoluble bundles and/or ropes [13]. To this end,
mixing of energy states of different CNT results. In fact, the high polarizability and
the smooth surface of SWNT are the inception to strong van der Waals interac-
tions [14]. However, the preparation of functional CNT-based electron donor–accep-
tor nanocomposites necessitates the disentanglement of bundles and/or ropes. In
this context, the chemical functionalization of CNT has attracted growing interest as
a potentmeans to debundle and/or disperse them [15–19]. Nevertheless, debundling
by ultrasonication is the most widely applied method [20]. It is implicit that the
controlled conditions are the key requisites for avoiding/limiting damages to the
sidewalls that are inevitable during such treatment [21]. Consequently, a number of
techniques have been developed that allow the systematic debundling, separation,
and characterization of different SWNT without the use of ultrasonication [22–24].

In the context of chemical reactivity, CNT are regarded as either sterically bulky
p-conjugated ligands or as electron-deficient alkenes. Their shells of sp2-hybridized
carbons formhighly aromatic hexagonal networks that are susceptible to awide range
of chemical reactions [25–31]. The smaller the SWNTdiameter is, the more reactive
they are [32–36]. A simple structural consideration suggests that CNTmight be far
more reactive at their ends than along their sidewalls. It is mainly the increased
curvature at the ends leads to such a conclusion [27, 37]. Notwithstanding, upon
closer inspection, the sidewalls show some fairly reactive sites – carboxylic groups

Figure 8.1 From a graphene sheet to CNT.
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and other oxygenated sites – since CNTare not as perfect as they were once thought
to be. Defects such as pentagons, heptagons, vacancies, or dopants are found to
drastically modify the electronic properties of these nanosystems [38–44]. Such
functional defects are formed during the growth of CNT or introduced during
the posttreatment applications. The posttreatment is primarily thought to remove
graphite and other carbon particles fromCNT.Nevertheless, depending on the actual
conditions, the number of defects might be as high as 1–3% of all the carbon
atoms present [45]. Topological defects and structural imperfections augment the
curvature along the sidewalls [46–48]. The fascinating physical and chemical prop-
erties of CNT are tailored by the presence of defects, dopants, and so on [49–52].
A leading example is the rectifying behavior that originates exclusively fromnaturally
occurring defects [53].

A comprehensive understanding of CNT chemistry, electrochemistry, and photo-
physics evolves not only as a necessity but also as a central fundament for applications
in artificial photosynthesis and renewable energies [54–63].

8.2
Ground and Excited State Features

Employing absorption spectroscopy of SWNT suspensions shed light on their
electronic states. In this context, the fact that a 1 nm diameter SWNT has a bandgap
of approximately 1 eV is important. Such a value is close to that of silicon. But unlike
silicon, semiconducting SWNT are direct bandgap materials and, as such, they are
known to directly absorb and/or emit light.

As mentioned already, a common feature of CNT is that they tend to aggregate
when synthesized and, thereby, limit optical studies to probe bundles of SWNTrather
than individual SWNT. As a matter of fact, severe inhomogeneous broadening
dominates the absorption spectra of bundles, since energy states of different CNT
structures mix [64]. Such problems are circumvented by individualizing CNT
through, for example, encasing them in micellar assemblies. Ultrasonic agitation,
that is, dispersing SWNT in water/sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), followed by a
centrifugation step – to remove bundles, ropes, and residual catalyst – has emerged
as a probate means [19].

Three sets of bands, which all arise from electronic transitions between different
van Hove singularities (see Figure 8.2) are normally discernable in SWNT suspen-
sions. Bands centered in the 950–2000 nm range are ascribed to transitions that arise
between the first (S11) singularities in semiconducting SWNT. To the same extent,
bands in the 700–950 nm range correspond to transitions between the second (S22)
singularities in semiconducting SWNT. Metallic SWNT, on the other hand, exhibit
bands in the 400–700 nm. The origin of the latter are transitions between first (M11)
singularities [65, 66]. Despite these unambiguous characteristics, the absorption
spectra are best described as the superposition of narrower absorption bands
corresponding to the response of individual SWNT of different chiral indices
and/or of different diameters [67, 68].
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Electrostatic electron/hole interaction energies in the form of exciton binding
energies are significant in SWNT – in the order of 0.3–0.5 eV at bandgap energies of
approximately 1 eV [69–72]. An immediate consequence of this strong electron/hole
attraction is that CNTphotoexcited states are regarded as excitonic (i.e., electron/hole
pairs) rather than as uncoupled electrons. In SWNT, excitons are characterized by
electron/hole separations (i.e., Bohr radius) of approximately 2.5 nm [71, 73].

In SWNT bundles, fluorescence is hardly ever observed. Metallic SWNT that are
statistically present in bundles are the inception for photoexcited carriers in semi-
conducting SWNT to relax along nonradiative pathways [74]. On the contrary,
fluorescence measurements with individual SWNT – water/SDS – have revealed
distinct fluorescing transitions for more than 30 different SWNT as shown in
Figure 8.3 [75]. Nevertheless, inhomogeneous broadening and spectral overlap
between fluorescence from different CNT structures hinder the recording of
time-resolved fluorescence spectra. Interestingly, the fluorescence quantum yields
are very low (i.e., 10�4) – a finding that has been rationalized on the basis of multiple
dark excitonic states that are situated below the lowest lying bright excitonic
states [76]. However, a mixture of few specific semiconducting SWNTwere recently
suspended in toluene by using commercial poly[9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl] as a
dispersing/stabilizing agent [77]. Under these conditions, the fluorescence quantum
yields are as high as 1% [78].

Resonance Raman spectroscopy emerged as another powerful technique for
characterizing SWNT. Also notable is that it allowed optical transitions between
different van Hove singularities and/or excitonic transitions leading to a marked
resonance enhancement of the Raman scattering. By combining data that were
acquired through fluorescence and resonance Raman investigations, each optical
transition has been mapped out and assigned [75, 79].

In complementary work, which focused on the fluorescence of SWNT in water/
polyacrylic acid, the excited states were shown to decay on the time scale of 10 ps.

Figure 8.2 Density of states for semiconducting SWNT.
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There is little, if any, doubt that such an intrinsically fast relaxationmust be associated
with nonradiative processes. Taking this into consideration, the low fluorescence
quantum yields are explainable. From the decay rates and the fluorescence quantum
yields a radiative lifetime of 110 ns was deduced [80].

The optical features of SWNT are susceptible to environmental changes. To this
end, the same SWNTexhibit different peak positions and line width – absorptive and
emissive – when dissimilar surfactants are utilized. Further alterations may arise
when trap states come into play as they may evolve from structural and/or chemical
defects. Moreover, the fluorescence tends to shift to the red when the temperature
is increased and is also affected by mechanical strains electric and magnetic
fields [81–86]. Notably, the fluorescence of individual SWNT is typified by the
absence of spectral and intensity fluctuations – unlike almost all other known
emitters, which exhibit an emission intermittency or on–off blinking behavior for
all excitation intensities on time scales that span many orders of magnitude [74].

The outstanding photostability of SWNT, namely resistance to photobleaching,
together with their versatile wavelength tunability – absorbing light between 800 and
1100 nm and emitting light between 1300 and 1500 nm – render them as ideal single
molecule fluorophores [87, 88]. Electrical measurements show strong electrolumi-
nescence in the near-infrared, which originates from radiative recombination of
electrons and holes that are simultaneously injected into the undoped SWNT [89].

Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopic measurements complement the
fluorescence studies and have been used to clarify the time scales and nature
of ground state recoveries in SWNT and to extract information about excitonic
lifetimes. For relaxation from the excited state, an omnipresent fast decay component

Figure 8.3 3D steady-state near-infrared fluorescence spectrum of SWNT/SDBS in D2O – with
increasing intensity from blue to green to yellow and to red.
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(i.e., 300–500 fs) is likely due to the presence of bundled SWNT and/or metallic
SWNT. A much slower decay component (i.e., 100–130 ps) appears only when
semiconducting SWNT are probed and corresponds likely to the intrinsic excited
state lifetime of photoexcited excitons. Lifetimes in the 100–130 ps range were
corroborated by photoluminescence lifetime and by correlated single photon count-
ing spectroscopic measurements [79, 80].

Finally, it should be mentioned that if the excitation intensity is increased to
photoexcited SWNT, multiple electron/hole pairs are generated. However, these
electron/hole pairs were shown to deactivate in less than 3 ps. The energy released by
the annihilated exciton is used to excite a second exciton to a higher energy level.

8.3
Ground State Charge Transfer – CNT as Electron Acceptors

The electron-acceptor properties of CNT and the factors that control these, need
careful considerations as they impact the reactivity of the reduced state, oxidized
state, and excited state. They also tie to electron storage capabilities and may answer
questions on how the electron storage changes the overall energetics. Finally, aspects
on how to integrate them into photonic, electrochemical, and electronic devices
should not be overlooked.

8.3.1
Chemical Reduction

Reduction of SWNT bundles is achieved by exposure to reductants with different
redox potentials (i.e., intercalation with alkali metals [90] and/or anion radicals)
[91, 92]. The course of these reactions – filling the density of states and, in turn,
modifying the conducting nature of individual SWNT – is typically monitored by
visible=near-infrared absorption and in situRamanmeasurements [90, 93, 94]. In the
visible=near-infrared absorption spectrum, the most profound changes are seen
as bleaching of the optical transitions that are associated with the filling of the
corresponding electronic states. Actually, a gradual disappearance is noted for the S11,
S22, and M11 transitions. Moreover, this process is accompanied by a blueshift
[91–93, 95]. For instance, exposing SWNT to fluorenone=lithium and anthraquino-
ne=lithium exclusively attenuates the S11 bands. On the contrary, reaction with
naphthalene=lithium yields heavily reduced SWNT, in which the M11 have disap-
pears completely. Concomitant with this disappearance is the gradual growth of new
features that are positioned between those of S11 and S22. However, the nature of
these newly evolving bands is still unclear at this point [90, 95, 96].

Owing to their unique electronic structure, SWNT show characteristic Raman
spectra, which are understood in terms of resonance enhancement in one-dimen-
sional conductors with van Hove singularities in the electronic density of states.
Figure 8.4 displays a characteristic spectrum. An important standard is the radial
breathing mode (RBM), which is seen in the range between 160 and 365 cm�1.
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The utilization of different laser energies assisted in resolving this part of the
spectrum for several different SWNT deposited onto conducting electrodes – see
Kataura plot [65, 97]. At first glance, when SWNT are reduced, the RBM intensities
decreases, due to an inherent loss of the resonant conditions (i.e., bleaching of the
S11, S22, and M11 transitions) [98, 99]. When strongly reductive conditions are
applied, an additional shift of these frequencies to the blue is discerned. This is
ascribed to charge induced C�C bond contractions and to charge induced SWNT
debundling [100]. A similar intensity loss characterizes the tangential vibrational
modes (HEM). Again, a likely rationale is the loss of resonance enhancement. Overall
HEM are more susceptible – relative to RBM – in terms of altered frequencies and
shapes upon reduction [101]. Electrons that are added to the conduction bands of
SWNT are expected to weaken the sp2 character and, in turn, inflict redshifted
HEM [102].

8.3.2
Electrochemical Reduction

The electronic structure may also be tuned electrochemically by controlling the
interfacial potential of a SWNTfilm as a working electrode.Here, SWNTfilms – pure
buckypaper or cast on an inert back electrical contact (i.e., Pt, Au, or Hg) [94] – are
simply immersed in an electrochemical cell in contact with an electrolyte solution,
a Pt counterelectrode, and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode. It is implicit that control
over the electrochemical reduction is much easier andmore precise when compared

Figure 8.4 Raman spectrum of HiPCO SWNT/SDBS in H2O (lexcitation¼ 800 nm).
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with the chemical reduction. In order to increase the electrochemical window,
especially in the cathodic range, the use of Hg electrodes assists in minimizing the
evolution of H2. Typical cyclic voltammograms display only a monotonous charge
injection behavior over the entire scanning range – from �0.5 to þ 0.7 V. Double
layer charging and overlappingpeaks of faradaic charge transfers to individual SWNT
of varying redox potential lead to this feature.

In situ spectroelectrochemistry, where bulk spectroscopy and phase boundary
electrochemistry are complementarily combined, is, nevertheless, better suited to
gather details about the reductive chemistry of SWNT (see Figure 8.5). For example,
individual SWNT, which were deposited from water/SDS suspensions were tested
by in situ micro-Raman spectroelectrochemistry [103, 104]. Aprotic electrolytes like
acetonitrile [67, 105, 106], ethylene carbonate/dimethylcarbonate, tetrahydrofu-
ran [106], and especially ionic liquids such as fluoroborate 1-butyl-3-methylimida-
zolium salts allow to explore a broad window of electrochemical potentials [107].
Overall, the spectroelectrochemical results confirm that charging induced bleaching
of transitions between vanHove singularities. The bleaching of the optical transitions
is mirrored by the quenching of resonance Raman scattering in the region of RBM
and HEM. An additional benefit of this method is the establishment of the
reversibility of the reduction and the rate of reduction [108, 109].

Recently, the redox properties of alkali metal reduced SWNTwere determined in
dry and deoxygenated DMSO solution containing tetrabutylammonium hexafluor-
ophosphate as the supporting electrolyte [91, 96, 109]. The potentials were kept below
�0.6 V to avoid additional reduction of sodium. Voltammetric investigations and
visible/near-infrared absorption measurements showed a 35meV redshift of the
absorption peaks when compared with water/SDS suspensions and a redshift of

Figure 8.5 3D plot of the differential results from spectroelectrochemistry of SWNT/SDBS in
DMSO (0.1M TBA PF6 supporting electrolyte).
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15meV when compared with metal-free DMSO suspensions [110]. An accurate
analysis of this data enabled to calculate the average standard reduction potentials
of several individual SWNT. The latter were found to be in good agreement with the
experimental values that were reported elsewhere [111, 112].

8.3.3
Reduction by Doping

SWNTmodified with AgNO3 – into the SWNTcores or into the interstitial channels
of the SWNT lattice – were characterized by resonance Raman spectroscopy. A
significant charge transfer induced perturbation of the SWNTelectronic structure –
downshift in the HEM [113, 114].

Figure 8.6 exemplifies substitutional doping, that is, the selective replacement of
carbon atoms by boron or nitrogen atoms. Subsequently, strongly localized electronic
features are introduced in the valence or conduction bands. Also the number of
electronic states at the Fermi level is enhanced, depending on the location and
concentration of the dopants [115]. One possible structure of N-SWNT is a three-
coordinated nitrogen atom within the sp2-hybridized network, which induces sharp
localized states above the Fermi level due to the presence of additional electrons.
TheseN-SWNTexhibit n-type conduction. The second type of substitutional nitrogen
leaves two-coordinated (pyridine-like) nitrogens in the SWNT lattice – provided that
an additional carbon atom is removed from the framework.

N-MWNT with low concentrations of nitrogen, that is, less than 1%, were
synthesized by arc discharge in the copresence ofmelamine, nickel, and yttrium [116]
or via pyrolysis of pyridine andmethylpyrimidine [117]. The doped nanotubes exhibit
strong features in the conduction band close to the Fermi level. Using tight binding
and ab initio calculations, pyridine-like nitrogens are responsible for introducing
donor states close to the Fermi level. The first observation of aligned arrays of
N-MWNT involved the pyrolysis of aminodichlorotriazine and triaminotriazine over
laser-etched cobalt thin films at 1050 �C [118, 119]. Importantly, controlling the
concentration of substitutional nitrogen atoms in the carbon lattice should provide
a way to tune the conducting properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes by in situ
doping. Long strands of N-SWNT bundles were also produced by pyrolyzing
ferrocene in an argon atmosphere in ethanol solutions with benzylamine at 950 �C.

N N

N

N N

(a) (b)

B

(c)

Figure 8.6 Structure of N-SWNT with (a) substitutional N, (b) pyridine-type N, and (c) B-SWNT.
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They give rise to an electron conduction, quite different from that of pure SWNT,
especially at temperatures lower than 20K [120].

8.3.4
Miscellaneous

In light of the chemical reactivity of reduced CNT, it is interesting to note that the
corresponding anions are versatile precursor states to perform sidewall functio-
nalization. In fact, numerous contributions have demonstrated the great success
on using them en route toward hydrogenated, alkylated, arylated, or carboxylated
CNT. Powerful alternatives to produce reduced SWNT and MWNT precursors by
chemical means are the uses of sodium, lithium, or potassium dissolved in liquid
ammonia [121, 122]. The resulting CNTsalts were treated with ethanol, methanol,
or with oxygen to afford hydrogenated CNT [123, 124] or with alkyl or aryl halides
to afford CNT grafted with alkyl or aryl groups, respectively [125–127]. Like
fullerenes [128, 129], organolithium compounds react with CNT sidewalls.
Reoxidation with air or oxygen yields alkylated and/or arylated SWNT [122, 130].
SWNT carbanions are also reactive toward carbon dioxide forming functionalized
SWNT that bear carboxyl groups [131]. A recent report took the reductive
alkylation reaction even further. When utilizing sodium/butyl iodide, a selectivity
toward smaller diameter and metallic SWCNT was demonstrated. However, no
pronounced difference in reactivity was seen during the hydrogenation with
ethanol [132].

8.4
Ground State Charge Transfer – CNT as Electron Donors

8.4.1
Chemical Oxidation

Oxidation has been among the first reactions that were ever tested with CNT [133]
and is still a key step in their purification (i.e., removal of Fe/Co/Ni catalysts and
amorphous/graphitic carbon impurities) [134, 135]. Under oxidative conditions,
opening the hemispherical caps often goes along with the shortening and chemical
functionalization of SWNT.

Bundles – composed of up to hundreds of individual tubes – are the predominant
formof SWNT.This directs their oxidation to the tips and to the defect sites.However,
the reactivity is limited to the outer layer of the bundles [136]. Similar principles are
applicable to the oxidation ofMWNT, turning it into a powerful technique forMWNT
thinning through the systematic removal of the outer layers [137].

O2 – triplet ground state – does not oxidize CNT. Instead, O2 physisorbs quite
strongly to the sidewalls of CNT and transforms the semiconducting character into
metallic one at room temperature. Upon photoexcitation, physisorbed O2 desorbs
from the CNTsidewalls [138]. 1O2 – singlet excited state – on the other hand, reacts
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promptly to produce different cycloadducts (i.e., [2 þ 2] or [4 þ 4]) made of metallic
SWNT. A great benefit of this reaction is that upon thermal activation, the cycload-
ducts readily undergo O�O bond cleavage [139]. This procedure was conveniently
adapted to separate CNT of different chiralities [140].

Oxidative treatment of CNTwas performed under a wide variety of experimental
conditions. Hereby, sonications in oxygen containing acids (i.e., HNO3, H2SO4,
H2SO4 plus K2S2O8, HNO3 plus H2SO4, HNO3 plus supercritical water, trifluro-
methanesulfonic and chlorosulfonic acid, peroxytrifluoroacetic acid, H2SO4 plus
KMnO4, H2SO4 plus H2O2, HClO4, H2SO4 plus K2Cr2O7) play the most dominant
roles. As a consequence of such treatments, carboxylate groups are generated and
are distributed over the entire CNT. In the presence of H2SO4, sulfate, ketone,
phenol, alcohol, and ether groups were also registered. Other often utilized oxidants
are dilute ceric sulfate, H2O2, O2 plasma, and RuO4 [7].

Oxidation leads to the loss of structure in the visible/near-infrared absorption
spectrum as a consequence of the conversion of a large number of sp2-hybridized
carbons, which leads to altered electronic structures of CNT [30]. The concentrations
of carboxylic acid that are formed during the oxidative treatment were determined by
evaluating the CO and CO2 concentrations at high temperatures [141] or measuring
the atomic oxygen percentage with calibrated energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
[142]. Chemical titration assays emerged as alternative tests to macroscopically
estimate the defect density in CNT. Titrations of the purified SWNT with NaOH
andNaHCO3 solutionswere used to determine the total percentage of acidic sites and
carboxylic acid groups, respectively [45].

8.4.2
Electrochemical Oxidation

The effect of CNT chemical and electrochemical oxidation has been extensively
studied with electrochemistry, photoelectrochemistry, and in situ visible/near-
infrared and Raman spectroelectrochemistry. Oxidation is commonly accompanied
by gradually disappearing S11, S22, and M11 transitions and concomitantly growing
transitions in the range between S11 and S22 [98]. Raman spectroelectrochemistry,
on the other hand, inflicts a reversible drop of theRBMandHEMintensities [98, 107].
In addition, strong blueshifts are seen for the RBMwhen potentials between 0.5 and
1Vare applied. TheHEM blueshifts too – stiffening is connected to the introduction
of holes in the p-band [143]. A common structural characteristic for both oxida-
tion [105] and reduction is a steadily and irreversibly increasing D-band intensity
[106]. Going beyond 1.2 V, photoanodic decomposition of SWNT triggers an
irreversible breakdown [98].

8.4.3
Oxidation by Doping

There has been considerable interest in doping SWNT to manipulate their
electronic properties. In the context of oxidation, doping reactions, namely,
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intercalation of iodine and bromine into the interstitial channels of SWNT was
performed in the vapor phase and studied by Raman spectroscopy. The results –
HEMshifts substantially to higher frequencies – are consistent with oxidizingCNT.
Moreover, bromine leads, for example, to a conductivity decrease of up to 30
times [93].

Recently, air stable, iodine-doped SWNT/polymer composites were prepared.
Such a composite material revealed electrical conductivities that are enhanced by
a factor of 2–5 when compared to undoped SWNT/polymer composites [144].
Furthermore, Lewis acids (i.e., FeCl3 [145], WF6, CrO3, SOCl2) and also Br€onsted
acids (i.e., sulfuric, nitric, hydrochloric, N-hydroxyheptafluorobutyramide (HFBA),
perfluorododecanoic acid (PFDA), 2-methyl acrylamidopropane sulfonic acid
(AMPS), aminobutyl phosphonic acid (ABPA), and hexadecyl phosphonic acid
(HDPA)) were investigated for CNT p-doping [62].

Boron, for example, once incorporated into the SWNT framework generates sharp
localized states below the Fermi level. Consequently, the substitution of boron in the
carbon lattice (see Figure 8.6) is expected to increase the hole-type charge carriers.
Boron doped SWNT (B-SWNT)with boron contents up to 3%were synthesized using
laser ablation of Co/Ni/B-doped carbon targets [146]. Higher atomic concentrations
of boron, that is, between 10 and 20%, were also achieved, but required a post-
treatment of laser ablation samples in corrosive ammonia environments [147].
Microwave conductivity studies on bulk B-MWNT suggest that these structures are
intrinsically metallic [148].

Lastly, filling SWNT should be considered [31, 149–151]. The endohedral guest
are viewed as dopants that, in turn, help to gain control over the SWNTproperties
such as conductance and/or electronic bandgap [152, 153]. It has been demon-
strated that, for example, periodic arrays of C60 in SWNTgive rise to a new hybrid
electronic band [154]. The resulting increase in CNT conductivity is based on
charge transfer that occurs from SWNT to C60 leaving holes as the primary charge
carriers behind [155]. Important insights into the electronic structure of the
encapsulated C60, C82, La@C82, and Gd@C82 [156] were lent from Raman
spectroscopy. In particular, dramatic changes relative to empty SWNT are
seen [157]. A sharp and intense line at 142 cm�1 has been interpreted as a
polymerization signature of the encapsulated metallofullerenes. Additional sig-
nals appeared at 400, 520, and 640 cm�1. The upshift and the stiffening of HEM
suggest also in this case, a charge transfer process from SWNT to the encapsulated
fullerenes [158].

Additionally, a variety of organic molecules with different electron affinities (i.e.,
anthracene, tetracene, pentacene, tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ), tetrafluoro-
tetracyano-p-quinodimethane (F4TCNQ), tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene (TDAE),
3,5-dinitrobenzonitrile) were encapsulated within SWNT. Remarkable is that the
resistivity of TCNQ@SWNT and TDAE@SWCNT was approximately 50% of that
found for pristine SWNT. However, implicit is that sizeable intratubular charge
transfer interactions evolve, which contrasts, the lack of charge transfer activity in
C60@SWCNT. Note that TCNQ and C60 have approximately the same electron
affinity [159].
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8.5
Excited State Charge Transfer – CNT as Excited State Electron Acceptor

8.5.1
Covalent Electron Donor–Acceptor Conjugates

Via the cycloaddition of azomethine ylides several electron donors were attached to
the sidewalls of CNT. In this context, ferrocene constitutes one of the first examples
that was brought forward [130]. Spectroscopic and kinetic analyzes of the photo-
physical properties of SWNT-Fc (Figure 8.7) were interpreted in terms of intramo-
lecular charge separation that evolves from photoexcited SWNT. The charge sepa-
ration dynamics are very fast (3.6� 109 s�1), whereas the charge recombination
kinetics are very slow (9.0� 105 s�1). As the correct identification of the product
was deemed to be critical, additional time resolved pulse radiolytic and steady state
electrolytic experiments were carried out to establish the characteristic fingerprints
of the reduced SWNT. All techniques gave similar broad absorptions in the visible
range and confirmed the formation of reduced SWNT.

In a modified strategy, namely purifying, shortening, and endowing SWNTwith
carboxylic groups electron donors like tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and extended tetra-
thiafulvalene (exTTF) were tested [161]. Photophysical investigation supported the
occurrence of photoinduced charge transfer processes in SWNT–TTF and
SWNT–exTTF (Figure 8.8) and helped to identify the reduced SWNT and oxidized
TTF and/or exTTF as metastable states. Overall, remarkable lifetimes – in the range
of hundreds of nanoseconds – are noted. Most important is that we succeeded in
controlling the rate of charge recombination by either systematically altering the
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Figure 8.7 SWNT-Fc donor–acceptor conjugate.
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Figure 8.8 (a) SWNT–TTF and (b) SWNT–exTTF donor–acceptor conjugates.

relative donor–acceptor separations (6.3� 106� 2.9� 106 s�1) or integrating differ-
ent electron donors (5.2� 106 s�1 versus 3.6� 106 s�1) [162].

8.5.2
Noncovalent Electron Donor–Acceptor Hybrids

As a complement to the covalent approach, p–p interactions were pursued to anchor
exTTF to the surface of SWNT by using a pyrene tether [163]. Nevertheless, p–p
interactions between, for example, the concave hydrocarbon skeleton of exTTF and
the convex surface of SWNT add further strength and stability to SWNT/pyre-
ne–exTTF. In this context, for the first time a complete and concise characterization
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Figure 8.9 (a) Pyrene–exTTF and (b) pyrene–TTF.

of the radical ion pair state has been achieved, especially in light of injecting electrons
into the conduction band of SWNT. The close proximity between exTTF and the
electron-accepting SWNT leads to very rapid charge transfer (1.1� 1012 s�1) that
affords, in turn, a short lived radical ion pair state (3.3� 106 s�1).
In a follow-up work, we have taken this concept further by scrutinizing electron

donor–acceptor interactions with different types of CNTand functionalized pyrene–
TTF (Figure 8.9) [164]. The goal was to identify the best nanohybrids – in terms
of processability and photoinduced charge transfer behavior – based on interacting
SWNT, DWNT, and various MWNT as electron acceptors with an organic electron
donor, namely TTF. Photophysical investigations evidence the formation of stable
radical ion pair states only in the case of MWNT, while shorter lifetimes are obtained
when considering SWNT. Most probably, the large number of concentric tubes –

providing different acceptor levels – help in stabilizing the transient radical ion pairs.

8.6
Excited State Charge Transfer – CNT as Ground State Electron Acceptor

8.6.1
Covalent Electron Donor–Acceptor Conjugates

More powerful is the concept of integrating porphyrins [165] or phthalocyanines that
serve as visible light-harvesting chromophores/electron donors [166, 167]. A first
example involved the efficient covalent tethering of SWNTwith porphyrins through
the esterification of SWNT bound carboxylic acid groups. The work started
with two porphyrin derivatives containing terminal hydroxyl groups, that is, [5-(p-
hydroxyhexyloxyphenyl)-10,15,20-tris(p-hexadecyloxyphenyl)-21H,23H-porphine]
and[5-(p-hydroxymethylphenyl)-10,15,20-tris(p-hexadecyloxyphenyl)-21H,23H-por-
phine]. In the corresponding SWNT–H2P conjugates the photoexcited porphyrins
deactivate through a transduction of excited state energy. Interestingly, the rates and
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efficiencies of the excited state transfer depend on the length of the tether that links
the porphyrins with the SWNT: the shorter tethers gave rise to weaker fluorescence
quenching[168, 169] (Figure8.10).

Extending the scope of the aforementioned work, the carboxylic functionalities
proved to be convenient for linking 5-p-hydroxyphenyl-10,15,20-tritolylporphyrin
to either SWNT or MWNT (Figure 8.11). According to thermogravimetric analyzes
the amount of grafted porphyrins was estimated to range from 8 to 22%, depending
on the initially employed porphyrin concentrations.

Similarly, unsymmetrically substituted aminophthalocyanines ZnPc were linked
to SWNT through a reaction with the terminal carboxylic acid groups of shortened
SWNT (Figure 8.12). However, the resulting materials proved to be nearly insoluble
in organic solvents [170, 171]. Reasonable alternatives involve a straightforward
cycloaddition reaction withN-octylglycine and a formyl-containing ZnPc, a stepwise
approach that involves cycloaddition of azomethine ylides to the double bonds of
SWNT using p-formyl benzoic acid followed by esterification with an appropriate
ZnPc [172, 173] (see Figure 8.13) or functionalization of SWNTwith 4-(2-trimethyl-
silyl)ethynylaniline and the subsequent ZnPc attachment using the Huisgen 1,3-
dipolar cycloaddition [174]. The occurrence of charge transfer from photoexcited
ZnPc to SWNT is observed in transient absorption experiments, which reflect the
absorption of the one electron oxidized ZnPc cation and the concomitant bleaching
of the vanHove singularities of SWNT.Charge separation (2.0� 1010 s�1) and charge
recombination (7� 10�5 s�1) dynamics reveal a notable stabilization of the radical
ion pair product (Figure 8.14).

The approach that involves placing of pyridyl isoxazolino functionalities along
the sidewalls of short SWNT is quite different [175]. The synthesis is based on the
cycloaddition of a nitrile oxide onto SWNT. The resulting SWNT–pyridine forms
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Figure 8.10 H2P–SWNT donor–acceptor conjugate – linked via esterification of the carboxylic acid
groups.
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Figure 8.12 ZnPc–SWNT donor–acceptor conjugate – linked via esterification of the carboxylic
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Figure 8.11 5-p-Hydroxyphenyl-10,15,20-tritolylporphyrin–SWNT donor–acceptor conjugate.
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complexes with ZnP and/or RuP [175, 176]. Formation of the SWNT–pyridine/ZnP
complex was firmly established by a detailed electrochemical study. However,
photochemical excitation of SWNT–pyridine/ZnP does not lead to charge trans-
fer/generation of radical ion pair states. Instead, fluorescence and transient absorp-
tion studies indicate that themain process is energy transfer from the singlet excited
state of ZnP to SWNT–pyridine (Figure 8.15).

SWNT functionalization is also the basis for applying Suzuki coupling reactions
(Figure 8.16) [177]. Recent work documents that this type of coupling reactions
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Figure 8.15 SWNT–pyridine/ZnP donor–acceptor conjugate.
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Figure 8.16 ZnP–SWNT donor–acceptor conjugate – linked via the Suzuki coupling reaction.
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represents an efficient method for introducing ZnP onto the SWNT sidewalls.
Despite all perceptions, covalently functionalized SWNT were found to serve as
efficient quenchers even after their perfectly conjugated sidewall structure has been
disrupted.

Functionalization with aryl diazonium salts, generated in situ is another effective
method for CNT sidewall grafting [16, 178–180]. What is particularly interesting is
that metallic SWNT seem to react more rapidly than semiconducting SWNT. The
selectivity is dictated by the availability of electrons near the Fermi level to stabilize
a charge transfer transition state preceding the bond formation. This opens up the
way for a selective solubilization and separation. To this end, in situ generated
tetraphenylporphyrin diazonium salts react directly with SWNT. These functiona-
lized SWNT show superior optical limiting effects when compared with pristine
SWNT [181].

An important consideration when associating SWNT with electron donors is to
preserve the unique electronic structures of SWNT. A versatile approach involves
grafting SWNTwith polymers, such as poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSSn�) [182], poly(4-
vinylpyridine) (PVP) [183], and poly((vinylbenzyl)trimethylammonium chloride)
(PVBTAnþ ) [184] to form highly dispersable SWNT–PSSn�, SWNT–PVP, and
SWNT–PVBTAnþ , respectively. In the next step, coulomb complex formation was
achieved with SWNT–PSSn� and 5,15-bis-[20,60-bis-{200,200-bis-(carboxy)-ethyl}meth-
yl-40-tert-butyl-phenyl]-10,20-bis-(40-tert-butyl-phenyl)porphyrin (H2P

8þ ). Likewise
a donor–acceptor nanohybrid has been prepared using electrostatic/van der Waals
interactions between SWNT–PVBTAnþ and 5,15-bis-[20,60-bis-{200,200-bis-(carboxy)-
ethyl}-methyl-40-tert-butyl-pheny]-10,20-bis-(40-tert-butyl-phenyl)porphyrin (H2P

8�).
Several spectroscopic techniques like absorption, fluorescence, and TEM were used
tomonitor the complex formations. Importantly, photoexcitation ofH2P

8þ orH2P
8�

in the newly formed nanohybrid structure results in efficient charge separation
(3.3� 109 s�1), which leads, subsequently, to the radical ion pair formation. In
SWNT–PSSn�/H2P

8þ (Figure 8.17) the newly formed radical ion pair exhibits a
remarkably long lifetime (7.1� 104 s�1), which constitutes one of longest reported
for any CNT ensemble found so far. In SWNT–PVBTAnþ /H2P

8� (Figure 8.18) the
charge separation tends to be slightly faster (4.5� 105 s�1). Differently, SWNT–PVP
(Figure 8.19) were assayed in coordination tests with ZnP. Kinetic and spectroscopic
evidence corroborates the successful formation of SWNT–PVP/ZnP nanohybrids
in solutions. Within this SWNT–PVP/ZnP nanohybrid, static charge transfer
quenching (2.0� 109 s�1) converts the photoexcited ZnP chromophore into a
microsecond-lived radical ion pair state, that is, one electron oxidized ZnP and
reduced SWNT.

A series of SWNT that are functionalized with PAMAM dendrimers were
described recently. As the dendrimers are linked directly to the SWNT surface via
a divergent methodology, it allows to increase the number of functional groups
without implementing significant damages to the conjugated p-system of SWNT
and comes as a reasonable alternative to the SWNT-H2P conjugate (Figure 8.21)
[185]. Photophysical investigations reveal that in SWNT–(H2P)n (Figure 8.20) some
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porphyrin units interact with SWNTwhile others do not; those that react (2.5� 1010

s�1) form a radical ion pair state that decays to ground state with kinetics of
2.9� 105 s�1.

CNT– bearing amides or esters – evolve as important precursors in the realization
of bioinspired materials involving peptide nucleic acids [186], desoxyribonucleic
acid [187], enzymes [188, 189], sugars [190], proteins [191], bacteria [192], viruses
[193], biotin [194], and various nonporphyrin/nonphthalocyanine dyes [195–197]
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Figure 8.17 SWNT grafted with poly(sodium-4-styrenesulfonate) – SWNT–PSSn� – that
complexes H2P

8þ .
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8.6.2
Noncovalent Electron Donor–Acceptor Hybrids

Nevertheless, covalently modified CNTmay not be suitable for applications, which
are based on the high conductivity and/or mechanical strength of pristine SWNT.
Noncovalent approaches might offer a solution to preserve the electronic and
structural integrity of SWNT, permitting the use of their conductivity as well as
their strength properties in future applications. Triggered by these incentives the
noncovalent integration of a wide range of functional groups onto CNTemerged as
a viable alternative [27, 198, 199].

As a leading example our recent success in the facile supramolecular association of
pristine SWNTwith linearly polymerized porphyrin polymers should be considered.
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Figure 8.18 SWNT grafted with poly((vinylbenzyl)trimethylammonium chloride) –
SWNT–PVBTAnþ – that complexes ZnP8�.
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The target SWNTnanohybrids, which are dispersable in organicmedia,were realized
by the use of soluble and redox-inert poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) bearing
surface immobilized porphyrins (i.e., H2P–polymer). Conclusive evidence for
H2P–polymer/SWNT interactions came from absorption spectroscopy: the finger-
prints of SWNT and H2P–polymer are discernable throughout the UV, visible, and
near-infrared part of the spectrum. A similar conclusion was also derived from TEM
and AFM. AFM images illustrate, for example, the debundling of individual SWNT.
An additional feature of H2P–polymer/SWNT (Figure 8.22) is an intrahybrid charge
separation, which has been shown to be long lived (4.7� 105 s�1) [200].

Stable H2P/SWNTcomposites were also realized by condensating tetraformylpor-
phyrins and diaminopyrenes on SWNT. The degree of interaction between SWNT
and H2P was evaluated by UV-visible absorption and fluorescence spectra, and
chemical removal of H2P from SWNT. In the H2P/SWNT nanohybrids, the Soret
and Q-bands of H2P moieties were significantly broadened and their fluorescence
was almost completely quenched. Apparent extinction coefficients at the Soret bands
were decreased to about 20% [201].
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Figure 8.19 SWNT grafted with poly(4-vinylpyridine) – SWNT–PVP – that complexes ZnP.
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SWNT/PVBTAnþ are water suspendable SWNT, in which PVBTAnþ are non-
covalently wrapped around them – similar to Figure 8.18. Versatile nanohybrids
have been prepared using electrostatic/van der Waals interactions between SWNT/
PVBTAnþ nanohybrids and porphyrins (H2P

8� and/or ZnP8�). Several spectroscop-
ic, microscopic, transient, and photoelectrochemical measurements were employed
to characterize the resulting supramolecular complexes. The photoexcitation of the
nanohybrids afforded long-lived radical ion pairswith lifetimes as long as 2.2 ms [184].

Strategies for SWNT separation are critical for developing nanotubes as useful
nanoscale building blocks. Herein, diameter-selective dispersion of SWNT has been
accomplished through noncovalent complexation with a flexible porphyrinic poly-
peptide P(H2P)16 bearing 16 porphyrin units in DMF (Figure 8.23). Supramolecular
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Figure 8.22 Partial structure of H2P–polymer.
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Figure 8.23 Structure of H2P–peptide hexadecamer.
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formation occurs through wrapping of the peptide backbone and p–p interactions
between the porphyrins and SWNT to extract the large-diameter nanotubes (about
1.3 nm) as revealed by visible/near-infrared absorption and Raman spectroscopy
as well as high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. Like in the aforemen-
tioned case, photoexcitation of P(H2P)16 affords a slowly decaying radical ion pair
state (2.7� 106 s�1) [202].

Following a similar strategy, SWNTwere found to strongly interact with a highly
soluble, conjugated ZnP–polymer (Figure 8.24 [203], a novel triply fused ZnP–
trimer [204], and just ZnP. Likewise a rare earth phthalocyanine (i.e., HErPc2) [205]
and a tetraformylporphyrin/diaminopyrene polymer (Figure 8.25) were also tested.
Successful complexation with, for example, the ZnP–polymer was manifested in a
127 nm bathochromic shift of the Q-band absorption. Additional evidence for
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Figure 8.24 (a) Partial structure of highly soluble ZnP–polymer, (b) a triply fused ZnP-trimer, and
(c) ZnP.
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Figure 8.25 Tetraformylporphyrin/diaminopyrene.
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interactions between ZnP–polymer, ZnP–trimer and ZnP and SWNTwas obtained
from fluorescence spectra, where the ZnP fluorescence was significantly quenched.
The fluorescence quenching has been ascribed to energy transfer between the
photoexcited porphyrin and SWNT.

Supramolecular structures consisting of dendritic porphyrins (Figure 8.26) and
SWNT have been prepared and characterized as an efficient donor/acceptor system.
Noncovalent interactions enable the pair system to produce suitable charge transfer
through a process occurring from the dendritic porphyrin core to the graphenic wall
of carbon nanotubes. Important is structure/architecture correlation based on
photoelectrical investigations [185].

Generally, SWNT interactions with H2P are appreciably stronger than what is
typically seen when employing ZnP. AFM images of, for example, SWNT/H2P
revealed smaller bundle sizes than those recorded for SWNT/ZnP with even some
individual specimen (i.e., 1.5� 0.2 nm).

The trend of stability was further corroborated with a water-solubleH2P derivative,
namely [meso-(tetrakis-4-sulfonatophenyl)porphine dihydrochloride] (Figure 8.27).
In these SWNT suspensions, which were shown to be stable for several weeks,
eminent interactions protect H2P against protonations to the corresponding diacid.
Moreover, these strongly interacting hybrids have been successfully aligned onto
hydrophilic polydimethylsiloxane surfaces by flowing SWNT solutions along a
desired direction and then transferred to silicon substrates by stamping [206].

Quite interesting is the following work: SWNT were effectively worked up with
H2P–[5,10,15,20-tetrakis(hexadecyloxyphenyl)-21H,23H-porphine] (Figure 8.27.
The insoluble and recovered SWNT were separated from H2P by treatment with
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Figure 8.26 A dendritic porphyrinic pentamer.
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acetic acid and vigorous centrifugation. After heating the recovered SWNT and the
free SWNT to 800 �C in a nitrogen atmosphere, the spectroscopic analysis showed
that the semiconducting SWNTand the free SWNTare enriched in the recovered and
metallic SWNT, respectively. We must assume selective interactions between H2P
and semiconducting SWNTas the inception to a successful separation ofmetallic and
semiconducting nanotubes [207].

An impressive SWNTsolubility has also been achieved upon treatment with zinc
[5,10,15,20-tetraphenyl-21H,23H-porphine] inDMF.TEMandAFMimages revealed
the existence of high density SWNT and exfoliation of individual SWNT as a result
of the tedious work-up procedure. The SWNTdiameter ranged typically from 0.9 to
1.5 nm, underlining the successful debundling properties of ZnP. Evidence of
interactions between porphyrins and SWNTwas obtained from fluorescence spectra,
where the porphyrin fluorescence was significantly quenched compared to the
porphyrin alone. The fluorescence quenching has been ascribed to energy transfer
between the photoexcited porphyrin and SWNT [208].

Solubilization/dispersion of SWNTwas also accomplishedwith protoporphyrin IX
and tetraphenylporphyrin iron(III) chloride (Figure 8.28) [209]. Transmission elec-
tron and atomic forcemicroscopies, aswell asUV-visible/near-infrared spectroscopy,
revealed that the protoporphyrins IX dissolved SWNT in polar solvents under mild
conditions of sonication using a bath-type sonicator, followed by centrifugation at
1000� g. The absorption and fluorescencemeasurements of the octaalkylporphyrins
in dimethylformamide containing 1 vol% THF with various amounts of SWNT
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Figure 8.28 (a) Protoporphyrin IX and (b) tetraphenylporphyrin iron(III) chloride.
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showed that the absorption maxima of the octaalkylporphyrins decreased with an
increase in the concentration of SWNT without wavelength shift, and the fluores-
cence of the porphyrins was quenched. These spectral behaviors have been used to
extract information about the SWNT/porphyrin interactions.

SWNT rings have been synthesized via noncovalent hybridization of SWNT and
porphyrins (Figure 8.29). Optical absorption spectroscopy, scanning electron mi-
croscopy, and transmission electron microscopy results showed that the formation
of the SWNTrings is strongly affected by the molecular architecture of the porphyr-
ins, the hybrid concentration, the SWNT-to-porphyrin mass ratio, and the substrate
on which the hybrid films were coated. The electron donation features of the
substituents – para-positions of the phenyl rings in 5,10,15,20-tetraphenyl-
21H,23H-porphine – and the structural regularity of the substituent groups facilitate
the formation of J-aggregates [210].

Instead of immobilizingZnP,H2P, and so ondirectly onto the SWNT, ionic pyrene
derivatives (i.e., 1-(trimethylammonium acetyl)pyrene (pyreneþ ) (Figure 8.30)) were
used to solubilize SWNT through p–p interactions [211, 212]. In fact, SWNT/
pyreneþ emerged as a versatile platform to perform van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions. To this end, water-soluble porphyrins 5,15-bis-[20,60-bis-{200,200-bis-(car-
boxy)-ethyl}-methyl-40-tert-butyl-pheny]-10,20-bis-(40-tert-butyl-phenyl) porphyrin
octasodium (H2P

8�) salt and the related zinc complex (ZnP8�) were selected as
ideal candidates. In SWNT/pyreneþ /ZnP8�, fluorescence and transition absorption
studies provided support for a rapid charge transfer (5.0� 109 s�1). MWNT interact
similarly to SWNTwith pyreneþ and produce stableMWNT/pyreneþ . Interesting is
the fact that a better delocalization of electrons in MWNT/pyreneþ /ZnP8� helps to
significantly enhance the stability of the radical ion pair state (1.7� 105 s�1) relative to
SWNT/pyreneþ /ZnP8� (2.5� 106 s�1). Percolation of the charge inside the concen-
tric wires in MWNT decelerates the decay dynamics that are associated with the
charge recombination [213].

Applying similar p–p interactions, SWNT were integrated with a series of
negatively charged pyrene derivatives (pyrene�) – 1-pyreneacetic acid, 1-pyrenecar-
boxylic acid, 1-pyrenebutyric acid, 8-hydroxy-1,3,6-pyrenetrisulfonic acid. But none
of the resulting SWNT/pyrene� showed the tremendous stability that was seen in
SWNT/pyreneþ . Still, a series of water soluble, positively charged 5,15-bis-[20,60-bis-
{200,200-bis-(carboxy)-ethyl}methyl-40-tert-butyl-phenyl]-10,20-bis-(40-tert-butyl-phenyl)
porphyrinswere shown to formphotoactive SWNT/pyrene�/ZnP8þ , and so on [214].
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Figure 8.29 5,10,15,20-Tetraphenyl-21H,23H-porphine.
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Considering the broad adaptability and the stability of the SWNT/pyrene motif,
p–p stacking with pyrene-imidazole (Figure 8.31), pyrene-pyro-pheophorbide
a (Figure 8.32), pyrene-NH3

þ (Figure 8.33), and pyrene-CdSe Figure 8.34) was
demonstrated to solubilize SWNT [215–217, 220]. The case of pyrene-imidazole
deserves specialmention – through theuse of the imidazole ligandnaphthalocyanine
(ZnNc) and ZnP were axially coordinated. Steady-state and time-resolved emission
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Figure 8.30 (a) SWNT/pyreneþ hybrid that complexes (c) ZnP8� and (b) SWNT/pyrene� hybrid
that complexes (d) ZnP8þ .
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studies revealed efficient fluorescence quenching of the donor entities. Nanosecond
transient absorption spectra revealed that the photoexcitation of ZnNc or ZnP
resulted in the one-electron oxidation of the donor unit with a simultaneous one-
electron reduction of SWNT. Both radical ion pair states decay on the nanosecond
time scale (ZnPc: 1.7� 107 s�1; ZnP: 1.1� 107 s�1) to repopulate the ground
state [215].

Viable alternatives to porphyrins or phthalocyanines emerged around excited
state electron donors such as copolymers of unsubstituted thiophene and 7-(thien-
3-ylsulfanyl)heptanoic acid or size-quantized thioglycolic acid stabilized
CdTe@TGAn� nanoparticles [218, 219]. They share in common their water solubility
and their successful combination with SWNT/pyreneþ via electrostatic forces. In the
resulting nanohybrids strong electronic interactions were noted. In particular, poly-
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thiophene and/or CdTe tend to donate excited state electrons to SWNT in the ground
state, which slowly recombine – 3.5� 107 s�1 in SWNT/pyreneþ /CdTe@TGAn�.

8.7
Excited State Charge Transfer – CNT as Ground State Electron Donor

8.7.1
Noncovalent Electron Donor–Acceptor Hybrids

In stark contrast to the wealth of information on charge transfer involving SWNTas
electron acceptors, information on their use as electron donors is scarce. One of the

Figure 8.34 CdSe–pyrene.
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Figure 8.33 (a) Ammonium pyrene that complexes (b) ZnTCP.
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first examples, in which SWNTact as electron donor is based on integrating [5,15-bis
(4-pyridyl)-2,8,12,18-tetraethyl-3,7,13,17-tetramethyl zinc porphyrin] (Figure 8.35) –
as electron acceptor – onto SWNT [221]. Field effect transistor characteristics
suggest that the rate and magnitude of charge transfer depends on both the
wavelength and the intensity of the applied light, with a maximum value of 0.37
electrons per porphyrin upon 420nm illumination with 100W/m2. The authors
postulate that the direction and magnitude of the photoinduced charge transfer in
these systems may be controllable.

Likewise, charge transfer proceeds in a self-assembled SWNT/C60 that is photo-
excited. It has been successfully demonstrated that SWNT act as an electron donor,
while the function of C60 is that of an electron acceptor. Toward this,first, SWNTwere
noncovalently functionalized using pyrene-NH3

þ (Figure 8.36). Pyrene-NH3
þ not

only interacts with SWNT, but also complexes benzo-18-crown-6. Such ammonium/
crown ether interactions were used to associate C60 (i.e., crown-C60) to yield stable
SWNT/pyrene-NH3

þ /crown-C60. Steady state and time-resolved absorption spec-
troscopy prompted a photoinduced charge transfer, during which SWNT and C60

were oxidized and reduced, respectively. The rates of charge separation and charge
recombination were found to be 3.5� 109 and 1.0� 107 s�1, respectively [222].

Sapphyrins shown in Figure 8.37 are well-characterized pentapyrrolicmacrocycles
that are particularly attractive candidates for complexation to SWNTas they present
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Figure 8.36 (a) Ammonium pyrene derivative that complexes (b) crown-C60.
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larger p surfaces than typical tetrapyrrolic macrocycles. In particular, it was found
that SWNTserve to template the supramolecular association of sapphyrins under two
very different sets of solvent conditions. The resulting modified nanotubes undergo
photoexcited intramolecular charge transfer from SWNT to the sapphyrin moiety
upon photoexcitation, for which proof comes from a combination of steady-state
investigations, femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopies, and pulse radiol-
ysis experiments [223].

The objective of oxidizing SWNT has also been achieved using a perylene
derivative (Figure 8.38), which combines excellent electron-accepting features and
a reasonably sized p-system. The complementary use of microscopy and spectros-
copy has shed light for the first time onto the mutual interactions between SWNT
and a strong electron acceptor. In particular, microscopy demonstrated the benefits
of tightly interacting p-systems toward the successful debundling and suspension of
individual SWNT. Spectroscopy – including electrochemical, Raman, fluorescence,
and transient absorption measurements – confirmed charge transfer to augment
the communication in the ground state. More important is that distinct excited state
interactions prevail and that a kinetically and spectroscopically well-characterized
radical ion pair state is formed that recombines rapidly (3.3� 109 s�1).

8.7.2
Charge Transfer Interactions – CNT and Polymers

Lately, much attention has been directed to the optical and electronic features of
CNT/conjugated polymers composites that stem from strongly interacting p-elec-
trons of CNT and p-electrons that correlate with the lattice of the polymer skeleton.
CNT wrapped with conducting polymers might – among many novel features –

exhibit significantly improved solubilities. Conjugated poly(m-phenylenevinylene-
co-2,5-dioctoxy-p-phenylenevinylene) (PmPV-co-DOctOPV) (Figure 8.39), whose
structure is a simple variation of the more common PPV, is one of most widely
tested polymer that formsnovel nanohybridswith CNT.Here the coiled conformation
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allowed the polymer to wrap around the surface of CNT through simple p–p

interactions [224, 225].
Complementary work demonstrated that PmPV helps in dispersing SWNT in

organic media [226]. Interestingly, several spectroscopies performed with SWNT/
PmPVattest to significantly broadened features, which correlatewithp–p interacting
forces as they are effective between SWNT and PmPV. Average diameters of
aggregated SWNT are found around 7.1 nm – as discernable from AFM measure-
ments. This indicates that noncovalent modification is a potent and powerful means
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Figure 8.39 (a) PmPV-co-DOctOPV, (b) PEI, (c) PVP, (d) PANI, (e) PAE, (f) PPY, and (g) P3MT.
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to disrupt the inherently strong van der Waals interactions among individual CNT.
Noteworthy is the observation that when higher polymer concentrations are used
even individual SWNT are exfoliated from the initial bundles. The optoelectronic
properties, namely a photoamplification of nearly thousand times, indicate that the
polymer must be in intimate electrical contact with the SWNT.

Charge transfer interactions, often seen to dominate between amines andCNT, are
the inception to CNT that interact with poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) and poly(4-vinylpyr-
idine) [227]. Here, advantage has been taken of the high affinity of amines to interact
with SWNT to assemble into SWNT/polymer nanohybrids. Microscopy of the films
revealed that small bundles and even individual CNT were incorporated within
multilayered films via the sequential adsorption of PEI and PVP followed by SWNT
onto silicon substrates.

Along the same line, charge transfer reactivity enhances the electrical properties
when polyaniline (PANI, Figure 8.39) interacts with MWNT [228]. This rationale
explains why the electrical conductivity of MWNT/PANI increased by an order of
magnitude relative to neat PANI. Alternatively, doping effects of MWNT should be
considered. Following this fundamental characterization, electrochemical polymer-
ization of PANI onto CNT electrodes was shown to be quite effective in dispersing
conjugated polymeric films [229]. Absorption spectroscopy and AFM studies con-
firmed that, under ambient conditions, SWNTandMWNTadhere strongly to aniline
by forming charge transfer complexes rather than undergoing weak van der Waals
interactions [230]. In general,MWNT/PANIfilms tend tohave improved electron and
ion transfer properties – relative to pure PANI films. The charge transport upon
oxidizing SWNT/PANI planar films is about four times faster than upon oxidation
of planar films of PANI [231].

Impressive solubilizations of SWNT have been established in a novel wrapping
approach using short and rigid functional conjugated polymers, poly(aryleneethy-
nylene)s (PAE, Figure 8.39). This technique not only enables the dissolution of
various types of CNT in organic solvents, but also assists in introducing numerous
functional groups onto the SWNT surfaces [232, 233].

SWNT reinforced polyimide nanocomposites were synthesized by in situ poly-
merization ofmonomers [234, 235]. Quite considerably, the resulting blends showed
optical transport and electrical conductivity enhancement at relatively low loadings
(i.e., 0.1 vol%). Actually, the differences are as large as 10 orders ofmagnitude. Totally
aromatic polyimides carrying sulfonates are capable of solubilizing a large amount of
SWNT individually in solution [236]. Higher concentrations of SWNT in polyimide
solutions form a gel composed of individually dissolved SWNT.

When applying electrochemical polymerization conditions, MWNT were code-
posited with polypyrrole (PPY, Figure 8.39) and poly(3-methylthiophene) (P3MT,
Figure 8.39) to form nanoporous composite films [237]. In the absence of supporting
electrolytes, an increase in the MWNT concentration at the polymerizing electrode
decreases the thickness of the polymer coating on each MWNT. Obviously, the ionic
diffusion distances were greatly minimized, which improves the electrolyte access
within the nanoporous MWNT/PPY films. This eventually amplifies the capacitance
relative to similarly prepared PPY films.
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8.8
Implications of Ground State Charge Transfer

8.8.1
Conducting Electrode Materials

The market for transparent conductors used in display, photovoltaic, and lighting
markets will reach approximately $9.4 billion by 2015.Manymaterials that have been
put forward as ITO replacements fall well below the standards set for conductivity
and transparency achieved by ITO itself. In photovoltaics, the target is a surface
resistivity of �50V/sq with a trasmittance greater than 85% throughout the solar
spectrum [238]. While extensively developed and optimized, ITO bears a number of
deficiencies. One disadvantage results from its high deposition temperature of
around 600 �C, which renders its compatibility with, for example, flexible substrates
more than just problematic. In addition, cracks appear after repeated bending or
strain, and are not resistant to acid [239]. What is even more puzzling is that
traditional ITO has poor mechanical properties. More of an economical concern is
the high costs of high quality ITO.

In this context, one of the first tests with CNTwas the preparation of a composite
of MWNT and poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV). Thin and uniform MWNT films
were obtained by spin coating the highly concentratedMWNTdispersion, which had
been stabilized by chemical oxidation. Composites were realized by introducing
the polymer precursor onto the surface of theMWNT film, followed by conversion at
high temperature. A photovoltaic device, which was prepared from the composite
by using MWNT as a hole-collecting electrode, gave rise to quantum efficiency that
was nearly twice that of a standard device with a bear ITO electrode. It has been
considered that the high efficiency arises from a complex interpenetrating network
of PPV chains with MWNT and the relatively high work function of MWNT films
(5.1 eV) [240].

Following this pioneering work, several methods have been probed to fabricate
CNT thin films. The key is to disperse CNT in solutions with the aid of surfactants or
surface derivatization. The resulting CNT suspensions were sprayed [241], spin
coated [240, 242], drop casted [243] and deposited by LbL [244], Langmuir–Blodgett
method [245], or by electrophoresis [246]. Still, the most suitable procedure for
obtaining flexible and optically transparent films involves the transfer from a filter
membrane to the transparent support by utilizing a solvent [247] or in the form of
an adhesive film [248]. Such procedures are superior, since they guarantee better
dispersions and the possibility of removing the solubilization agents by a simple
washing/rinsing step. With the same technique – utilizing metallic SWNTsorted by
density gradient ultracentrifugation –filmswith 75% transmittance in the visible and
231V/sq conductivity were achieved. Similar results were obtained upon spin
coating a mixture of metallic SWNT (i.e., DMSO) and PEDOT:PSS (i.e., aqueous
solution 10% w/w) [249].

An alternative CNT film fabricationmethod involves dry state spinning of MWNT
yarns fromMWNT forests grown by chemical vapor deposition, followed by dipping
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in alcohol to induce the densification of the films [250]. Postdeposition treatments
like doping with SOCl2 [251], and with Nafion followed by nitric acid treatment [252],
are worth mentioning.

Theoretical and experimental studies have established that the work function of
SWNTnetworks is in the range between 4.8 and 4.9 eV. In other words, the SWNT
work function should be sufficiently high to ensure efficient hole collection [253].
Hall effect measurements at room temperature corroborate the p-type nature of the
conductivity [254]. Nevertheless, for optimal performance the CNT electrodes must
be coated with a thin layer of the conducting polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene) (PEDOT) doped with poly(styrenesulfonate), which further reduces the
resistance and helps to planarize the CNT films [250]. Early results confirm the
proof of this principle by attesting that photovoltaic devices with SWNT thin films
as transparent and conducting electrodes for hole collection are, in fact, competitive
with comparable devices fabricated using ITO (i.e., device efficiencies between 1 and
2.5%) [253, 255, 256].

Finally, a recent example of flexible organic photovoltaics should be discussed,
in which transparent and conducting SWNT thin films were implemented as
current collecting electrodes on plastic substrates. As photoactive layer – forming a
bulk heterojunction – zinc oxide nanowires and poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)
were combined. The bulk heterojunctions for exciton dissociation were created by
utilizing hydrothermally grown semialigned ZnO nanowires electron acceptors
on top of solution deposited SWNT thin films and spin-coated P3HT polymers
[257].

8.8.2
Counter Electrodes for DSSC

A high performance DSSC requires the counter electrode to be highly catalytic and
highly conductive. Hence, platinum, which is a good catalyst for the reduction of
redox species, such as triiodide/iodide, is usually used as the counter electrode of the
DSSC. Notable, SWNT– as a substitute for platinum – reveal conversion efficiency of
3.5 and 4.5% when drop casted on FTO glass and on a Teflon membrane, respec-
tively [258]. SWNT are good catalysts for the reduction of triiodide, and its catalytic
activity is enhanced when exposing them to ozone as defects are introduced [259].
In addition, the sheet resistance of SWNT/Teflon is with 1.8V/sq four times lower
than that of a FTO glass [258]. Finally, an additional benefit of CNT is that they do not
degrade under conditions, at which platinumwas found to degrade, that is, in contact
with an iodide/triiodide liquid electrolyte [260].

A slight modification implies MWNT/conducting poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene):poly(styrenesulfonate) composites as DSSC counter electrodes. The devices
exhibited high performance with energy conversion efficiencies of 6.5%, short
circuit currents of 15.5mA/cm2, open circuit voltages of 0.66V, and fill factors of
0.63. This performance is close to the devices using conventional platinum as the
counter electrode and is significantly higher than the ones using a thin film of
MWNT/poly(styrenesulfonic acid) composite as the counter electrode [261].
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8.9
Implications of Excited State Charge Transfer

8.9.1
Active Component in Photoactive Layer

In recent years the continuing interest in alternative photovoltaic technologies,
especially with respect to lowering production costs, triggered extensive research
in the fields of organic photovoltaic devices. Compared with inorganic materials,
organic materials offer great incentives including device production at exceptionally
lowcosts, lightweight, andflexibledevices that enable versatile applications [262, 263].
Organic materials absorb light in most of the visible and near-infrared regions of
the solar spectrum to generate conduction band electrons and valence band holes.
Coulombic interactions between the spatially confined charges result in strongly
bound excitons. However, these excitons must be separated at the interphases
between the electron donors and the electron acceptors or between the photoactive
materials and semiconducting electrodes, before they recombine or relax in an
alternative fashion to the ground state [264, 265]. Finally, the resulting free charge
carriers should be transported to an external circuit, while minimizing the recom-
bination pathways. To this end, themain obstacles to realize widespread applicability
of organic semiconductor for photovoltaics are high exciton binding energy, low
charge carrier mobility, and susceptibility to degradation.

Relative to known organic materials, CNT bear the great advantage to be struc-
turally robust, chemically stable, and highly conductive. They can improve exciton
dissociation in the presence of an external field at the heterointerfaces. In addition,
their high surface areas – of about 1500m2/g – favor large donor–acceptor contact
surfaces within the photoactive layer [266]. All these aspects are very important for
separating the aforementioned excitons. Also the tubular shape of CNT appears
interesting. This, in particular, should enable a lower percolation threshold for the
acceptor phase and consequently a more efficient charge transport to the external
circuit [267].

Much of the current research efforts on thin film photovoltaics have been directed
toward composite materials made of SWNT [242, 268, 269] or MWNT [270, 271] and
conjugated polymer – sometimes in the presence of C60 [272–274], CdSe [275, 276],
or phthalocyanines [277].

Typical work-up procedures include the dispersion of CNT in solutions of poly(3-
hexylthiophene) or poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) and the spin coating onto trans-
parent conductive electrodes. Postfabrication treatment such as heating to the point
beyond the glass transition temperature of either P3HTor P3OT is another key point,
especially for manipulating the phase separation of the blend. As the polymers
are microcrystalline systems, they also affect the ordering of the polymeric chains.
Overall, this annealing improves charge transfer, charge transport, and charge
collection throughout the device [278]. As a consequence of such ordering, the
hole mobility, and hence the power efficiency of the CNT/polymer device, increases
significantly [279]. So far, following this strategy a maximum power conversion
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efficiency of 0.22% has been obtained [280]. Although the polymer CNT cells give
rise to an exceptionally high open circuit voltage, namely of up to 1 V, as well as an
advantageous near-infrared light harvesting [281], the corresponding photocurrents
are quite low [282]. Weak interactions and incomplete exciton dissociations as they
result especially at the utilized CNTconcentration – 1wt% for SWNT [283] and 5wt%
forMWNT [284] – aremainly responsible for this tendency.HigherCNTpercentages,
on the other hand, generate short circuits, since the CNT length is not compatible
with the overall thickness of the photoactive layer.

Some promising reports on photoelectrochemical devices integrating SWNT as
electron acceptor – on ITO – are based on layer-by-layer assembly strategies [285].
As a first step, the ITO electrodes are covered with a base layer of polyelectrolytes
(i.e., poly(diallyl-dimethylammonium)chloride (PDDAnþ ) or sodium polystyrene-4-
sulfonate (PSSn�)) through hydrophobic-hydrophobic forces [218, 219, 286, 287].
In the next step, SWNT/pyreneþ and finally porphyrin salts (i.e., H2P

8� or ZnP8�)
are assembled electrostatically. This approach is applicable to other CNTmaterials
such as DWNT, MWNT, and thin-MWNT. Importantly, the best performance was
seen when thin-MWNT were used as electron acceptor layer material with mono-
chromatic power conversion efficiencies of up to 10.7% for a device that contains
a PDDA/SWNT/pyreneþ /ZnP8� stack [287].

The best performancewas seenwhen electrostatic/van derWaals interactionswere
used to assemble SWNT/PVBTAnþ /ZnP8�. In fact, photocurrent measurements
gave remarkable internal photon-to-current efficiencies of 9.90% when a potential
of 0.5 V was applied [288].

Alternatively, PSCOOH (Figure 8.40) or CdTe quantum dots (QD) (Figure 8.41)
were integrated together with SWNT/pyreneþ onto ITO electrodes by a combination
of van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. In the devices, PSCOOH and CdTe
function as the light-harvesting chromophore, in which both donate electrons to
SWNT. Quite remarkably, the monochromatic power conversion efficiencies for a
SWNT/pyreneþ /PSCOOH stack and a SWNT/pyreneþ /CdTe stack were deter-
mined as 1.2 and 2.3%, respectively [289, 290].

Electrophoresis is yet another interesting assembly strategy [291]. In particular,
exposing SWNT that were suspended with the assistance of tetraoctylammonium
bromide in tetrahydrofuran to an electrophoretic field emerged as a valuable
approach to deposit them onto ITO covered with SnO2 [292]. In fact, considerable
photoconversion efficiencies were achieved when SWNT were deposited and as-
sembled with light-harvesting CdS and porphyrins with values of 0.5 and 6.5%,
respectively [293, 294]. Recently, a new methodology for the self-organization of C60

on the sidewall of SWNT for the use in photoelectrochemical devices used SnO2

has been developed. The photocurrent generation efficiency – 18% at 400 nm under
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an applied potential of 0.05V versus SCE – is the highest value among CNT-based
photoelectrochemical devices, in which CNT are deposited electrophoretically,
electrostatically, or covalently onto semiconducting electrodes [295].

SWNTsupport networks can be incorporated into mesoscopic TiO2/Ru(II) trisbi-
pyridyl complex films to improve the charge transport in dye-sensitized solar cells.
While no net increase in power conversion efficiency is seen, an increase in photon to
current efficiency represents the benefits of the SWNT as a conducting scaffold to
facilitate charge separation and charge transport in nanostructured semiconductor
films [296]. Utilizing CdS QD, the presence of a SWNTsublayer increased the short
circuit current under irradiation condition and also reduced the charge recombina-
tion process under dark condition. The power conversion efficiency of CdS/TiO2 on
ITO increased 50% in the presence of SWNTdue to the improved charge collecting
efficiency and reduced recombination [297].

8.9.2
Gas Sensors

Recently, CNT-based gas sensors have received considerable attention because of
their outstanding properties such as faster response, higher sensitivity, lower
operating temperature, and wider variety of gases that may be detected compared
with the other types of gas sensors. CNT-based gas sensing utilizes a change in an
electrical property due to adsorption of gas molecules as the output signal [298].

The CNTelectrical resistance, thermoelectric power, and local density of states, as
determined by transport measurements and scanning tunneling spectroscopy are
extremely sensitive to air or oxygen exposure. Such parameters are reversibly tuned
by surprisingly small concentrations of adsorbed gases. An impressing demonstra-
tion of such alterations is that an intrinsically semiconducting nanotube converts into
an apparent metallic one once exposed to air/oxygen [299]. Annealing the contacts
in vacuum [300] or in an inert gas [301], removes the adsorbed oxygen and reconverts
the device from p- to n-type. n-type doping of SWNT by ammonia adsorption was
also observed [302]. The effects are smaller when SWNTare in contact with H2, He,
and N2. Simply, weaker interactions are responsible for such trends [303].

Figure 8.41 CdTe QD stabilized with thioglycolic acid.
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9
Photovoltaic Devices Based on Carbon Nanotubes
and Related Structures
Emmanuel Kymakis

9.1
Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been integrated into organic photovoltaic cell devices
both as the electron acceptor material [1] and as the transparent electrode [2]. The
CNTs are attractive since they are not only efficient e-acceptors but also provide a high
field at the polymer/nanotube interfaces favoring exciton dissociation. In this
chapter, a review of the research conducted in this exciting field is presented.

Carbon nanotubes are allotropes of carbon with a nanostructure that can have a
length-to-diameter ratio of 28 000 000 : 1 [3], which is significantly larger than any
other material. They are unique one-dimensional tubular structures, basically
concentric cylinders of graphene with one or more layers capped by roughly
hemispherical graphite structures [4] (Figure 9.1).

These cylindrical carbon molecules have novel properties that make them poten-
tially useful in many applications in nanotechnology, electronics, optics, and other
fields of materials science, as well as potential uses in architectural fields. These
exceptional properties include ballistic transport, high conductivity, which is, in fact,
comparable to those of copper and/or silicon and exceeds those of any conducting
polymer by several orders of magnitude [5], strong mechanical [6], thermal [7] and
environmental resistance [8], and finally, optical polarizability [9]. They exhibit
extraordinary strength and unique electrical properties, and are efficient conductors
of heat. Their final usage, however, may be limited by their potential toxicity.

Nanotubes aremembers of the fullerene structural family, which also includes the
spherical buckyballs. The ends of a nanotube might be capped with a hemisphere of
the buckyball structure. Their name is derived from their size since the diameter of a
nanotube is on the order of a few nanometers (approximately 1/50 000th of the width
of a human hair), while they can be up to several millimeters in length (as of 2008).
Nanotubes are categorized as single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) and multiwalled
nanotubes (MWNTs).
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Carbon nanotubes are usually made by carbon arc discharge, laser ablation of
carbon, or chemical vapor deposition [10]. Depending on the method of their
synthesis, impurities in the form of catalyst particles, amorphous carbon, and
nontubular fullerenes are also produced. Thus, subsequent purification steps are
required to separate the tubes from other forms of nontubular carbon. This involves
chemical processes such as acid reflux, filtration, centrifugation, and repeated
washes with solvents and water. Typical nanotube diameters range from 0.4 to 3 nm
for SWNTs and from 1.4 to at least 100 nm for MWNTs. Therefore, it is evident that
the nanotube properties can be tuned by changing the diameter.

The SWNTs are presently produced only on a small scale and are extremely
expensive. High-purity samples cost about $500/g, and samples containing sub-
stantial amounts of impurities cost about $60/g. On the other hand, MWNTs are
quite inexpensive, about $300/kg.

Many researchers have founded spin-off companies, such as Carbon Nanotech-
nology, Inc. (CNI) that was started by the deceased Professor Smalley of Rice
University. Designed for large-scale production of high-pressure carbon monoxide
(HiPCO) nanotubes, CNI produces around 10 kg a day. Other spin-offs include
Professor Eklund�s Carbolex, which can produce up to 35 g/day of SWNTs by arc
discharge, and Professor Resasco�s SouthWest NanoTechnologies. The past few
years have seen a substantial increase in the number of companies producing
nanotubes on commercial scale and speculative forecasting of their possible uses.
For example, Nanocyl in Belgium is capable of producing 10 kg/day, NanoLedge in
France produces 120 g/day, Nanothinx in Greece produces 100 g/day, and Nanocar-
blab in Russia is capable of 3 g/day. A moderate level of optimism, coupled with
informed speculation and current market trend, suggests that nanotubes prices will
significantly reduce in coming years [11].

9.2
Photovoltaic Cells Based on Carbon Nanotubes

9.2.1
Carbon Nanotubes as Electron Acceptors in Organic PVs

Most of the conjugated polymers used in organic PV devices transport holes
preferentially and can be considered as p-type materials. Combining the physical
and chemical characteristics of conjugated polymerswith high conductivity along the
tube axis of carbon nanotubes provides a great deal of incentives to disperse CNTs

Figure 9.1 Structural formula of a carbon nanotube.
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into the photoactive layer in order to obtain more efficient OPV devices. The
interpenetrating bulk donor–acceptor heterojunction in these devices can achieve
charge separation and collection because of the existence of a bicontinuous network.
Along this network, electrons and holes can travel toward their respective contacts
through the electron acceptor and the polymer hole donor. Photovoltaic efficiency
enhancement is proposed to be due to the introduction of internal polymer/nanotube
junctions within the polymer matrix. The high electric field at these junctions can
split up the excitons, while the SWNT can act as a pathway for the electrons.

Since the discovery of photoinduced charge transfer between conjugated poly-
mers (as donors) and buckminsterfullerene C60 and its derivatives (as acceptors),
several efficient photovoltaic systems based on the donor–acceptor principle using
a combination of polymer and fullerenes have been fabricated [12, 13]. Practically,
the solubility and stability of both the donor and the acceptor are critically
important. In general, the most successful OPV cells are those with BHJ
architecture based on soluble poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and poly(3-octylthio-
phene) (P3OT) as the donor and PCBM as the acceptor [14, 15]. But PCBM is not
necessarily the optimum structure for solution-processed OPV materials, and the
power efficiency of these OPV devices is still low compared to that of conventional
inorganic devices [16].

These blends are then spin coated onto a transparent conductive electrode with
thicknesses that vary from 60 to 120 nm. These conductive electrodes are usually
glass covered with indium tin oxide (ITO) and a 40 nm sublayer of poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS). PEDOT and
PSS help smooth the ITO surface, decreasing the density of pinholes and stifling
current leakage that occurs along shunting paths. Through thermal evaporation or
sputter coating, a 20–70 nm thick layer of aluminum, and sometimes an intermediate
layer of lithium fluoride, is then applied onto the photoactive material.

This charge transfermechanism in apolymermatrix containing fullereneprovides
themotivation for investigating the use of the longest fullerenemolecule, the carbon
nanotubes, as the electron transport material. The nanotubes consist of one or more
sheets of graphite wrapped around each other in concentric cylinders. Individually,
they could be metallic or semiconducting depending on their chirality (spiral
conformation) and diameter, making them ideal reinforcing fillers in composite
materials.

Multiple investigations with bothmultiwalled carbon nanotubes and single-walled
carbon nanotubes integrated into the photoactive material have been completed
[17–20]. First, Ago et al. [21] investigated the use of MWNTs as the cathode
electrode in poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) photodiodes. The polymer–nanotube
composite was prepared by spin coating a highly concentrated MWNT dispersion.
An atomic force image showed that the PPV covers the surface of MWNTs and
forms a well-mixed composite. The quantum efficiency of the device was signif-
icantly higher than the device having ITO as the electrode, suggesting that MWNT
materials can act as a good cathode electrode due to the formation of a complex
interpenetrating network with polymer chains. The polymer–nanotube interface
quenches the radiative recombination and hence enhances the photocurrent.
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The first report of using carbon nanotubes as e-acceptors in bulk heterojunction
solar cells was from Kymakis and Amaratunga in 2002, who blended SWNTs with
polythiophenes and observed an increase in the photocurrent of two orders of
magnitude [17]. This effect was attributed to the formation of internal polymer/
nanotube junctions resulting in a better exciton dissociation and balance bipolar
transport through the entire volume of the polymer composite.

Typical devices canbe fabricatedby spin coating thephotoactivepolymer–nanotube
film from a chloroform solution onto a transparent conductive oxide (ITO) substrate,
followed by evaporation of a metallic back contact, such as Al; the device structure is
shown in Figure 9.2. Although it is still difficult to take their full advantage since the
pristineCNTs lack solubility in any solvent, covalent andnoncovalentmodificationsof
theoutersurfaceofCNTshavebeenprovedtobesuccessfulmethodstoachievesoluble
functional CNTs. The noncovalent modification methods include the wrapping of
CNTs with conjugated polymers and small organic dyes [22, 23]. The covalent
modificationof theconvexsurfacesofCNTsbyaliphaticmolecules, organic functional
molecules, atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) of vinyl monomers, and
polyetherimide has been well documented in the literature [24–26].

The contribution of SWNTs in the photovoltaic characteristics has been thought to
enhance charge separation and transport. At low doping levels, percolation pathways
are established due to the high aspect ratio and surface area of SWNTs, which can
provide the means for high carrier mobility and efficient charge transfer. Moreover,
not only the SWNTs are good electron acceptors but they can also enhance the
electronmobility in the bulk of the polymer by transporting electrons along their axis.
Similar results were obtained from Landi et al. [27], Rodr�ıguez et al. [28], and Arranz-
Andr�es and Blau [29], using the same device configuration.

So far, the maximum power conversion efficiency reached with these systems is
about 0.22% with postfabrication thermal annealing at 120 �C for 5min [30]. The
postfabrication annealing temperature dependence on the principal cell parameters
of the device such as power conversion efficiency (g), the open-circuit voltage (Voc),
short-circuit current density (Jsc), and fill factor (FF) are plotted in Figure 9.3. It is
clear that the postfabrication annealing temperature of the device has a strong
influence on both the photocurrent and the fill factor.

The Jsc of the polymer–nanotube devices is 0.25mA/cm2 for postfabrication
temperatures between 20 and 40 �C,while postfabrication annealing at temperatures

Figure 9.2 Polymer–nanotube photovoltaic cell structure.
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above 100 �C gives higher current densities of about 0.5mA/cm2. It is worth noticing
that the device, which is annealed at very high temperatures, tends to depredate and
its performance, governed by Jsc and Voc, is inferior to the nonannealed device. A
similar trend is obtained for the FF dependence on temperature. The FF increases
with increasing temperature in the whole temperature range, in discrepancy with Jsc
and Voc, which significantly decrease at high temperatures. The best photovoltaic
characteristics are obtained with postfabrication annealing at 120 �C. The enhance-
ment in the photovoltaic characteristics of the device can be attributed to an enhanced
movement of the polymer chains (polymer mobility) and polymer structure and to a
better electrical contact at the PEDOT:PSS/P3OT–SWNT interface, thereby reducing
recombination losses.

Nevertheless, the major limitation so far, with respect to the fullerene-based
counterparts, is the existence of an upper limit in the SWNTconcentration (around
1wt.%) for an optimal photovoltaic cell device performance [1]. Figure 9.4 depicts the
short-circuit current (Isc) and the open-circuit voltage of the devices for various
SWNT concentrations. Average experimental values are plotted since there is a
scattering in the values, possibly due to the random distribution of the nanotubes in
the polymer matrix, resulting in a partial discontinuity of the donor or acceptor
phases. As can be seen, the photocurrent increases very efficiently with SWNT
concentration, attains a maximum at about 1% and then decreases very rapidly for
even higher SWNTs concentrations. On the other hand, the behavior of Voc is quite
different. Voc slightly increases for concentrations up to 1%, tending to saturate at
even higher concentrations. Moreover, the variation in the photocurrent with
concentration is quite large, a factor of 500, while the variation in Voc is only at a
factor of 2. In any case, the maximum efficiency was obtained from the composite
containing 1% of carbon nanotubes. For higher concentrations, the photocurrent is
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Figure 9.3 The J–V curves under AM1.5 illumination for a ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3OT-SWNT cell with
different postfabrication annealing temperatures.
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believed to be mainly limited by a lower photogeneration rate since the exciton
generation takes place only in the polymer. The maximum intensity of the solar
spectrum occurs at a wavelength of about 555 nm, which falls within the band of
green light. Upon increase in nanotube concentration, the distance between indi-
vidual nanotubes becomes smaller than 555 nm, which results in a significant
decrease in the absorption, and thus in the photogeneration rate. It can be concluded
that there are sufficient interfaces to ensure efficient exciton dissociation and that
there are bicontinuous conducting paths to provide percolation of electrons andholes
to the appropriate electrode. However, as the nanotube content further increases, the
photocurrent decreases, confirming the proportion of collected photons decreases,
indicating that the nanotubes do not contribute to the photocurrent.

In our recent work, the photocurrent dependence on the SWNT concentration
was directly correlated with the hole blocking process observed in the dark I–V
characteristics of the photovoltaic cells [31]. As the SWNT concentration increased
from 0 to 1%, the photocurrent was improved by more than two orders of
magnitude; this enhancement was attributed to the introduction of internal
polymer/nanotube junctions within the polymer matrix. This results in an increase
in the electron mobility, and hence a balance of the hole and electron mobilities at
1%, where the maximum photocurrent was observed. The same trend was
observed in the effective hole mobility where the maximum value is also obtained
at 1%, indicating a direct link between the hole mobility and the photocurrent.
Therefore, it can be concluded that above 1%, the efficiency of the cells is limited
due to reduced photogeneration rate and hole blocking, mainly caused by the
metallic nanotubes. This hole blocking arises from the presence of metallic
nanotubes in the SWNTs, which enhance recombination due to their lack of
direct bandgap.

Figure 9.4 Dependence of the short-circuit current and the open-circuit voltage on the SWNT
concentration for the polymer–nanotube composite.
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Furthermore, upon increasing the SWNTconcentration, it is plausible that SWNTs
will be in the form of crystalline ropes that consists of bundles of nanotubes clumped
in a snug parallel association due to van der Waals attractive forces. In this way, the
negative impact of themetallic nanotubes is boosted since in a given bundle only one
metallic nanotube is adequate for transforming the entire bundle to a quasimetallic
state.

Advantages of both nanotubes and fullerenes can be harnessed with the
introduction of nanotubes at low concentrations in a polymer/fullerene matrix.
In such a device, an improvement of the photovoltaic performance can be obtained
by the enhancement of the dissociation of excitons at the polymer/fullerene and
polymer/nanotube junctions, as well as the electron transport through the
nanotubes. Several groups have realized the concept by efficiently incorporating
carbon nanotubes in conventional polymer–fullerene donor–acceptor photovoltaic
cells [32–34].

9.2.2
Hole Collecting Electrodes

Indium tin oxide is a transparent metal, commonly used as the hole collecting
electrode in optoelectronic devices such as flat-panel displays, touch screens, organic
light-emitting diodes, and photovoltaic cells. Although extensively developed and
optimized, ITO bears, nevertheless, a number of deficiencies. One disadvantage
results from its high deposition temperature of around 600 �C, which is not
compatible with roll-to-roll manufacturing methods on flexible substrates. On top
of that, ITO is comparatively expensive ($400–500/kg) since it suffers from the low
availability of indium, and indium is a toxic material. Also, the nonoptimal conduc-
tivity of the ITO strongly affects the series resistance of the device, limiting the
efficiency. To overcome these restrictions, ITO can be replaced with a hole transport
polymer, such as the poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxythiophene)–poly(styrene sulfonate)
(PEDOT–PSS) [35, 36]. However, the PEDOT:PSS carrier mobility and density are
quite low, resulting in conductivities not adequate for charge extraction. This
problem can be effectively tackled by doping the polymers with carbon nanotubes
resulting in an enhancement of conductivity by several orders of magnitude for low
doping ratios [37]. Recently, several groups have comeupwith the idea to use a carbon
nanotubemat as the transparent conductive electrode [2, 38, 39] replacing the ITO as
the hole collecting electrode. The pure nanotube mats demonstrated high conduc-
tivity and transparency, and the photovoltaic characteristics were superior to the ITO.

Recent research and technological improvements made by several academic and
research groups and companies have resulted in the formation of very thin layers of
highly transparent conductive films based on carbon nanotube dispersions that can
achieve performance comparable tomost of today�s commercial sources of sputtered
ITO on plastic film [40, 41]. In addition, the CNT films exhibit the same degree of
mechanical reliability as that of ITO and can be formed using low-temperature
printing techniques, making them an attractive alternative for applications requiring
much lower cost of fabrication and affording flexibility.
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A wide range of methods have been probed to fabricate CNT thin films, such as
spraying [42], spin coating [21], and Langmuir–Blodgett deposition [43]. The most
appropriate procedure to obtain flexible and optically transparent films involves,
however, the transfer from a filter membrane to the transparent support by using a
solvent [44], or in the form of an adhesive film [45].

In particular, the use of CNTs as hole collecting transparent electrodes in poly-
mer–fullerene photovoltaic cells was first demonstrated in 2006 by Du Pasquier
et al. [2]. The photovoltaic characteristics of the devices with the CNTs were superior
to the ITO ones due to the 3D connection between the nanotube percolation and the
photoactive composite.

Also, most recently the groups of McGehee, Sariciftci, and Gr€uner [46] in a joint
effort replaced the ITO with a printed CNTnetwork. The success of this technology
lies in the fact that the fabrication method combines the high quality attainable from
vacuum filtration processes with the potentially low-cost patterning technique of
PDMS stamp transfer resulting in transparent films with highmechanical flexibility
and conductivity [47].

Unidym was founded to capitalize this promising technology targeting in a wide
variety of optoelectronic applications, such as touch screens, flat-panel displays, and
solar cells. Furthermore, Eikos, Inc. has developed high-transparent CNT inks for use
as efficient electrodes, to impart electrical conductivity while maintaining high
optical transparency in a variety of polymeric films and coatings [48]. The company
claimed that they can produce CNT films comprising a polymer binder with 90%
visible light transmittance and about 200V/sq sheet resistance. Also, cycle testing,
CNT films showed no signs of cracking until about 27 000 cycles, with failure
observed at about 32 000 cycles. To put the CNTperformance into perspective, 25 000
cycles are roughly equivalent to 7 years of use for a rolloutflexible display deviceflexed
10 times per day. In comparison, ITO films developed cracks that led to catastrophic
failure (open circuit) at about 6000 cycles.

Last but not the least, Baughman�s team at the University of Texas at Dallas
engineered a way to spin carbon nanotubes into thin, ultralight sheets [49]. After
chemically growing trillions of carbon nanotubes into �forests,� the team in Dallas
then brings them together to create larger threads, which are then woven into strips
of fabric. Although very light, the scientists claimed that an acre of the material
would only weigh about 4 oz, the material is very strong because of its carbon-only
structure.

9.3
Related Structures

Novel materials for both donor and acceptor phases with better HOMO/LUMO
matching, stronger light absorption, and higher charge mobility with good stability
are much needed. However, some drawbacks, such as their insolubility, impurities,
and bundling structure, have greatly hindered the device performance of carbon
nanotubes.
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Graphene is one of the most common allotropes of carbon. Unlike diamond,
graphite is an electrical conductor, and can beused, for instance, as thematerial in the
electrodes of an electrical arc lamp. Graphite holds the distinction of being the most
stable form of carbon under standard conditions. Therefore, it is used in thermo-
chemistry as the standard state for defining the heat of formation of carbon
compounds.

Graphene is able to conduct electricity due to delocalization of the pi bond electrons
above and below the planes of the carbon atoms. These electrons are free to move, so
are able to conduct electricity. However, the electricity is conducted only along the
plane of the layers. In diamond, all four outer electrons of each carbon atom are
�localized� between the atoms in covalent bonding. The movement of electrons is
restricted and diamond does not conduct an electric current. In graphene, each
carbon atom uses only three of its four outer energy level electrons in covalently
bonding to three other carbon atoms in a plane. Each carbon atom contributes one
electron to a delocalized system of electrons that is also a part of the chemical
bonding. The delocalized electrons are free to move throughout the plane. For this
reason, graphene conducts electricity along the planes of carbon atoms but does not
conduct in a direction at right angles to the plane.

Graphene as a very recent rising star in materials science with two-dimensional
(2D) structure consisting of sp2-hybridized carbon exhibits remarkable electronic
and mechanical properties that qualify it for application in future optoelectronic
devices [50]. It is a gapless semiconductor with unique electronic properties and its
electron mobility reaches 10.000 cm2/(V s) at room temperature [51]. Its one-atom
thickness and large 2D plane lead to a large specific area, and therefore very large
interfaces can be formed when it is added to a polymer matrix. Recently, such
graphene thin films were used as the transparent electrode in dye-sensitized solar
cells [52] and organic photovoltaic cells [53, 54].

Graphenefilmswere used aswindowanode electrodes in solid-state dye-sensitized
solar cells. The graphene films were prepared via either top-down exfoliation of
graphite oxide flakes followed by thermal reduction or bottom-up construction of
extremely large PAHs, nanographene molecules followed by thermal fusion. Fur-
thermore, the graphene electrode compared to conventional ITO film shows high
conductivity, good transparency in both the visible and the near-infrared regions,
ultrasmooth surface with tunable wettability, and high chemical and thermal
stabilities.

Also, the use of graphene as an electron acceptor material in organic bulk
heterojunction photovoltaic cells was demonstrated [55]. Functionalized graphene
was dispersed in a polythiophene matrix, and an optimum power conversion
efficiency of 1.4% was observed at a graphene content of 10% upon annealing.

In a semiconductor-based device structure, electromagnetic radiation incident on
the semiconductor gives rise to an optical transition rate that is proportional to the
duration of the interaction between the photon and the semiconductor, that is, to the
transit time of the photon per unit thickness of the semiconductor. In comparison,
for an electromagnetic field in a semiconductor arising from a surface-plasmon
excitation in a proximate metal nanoparticle, the duration of the interaction between
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the field and the semiconductor will be determined by the lifetime of the surface
plasmon excitation. Recently, plasmonic enhancement of conventional P3HT:PCBM
system was demonstrated in a spin-cast device with an incorporated thin Ag
nanoparticle film [56, 57]. The incorporation of a plasmon-active material is shown
to enhance device efficiency by enhancing the short-circuit current. Improvement in
the external quantum efficiency at red wavelengths was observed to have mainly
resulted from the enhanced absorption of the photoactive conjugated polymer due to
thehigh electromagneticfield strength in the vicinity of the excited surface plasmons.

9.4
Future Directions

Although the efficiencies of the polymer solar cells significantly increase upon the
introduction of nanotubes, they are, as yet, far from rivaling those of fullerene-based
devices. The low photocurrent is mainly caused by the mismatch of the optical
absorption of the polymer and the solar spectrum, and the fact that the nanotubes do
not contribute to the photogeneration process, as the fullerenes do. This problem can
be overcome by incorporating an organic dye with high absorption coefficient at the
polymer–nanotube junctions, a process known as sensitization. By choosing dyes
that absorb radiation over a large range, the area of photoexcitation of the diode can be
broadened beyond the usual range of the polymer and can cover a high proportion of
the available solar energy and at the same time introduce photoconductivity prop-
erties to the nanotubes.

Depending on SWNT length and degree of bundling, their percolation threshold
can be as high as 11wt.% [58]. In contrast, optimal SWNTsolar cell performance was
achieved with only 1wt.% SWNTs [1]. This might arise from the presence of 33%
metallic SWNTs within the sample, forcing us to adequately dilute them in order to
minimize their undesired contribution. In photovoltaic devices, one would expect
only semiconducting SWNTs at a concentration as high as the percolation threshold
(for a given length and bundling level) to achieve the optimum interpenetrating
network resulting in a high photocurrent. The presence of metallic nanotubes is
believed to negatively impact the photovoltaic properties by providing unwanted
pathways for electron/hole recombination due to its lack of direct bandgap. There-
fore, employing SWNTsamples enriched with semiconducting nanotubes is crucial.
This will minimize the probability of finding a metallic nanotube within a given
bundle of semiconducting SWNTs, which transform the entire bundle to a quasi-
metallic state. Furthermore, this will enable us to increase the amount of nanotubes
within the polymer matrix and although it partially reduces the interface area within
the polymer and SWNTs, we improve bundling among nanotubes and enhance
carrier conduction.

In this context, an effective separation route involves the selective precipitation of
met- from sem-SWNTs from THF dispersions of SWNT functionalized with octa-
decylamine [59]. Successive precipitation of the resolubilization cycles is employed to
enrich the sem-SWNTs content to a level of greater than 97%. More recently,
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Papadimitrakopoulos teamhas usedmolecules fromvitaminB2 and attached them to
nanotubes in such a way that could distinguish different types of nanotubes [60].

Another significant limiting factor is the random distribution of the nanotubes in
the polymer matrix. As it was seen in previous investigations, for an exciton to be
dissociated, it should be within a distance of 27 nm from the junction [1]. In order
to tackle the random distribution network problem, an ideal device architecture
for polymer/SWNT dispersed heterojunction solar cell can be made by building
a vertically aligned (VA) network (instead of mixing a polymer with SWNTs in
a solution to cast a film), in which the junctions are uniformly dispersed in a way that
a junction exists every 27 nm within the polymer matrix. In this way, all the
photogenerated excitons can be theoretically dissociated at the polymer–nanotube
junctions. The percolation threshold of aligned nanotubes could be even lower than
that of randomly mixed ones without having any isolated electron trapping sites. In
addition, each component of the dispersed heterojunction makes contact with only
one electrode, which prevents shunting between positive and negative electrodes.
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10
Layer-by-Layer Assembly of Multifunctional Carbon
Nanotube Thin Films
Bong Sup Shim and Nicholas A. Kotov

10.1
Introduction

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), as part of large discipline of nanotechnology [1], receive a
lot of attention fromdiverse spectrumof scientists due to their unique properties and
potentially revolutionary applications. However, one of the key challenges for
practical utilization of carbon nanotubes is their processing into macroscale com-
posite materials retaining these unique properties specific to individual rolled
graphene sheets in the resulting material to be used in the final product. This
necessitates development of new methods of composite production.

Macroscale assembly of the nanomaterials requires special techniques with
molecular-scale componentmanipulation, which is distinguished fromconventional
composite processing techniques such as mix-and-molding and prepreg layering.
This nanoprocessing will intimately explore the chemical functionalities of the
building blocks and enable nanometer-level control of organization in the super-
structures. Among the different approaches that are being explored, the layer-by-layer
(LBL) assembly technique stands out as one of the simplest and most versatile
methods. In simplest of the cases, the technique is amethod of alternating deposition
of oppositely charged components from dilute solutions or dispersions on a suitable
substrate. Since the first demonstration of LBL assembly for oppositely charged
microparticles by Iler [2] and later on by Decher et al. in the 1990s for oppositely
charged polyelectrolytes [3, 4], the LBL field has experienced rapid growth. The
technique has soon become one of the most popular and well-established methods
for the preparation of multifunctional thin films thanks not only to its simplicity but
also to its robustness and versatility [5]. Introduction of hybrid organic/inorganic
films has further enriched the functionality and applicability of LBL. Nearly any type
of macromolecular species, including inorganic molecular clusters [6], nanoparti-
cles [7], nanotubes and nanowires [8, 9], nanoplates [10], organic dyes [11], organic
nanocrystals [12, 13], dendrimers [14], porphyrin [15], polysaccharides [16, 17],
polypeptides [18], nucleic acids and DNA [19], proteins [20, 21], and viruses [22]
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can be successfully used as assembly components [23]. Remarkable versatility has
further led to a number of novel designs and applications, such as superhydrophobic
surfaces [24, 25], chemical sensors and semipermeablemembranes [23, 26–28], drug
and biomolecules delivery systems [23, 29, 30], memory devices [31], optically active
and responsivefilms [13, 32–34], cell and protein adhesion-resistant coatings [23, 35],
fuel cells and photovoltaic materials [36], biomimetic and bioresponsive coatings
[25, 37], semiconductors [38, 39], catalysts [40, 41], and magnetic devices [42, 43] and
many more [5, 23]. The technique has opened the door to an unlimited number of
structural and functional combinations of colloids and macromolecules.

While the LBL field clearly covers a vast number of molecular species and
architectures, in this review we concentrate on the state of the art in synthesis and
properties of multilayer hybrid films based on CNTs. These building blocks possess
unique structural and physicochemical properties, thus enabling preparation of a
variety of functional composites. Moreover, carbon nanotubes are some of the only
few nanomaterials that can provide general comparative standards about the
efficiencies of transferring the properties of nanoblocks into organized LBL compo-
sites. The review is accordingly divided into two sections covering the two building
blocks, with each section further divided into subsections covering different research
areas and applications of the resulting multilayers: (i) structure and properties of
CNTs; (ii) techniques for preparation of nanofilms; (iii) organization of the LBLfilms;
(iv) organization of the adsorbed molecules; (v) functionalities of the films; (vi) and
conclusions.

10.2
Structure and Properties of CNTs

CNTs are rolled-up structures of a perfect hexagonal carbon crystalmolecular sheet as
a tubular cylinder. As the carbon crystal sheet, a graphene, is the strongest known
material and a zero-bandgap semiconductor, CNTs have shown many unique
mechanical and electrical properties by the rolling direction types and the number
of walls: single-walled and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs, MWNTs). Stiff-
ness and toughness of CNTs are arguably known as about up to 1 TPa and 300GPa,
respectively [46]. SWNTs are tough due to inward collapse and plastic deforma-
tion [47], whereas MWNTs have shown unique �sword-in-sheath� breakage
pattern [46].

Electrically, a SWNT can be either semiconducting or metallic, which can be
calculated by the chiral vector indices (n, m) of graphene layer [48]. Although
separation of each type and production techniques of one structural kind are actively
under development, overall one-third of bulk SWNTs are metallic and the rest are
semiconducting. Besides the properties of each CNT, the type distribution of CNTs
collectively affects the macroscale performance of composites. Thus, both the
identification of CNT type and the control of the distribution ratio are critical
research factors for the assembly of CNTmultilayers. Raman spectroscopy is widely
used to extract the information of individual CNT structures and types [49, 50]
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(Figure 10.1). Furthermore, theoretical predictions of each type of CNTs are well
documented for electronic, photonic, and phonon dispersion states in a single
CNT [48, 51, 52].

Usually, the length of CNTs varies in range frommicrometer to centimeter so that
the extremely high aspect ratios of CNTs in nanoscale dimensions further enrich the
application potentials. However, given the hydrophobic graphene and smooth
crystalline walls, dispersion of CNTs still remains a daunting challenge. Collective
van der Waals forces, which exert on a CNT bundle and prevent exfoliation,
dramatically increase as the length increases. Thus, at present only less than 100 mm
long CNTs are employed for solution processing, which is a prerequisite of LBL
assemblies. Furthermore, two typical dispersion techniques of CNTs, oxidation of
CNTs and interfacing with stabilizers, severely degrade or at least modify the
properties of CNTs. Overall, the tipping point of LBL assembly of CNTs originates
from the widespread difficulties of uniform dispersion and precise controlled
structural casting into a solid composite by conventional composite processing
techniques (Figure 10.2).

10.3
Structural Organization in Multilayers of Carbon Nanotubes

The primary advantages of LBL assembly of CNTs include (1) uniform dispersion of
CNTs into a composite that is enabled by direct adsorption of CNTs from a solution to
a solid state without phase segregation; (2) tunable multifunctional properties of a
composite that is enabled by accurately controlled multicomponent nanolayers; and
(3) simple, robust, and versatile processibility of CNT nanothin composite coating.
The early pioneering work on CNT LBL assembly is the successful conquest over

Figure 10.1 Representative image of Raman
spectroscopy measurements. Left shows the
radial breathing mode (RBM) and right depicts
the graphene corresponding band (G-band).

The middle-top and bottom spectrograms
indicate the metallic and the semiconducting
SWNTs, respectively [48].
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dispersion challenges of CNTs in polymer composites. Mamedov et al. [8] reported
that exceptionally uniform dispersion of SWNTs in nanothin-layered structures
showed great potential in their mechanical properties even with weak polymers,
which has drawn broad attention from various disciplines. Notable mechanical
functionalities of the SWNT LBL composite are originated by not only the uniform
dispersion but also by the high loading of CNTs and functional activated interfacial
bondings between CNTs and polyelectrolyte matrix, poly(ethylene imine) (PEI).
Successive experimental reports confirmed that LBL assembly of SWNTs indeed
allowed exceptional exfoliation and homogeneous dispersion in a polymeric com-
posite [54], and nanoscale stepwise deposition of CNTs showed tremendous potential
for development of a wide range of functionalmaterials [55–58]. The loading of CNTs
in LBL-assembled composites can be controlled in the range from 10 [53]–75% [59],
which depends on many variables of LBL assembly such as LBL polymer matrix,
stabilizer of CNTs, process conditions, and so on. The layered growth by dipping is
usually linear with constant slope [60, 61], and the surface roughness of each layer
relies on the layer growth rate and the thickness of each layer [61] although it is limited
within nanoscale range, which allows precise organization controls during CNT LBL
assembly. The adsorption interaction between CNTs and polymers can be conven-
tional electrostatic force [62], hydrogen bonds [60], or van der Waals interactions [63]
and later modified to strong covalent bonds [60]. The features of LBL assembly were
also effective in carbon nanomaterials of various sizes includingMWNTs [55], vapor-

Figure 10.2 Typical LBL layering process of
SWNTs monitored by (a) UV-vis light
absorbance spectroscopy and (b) thickness
estimation by ellipsometry. (c) Optical
transparency changes by adding SWNT layers.

The bumpy peaks in a spectrogram of
(a) indicate van Hove singularities of SWNTs,
which are an indirect evidence of both good
exfoliation and dispersion [53].
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grown hollow carbon fibers with a diameter of 50–150 nm [64], and exfoliated
graphene nanoplatelet [65] (Figure 10.3).

Theunusual properties ofCNTs aremodulated in LBL-assemblednanocomposites
by mix-matching with complementary polymeric LBL partners. For their use as
sensors, cell scaffolds, drug delivery carrier, fuel cell membranes, and sensors, a
judicious selection of polymeric matrix in LBL assembly is required for enhancing
their performance in application. The scope of macromolecules as a CNT LBL
counterpart extends from conventional LBL polymers such as poly(vinyl alcohol)
(PVA) [53], poly(allylamine hydrocholoride) (PAH) [66], poly(ethylene imine) (PEI)
[8, 67], poly(diallyldimethyl ammonium choloride) (PDDA), and poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA) [68], to functional materials such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiphene)/poly
(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT/PSS) [69], poly(anilne) (PANI) [70], polypyrrole (PPy)
[71, 72], light sensitive diazoresin (DR) [60], poly(viologen) derivatives [73, 74],
porphyrin [74], and prussian blue (PB) [75, 76], and to biorelated materials such
as blood compatible poly(lactic acid-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) [77], biopolymer chit-
osan [76], antimicrobial lysozyme (LSZ) [78], and antisense oligodeoxynucleotide
(ASODN) enzymes [79]. In the following sections, detailed examples of CNT LBL
assembly classified by applications are introduced.

10.4
Electrical Conductor Applications

The combination of exceptional nanoorganization of LBL assembly and unique
electrical properties of CNTs has opened up innumerable research opportunities.
In 2005, Kovtyukhova et al. reported that LBL composites of densely distributed
SWNTs have highly anisotropic electrical properties because of their layered struc-
tures [56]. The conductivity differences between in-plane and out-of-plane directions
are more than a factor of 3 so that great potential for property modulation was
suggested with the control of ultrathin film thickness [56, 80]. The same research

Figure 10.3 Typical microscopic images of CNT LBL assembly. (a–d) Tapping-mode AFM images
of (b) 1, (b) 3, (c) 6, and (d) 9 layers of [PDDA/SWNT] LBL. The scale bar and z-heights represent
1.25m and 50 nm, respectively. (e) SEM images of nine layers of [PDDA/SWNT] LBL film [54].
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team further demonstrated p–n heterojunction diodes on Au nanowires with high
rectifying efficiency, which was fabricated by mixed LBL assembly of SWNTs,
conductive polymer (PANI), and semiconducting nanoparticles on Au nano-
wires [57]. In this research, the features of SWNT LBL films were highly p-type
conductive, ultrathin to coat over Au nanowires, and stable to provide junction
performances even after alumina membrane dissolution. The test schematics and
performances are shown in Figure 10.4. As a way to improve the electrical properties
of LBL-assembled CNTnanocomposites, Shim et al. reported that electrical conduc-
tivities depend on micro-/nanoscale continuous conductive path specific to molec-
ular structures of LBL composites [53]. Following this analysis, heat treatment
techniques at 200 and 300 �C were suggested to form tighter SWNT connections
whose in situ measurements of nanostructural changes were demonstrated. These
treatments improved the electrical conductivities of SWNT LBL film by two orders of
magnitude. Furthermore, they revealed that LBL-assembled SWNTcomposites were
up to 10 times stronger thanSWNT-onlymats. Thefilmswere suggested to be used as
high-performance transparent conductors (TCs), which justified the advantages of
SWNTLBL composites as new class electronicmaterials [53]. These SWNTLBLfilms

Figure 10.4 Tube-shell type p–n junction LBL
on aAunanowire. (a) schematicmodels of tube-
shell p–n junction, (b) structural p–n junction
layers, and (c) microscope image of test setup.

SWNT LBL thin film provides p-type conductor.
(d) I–V characteristics of (1) p- and n-type layer
coating, (2) only n-type coating, and (3) only
p-type coating on a Au nanowire [57].
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were further demonstrated as low-cost, high-efficiency polymeric thin-film transis-
tors (TFTs) by Xue et al. [81]. The same teamalso suggested that thesemicropatterned
electronic devices could be fabricated on a highly flexible substrate by LBL assem-
bly [82] (Figure 10.5).

Among the applications of these properties, TCs provide direct commercialization
opportunities using precise nanoscale organization of LBL assembly of SWNTs.
Yu et al. reported a SWNT/PDDA LBL composite with 2.5 kV/sq at 86.5% light
transmittance [83], and they formed the similar LBL coating as a transparent surface
electrode on a PVDFactuator with an excellent audio speaker performance [84]. Ham
et al. used conductive PEDOT/PSS with SWNTs to form TCs by LBL assembly [69]
although the TC performances are lower than SWNT-only mats, bucky papers. The
competitive TC performances of SWNT LBL composites compared to conventional
ITOs were reported by Shim et al., whose TC coating with vigorous acid doping
demonstrated lower than 100V/sq at 80% light transmittance. Unlike other
processes for SWNTnanomats, bucky papers, simple and easy-to-scale-up process-
ibility of LBL assembly and the high mechanical integrity of SWNT LBL composites
make them to be a viable alternative to TCmaterials of choice. As an extension of TC
properties, Jain et al. reported that durable electrochromic devices, which usually
require high transparency, high contrast, low surface roughness, accurate
thickness control, and fast ion conductivity, were fabricated by LBL assembly of
poly[2-(3-thienyl)ethoxy-4-butylsulfonate]/poly(allylamine hydrochloride) on SWNT
electrodes [85].

10.5
Sensor Applications

A great deal of SWNT nanocomposites fabricated by LBL assembly technique were
applied to physical/chemical sensors by using (1) electrical property change of CNTs
by chemical species, (2) electrochemical responses of counter LBL partner of CNTs,
(3) structural deformation-induced electrical resistance changes of a composite, or (4)
especially designed micro-/nanoelectrical mechanical system (MEMS/NEMS)

Figure 10.5 (a) Schematic presentation of molecular assembly structure of TFT with SWNT
semiconducting layers and SiO2 nanoparticle dielectric layers. (b) Examples of TFT performances
that showed drain current–voltage characteristics by varying the gate voltage from�10 to 0 V [81].
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devices. Typical examples of monitoring physical and chemical states by CNT LBL
composites are demonstrated by Loh et al. (Figure 10.6). They reported that a strain
sensor by tailored piezoresistive response [86] and a pH sensing strips sensitive
enough to monitor environmental changes caused by corrosion of metal struc-
tures [70] were constructed by SWNT/PVA and SWNT/PANI LBL composites,
respectively. Detection targets of SWNT LBL composites are limited only by our
imagination. Biological materials such as DNA [87], glucose [71, 72, 76, 88–93],
dopamine [94, 95], uric acid [94], and toxic materials such as arsenic [96] and
phenols [72] were often detected by amperometric measurements of CNT LBL
nanocomposites using the combinations of electrocatalytic activities, electrochemical
sensitivities of CNTs, and various materials� immobilization by versatile selection of
LBL assembly. Environmental changes such as humidity are easily monitored by
CNT LBL composites [97].

The integration of LBL-assembled composites intoMEMS/NEMS devices is a new
fusion technology of top-down and bottom-up nanoprocess [44]. CNTs are also
leading these frontiers owing to their unique electrical and mechanical properties.
The LBL-assembled SWNT nanocomposites were patterned as flexible microcanti-
lever arrays whose movements were demonstrated by Xue and Cui [98]. This CNT
LBL microcantilever can find future applications in biosensors and microvalve for
microfluidic structure channels. As another recent important progress, highly
efficient nanomembrane microsensor platforms by MEMS devices were developed
by SWNT LBL composites [45] following ultrathin membrane design concepts [99].
The thickness of freely suspended sensors could vary from 7 to 26 nm due to strong
mechanical properties of SWNT LBL composites. Kang et al. claim that this freely

Figure 10.6 (Top) Strain-sensor application of SWNT LBL films. (Bottom) Patterned SWNT LBL
films as an inductively coupled antenna used in an RFID system and their sensor performances [86].
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suspended nanomembrane array has paved the way for new nanomembrane
microsensors with its exceptional sensitivity, versatilemulticomponent functionality,
and extreme stability (Figure 10.7).

10.6
Fuel Cell Applications

Combined with unique merit of LBL assemblies such as nanothin organized
structures, controlled porosity, and free selection of ionic matrix, fuel cell proton
exchange membranes (PEMs) were constructed by LBL-assembled CNT nanocom-
posites as highly conductive and chemically durable electrodes [100–103]. Michel
et al. reported that CNTs wrapped with Nafion and Pt catalysts showed unusual fuel
cell performances when they are LBL assembled to a fuel cell PEM, which is featured
with nanoscale optimized electron/protonmovements, simple, low-cost production,
and efficient utilization of Pt catalysts alongwithmechanical strength, high electrical

Figure 10.7 (a) Fabrication process of SWNT LBL nanomembrane arrays. (b) Top view and (c)
bottom view of SEM images of MEMS structure integrated nanomembranes [116].
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and high thermal conductivities, and stable chemical durability [100]. This LBL
scheme is further adapted as a blending technique between proton exchange Nafion
and CNTs to produce nanolayer controlled structures, to improve proton conduction
efficiency at high operating temperature [104]. Interestingly, biofuel cell applications
were also developed by CNT/poly-l-(lysine)/fungal laccase LBL assembly, which
features electrical potential generation by stable enzyme immobilization [105].

10.7
Nano-/Microshell LBL Coatings and Biomedical Applications

The LBL assembly principles are effective not only on bulk planar surfaces but also on
micro-/nanocomplex objects that may have potential applications such as in bio-
medicine and biocompatible microprosthetic devices. For these complex coatings,
two design schemes associated with CNTs are introduced. The first is assembling
CNT LBL films over microspheres. Starting from Sano et al.�s initial success reports
of hollow carbon microvessels in 2002 [106], efforts have been directed to improve
the properties of microspherical shells such as strength, permeability, and porosity
[107, 108], and to modify production process by changing types of microsphere
templates [107, 109] or by adding calcination process to remove polymers [108].
Various types of microobjects can be used as templates for LBL assemblies. Coatings
over soft microcapsules were developed to protect liposome by CNT-reinforced LBL
composites [66]. Pan et al. reported that electrospun polystyrene (PS) microfibers
were employed as a template of MWNT LBL composites [110]. By dissolving of PS,
hollowmicrotubular structures ofMWNTLBLnanocompositeswere easily obtained.

The other types of nanoshell designs are direct LBL assemblies over CNTstrands
such as templates. Artyukhin et al. reported that SWNTs attached with ionic pyrene
derivatives were successfully wrapped by polymeric LBL assemblies [111]. This
technique has also been applied to produce porous indium oxide nanotubes that
may be useful as toxic gas detectors [112]. Du et al. reported that nanotubular
structures of indium oxide produced by LBL assembly over CNTstrands and purified
by calcinations greatly expanded their active surface areas and simultaneously
improved sensitivity to NH3 gas [112]. As other examples, stable biomolecule
coatings over MWNTs were demonstrated by Liu et al. [113]. They formed a thick
and molecular brick-like rigid b-cyclodextrin layer over an MWNT by LBL assembly
techniques. Certainly, this biomolecule wrapping of CNTs was proved to be an
effective tool for intracellular delivery of biomedicine [79]. Jia et al. reported that
anticancer enzymes, ASODNs, and fluorescent labeling quantum dots coated on
MWNTs by LBL assembly were successfully injected into tumor cells [79]. Thus,
further development of LBL assembly over CNTnanoobjects may be needed for the
future biomedicine or tissue engineering application.

Along with above-mentioned structural controls, biomedical functionality and
cell interface compatibility tests were performed with CNT LBL nanocomposites.
Following cellular adhesion experiments [114], Gheith et al. reported that neural cells
and their neurite growth were enhanced by electrical stimulus through CNT LBL
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composites [68], which was the first observation of cellular interactions with CNT
materials by electrical potential (Figure 10.8). Furthermore, these neural cell tests
were extended to the differentiation of embryonic neural stem cells on CNT LBL
nanocomposites [67]. These live cell interface experiments corroborate that CNT LBL
composites are indeed one of the viable functional material options for biomedical
implant, prosthetic devices, and stem cell growth platforms.

Another type of biocompatible and blood compatible surface tests were performed
on LBL-assembled CNT/PLGA nanocomposites for thromboresistance suppression
in foreign artificial blood prostheses [77]. In contrast to this biocompatible, anti-
fouling or antimicrobial coating provides good application examples of LBL assem-
bly. Nepal et al. designed LBL assembly of antimicrobial lysozyme with CNTs for
improving mechanical properties of surfaces [78]. The nanoindentation measure-
ment, however, needs to be made with care while determining the Young�s modulus
and hardness of LBL film because the substrate effect is quite significant in a thin
film. The suggestion of valid measurement condition is no dipper than 10% of the
total thickness as indicated by Pavoor et al. [115].

10.8
Conclusions

LBL technology offers an interesting possibility to control the structure of composite
materials on nanometer scale with a high degree of accuracy. This is the pathway to
attaining the record properties of materials and some of them have already been
demonstrated. This fact has fundamental significance because it allows one to
establish the design rules for composite structures initially on a small scale and
then to replicate them on a larger scale probably with other methods of composite
manufacturing. Some of the future challenges that we see in this field include the
following: (1) scale-up of the LBL materials and development of new methods of
deposition that combine a high degree of structural control and speed. Substantial
effort in this direction is being undertaken. (2) Realization of greater mechanical

Figure 10.8 (a) Example of freestanding LBL
nanofilms used for evaluating neural excitation.
(b) SEM and (c) confocal microscopy images of
an NG1-8-15 neural cell adhered to SWNT LBL
film. (d) Two independent representative
current traces (over time) from NG108-15 cells
stimulated by extrinsic current passed through

the SWNT film (100ms, 1Hz) and recorded in
whole-cell voltage clamp mode. The current
through SWNT film results in rapid inward
currents (asterisks) through neural membrane
indicative of Naþ ion currents specific to neural
excitation and action potential.
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properties in CNTcomposites. At present, the ideal stress transfer was realized only
for clay platelets [116]. CNTswill requiremuch greater research effort to achieve such
conditions. This challengewill probably imply a substantial change in understanding
how the deformations should be transferred through different interfaces. (3) Wider
utilization of the properties of the described composites in the biological arena. At
present, we are just in the beginning of the development of a new generation of
composite biomaterials made by LBL technique that are likely to provide enabling
technologies for applications in medicine, from implants to imaging.
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11
Carbon Nanotubes for Catalytic Applications
Eva Castillejos and Philippe Serp

11.1
Introduction

Filamentous carbons have been produced for long, the first reports dating back to
more than a century ago, from hydrocarbons in metallic crucibles that were
unintentionally acting as catalysts [1]. Thus, catalysis constitutes an important aspect
of carbon nanotube synthesis (see Chapter 1), and scientists from the catalysis
community have been involved in themechanisms of filamentous carbon formation
for decades. Indeed, fibrous carbon was considered an unwanted by-product of
reactions involving conversion of carbon-containing gases and all efforts were
focused on how to prevent their formation, which was identified as one of the
reasons of catalyst deactivation and reactor degradation in the process involving
carbon monoxide or hydrocarbon decomposition [2]. In addition, studies on vapor-
grown carbon fibers have fixed the basis of carbon nanotube (CNT) catalytic growth
mechanisms [3]. Basically, catalytic filamentous carbons can be classified into two
categories, the tubes, both single-walled (SWCNTs) and multi-walled (MWCNTs),
which present a hollow cavity, and the carbon nanofibers (CNFs), which do not. In
this chapter, we will discuss CNTs possessing a tubular morphology with one or
several concentric graphene layers and also CNFs for the other structures.

The use of CNTs for catalysis, as catalyst support or directly as catalyst, is a relatively
new topic of investigation since the first report in 1993 [4]. Since then, attention has
been paid to the preparation of metal particles on CNTs or CNFs [5, 6], and specific
activities/selectivity of CNT or carbon nanofiber-supported catalysts were reported
[7–11]. At present, the main area of interest in this domain are (i) the involvement of
CNT/CNF-supported catalysts in liquid-phase reactions for fine chemicals; (ii)
electrocatalysis for fuel cells; and (iii) the production of specific materials for gas
sensors [12].

In this chapter, we will highlight themain features and specific characteristics that
make carbon nanotubes attractive for heterogeneous catalysis and will exemplify this
with the most relevant studies in the literature.
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11.2
Macroscopic shaping of CNTs

Pure CNTs are generally obtained as a �black fluffy powder,� composed of micro-
scopic aggregates of entangled carbon nanotubes, presenting a high mesoporosity, a
low bulk density, and low mechanical strength [13]. Such a mesoporous support
offers interesting opportunities for the dispersion of a catalytically active phase,
and for both gas-phase and slurry-phase catalysis. SEM and TEM micrographs of a
Pt/CNTpowder are shown in Figure 11.1. However, CNTs in a powder form suffer
from some drawbacks; for example, their handling is hazardous in large-scale use.
For slurry-phase operations, the dispersion, agglomeration, and filtration of CNT
agglomerates can drastically impact the catalytic performances. For gas-phase
applications, their low-density results in a low catalyst mass/reactor volume ratio
and can cause uncontrolled pressure drop along the catalyst bed. It is also important
that supported catalysts do not fracture or attrite during use because such fragments
may become entrained in the reaction stream and must then be separated from the
reactionmixture. Different solutions have been proposed in order to overcome these
problems.

The first approach is based on the shaping of the CNT aggregates. CNT mats
possessing interesting mechanical property, thermal conductivity, and gas perme-
ability consists of self-supporting entangled assemblies of CNTs that are prepared by
careful filtration and drying of CNTsuspensions [14]. Rigid porous structures, such
as pellets, can be produced by extruding a paste-like suspension of functionalized
nanotubes or a mixture of as-made aggregates and gluing agent followed by a
calcination step to drive off conveying liquids and either cross-linking the functio-
nalized nanotubes or pyrolizing the gluing agent [15]. Interestingly, the metal
dispersion and specific surface area in the CNT extrudates is equal to or greater

Figure 11.1 SEM and TEM micrographs of Pt/CNT powders.
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than that in the original metal-loaded carbon nanotubes. Alternatively, strong and
electrically conducting CNT aerogels can be produced from wet gel precursor [16].

The second approach does not involve postproduction treatment and is rather
based on specificCNTproduction processes. CNTmonolithswithmacroscopic shape
(Figure 11.2) have been produced by constraint synthesis; allowing a significant
increase in the apparent density from 20 kg/m3 for CNTpowder to 200 kg/m3 for the
self-supported CNTs [17]. Aggregates with controlled particle sizes (0.6–0.8mm),
high bulk density (500–900 kg/m3), andhighmechanical strength (crushing strength
1.25MPa) have been prepared from high-loading Ni/SiO2 catalysts. The so obtained
macroscopic particles consist of submillimetric granules characterized by denseCNF
networks, which can be purified by removing the Ni/SiO2 catalyst [13, 18]. Dense
arrays of vertically aligned CNTs have been prepared by CVD on spherical supports
(Figure 11.3) [19, 20]. The use of macroscopic supports, such as graphite felt
(Figure 11.4) [21], carbon cloth [22], carbon fiber fabric [23], carbon foam [24], woven
glass [25] or silica microfibers [26], Ni foams [27], and cordierite monoliths wash-
coated with alumina [28], for the growth of CNTs has also been explored to prepare
structured and resistant catalyst supports. Finally, the design of structured (micro)
reactors incorporating aligned CNTs offers some interesting perspectives on chem-
ical synthesis [29, 30]. In particular, improvements in catalytic activity and stability
have been reported for Pt/CNT-incorporated microreactor [30].

11.3
Specific Metal–Support Interaction

In catalysis, the electrical conductivity of CNTs, the presence of structural defects, the
CNT helicity, the curvature of the surface of these materials, and the presence of

Figure 11.2 Self-supportedMWCNTmonolith (a) after wetting and (b) after drying. Reprintedwith
permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright 2006 Elsevier.
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an inner cavity (see Section 11.7) are expected to affect themetal–support interaction,
possibly in a different manner if compared to classical carbon support such as
activated carbon (AC) or graphite.

Thus, theoretical studies have shown that the curvature of the surface has an
impact on both the nature of the binding sites for the metal [31, 32] and the surface
diffusion of metallic adatoms [33, 34]. Studies conducted on nickel have shown that
the nature of the most stable anchoring sites (Figure 11.5) varies sensibly passing
fromgraphite (atop site) to SWCNTs (bridge site) due to the different curvature of the
surfaces where the active species are deposited [31]. For a single platinum atom, DFT
analysis shows that Pt binds stronger to the outer wall of small-diameter CNTs,
compared to larger nanotubes [32]. Theoretical calculations have also demonstrated

Figure 11.4 SEM images of the microfilaments that constitute the starting macroscopic graphite
felt. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [21]. Copyright 2005 Elsevier.

Figure 11.3 SEM images of aligned CNTs prepared by CVD on spherical supports.
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that adatoms surface diffusion is affected both by the curvature and the helicity of
SWCNTs; adatoms diffuse more easily along the axial direction for armchair
SWCNTs and/or on CNT concave surface than for zigzag SWCNTs and/or on CNT
convex surface [34]. The formation of silver clusters from silver adatoms onCNTs has
been experimentally studied to infer the curvature effect on surface diffusion [33].
The stronger dependence of curvature effect has been noticed for small-diameter
CNTs.

The shape of metallic nanoparticles (NPs) also depends on the adsorption, and it
has been proposed that metal nanoparticles grown on CNTsurfaces may undergo a
bending deformation along the transverse direction to the CNT because of the
nanoparticle–CNT interaction and the large curvature of small-diameter CNTs [35].
Finally, it has been demonstrated that mechanically bent SWCNTs possess kink sites
that are chemically more reactive than the others [36].

If these latter studies consider adsorption or diffusion of metals on defect-free
CNTs, other studies have emphasized the crucial role of surface defects, such as
Stone Wales defects, vacancies or derivative point defects, in metal adsorption [37–
39], or of support morphology in surface diffusion [40]. Thus, alkali metal atoms
preferably interact with the pentagonal and heptagonal carbon rings of Stone Wales
defects thanwith the perfect graphene [39]. Other theoretical calculations have shown
that the binding energy between 3d transition metals and CNTs is significantly
enhanced when vacancy sites are present, compared to defect-free CNTs [37, 40] or
Stone Wales defects [40]. The mobility, morphology, and melting of Pt nanoparticles
have been compared theoretically for a single graphite sheet and a bundle of
SWCNTs [40]. The structure of Pt nanoparticles was more disordered on SWCNTs,

Figure 11.5 The two stable binding sites for a single Ni on carbon nanotube wall: (a) atop and
atop–atop site, (b) bridge andbridge–bridge site. Reprintedwithpermission fromRef. 31. Copyright
2000 Elsevier.
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and the predicted diffusion coefficient was the lowest on this very support, indicating
that nanotube-supported nanoparticles may undergo less sintering than those on
graphite. Thewetting of the carbon surface by a transitionmetal is also determinedby
the concentration and nature of the defects in the carbon material [41]. Thus,
SWCNTs, which contain a low concentration of defects, are difficult to be wetted,
whereas MWCNTs or AC are much easily wetted by transition metals. The chemical
reactivity of open-tip CNTs has also to be considered, as stable tip structures can be
obtained by putting in contact transition metals with the open ends of SWCNTs [42].
Similarly, onCNFs forwhich the graphene layers stacked obliquelywith respect to the
fiber axis [43], strongmetal–support interaction and thus high dispersion are usually
obtained. Concerning the chemical nature of graphene edges, present in high density
in CNFs, computational analyses have shown that under ambient conditions, a
significant fraction of the oxygen-free edge sites are neither H-terminated nor free
radicals but carbene- or carbine-like sites [44].

Of course, the nature of the transition metal has to be taken into account when
considering metal–support interaction. Thus, although strong interactions have
been measured for palladium and platinum, such interactions are weaker for
gold [45]. Similarly, Ti and Ni strongly interact with the sidewall of CNTs through
a partial covalent bonding [46, 47], whereasAu andAl interact weakly through van der
Waals forces [46]. These results should be correlated with a fast surface diffusion
process in the case of gold and a low diffusion rate for titanium. In addition, if the
binding energy of a single metal atom is much higher for Pt than for Pd, the binding
energy of a cluster can be lowered due to strong metal–metal binding within Pt [45].

As for graphite [48, 49], the nature of the metal–support interaction may also be
tuned by the introduction of chemical species on the surface of CNTs [50]. The
general approach consists in oxidizing the carbon surface,which strongly impacts the
metal–support interaction through the formation of direct chemical bonds between
the surface oxygen groups and the metal.

For catalytic applications, specific metal–support interactions often lead to
specific reactivity. Thus, studies on ethylene, but-1-ene and buta-1,3-diene, hydro-
genation have been conducted on nickel catalysts supported on different types of
CNFs, c-alumina and AC [51–53]. The authors state that the nickel crystallite activity
and selectivity can undergo important modifications by interacting with the
support. Indeed, it was found that the catalyst supported on CNFs gives higher
conversion than those observed employing c-Al2O3 or AC, even though the metallic
particle size was larger (6.4–8.1 nm on CNFs, 5.5 nm on AC, and 1.4 nm on
c-Al2O3). These results point to the fact that catalytic hydrogenation might be
extremely sensitive to the nature of the metal–support interaction. HREM studies
have been performed to get a deeper insight into metallic particle morphology: upon
CNF supports, the deposited crystallites were found to adopt very thin, hexagonal
structures, and the relevant growth pathways are generally believed to be followed in
situations in which strong metal–support interactions are present to cause the metal
to spread on the support surface. By contrast, a globular particle geometry was
observed when Ni was supported on c-Al2O3, providing a somewhat weaker
metal–support interaction.
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Finally, the high electrical conductivity of CNTs may also favor charge transfer
phenomena between the support and the active phase [54]. Thus, charge transfer,
resulting in SWCNT hole doping, was evident during the room-temperature spon-
taneous reduction, or galvanic displacement, of Au(III) and Pt(II) ions on the surface
of SWCNTs [55]. Similar results were already known in the case of highly orientated
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) [56]. However, for Ni adatom interacting with SWCNTor
graphite, it was shown that the intensity and the direction of the charge transfer were
different for these two supports [31]. The electron transfer between CNTs and TiO2

nanoparticles, which consists in the transfer of photoinduced electrons (e�) into the
conduction band of TiO2, might be an explanation of the excellent performances of
TiO2/CNT composites for photocatalytic reactions [57].

11.4
Dispersion of the Active Phase

The preparation of a solid catalyst constitutes an entire field of research for which the
ultimate goal is to produce a material possessing the desired activity, selectivity, and
lifetime [58]. As the synthesis is a crucial step that affects a catalyst�s performance, a
fundamental understanding of catalyst synthesis is important. If we focus our
attention on carbon (AC, graphite, and carbon black) supported catalysts, the most
applied synthesis techniques are liquid-phase impregnation (excess solution or
incipient wetness), ion exchange, and deposition precipitation [59, 60]. For CNTs
or CNFs, since supported nanoparticles could find applications other than in
catalysis, a plethora of materials have been deposited on their surface and many
methods have been developed to attain such deposition [5, 6], from classical ones
such as liquid-phase impregnation to more sophisticated ones using supercritical
CO2 [61] or biphasic mixtures [62]. Generally speaking, in order to control the
dispersion of themetallic phase on carbonmaterials, several aspects have to be taken
into account [63, 64]: (i) the porous structure of activated carbons; (ii) the oxygen
groups present on activated carbons or introduced on the surface of high surface area
graphite and carbon blacks [65]; and (iii) the specific interactions of metal precursors
with surface defects or graphite edges for graphitized carbon blacks. Thus, a
common aspect to most of the carbon materials is that a surface activation or
functionalization, meaning the creation of active groups on the carbon surface, is
essential to attain a small metal particle size, which means high dispersion of the
metallic phase.

11.4.1
Surface Area and Porosity of CNT

Nitrogen adsorption studies performed on CNTs have highlighted the porous nature
of thesematerials. For SWCNTs, nitrogen isotherms clearly showed themicroporous
nature of this type of CNTs. Most experiments show that the specific surface area of
SWCNTs is often larger than that of MWCNTs or CNFs (Table 11.1). For anMWCNT
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aggregate, pores can be mainly divided into inner hollow cavities of small diameter
(narrowly distributed, mainly 3–10 nm), external walls, and aggregated pores (widely
distributed, 20–100 nm) formed by interaction of isolated MWCNTs. Thus,
MWCNTs are essentially a mesoporous material that also presents some macro-
porosity (pores>50 nm). For CNFs, which is also amesoporousmaterial, the specific
surface area is generally lower than for MWCNTs. Although it is well known, in the
case of activated carbon support, that the porosity and specific surface area of the
support have a direct impact on metal dispersion [66], no specific study has yet been
conducted on that matter for CNTs.

11.4.2
CNT Surface Activation to Improve Particle Dispersion

From a general point of view, both experimental and theoretical results conclude that
surface activation of CNT is necessary when a high dispersion is aimed. Indeed, as-
produced CNTs do not possess a high amount of functional groups on their surface,
and only surface defects such as vacancies, dangling bonds at open ends, or Stone
Wales defects can be considered as anchoring sites for metals (see Section 11.3). On
such CNTs, the result is often a poor dispersion of the metallic phase and the
impossibility to reach high metal loadings. Thus, on nonfunctionalized MWCNTs,
the preparation of a 5% w/w Pt/MWCNT sample from [Pt(CH3)2(cod)] (cod¼ 1,5-
cyclooctadiene) leads to the effectivemetal loading of 2.0%w/w and the deposition of
large (14 nm mean diameter) Pt particles (Figure 11.6).

The broad spectrum of CNTand CNFapplications has allowed the development of
reliable methods for their functionalization, and today chemical reactions on these
materials receive an increasing attention [67, 68]. The most common methods used
for metal particle anchoring involve treatment with strong acids or oxidizing agents
such as HNO3, H2SO4/HNO3, H2SO4/H2O2, KMnO4, and O3 [69]. For example,
nitric acid functionalization provides carboxylic functionalities on CNTsurface [50],
which can act as anchoring sites for the metal. These drastic treatments should be
carefully monitored in order to control surface oxygen group�s concentration and to
avoid damage to CNTwalls and increase in the specific surface area after prolonged
reflux.OnHNO3-treatedMWCNTs, the preparation of a 5%w/wPt/MWCNTsample

Table 11.1 Specific surface area of SWCNTs, MWCNTs, and CNFs.

SWCNTs MWCNTs CNFs

Diameter (nm) 0.5–2 (generally 1–1.5) 5–200 (generally
10–60)

10–500 (generally
50–100)

Length Few mm to 20 cm Few to hundreds
of mm

Few to hundreds
of mm

d002 (A
�
) — 3.39–3.48 3.36–3.44

SBET (m2/g) 400–900 150–450 10–250
Porosity (cm3/g) Microporous Mesoporous Mesoporous

Vmicro: 0.15–0.3 Vmeso: 0.5–2 Vmeso: 0.2–2
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from [Pt(CH3)2(cod)] leads to the effective metal loading of 4.8% w/w of Pt and the
deposition of small (<5 nm mean diameter) Pt particles (Figure 11.6). XPS studies
have shown that, for oxygen plasma-treated MWCNTs, no mixed Pt-C phase is
formed and that the formation of C�O�Pt bonds at the nanoparticle–CNT interface
may contribute to reduce the electronic interaction between Pt nanoparticles and the
CNT surface [70]. Even though oxidative surface treatments on the supports seem-
ingly improve the dispersion of the metallic phase, it is important to stress that a
better knowledge of the concentration and distribution of the attached functional

Figure 11.6 (a) 2.1% Pt/CNT (4 nm), (b) 4.8% Pt/CNT-COOH (5 nm), (c) 10% Pt/CNx (2 nm).
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moieties will help to understand the dependence of CNTand CNF reactivity on their
structure. Of course, the difference in dispersion obtained on functionalized and not
functionalized CNTs will have a direct impact on the catalytic performances of
the catalysts. Thus, in comparison with cobalt particles on unoxidized nanotubes
(Co mean particle size 100 nm), the cobalt nanoparticles deposited on the oxidized
nanotubes have much smaller size and higher dispersion (Co mean particle size
<5 nm), resulting in a significantly better catalytic performance in dehydrogenation
of cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone [71]. One should also keep inmind the importance
of the surface chemistry of the support with regard to the final performance of the
catalysts. Indeed, if anchoring sites are needed to reach high dispersion, an excess of
this groupmay impact the catalytic performance. Thus, for Ru/CNF, the crucial role
of cinnamaldehyde adsorption on the support has been reported, with CNFswith low
amounts of oxygen-containing groups allowing increased activity and higher selec-
tivity [72]. Similarly, the use of PtRu/MWCNT for the same hydrogenation reaction
leads to high activities in hydrogenation and a selectivity to cinnamyl alcohol>90%,
after heating the catalyst to remove the oxygen-containing groups [73].

Interestingly, high metal dispersion can be obtained without surface functiona-
lization on nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes [74]. In that case, it is likely that
the nitrogen functionalities introduced during CNT synthesis act as anchoring
groups for the metal. Figure 11.6 shows 1–2 nm Pt nanoparticles deposited from
[Pt(CH3)2(COD)] on pristine CNx nanotubes.

11.4.3
Specific Interactions of Metal Precursors with Surface Defects of CNTs and CNFs

Owing to their specific structure, CNTs and CNFs can be considered as tunable and
polyfunctional ligands formetal coordination (Figure 11.7). The different orientation
of the graphene layer in CNTs and CNFsmay induce differences in dispersion of the
active phase. For PtRu nanoparticles (2% w/w) deposited on oxidized MWCNTs and
CNFs, a smallermean particle size has beenmeasured for the PtRu/CNFsample [73].
If the differentmetal dispersionsmight be explained by different amounts of oxygen-
containing surface groups, the higher this amount, the better the dispersion, it is not
possible to rule out the fact that the higher dispersion obtained on CNF-supported
catalysts might also be due to the specific orientation of the graphene layers in this
support, which are likely more favorable to nanoparticles� anchorage and
stabilization [75].

11.4.4
Influence of Catalyst Preparation Procedure on Metal Loading and Dispersion

Various experimental procedures have been developed for coating nanotubes [5, 6],
the choice of the coating method depending largely on the application of the coated
nanotubes, the scale of operation, and cost considerations. Basically, the synthesis
procedures can be classified into four groups: (i) deposition methods from solution
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(wetness impregnation, homogeneous deposition precipitation method, polyol
process, electroless deposition, and sol–gel); (ii) self-assembly methods; (iii) electro-
and electrophoretic deposition; and (iv) deposition from gas phase (electron beam
evaporation, atomic layer deposition, and CVD).

We can see from Table 11.2 that several successful experimental methods have
been developed to decorate the CNT surface with different metals or oxides. As
already stated, a prior functionalization or activation of the CNTsurface is necessary
to achieve uniform coatings. Wetness impregnation methods, though multistep
processes, are most commonly used due to their simplicity and suitability for large-
scale operation. In general, relatively high dispersions are obtained with this process
(Table 11.2). Gas-phase methods have been adopted mainly for the in situ fabrication
of electronic devices. For catalyst preparation, these latter methods have two limita-
tions: (i) if it is conducted by successive steps (atomic layer deposition), high metal
loadings are difficult to reach while keeping high dispersion; and (ii) it is difficult to
scale up since deposition must be carried out in fluidized bed, and CNTs and CNFs
are difficult to fluidize without external activation such as vibration. Electrochemical
methods are becoming increasingly attractive for application in electrocatalytic

Figure 11.7 Different orientation of the graphene layer in (a, b) CNTs, (d, e) CNFs. Different
dispersion of the active phase in (c) CNTs and (f) CNFs.
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reactions and fuel cells since high metal loadings can be reached. However, the
electrodeposition method presents limitations due to the difficulty in controlling
precisely themetal loading because of the concurrent reduction in protons and to the
difficulty in reaching small particle sizes (Table 11.2). Until now, coated CNTs have
not been prepared on an industrial scale and progresses in the upscaling of
preparation methods and in the definition of reliable methods are needed.

11.5
Electrically and Thermally Conductive Supports

11.5.1
Electrical Conductive Supports

Graphite is a semimetal with a layered crystal structure. The model graphite crystal,
that is, highly ordered pyrolytic graphite, is known for its high anisotropy among its
electrical properties, the electrical conductivity being much higher within the
graphene layer (a-axis) than in the direction normal to the graphene layers (c-axis).
Grain boundaries, one of the most commonly occurring extended defects in
HOPG because of its polycrystalline character, may impact the electronic properties
of this material from a metallic character for the best ordered materials to
semiconductor [89, 90]. The electronic structure of SWCNTs depends on their

Table 11.2 Elements that have been deposited on CNTs or CNFs.

Coating method Element Particle
size (nm)

Support References

Deposition from solution
Wetness impregnation Pt 1–1.5 MWCNT [76]
Deposition precipitation Pt 5 CNF [77]
Polyol process Pt 2–3 SWCNT [78]
Sol–gel SiO2 Film MWCNT [79]
Electroless deposition Pt, Au 2 (wires) SWCNT [80]
Self-assembly methods
Prefabricated metal nanoparticles Au 10 MWCNT [81]
Layer-by-layer electrostatic adsorption Pt 6–10 MWCNT [82]
Microemulsion-templated deposition Pd, Rh 2–10 MWCNT [83]
Electro- and electrophoretic deposition
Electrochemical coating of nanotube
surfaces

Pt 30–70 MWCNT [84]

Growth mechanisms in electrochemical
deposition

Pt — SWCNT [85]

Tip-selective electrochemical deposition Pd 1–3 MWCNT [86]
Deposition from gas phase
Atomic layer deposition Al2O3 Film MWCNT [87]
CVD coating Pt 2–3 MWCNT [88]
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diameter and how the graphene is rolled. In particular, the electronic structure
strongly depends on the chirality vector [91] defining the type of nanotube: (n, n) tubes
(�armchair� type) are predicted to be metallic, while (n,m) tubes with n „m are wide-
gap or narrow-gap semiconductors, depending on the particularm and n. If 2n þ m
or n þ 2m is an integer multiple of 3, the SWCNT is predicted to be a narrow-gap
semiconductor with good room-temperature conductivity. However, these theoret-
ically predicted electronic properties are often modified by the presence of defects
such as pentagons, heptagons, vacancies, or impurities [92], and production tech-
niques do not allow the selective production of only one type of SWCNTs, so the final
purity of the obtainedmaterial, that is, after purification steps, is often far from being
satisfactory. In MWCNTs, built from parallel concentric SWCNTs, each graphene
may present electrical properties similar to an isolated SWCNT. The helicity of each
shell is random during growth, and there is little coupling to neighboring shells.
Since the bandgap of a SWCNT is proportional to �1/D, it decreases as the tube
diameter increases. As most MWCNTs are larger than 5 nm in diameter, they
typically have a vanishing bandgap at 300K, and are metallic in nature, as could
be a nanoscale HOPG cylinder. Herringbone CNFs are nearly 100% metallic wires
with linear I–V properties [93]. A temperature-dependent study over a range of
4–300K revealed that the electron transport along the CNF can be modeled by
combining graphite a-axis and c-axis resistivity [93], the intrinsic resistance of the
CNF being dominated by electron hopping between graphitic layers similar to
graphite c-axis transport. Even though there is scope to improve the intrinsic
conductivity of these materials, it appears to be sufficient for catalytic applications
as conductive support. Finally, it is worth noting that the modulation of electronic
properties of CNTs can be envisaged by intercalation processes (alkali metals),
surface modification (adsorption of amines, polymers), or doping (nitrogen or
boron).

The unique electrical and structural properties of CNTsmake them idealmaterials
for use in gas and vapor sensors [94], batteries [95], electrochemical systems [96–98],
and in fuel cell construction, where they are used in fabricating the bipolar plate, the
gas diffusion layer, and can also act as a support for the active metal in the catalyst
layer. Thus, one of the fields to which the specific features of CNTs, and particularly
their electric conduction, could bring the most significant advancements is probably
fuel cell electrocatalysis [99], where CNTs are being investigated for use as catalyst
support. This could lead to the production ofmore stable, high-activity catalysts, with
low platinum loadings (<0.1mg/cm2) and therefore low cost. In order to reach the
DOE cost reduction targets, among other component is cost reductions, the total Pt
catalyst loading must be reduced to 0.03mg/cm2 [99].

In fuel cell electrocatalysis, the structure and properties of the carbon support,
which constitutes the catalyst layer, have a direct impact on the performance of fuel
cells. This material must have (i) a high electronic conductivity; (ii) a high meso-
porosity to attain high metal dispersion at reasonable loading; and (iii) a good
hydrophobicity for water management. In comparison to the more widely used
carbon black support, CNTs have significantly higher electronic conductivities and
present higher mesoporous volumes for comparable or higher surface areas.
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Among thenumerous studies published on theuse ofCNTs as catalyst supports for
direct methanol and proton exchange membrane fuel cells, the most studied
reactions are methanol oxidation, followed by oxygen reduction, and, to a lesser
extent, hydrogen oxidation. Platinum [89] is the most used metal, followed by Pt-Ru
systems [100], and only few studies have been performedwith cheapermetals such as
Pd [101]. All kinds of CNTs and CNFs have been used for these reactions such as
herringbone CNFs [102], MWCNTs [99], SWCNTs [103], DWCNTs [103], and
nitrogen-doped CNTs [104]. In most of these works, high dispersions of the metallic
phase, typically 2–5 nm mean particle size, have been obtained. Although compar-
ison between these studies constitute a difficult issue because of the different origin
of CNTs, the general tendency observed is that the catalysts prepared on CNTs are
more active and sometimes present a higher resistance to poisoning [105] than those
prepared on conventional carbon black supports. In some cases, it is also possible to
obtain similar or better performances with significant reduction of metal load-
ings [106].When compared to the commonly used carbon black support, the increase
in the power density of a single stack is between 20–40%, even if higher values [107]
have been reached. It has also been reported that the degradation rate of Pt/CNTswas
nearly two times lower than that of Pt/C under the same testing conditions, which
was attributed to the specific interaction between Pt and CNTs and to the higher
resistance of the CNTs to electrochemical oxidation [108]. Only few studies concern
comparison between the different types of CNTs [103], and if we consider the
electronic conductivity of the supports, we would expect the following order:
SWCNTs>DWCNTs>MWCNTs>CNFs. In general, and this result could be
rationalized on the basis of the electronic conductivity of the support, the activity
ofmetal-supportedMWCNTsystems is superior to CNF-based catalysts, even if high
metal dispersions are reached on CNFs. For DWCNTs, which present a higher
specific surface area than MWCNTs, better performances have been obtained [103].
Contrasting results have been reported for SWCNTs, and more work is needed to
shed light on the potential of these materials.

The advances made with the use of CNTs and CNFs as support for fuel cell
electrocatalysis are generally attributed to (i) the possibility to reach high metal
dispersions and high electroactive surface area; for carbon black, the catalyst particles
can sink into the microporosity; (ii) the peculiar 3D mesoporous network formed by
these materials, which improves the mass transport (see Section 11.6); and (iii) their
excellent conducting properties that improve electron transfer. Many studies have
also pointed out that the morphology and the activity of metal supported on CNT
catalysts are strongly affected by their synthesis methods [109], and innovative
catalyst syntheses are still needed for metal loading reduction and performance
optimization.

11.5.2
Thermally Conductive Supports

Since the thermal control on nanocatalysts becomes increasingly important as the
size of the system diminishes, another important feature that ought to be taken into
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account is the thermal conductivity of the support. Therefore, for exothermic
reactions the thermal conductivity of CNTs or CNFs should play a crucial role in
controlling the catalytic performance. Despite the importance of thermal manage-
ment, there has been little progress,mainly due to technical difficulties, inmeasuring
the thermal conductivity of individual CNTs. Themeasured thermal conductivities of
graphite along the basal plane range from 940 to 2000W/(K m), and those perpen-
dicular to the basal plane are two or three orders of magnitude lower. For CNTs, a
similar behavior is very likely to be observed for their axial and transverse conduc-
tivities. Although experimental data and theoretical predictions are scattered by one
order of magnitude, most of the studies concerning CNT thermal conductivity agree
about very high values comparable to diamond and to in-plane graphite sheet.
Consequently, they can withstand a high heat transfer for use in highly exothermic
reactions, that is, Fischer–Tropsch [110] or selective oxidation of H2S into elemental
sulfur [111].

11.6
Mass Transfer Limitations

Among the different stages involved in a catalytic reaction, we should distinguish the
diffusion (physical) steps and the adsorption/desorption (chemical) steps. When
using porous-supported catalysts, molecular diffusion, often called simply (internal)
diffusion, and external diffusion (Figure 11.8) may govern the rate of the catalytic
reaction ifmicroporousmaterials are used to support the active phase or if working at
elevated temperatures. In particular, when active sites are accessible within the
particle, internal mass transfer (molecular diffusion) has a tremendous influence on
the rate of reaction within the catalyst.

For carbon materials, and particularly for activated carbon, the pore size distri-
bution consists mainly in micropores, with lowmeso- or macropore volume. Even if
the metal is well dispersed in the microporosity, mass transfer limitations decrease
the apparent activity and modify the selectivity of the catalysts [59]. For filamentous
carbon the situation is different. First, the structure of a filamentous carbon pellet is
different from that of a conventional support (Figure 11.9). Indeed, for MWCNT
aggregates, aggregated pores formed by interaction of isolated MWCNTs, and
external walls are often the most important for adsorption issues and metal
dispersion since most of the time MWCNTs and CNFs are closed. Figure 11.10
shows SEM and TEM micrographs of a PtRu/MWCNT catalyst at different magni-
fications: from the MWCNT aggregate to the PtRu nanoparticle anchored on CNT
wall. Thus, the open structure offilamentous carbon (CNTs andCNFs) and their high
mesoporosity (Table 11.1) should allow to significantly restrict mass transfer limita-
tions and the pore blocking by metal particle deposition. Furthermore, the flexible
nature of CNTs makes the catalyst pellet a structurally dynamic support presenting a
porosity that can evolve according to external stimulation.

However, if aligned and both ends opened CNTs are used to build a membrane
(Figure 11.9), gas and liquid transport measurements show substantial flow
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enhancements with respect to real Knudsen gas diffusion [112]. Alternative transport
mechanisms have been proposed that emphasize transfer limitations at the tube
entrance. In any case, the very efficient transport in the tubes makes the kinetics of
surface transfermore important. It was also shown that in that case the classicmodel

Figure 11.8 Mass transfer and reaction steps for a catalyst pellet.

Figure 11.9 Macrostructure and dispersion of the active phase in (a) a conventional support, (b) a
filamentous carbon pellet, and (c) an aligned and both ends opened CNT membrane.

Figure 11.10 SEM and TEM micrographs of a PtRu/MWCNT catalyst.
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for gas (Knudsen) transport does not properly describe diffusion through CNT
membranes [113]. This is due to the ultralow friction of smooth CNT walls with
molecules. Thus, CNTs are somewhat unique in this aspect because of the atomic
planarity and high rigidity of the graphene and the nonpolar nature of the sp2 carbon
network.

Owing to the advantageous properties of CNTs as support, several studies have
been carried out for different catalytic reactions [114]. Several studies report that for
liquid-phase catalytic and also electrocatalytic reactions, the use of CNT or CNF
supports possessing large mesoporosity gave better catalytic activities than micro-
porous activated carbon for which mass transfer limitations were operating.

The peculiarity of CNFs has been advantageously used for hydrazine decom-
position over Ir catalysts, where Ir/CNF presents far better performances than a
commercial Ir/Al2O3 catalyst [115]. It has been proposed that part of the injected
hydrazine was trapped inside the micropores of alumina containing no Ir
particles and thus could not be decomposed. The absence of any detrimental
microporosity in the CNF-supported iridium catalyst is therefore of great interest.
The high performance of the catalytic decomposition of hydrazine compared to
the iridium/CNF catalyst was also attributed to the high external surface area of
the carbon support, which allows a high dispersion of the active phase. This high
external surface area was observed because of the entangled carbon nanofiber
structure.

The selective hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde has been studied on bimetallic
PtRu catalysts supported on MWCNTs and activated carbon. The use of PtRu/
MWCNT (175m2/g, PtRu nanoparticles 1.8 nm) leads to activities higher than with
PtRu/AC (700m2/g, PtRu nanoparticles 2.4 nm), and a selectivity to cinnamyl
alcohol >90%, was reached after heating the catalysts to remove the oxygen-
containing groups [73]. Palladium systems have also been investigated since they
are very active in the selective hydrogenation of the C¼C bonds [116]. The catalytic
results obtained over thePd supported onCNFs and a commercial Pd/Ccatalyst show
the superiority in terms of reaction rate of the CNF-based catalyst. This high catalytic
activity was attributed to the high external surface area (high surface-to-volume ratio)
of the carbon nanofibers compared to the charcoal grains that improves the mass
transfer during the reaction. In addition, the presence of a large amount of micro-
pores (>60% of the total surface area) in the commercial catalyst can be at the origin
of diffusion phenomena, slowing down the apparent rate of the reaction. The total
absence of microporosity in the nanofibers avoided such a drawback.

Composite electrodes consisting of Pt nanoparticles supported on MWCNTs
grown directly on carbon paper have been compared with a commercial Pt on
carbon black catalyst for the electrooxidation of methanol [117]. Compared to
standard Pt/C electrode (0.10mgPt/cm

2, Pt nanoparticles 2–3 nm), the Pt/CNT/
carbon paper composite electrodes (0.11mgPt/cm

2, Pt nanoparticles 2 nm) exhibit
higher electrocatalytic activity. This has been essentially attributed to the 3D structure
of CNT-based electrodes. Indeed, in spite of the high surface area of the carbon black
particles, due to their dense structure, the carbon black-based support presents
significant mass transfer limitations, leading to a very low Pt utilization.
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11.7
Confinement Effect

The study at themesoscopic ormicroscopic scale of the impact of confinement of the
active phase on the catalytic performances is a subject of current interest [118, 119].
Indeed, confinement at the mesoscopic scale may (i) induce variation in the physical
properties of the confined fluids (viscosity, density, solubility, and adsorption), (ii)
induce wall or curvature effects, which may modify adsorption or electronic prop-
erties or induce concentration gradients, and (iii) influence the energetics and
dynamics of catalytic processes [118]. At the microscopic scale, the confinement
may influence the chemical reaction through (i) shape–catalytic effect, (ii) physical
�soft� effects (electrostatic interactions), or (iii) chemical �hard� interactions (cova-
lent bonding) [119].

The opportunity of using the inner cavity of CNTs as a nanoreactor of few
nanometers in diameter and only some micrometers in length has lead, only a few
years after their discovery, to the first studies dealing with CNT opening, filling, or
wetting [120–122]. If the complete filling of CNTs, which allows to produce nano-
wires [123, 124], is now relatively controlled [125], the selective confinement of
isolated nanoparticles in the CNT cavity is still a synthetic challenge, which should
offer interesting perspectives for performing chemistry in a confined space while
exploiting CNT properties.

At present, three main routes exist to introduce NPs inside CNTs. The first one is
based on impregnation techniques and consists in the filling of oxidized CNTs by
capillarity with a solution containing a metal salt [126–133] or preformed NPs [134,
135]. Although the precise quantification of the percentage of NPs located inside
CNTs is difficult to establish, TEM, XPS [136], and particularly 3D TEM [128]
studies have allowed to determine the fraction of metal present in the inner cavity
ofCNTs between 15 and 50%.For very lowmetal loadings (1.2%w/wRh/CNT), it was
claimed that 80% of the rhodium NPs were selectively confined inside CNTs
(Figure 11.11) [127]. Amore selective filling of very large diameter (�300 nm) carbon
filaments by preformed polystyrene NPs has been achieved (Figure 11.12) [135]. As
the wettability of CNTsurface is a critical issue for selective confinement, the use of
supercritical fluids (zero surface tension) has been investigated for polymer coat-
ing [137] or nanoparticle transport [138] in CNTs. Another strategy consists in the
opening of MWCNT by catalytic oxidation (Ag or Fe catalysts) and in the subsequent
confinement using simple impregnation methods and ultrasonication [139]. A
simple and selective procedure to confine, even at high metal loadings, high
proportion (>80%) of preformed nanoparticles involves the use of surface chemistry
to favor nanoparticles/inner surface of the tubes interaction and nanoparticles/
outer surface of the tubes repulsion (Figure 11.13). 3D TEM analyses have shown
that this procedure allows to confine 80% of PtRu NPs (2 nm) in the inner cavity of
40 nm internal diameter CNTs (Figure 11.14), even at metal loading as high as
40% w/w [140].

The second one is based on the sublimation of a metal precursor, which can be
used to introduce it in the CNT cavity [141, 142]. For these two routes, in some
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cases, an enhancement in the confinement selectivity can be obtained if an extra
selective washing step is performed to remove NPs deposited on the outer
surface [143–145].

The thirdmultistep approach consists in producingCNTs inside anodic aluminum
oxidemembranes,filling the resulting templatewith a solution ofNPs and dissolving

Figure 11.11 TEM micrograph of rhodium nanoparticle selectivity confined inside CNTs.
Reprinted by permission from Ref. [127]. Copyright 2007 Macmillan Publishers Ltd.

Figure 11.12 TEM of CVD-CNTs of 200–300 nm diameter filled with 51 nm polystyrene particles.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [17]. Copyright 2008 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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the alumina template [146–148]. By this way, 10 nm iron nanoparticles have been
confined in 250 nm diameter CNTs (Figure 11.15).

Owing to synthesis difficulties, relatively few experimental studies provide reliable
results on confinement effects on CNTs. For example, the possibility of hydrogen
generation via splitting of H2O confined in SWCNTs by the use of a camera flash has
been reported [149, 150]. For this reaction, the camera flash induces an ultrapho-
tothermal effect that allows the temperature to rise high and causes water molecules
to dissociate into H2 and O2. In addition, the ultraefficient transport of water and gas
through thehydrophobic cavity ofCNTsmakesCNTmembranes promising formany
applications [151]. Theoretical calculations have shown that water [152] and also gold
NP [153] diffusion is slower in zigzag than in armchair SCWNTs. These results can be
rationalized in terms of topology of potential energy surface (water diffusion) or of
surface corrugation (NP diffusion). Temperature-programmed reduction/oxidation
experiments have shown that the reactivity of iron oxide NPs (5–8 nm) is increased
(easy reduction) while that of themetallic ironNPs is decreased (difficult reoxidation)
when confined inside CNTs [154]. Dimensionally confined phase transitions have

Figure 11.13 Strategy to confine NPs in the inner cavity of CNTs.

Figure 11.14 Three-dimensional TEM confinement of PtRu NPs in the inner cavity of CNTs.
Courtesy of Dr. Ovidiu Ersen, IPCMS, Strasbourg, France.
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been reported for water [155] and ionic liquids [156] entrapped within CNTs. It has
also been shown that heptene molecules confined in SWCNTs have a reduced
reactivity toward atomic hydrogen compared to the samemolecules adsorbed on the
external surface [157].

As far as catalytic studies are concerned, some reports give evidence of an effect of
confinement on the performances of the catalysts. Rh NPs (4–5 nm) confined in
CNTs (4–8 nm inner diameter) are one order of magnitude more active for ethanol
production from syngas than Rh NPs (1–2 nm) deposited on the convex CNT
surface [127]. Temperature-programmed desorption experiments have demonstrat-
ed that a higher concentration of active hydrogen species is obtained when Rh NPs
are located inside CNTs. For Fischer–Tropsch synthesis on Fe/C systems, the
confinement of 4–8 nm iron NPs in the inner cavity of MWCNTs (4–8 nm inner
diameter) permits reaching higher activity and selectivity in C5þ hydrocarbons
compared to 6–10 nmFeNPs deposited on the convex surface ofCNTs (two times less
active) or to 8–12 nm Fe NPs deposited on activated carbon (six times less active).
These results have been rationalized by considering themodified redox properties of

Figure 11.15 Filling of released nanotubes. TEM image of (a) CNTs with open ends, filled with
magnetic particles fromwater-based ferrofluid EMG 508, and (b) part of a branched CNT. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [146]. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.
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the confined catalyst, for which higher amounts of iron carbide are present [158]. For
selective hydrogenation of cinnamaldehyde, an improvement in C¼O selective
hydrogenation compared to C¼C and C¼O hydrogenation has been observed when
Pt NPs (5 nm) are located inside CNTs (60–100 nm inner diameter) rather than NPs
(2–5 nm) outside MWCNTs (1–10 nm inner diameter) [159]. In the case of Pd NPs
(5 nm) located mostly inside CNTs (20–40 nm inner diameter), very high selectivity
towardC¼Cbondhydrogenation has been obtained [126]. In theNH3decomposition
reaction to produce hydrogen, FeCo alloyed NPs (14 nm) located inside CNTs
(20–50 nm inner diameter) give higher conversion (48% versus 24%) than FeCo
NPs (15 nm) deposited on the external surface of the sameCNTs [133]. Noticeably, for
this latter reaction themean NP size after catalysis does not change for the FeCo NPs
inside (15 nm), whereas the NPs located outside CNTs have a tendency to sinter
(30 nm). Finally, iron [160] and cobalt NPs [161] have been deposited inside SWCNTs
andMWCNTs, respectively. Ferrocene was encapsulated inside 1.4 nmSWCNTs and
the FeCp2@SWCNTcatalyst was used to prepare double-walled CNTs, for which the
inner diameter is around 0.7 nm [160]. On 5–15 nmCo NPs, carbon nanofibers have
been grown in the inner cavity of MWCNTs (20–80 nm inner diameters) to produce
CNT@CNFs composites [161].

11.8
Conclusion

Carbon nanotubes offer a range of attractive properties and can constitute a new
family of highly efficient catalyst support. They are produced on semi-industrial scale
and the current barriers tomass-market use of thesematerials include the availability
of high-quality materials at low prices and in commercial quantities. In addition, the
key issues concerning standardization and toxicity should be carefully addressed.

Catalytic studies conducted onCNT- orCNF-based catalysts have shownpromising
results in terms of performances that can be correlated to (i) the use of a high-purity
support; (ii) the possibility to reach high dispersion of the metallic phase; (iii) the
flexibility of these supports, which allows through the orientation of the graphene
layers to tune the metal–support interactions; (iv) the open structure of these
supports that helps avoid mass transfer limitation; (v) the exceptional mechanical,
thermal, and electrical properties of CNTs; (vi) the possibility to operate in a confined
space when the active phase is selectively deposited in CNT inner cavity; and (vii) the
possibility of macroscopic shaping.
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12
Carbon Nanotubes as Containers
Thomas W. Chamberlain, Maria del Carmen Gimenez-Lopez, and Andrei N. Khlobystov

12.1
Introduction

The capacity of carbon nanotubes to serve as containers for a wide range ofmolecular
and atomic compounds continues to stimulate the scientific imagination ever since it
was discovered that the molecules can be inserted into the quasi-1D channels of
nanotubes just over a decade ago [1]. The main attraction of nanotubes as nanosized
containers is their extremely high mechanical stability, their relative chemical
inertness, and the availability of different diameters from subnanometer to hundreds
of nanometers. Often molecules and atoms encapsulated in nanotubes become
arranged in geometrically regular 1D arrays, some of which do not exist outside
carbon nanotubes and thus can be regarded as products of confinement at the
nanoscale. The structural and dynamic properties of somematerials encapsulated in
nanotubes drastically change as a result of this confinement, and there is a growing
body of evidence that the chemical reactivity of encapsulated compounds can also be
altered inside carbon nanotubes. The effects of the encapsulated species on the
physicochemical properties of nanotubes are not fully understood, this may be
related to the intrinsic complexity of nanotube properties or the polydispersity of
nanotube samples. However, careful experimentation involving a combination of
local probe (microscopy) and spectroscopy techniques is expected to shed new light
on this problem.

In this chapter, we review the current state of the area of filled carbon nanotubes
(from 2005 onward). Most of the examples described in the chapter involve single-
walled (SWNT) andmultiwalled (MWNT) carbon nanotubes with internal diameters
below 100 nm. Tubular structures with diameters above 100 nm are technically
considered to be in the category of microtubes and should be distinguished from
the genuine examples of nanoscale confinement. Unfortunately, in the current
literature, the distinction between nanotubes and microtubes is not sufficiently
clear, which may lead to some confusion in this area in the long term. Also, we have
limited the scope of this chapter to examples only where the nanotubes were filled
after their formation (i.e., caseswhere carbon nanotubes coformed or formed around
the noncarbon material are not included) and where the presence of guest species
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inside nanotubes is unambiguously confirmed by transmission electronmicroscopy
(TEM), which still remains the only direct method of verification of nanotube filling.

This area of nanotube research has recently been reviewed in research journals
[2–4] and a book [5], where the readers can find examples and references dating
before 2005.

12.2
Mechanisms of Nanotube Filling

Depending on the nature of the compound to be inserted in carbon nanotubes (guest
compound), one of the three general methods of nanotube filling can be used. For
compounds that can be vaporized, a mixture of guest compound and carbon
nanotubes with open termini is typically enclosed in a sealed container and heated
at temperatures near or above the sublimation point of the compound. The mech-
anism of this process has been explored in detail for C60 fullerene as the guest
molecule [6, 7]. It is generally accepted that prior to their insertion into the nanotubes,
the guest molecules become adsorbed onto the nanotube surface (Figure 12.1b) but
remain mobile and migrate freely along the nanotube eventually reaching the
nanotube�s terminus (Figure 12.1c). A moderate activation barrier (about 0.3 eV for
C60) may need to be overcome for the molecule to enter the nanotube, but this
energetic penalty is richly compensated upon encapsulation of the molecule
(Figure 12.1d) due to the significantly enhanced van der Waals interactions between
thenanotube and the encapsulatedmolecule (i.e., nanotube surfacewraps around the
molecule maximizing the surface of the contact).

Clearly, the efficiency of encapsulation in this case depends critically on the ratio of
the diameter of nanotube and the diameter of guest molecule [4]. For the optimum
value of nanotube–guest molecule interactions, the distance between the surface of

Figure 12.1 Stages of carbon nanotube filling with fullerene C60 via the gas-phase mechanism.
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themolecule and the inner surface of nanotube needs to be close to the van derWaals
gap of �0.3 nm, so that if the diameter of the molecule is n nm, the optimum
diameter of carbon nanotube for hosting such molecule is dNT¼n þ 2� 0.3 nm
(Figure 12.2b). If the nanotube diameter is below this value, the guest molecule will
not be able to enter the nanotube (Figure 12.2a); if the nanotube diameter is
significantly larger than the optimum value (Figure 12.2d), the nanotube–molecule
interaction will be less effective which could result in a reversible encapsulation.

Carbon nanotubes immersed in a liquid with surface tension below 200mN/m
become spontaneously filled according to the Young–Laplace law ([8] and references
therein). This filling mechanism is often referred to as capillary filling. However, it
must be noted that classical continuum approximation of liquids inside nanotubes
with diameters below 8–10 nm breaks down, so that the well-defined gas–liquid
interface (meniscus) disappears, and the liquids confined in nanotubes exhibit
anomalous behavior [8]. The ionic compounds have intrinsic low volatility and
therefore most of them have been inserted in nanotubes via the capillary filling
mechanismby immersing nanotubes into a puremolten salt or an eutecticmixture of
salts. Ionic inorganic salts such as KI were among the first compounds inserted into
nanotubes, and their presence and structural behavior in nanotubes have been
unambiguously demonstrated by high-resolution TEM (HRTEM). Detailed theoret-
ical investigations of the capillary filling process [9, 10] revealed that it has a stepwise
mechanism. Initially, disordered cations and anions in the molten phase become
ordered upon insertion into the nanotube as a result of confinement (Figure 12.3).
Coordinatively unsaturated cations generated at the opening of carbon nanotube
become a driving force for the filling as theymaximize their coordination number by
pulling in anions and by rotating the 1D crystallite around its axis (Figure 12.3) [9].

Encapsulation of compounds that neither melt nor sublime has been shown to be
possible by immersion of nanotubes with open termini in solutions of these
compounds. This method tends to be less efficient than others as the guest
compound in this case is surrounded by a large number of solvent molecules that
interfere with the filling process and have to be taken into account when considering
themechanism. No viable mechanism explicitly including and explaining the role of
the solvent in this filling method has been formulated so far. The key role of the

Figure 12.2 Schematic illustration of different ratios of guest molecule diameter to nanotube
diameter.
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solvent is to enable the transport of guestmolecules from the bulk solution phase into
carbon nanotubes. However, the fate of the thousands of solventmolecules that enter
the nanotubes with each guest molecule (Figure 12.4) remains largely unclear. At
present, only tentative attempts to provide a model for transport of fullerenes from
conventional and supercritical fluid solutions into carbon nanotubes have been
made [11], and there is a clear need for a solid theoretical basis describing thefilling of
nanotubes from solutions.

Figure 12.3 Stages of filling carbon nanotube with ionic compound LaCl3. (Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [9].)

Figure 12.4 Schematic diagram illustrating the
importance of solvent molecules (shown by
oblong shapes) for nanotube filling in solution.
Solvent molecules are often omitted from
consideration in nanotube filling mechanisms.

However, in most cases the physical size of
solventmolecules is comparable with the size of
encapsulated compound (round shape), and so
escape routes of solvent from nanotubes are
important to consider (b, c).
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12.3
Fullerenes as Guest Molecules

The interactions of fullerenes with carbon nanotubes have been studied more than
the interactions of any other molecule. Being structurally and chemically related to
carbon nanotubes, fullerenes form extremely effective van der Waals interactions
with the interior of nanotubes that can reach up to 3 eV per C60, depending on the
diameter of the nanotube. In addition, the distinct round shape of fullerene cages and
their relatively high stability in the electron beam make them ideal molecules for
observation in TEM, which is widely used as a direct characterization tool for 1D
assemblies of fullerenes inside nanotubes.

12.3.1
Fullerene C60

Buckminster fullerene, C60, was the first molecule inserted and unambiguously
identified in SWNT [1]. The facile nature of the processes with which C60 can be
inserted intoSWNTcoupledwith its relatively high abundance, compared to thehigher
fullerenes, makes C60 still the most comprehensively studied molecule within SWNT
(Table 12.1). The increase in the number of encapsulation methods reported, ranging
from sublimation at high temperatures to ultrasonication at room temperature in
solution,andtheimprovementandincreasedavailabilityofHRTEMfacilitieshaveledto
a vast amount ofworkbeingpublished in recent times. The increasedunderstandingof
fullerene encapsulation has even led to its use as a diagnostic test for SWNTpurity [12].

The unique mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes have led to their appli-
cation in a number of strong, light-weight materials [13]. Conventional wisdom
would predict that filling would increase the mechanical strength of a hollow
structure; hence, work has been done to test and fully quantify the mechanical
properties of C60@SWNT peapod structures. Nanochemical resonance studies of
SWNT (PLVmethod) peapod bundles reveal an increase in average bendingmodulus
from 240� 105GPa for empty bundles to 650� 105GPa for C60@SWNT bun-
dles [14]. The lower bending modulus for empty SWNT bundles compared to
theoretical values reported for individual SWNT is explained by the weak interaction
and sliding effects that are known to exist betweennanotube surfaces. The significant
increase in stiffness of the nanotube after filling is due to an increase in the strain
energy of the system upon the deformation of C60 chains [14]. Theoretical calcula-
tions predict a size-dependent effect upon the buckling strength of individual SWNT
when C60 is encapsulated [15]; the linear chains of fullerenes in C60@[10,10]SWNT
are cylindrically symmetric that helps increase the buckling strength. However, for
the wider [14,14]SNWT and [18,18]SWNT where the nonlinear fullerene packing
breaks the nanotube symmetry, the buckling strength actually decreases due to an
uneven distribution of applied force on the circumference of the SWNT [15].

Optical bandgap modification of SWNT is also reported as a result of fullerene
encapsulation [16–19], proposing the development of SWNT peapod structures as
molecular wires and sensors. Photoluminescence (PL) and the corresponding
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Table 12.1 Fullerene guest compounds inserted in carbon nanotubes.

Compound Type of nanotubea) Nanotube internal
diameter (nm)

Method of filling Reference

C60 SWNT (AD) 1.4 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 650 �C, 6 h [12]
C60 SWNT (PLV) 1.4 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 650 �C, 3 h [14]
C60 SWNT (PLV) 1.3 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 48 h [16]
C60 DWNT (AD) 4–5 Gas phase [18]
C60 SWNT (AD) 1.3–1.4 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 48 h [21]
C60 SWNT (PLV) ? Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 48 h [22]
C60 SWNT (AD) 1.44–1.56 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 2 h [23]
C60 SWNT (CVD) 1.28 Gas phase, 500 �C, 2 days [24]
C60 SWNT/DWNT

(CVD)
1–5 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500–550 �C, 18–24 h [25]

C60 SWNT (LA) 1.39 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 650 �C, 3 h [27]
C60 SWNT (AD) ? Gas phase, low pressure, 450 �C, 4 days [28]
C60 SWNT (AD) 1.3–1.4 Gas phase, low pressure, 440 �C, 2 days [30]
C60 SWNT/DWNT Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 650 �C, 9 h [31]
C60 SWNT (PLV) 1.2–1.3 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 48 h [33]
C60 SWNH 2–5 Solution (toluene), ultrasonication,

1min, slow evaporation
[34]

C60 þ C70 DWNT (CVD) 2.5–3 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 2 days [32]
C60 þ C70 þ C60H28 SWNT (AD) 1.22–1.6 Gas phase, 10�4 Torr, 420 �C, 10 days [36]
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C60 þ C70 SWNT (AD) 1.4–1.58 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 24 h [37]
C80 and Er3N@C80 SWNT ? Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 2 days [35]
Dy3N@C80 SWNT (LA) ? Gas phase, 440 �C, 24 h [38]
N@C60 SWNT (AD) 1.4 Solution (toluene), ultrasonication, 2 h [39]
N@C60 SWNT (AD) 1.4, 2.5–3 Solution (toluene), ultrasonication, 2 h [40]
Sc@C82 þ La@C82 SWNT (AD) ? Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 440 �C, 4 days [41]
Tb2@C92 þ Gd@C82

þ Gd2@C92

SWNT (AD) 1.4–1.6 [42]

Gd@C82 þ Ca@C82 SWNT (AD) 1.3–1.4 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 2 days [43]
La2@C80 SWNT (AD) 1.4 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 450 �C, 24 h [44]
Gd@C82 SWNT (AD) 0.65–1.9, 5 Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 2 days [45]
Gd@C82 þ Ti2@C80

þ Ce2@C80 þ Gd2@C92

SWNT (LA) 1.3–1.6 Gas phase, 10�4 Torr, 450–500 �C, 48 h [46]

Gd@C82 SWNT (AD) ? Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 500 �C, 2 days [47]
C60-alkyl SWNT (AD) 1.39–1.41 Supercritical fluid (scCO2), 50 �C, 100–150 bar, 5 days [50]
C60-aryl SWNT (AD) 1.39–1.41 Supercritical fluid (scCO2), 50 �C, 100–150 bar, 5 days [51]
C60-retinal chromophore SWNT (PLV) 1.38 Solution (chloroform), 65 �C, 3 h [52]
C60-C6H12NO SWNT (AD) 1.39–1.41 Solution (carbon disulphide), ultrasonication,

30min, supercritical fluid (scCO2), 50 �C,
100–150 bar, 5 days

[53]

C59N SWNT 1.4 Solution (toluene), ultrasonication, 10min [54]
C60-C8H9O SWNT (AD) 1.4 Solution (toluene), ultrasonication, 1 h [55]
C59N þ (C59N)2 SWNT (AD) Gas phase, 10�6 Torr, 520 �C, 72 h [56]

Supercritical fluid (scCO2), 50 �C,
100–150 bar, 5 days

a) When known, themethod of nanotube growth is given in brackets: AD: arc discharge; CVD: chemical vapor deposition; PLV: pulsed laser vaporization; LA: laser ablation.
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excitation spectroscopy reveal that the optical transition energies shift upon encap-
sulation of C60 molecules strongly depends on the chirality and diameter of the
SWNT [16]. This is understood to be a result of the local strain effects of the nanotube
and hybridization between the encapsulated fullerenes and the outer SWNT. The
decrease of 36meV for the bandgap of C60@[14,14]SWNT is in agreement with
previous studies, which observed a downshift in the first vanHove gap of 60meV for
a similar system [20].

C60@SWNT peapod structures have been used as the channel in field-effect
transistors (FETs) fabricated to explore their exciting conductance properties [18].

Incorporation of metal atoms within the C60@SWNTstructure was attempted in
an effort to tune the SWNT conductance properties, metal doping of C60@SWNT
with potassium and cesium as well as a general method for inclusion of any alkali
metal into peapod structures has been reported [21–23]. By exposing the formed
C60@SWNTto potassium vapor at 200 �C for 50 h, potassiumatomswere introduced
into the gaps between pairs of fullerene cages and the nanotube sidewall [21]. Cesium
was introduced by first forming the fulleride anion with cesium as the counterion
using chemical reduction. The resultant salt was then encapsulated inside the C60 by
sublimation methods leading to an ordered Cs2C60 structure observed by HRTEM
(Figure 12.5) [23]. Replacement of the Cs with any alkali metal can be achieved by
forming the appropriate fulleride salt precursor. The metal atoms within the
structure were confirmed to be cationic using electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS)with a suitable alkalimetal salt (such asCsCl) for comparison.Csþ ions inside
the nanotube can migrate only in the limited space between C60 cages and their
arrangement is sensitive to elastic deformation of the outer nanotube [23]. The
behavior of the doped chemical species is therefore significantly affected by the
distortion and defects of the nanotube.

Figure 12.5 (a–c) TEM images of C60@SWNT
peapods after doping with cesium. Csþ ions
inserted inside the peapods are indicated by
triangles. (d) Schematic illustration of the
ordered Cs2C60 structure inside a SWNT (left)
and its simulated TEM image (right). The

middle of the nanotube wall thickness of the
model in (d) corresponds to the limit of the dark
contrast given by the nanotube wall in the
simulated TEM image. (Reproduced with the
permission from Ref. [23].)
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Electrical transport measurements of cesium-doped C60@DWNTshow the struc-
tures to exhibit both n- and p-type semiconducting behavior; it is demonstrated that
by controlling the metal concentration it is possible to form p–n junctions [18]. Both
these metal-doped peapod structures show great potential as building blocks for
electronic nanodevices [18].

The fabrication of nanodevices from C60@SWNT has been aided by the devel-
opment of a method to form peapod structures directly onto silicon substrates
[24, 25]. Chemical vapor deposition of vaporized methanol over metal catalyst
particles leads to high-purity/high-density SWNT on a SiO2 wafer, the ends of the
SWNTwere opened by oxidation in air and C60 vapor was passed over the wafer. The
resultant peapods confirmed by HRTEM and the samples were analyzed using
Raman spectroscopy where a downshift in the radial breathing mode (RBM) of the
SWNT was attributed to the encapsulation of C60 [24]. Peapod structures have also
been synthesized directly onto TEM grids that allow instant analysis of the structure
formed [25].

Formation of DWNTs by thermal treatment of peapod structure of SWNT
containing fullerenes was first observed in 2001 [26]. Recently, work has been carried
out to understand the growthmechanism of this process; in situRaman spectroscopy
and HRTEM studies and the use of X-ray diffraction (XRD) have been reported
(Figure 12.6) [27, 28]. The Raman spectra of a C60@SWNT undergoing thermal
treatment show that the C60 molecules break up significantly faster than the inner
tube is formed, the discrepancy in time constant would imply the existence of an
intermediate phase. Comparison of theRamandatawithXRDgives evidence that the
intermediate phase that is formed is solid and has the linear periodicity of the starting
material [27]. It is also observed that the formation of inner tubes in SWNTpeapod
structures with a larger diameter occurs up to twice as slowly as the intermediate
phase decays; this is attributed to the larger number of Stone–Wales transformations
that are required to form these larger nanotubes [27].

An in situHRTEM study shows a time series of images depicting five neighboring
C60 fullerenes coalescing into a large tubular C300molecule over the course of 25min,
the coalescence is attributed to the electron beam irradiation [28]. The C300 molecule

Figure 12.6 HRTEM images of peapods transformed at 1250 �C after (a) 5min, (b) 15min, and
(c) 25min. The white and black arrows indicate modulated peapods (intermediate phase) and
DWNTs, respectively. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [27].)
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translates along thenanotube displaying a unique corkscrewmotion.A separateXRD
study details the progressive polymerization of C60 within SWNT at a pressure of
4GPa and temperature of 1023 �C where the final system is stable at ambient
conditions and still contains a 1D chain structure with a periodicity of 0.87 nm and
no DWNT formation [29]. By immersing C60@SWNTpeapods into molten iodine, it
is possible to introduce iodine into the empty area between fullerene cages in larger
SWNT [30]. HRTEMwas used to observe the iodine molecules as dark spots with up
to five atoms in a row depicted. The system was then heated at 550 �C (250 �C below
the previously reported minimum temperature required for fullerene coalescence),
DWNTs were formed and characterized using HRTEM and Raman spectroscopy.
The iodine is thought to assist the coalescence of the fullerene cages although no
mechanism is postulated. HRTEM also provides evidence that iodine atoms are
trapped between the original nanotube and the newly formed inner tube, potentially
providing a novel method of synthesizing DWNT containing intercalated guest
species [30].

The efficient conversion of C60@SWNT into DWNTwas also used in an electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) study [31]. Two small lines are observed in the EPR
spectra of both C60@SWNTand DWNTwith temperature dependence that implies
�super-Curie� paramagnetic behavior. The linewidth of the two lines is attributed to
the inner species, and the outer walls are metallic in nature and the outer
nanotube�s resonance broadens upon growth of the inner nanotubes. A sudden
decrease in relaxation rate below 20 K is attributed to the opening of a spin gap [31].
The thermal stability of C60@DWNT peapods, formed by vapor deposition, was
studied using thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) [32]. TGA of the as-prepared
DWNTpeapods showed that they had a higher thermal stability (burning tempera-
ture of 636.2 �C) in comparison to pristine DWNTs (581.8 �C). It is predicted
that the increase in burning temperature is caused by the rearrangement of the
electronic structure between C60 and nanotube resulting in a slightly negative
charged area between fullerenes and the inner tube and a positive charged area on
the surface of the outer tube. This adversely affects the oxidation reaction for the
peapods compared to the pristineDWNTand allows the filling yield of theDWNTto
be calculated from the TGA data [32].

PL is a useful tool for characterizing the unique electronic properties of SWNTs;
little work has been possible on DWNT. It was expected that the inner tube is
protected from the environment and its intrinsic optical properties will be preserved;
however, it is difficult to assign PL to the inner tubes of DWNTas samples of DWNT
made by CVD also contain SWNT impurities with diameters identical to the inner
tube of the DWNT. By studying DWNT synthesized by thermal treatment of
C60@SWNT structures, any SWNT impurities will have significantly larger dia-
meters than the inner tube of the resultant DWNT. This was exploited in Ref. [33]
where the first unambiguous PL study of the inner tubes of DWNT is presented. The
PL is severely suppressed as a consequence of an interlayer interaction between the
inner and outer tubes that efficiently quenches the PL signals [33].

Fullerene release from carbon nanostructures by near-infrared (NIR) laser
irradiation has also been achieved [34]. Single-wall carbon nanohorns (SWNHs)
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can encapsulate C60 in an analogous fashion to SWNT to form peapod structures,
when irradiated with an NIR laser fullerene is released into the surrounding
solution. This procedure is proposed to have potential applications in controlled
drug delivery [34].

12.3.2
Higher Fullerenes

Significantly less work has been dedicated to the study of higher fullerenesCn (n> 60)
in recent years, and those reported are concentrated mainly on the second most
abundant fullerene, C70. This is perhaps due to the fact that fullerenes other than C60

and C70 are less readily available commercially in a pure form in sufficient quantities.
Another problem is thatmanyof thehigher fullerenes, such asC78,C80, C82, orC92 can
exist in many different isomers that are difficult to separate and distinguish unam-
biguously. Different isomers of fullerenes have different shapes, some of which
substantially deviate from a spheroidal shape of C60. The different shapes of these
fullerenes lead to disorder when encapsulated in SWNT that makes controlling the
precise orientations of the internal molecules in the nanotube impossible.

The problemof the presence of a number of isomersmay be resolved by improving
the aberration-corrected TEM. A detailed study of a single isomer of C80 inside a
SWNT is presented in Ref. [35], showing the ellipsoidal D5d-C80 in atomic resolution
with the pyrene-like tetracyclic component of the cylindrical body unambiguously
identified. Sequential images show the rotation of the fullerene cage within the
SWNT (Figure 12.7) with a fullerene tilt angle of 30� observed experimentally as the

Figure 12.7 (a) FFT-processed TEM images of
the D5d-C80 fullerene. (b) Suggested orientations
of the D5d-C80 cage (left panel) and simulated
TEM images (right panel). (c) Possible

arrangement of the D5d-C80 cage inside the
(18,18) SWNT (left panels) and simulated TEM
images (right panels). (Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [35].)
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orientation that gives the best contrast profile [35]. Time-resolved TEM studies show
examples of nonspherical fullerene cage tumbling and rotating as theymigrate along
the length of the nanotube. The use of electron microscopy to analyse higher
fullerenes encapsulated in SWNT to identify the different fullerene isomers enables
the identification of a specific fullerene isomer. This could lead to the availability of
high-purity samples of single isomers of the higher fullerenes, which is a crucial step
if their chemistry is to be investigated fully.

A study of C70 is reported where C70 was encapsulated in SWNT of a variety of
diameters, ranging from 1.22 to 1.6 nm, in order to probe the effect the encapsulated
fullerenes have on the nanotube [36]. The systems were probed using HRTEM and
UV–Vis–NIR and Raman spectroscopy, and it is observed that filling the SWNTwith
C70 markedly alters the electronic structure of the nanotube. Raman spectroscopy
shows a redshift in the radial breathing mode of the SWNT for peapod structures
formed from narrow nanotubes (1.22–1.3 nm in diameter), whereas for wider
nanotubes (1.5–1.6 nm in diameter) a blueshift is observed. These variations in
vibrational energy are attributed to changes in the electron density surrounding
the carbon framework of the SWNTdue to interaction with electron density upon the
encapsulated fullerene cage. The uneven distribution of electron density upon the
ellipsoidal fullerene cage means that, unlike spherical C60 peapod structures,
changes in orientation of the fullerene cage within the nanotube greatly affect the
size of the fullerene–nanotube interaction. As the diameter of the SWNT increases,
the ellipsoidal cage rotates perpendicular to the nanotube axis to minimize the total
energy of the peapod structure, and this change in orientation leads to a larger
fullerene–nanotube interaction causing a blueshift in the energy of the RBMmode.
Raman spectra at 633 and 1064 nm excitation wavelengths reveal that the RBM
frequencies of C70 peapods are downshifted compared to empty nanotubes [36].
These results suggest that the average diameter of the electron cloud in SWNT is
affected by the filling of C70, and themagnitude and nature of the effect dependmore
upon the SWNT diameter than upon the filling of the spheroidal C60 [36].

The geometrical confinement of C70 inside SWNTwas explored by subjecting C70

and C60 peapod structures in SWNT (diameter 1.4 nm) to high pressure and
temperature conditions similar to those reported for polymerizing pure C60 in its
crystalline form [37]. Ex situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments highlight that
although the encapsulated C60 molecules polymerize in 1D chains inside the SWNT,
no polymerization of the C70 molecules is observed. This is attributed to the fact that
only the double bonds in the poles of the C70 molecule can participate in the
formation of covalent bonds betweenmolecules and thus, unlike C60, C70 molecules
donot form linear polymer chains but are arranged in zigzag chainswith a periodicity
of 1.79 nm. The approximate value of the smallest diameter of nanotube that the
zigzag chains can be accommodated in is 1.8 nm; it is predicted that the zigzag chains
are not energetically stable inside the much narrower SWNT, so no polymerization
occurs [37]. The unpredictable behavior of C70 peapods due to the much stricter
constraints on the reactivity of thenonspheroidal C70 than thehighly symmetrical C60

makes C70 peapods interesting systems as they exhibit a fullerene behavior different
from the bulk phase.
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12.3.3
Endohedral Fullerenes

Endohedral fullerenes are fullerenes that have additional atoms, ions, or clusters
enclosed within their inner spheres. Two types of endohedral complexes exist:
endohedral metallofullerenes and nonmetal endohedral fullerenes. Endohedral
metallofullerenes are characterized by the fact that valence electrons of metal atom
normally transfer to the fullerene cage and that the metal atom takes a position off-
center in the cage. The amount of the electron transfer is not always easy to
determine. Contrary to the endohedral metallofullerenes, in nonmetal endohedral
fullerenes no charge transfer of the encapsulated atom to the fullerene cage takes
place, and the endohedral atom is usually located in the center of the cage.

Endohedralmetallofullerenes are generally inserted into SWNTusing sublimation
methods identical to those used for the gas-phase encapsulation of C60 (Table 12.1).
The fullerene and the chemically or thermally opened nanotubes are sealed in an
evacuated container and heated above the sublimation point of the fullerene [38].
No mechanistic studies of the route for this encapsulation have been reported,
although it is thought to proceed in a similar fashion to C60. Until recently, the
high temperature of sublimation methods prevented the encapsulation of the
thermally sensitive nonmetal endohedral fullerenes; however, the development of
room-temperature methods such as solution and supercritical fluid filling has
enabled peapod systems of the fullerenes to be formed in modest yields of
5–10% [39, 40].

Filling rates are usually calculated by analyzing the filled nanotube sample using
HRTEM and from the images obtained estimating the ratio of filled and empty
nanotubes [35, 41]. It is also possible to use photoemission spectroscopy to obtain
estimates for the filling factor with an accuracy of�10% (compared to HRTEM) [38].
Comparison of the emission spectra of the (Dy3N@C80)@SWNTpeapod structure at
400 eV and that of pristine SWNT gives a quantifiable signal corresponding to the
encapsulated fullerene [38]. Evidence of charge transfer between the Dy3N@C80 and
the SWNT is also quantified by looking at the structured photoemission close to the
Fermi level. Subtraction of the pristine SWNTspectra gives well-reproduced atomic
multiplet profiles almost identical to those observed forDy3N@C80. From the relative
intensities of the two sets of peaks, it is possible to estimate the effective oxidation
state of theDy ions to be about 3.0, which is larger than 2.8 reported previously for the
pristine Dy3N@C80 [38].

The improvement in resolution of transmission electron microscopes has led to
increasingly detailed studies of the structure of endohedral fullerene peapods. Time-
dependent orientational changes in Er3N@C80 fullerenes inside SWNTwere dem-
onstrated using an aberration-corrected transmission electronmicroscope at the real
atomic level (Figure 12.8) [35]. Detailed structures of the individual fullerene
molecules and the encapsulated Er atoms were unambiguously visualized for the
first time. This allows precise determination of both the orientation and the position
of each fullerene cage with respect to the SWNTand also the intercage orientation of
the Er3N cluster to be deduced [35].
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In situHRTEMallows to study the dynamic behavior of the fullerene cages; it is also
possible to study the behavior of the metal ions within the fullerene cages that can
give more insight into the cases of the energetic barriers to rotational and transla-
tional motion of the fullerene cages [41]. SWNTs were filled with the paramagnetic
fullerene Sc@C82 to form peapods, however in the HRTEM images taken using a 2 s
exposure time, no Sc ions were observed. This is attributed to the constant rotation of
the fullerene cagewithin the SWNTs so the Sc3þ ion is not stationary for a sufficiently
long period of time to be visualized. The presence of Sc3þ was confirmed by
encapsulating Sc@C82 in MWNT, where it becomes stationary for a sufficiently
long period of time to enable Sc3þ ions to be seen. In contrast, La@C82 metallo-
fullerenes in SWNTpeapods havefixed orientations for extended periods of up to 50 s
in SWNTs and La ions are observed in the HRTEM images, the La@C82 is
demonstrated to rapidly rotate between these fixed orientations [41]. Comparison
of the behavior of the two endohedral fullerenes within the SWNTdemonstrates that
the intermetallofullerene interactions, which depend on charge transfer, play an
important role in the dynamics of the systems along with the metallofullerene–na-
notube interactions.

The effect the SWNT has on the rotational and translational motion of the
encapsulated fullerene was also investigated [28]. A time series of HRTEM images
presents the movement of a zigzag chain of encapsulated Sc3C2@C80 endohedral
fullerenes encapsulated in SWNT, the entire chain is observed to rotate under the
influence of the electron beam inducing structural modification of the diameter and

Figure 12.8 (a) A TEM image of the
Ih-Er3N@C80 molecules aligned inside the
(18,18) SWNT. (b) Sequential TEM images of
the Ih-Er3N@C80 molecules 1, 2, and 3 (left,
center, and right panels, respectively) marked
with triangles in (a). (c) and (d) FFT-processed

TEM images of the Ih-Er3N@C80 molecules 1 at
37 s (top panel) and 3 at 2 s (bottom panel).
(e) Suggested orientations of the Ih-Er3N@C80

molecules (left) and simulated TEM images
(right panels). (Reproduced with the
permission from Ref. [35].)
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cross-sectional shape of the SWNT. The expansion and contraction of the SWNTare
measured as 17% demonstrating nanoactuation in carbon peapods [28].

By increasing the irradiation time of the electron beam, it is possible to create
defects in the carbon framework of the fullerene cages ofmetallofullerenes in peapod
structures [42]. This enables the metal ion or ions to escape andmigrate through the
peapod structure; in situ microscopy enables the dynamic behavior of these metal
ions to be precisely followed. Tb2@C92, Gd@C82, and Gd2@C92 peapods were
studied using HRTEM [42]. When exposed to the e-beam, a Tb3þ ion breaks out of
the cage through an induced atomic defect that is a product of vacancy formation, the
large size of a Tb3þ ion (0.185 nm) indicates that the fullerene must go through
considerable deformation for the ion to escape. The fullerene reforms and Tb3þ ion
is then observed to move through the peapod structure passing between fullerenes
and the nanotube sidewall.

In attempts to observe metal ions being transferred between fullerene cages, a
heteropeapod was formed containing both Gd@C82 and Gd2@C92 metallofuller-
enes [42]. Despite the different affinity of two kinds of fullerenes, both were
encapsulated within an SWNT forming a mixed peapod. During the HRTEM
observation, three molecules are seen to coalesce and one Gd3þ ion moves through
the atomic pathway interconnecting two neighboring cages. The fullerenes separate
and an elongated fullerene containing three Gd3þ ions is formed. This is direct
evidence of weak interactions between the metal ions and the encapsulating cage as
intramolecular motion of the metal ions inside the fullerene readily occurs [42].

A complementary study compares peapod structures of Gd@C82 and Ca@C82

under identical electron beam irradiation using HRTEM in situ studies [43]. The
Gd3þ is observed to break out of the cage through an irradiation-induced defect site
and migrate through the peapod system (Figure 12.9a and b). The behavior of the
Ca2þ ions inside the defective C82 is completely different, as the ion is seen to
migrate to the defect site in the fullerene cage but is unable to escape even though
radii of Gd3þ and Ca2þ are not significantly different (Figure 12.9d and e). Density
functional theory predicts that themigratory behavior of the two ions in the defective
cage is completely different due to the different interactions between vacant orbitals
of the metal and the antibonding orbitals of the cage. The Gd3þ breakout is directly
induced by the first carbon atom displacement, but the Ca2þ requires an additional
bond cleavage with a larger activation energy (Figure 12.9c and f).

Owing to the absence of any metallic element, it is difficult to characterize the
nonmetal endohedral fullerenes using HRTEM. Fortunately, the majority of work
with nonmetal endohedral fullerenes is carried out using the spin active N@C60

molecule. EPRhas been used for N@C60 peapods structures to probe the presence of
the endohedral fullerene within the SWNTand the interactions within the nanotube,
both interfullerene and between the fullerene and the nanotube sidewall [39].

A study used the EPR signal of the singlet nitrogen to show that the thermal
stability of N@C60 (the temperature at which the nitrogen escapes the fullerene cage)
increased when encapsulated in SWNT to above 620K compared to 500K in its
crystalline form. However, the temperature-dependent spin lattice relaxation time of
the encapsulated molecule was shown to be significantly shorter (10 times) than the
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crystalline material. This is explained by the presence of additional relaxation
mechanisms within the SWNT. These include coupling of conduction electrons of
the nanotube with the electron on nitrogen and paramagnetic relaxation from both
the defects in the nanotubes and the transition metal catalyst particles that are
inevitably present in nanotube samples [39]. The presence of dipolar coupling
between the N@C60 fullerene and electron spins in the nanotube is also observed
in a separated study [40].

The coalescence of C60 fullerenes inside SWNT to give DWNT has been studied in
detail (Section 12.3.1), with various techniques used to study the formation and
nature of these newsystems; however, littleworkhas beendoneonmetallofullerenes.
Recently, La2@C80 was encapsulated in SWNT and the resulting peapod structure
was thermally treated at 1273K for 48 h to coalesce the fullerenes within the
nanotube [44]. This resulted in a DWNT with a narrow inner tube (dNT¼ 0.7 nm)
and the entrapped La ions form a linear arrangement of metal ions consisting of
metal atom dimers orientated perpendicular to the direction of the nanotube.
Detailed analysis revealed that the La–La distance in a metal atom dimer and
the dimer–dimer separation measured from the center of the intensity maxima are
0.44� 0.02 and 0.48� 0.02 nm, respectively. Both these distances are larger than the

Figure 12.9 Sequential TEM images of
Gd@C82 (a and b) and Ca@C82 (d and e)
metallofullerenes aligned inside SWNTs.
The Gd atoms in molecules (a) and
(b) and the Ca atoms in (d) and (e) are detected
as dark dots, and the defective parts of these

fullerene cages are indicated by black
arrows. Structures of Ca@C82 and Gd@C82
before and after defect formation (c and f,
respectively) derived from defect evolution
process. (Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [43].)
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spacing betweenLa atoms in the crystal. It is anticipated that thenewly formed atomic
wires will have physical properties different from that of the endohedral fullerene or
crystalline La.

This techniquewas taken further usingGd@C82 encapsulated in SWNTof various
diameters and thermally treating at high pressures to give a host of DWNTs with
inner tube diameters from 0.65 to 5 nm filled with Gd nanowires [45]. These
orientations of the metal ions inside the SWNTs that have been synthesized consist
of a single Gd atomic chain, a one-dimensional alignment of Gd squares and
nanowires that correspond to a one-dimensional segment of the bulk close-packed
structure. It is proposed that by using this nanotemplate reaction, it is possible to
fabricate various types of metal nanowires that are specific to the 1D space inside the
SWNTs. The use of di- and trimetallofullerenes and mixtures of metallofullerenes
containing different metals should allow the control of the structure of the resultant
nanowires and also enable alloys to be formed [45].

Manipulating the bandgap of SWNThas been achieved byfilling thenanotubewith
a wide variety of endohedral fullerenes [46]. By using the endohedral fullerene
peapods as the channels offield-effect transistors, it is possible tofine-tune the size of
the bandgap simply by changing the type of endohedral fullerene [46]. By varying the
gate bias, it is shown that all metallofullerenes produce FETs exhibiting p- and n-type
conductance, the so-called ambipolar carrier transportation. A comparison of the
effects on nanotube bandgap induced by C60, Gd@C82, and Gd2@C92 showed direct
reduction of the bandgapwith an increase in charge on the fullerene cage. The size of
the off-state region in FETdecreases from 25V for C60 to 15 and 0V for Gd@C82 and
Gd2@C92. This is attributed to the degree of charge transfer between the endohedral
fullerene and the SWNT directly governing the width of the off-state regions. This
bandgap modulation is derived from the formation of new fullerene-derived states
near the bandgap that are considered as the direct result of electron transfer between
the metallofullerene and the SWNT [46].

A similar study with Dy@C82 metallofullerene peapods used novel etching
techniques to remove the peapod sample from the FETafter transportmeasurements
had been carried out [47]. HRTEM images of the very same metallofullerene peapod
sample were then taken on which transport measurements had been carried out. It
was found that some of the bundles contained few fullerenes while others had filling
rates of over 95%. Both types of bundles behaved as semiconductors; however, the
poorly filled bundle exhibited Coulomb blockade oscillations for low bias voltages,
which is expected for empty nanotubes [47]. This technique allows the confirmation
of the composition of peapod bundles after transport measurements have been
performed.

12.3.4
Functionalized Fullerenes

Very few examples of the encapsulation of exohedrally functionalized fullerenes,
fullerenes with functional groups attached to the outside of the cage, have been
reported (Table 12.1). The decreased thermal stability of functionalized fullerenes
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prohibits the use of the standard sublimation techniques for C60; however, since the
first encapsulation of functionalized fullerenes in SWNT was reported using low-
temperature supercritical carbon dioxide [11], low temperature, solution, and su-
percritical fluidfillingmethods have led to the encapsulation of a number of different
functionalized fullerenes [48–51]. The addition of functionality to the carbon
framework of fullerene also decreases the stability of the molecule to the electron
beam inHRTEM so the visualization of encapsulatedmolecules is difficult, the cages
of functionalized fullerenes appear elongated in shape compared to the dark circles
seen for the spherical C60 (Figure 12.10) [50].

High filling rates of SWNT with the functionalized fullerene, N-methyl-3,4-full-
eropyrrolidine are reported using ultrasonication followed by refluxing in n-hexane
for several hours [48, 49]. n-Hexane is considered to be small enough to escape from
the peapod structure by passing between the fullerene and the nanotube sidewall
leaving a tightly packed peapod structure [49]. Fullerene encapsulation was con-
firmed by Raman spectroscopy, EELS, and HRTEM. A series of HRTEM images
taken at 2 s intervals show individual functional groups attached to the fullerene cage,
these groups are seen to rotate with the functional groups always pointing toward the
sidewall of the nanotube [48].

Functional group visualization is also reported in an encapsulation study of a
fullerene functionalized with a retinal chromophore, the fullerene was inserted into
the SWNT by refluxing the thermally opened SWNTand functionalized fullerene in
chloroform for 3 h [52]. The functional group of the fullerene is observed in
sequential HRTEM images [52].

Addition of functional groups to the fullerenes in peapod structures has been
identified as a way of manipulating their properties; by attaching sterically bulky
functional groups, attempts were made to control the spacing of fullerenes in
SWNT [50, 51]. The ability to accurately control the intermolecular separation is
instrumental in tuning interactions between the confined molecules within a 1D
array and inmodulating the intrinsic properties of the SWNTsuch as their electronic
bandgap. Fullerenes with a variety of alkyl chains attached were encapsulated in

Figure 12.10 HRTEM of C60@SWNT (a) and
functionalized fullerene, C61(COOEt)2@SWNT
(b). The icosahedral C60 cage appears as a
perfect circle in micrographs (a), whereas

functionalized fullerenes appear elongated
(b) possibly due to a break in the symmetry and
distortion of the fullerene cage upon addition of
a functional group.
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SWNTusing supercritical carbon dioxide at high pressures but low temperature. The
resulting peapodswere analyzed byHRTEMand although no functional groupswere
observed, an increase in interfullerene separation of up to 0.8 nmwasmeasured: the
increase in separation and the elongated shape of the fullerene were taken as
evidence of functionalized fullerene encapsulation [50]. The irregular nature of the
peapods formed was attributed to the ability of the alkyl chains to pack inside the
nanotube in a variety of ways, and it is predicted that, in contrast to previous
studies [48], the alkyl functional group would prefer to form folded conformations
rather than attaching itself to the aromatic nanotube sidewall [50]. The fact that alkyl
chains appeared to be not visible in HRTEMmay be related to highmobility of these
groups that are known to be flexible.

A more recent study details the use of functionalized fullerenes with aromatic
chains encapsulated in SWNT [51]. The peapods formed were analyzed by Raman
spectroscopy that confirms fullerene encapsulation and the periodicity was charac-
terized by XRD andHRTEM (Figure 12.11). A smaller butmore regular separation of
0.2 nm was observed that cannot be fully explained even considering the shorter but
more conformationally rigid spacer units used. Semiempirical molecular modeling
of the peapods formed indicates the possibility of the aromatic spacers exhibiting a
variety of p–p interactions within the SWNT that lead the aromatic chain to slip
between the sidewall and carbon cage of a neighboring functionalized fullerene
resulting in a shortening of observed interfullerene separation (Figure 12.11d) [51].
Recently, functionalized fullerenes consisting of aromatic chains terminated with
bulky nonaromatic groups have been encapsulated in SWNTand led to an increased
interfullerene separation of up to 0.5 nm (T.W. Chamberlain, J. Howells, A.N.
Khlobystov, and N.R. Champness, unpublished results).

In an attempt to investigate the inner environment of SWNTs, a fulleropyrrolidine
bearing a nitroxide free radical was inserted into SWNT using supercritical carbon
dioxide techniques [53]. Electron paramagnetic resonance revealed limited aniso-

Figure 12.11 HRTEM of an aromatic chain-
functionalized fullerene@SWNT peapod
structure. (a) The same HRTEMwith the circles
overlaid on the fullerene positions
(b). Structure of aromatic chain-functionalized

fullerene (c) and molecular model
(d) depicting possible orientation of two
encapsulated functionalized fullerenes that
explain the pairs of molecules observed
in the HRTEM image (a).
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tropic rotational freedom at room temperatures (300K) indicating a strong interac-
tion between the fullerene and the surrounding nanotube. The unaltered nature of
fullerenes� EPR spectral characteristics including g-tensor and isotropic hyperfine
constant suggest that the interaction involves the fullerene cage rather than the
functional group [53].

Considerable work has been done to encapsulate the heterofullerene radical C59N
.

in SWNT, and EPR spectroscopy of the fullerene molecule probe inside the SWNT
provides information on the internal environment [54]. The magnetic C59N

. is an
ideal candidate as it occupies the interior of the nanotube and unlike N@C60, the
unpaired electron is located on the fullerene cage. The first peapod systems formed
were created by encapsulating a chemically inert functionalized C59N derivative,
using toluene solution, then thermally treating the peapods in vacuum to remove the
side group [40, 54, 55]. EPR studies are used to monitor the production of the spin
active C59N

. radicals with heating, the characteristic triplet signal fromNnucleus can
be used to quantify the amount of the radical present and therefore be used to obtain
approximatefilling yields [54]. A hindered, anisotropic rotation of C59N

. was deduced
from the temperature dependence of the electron spin resonance spectra near room
temperature.

A comparative study explores the difference in structure obtained when using
different filling techniques [56]. Using sublimation of the (C59N)2 dimer, the C�C
interfullerene bond dissociates generating two C59N

. radicals; these enter the SWNT
and three different scenarios are possible: stabilization of the radical in the interior of
the SWNT, recombination of two radicals to form the bisazafullerene dimer (C59N)2,
or the unpaired electron can be transferred to another fullerene cage initiating an
oligomerization reaction. In the case of the oligomerization, the resultant chain of
molecules would be forced by the confines of the SWNT to form linear chains
compared to the branched chains observed in the bulk.

By a careful analysis of HRTEMdata, measuring the interfullerene cage distances,
it is possible to confirm that all three of these scenarios occur creating an uncon-
trollable mixture of dimers, oligomers, and C59N monomers. By using the milder
supercritical carbon dioxidemethod, it is possible to insert the (C59N)2 dimer into the
SWNTwithout dissociation and the resultant peapods consisting of purely the dimer
in its pristine form. Potentially, this system can be used to generate the C59N

. radical
species [56].

The affinity of the fullerene cage for the interior of SWNT provides a strong
energetic driving force for the insertion of fullerene molecules, and the ability to
covalently link any functional group to the carbon framework of the cage means an
almost endless list of chemically active groups could be introduced inside SWNTs.
The 1D confinement imposed by the SWNT could then be used to control the
direction of any subsequent chemical reactions between neighboring functional
groups and could be a route to chemical transformations not possible under
standard, unconfined conditions (i.e., solution, solid crystal, gas phase). The use
of time-resolved in situ HRTEM to monitor these transformations could allow
chemical reactions to be studied. The scope for encapsulating functionalized full-
erenes in SWNT is large andmay find applications in nanoelectronics, sensing, solar
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cells, or quantum computing in the future; however, more investigations into the
mechanisms of solution and supercritical fluid filling need to be undertaken if this
field is to advance.

12.4
Other Types of Molecules

Although other molecules may have less distinct shapes and only limited electron
beam and thermal stabilities compared to fullerenes, the number of well-documen-
ted examples of nonfullerene molecules inserted in nanotubes is gradually increas-
ing. In order to understand the true potential of carbon nanotubes as nanoscale
containers, it is important to broaden the range of guestmolecules beyond fullerenes.
Traditional methods of vibrational and electronic spectroscopies can be readily used
for studying structural and functional properties of 1D molecular chains inside
nanotubes. A virtually infinite range of coordination and organometallic compounds
allows selection of guest molecules with desired magnetic or optical properties that
can be incorporatedwithin the nanotube structure, which in turn can be integrated as
part of a functional electronic device.

12.4.1
Molecules Without Metal Atoms

Octasiloxane (Si8H8O12) is a cube-shapedmolecule with 8Hatoms pointing outward
from each corner of the cube. Since the hydrogen atoms of the octasiloxane come in
direct contact with the nanotube surface when the molecule is nestled inside, the
vibrational frequency of Si�Hbond canbeused to probe the interactions between the
octasiloxane molecules and the nanotube. The vibrational frequency of this bond
normally appears as a sharp band at 2277 cm�1 (IR spectra) in solution. Upon
insertion, the Si�H absorption band of the resultant Si8H8O12@SWNT system is
substantially broadened and its center is redshifted by approximately 15 cm�1. The
most likely explanation for the shift of n(Si�H) in SWNTs is the elongation of Si�H
bonds as a result of dispersion forces acting betweenSi8H8O12 and thenanotube. The
broadeningmay be attributed to different local environments for the individual Si�H
bonds depending on the orientation of octasiloxane with regard to the nanotube and
with each other [57].

A diatomic molecule, iodine, has been inserted in SWNT from its gas phase.
Polymorphic structures of atomic chains and crystals of iodine have been studied at
atomic level byHRTEM in SWNTwith different diameters. It has been found that the
number of atomic chains in the host strongly depends on the diameter of the
nanotube. Single chains of iodine have been observed in thinner SWNTs with
diameters of approximately 1.05� 0.05 nm. In wider SWNTs (diameter
1.30� 0.05 or 1.40� 0.05 nm), double or triple helical chains of iodine atoms have
been found. No correlation between the helical structure of iodine chains and
nanotube chirality has been noticed. Most interestingly, a phase transition between
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the atomic chains and new crystalline phase of I2 is observed by HRTEM inside
nanotubes with diameters around the critical value of 1.45 nm (Figure 12.12). In
nanotubes with diameters of 1.55 nm or above, a crystalline iodine phase identical to
the bulk I2 is observed [58].

Relatively, low molecular weight polymers, such as poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO,
600 kDa) and poly(caprolactone) (PCL, 80 kDa), were encapsulated in MWNTs [59]
(Table 12.2). TEM images reveal foamand peapod-like patterns of the dried polymer in
the nanotube channels. The encapsulation method relies on a diffusion mechanism
drivingpolymers fromdilute volatile solutions into nanotubes. Theprocess takes place
selectively depending on the size of the polymer macromolecules, as relatively small,
flexible polymer molecules can conform to enter these nanotubes, but larger macro-
molecules (�1000 kDa) remain outside nanotubes. A transparent thermoplastic
polymer, poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), was also encapsulated by solvent evap-
oration in nanotubes [60]. Rayleigh instability, which is a result of confinement in
nanotubes, is observed by TEM showing formation of compartmentalized PMMA
nanorods surrounded by amorphous carbon nanotube after thermal treatment.

Figure 12.12 (a–k) A variety of packing patterns formed by I2 in nanotubes. (Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [58].)
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Because of the importance of water in biology and medicine, a large number of
studies have been dedicated to the interactions between H2O and nanotubes under
different conditions.Molecular dynamics simulations predict the spontaneous water
filling of SWNTs and MWNTs and show that the nanotube sidewalls have a strongly
hydrophobic nature (Figure 12.13). It was found that water molecules exhibit three
different modes of nanotube filling depending on the nanotube diameter, which are
called a �wire mode,� �layered mode,� and �bulk mode.� The density of the confined
water decreases with the nanotube diameter, while nanotube chirality seems to have
no effect [61–64]. Although water in nanotubes has been extensively studied by a
range of spectroscopy [65–67], diffraction [68, 69], and other techniques [70–73], the
direct microscopy verification of the structural and dynamic behavior of water
molecules in nanotubes still remains beyond reach.

Figure 12.13 Packing of water molecules inside a (10,10)SWNT at 123 K, and an IR spectrum
showing the OH stretching mode at 3507 cm�1. (Reproduced with the permission from Ref. [65].)

Table 12.2 Molecules without metal atoms inserted in carbon nanotubes.

Compound Type of nanotube Nanotube internal
diameter (nm)

Method of filling Reference

Si8H8O12 SW/MWNT
(AD/HiPCO)

1.3–1.5/1–3 Gas phase (175 �C,
vacuum, 2 days) or scCO2

solution (50 �C, �24h)

[57]

Iodine SWNT
(AD/HiPCO)

1.2–1.6/0.6–1.3 Gas phase, 150 �C,
vacuum, 24 h

[58]

PEO, PCL MWNT 50–100 Solution (water,
dichloromethane),
RT, solvent evaporation

[59]

PMMA NT/AAO
composite

? Solution (chloroform),
RT, solvent evaporation
followed by heating at
150–200 �C

[60]
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Density functional theory calculations of the nuclear magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy of gas molecules (acetylene, ethylene, methane, CO, N2, HF, and He)
encapsulatedwithin SWNTshave been reported. They showed that the encapsulation
affects chemical shifts of the nuclei of guest molecules due to the ring currents
generated in the nanotube. The chemical shift strongly depends on the chirality of the
nanotube and less on the nanotube diameter. For example, in the zigzag nanotubes
the chemical shift is typically 10–20 ppm greater than in armchair nanotubes [74].

12.4.2
Organometallic and Coordination Compounds

Insertion ofmolecules containingmetal atoms into carbon nanotubes is of particular
interest as it presents an opportunity to tune the physicochemical properties of
nanotubes through controlling the electronic states of the metal atoms.

The filling of SWNTs with metallocenes has been carried out for cobaltocene
(Co(C5H5)2) and its derivatives [75] and ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2) [76]. Chains of
metallocene molecules in nanotubes were observed by HRTEM as a series of
dark contrast features lying between the nanotube sidewalls. Shapes of individual
molecules could not be distinguished for metallocenes, but EDX spectroscopy
confirmed the presence of metal atoms inside nanotubes. The C�H stretching
vibration of ferrocene in Fe(C5H5)2@SWNTappears to be downshifted by 200 cm�1

and its redox peaks are broadened as a result of interactions with carbon
nanotubes [76].

Cobaltocene has been predicted to be an efficient n-dopant for SWNTs, transfer-
ring 0.61 electrons per molecule to the nanotube. Because of the relatively weak
energy of interaction between cobaltocene and nanotubes, cobaltocene can be
selectively inserted in SWNTs of specific diameter (0.935 nm) (Table 12.3). UV–Vis
absorption spectroscopy indicated that the oxidation state of Co atom was þ 3 in Co
(C5H5)2@SWNT and Co(C5H4C2H5)2@SWNT structures, thus confirming the
electron transfer from the molecules to the nanotube. The positive charged cobalto-
cenium ions [Co(C5H5)2]

þ nested in thenanotube induced a�20meVredshift in the
photoluminescence spectra of the nanotubes, whereas the spectra of empty (too
narrow or too wide) nanotubes remained unchanged [75, 77].

Ferrocene molecules were encapsulated inside SWNTs and explored as molecular
precursors for reactions inside nanotubes. In this process, Fe(C5H5)2 acts as a catalyst
and a carbon source for the growth of a secondary, inner nanotube, yielding DWNTs
as thefinal product. ByRaman spectroscopy it has been shown thatDWNT formation
is possible at temperatures as low as 600 �C. Moreover, the Fe 2p photoemission
spectroscopy revealed that annealing at different temperatures leads to the selective
growth of either iron-doped (600 �C for 2 h) or undoped (1150 �C for 1 h) DWNTs.
More evidence for DWNTgrowth was obtained from HRTEM where clean DWNTs
were observed after heating Fe(C5H5)2@SWNT at 1150 �C. However, for Fe
(C5H5)2@SWNT heated at 600 �C, iron carbide (Fe3C) nanocrystals were found
inside the SWNTs. This iron carbide phase is thermodynamically metastable at
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600 �C and gradually transforms into metallic iron that diffuses out of the nanotubes
and aggregates into nanoparticles. The intensity distribution of the radial breathing
mode of the DWNTs derived from Fe(C5H5)2@SWNT was significantly different
from the DWNTs grown from fullerene peapods, suggesting a larger interlayer
separation in DWNTs grown from Fe(C5H5)2@SWNT [78].

Ferrocenemolecules were also encapsulated in SWNTs at 180 �C as precursors for
magnetic Fe nanoparticles formed using a flash annealing process. Fe nanoparticles
with a diameter distribution of 0.5–0.7 nm formed in nanotubes were imaged by
TEM suggesting that each nanoparticle consists of only several Fe atoms. Moreover,
the presence of Fe in nanotubes was confirmed by EDX. A distinct Raman peak at
197 cm�1 observed for Fe(C5H5)2@SWNT was attributed to a diameter-selective
filling process of nanotubeswith diameters of 1.26 nm.However, amarked reduction
in the intensity of the same peak was observed in the Raman spectra of the
Fe@SWNTs. Magnetic measurements of Fe@SWNTs show ferromagnetic behavior
at room temperature and low temperatures due to the small size of Fe nanoparticles.
Also, Fe@SWNTs exhibit high-performance n-type FET behavior and excellent
single-electron transistor characteristics at low temperatures [79].

Iron pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5), a volatile organometallic compound, was encapsu-
lated inMWNTs fromsolution and used to synthesizemagnetic c-Fe2O3@MWNTby
vacuum thermolysis and subsequent oxidation.Raman spectra of the nanocomposite
show three broadbands around 400, 490, and 600 cm�1, which are in agreement with
the c-Fe2O3 spectrumreported earlier.HRTEMimaging reveals that�11 nm c-Fe2O3

nanoparticles are formed on the surface and inside MWNTs, which exhibit ferri-
magnetic behavior at room temperature [80].

Cobalt phthalocyanine (CoPc), which consists of a planar macrocycle with a single
cobalt ion in themiddle, has been encapsulated in DWNTs andMWNTs. No internal

Table 12.3 Organometallic and coordination compounds inserted in carbon nanotubes.

Compound Type of nanotube Nanotube
internal
diameter (nm)

Method of filling Reference

Co(C5H5)2/Co
(C5H4C2H5)2

SWNT(HiPCO) 0.9–1.40 Gas phase,
vacuum, 100 �C, 3 days

[75]

FeCp2 SWNT(LA) 1.4 Gas phase,
vacuum, 70–150 �C,
several days

[78]

FeCp2 SWNT ? Gas phase
(in vacuum), 180 �C

[79]

Fe(CO)5 MWNT 60–200 Neat liquid, RT, 1 day [80]
CoPc MWNT 2.4 Gas phase

(in vacuum), 375 �C,
3 days

[81]

[W6O19][nBu4N]2 DWNT/MWNT (AD) 1.21 Solution (ethanol),
78 �C, overnight

[82]
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order was observed by TEM measurements. Nitrogen K-edge in NEXAFS spectra
revealed nonrandom stacking of themolecules inside of the nanotube, characterized
by a stacking angle c¼ 36� 5�, which results from a mixture of phases in the
nanotube with a majority component of a-CoPc (c¼ 26�) [81].

The tungsten Lindqvist ion [W6O19]
2� belongs to a family of cluster anions

called polyoxometalates (POMs). [W6O19][nBu4N]2 salt was inserted into DWNTs
and SWNTs from a saturated solution in ethanol and the encapsulated anions were
imaged byHRTEM. Prolonged electron beam irradiation of these species gave rise to
translational molecular motion in narrower DWNTs that was sterically modulated by
the internal surface of the host nanotube as a result of the nonspherical shape of the
anion. In wider nanotubes, thismolecularmotion is not observed and an irreversible
agglomeration of the clusters takes place instead [82] (Table 12.3).

12.5
Ionic Compounds

Methods of insertion of ionic inorganic compounds in nanotubes are distinct from
insertion of molecular species. Because of their ionic nature, capillary filling
mechanisms from neat molten ionic compounds at high temperatures or their
aqueous solutions at moderate temperatures are typically used. Both methods
introduce ionic compounds on the surface as well as inside the nanotubes, which
requires careful washing of thefilled nanotubes so that the surface-adsorbedmaterial
is removed, but at the same time the encapsulated material remains intact. The key
problemhere is that the ionic compounds seem to have significantly lower affinity for
the carbon nanotube interior compared to molecular species (such as fullerenes),
which makes it likely that the ionic guest compounds become removed from the
nanotube during washing or other postfilling processing.

12.5.1
Salts

Filling carbon nanotubes with halogenide salts MXn, where X¼Cl, Br, or I, is a well-
established procedure. Some halogenides (or their eutectic mixtures) melt at
reasonably low temperatures so that they can be inserted in nanotubes in a molten
state (Table 12.4). The exact structure of the 1D ionic crystallite formed inside
nanotube is determined by the internal diameter of carbonnanotube [83], but inmost
cases it is derived directly from the structure of the bulk (unconfined) metal salt. The
crystallite structures can be observed in nanotubes at the atomic scale using
conventional HRTEM, as individual or small numbers of halogen and metal ions
provide sufficiently high TEM contrast. For example, KI and CsI crystallized in
nanotubes from themolten phase showno significant structural deviation from their
bulk structure, but a detailed TEM analysis shows a wide range of defects in the 1D
crystallites including plane faults, small twists, and vacancies or interstitial
defects [84]. CuI in nanotubes forms a hexagonal structure similar to that of the
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Table 12.4 Inorganic guest compounds inserted into carbon nanotubes.

Compound Type of nanotubea) Nanotube internal
diameter (nm)

Method of filling Reference

KI DWNT (AD) 2–3 Molten salt, 620–650 �C, several hours [83]
CsI DWNT (AD) 2–3 Molten salt, 670–730 �C, several hours [83]
CuI SWNT (AD) 1.0–1.4 Molten salt, 705 �C, 6 h [85]
LaI2 SWNT (AD) 1.5 Molten salt, 802 �C, 1 h [86]
HgTe SWNT (AD) 1.36/1.49 Molten salt [87]
PbI2 SWNT (AD) ? Molten salt, 450 �C, 5 h [89]

DWNT (AD)
KI SWNT (HiPCO) 0.9–1.0 Molten salt [91]
MnTe2 SWNT (AD) 1.0–1.3 Molten salt, 835 �C, 6 h [93]
AgNO3 MWNT (CVD) 10–20 Aqueous solution, RT, 1 h [95]
AgNO3 MWNT (CVD) ? Solution (water/isopropanol), 30 �C, ultrasound, 1 h [96]
PdNO3 MWNT ? Aqueous solution, RT, several hours [97]
Fe(NO3)3 MWNT (CVD) 4–8 Aqueous solution, ultrasound [98]
CdCl2 MWNT (CVD) 4–10 Aqueous solution, RT, reduced pressure

(removal of solvent by sublimation)
[99]

Fe(NO3)3 þ Sm(NO3)3 MWNT ? Solution (water/NHO3), 100 �C, 4.5 h [100]
Fe(NO3)3 þ Co(NO3)2 MWNT �60 Solution (water/ethanol), <100 �C [101]
CsOH SWNT (CVD) ? Molten phase, 300 �C, 4 h, vacuum [102]
NaOH SWNT (CVD) ? Molten phase, 418 �C, 4 h, vacuum [102]
KOH SWNT (CVD) ? Molten phase, 450 �C, 4 h, vacuum [102]
Ba(OH)2 SWNT (CVD) ? Molten phase, 508 �C, 4 h, vacuum [102]
Re2O7 SWNT (AD) ? Molten phase, 250 �C, 3 h, vacuum [103]
CrO3 SWNT (AD) ? Aqueous solution, HCl, RT, 1 day [104]
S SWNT (AD) ? 120 �C, 6 h, vacuum [111]
Se SWNT (AD) ? 320 �C, 6 h, vacuum [111]
Te SWNT (AD) ? 520 �C, 6 h, vacuum [111]

a) When known, the method of nanotube growth is given in brackets.
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bulk material but slightly distorted [85]. The [00l]-direction of CuI lattice coincides
with the axis of the nanotube.

Sometimes, encapsulation of ionic salts produces unexpected results. For exam-
ple, the stoichiometry of lanthanum iodide inserted in carbon nanotubes was found
to be LaI2 by HRTEM, which is different from the LaI3 usually observed in the
bulk [86]. This change in the salt composition upon encapsulation within a nanotube
was attributed to the confinement effects permitting only two iodide anions per each
metal cation and possible electronic interactions between the guest compound and
the nanotube potentially stabilizing the unusual stoichiometry. Semiconducting
HgTe exhibits an unusual coordination geometry of mercury cations and telluride
anions as they adopt planar trigonal and trigonal pyramidal geometries, respectively,
upon encapsulation in nanotubes [87, 88]. These can also be considered to be a result
of the confinement imposed by the 1D nanotube channel. More subtle effects of
nanotubes on the structure of guest compounds have been demonstrated for
PbI2 [89]. This salt is known to exist in different polymorphic forms in the bulk
crystalline state; however, only one of these forms (2H polymorph) was observed
inside carbon nanotubes (Figure 12.14). The distortion of the nanotube from the
perfect cylindrical shape (Figure 12.14f) appears to be very important for the
formation of ordered crystallites, as no crystalline phase of PbI2 was observed in
rigid narrow double-walled nanotubes (dNT internal< 2 nm) [89]. It is also interesting
that no phonons corresponding to the encapsulated PbI2were observed in theRaman
spectra of this composite [90].

Comparative Raman and optical spectroscopy measurements of nanotubes filled
with KI and empty nanotubes indicated some effects of the ionic guest compound on
the nanotube container, including polarization van der Waals interactions and
possible charge transfer from KI to the nanotube [91]. These effects are more
pronounced for narrower nanotubes. Electron transport measurements in nano-
tubes filled with KI showed negative differential resistance that could be related to
the periodic electrostatic modulation potential induced by the permanent dipoles of

Figure 12.14 HRTEM micrographs (a)–(c) and structural diagrams (d)–(i) showing the atomic
arrangement of PbI2 when encapsulated in a nanotube. (Reproducedwith permission fromRef. [89].)
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KI-pairs inside the nanotube [92]. Photoluminescence excitation mapping of nano-
tubesfilledwithMnTe2 showednanotube electronic bandgap reduction by up to 3.8%
as a result of interaction with the encapsulated compound [93]. In this case, the
greater effects were observed for wider nanotubes, which are exacted to contain a
larger amount ofMnTe2 than narrower nanotubes.NanotubesfilledwithAgBr orAgI
appeared to be more susceptible to oxidation than corresponding empty nanotubes,
which was explained by possible strain and/or defects induced by the guest
compounds on the nanotube structure [94]. However, the fact that Ag0/Agþ

compounds can act as efficient oxidation catalysts may also contribute to the reduced
oxidation stability of filled nanotubes.

Many ionic salts, such as nitrates or chlorides, have high solubility in water.
Numerous recent examples demonstrate that MWNTs, whose internal diameters are
significantly wider than that of SWNTs, can be filled when immersed in aqueous
solutions of ionic salts at ambient temperature, sometimes with the help of
ultrasound. It is possible that salts crystallize from supersaturated solutions onto
the nanotube inner wall; however, this encapsulation is highly reversible, and the
salts deposited inside wide MWNTs can be easily removed from nanotubes if the
solution becomes too dilute or during the washing procedure. The filling yields tend
to be quite low, and inmost cases the soluble salts are converted into insolublemetals
or metal oxides, which are more firmly attached to the MWNT interior. For example,
AgNO3 in MWNTs can be transformed into metallic silver either by reduction using
hydrogen at elevated temperatures [95] or by reduction with c-rays [96]. PdNO3 or Fe
(NO3)3 can be thermally decomposed to the corresponding oxides PdO [97] or
Fe2O3 [98], which can then be reduced to metallic particles using hydrogen.
Water-soluble CdCl2 salt was successfully inserted into nanotubes using an
unusual low-temperature sublimation technique for the solvent removal and care-
fully designed washing procedure to avoid the loss of CdCl2 from the nanotubes [99].
CdCl2 was converted into insoluble CdS in MWNTs by treating it with H2S [99].
Syntheses of intermetallic materials in nanotubes by immersing MWNTs in a
solution containing a mixture of different metal nitrates and subsequent calcination
at high temperature have been recently attempted [100, 101]. Although metal
deposition inside the nanotube has been demonstrated in both cases, the interme-
tallic nature of the compound formed inside MWNTs has to be yet proven by direct
local probe methods, such as selected area e-beam diffraction, EDX analysis, and/or
HRTEM.

12.5.2
Oxides and Hydroxides

There are a small number of studies on the encapsulation of metal oxides and
hydroxides in carbon nanotubes. Some alkali metal hydroxides melt at relatively low
temperatures without decomposition, which makes them suitable for insertion in
nanotubes from a molten phase. CsOH, NaOH, KOH, and Ba(OH)2 have been
successfully inserted in SWNTat elevated temperatures [102]. As these compounds
have extremely high solubility in water, they can be removed from nanotubes by
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washing. Metal oxides can also be filled in nanotubes using either a capillary method
for low-melting point oxides, such as Re2O7 [103], or from aqueous solutions for
water-soluble oxides, such as CrO3 [104]. It is interesting that Re2O7 changes its
stoichiometry upon encapsulation in nanotubes and forms discrete clusters in the
nanotube cavity. These clusters can be reduced to metallic Re by hydrogen at 200 �C.
There has been an attempt to insert the polyoxometallate compoundCsxPMo12O40 in
MWNTs, but it was found to be mostly deposited on the nanotube surface [105].
Although the effects of encapsulation on the physicochemical properties of metal
oxides are not entirely understood, some studies suggest that the redox behavior of
metal oxides may be significantly affected by the nanotube interior. Thus, Fe2O3 was
found to be reduced to metallic iron inside MWNTs at lower temperatures than that
required for the reduction of Fe2O3 adsorbed on the nanotube surface [106].

12.5.3
Other Inorganic Materials

Being effective electron acceptors, carbon nanotubes can be readily doped with alkali
metals. However,most of the dopingmethods suffer from the lack of control over the
amount of alkali metal inserted into the carbon nanotube. An unusual method for
controlled filling of carbon nanotubes with Cs atoms using a plasma technique has
been proposed [107]. Although, the presence of alkali metal ions inside nanotubes is
not unambiguously proven, the doped nanotubes show some interesting electronic
properties consistent with n-doping by Cs.

Electrolysis of water with Ag electrodes in the presence ofMWNTs enables coating
of nanotubes with silver and some deposition of silver in the nanotube cavities [108].
Intermetallic permalloy can be efficiently deposited into MWNTs in an electrochem-
ical cell from a mixture of water and methanol [109]. Permalloy-filled nanotubes
exhibit clear magnetic behavior. AFMmeasurements on Ag-filled SWNTs generated
by in situ photodecomposition of AgCl showed that the effective dielectric function of
SWNT is altered and the C�C bonds of the nanotube sidewalls are weakened as a
result of themetallic silver imbedded in SWNTs [110].However, photodecomposition
of AgCl is also likely to produce significant defects in the nanotube sidewall (e.g., by
released Cl atoms attacking the C�C bonds) that are difficult to take into account
while elucidating the effects of the metallic filling.

Main group elements S, Se, andTehave been recently inserted in SWNTsusing the
molten-phasemethod [111]. The presence of the elements inside nanotubes resulted
in shifts of the Raman lines of host nanotubes that are consistent with the electron-
accepting character of the guest elements.

12.6
Nanoparticles in Nanotubes

Nanoparticles of different materials have been shown to have a high affinity for the
nanotube sidewalls and adsorb readily on the nanotube exterior. However, examples
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where preformed nanoparticles enter the nanotube cavity (i.e., not formed inside
nanotubes frommolecular or ionic precursors) are quite rare.Most of these examples
are reported for wideMWNTs or for carbonmicrotubes whose internal diameters are
greater than 100 nm. In most cases, it is impossible to avoid the deposition of
nanoparticles on the nanotube surface. Nanoparticles adsorbed on nanotubes some-
times can be mistaken for nanoparticles imbedded inside nanotubes, as the conven-
tional TEM provides 2D projections of 3D objects. This ambiguity can be usually
resolved by tilting the specimen and by taking a series of TEM images of the same
nanotubeasa functionof the tilt angle.Thisseriesof imagescanbe thenreconstructed
ina3Dmodelofnanotube,wherethepositionsofnanoparticlescanbereliablyverified.

An efficient method of nanotube filling with Fe3O4 nanoparticles has been
demonstrated for open MWNTs [112]. Nanotubes immersed in a suspension of
Fe3O4 nanoparticles in water or organic solvent at room temperature over several
hours become well filled with the magnetic nanoparticles (up to 80%). Fe3O4 was
subsequently reduced to metallic iron by hydrogen (Figure 12.15). Carbon micro-
tubes (average diameter�300 nm) can also be filled with a liquid dispersion of Fe3O4

nanoparticles [113]. Nanoparticles of Pd (diameter 3–4 nm) can be efficiently inserted
into nanotubes with internal diameters above 30 nm from aqueous dispersions by a
capillary mechanism [114]. However, nanotubes with internal diameters below
15 nm remained unfilled under the same conditions, which may indicate the
importance of solvation shells around the nanoparticles during the encapsulation

Figure 12.15 Nanoparticles of Fe3O4 were inserted in MWNTs and reduced by hydrogen into
nanoparticles of a-Fe. (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [112].)
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process. Organic colloidal nanoparticles of polystyrene can be inserted into carbon
microtubes with average inner diameters �400 nm [115] and �500 nm [116] from
water or organic solvents.

12.7
Concluding Remarks

Being nanosized containers, carbon nanotubes provide a unique tool for studying
the chemistry and physics of molecules and ions confined in a quasi-1D channel.
Initially, nanotubes filled with guest compounds were considered as a curiosity of the
nanoworld. Over the past decade, the understanding of the capacity of nanotubes
to confine materials has significantly advanced, and some important rules of
the host nanotube/guest compound interactions have been discovered. On a
practical side, the methodology of filling carbon nanotubes with a wide range of
different materials has been developed and refined, so that filled nanotubes
have becomemore accessible.We anticipate that in the nearest future these advances
will give a momentum to the development of real applications for these nanos-
tructures, ranging from nanoelectronics to drug delivery systems to nanosized
reaction vessels.
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13
Carbon Nanohorn
Masako Yudasaka and Sumio Iijima

13.1
Introduction

Graphene-based tubular objects with nanometer diameters have some attractive
properties; they are mechanically strong, chemically and thermally stable, and have
unique optical and electrical properties. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs)
[1] and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [2] are popular representative
nanographenematerials beingwidely studied bymany researchers. There are several
unpopular graphene nanotubules, one of them is single-walled carbon nanohorns
(SWNHs), which were identified and named in 1998 [3]. The SWNHs have been
obtained in large quantities at high purity without using catalysts, which has
been advantageous for advancing studies on their properties and potential appli-
cations. In this chapter, we introduce the production, structure, and chemical
functionalization of SWNHs and discuss recent research on their potential appli-
cation in drug delivery systems and assessment of their toxicity.

13.2
Production

Without using any catalyst, SWNHs can be produced at room temperature by CO2

laser ablation of graphite in Ar gas at 760Torr [3]. The production process has been
improved, achieving a production rate of 0.5–1 kg/day and a purity of 90–95% [4].
These are in contrast withmost of the nanometer-sized graphenematerials produced
by using either catalysts or templates. For example, the SWNT formation requires
metal catalysts with a size of 1–2 nm at a high temperature, typically 800–1000 �C,
which makes large-scale production of high-purity material difficult. Recently, the
graphene sheet has taken its place among potential nanomaterials. Graphene sheets
are obtained using an old technology, peeling graphite crystals with adhesive tape [5].
Because thismethod does notfit large-scale production, the catalytic growthmethods
are actively addressed.
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13.3
Structure and Growth Mechanism

The SWNH is a single-graphene tubule of an irregular shape (nonuniform diameter
of 2–5 nm and length of 40–50 nm) with a long horn-shaped tip (Figure 13.1) [3]. The
tips often have cone angles of approximately 19�, indicating the existence of five
pentagonal rings (Figure 13.1d) [3]. Approximately, 2000 SWNHs assemble to form a
spherical aggregate with a diameter of 80–100 nm (Figure 13.1a and b) [3]. The
separation of the aggregate into individual SWNHs has not yet been successful,
suggesting that SWNHs are partially covalently bonded. It has also been reported that
there are 10–20 nm caves near the center of the aggregates, which was inferred from
the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation of Gd2O3 particles of that
size located there [6].

Single-graphene objects with shapes similar to the horn-shaped tips of SWNHs
were found in soot by several researchers, including the author (S.I.), in the mid-
1990s [7–9], before the discovery of SWNHs and their spherical aggregates in 1998.
Because the soot was made by the evaporation of carbon, it appears that the horn-
shaped graphene is easily formed from carbon under high temperatures. Computer
simulation supports this idea and indicates that the two-graphene sheets sponta-
neously roll up, accompanying the edge–edge bond creation, resulting in the
horn-shape formation [10]. We consider this spontaneous change from graphene
to horn-shape to be key in the mechanism of SWNH formation and it could occur in
the course of cooling the hot liquid carbon droplets to solid graphite [11]. Similar
processes are likely to occur in the arc discharges of graphite rod electrodes.
Actually, SWNHs can also be formed by arc discharges [12–14]. More information
about the growth methods and mechanisms were introduced in a previous
paper [15].

13.4
Properties

Isotherm measurements of nitrogen adsorption at 77 K and high-pressure helium
buoyancy at 303K reveal that grownSWNHsare closed tubuleswith a specific surface
area of approximately 300m2/g [16], total pore volume of 0.40ml/g [17], and a particle
density of 1.25 g/ml [16], which increases by opening the holes on the walls up to
approximately 1450–1460m2/g [17, 18], 1.05ml/g [17], and 2.05 g/ml [19], respec-
tively. It has also been reported that there are three adsorption sites, the inter-SWNH
micropore, the inside-wall surface, and the inside space, and their volume ratio is
approximately 1 : 2 : 2 [19].

The holes are opened by oxidation using O2 [18–21] (Figure 13.2), CO2 [22], and
oxidative acids [17, 23, 24]. The hole-opening method with the least carbonaceous
dust generation is slow combustion, in which the temperature increases at the rate of
1 �C/min up to 400–550 �C in air [20]. An increase in the number and size of the holes
under oxidative conditions are reflected in the increase of material adsorption
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Figure 13.1 Transmission electron microscope images of SWNHs (a–c) [3], and a computer
graphic image of the horn tip with a cone angle of 19� (d). The computer graphics are courtesy of
NEC Fundamental Research Laboratory.
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quantities [17–20, 22–25], such as shown in Figure 13.3. The SWNHs with opened
holes are referred to, hereafter, as SWNHox.

Applications of SWNHox that utilize the holeshave been attempted.Molecular size-
dependent entrance into hole-opened SWNHox has been reported [25, 26]; related to
this, it has been clarified that the hole size could be optimized to make electrical
condensers with high capacitance from SWNHox and organic electrolytes [27].

Hydrogen and methane adsorption capacities have been measured for possible
applications. SWNHox does not adsorb much hydrogen [28], but abundant meth-
ane [29] reaches theDOE target for car fuel cells.Despite the lowhydrogen adsorption
capacity, it appears that the separation of H2 and D2 when using SWNHox is

Figure 13.2 Transmission electron
microscope images of SWNHs with holes
opened by heating in oxygen at 575 �C (a–d).
The holes are found at the tips and structural
defects on the sidewalls of SWNHs. Hole sizes

were measured as designated by the bars and
arrows in (a)–(d). Histograms of the hole sizes
are shown in (e). There is a tendency for large
holes to open on the sidewalls [21].
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potentially applicable because H2/D2 separation is possible at 77 K, utilizing the
narrow spaces at the tips inside SWNHox [30].

For the chemical and biological applications, the adsorption of organic molecules
orwater by SWNHandSWNHoxwas examined. The adsorption behavior of benzene
and m-xylene on SWNHox reflected the strong p–p electron interaction with
graphene [31, 32]. It is interesting that water, with a low affinity for graphene, is
also adsorbed by SWNHox. The water adsorption by SWNHox could be mediated by
water pentamer formation, which is inferred from the hysteresis exhibited in
adsorption–desorption isotherms [33].

Notmuch is known about the optical, electrical, andmagnetic properties of SWNH
and SWNHox as there has been a limited number of reports [3, 34–43].

13.5
Functionalization

13.5.1
Material Incorporation and Release

The incorporation of various molecules inside SWNHox is easy [44–56] and their
release controllable [47–50, 55–57], suggesting that SWNHox is useful as a material

Figure 13.3 BET surface area of SWNHox at various treating temperatures in oxygen. �Pure
SWNH� implies a SWNHwithout impurities such as amorphous carbon and graphitic particles [18].
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carrier. For the large-scale production of material-incorporated SWNHox, facile
incorporation methods carried out in solution at room temperature have been
developed [44]. There are several variations in themethods depending on the affinity
between the guest material, the graphene walls of SWNHox, and the solvent [44].
When the affinity between the guest molecules and graphene is high, the guest
molecules enter SWNHox simply by immersion in the solution of guest mole-
cules [47, 54]. A method that is often used is the solvent evaporation method
(�nanoprecipitation�), in which the solvent is completely evaporated from the
dispersion of SWNHox in solution [48, 50, 55, 56]. This method is applicable even
when the guest molecules have a low affinity for graphenes. Notably, hydrophilic
molecules with a low affinity for graphene, such as metal acetate, are incorporated
inside SWNHox [45, 46, 48, 51–53] simply by immersion, where incorporation is
considered to be assisted by the hydrophilic groups at the edges of the holes [45] (see
Section 13.5.3) or multiple cluster formation, as inferred in the water adsorption
inside SWNHox [33].

The release rate of the incorporated material is fast when immersed in good
solvents of guest molecules, whereas it is extremely slow in a poor solvent. In
toluene, C60-incorporated SWNHox (C60@SWNHox) corresponds to the former
case, but in ethanol the latter [50]. However, the rate is not always fast when the
solubility of the incorporated material is high, such as cisplatin@SWNHox in
aqueous solutions [48, 49]. It is likely that the guest molecules gain certain
stabilization energies by being confined inside the narrow spaces or that the guest
molecules create stable clusters.

The incorporation and release in the gas phase is also possible. When
C60@SWNHox is exposed to liquid or vapor ethanol, a poor solvent of C60, the
C60 molecules are released and crystallize outside of SWNHox. The crystallized C60

again enters SWNHox upon exposure to toluene vapor, a good solvent of C60 [58].
If plugs could be put at the holes, the release of materials from SWNHox would be

more easily controlled, which has been demonstrated using gadolinium oxide as the
plug that is chemically attached to the oxygenated groups at the hole edges [59] (see
Section 13.5.3).

The materials incorporated inside SWNHox can be perfectly confined inside
SWNHox by thermally (1000–1200 �C) closing the holes. For this, the holes should be
opened only at the tips of SWNHox but not on the sidewalls because the sidewalls
cannot thermally close (Figure 13.4) [60, 61]. Such confinements were successful for
nanoparticles of Gd2O3 [62].

13.5.2
Chemical Modification of Structure Defects

The SWNH tips are reactive, which is apparent from the preferential opening of tip-
holes by oxidation [60]. The theoretical calculation also indicated a high reactivity [63].
Bumps and dips on the sidewalls are the next reactive sites in SWNHwhere the holes
are opened by oxidation but at higher temperatures [60]. Various molecules are
attached to the SWNHs, bonded at these structural defects [61–72]. Nakamura and
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coworkers attached amino groups directly to the tips of SWNHs using their original
method [66], and the amino groups further reacted with triamide molecules, visible
with TEM, supporting the premise that SWNHs were chemically modified as
designed [72] (Figure 13.5).

13.5.3
Chemical Functionalization at Hole Edges

Functional molecules are attached to carboxylic groups at the edges of holes in
SWNTs, whichwas first shown byHaddon and coworkers [73]. The carboxylic groups
are created by oxidation, and their existence is demonstrated by infrared absorption
spectroscopy, thermogravimetric analysis, and temperature-programmed mass
spectroscopy.

Details of the functional groups at the edges of SWNHox holes were similarly
studied, and it has been found that the number of carboxylic and other oxygenated
groups uponhydrogenperoxide oxidationwas larger thanwhenoxidizedwith oxygen
gas [24]. The existence of carboxylic groups at the graphene edges was confirmed by
TEM by staining them with Pt compounds [74].

The oxygenated groups at the hole edges are chemically reactive [75]. The
carboxylic groups react with the amino groups of various molecules by forming

Figure 13.4 The total pore volumeof SWNHox
increases with the hole-opening temperature,
the heat treatment temperature in O2 gas (Tox),
which decreases after heat treatment in Ar at
1200 �C for 3 h. The decrease in pore volume
was remarkable for SWNHox with a Tox of

350–500 �Cbecause the holes at the tips close at
1200 �C (b, c). On the other hand, the pore
volumes decreased only a little for SWNHox
treated at a Tox of 550 �C because the holes on
the sidewalls of SWNHox are not closed
(d–g) [60].
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amide bonds. There have been increasing reports of SWNHox beingmodified in this
way [24, 54, 76–79].

Coordination is another way of using the carboxylic groups to functionalize
SWNHox. This process was demonstrated using Gd acetate (as shown in
Figure 13.6a [45]). The Gd acetates attached to the hole edges function as plugs,
which hinders the incorporation of the molecules inside SWNHox and their
release [45, 59]. Here, the explanation of the material incorporation mechanisms
is supplemented. The Gd acetate molecules attached to the edges of the holes

Figure 13.5 Molecular structure of triamide–SWNH conjugates (a) and TEM images (b).
Conformation model of triamide (c) and the simulated TEM image (d) [72]. Gray arrows in (b)
correspond to gray arrows in (d).
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trigger an accumulation of Gd acetate at the holes, which successively enlarges
the Gd acetate cluster toward the inside of the SWNHox; thus, large Gd acetate
clusters are formed near the holes inside SWNHox (Figure 13.6b and c) [45]. A
similar incorporation mechanism was often found to that described in
Section 13.5.1.

Another example of coordination is the attachment of (terpyridine)copper(II) to
the carboxylic groups of SWNHox [80]. Microscopic structure analysis supported
that the reaction proceeded as designed (Figure 13.7a–e) [81]. Due to their ionic
properties, the obtained complexes dispersed well in water (Figure 13.7f). Using
this system, interesting optical data were obtained revealing that the optically
excited singlet electrons of (terpyridine)copper(II) groups were transferred to
SWNHox [80].

Figure 13.6 Transmission electron
microscope images of SWNHox with an open
hole tip, where aGd acetatemolecule (indicated
by an arrow) is trapped (a), and SWNHox with
Gd acetate clusters (indicated by an arrow)

inside SWNHox (b). A proposed model for the
Gd acetate (blue circle) trap at the hole edge and
the successive accumulation inside the
SWNHox, resulting in a cluster formation
(c) [45].
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13.5.4
Physical Modification

The dispersion of SWNTs in solvents, especially water, is essential for their appli-
cation, and the good dispersants for water dispersion are found in surfactants,
polymers, and living materials, among others, most of which are hydrophilic–
hydrophobic bifunctional molecules. Phospholipid-polyethylene glycol is one such
compound [81] that disperses SWNTs in a physiological solution of phosphate-
buffered saline, which is advantageous for the biological application of SWNTs [81].

For drug delivery applications of SWNHs, new dispersants have been developed.
One interesting example is the use of a special peptide aptamer that specifically

Figure 13.7 Structure of the (terpyridine)
copper(II)–SWNHox complex. STEM image (a),
EDX spectrum (b), Cu EDX-mapping for the
same area with (a) (c), and line profiles of Cu
and oxygen on a SWNHox aggregate (d).

Molecular structure of (terpyridine)copper(II)
(e) and the particle size distribution measured
with the dynamic light scattering method
(f) [80].
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adsorbs on SWNHs [82] and is conjugated with polyethylene glycols [83, 84].
Polyethylene glycol conjugated with the anticancer drug doxorubicin greatly
improves the dispersion of SWNH, which has enabled the in vivo testing of
SWNHs [85, 86].

The physical adsorption of catalysts on SWNHs has also been investigated [46, 51,
87–89], and certain effects have been confirmed for organic material decomposition
to generate hydrogen or protons.

13.6
Toxicity

The cytotoxicity of SWNHs and SWNHox and its functionalized forms has
been tested using various cell lines, and no serious cell death was found [24, 47–
49, 66, 83, 85, 90]. Tailored toxicity tests have shown no abnormal signs in animals
(Table 13.1) [91]. In the histological studies of functionalized SWNH and SWNHox,
intravenous injection did not result in appreciable abnormal changes in the tissues of
most of the organs of mice after a half year [92].

Table 13.1 Toxicology testing of SWNHs [91].

Test Test organism/animal Dosage Findings

Reverse mutation
(Ames) test

S. typhimurium and
E. coli strains

78–1250mg/plate No positive increase in re-
vertants; no growth inhibito-
ry effect

Chromosomal
aberration test

Chinese-hamster
lung fibroblast cell
line

0.010–0.078 or
0.313–2.5mg/ml

Negligible positive incidence
of structural chromosomal
aberrations or polyploidy

Skin primary
irritation test

Rabbits 0.015 g/site Primary irritation index
(PII)¼ 0; no clinical signs of
abnormalities; normal body
weight gain

Eye irritation test Rabbits 0.02 g/eye Draize irritation score¼ 0; no
clinical signs of abnormali-
ties; normal bodyweight gain

Skin sensitization
(adjuvant and
patch) test

Guinea pigs Induction: 0.02 g/
site; challenge:
0.01 g/site

Mean response score¼ 0; no
clinical signs of abnormali-
ties; normal bodyweight gain

Peroral adminis-
tration test

Rats 2000mg/kg Nomortality; no clinical signs
of abnormalities; normal
body weight gain

Intratracheal
instillation test

Rats 17.3mg/kg No mortality; rales for all
animals, including control
group; normal body weight
gain; black lung spots and
anthracosis; foamy macro-
phage in intra-alveolar spaces
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The SWNHs would be useful as a standard material for the assessment of
nanomaterial toxicity. There have not been any nanomaterials with defined sizes,
high purity, high dispersion in aqueous solutions, and low toxicity, except for
functionalized SWNHs. In this context, Isobe et al. reported that amino-SWNHmay
serve as a standard material for the assessment of the toxicity of nanomaterials [66].

13.7
Drug Delivery Applications

Drug incorporation inside SWNHox first succeeded in dexamethasone [47], an anti-
inflammatory drug. There are severalmedicalmaterials that can be incorporated [47–
49, 54, 55], among which cisplatin (CDDP), an anticancer drug, is interesting and
discussed here to some extent [48, 49]. The incorporation of CDDP inside SWNHox
was relatively easy: SWNHox was mixed with an aqueous solution of CDDP and left
until the water evaporated. The CDDP-incorporated SWNHox (CDDP@SWNHox)
obtained contained approximately 50% CDDP [49]. The anticancer efficiency of
CDDP@SWNHox has been tested in vitro and in vivo [49] and shown, in both, to be
higher than that of CDDP itself. This high anticancer effect was due to slow CDDP
release fromSWNHox and a tendency of SWNHox to attach to the cell surface in vitro,
keeping the concentration of CDDP high near the cancer cells. Similar effects are
expected in vivo, and, additionally, SWNHox tends to remain in the tumors when
directly injected into subcutaneously transplanted tumors [86] (Figure 13.8).

The SWNTs are expected to be useful as photohyperthermia cancer therapy
because they absorb light in the phototherapywindow, awavelength of approximately
700 nm, and transform the light energy into thermal energy, warming up the
surroundings and inducing cell death in vitro [82]. This characteristic is the same
for SWNHs [54]. To achieve a higher phototherapy efficiency, zinc phthalocyanine
(ZnPc) was loaded inside and on the outside surfaces of SWNHox. The ZnPc is a
potential drug for photodynamic therapy [94], generating reactive oxygen species by
light absorption. The double phototherapy of photohyperthermia and photodynamic
using ZnPc/SWNHox demonstrates the high phototherapy effects [54]. In in vivo
tests, ZnPc/SWNHox–BSA (bovine serum albumin) was locally injected into tumors
subcutaneously transplanted in mice. Here, BSA attachment to SWNHox was to
increase the hydrophilicity of ZnPc/SWNHox [24, 54]. The tumors were irradiated
with laser for 15min/day for 10days,whichmade the tumors disappear (Figure 13.9).
This did not occur when ZnPc or SWNHox–BSAwas used alone, suggesting that the
enhanced efficiency is due to the double phototherapy (Figure 13.9) [54].

Figure 13.8 Transmission electron
microscope images of cisplatin-incorporated
SWNHox (CDDP@SWNHox) (a, b). Relative
tumor sizes for each mouse, normalized on day
11, measured after transplantation (c–f). On
days 11 and 15, the samples (c, saline; d,

SWNHox; e, cisplatin (CDDP); f,
CDDP@SWNHox) were injected into tumors
that were subcutaneously transplanted into the
mice on day 0. (dosages: CDDP, 0.5mg/kg;
SWNHox, 0.5mg/kg) [49].

3
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For the application of SWNHs in the drug delivery system for cancer therapy,
SWNHs are better for use in intravenous injections. Intravenously injected SWNHs
are known to be trapped by the reticuloendothelial system, a serious problem in
cancer therapy in terms of targeting tumors. To solve these problems, key issues are
controlling the size of SWNHaggregates and the chemical functionalization. If these
problems are solved, SWNHs will be widely useful in living bodies.

13.8
Summary

In this section, we have introduced broad aspects of SWNH research. The SWNHs
are easily produced in large quantitywith high puritywithoutmetal catalysts andhave
various potential applications. Because we consider the functionalization of SWNH
or SWNHox as crucial for any application being really useful, we have referred to as

Figure 13.9 Average relative tumor size
according to the number of days after
transplantation. On day 7, samples were
injected (dosages: ZnPc, roughly 0.3mg/kg;
SWNHox, roughly 1.5mg/kg) into tumors that
were subcutaneously transplanted into themice
on day 0. The tumors were laser-irradiated
(wavelength, 670 nm; power, 160mW; spot
diameter, 5mm) for 15min every 24 h fromdays
7–17 and stoppedondays 18–21 (a). The results

for no laser irradiation are shown in (b). A
picture of a mouse on day 7 with two tumors on
the right and left flanks, into which
ZnPc–SWNHox–BSA was intratumorally
injected, and the left flank tumor was laser-
irradiated (c). The mouse in (c) was position-
fixed by a cage in a plastic tube. On day 17, the
tumor on the left flank disappeared after the
double phototherapy, whereas the tumor on the
right flank increased in size (d) [54].
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many references as possible to show the current research status of the functionaliza-
tion of SWNHs. This content might be helpful for anybody who is interested in
developing SWNH applications.
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14
Self-Organization of Nanographenes
Wojciech Pisula, Xinliang Feng, and Klaus M€ullen

14.1
Introduction

14.1.1
Graphene, Graphene Nanoribbon, and Nanographene

Since centuries, graphite is mostly known as a thin stick of pigment in pencils
allowing to write down a text on a piece of paper. Apart from diamond and fullerene,
this mineral is one of the allotropes of carbon consisting of graphene layers in which
the sp2-bonded carbon atoms are arranged in a hexagonal lattice with separation of
0.142 nm, and the distance between sheets is 0.335 nm. Such perfect isolated two-
dimensional (2D) crystals were believed to be unstable in free state. Few years ago,
Novoselov and Geim proved the contrary. For the first time, large, planar and
freestanding graphene sheets were prepared by mechanical exfoliation of graphite
crystals [1, 2]. Today, it is supposed that this novel process occurs even during writing
with the pencil when the graphite ink is transferred to paper. Such atomically flat
sheets as infinitely large aromatic macromolecules reveal quite unique properties
from most conventional three-dimensional materials and allow new and surprising
insights into fundamental physics [3]. For instance, the fact that intrinsic graphene is
a zero-gap semiconductor attracts remarkable attention from both experimental and
theoretical communities and makes it highly promising for future applications in
various electronic devices such as transparent electrodes, ultrasensitive sensors, and
high-performance ballistic transistors [4–6]. Graphene owes its extraordinary behav-
ior to its relatively large size exceeding 100mm of the strict hexagonal lattice of the
carbon atoms in relation to the unbonded edge. The cutting of �infinite� graphene
sheets into smaller pieces, the so-called graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) with width
less than 50 nm and lengths below 500 nm, changes this situation dramatically. It
permits controlling the electronic structure of GNRs by varying the width, the
bandgap by the crystallographic orientation of the GNR axis, the electronic structure
by the nature of the edge passivation, among other important issues such as the effect
of structural defects on the electronic and thermodynamic properties of GNRs. It is
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predicted that GNRs with armchair-shaped edges can be either metallic or semi-
conducting depending on their widths, whereby GNRs with zigzag-shaped edges are
metallic with peculiar edge states on both sides of the ribbon regardless of their
width [10]. For the armchair GNRs, calculations indicate bandgap oscillations as a
function of the GNRs width less than 3 nm [7]. The relation between bandgap, edge
nature, and crystallographic orientation of GNR axis also suggests that, similar to
carbon nanotubes (CNTs), optical spectra can be used as a powerful characterization
tool for GNRs. Recent experiments on thin stripes of graphene fabricated by
lithography, which are smaller sized GNRs of hundreds of nanometers in length
and tens of nanometers width, reveal a decline of the resistivity with the decrease of
the ribbon width and confirm the impact of edge states [8]. Indeed, the general trend
of the semiconducting character for GNRs results from the increase of the energy
gap with decreasing width and is consistent with theoretical predictions [9, 10].
However, this fabrication process does not provide sufficient control over the edge
structure and overall crystallographic direction that is essential for the properties of
GNRs. Therefore, it is believed that the interplay between precise width, edge
orientation, edge structure, and chemical termination of the edges in GNRs remains
a challenging area for future research. Apart from the exfoliation of graphite,
mesoscopic graphene sheets can be produced by chemical reduction of graphite
oxide [11] or epitaxial growth on silicon carbide or metal surfaces [12, 13]. The first
approach using hydrazine as a reducing agent provides a stable dispersion of reduced
graphite oxide in aqueous solution, leading to processable graphene sheets in large
quantities. However, the harsh condition of this method does not allow producing
graphene and GNR layers with well-defined edge shape. Very recently, Dai and
colleagues developed a chemical exfoliation of expandable graphite, resulting in high-
quality GNRswithwidth below 10nm [14].Measurements of the electronic transport
exhibited, unlike the graphene sheets, a semiconducting character for all the sub-
10 nm GNRs and afforded field-effect transistors with on/off ratios of 105 at room
temperature, qualifying them for high switching speed electronics as silicon
replacement. Nevertheless, the yield of this method is rather low and the edge of
these GNRs cannot be clearly defined. Synthetic organic chemistry presents a
different concept on GNRs. In this bottom-up approach, long and soluble graphene
nanoribbons terminated by hydrogen or alkyl substituents and a discrete width are
obtained in large quantities (Figure 14.1), which enables a facile solution processing
and device fabrication [15, 16]. The synthesis is based on the versatile organic
chemistry of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) [17, 18] and opens the door to
a broad variety of even smaller aromatic structures, to the so-called nanographenes.
Nanographene can be defined as a nanometer-sized (average diameter <10 nm) 2D
flat hexagonal carbon ring network with open edges [19–22, 24, 32], which stands in
contrast to the other members of the nanocarbon family with closed p-electron
systems, such as fullerenes and carbon nanotubes. So far, the largest synthesized
monodispersed PAH molecule consists of 222 carbon atoms and has 10 benzene
rings with a disk diameter of 3 nm, while one of the smallest but most studied
nanographene, hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene (HBC), has a size of about 1.4 nm
(Figure 14.1) [23].
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Identical to graphene, parent nanographenes are not soluble in common organic
solvents and are not meltable as required for such facile processibility and device
fabrication. As a great advantage, organic synthesis does not set limits to size and
shape of the nanographenes, instead enables the integration of solubilizing sub-
stituents and further functionality [24]. The early synthesis of these molecules is
based on the pioneering contributions by E. Clar andR. Scholl at the beginning of the
last century [19]. Later on,more efficient andmild syntheticmethods were developed
leading to the expansion of this class of systems [25]. By employing the previous
concept, large dendritic oligophenylene precursors with different size and shape
werefirst designedbyusing theDiels–Alder reaction or cyclotrimerization of suitable
building blocks. After planarization of the precursors, all kinds of large benzenoid
PAHs with different molecular sizes, symmetries, and peripheries have become
available. For example, large nanographenes with triangle shape (C60), linear ribbon
shape (C78), cordite shape (C96), square shape (C132), and so on are also attainable
(Figure 14.2) [26, 27]. The most recent progress in the synthesis of large PAHs is the
inclusion of additional double bonds on the periphery of HBCs, which act as the
�zigzag� armchair [28]. Up to now, HBCs with monozigzag, double zigzag, and
trizigzag are well designed and synthesized (Figure 14.3). In addition to all-hydro-
carbon-based nanographene building blocks, electron-rich and electron-poor het-
eroatoms such as sulfur and nitrogen have also been successfully incorporated into
the nanographene units [29, 30]. Therefore, compared to graphene prepared from
physical exfoliation and chemical reduction methods, the bottom-up synthetic
chemical approach offers the great opportunity to tailor the molecular size, shape,
edge, and composition of the nanographenes, and more important, together with
their structure perfection. Obviously, the effect of size, shape, and edge structure on
the nanographenes is more profound than on the GNRs. This is clearly reflected by
their pristine color and optoelectronic properties. With a larger number of carbons
including C42 (HBC), C60, and C222, the color of nanographene powders changes

Figure 14.1 Nanographene, nanoribbons, and graphene defined by their size.
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from yellow to red to dark purple. This trend is also obvious from the optical
absorption properties of nanographenes, for which the maximumwavelength of the
lowest energy absorption band (alpha band) increases linearly and broadens with the
number of �full� six-membered rings, suggesting the extension ofp-conjugation and
the reduction of the bandgap. This behavior is very similar to that of linear conjugated
oligomers for which the absorption maximum redshifts with increased chain length
below the effective conjugation length. The nature of the edge structure also plays an
important role in their electronic properties and chemical reactivity [31]. According to
Clar�s aromatic sextet rule, all-benzenoid graphitic molecules with either �armchair�
and/or �cove� peripheries normally show extremely high chemical stability. How-
ever, the nanographenes with zigzag peripheries have higher electronic energies and
thus show higher chemical reactivity. The zigzag periphery with double-bond-like
structure dramatically changes the electronic and optoelectronic properties of
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Figure 14.2 Chemical structures of large nanographenes.

Figure 14.3 Nanographenes with different zigzag peripheries at the edge.
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nanographenes. It is known that the UV–vis and fluorescence peaks of the zigzag
nanographene series undergo a dramatic redshift with respect to the benzenoid
analogues, indicating the reduction of electronic bandgap.

14.1.2
Organization of Nanographenes

Nanographenes can be used not only as model p-systems for modern synthetic and
theoretical chemistry but also as building blocks to fabricate various electronic and
optoelectronic devices, in which the nanographene units serve as transportingmedia
for electrons [32]. Nanographenes have gained attraction in recent times as prom-
ising candidates owing to their semiconducting properties for the application in
electronic and optoelectronic devices such as flexible E-paper that might replace in
future partly the �traditional� writingwith a pencil on cellulose-based paper. Since the
late 1970s, p-conjugated systems have been in focus as active components for field-
effect transistors (FETs), light-emitting diodes, and solar cells including small
molecules and polymers [33]. Today, organic semiconductors exhibit charge carrier
mobilities equal to the amorphous silicon, while their facile solution processibility
makes mass applications on flexible substrates possible by roll-to-roll printing [34].
Typically, the fabrication of organic electronic devices is mainly based on the
deposition and solidification of the semiconductor on a substrate. The substance
is first fluidized by melting at higher temperature or dissolved in a solvent and
deposited on a surface. In the next step, thematerial is solidified by cooling or drying
during which a self-assembly of the molecules takes place. In order to control and
optimize themolecular organization, a fundamental understanding of the processes
involved in solidification has to be established. Before this key point is discussed in
more detail, the term�organization� needs a definition since it includesmany aspects
and will appear in the following sections in different contexts. Organization of
nanographenes can occur over different length scales and under various conditions.
For instance, ordered monolayers at solid–liquid interfaces obtained from diluted
solutions allow the inspection of single sheets. If the solubility is increased, an initial
structure formation occurs in the solvent since the molecules pack in larger
aggregates. After deposition on a surface, interfacing effects becomemore dominant
on the arrangement of the nanographenes toward the substrate. If the deposition is
controlled through a processing technique, a homogeneous organization over
macroscopic areas is achieved. In contrast, this kind of surface influence can be
ignored for the organization in the bulk in which molecular interactions are most
essential for the formation of columnar superstructures. Interestingly, these colum-
nar stacks of nanographenes can be regarded as nanotube-like architectures with the
aromatic layer direction perpendicular to the columnar axis. In contrary, the
graphene planes in carbon nanotubes, which have a diameter of one to few
nanometers and a length of even hundreds of micrometers, are oriented along the
tube axis [35]. Introduction of aliphatic chains at the disk-shaped aromatic core
provides solubility and leads to a distinct thermal behavior. Flexible substituents
increase the overall disorder and result in the self-assembly into complex columnar
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superstructures with liquid crystalline (LC) properties. In such mesophases, self-
healing of structural defect and grain boundaries, which decrease the migration of
charges, can improve the device. Hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene, the so-called
�superbenzene�, is a well-studied example for discotic LC nanographenes. Due to
the orbital overlap of the largep-system, the charge carriermobility along the stacking
direction satisfactorily reaches high values for applications in field-effect transistors.
The insulating aliphatic chains around the semiconductive aromatic stack provide a
one-dimensional charge carrier transport that, however, is rather sensitive to struc-
tural bifurcation defects. In addition, the charge movement between electrodes
strongly depends on the macroscopic order through the active layer. The self-
assembly during solution processing is controlled by the introduction of adequate
alkyl substituents. Besides the p-interactions between the aromatic parts, additional
functional groups such as hydrogen bonds, and local dipole–dipole interactions
enhance the organization. Investigations of the aggregation ability in solution and
structure formation of nanographenes with different side chains on surfaces offer
valuable information for the device fabrication and operation. This chapter provides
an overview on the general molecular design toward discotic nanographenes of
different geometry carrying various functional substituents that have a great impact
on the interaction between the single blocks, the supramolecular organization,
thermotropic behavior, and their processibility from solution and isotropic melt.
This provides the opportunity to control the complex self-assembly on the surface
during processing leading finally to the implementation of such molecules in field-
effect transistors and photovoltaic cells.

14.2
Single Sheets of Nanographenes

Techniques for the isolation of single sheets of graphene-type systems are based on
the size of the desired layers (Figure 14.4). As mentioned in the introduction,
individual, freestanding graphene layers are obtained bymechanical exfoliation. The
isolation of single nanographenes requires a different approach. Vacuum sublima-
tion and physisorption at solid–liquid interfaces were successfully applied for
realizing single sheets of HBC (1) on surfaces [36, 37]. The resulting organizations
formed by both methods were inspected by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
revealing an epitaxial growth of the HBC nanographenes into highly ordered, close-
packedmonolayers with a 2D crystal pattern corresponding to the underlying surface
such as basal plane of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) (Figure 14.5a). The
molecules were arranged with their aromatic planes parallel to the surface due to
interactions between the conducting substrate and the molecule. The tunneling
current of single nanographenes is measured by the STM tip that can be positioned
precisely with respect to the molecules [38]. As alkyl-substituted HBCs and larger
nanographenes cannot be sublimed nondestructively, monolayers of this kind of
systems are obtained only at solid–liquid interface since even little amounts of
material allow the layer formation. Monolayers of superbiphenyl (3) [39], C60
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(4 and 5) [40], C132 (Figure 14.2) [41], and nanoribbons (6) [15] were successfully
prepared (Figure 14.5). Therefore, the side chains play an important role for the
solubility, the absorption on the conducting substrate, and the organization of
the nanographene within the crystal lattice. For hexadodecyl-substituted HBC (2),
the chains were found to be arranged along the main axis of the graphite substrate,
while alkylphenyl-substitutedHBC (7) revealed variable vertical displacements in the
lattice from the substrate [42]. The type and size of the 2D crystal is mainly
determined by the symmetry and substitution pattern of the nanographene. For
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Figure 14.5 STM images of (a) HBC (1).
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [32].
Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
(b) Alkyl-substituted nanoribbon 6. Reprinted

with permission from Ref. [15]. Copyright 2008
AmericanChemical Society. (c) C3 symmetric 10
with zigzag peripheries at the edge. Adapted
from Ref. [43].
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instance, C3 symmetric nanographenes (10) with resolved triangle molecular shape
packed in a highly regular and unique honeycomb lattice (Figure 14.5c), which was
formed by weak intermolecular and interfacial forces, whereby the unit cell para-
meters indicated that it dissolved partially in the supernatant organic solution [43].
Functional groups at the nanographene periphery can be additionally employed to
structure formation at interfaces. Lateral dimeric structures of nanographenes grow
at solid–liquid interfaces if hydrogen bonds are introduced through one attached
carboxylic acid [44]. As the next step, the functionalization of nanographenes by
covalently linked acceptors such as anthraquinone leads to a different tunneling
behavior of the subunits that can be exploited for molecular chemical field-effect
transistors [45].
A diluted concentration and lack of aggregation are essential prerequisites for the

formation of the above-describedmonolayers at solid–liquid interfaces. Even at these
conditions, nanographenes assemble into bilayers due to aggregation. With increas-
ing concentration, reaggregation of the molecules intensifies and the effect of the
surface on the organization becomes negligible. After themolecules precipitate and a
bulk state is established, the single building blocks arrange within the supramolec-
ular organization due to specific molecular interactions. The assembly of nanogra-
phenes in the bulk, which can be regarded as multilayer structure, is related to
another aspect of �organization� that is described in detail in the next section.

14.3
Organization in the Bulk State

14.3.1
Liquid Crystalline Columnar Phases

The previous section illustrated that nanographenes of different shape and size can
carry various substitution patterns governing the monolayer formation. The substi-
tution of nanographenes by aliphatic side chains has a great influence on the
organization. In strong contrast to plain PAHs, the alkyl chain-decorated derivatives
self-assemble into well-defined supramolecular structures. Typically, two types of
organizations, columnar and nematic, can arise. While nematic phases reveal an
orientational arrangement of molecules, but no long-range translational order,
columnar structures are formed due to p-stacking interactions between individual
rigid cores, which stack on top of each other, separated by a local nanophase between
the aromatic and aliphatic fractions. The columns order in arrays that can be
described by crystallographic 2D unit cells, whereby the alkyl side chains fill the
intercolumnar space. The unit cell parameters are determined by the core size and
the side chain length. For instance, the lateral packing characterized by the lattice
constant of an intercolumnar hexagonal arrangement increases with the molecular
masses of the core, forming the columnar stacks, and with the length of the side
chains that fill the core periphery. For a model describing the relationship between
the morphological and the molecular parameters for such columnar hexagonal
arrangement of the discotic nanographenes with different core sizes, it is reasonable
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to regard the density inside the columns similar to graphite, which is 2.25 g/cm3,
and the density of the alkyl side chains close to low molecular polyethylene at
0.9 g/cm3 [46]. Indeed, for nanographenes consisting of 132 carbon atoms, the unit
cell parameters determined by X-ray scattering are in close agreement with this
theoretical model taking into consideration a nanophase separation between nano-
graphenes and the polyethylene-typematrix (Figure 14.6). Thismodel confirms once
again the graphitic character of the discotic nanographenes.

The attachment of flexible aliphatic side chains at the aromatic disk has also a
pronounced impact on the thermal behavior of the materials. Since the side chains

Figure 14.6 The effects of the core size, the
side chain length, and the number of
substituents on the supramolecular
organization of nanographenes were
investigated by X-ray scattering. In this example,
the aromatic core size of the compounds varied
between the hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene core
consisting of 42 carbon atoms and an enlarged

aromatic core of 132 carbon atoms, whereas the
length of the side chains extended up to 20
carbon atoms per chain. The unit cell
parameters determined experimentally and
theoretically are in close agreement taking
into account the model based on the
densities of graphite and low molecular
polyethylene.
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increase both the overall disorder in the system and the heterogeneity between the
twonanophases, the enthalpic energy of the aromatic part is overcomeby the entropic
contribution of side-chain mobility. The entropic contribution depends on the steric
demand and thus on the geometry of the substituents, while the enthalpic energy
goes together with the p-orbital area of the aromatic core. The thermal behavior of
discotic nanographenes can be separated into three main phases with characteristic
features in organization andmolecular dynamics. For the crystalline state, a reduced
molecular dynamics of the alkyl-substituted nanographenes is typical with a high
overall order. Side chains are fully or partially crystallized, while the aromatic cores
are tilted with their planes with respect to the columnar axis in order to optimize
orbital interactions between molecules [47]. Due to this molecular tilt inside the
stacks, noncylindrical columns are formed resulting in rectangular or monoclinic
arrays (Figure 14.7b). The increase in molecular dynamics can lead to the formation
of (multiple) intermediate liquid crystalline states. These phases are assigned by
lateral and longitudinal fluctuations of the nanographenes accompanied by molec-
ular rotation around the columnar axis. In this state, the molecules pack in
hexagonally arranged columns being most favorable for cylindrical structures [48].
Due to the molecular rotation in most of the cases, the aromatic plane is perpen-
dicular to the columnar axis, whereby the aliphatic side chains adapt a fluid-like
nature. This liquid crystalline state represents a unique and important property for
thematerial since it allows a spontaneous self-healing of (structural) defects resulting

Figure 14.7 Schematic representation of the
intra- and intercolumnar organization of alkyl-
substituted discotic nanographenes in the (a)
liquid crystalline phase and (b) crystalline. In the
LC phase with an orthogonal packing in the
columns, while in the crystalline state the

molecules are tilted with respect to the
columnar axis. The information regarding the
structure at different temperatures is derived
form the 2D patterns of the extruded fibers (the
white arrow indicates the fiber axis). The 2D
patterns presented are for HBC-C12 (2).
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in improvement for charge carrier transport [49]. Further heating leads to an
amorphous melt in which the columnar structures break into monomeric species
or small aggregates.

To understand the relation between the molecular structure and thermotropic
properties of discotics nanographenes, detailed investigations are necessary. As
presented in Figure 14.6, a close relationship between aromatic size, side chain
length, and lattice parameters was found on the basis of X-ray scattering results.
However, more information on the thermal properties, self-assembly in solution or
during solidification from the isotropic melt, is needed to gain a full picture of the
material. As mentioned above, X-ray scattering can provide detailed information of
the organization in the bulk state. The application of a two-dimensional detector and
sample preparation via fiber extrusion offer significantly more details on the
organization of the molecules within the complex superstructure. For most of the
discotic nanographenes, the extrusion is performed in the soft and deformable, low-
viscosity liquid crystalline phase. A number of parameters control this mechanical
processing such as die shape, cylinder and orifice diameters, and the piston velocity
(Figure 14.8a). The X-ray diffraction experiments revealed that under these sample
preparation conditions the columns are in most of the cases well oriented in the
direction of the extrusion. For the measurement, the fiber is positioned vertically to
the detector as schematically illustrated in Figure 14.8b. The resulting 2D pattern
can be separated for the analysis into the equatorial and meridional planes, on
which the reflections are positioned characteristically for a discotic nanographene
(Figure 14.8c). Usually, the equatorial small-angle reflections are attributed to
intercolumnar correlations confirming that the columnar stacks are oriented along
the extrusion direction. Additional higher order scattering intensities in the same
plane are related to the first main reflection and their positions with respect to each
other assign the lattice type. Meridional reflections are attributed to the d-spacings
along the columnar stacks such as the p-stacking distance between individual
molecules. Figure 14.7a shows a typical 2D pattern for a hexadodecyl-substituted
HBC (2) in its liquid crystalline phase that is formed at temperatures above 105 �C.

Figure 14.8 Schematic illustration of (a) the filament alignment by extrusion using a mini-
extruder, (b) the position of the fiber sample toward the 2D detector, and (c) characteristic 2D
wide-angle X-ray scattering pattern of an extruded filament based on discotic nanographenes.
Adapted from Ref. [46].
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The meridional reflections indicate that the molecules are arranged perpendicularly
with their planes to the columnar axis with a p-stacking distance of 0.35 nm. The
relation of the positions of the equatorial scattering intensities by 1:

ffiffiffi
2

p
: 2 points

toward a hexagonal intercolumnar arrangement (Figure 14.7a) that is most favorable
for cylindrical structures and characteristic of the liquid crystalline state. In contrast
to this, in the crystalline phase the nanographene molecules revealed a different
organization in which the disks are tilted to the columnar axis as indicated by the so-
called off-meridional reflections (Figure 14.7b). This intracolumnar packing leads to
asymmetric columns that adapt a rectangular ormonoclinic unit cell presented as an
example in Figure 14.7b. The degree of order and molecular dynamics, both
determine the type of the thermal phase, are closely related to each other. Therefore,
besides X-ray scattering it is essential to perform very fast magic angle spinning
(MAS) solid-state NMR spectroscopic measurements to gain a full picture of the
thermotropic behavior of a discotic nanographene. This technique provides detailed
information on the molecular packing and dynamics of these disk-like molecules in
different phases [50]. In comparison to the above-discussed X-ray scattering results
for HBC-C12 (2), in the MAS solid-state NMR distinct aromatic resonances are
observed in the crystalline phase due to different magnetic environments of the
symmetry equivalent aromatic protons caused by the ring current effect of adjacent
layers. On the other hand, the packing changes in the liquid crystalline phase, and an
averaging of the multiple signals into a single resonance is observed due to an axial
motion of the HBC disks in the column (Figure 14.9).

14.3.2
Helical Packing of Discotic Nanographenes

The organization of single building blocks into complex helical structure is displayed
impressively in nature such as the double helix of DNA [51]. Inspired by this type of
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molecular arrangement and the resulting distinct properties of the material, supra-
molecular chemists attempt to understand the mechanism behind this self-organi-
zation process in order to adapt the principles for functionalmaterials to gain desired
properties. The helical packing of discotic molecules has been already reported for
small PAHs such as hexahexylthiotriphenylene [52]. Indeed, time-of-flight (TOF)
experiments for this compound in its helical phase showed the highestmobilities for
discotics so far, which was related to both the lack of grain boundaries due to the
liquid crystalline phase and the high crystalline-like helical order. Theoretical
considerations indicated that these values are even significantly larger [53]. The
formation of helical stacks not only does enhance the charge carrier transport, but it
also leads to high stability of the supramolecular structures at elevated temperatures
due to the improved interaction viamolecular interlocking.As described above, in the
crystalline phase alkyl-substituted nanographenes do not perform a rotation with
respect to each other, but the aromatic cores are rather shifted to each other [54]. In
contrast, bulky substituents attached directly at the core are rotated on the molecular
plane and hinder in this way a direct face-to face packing of the molecules [55].
In order to overcome the steric hindrance at the core proximity, the building blocks
rotate with respect to each other by a corresponding angle that depends on the
number and position of substituents and themolecular symmetry. Hexaphenylalkyl-
substituted HBCs (7–8) are one of themost prominent examples for helically packed
nanographenes [56]. The structural analysis revealed that these disks are twisted by
20� in the columnar stacks to each other and forma helical pitch of 1 nmconsisting of
three molecules, whereby every fourth disk is in the same positional order
(Figure 14.10a). These experimental observations were in good agreement with a
structural model that was developed on the basis of accompanying quantum

Figure 14.10 (a) 2D WAXS pattern of the
extruded filament of HBC-PhC12 (7)
(dashed lines indicate Miller�s indexes
assigning the intracolumnar packing),
(b) definition of the twisting angle in the

columnar stack of HBC-Ph, and dependence of
the energy of an HBC dimer on the twisting
angle as obtained in quantum chemical
calculations at the RIBP86/SVP level.
Adapted from Ref. [56].
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chemical calculations. This model indicated the out-of-plane rotation of the
attached phenyls toward the aromatic core provoking this helical organization
(Figure 14.10b). In the case of 7, solid-state NMR experiments indicated that the
phenyl substituents additionally performaflipping from20� to�20� toward theHBC
plane [48]. On the other hand, the helical packing is independent of chiral alkyl
substituents, while alkyl chirality generates only a uniform handedness of the twist.
The superstructure of both compounds 7 and 8 fulfills the classification of a plastic
columnar discotic that possesses three-dimensional order withminor fluctuations in
positions. The appearance of plastic phases in columnar structures is rare and was
also reported for triphenylenes [57, 58]. Typically, at higher temperatures the degree
of helical organization decreases due to lateral and longitudinal dynamics of the
discotic molecules. Furthermore, as for other plastic discotics annealing at ambient
conditions improves the long-range arrangement of the disks along the columnar
structures. This reorganization is attributed to a self-healing process of the plastic
material. Asmentioned above, this feature is desirable for the application of this kind
of material as active layers in electronic devices. The helical packing of themolecules
results finally in a considerable stability of the mesophase up to 500 �C, which is
rather unique for liquid crystals. The introduction of more bulky substituents can
change helical packing. For instance, the increase in the space filling between the
columnar stacks by attaching diphenylacetylene arms tightens the intracolumnar
packing of the molecules, reduces the rotation angle, and increases the helical
order [59].

The helical packing was successfully controlled also for other core extended
nanographenes (10 and 11), both possessing another disk symmetry, by attaching
phenyl attachments of adequate steric demand. In both cases, the presence of bulky
phenyls at the core proximity induced a helical arrangement in the columnar stacks
following the same principles that were applied for the hexaphenyl-substituted
HBCs. X-ray scattering results indicated for the C3 symmetric 10 a rotation of 40�

to each other and a helical pitch of 1 nm consisting of three molecules [43]. This
specific intracolumnar arrangement was attributed to the C3 molecular symmetry
of 10. Further development of themolecular design and the synthetic route allowed to
introduce phenyl substituents at distinct positions at the aromatic core. Upon
modification of the substitution pattern, the intracolumnar packing is controlled
fromhelical stacking to a staggered arrangement [60]. For 11a a helical period of 1 nm
at every fourth unit suggesting a packing with amolecular rotation of 60� was found.
In sharp contrast, compound 11b revealed a staggered packing characterized by a
corresponding period of 0.72 nm, twice the stacking distance, and a correlation of
every secondmolecule along the columns. The lateral rotation of the ovalene-shaped
nanographenes by 90� to each other is initiated not only by the hindrance of the
phenyl rings at the aromatic core as for 11b but also by the introduction of alkyl side
chains at the para position. The different lateral rotation angles of the molecules 11a
and 11b are attributed to a different peripheral space filling of the side chains. Since
compound 11a carries only four alkyl substituents in comparison to 11b with six
chains, the resulting rotation of 11a is smaller to fill the peripheral space by the
attached phenyls.
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14.3.3
Complementary Interactions

The introduction of hydrogen bonds at the aromatic core of a nanographene, with a
strength ranging from 4 to 120 kJ/mol, besides already existing p-interactions
(0–50 kJ/mol), is an additional instrument for the development of supramolecular
architectures that is well known for a diversity of molecular systems [61, 62].

As one possibility, functional groups capable of forminghydrogen bonds are added
either directly or through rigid linkers at the nanographene disk to enhance the
degree of order within a single column (Figure 14.11a). On the other hand, hydrogen
bonds between columns are formed if the functional group is separated from the
aromatic core by a flexible spacer (Figure 14.11b). The attachment of amido (12) or
ureido (13) groups to the HBC moieties is thereby especially effective due to their
relatively strong and directional hydrogen bonds acting within the columns [63]. The
structural investigations indeed indicated a strong influence of the hydrogen
bonding interactions on stacking and especially on the thermotropic properties.
Interestingly, after annealing of compounds 12a, 13a, and 13b the phase transition of
the liquid crystalline phase became irreversible. After annealing at high temperatures
in the liquid crystalline state and slowly cooling down the sample to the initial
temperature, only an irreversible endothermic transition during the heating cycle
was observed and the crystalline phase with its characteristic organization could not
be recovered. Instead, the high temperature LC supramolecular arrangement was
maintained due to the intermolecular hydrogen bonding between side chains
cementing the intracolumnar structure, while the order imposed by p-interactions
remained. It has to be pointed out that this effect could be observed only for
nanographeneswith functional groups attached directly to the aromatic cores leading
to intracolumnar hydrogen bonds that are established between diskswithin the same
stack. In contrast to this, the position of carboxylic acids (14 and 15) or alcohol groups
as hydrogen bonding functionalities terminated at long alkyl spacers far from the
aromatic core resulting in the formation of intercolumnar hydrogen bonds [44]. The

Figure 14.11 Schematic illustration of (a) intracolumnar and (b) intercolumnar hydrogen bonds.
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length of the tethers between the aromatic core and the functional groups appeared as
a key factor for the organization. This strong influence was reflected by an unusually
highmesophase transition temperature andnontilted stacking in a pseudocrystalline
phase. It was observed that a short tether (14a) can stay longer in the hydrogen-
bonded state due to the reduced freedom of movement. This leads to stronger
intermolecular interactions and thus to an improved order in the bulk and higher
transition temperatures. These additional noncovalent forces distort the preferred
low temperature tilted arrangement toward a nontilted one. By adding a second short
tethered carboxylic group to the para position of the nanographene (15), a complete
distortion was achieved and a change in the intercolumnar lattice from hexagonal to
orthorhombic was observed. Besides hydrogen bonds, dipole interactions serve as a
tool to effectively control the self-assembly [64]. C3-symmetricHBCs with alternating
polar ester and apolar alkyl chains that are attached to the hexaphenyl HBCs either
directly or through a spacer group indeed revealed a profound influence of even
subtle structural changes. Compound 16, which directly carries the ester groups at
the hexaphenyl-substituted aromatic core [65], revealed a unique columnar align-
ment in the extruded filaments since its columnar superstructures were arranged
perpendicular to the alignment direction what is only observed for high molecular
weight main-chain discotic polymers consisting of covalently linked tripheny-
lenes [66]. The packing mode of 16 was therefore attributed to the pronounced
noncovalent dipole intercolumnar forces induced by ester groups coexisting with the
p-stacking interactions as schematically illustrated in Figure 14.12. The alternating
attachment of the polar ester groups and apolar alkyl chains resulted in a local phase
separation of the substituents in the molecular periphery. The comparison to HBCs
possessing a different molecular symmetry highlighted the crucial role of the disk
design in the organization. The further structure formation during alignment is
assumed to follow the scheme presented in Figure 14.12. First, a 2D in-plane
hexagonal network is established due to the strong intermolecular dipole interactions
between the ester groups of individual building blocks. This network possesses the
necessary aspect ratio to be oriented with the molecular planes along the alignment
direction. In the second step, the p-stacking interactions during alignment lead to a
3D hexagonal columnar array.

Dipole interaction can occur not only between columnar structures, as described
above, but also within the stacks influencing the packing of individual nanogra-
phenes. In the case of C3, symmetric meta-trimethoxy-substituted HBC 17 with
three alternating methoxy and alkyl substituents, X-ray scattering experiments
exposed a remarkable helical organization with a large intracolumnar correlations
(Figure 14.13) [67]. This enhanced order was obtained after cooling the compound
from the liquid crystalline state. The pronounced dipole forces were also indicated
from the changed intracolumnar packing mode from a tilted to a nontilted arrange-
ment after annealing as reported for nanographenes 12 and 13with hydrogen bonds.
The analysis of the X-ray pattern implied that in contrast to the nanographenes
substituted by bulky phenyls, the steric hindrance is not the origin for the helical
organization but local dipole moments between the C�O bonds of individual
neighboring molecules in the columnar stacks. Therefore, the rotation angle was
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relatively small for 17. The introduction of additional noncovalent forces does not
only influence the interactions betweenmolecules and their packing but also the self-
assembly from solution leading inmany cases to pronouncedfibrous nanostructures
several hundred micrometers in length. This essential aspect of supramolecular
chemistry will be discussed later.

The stabilization of self-assembled columnar structures can also be achieved
through chemical covalent cross-linking. This approach consists of cross-linking
discotic nanographenes bearing a functional group to fix the molecules irreversibly
into a superstructure network.HBCderivatives with reactivemethacrylate or acrylate
moieties were successfully cross-linked by both light and heat as external initiation to
freeze in situ their organization in either in the crystalline phase or in the liquid
crystalline state [68, 69]. Figure 14.14 presents the DSC traces together with X-ray
scattering patterns observed during cross-linking of 18 in the LC phase that was

Figure 14.12 Schematic illustration of
self-assembly and orientation during
mechanical processing of 16 that assembles
first through dipole interactions into a
2D network and in a further step through

p-stacking into a 3D hexagonal columnar
organization. The red arrow indicates the
alignment direction to which the columns
are arranged perpendicularly. Adapted
from Ref. [65].
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Figure 14.13 (a) C3 symmetric HBC 17 with
three alternating methoxy and alkyl
substituents, (b) 2D-WAXS at 30 �C after
annealing, and (c) schematic illustration of

the intracolumnar arrangement of 17 at 30 �C
after annealing into a helical organization with a
disk rotation of about 4.28�. Adapted from
Ref. [67].

Figure 14.14 DSC heating traces and X-ray
scattering patterns of the cross-linking process
of 18. The first heating shows a phase transition
from crystalline to liquid crystalline phase and
the characteristic organizations in the
corresponding phases. At temperatures above

150 �C, a large exothermic peak in the DSC
indicates the cross-linking. Back at low
temperatures, the LC structure is
maintained, while the phase transition
cannot be recovered during the second
heating.
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maintained after cooling back the material. As an advantage in comparison to other
discotics, the structural order was not influenced by the cross-linking process but
rendered the material insoluble. Since grain boundaries and structural defects wane
in the LC phase, the fixation of such state down to ambient temperatures is
considered to be beneficial for charge transport in devices. Furthermore, photo-
cross-linking of the acrylate-functionalized nanographenes can be applied for
lithographic processes to produce nanostructured surfaces.

14.4
Charge Carrier Transport Along Nanographene Stacks

Discotic nanographenes possess extensive molecular p-orbitals in which the elec-
trons are delocalized. Due to the interaction between the p-orbitals of adjacent
aromatic cores, a one-dimensional pathway for chargemigration along the columnar
structures is created. The peripheral substitution of the aromatic cores with long
aliphatic hydrocarbon chains provides an insulation of the conducting core as
schematically illustrated in Figure 14.15a. The charge transport takes place via
hopping between localized states of neighboring aromatic molecules with an
assumed jump time between 75 and 750 fs for HBCs in the mesophase [70].
A detailed study of the charge transport mechanism in discotic liquid crystalline
materials was performed byWarman and van de Craats by using the pulse-radiolysis
time-resolved microwave conductivity (PR-TRMC) technique [71]. With using
this method, it is possible to estimate the charge carrier mobility on a nanometer
length scale (interface effects caused by electrodes are avoided and electric field
effects are minimized), so traps caused by structural defects and impurities are far

Figure 14.15 (a) Schematic illustration of the
columnar 1D pathway for charge migration
along a nanographene stack, whereby the
conductive aromatic cores are insulated by the

attached alkyl side chains; (b) semilogarithmic
plot of the exponential conductivity decay time,
versus the calculated disk diameter, D, for hexa-
alkyl-substituted HBCs (g).
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less disturbing. Therefore, it is important to emphasize that the charge carrier
mobilities determined by this technique provide information different from tech-
niques such as TOF [72, 73] or FET. In the TOFmeasurement, the transition time of
laser-generated charge carriers is recorded that migrate from one electrode to an
opposite one under an externally applied electric field. The motion of the charges
through the bulk material is highly defect controlled and is decreased by local and
macroscopic traps. In strong contrast, PR-TRMCreveals only intrinsic or local charge
carrier mobilities between several molecules, whereas the mobilities in the bulk
obtained by the TOF and FET experiments are usually several orders of magnitude
lower due to a higher degree of disorder and possible trapping sites at grain
boundaries. The charge carrier mobility derived from the PR-TRMC technique can
be considered as the maximum value. Indeed, for well-aligned triphenylenes it was
possible to confirm the local PR-TRMC mobility by TOF measurements [74, 75]. It
has to be stressed out that the higher the dimensionality of the charge transport in a
semiconductor, the lower the influence of single defects. Since such a defect acts as
significant scattering side in one-dimensional columnar pathways, structural at-
tempts toward higher dimensionality are mandatory.

In general, the charge transfer along an ideal conjugated system is more efficient
than the charge hopping between neighboring p-stacked aromatic molecules.
Nevertheless, high mobilities at room temperature for discotic HBCs were obtained
due to their pronounced self-organization propensity into highly ordered supramo-
lecular structures [76], which might be considered to be an upper limit attainable for
noncovalently bonded materials. It was found that the charge carrier mobility in the
hexagonal liquid crystalline phase ismore dependent on the size of the aromatic core
than on the cofacial distance between neighboring cores within the columnar
stack [77]. This relationship was explained by the increased p-orbital overlapping
in the case of the larger aromatic cores leading to a more stable columnar structure
thus increasing the intracolumnar charge transport. The mobility increased from
0.1 cm2/(V s) for triphenylenes [78] to 1.1 cm2/(Vs) for HBCs [76], whereby the
influence of the chain length on the charge carrier mobility became negligible for
discotic nanographenes with larger aromatic [79] cores.

The transport of mobile charge carriers can be limited by their recombination and
trapping as both decrease the device performance. Recombination can be controlled
by the insulating effect of the alkyl side chains around the conductive columnar core.
The lifetime determined for a series of linear and branched alkyl chain HBC
derivatives by PR-TRMC provided information on this insulating nature of the alkyl
mantel and was derived from the timescale for intercolumnar tunneling of electrons
through the intervening aliphatic hydrocarbon chains [80]. This close relation is
evident from the plot in Figure 14.15b presenting a significant increase in the
timescale of the decay of the radiation-induced conductivity from a few hundred
nanoseconds to close to amillisecond as the peripheral alkyl substituents increase in
size from 8 to 24 carbon atoms with corresponding disk diameters, D, from 2.4 to
3.7 nm. The decay kinetics is a function only of the total number of peripheral carbon
atoms with no evidence for specific effects of chain branching. On the other hand,
charge carriers can be trapped by inorganic impurities or by structural defects. As for
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inorganic semiconductors, the mobility of charge carriers for discotic nanogra-
phenes is a function of intracolumnar order. Typically, in highly ordered crystalline
phases the mobility reaches its maximum. Heating the discotic to above the liquid
crystalline phase transition, the decrease of order is accompanied by a sharp decline
in mobility [81]. For columnar disordered systems, as shown in Figure 14.16, the
mobility might drop even close to zero. The reversible phase transition at lower
temperatures allows to recover the high order together with pronounced mobility
value.

14.5
Solution Aggregation and Fiber Formation

The self-assembly of nanographenes in solution or upon deposition from solution is
an important aspect of processing thesematerials as organic semiconductors in thin-
filmelectronic devices, and apart frommonolayer andbulk, it is the third definition of
organization. Organization in solution can be considered an initial structure for-
mation upon surface deposition. The solution processing determines the macro-
scopic order and film morphology and effects therefore the charge carrier transport
through the active layer. The fabrication parameters such as the nature of solvent,
temperature, concentration, and surface treatment allow to control the structure
formation. On the other hand, the molecular design of nanographenes, for example,
shape and size of the aromatic core and type of substituents, also plays a crucial role
for self-organization during device preparation. Therefore, the understanding of the
relation between the molecular architecture and the self-assembly both in solution
and on the surface during solution deposition is necessary for a successful device
fabrication. The size and geometry of the alkyl substituents is the most effective

Figure 14.16 Temperature dependence of the PR-TRMC mobility of 20 for the first heating
(full circles), cooling (open circles), and final heating back to room temperature (full triangles).
Adapted from Ref. [81].
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instrument to control the interaction of molecules in solution (Figure 14.17). The
noncovalent p-stacking interactions are disturbed by the steric hindrance of side
chains, whereby the degree of steric demand is assigned by their length and
bulkiness. Concentration-dependent 1H NMR chemical shifts (Figure 14.18) were
recorded for twoHBCderivatives (2 and 19) with side chains of significantly different
steric hindrance [82]. The derivative with linear dodecyl side chains HBC-C12 (2)
revealed strong aggregation at considerably lower concentrations in comparison to 19
as evidenced by the change in the chemical shift. As expected, compounds with less
bulky substituents are well soluble and, as presented in Table 14.1, possess a higher
self-association constant.

R R

R

R

R

R

R =

19

20
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Figure 14.17 HBCs with different side chains to control their solubility and self-assembly from
solution.

Figure 14.18 Concentration-dependent 1H
NMR chemical shifts of 2 and 19 recorded in
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane-d2 (30 �C, 500MHz)
and fitted with the indefinite self-association

model including next nearest-neighbor
relations. The insets display AFM
topologies of spin-coated films.
Adapted from Ref. [82].
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Apart from the influence of the solution aggregation, the side chains show a great
effect on the self-assembly during solvent evaporation. The insets in Figure 14.18
display differentmorphologies after spin coating the solutionwith the corresponding
concentrations. For 19 with a high self-association constant, distinct fibers were
formed. At low concentrations, it was possible to observe even single nanofibers. An
additional structure analysis revealed that the columnar stacks are organized along
these fibers. In strong contrast, at high concentrations only an amorphous film of 19
is observed in the AFM image, while at low concentrations single 60–80 nm wide
blobs with a height of about 3 nm appeared, which were randomly distributed over
the surface indicating poor aggregation.

Although few nanographenes exhibit a low association constant such as 21, fiber
formation from solution can be adjusted by changing the evaporation rate during
processing. Compound 21 revealed significantly shorter fibers when drop cast from
solvents such as THF (Figure 14.19a) in comparison to 2 that formed pronounced
fibers from various solvents of different boiling points. Interestingly, changing to
high-boiling point solvents with low evaporation rates centimeter-long, crystalline
fibers of 21 were obtained. This concentration-dependent assembly of 21 indicates
the important role of the kinetics on the structure formation that was attributed to the
steric requirement of the dovetailed alkyl substituents. Nanographeneswith this kind
of kinetics can be macroscopically aligned by methods such as dip coating [83, 84].

Table 14.1 Association constants for self-aggregation of the hexa-alkyl HBC derivatives
(2 and 19–21) in 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane-d2 at 30 �C.

Compound Ka (l/mol)

2 898
19 2.9
20 1.8
21 13.4

Figure 14.19 Polarized optical microscopy (POM) images of 21 drop cast from a solvent with
(a) low and (b) high boiling point. Adapted from Ref. [82].
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During this dip coating process at higher concentrations and low solvent evaporation
rates, a uniaxial orientation of 21 into surface layers was achieved [82] (Figure 14.20).

As described above, thep-stacking interactions fromalkylatedHBCs competewith
intermolecular van der Waals interactions during the formation of long fibrous
nanostructures. The introduction of additional noncovalent forces can lead to the
growth of nano-objects with a more complex organization. Aida and coworkers
developed Gemini-shaped amphiphilic HBCs with two hydrophobic dodecyl chains
on one side of the core and two hydrophilic triethylene glycol (TEG) chains on the
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Figure 14.20 Amphiphilic HBC nanographenes with (a) Gemini shape and (b) alternating chain
arrangement that organize into nanotubes and nanofibers.
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other (22–24) [85, 86]. Due to the incompatibility between the hydrophobic and
hydrophilic parts of the molecules, a self-assembly in polar solvents takes place to
form several tens of micrometer-long tubular nanotubes consisting of helically
rolled-up bilayer tapes. The structure is presented in Figure 14.21, where a local
phase separation occurred with the inner and outer layers being connected by
interdigitation of the dodecyl side chains and the TEG chains being located on both
sides of the tubular wall. The substitution of the ethylene glycol chains by chiral
oxyalkylene side chains (23) results in one-handed helical chirality of the graphitic
nanotubes, where the single helical sense was determined by the major enantio-
mer [87]. Even the incorporation of large hydrophobic groups, such as norbor-
nene [88] and trinitrofluorenone [89] pendants, into the termini of the ethylene glycol
chains hardly hinders thenanotube formation.On the other hand, nonanotube could
be observed for HBC nanographenes with branched alkyl side chains (24) probably
due to their pronounced steric demand similar to the fully alkylated HBCs [90]. In
contrast to this tubular assembly, amphiphilic HBC carrying imidazolium ion
pendants showedfilledfibers [91]. The combined secondary forces such asp-stacking
and ion–ion interactions between the imidazolium salts established a nanofiber
organization with its size and shape sensitive to the evaporation rate of the
corresponding solvents.

The amphiphilic character is also established by alternating the hydrophilic–hy-
drophobic substituents (26–28) around the aromatic core providing an additional
control tool over the self-assembly of nanostructures [92]. The steric demand of the
hydrophobic alkyl chains is essential for the tailoring of the liquid crystalline phase in
bulk and self-assembly in solution and on the surface. Derivatives with linear alkyl
side chains (27) formed after drop casting pronounced helical bundles with a
diameter between 100 and 400 nm and the length of several tens of micrometers
in which the columns were aligned along these structures (Figure 14.22a and b). It
has to be noted that this organization was in contrast to the Gemini-shaped
nanographenes. Compound 26 with bulky branched chains showed instead fibrous
structures only small globular droplets composed of randomly deposited material.
This corresponded to the low aggregation behavior of 26 in solution as demonstrated
also by theUVand PL spectra andwas in line with Aida�s observation for theGemini-
shapedHBC (24). Local dipole interactions not only influence the organization in the
bulk solid state as described above but also assist the nanofiber formation during
solution deposition. In the case of 16, fibrous structures with a diameter of around
100–200 nm and several micrometers in length were grown from a THF/methanol

Figure 14.21 The hierarchical structure formation of a nanotube consisting of 22. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [86]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 14.22 (a) Electron microscopy (EM) of 27 grown from MeOH:CHCl3¼ 2 : 1 solution;
(b) HRTEM image displaying columnar structures of 27within such fiber (inset: electron diffraction
pattern with reflections assigned to the p-stacking distance of 0.35 nm). Adapted from Ref. [92].

solvent mixture. The pronounced aggregation in this solvent mixture was indicated
by significant broadening and tailing of the bands of theUV/vis andfluorescence. The
structural analysis implied that the submicrometer-sized fibers consist of 50–100
bundles of stacked molecular wires that are oriented along fiber. On the other hand,
the drop casting of 17 from different solvents including toluene, THF, and CHCl3
displayed in all cases a similarmorphology consisting of afibrous networkwithfibers
of an average diameter of 500 nm and a length up to a few hundred micrometers.
High-resolution TEM displayed individual columns well oriented along the fiber
direction suggesting a high supramolecular order. The distinct organization was
related to the methoxy units at the meta positions and the high intermolecular
interactions that were already observed for the bulk (Figure 14.13).

Local phase separation in the disk periphery can be induced not only between side
chains of different nature as described for the amphiphilic nanographenes but also
between different sections within the same substituent assisting self-organization
into nanostructures. For instance, HBC derivatives with side chains consisting of an
alkylated and a perfluoroalkylated section assemble into long monostranded molec-
ular stacks from benzotrifluoride (29) [93, 94]. The alkylated section acted as a four-
carbon spacer between the core structure and the six-carbon perfluorinated tail
(Figure 14.23). The pronounced tendency toward long fiber formation was related to
maximum flexibility between the rigid core structure and the semirigid perfluor-
oalkyl tail and to the prevention of crystalline alkyl chain–alkyl chain interactions.

The remarkable increase in performance of silicon electronics over the last few
decades is basedmainly on the downscaling of the circuits that is expected to run into
fundamental limits in near future. Alternative technologies for further device min-
iaturization are molecular electronics that consists of single molecules, in mostly
carbon nanotubes, bridging the electrodes [95, 96]. The growth of nanographenes into
nano-objects enables their application in molecular electronics within the nanoscale.
However, the investigation of individual nanoscale fibers in electronic devices is not
straightforward since first of all, a sufficient contact of the nanostructures with metal
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electrodeshas to be ensured. The pick-and-placemethodof singlefibers of31has been
applied for the fabrication of FET devices (Figure 14.24a) [97]. After a mat of nano-
stacks from solution is grown by slow evaporation, an elastomer stamp is pressed into
this mat so that few wires are transferred to the stamp. This stamp is again pressed
onto the device substrate to deposit these structures. Top contact transistor character-
istics indicated a hole-transporting behavior of the nanofibers of 31, whereby their
length spanned the electrodes (Figure 14.24). The structure study revealed that the

Figure 14.23 (a) Perfluoroalkylated HBC and (b) hexa-cata-hexabenzocoronenes as
nanographenes.

Figure 14.24 Nanodevices based on
nanographenes: (a) image of an isolated
fiber of 30 that spans electrodes in a FET
device. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [97]. Copyright 2006 American Chemical
Society. (b) Setup of a molecular sensor based

on monolayers of 32 or 33 with groups
capable to form covalent bondings to
the silicon oxide surface. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [101].
Copyright 2006 National Academy of
Sciences USA.
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columnar stacks are oriented along the fiber direction. The carrier mobility in these
objects was determined to be 0.02 cm2/(V s). Identical values have been reported for
spin-coated films of the fourfold alkoxy-substituted liquid crystalline 30 [98]. The
aromatic core of 30 has two p-systems attributed to the inner radialene core, which
allows a 1D charge transport, and the outer out of-plane alkoxyphenyl rings insulating
the inner pathway [99]. The device performance of 30 was enhanced once again by
using the so-called pick-up-stick transistor concept that is based on a thin-film device
consisting of a bilayer structure with an array of carbon nanotubes as an underlayer
and 30 overcoat. The improved device charge carrier mobility of 0.1 cm2/(Vs) in
comparison to that ofHBCwithout aCNTunderlayerwas attributed to themodulation
by the CNTdensity [100]. Modified field-effect transistors also bear great potential as
molecular sensors. Monolayers of functionalized nanographenes 32 and 33, which
covalently bond to silicon oxide surface of a transistor silicon wafer, were contacted by
an individual metallic single-walled carbon nanotube to obtain ultrasmall point
contacts that were separated by only a few nanometers as the source and drain
electrodes (Figure 14.24b) [101]. The transistor channel in which the molecules
assembled laterally into columns was reached through an oxidative cutting of
nanotube. Transistors with large current modulation and high gate efficiency were
fabricated that varied during exposure to electron-deficient molecules confirming the
successful operation as sensors.

An alternative but exceptional approach toward nanoscopic one-dimensional
fibers or tubes is based on templating the organic material inmicroporous inorganic
membranes with a well-defined pore diameter [102]. The organic molecules are
introduced into the pores from the isotropicmelt or solution and self-assemble while
wetting the pore walls (Figure 14.25a). The tubular or filled nanofibers with regular
and well-defined shape are obtained after removing (dissolving) the template [103].
The shape of these objects is adjusted simply by the geometric confinement of the
pores. Discotic nanographene 19 was deposited from the melt into an aluminum
template, whereby in the pores during cooling the molecules assembled into highly
ordered and macroscopically self-aligned organization [104]. X-ray scattering tech-
niques revealed that themolecules arranged in the edge-on fashion at the pore walls,
while the columnar stacks self-aligned along the pore. Identical orientation was
reported for melt templated discotic triphenylenes [105, 106]. After removing the
template, filled fibers were obtained with the structure that was found already in the
pores (Figure 14.25b). Contrary to thismelt processing,which resulted infilledwires,
solution deposition allows the fabrication of hollow tubes. After filling the mem-
branes from solution, compound 18 was thermally cross-linked through functional
acrylate groups providing mechanical stability to the nanostructures [69]. After
dissolution of the inorganic template, well-defined nanoscaled tubes were observed
in which the columns were oriented along the axis (Figure 14.25c). As an additional
possibility, the prealigned organic material can be directly pyrolyzed in the template
yielding graphite nanotubes, where the graphitic sheets are perpendicular to the tube
wall [107]. In contrast to common carbon nanotubes, in which the graphene layer is
directed along the tube axis, the above-mentioned templated nanotubes based on
nanographene reveal layers arranged perpendicular to the axis.
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14.6
Solution Alignment on Surfaces

Disorder in the active semiconducting layer deposited between the electrodes, grain
boundaries (defects), and metal interface resistance hinder the macroscopic charge
carrier transport and thus decrease the device performance. For all organic semi-
conductors, macroscopic order and molecular alignment are essential for an
improved electronic performance [108, 109]. To attain the high local charge carrier
PR-TRMCmobilities of alkylated nanographenes in devices, it is required to span the
columnar structures in a defect-free way between the electrodes. Nanographenes as
disk-shapedmolecules can be ordered in two different ways on the surface thatfinally
determine the direction of the charge carrier transport with respect to the substrate.
In the edge-on organization, the molecules are arranged with their molecular plane
perpendicular to the surface (Figure 14.26a). Further stacking of the molecules
results in columns that are lying on surface, where the charge carrier transport takes
place parallel to the surface. This is the case in a field-effect transport in which the
transport of charges between the source and the drain electrode occurs close to the
interface under an applied gate voltage. The other possiblemolecular arrangement is
the so-called �face-on� in which the disks are lying flat on the surface (Figure 14.26b).
�Face-on� monolayers might induce further columnar growth and finally a home-
otropic phase with columns staying on the substrate. This enables a charge transport
vertical to the surface between the top and bottom electrodes that is considered to
enhance the performance in photovoltaic cells.

Solution processible organic semiconductors are especially interesting for indus-
trial applications due to their cheap and large area production by roll-to-roll printing

Figure 14.25 (a) Schematic illustration of the
templating process using an inorganic
membrane toward nanotubes and nanofibers,
(b) nanofibers obtained from 19 by melting

processing, and (c) nanotubes of cross-
linked 18 as obtained from solution deposition
into the membrane pores. Adapted from
Refs [69, 104].
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on flexible substrates [110]. Techniques such as offset or screen printing do not allow
to control the morphology and the orientation of the conjugated molecules on the
surface. Apart from the development of new organic semiconductors, it is thus
important to focus on alternative technologies for an efficient solution processing.
The zone-casting technique was successfully applied for the macroscopic orientation
of different discotic nanographenes from solution and their exploitation in electronic
devices. The zone-casting apparatus is shown schematically in Figure 14.27a and
consists of two main heating blocks. The device operates in the following way: the
solution is deposited by the nozzle on the support moving at a defined speed.
A meniscus is formed between the nozzle and the moving support in which a
concentration gradient is established. During solvent evaporation a critical concen-
tration is reached at which thematerial starts to nucleate on themoving support as an
aligned thin layer. This technique has been used for the orientation of polymers and
small semiconducting molecules proving its practicability for a broad range of
organic systems [111–113]. Furthermore, this processing method is upscalable with
potential for industrial applications and mass production. However, before the
implementation of a new technology on a larger scale, first, a fundamental under-

Figure 14.26 Schematic illustration of (a) edge-on orientation of the molecules desired in FETs
and (b) face-on arrangement allowing a homeotropic alignment considered to favor the
performance of photovoltaic cells.

Figure 14.27 Schematic illustrations of different solution alignment techniques: (a) zone casting,
(b) in magnetic or electric field, (c) on prealigned PTFE layer, and (d) Langmuir–Blodgett.
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standing is required about the aggregation of discotic nanographenes in solution and
self-assembly during solution deposition on a surface. This information is crucial for
an optimized solution processing and improved alignment.

Especially nanographenes with pronounced solution aggregation and preaggrega-
tion such as 2 (HBC-C12) were found to be appropriate for the zone-casting
alignment. This derivative self-assembled during the processing into highly ordered
surface layers [114]. A detailed structural study of the layers revealed closely packed
columnar stacks uniaxially oriented in the deposition direction with exceptionally
high length (Figure 14.28a and b). Diffraction methods confirmed �single-
crystalline� like macroscopic domains with a high orientation of edge-on arranged
nanographenes [115, 116]. The molecules stacked in the characteristic crystalline
herringbone order having amolecular tilt of 45�with respect to the stacking direction.
This crystalline order in the thin layer could be changed by heating the sample to its
liquid crystalline state, in which the disks adapted the typical cofacial, nontilted
arrangement. This transition in intracolumnar packing induced a change in the
optical behavior from near net zero optical anisotropy between cross-polarizers
for the crystalline phase to maximum anisotropy above the LC phase transition
[117, 118]. Cooling the thin film back to its crystalline phase restored the optical
isotropy verifying the reversibility of this effect.

Field-effect transistors of 2 zone-cast films were tested in the top contact geom-
etry [119]. The device characteristics revealed mobilities up to 10�2 cm2/(Vs) and
good on–off ratio of 104 along the alignment direction and thus in the direction of the
columnar structures (Figure 14.28c). Measurements performed perpendicular to the
columns showed mobilities two orders of magnitude lower implying the 1D
character of the discotic columnar semiconductor. In contrast to this, drop-cast,
unoriented fibers as shown in Figure 14.19b possess isotropic mobilities up to
10�4 cm2/(Vs) [120]. Despite the extraordinary high order and orientation, the local
PR-TRMC charge carrier mobilities for 2 were not reached. This large discrepancy
was attributed to local packing defects in single columns acting as charge carrier
barriers. For instance, Y-shaped bifurcations are well known to appear in 1D

Figure 14.28 (a) High-resolution transmission
electron microscopy of zone-cast HBC-C12 (2)
with individual columns oriented in the zone-
casting direction, (b) filtered inverse FFT (IFFT)

image indicating intermolecular periodicity
along the columns, and (c) I–V FET output
characteristics for the zone-cast layer of
2 measured along the columnar alignment.
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semiconducting systems limiting their performance, reflecting the importance for
an increase in the dimensionality of the charge carrier pathways. Identical to the
crystalline 2, liquid crystalline nanographenes of different size and shape, HBC-
PhC12 (7) andC96 (Figure 14.2), were also successfully processed by zone casting into
macroscopic orientation films [121]. This is especially interesting since liquid
crystalline molecules are typically substituted by bulky side chains that decrease
themolecular interaction in solution and lower the tendency for self-assembly during
solution deposition. On the other hand, the liquid crystallinity state of thin films for
HBC-PhC12 (7) and C96 is attractive for device application due to self-healing of
macroscopic defects such as grain boundaries. The structural study indicated an
appropriate columnar organization and edge-on arrangement of the molecules for
FEToperation. The driving force for the orientation ofmolecules during zone casting
is attributed to the concentration gradient and the moving direction of the substrate.
Another possibility is the alignment along amagnetic or electric field. For a variety of
systems, it was reported that aromaticmolecules tend to arrangewith their ring plane
along themagnetic field [122, 123]. Such external driving force of a 20 Tgradient was
applied during solution deposition of 7 in a transistor channel [124]. In the large-area
monodomains, the nanographenes were edge-on arranged with their planes along
the appliedmagnetic field, while the columnar stacks assembled by 40� to the applied
gradient. The film morphology consisted of individual fibers aligned perpendicular
to the magnetic field direction. Charge carrier mobilities up to 10�4 cm2/(Vs)
perpendicular to the aromatic planes were determined.

However, the orientation of HBC-PhC12 (7) by using electric fields is also effective
as reported for films drop cast on glass substrates or HOPG resulting in highly
ordered structures after solvent evaporation (Figure 14.27b) [125]. Thereby, the
electric field was applied parallel to the substrate surface during adsorption from
solution and subsequent drying. The long-range uniaxially aligned columnar struc-
tures in extended domains were arranged perpendicular to the direction of the
imposed electric field. As expected, in the absence of the field force, the molecules
adopted a face-on orientation on the HOPG that is related to the strong intermo-
lecular interactions between HOPG and HBC [126]. Such epitaxial influence of the
substrate on the self-assembly of the molecules is well known for preoriented and
friction-deposited poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) first reported by Wittmann and
coworkers [127, 128]. They showed for a large variety of materials that such PTFE
surface layers are capable to induce macroscopic orientation when themolecules are
deposited from solution or by sublimation. Indeed, solution processable discotic
nanographenes were successfully aligned over large areas by this method. In the
oriented films, the columnar stacks were found to be arranged parallel to the
underlying PTFE chains, while the epitaxial influence of the PTFE layer was reflected
on the organization of the 2D unit cell [129–131]. Finally, tests of these oriented films
of 7 in FETs revealed mobilities of up to 5� 10�4 cm2/(Vs) with maximum values
along the columnar alignment [132]. As discussed above, amphiphilic interactions
can lead to complex self-assembly as nanofibers during solution deposition. But
amphiphilicity of nanographenes can be explored also for their alignment on
water–air interfaces through Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) [133, 134]. For this method,
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Gemini-shaped nanographenes are required to carry on the one side a hydrophobic
and on the other one a hydrophilic substituent. After deposition onto a water surface,
the HBC nanographene molecules arrange with their hydrophilic side toward the
liquid. Such functionality can be introduced through an asymmetrically substituted
and terminated by a carboxylic acid group (14) or a polar anthraquinone group that
allows to establish a high columnar orientation after the transfer of the film from the
water surface onto a substrate [135, 136]. During this processing, the lattice depends
on the surface pressure applied on the film. Furthermore, the type of substrate plays
an important role. The application of hydrophobic quartz substrates gives typically
well-defined multilayer films after vertical dipping. Further improvement of the LB
alignment was found when poly(ethylene imine)-functionalized substrates were
used as anchor points for thefirst layer [137, 138]. In all reported cases, the assembled
nanographene columns are oriented along the dipping direction with disk planes
perpendicular to the columnar axes and stacked in a cofacial manner.

14.7
Thermal Processing

As discussed earlier, the introduction of the space-filling branched side chains
significantly decreases the aggregation of nanographenes, whereby the molecules
substituted by linear side chains possess a solubility more than three orders of
magnitude lower. The variation in the length and geometry of aliphatic substituents
not only controls the solubility but also affects the thermal properties of discotic
nanographenes. The attachment of alkyl substituents to the nanographene allows to
tune the phase transitions of the liquid crystalline state in the desired temperature
range. Plain nanographenes do not melt, while solubilizing linear alkyl side chains
leads to liquid crystalline phases, however, inmost of the cases at higher temperature.
For practical utilization, this gives the opportunity to maintain the highly crystalline
order at low operating temperatures, while only in the liquid crystalline phase at high
temperatures the material can undergo a healing process of structural defects.
Simple extension of the linear chains does not significantly influence the thermal
properties. HBCs with linear alkyl side chains possess an isotropic phase transition
temperature (Ti) above 400 �C,which is too far from applicable temperatures formelt
processing. In addition, at such temperatures thermal decomposition can occur. The
introduction of long-branched, space-filling side chains with a higher rotational
freedom is an alternative concept to dramatically lower the phase transitions by
decreasing the p-stacking interactions of the aromatic cores to a large extent.

In order to analyze the influence of branched side chains in comparison to linear
alkyl chains and chains containingmethylene groups, the isotropization temperature
was plotted as a function of the side-chain volume for hexasubstituted HBCs as in
Figure 14.29b [139]. The linear and methylene-containing chains are considered as
cylinders and the branched ones as cones. By plotting the side-chain volume on a
logarithmic scale, a linear relationship of the isotropization temperature is evident for
eachtypeof thesidechain.Particularly, thebranchedHBCderivatives followstrictly the
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linearity indicatedby thedashed line. It is apparent that thenumberofatoms in the side
chains is negligible, but the steric requirements, resulting from the high degree of
rotational freedom at the branching site as verified by solid-state NMR, play a much
more important role in the thermal behavior of the nanographenes [81]. The extended
branching of the side chains leads to a dramatic lowering of the isotropization
temperature in comparison to the substitution of linear alkyl chains. For instance,
in order to obtain an identical isotropization temperature for an HBC derivative
substituted by linear side chains as for a nanographene bearing the branched chains,
thenumberof carbonatomshas tobesignificantly increased inorder to reach the same
side-chain volume. From Figure 14.29 it is also possible to derive that the position of
branching is an additional factor for the determination of the thermal behavior. HBC
derivatives substituted by side chains branched at the b-position (19–21) show a lower
isotropization temperature than HBCs with ether linkages.

Thesubstitutionsymmetry isa strongparameter that isnot included inFigure14.29.
Highly asymmetric nanographenes such as 34 revealed a remarkable lowering of the
isotropization temperature down to 190 �C that was attributed to reduced symmetry
and the slight nonplanarity of the aromatic core (Figure 14.30) [140]. Interestingly,
despite this �unwrapping� of the alkymantel, this compound still self-assembled into
liquid crystalline columnar structureswithwell-arrangedmolecules. Furthermore, the
reduction in the side chains around the nanographene core is expected to favor an
intercolumnar charge carrier hopping and to lessen the influence of local intraco-

Figure 14.29 (a) Schematic illustration of the
rotational freedom and the space filling of a
branched C6,2 alkyl chain at different
configurations in relation to the aromatic
core (due to simplicity only one side chain is

attached to the core), (b) relation between
the isotropization temperature of
hexasubstituted HBC nanographenes
and the volume of side chains with different
architectures.
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lumnar packing defects. As a disadvantage, molecular asymmetry decreases the
crystallinity that is beneficial for the charge transport. Surprisingly, D3 symmetric
HBC (Figure 14.30, 35) with three dodecyl chains showed a transition temperature to
the isotropicmelt of only 171 �Cmaintaining the pronounced crystallinity as indicated
by X-ray scattering. The high-substitution symmetry of 35 preserves a distinct
supramolecular order crucial for the device applications, while the accessible phase
transition makes thermal processing more facile. In general, the reduction of alkyl
substituents results in a higher concentrationof the active chromophore and increases
the conductivity of the active material.

The role of the side chains is not limited to the control of the thermal properties.
The introduction of such substituents changes the self-assembly and provokes
specific morphologies with well-defined molecular orientations during thermal
processing from the isotropic state. Such distinct effect is especially obvious by
comparing 19 and 20 both carrying long branched side chains [141]. Cooling both
compounds as thin surface layers from themelt results in extended domains butwith
contrary orientations of the columnar structures (Figure 14.31). The spherulitic
domains of 19 revealed radially oriented columnar structures (Figure 14.31b), while
for 20 the columnar growth took place around the nucleation center as indicated by
synchrotron radiation microfocused X-ray scattering (Figure 14.31a). In both cases,
the molecules were arranged in the edge-on fashion. This variation in the molecular
organization resulted in different optical properties of the corresponding domains.

O

O O

34 35

Figure 14.30 HBC nanographenes with reduced isotropization temperature.
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Figure 14.31 Schematic columnar orientation for (a) 20 and (b) 19 in the domains; AFM
topographic images of (c) 20 and (d) 19 after cooling on a single surface; and corresponding POM
images of (e) 20 and (f) 19. Arrows indicate the columnar growth direction. Adapted fromRef. [141].

The application of a l-plate led to a red-blue distribution in the spherulite image
of 19 that is attributed to optically negative properties of these domains
(Figure 14.31f) [142]. The textures of 20 exhibit an opposite distribution of the
red-blue color due to optically positive behavior (Figure 14.31e). In consequence,
the pronounceddirected growth of19 over large areas during simple cooling from the
isotropic melt allowed to uniaxially align this compound along a temperature
gradient through zone crystallization [142]. Thereafter, a thin film is moved at a
defined speed from a hot plate, with a temperature above Ti, to a cold plate. At the gap
between both plates, a temperature gradient is established alongwhich the columnar
structures are oriented with edge-on arranged molecules as demonstrated by X-ray
scattering.

The homeotropic orientation of discotic nanographenes spontaneously occurs
during processing from the isotropic melt. The type of surface or cooling rate can
influence the degree of orientation; however, mainly the molecular design deter-
mines the ability toward this specific organization on surfaces. The mechanism
taking place during alignment for discotics is not fully understood.Most discotics can
be aligned only in the sandwiched geometry between two glass slides [143]. Only a
few examples have been reported for the successful alignment on one surface [144].
The introduction of heteroatoms through ether linkages in the vicinity of the HBC
core together with bulky branched side chains (37–40) resulted in the formation of
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large homeotropically aligned monodomains [145]. However, pure hydrocarbon
nanographenes such asHBCswith branched side chains (36) or �supernaphthalene�
consisting of 72 aromatic carbon atoms (41) showed for the first time that heteroa-
toms are not required for the formation of a homeotropic phase (Figure 14.32b and
c) [146, 147]. It is assumed that the homeotropic alignment is thermodynamically
favored for many discotic nanographenes and that in the first stage of the assembly
noncovalent van derWaals interactions between the molecules and the polar surface
play an important role. Typically, the homeotropic monodomains possess a dendritic
morphology that appears black between cross-polarizers since the optical axis is
aligned along the incident light beam. These dendritic textures are due to a density
change and dewetting of some parts of the film while solidification during cooling
from the isotropic melt [148].

The direction of the charge transport toward the surface depends on the arrange-
ment of the nanographenes on the surface. Time-of-flight experiments highlight this
close relation between charge transport and columnar orientation (Figure 14.33). In

Figure 14.32 Nanographenes capable of aligning homeotropically (a)HBCs (36–40), (b) large C72
(41), and (c) POM image of homeotropic C72 (41) (inset with cross-polarizers).

Figure 14.33 (a) Example of time-of-flight hole current transients of nanographenes organized
differently on the surface: face-on, weakly organized, and edge-on arranged toward the surface as
illustrated schematically (right). Adapted from Ref. [141].
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these studies, the charge carrier drift perpendicular to the surface is monitored
through the active material that is sandwiched between two electrodes. The edge-on
oriented derivative did not allow to record any signal since the bulky alkyl corona that
surrounds the aromatic core prohibited a charge carrier migration perpendicular to
the stacking axis. When molecules capable to form homeotropic phases were
processed too rapidly and small, disordered domains were obtained, an almost
dispersive transport of charge carriers was displayed due to scattering sites for
charges at grain boundaries and columnar defects. Well homeotropically ordered
macroscopic monodomains provide an undisturbed pathway for charge carriers as
evident from hole transients with a clear plateau appeared typical for a nondispersive
transport (Figure 14.33).

14.8
Nanographenes in Heterojunctions for Solar Cells

The homeotropic alignment of discotic nanographenes is considered to favor the
performance of photovoltaic cell. However, the application of organic semiconduc-
tors in this type of devices requires the mixture of two components with different
electronic affinity to form the so-called heterojunctions that ensure efficient charge
separation in the thin layer [149, 150]. Until now, it was not possible to achieve
homeotropically aligned discotics in desiredheterojunction structures. Furthermore,
the solution processing, which is usually used for the fabrication of photovoltaics,
does not lead to this characteristic alignment of molecules on the surface. Never-
theless, superior efficiencies were obtained for HBC-PhC12 (2) and perylene diimide
(PDI) mixtures that were spin coated from solution to form a controlled phase
separation between vertical layers of both compounds in the thinfilm (Figure 14.34a).
In this way, a large surface contact area between both materials led to high external
quantum efficiency of 34% at 490 nm [151]. The operation of a photovoltaic cell
strongly depends on the length of alkyl side chains of HBCs. TheHBC chromophore
is diluted and the ability to absorb light decreases with longer alkyl chains [152]. On
the other hand, derivatives with shorter substituents aremore crystalline and possess
a significantly higher order. This pronounced crystallinity results in larger interfacial
donor/acceptor separation and in an improved device performance by evaluat-
ing 19–21 (Figure 14.34b). In contrast, the derivatives with longer chains do not
segregate well from the acceptor and assemble in columnar structures containing
both compounds, a disadvantage for the charge transport along the stacks [153].
Longer alkyl side chains around the conducting aromatic core not only act as an
insulating mantel for the 1D charge transport, but also these hinder the exciton
polarization and separation in the photovoltaic cell decreasing the device perfor-
mance. Interestingly, for triangle-shaped nanographenes, this tendency was contrary
since the best performance was observed for molecules with the longest branched
side chains (42–43, Figure 14.34c) [154]. These compounds own a broad liquid
crystalline range due to their D3h symmetric extended graphene corona. The
derivative with the longest side chains (43) revealed a significant structure improve-
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ment after annealing (Figure 14.34d). Especially, the intracolumnar packing was
enhanced that is crucial for the charge transport. This annealing procedure of thin
film in the photovoltaic device resulted in considerably better performance indicating
self-healing of structural defects during thermal processing. Taking into account the
insulating effect of the chains that dissolve the aromatic chromophore, the normal-
ized EQE for 43 was one of the highest in comparison to other discotic
nanographenes.

14.9
Processing of Nondiscotic Nanographenes

The PR-TRMC studies have proven that extended nanographenes with large delo-
calized p-orbitals might possess a faster charge carrier transport in comparison to
small disks. Large PAHs have a strong p-stacking and a high order. To ensure
processibility, long aliphatic side chains are required, which on the other hand have
an insulating effect on the charge migration and leading to a defect-sensitive 1D
transport. However, pure nanographenes, whichmight allow a charge transport over
2D or 3D, are in principle inprocessible since these compounds are not soluble in
common organic solvent and are not meltable. Solvent-free matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization (MALDI) soft landing is an alternative technique to overcome
this problem allowing the deposition of large nanographenes onto surfaces
in an ultrapure form [155]. In the case of deposited HBC (1) on HOPG and

Figure 14.34 (a) Schematic illustration of a
heterojunction structure with phase separation
between vertical layers of the acceptor
perylene and donor HBC, (b) scanning
electronmicroscopy of a thin layer consisting of

PDI and HBC, and (c) triangle-shaped
nanographenes for photovoltaics, 2D
WAXS patterns of 43 before and after
annealing. Adapted from
Refs [152, 154].
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dielectrics, the generated layers consist of crystalline �edge-on� ordered nanogra-
phenes (Figure 14.35). This arrangement ofmolecular planes normal to the surface is
attributed to the high electric field at the substrate surface during the soft-landing
process and stands in contrast to the monolayer organization of individual sheets
obtained by vacuum sublimation.

14.10
Conclusions

The bottom-up approach to the implementation of graphene-like structures in novel
electronics is realized by the application of nanosized single building blocks based on
large polyaromatic hydrocarbons. The well-designed synthesis enables the variation
of their shape, size, and edge structure and allows to introduce different solubilizing
substituents and functional groups that affect to a great extent the electronic
properties, self-organization (in monolayers, in bulk, in solution, and in thin surface
layers), processibility, and device performance. This stands in a strong contrast to
large graphene sheets whose properties and processing cannot be controlled in a
straightforward way. Therefore, nanographenes offer a great potential beyond their
single-sheet nature, namely, if the aggregation into the above-described multilayers
occurs. Improved order and macroscopic alignment of nanographenes in the active
layer can be obtained over their strong intermolecular interactions and over a variety
of processing technologies controlling the arrangement of themolecules on surfaces.
High molecular packing ensures a pronounced local charge carrier transport, while
defect-free organization over long range is important for the migration of charge
carriers between the electrodes in devices. The formation of distinct thermotropic
properties of discotic nanographenes is an essential aspect of self-healing of local
defects taking place even at ambient temperatures and improving the device
performance. However, the maximum performance of nanographene-based devices
has not yet been achieved. The one-dimensional charge transport character is a

Figure 14.35 AFM image of ultrapure crystalline HBC (1) nanographene soft landed on HOPG.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [155]. Copyright 2007 Nature Publishing Group.
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limiting factor despite the high order achieved in the devices. Therefore, for future
work, an adjustedmolecular design is in the focus for the increase in the dimension-
ality of the charge carrier transport that can decrease the influence of local structural
defects. Two options are in the focus: (1) conjugated bridges between the columnar
stacks also favoring an intercolumnar motion of charges and (2) nanoribbons of
different size and shape that allow the transport along such ribbons and between p-
stacked molecules. In the latter case, one can expect brick stone-type packing that
might increase the dimensionality more. As a different parameter on the device
operation, the self-assembly on surface during processing canbe further improvedby
the introduction of functional groups capable of interfacial interactions leading to
high macroscopic order.

For miniaturization from microscopic to nanoscopic device architectures, the
processing of functional nanographenes into nanotubes and nanofibers does not
only provide valuable information about their ability to self-assemble, but also make
the fabrication molecular electronics, for example, molecular sensors, realistic.
Furthermore, this kind of nanotubes containing self-assembled molecular building
blocks represents an alterative to common carbonnanotubes.Molecularly assembled
nanotubes offer a great range of variation over the chemical and physical properties.
Moreover, self-assembly into individual nanostructures of functionalized nanoscaled
graphenes paves the way for novel device applications in molecular scale.
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15
Endohedrals
Lai Feng, Takeshi Akasaka, and Shigeru Nagase

15.1
Introduction

Endohedral metallofullerenes are created by trapping metal atoms or metal clusters
into a fullerene cage, which naturally combines the properties of fullerenes and
metals together. This novel hybridmolecule was first indicated bymass spectrometry
in as early as 1985 [1]. Six years later, the successful synthesis and isolation of La@C82

was reported by Smalley and coworkers [2]. In the following years, great efforts have
been made for the synthesis of various endohedral metallofullerenes. The encap-
sulated species were found to cover group III metals and most lanthanide metals, as
well as their nitride clusters and carbide clusters. Their fullerene cage size also ranges
from C60 to C110, possibly even smaller or bigger. How these metallic species
combine with fullerene cage has been of primary interest in the past decade. The
encapsulated atoms or clusters were widely investigated by X-ray photoemission,
photoenergy loss spectroscopy, as well as the theoretical calculations [3, 4]. All these
studies revealed an electron transfer interaction between the fullerene cage and
entrapped metal atoms or cluster. Thus, an onion-like model could be used to
describe the electronic structure of metallofullerenes, in which the interior layer
composed of metal atoms or cluster is positively charged and the exterior layer
composed of the fullerene cage is negatively charged. This electron transfer was
expected to stabilize not only the encapsulated species, but also the fullerene cage that
can sometimes be instable in the empty form. This structural feature is in remarkable
contrast with that of nonmetallic endohedral fullerenes, such as N@C60 [5],
P@C60 [6, 7], He@C60 [8], and recently synthesized H2@C60 [9, 10], in which the
nonmetal atomshave veryweak interactionswith the fullerene cage. In this sense, the
endohedral metallofullerenes are more likely a kind of chemically hybrid molecules,
whereas the nonmetallic endohedral fullerenes are physically hybrid molecules.

Due to their unique and complex three-dimensional structures, the structural
determination of endohedral metallofullerenes, including the structure of fullerene
cage and the position or motion of encapsulated metallic species, has become one of
the biggest challenges in fullerene chemistry. Generally, it is believed that the correct
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understanding of their structures might provide important clues disclosing the
formationmechanism of endohedralmetallofullerenes, and can therefore be helpful
in improving their production yield. In recent years, high-resolution nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR), MEM/Rietveld method [11], and X-ray crystallographic
method have been employed and developed for the structural determinations of
metallofullerenes. As a result, many unconventional features of metallofullerenes
have been revealed and clearly demonstrated. For example, some metallofullerenes,
such as La2@C72 [12], Sc2@C66 [13], Sc3N@C68 [14], and Tb3N@C84 [15], were
surprisingly found to violate the isolated pentagon rule (IPR).

On the other hand, as macroscopic quantities of endohedral metallofullerenes
became available in recent years, the interest in their chemical properties has been
rapidly aroused, which is actually inspired by their potential applications in material
science. A large number of recent studies especially focus on their different chemical
reactivities induced by encapsulated metallic species. These findings are also
regarded as an important aspect of the metallofullerene-science, and will be dis-
cussed in detail in this chapter.

Therefore, in the present chapter, we emphasize on the recent progressesmade in
the field of endohedral metallofullerenes since 2002, which involve their synthesis,
isolation, structural characterization, and chemical properties, as well as applica-
tions. Importantly, we attempt to understand their structural and chemical features
that are caused by the different encapsulated metallic species.

15.2
Recent Investigations in the Synthesis of Endohedral Metallofullerenes

15.2.1
The Reactive Gas Atmosphere

Endohedral metallofullerenes are usually synthesized in a modified Kr€atschmer–
Huffman generator during the vaporization of graphite rods containing metals or
metal oxides in a heliumatmosphere. This way, only the fullereneswith encapsulated
metals or metal carbide can be obtained. In 1999, a small amount of N2 was
introduced into the Kr€atschmer–Huffman generator by Dorn group, and a class of
novel endohedral fullerenes with an internal trimetallic nitride (TN) cluster
(Sc3N@C2n) was successfully synthesized in high yield [16]. Since N2 is actually the
source of thenitride atom in trimetallic nitride fullerenes, it is regarded as a �reactive�
gas, in contrast to the �nonreactive� helium atmosphere. Therefore, this method is
named as �trimetallic nitride template� (TNT) process. Besides N2, NH3 can be
alternatively introduced in the synthetic process, leading to even more predominant
production of TN fullerenes. By employing the reactive gas atmosphere, Dunch
group claimed that the relative yield of scandiumTN fullerenes is higher than 95% as
compared with the empty fullerenes and conventional metallofullerenes [17–20].
Further investigations confirmed that these reactive gases suppress the empty
fullerene formation and provide the soot extracts with a high purity of TN fullerenes.
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Very recently, air has been tentatively introduced in the fullerene synthesis process,
which has led to the discovery of an endohedral fullerene with an entrapped
tetrahedral metal oxide cluster (Sc4(m3-O)2@Ih-C80) [21]. Although air was previously
known to hamper the formation of fullerenes, herein, an increase in the airflowup to
12 Torr/min improves the production of Sc4(m3-O)2@Ih-C80. As air is the source of
the oxygen atom in C80 cage, it is also considered as a reactive gas.

15.2.2
The Solid Additive

The investigations in solid additive that is packed together with the metal oxide into
the graphic rod were performed with the aim to increase the yield of metallofuller-
enes.Up to now, the reported solid additivesmainly included transitionmetal species
and their oxides or salts. Transition metals, such as Ni [22, 23], Cu [24], and Co or
CoO [25, 26], cannot be encapsulated into the fullerene cage, but can dramatically
increase the yields of metallofullerenes. Typically, addition of Ni is beneficial for the
production of M@C2n (M¼ La [22], Tb [23]), while addition of Cu increases the yield
of Sc3N@C2n by a factor of �5 [24]. Thus, these metallic solid additives work more
like catalysts in the production of metallofullerenes.

As to another class of solid additive, such as CaNCN [27], FexN [28] and Cu
(NO3)2�5H2O [29], they are found to be evenmore efficient than thosemetals ormetal
oxide additives in selective synthesis of NT fullerenes. Their nitride ligand actually
results in the generation of nitride gas under the arc plasma condition, while the
metal ion probably works as a catalyst. Particularly, the effect of Cu(NO3)2�5H2O on
the synthesis of Sc3N@C80 has been investigated systematically. The proposed
mechanism of this modified synthesis process explains how the added Cu
(NO3)2�5H2O chemically adjusts the temperature, energy, and reactivity of the
plasma environment. In quantifying the fullerenes obtained by vaporizing the
graphite rods with increasing Cu(NO3)2�5H2O contents, the contributions of Cu
(NO3)2�5H2O to the suppression of empty fullerenes and the promotion of
Sc3N@C80 are clearly revealed. Under the optimized condition, the produced soot
exclusively contains nearly Sc3N@C80 and other insoluble composites. This study
indicated that highly selective synthesis of specific metallofullerene might be
possible and practicable.

15.3
Advances in Nonchromatographic Techniques for Separation of Endohedral
Metallofullerenes

15.3.1
Separation by Electrochemical Method

The bulk production of metallofullerenes usually generates complex mixtures of
empty fullerenes and endohedral metallofullerenes mixed together in a carbona-
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ceous soot matrix. Among them, the species extractable by organic solvents are in
small fraction, but even this part includes a great variety of fullerenes and metallo-
fullerenes in numerous isomeric forms. High-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) is the most widely used method for metallofullerene separation, which is
based on the different molecular weights, shapes, and polarities. However, this
method usually requiresmultiple steps and consumes a lot of time. Amore facile and
faster separation method is always desirable.

Recently, alternative separationmethods based on the different electrochemical or
chemical properties of metallofullerenes have been developed. As early as in 1998,
Alford group reported the efficient enrichment of small-bandgap fullerenes, such as
C74 and Gd@C60, by combined sublimation, selective reduction, and reoxidation
process [16]. Recently, Akasaka and coworkers reported a more complete separation
of metallofullerenes by electrochemical method [30]. La@C82 (C2v and Cs isomers)
and La2@C80 were selectively isolated in a few steps due to their much higher first
reduction potentials with respect to other fullerenes andmetallofullerenes. Although
further HPLC purification is necessary, the separation time is greatly reduced and
macroscale separations become possible.

15.3.2
Separation by Other Chemical Methods

Sc3N@C80 is the most abundantly yielded metallofullerene. Note that it possesses
much lower chemical reactivities relative to empty fullerenes and conventional
metallofullerenes. By taking advantage of its inertness in a Diels–Alder reaction,
Dorn and coworkers separated Sc3N@C80 directly from the soot extract by cyclo-
pentadiene-functionalized resins [31], which react with most fullerenes and metal-
lofullerenes other than Sc3N@C80. Thus, when a fullerene mixture passed through
such a resin packed column, Sc3N@C80 was eluted out, while others were absorbed
by the resins. Under the thermal condition, these absorbed fullerenes could be
released again due to the reversibility of the Diels–Alder cycloaddition. As most
M3N@C80 type metallofullerenes have nearly identical chemical properties, this
method has been likewise applied to the separations of Lu3N@C80, Gd3N@C80, and
Ho3N@C80. Also, the Ih isomer of Sc3N@C80 was separated from its more reactive
D5h isomer by a similar method.

Recently, amore convenient separationmethod known as �stir andfilter approach�
(SAFA)was developed by Stenvenson et al. [32]. By stirring fullerene andNT fullerene
mixture with cyclopentadienyl- or amino-modified silica, most fullerenes were
absorbed on the silica, while NT fullerenes, such as Sc3N@C80, Sc3N@C78, and
Sc3N@C68, were almost free of absorption and collected by filtration. As shown in
Figure 15.1, with increase in the stirring time, the NT fullerenes were gradually
enriched and even pure Sc3N@C80 was obtained finally. However, as this absorption
process is irreversible, how to recover those absorbed fullerenes becomes an open
question for further studies.

In addition, by chemical method, even an isomerical purification of metallofuller-
ene can be achieved. Echegoyen and coworkers were the first to report such a
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separation for two Sc3N@C80 isomers (Sc3N@Ih-C80 and Sc3N@D5h-C80) [33] as a
prototype. As the D5h isomer has 230mV lower oxidation potential than that of the Ih
isomer, an oxidant, tris(p-bromophenyl)-aminium hexachloroantimonate (TPBAH)
having an oxidation potential between the first oxidations of the Ih and D5h isomers,
was chosen to selectively oxidize D5h isomer, while keeping the Ih isomer intact. The
final separation was achieved on a silica chromatographic column, where the cation
of Sc3N@D5h-C80 was absorbed, and the pure Ih isomer was collected. As the two
isomers have similar retention times on HPLC columns, this redox-based method is
obviously more efficient and allows macroquantity separation in comparatively
shorter time.

As for conventional metallofullerenes, they usually have higher reactivities than
those of empty fullerenes and NT fullerenes. It appears that an adverse strategy
should be employed for their separations. It has been reported that azacrown
selectively formed a complex with La@C82 and La2@C80, which is insoluble in
toluene [34] and can be separated from other fullerenes by filtration. La@C82 and
La2@C80 were finally extracted by CS2 and collected. It is noteworthy that this
separation also involves an unusual interaction between the aza compound and
fullerenes, but largely weaker and reversible, as compared with the above-mentioned
interaction between amino-modified silica and fullerenes. Likewise, La@C82 and
La2@C80 are even selectively reduced by DMF or its thermolysis derivative. By
addition of n-Bu4NClO4, the stable anions of those lanthanum metallofullerenes
were obtained, and then extracted by acetone/CS2 mixture [35]. The subsequent
reoxidation by a weak acid, such as dichloroacetic acid, afforded neutral metalloful-
lerenes, which are soluble in toluene and subjected to further HPLC separation.

Figure 15.1 HPLC chromatograms for
unreacted fullerene species in solution at
various times for the reaction of diamino
silica (12mmol) with 50mg of fullerene
extract (�2.5mmol). Chromatographic

conditions are 0.8ml/min toluene, PYE column,
360 nm UV detection, and 50ml injection.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [32].
Copyright 2006 by The American Chemical
Society.
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15.4
Structures of Endohedral Metallofullerenes Determined by X-Ray Crystallographic
Method

In recent years, X-ray crystallography has been widely used in determining the three-
dimensional structures of endohedral metallofullerenes, including the structure of
fullerene cage, the localization of encapsulatedmetals or clusters, and themetal–cage
bonding interaction. Comparatively, the structural determinations based on NMR
spectroscopy and MEM/Rietveld method frequently appear to be incomplete and
ambiguous. Thus, especially in the last few years, the structures of either newly
discovered or previously reported metallofullerenes were mainly determined or
updated by X-ray crystallographic method.

15.4.1
Monometallofullerenes

In monometallofullerenes (M@C2n), the encapsulated metal ions can mostly be
either trivalent or divalent. Earlier studies showed that most lanthanide metals
preferably transfer three electrons to the fullerene cage, affording a class of trivalent
monometallofullerenes with an open-shell structure. Their electronic structures
were commonly described as M3þ@C2n

3�. Among them, M@C82 is the most
abundantly yielded species, which sometimes possesses two isomers and has been
extensively investigated by both experimental and theoretical tools. Due to the
paramagnetic property, their structural determinations were based on NMR spec-
troscopic studies of their anions, such as [M@C2v-C82]

� (M¼ La [36], Y [37], Ce [38])
and [La@Cs-C82]

� [39]. These studies indicated that the two isomers of M@C82 have
C2v and Cs symmetries, respectively. The first definite structure of La@C2v-C82 was
modeled by X-ray crystallographic method [40]. As shown in Figure 15.4, the
structure of La@C2v-C82 is actually presented as its carbene derivative (La@C2v-
C82(Ad), Ad¼ adamantylidene). Due to the spherical shape of fullerene cage and the
random motion of encapsulated La atom, the resulted multiple disorders hamper
either the crystallization of pristine metallofullerene or the resolution of its X-ray
structure. Nevertheless, when the La@C82 molecule is covalently �captured� by
adamantylidene, it is facile to pack its derivative in order. Thus, La@C2v-C82(Ad)
exhibits only two disorders, originating from its own chirality. As shown in
Figure 15.2a, the crystallograpically modeled C2v-C82 cage for La@C82 agrees well
with the previous NMR spectroscopic studies. The encapsulated La atom is localized
in an off-center position along the C2 axis of C2v-C82 cage and close to a six-membered
ring. The C1–C2 distance is 2.097Å, indicating a broken [6,6] bond. The distances of
La-C1 and La-C2 are 2.658 and 2.634Å, respectively, suggesting the strong La-cage
bonding. Comparatively, in case of carbene derivative of Gd@C2v-C82 [41] and
Y@C2v-C82 [42], both their X-ray structures resemble that of La@C2v-C82(Ad), which
agrees well with theDFTcalculated common structure ofM3þ@C82

3� [43]. All these
results suggest that the trivalent lanthanide ions, irrespective of whether they have f
electrons or not, might possess almost the same position in C2v-C82 cage. However, it
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is noteworthy that, in the previously presented structure of Gd@C2v-C82 [44] and
Eu@C2v-C82 [45] by MEM/Rietveld analysis, Gd3þ and Eu3þ are located near the
C�C double bond on the opposite side of C2v-C82 cage along the C2 axis.

La@C72 and La@C74 are the so-called �missing� fullerenes because they were
previously detected only by mass spectrometry and were never isolated. Recently,
La@C72 and La@C74 have been isolated in the form of their derivatives byHPLCand
characterized. Their X-ray structures (Figure 15.3a and b) definitely show a non-IPR
C2-C72 cage for La@C72 [46] and an IPRD3h-C74 cage for La@C74 [47]. In La@C2-C72,
the La3þ ion is localized close to the fused [5,5] junction, thus indicating their strong
interaction. The distances between La and two carbons of the [5,5] junction are 2.615
and 2.606Å, respectively. These are somewhat lower than the calculated values of
2.714 and 2.680Å. In case of La@C3h-C74, the encapsulated La atom is mainly
localized at a site near the dichlorophenyl group, which is a little deviated from the
calculated optimal site along the C2 axis on the Ih plane. This site shift might have
been caused by the introduction of the dichlorophenyl group.

As compared with the popularity of trivalent monometallofullerenes, only a few
divalent lanthanide ions, such as Tm2þ , Yb2þ , Sm2þ , and some divalent alkaline
earthmetals, such as Ba2þandCa2þ , can be encapsulated into fullerene cages.Due to two-
electron transfer between fullerene cage and divalent encapsulated metal, M2þ@C2n

2�has
a closed-shell structure, which enables them to possess distinct properties from those of
trivalent monometallofullerenes and empty analogues. For instance, C74and
M3þ@C74

3�are either insoluble in most organic solvents or instable under ambient
conditions due to their predicated small HOMO–LUMO gaps. However, the divalent
monometallofullerenes, including Ca@C74, Ba@C74, and Yb@C74, have good solubilities
and stabilities. Ba@C74 has been successfully isolated and characterized as Ba@D3h-C74

via anX-ray crystallographicmethod [48, 49]. AsBa@C74 and La@C74 share the same

Figure 15.2 A ORTEP drawing of (a) La@C2v-C82(Ad) (major isomer, Ad¼ adamantylidene) with
thermal ellipsoids shown at the 50% probability level and (b) the illustration of addition sites.
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D3h-C74, it implies that both [D3h-C74]
2� and [D3h-C74]

3� are highly stabilized. The
encapsulated Ba2þ ion was found to be localized in two split positions with
occupancies of 0.63 and 0.37, respectively. Theoretical calculations have indicated
that the most favorable endohedral site for the Ba atom is off-center under a [6,6]
double bond along the C2 axis on the sh plane ofD3h-C74 [50], resembling the optimal
position of La atom in La@D3h-C74 [51]. However, the observed two positions for Ba
atom are both a little deviated from the calculated one, which is attributed to the
interaction between Ba2þ and the cocrystallized Co(OEP) molecule.

15.4.2
Dimetallofullerenes

Most fullerene cages are large enough to encapsulate more than onemetal atom. Up
to now, several dimetallofullerenes have been reported [13, 52–57]. Themotion of the
two metals and the metal–cage interaction have been of great interest. A lot of
theoretical calculations and spectroscopic studies have been carried out to reveal their
possible geometrical and electronic structures. Perhaps due to their low production
yields, only a few dimetallofullerenes have been studied by X-ray crystallographic
method. La2@C72 has been predicted to have a non-IPR structure as La2@D2(10611)-
C72 by combined theoretical calculations and NMR spectroscopic studies [12]. The
recent crystallographic analysis on its carbene derivative definitely confirmed the
previously predicted structure [58]. As shown in Figure 15.4, there are two pairs of
fused pentagons on the two poles of D2-C72 cage. The two encapsulated La atoms are

Figure 15.3 ORTEP drawings of (a) La@C2-C72(C6H3Cl2) and (b) La@D3h-C74(C6H3Cl2) with
thermal ellipsoids shown at the 50% probability level. Solvent molecules and H atoms are omitted
for clarity. The fused pentagon rings are labeled by gray color.
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highly localized and close to the two [5,5] junctions, respectively. The shortest La–C
distances (2.495Å and 2.501Å) also involve the carbons on the fused [5,5] junctions,
indicating the strong associations between La3þ ions and their adjacent pentagon
pairs. Likewise, M2@Ih-C80 (M¼ La, Ce) [59] and La2@D3h-C78 [60] were also
characterized in the form of their carbene derivatives. In either case, a highly
localized and widely separated metallic ion pair was observed.

On the other hand, Er2@Cs-C82 [61] and Er2@C3v-C82 [62] were cocrystallized with
Co(OEP), respectively. The encapsulated Er2 was presented to be in randommotion.
As shown in Figure 15.5, in fullerene cage of Er2@Cs-C82, Er2 possesses multiple

Figure 15.4 A ORTEP drawing of La2@D2-C72(Ad) with thermal ellipsoids shown at the 50%
probability level. Solvent molecules and H atoms are omitted for clarity. The fused pentagon rings
are labeled by gray color.

Figure 15.5 Two orthogonal views of the
Er2@Cs-C82 molecule with all 23 erbium sites
shown as hatched circles or solid circles for the
two most highly occupied sites. Solid lines

denote the band of 10 contiguous hexagons.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [61].
Copyright 2002 by The American Chemical
Society.
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positions with occupancies ranging from 0.35 to 0.01. These positions are along a
band of 10 contiguous hexagons of the Cs-C82 cages. The Er2 withmajor occupancy is
close to a [6,6] junction and a [5,6] junction with Er–C distance ranging from 2.30 to
2.39Å. Another isomer, Er2@C3v-C82 has a similar structural feature. It appears that
the encapsulated Er3þ ions have almost equivalent associations with [6,6] junction or
[5,6] junction.

Very recently, Dorn and coworkers reported a special group of dimetallofullerenes,
M2@C79N (M¼Y, Tb), synthesized under reactive atmosphere [63]. Unlike those TN
fullerenes, N atomwas trapped in the fullerene cage, formingmetallo-azafullerenes.
Tb2@C79N was cocrystallized with Ni(OEP) and studied by X-ray crystallographic
method. Without taking account of the N-atom-induced dissymmetry, C79N cage
would have Ih symmetry as that of La2@Ih-C80. In fact, the site of the N heteroatom
definitely cannot be determined due to its serious disorders.

15.4.3
Metallic Carbide Fullerenes and Metallic Oxide Fullerenes

Since its first isolation and characterization by MEM/Rietveld analysis [64], metallic
carbide fullerene (Sc2C2@C84) has attracted considerable interest. By recent studies,
another four metallic carbide fullerenes, including Sc2C2@C3v-C82 [65–68],
Y2C2@C3v-C82 [68, 69], Sc3C2@Ih-C80 [67, 70, 71], and Sc2C2@C2v(6073)-C68 [72],
have beendiscovered and characterized. It is noteworthy that Sc3C2@Ih-C80 had been
previously characterized as Sc3@C82 by MEM/Rietveld method [73], and has been
recently revised by both X-ray crystallographic method [70] and improved MEM/
Rietveld analysis [71]. The revised structure agrees well with the NMR spectroscopic
studies on Sc3C82 anion [70]. The structure of Sc2C2@C3v-C82 determined by either
MEM/Rietveld analysis [68] or X-ray crystallography [65] agrees well with each other.
The Sc2 pair disordered over several positions even in its carbene derivative and
under low temperature (90 K) indicates its high mobility. Sc2C2 cluster shows a bent
structure in its major form (Figure 15.6), which is consistent with its DFT-optimized
structure [74]. Similarly, a bent structure of Y2C2 in Y2C2@C3v-C82was also suggested
by MEM/Rietveld analysis [68].

In a very recent report, four Sc atoms were found to be trapped inside Ih-C80 cage
together with twoO atoms, forming a novelmetallofullerene Sc4(m3-O)2@Ih-C80 [21].
As shown by its X-ray structure, the twoO atoms are localized on two of the triangular
faces of the Sc4 tetrahedron. Like encapsulated metallic carbide, Sc4(m3-O)2 was also
disordered over several orientations. The Sc�O distances range from 1.964(14) to
2.11(2) Å,which arewithin the range of commonSc�Obond length (1.87–2.29Å) for
inorganic complex. Thus, it is believed that the two oxygen atoms are involved in
organizing the four Sc atoms, whereas much longer O�C distances (2.562–2.721Å)
indicate very weak O–cage interaction.

All these studies suggest that two or more than twometals can be trapped inside a
fullerene cage in form of metallic carbide or metallic oxide, yielding stable and
energetically favored endohedral metallofullerenes. Since no �pure� metallic cluster
fullerenes have been experimentally observed by X-ray crystallographic method,
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there appears an open question about the existence of such metallofullerenes that
trapmore than twometal atoms in the formofmetallic cluster other than the forms of
metallic carbide, metallic oxide, or metallic nitride as mentioned in the following
section.

15.4.4
Trimetallic Nitride Fullerenes

As the most abundantly yielded metallofullerene species, Sc3N@C80 was first
structurally determined by the X-ray crystallographic method [16]. The encapsulated
Sc3N cluster was found to have a planar structure in an Ih-C80 cage.Up to now, several
other TN fullerenes have been characterized likewise. Themostwidely studied type is
M3N@Ih-C80 (or MM0

2N@Ih-C80), in which the encapsulated cluster is either
homometallic nitride cluster or heterometallic nitride cluster such as CeSc2N [75],
ErSc2N [25], Gd2ScN [76], GdSc2N [76], TbSc2N [76], and even ScYErN@C80 [77] with
three different metals. Partial information on the X-ray structures of those homo-TN
fullerenes is summarized in Table 15.1. In terms of the increasing ionic radius of
M3þ , the structures of M3N vary from planar Sc3N to significantly pyramidal Gd3N,
in which the nitride ion is 0.522(8) Å out of the plane of three Gd3þ ions and the sum
ofGd–Nangle ofGd3N as 341.6�, as shown in Figure 15.7a. Such pyramidalization of
Gd3N produces a high strain in its structure, which is energetically unfavorable, and

Figure 15.6 A ORTEP drawing of Sc2C2@C3v-C82(Ad) with thermal ellipsoids shown at the 50%
probability level. Solvent molecules and H atoms are omitted for clarity.
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Table 15.1 Selected crystallographic data for M3N@Ih-C80, including bond length (Å) and angles (�).

Sc3N@Ih-C80�5o-
xylene [79]

Lu3N@Ih-C80�5o-
xylene [79]

Tm3N@Ih-C80�
Ni(OEP)
2benzene [80]

Y3N@Ih-C80(C4H9N)
2.5CS2 [81]

Dy3N@Ih-C80�
Ni(OEP)
2benzene [82]

Tb3N@Ih-C80�
Ni(OEP)
2benzene [28]

Gd3N@Ih-C80�
Ni(OEP)
1.5benzene [83]

R(M3þ ) [84] 0.75 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.94
T (K) 90(2) 90(2) 90(2) 90(2) 100(2) 90(2) —

M–N 1.9931(14) Sc1 2.001(3) Lu1 2.032(6) Tm1 2.067(5) Y1 2.004(8) Dy1 2.056(4) Tb1 2.038(8) Gd1
M–N 2.0323(16) Sc2 2.0819(8) Lu2 2.020(6) Tm2 2.051(5) Y2 2.068(6) Dy2 2.089(4) Tb2 2.085(4) Gd2
M–N 2.0526(14) Sc3 2.0592(10) Lu3 2.058(6) Tm3 2.022(4) Y3 2.044(7) Dy3 2.077(4) Tb3 2.117(5) Gd3
M 2.205(4)–

2.498(4) Sc1

2.220(7)–
2.577(6) Lu1

2.349(10)–
2.539(10) Tm1

2.375(6)–
2.538(6) Y1

2.414(12)–
2.461(10) Dy1

2.423(3)–
2.497(3) Tb1

2.344(13)–
2.600(14) Gd1

M 2.145(4)–
2.367(4)Sc2

2.112(7)–
2.496(7) Lu2

2.370(9)–
2.528(9) Tm2

2.354(9)–
2.548(6) Y2

2.371(10)–
2.457(9) Dy2

2.434(3)–
2.472(3) Tb2

2.402(10)–
2.482(12) Gd2

M–C 2.147(4)–
2.302(4)Sc3

2.165(7)–
2.478(7) Lu3

2.357(9)–
2.487(9) Tm3

2.312(6)–
2.451(6)Y3

2.391(10)–
2.424(10) Dy3

2.404(3)–
2.518(3) Tb3

2.439(12)–
2.481(18) Gd3

M–N–M 120.70(7)
Sc1-N-Sc2

Lu1-N-Lu2 120.6(3)
Tm1-N-Tm2

116.9(2) Y1-N-Y2 122.2(3)
Dy1-N-Dy2

116.78(18)
Tb1-N-Tb2

111.6(2)
Gd1-N-Gd2

M–N–M 119.21(6)
Sc2-N-Sc3

Lu2-N-Lu3 117.3(3)
Tm2-N-Tm3

122.1(2) Y2-N-Y3 115.5(4)
Dy2-N-Dy3

111.63(18)
Tb2-N-Tb3

110.3(3)
Gd2-N-Gd3

M–N–M 118.47(7)
Sc1-N-Sc3

121.51(11)
Lu1-N-Lu3

122.1(3)
Tm1-N-Tm3

119.8(2) Y1-N-Y3 122.0(3)
Dy1-N-Dy3

117.65(19)
Tb1-N-Tb3

119.7(3)
Gd1-N-Gd3

S(M–N–M) 358.37 — 360.0 358.8 359.8 346.06 341.6
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hence Gd3N@Ih-C80 has extremely low production yield. If one of Gd3þ ion is
replaced by Sc3þ , formingGd2ScN@Ih-C80, the internal cluster is relaxed to a planar
form (Figure 15.7b) [76]. Also, the yield of Gd2ScN@Ih-C80 is considerably higher
than that of Gd3N@Ih-C80. In addition, as the internal M3þ ions become larger, the
N–M and M–C distances of M3N@Ih-C80 are gradually extended, indicating the
larger M3N cluster induced a �punch out� effect on the fullerene cage. Note that the
carbons adjacent to larger M3þ ions show higher pyramidalization angles (qp [78]),
which have been proposed to be crucial for the higher chemical reactivities of
M3N@Ih-C80 with larger internal M3þ ions.

Recently, as higher TN fullerenes, such as Gd3N@Cs(39 663)-C82 [85],
M3N@Cs(51 365)-C84 (M¼Tm [86], Tb [15], Gd [86]), Tb3N@D3-C86 [28], and

Figure 15.7 ORTEP drawings of (a) Gd3N@Ih-C80 and (b) Gd2ScN@Ih-C80 with thermal ellipsoids
shown at the 50% probability level. Ni(OEP) and solvent molecules are omitted for clarity.

Figure 15.8 ORTEP drawings of (a) Gd3N@Cs(39 663)-C82 and (b) Tb3N@Cs(51 365)-C84
with thermal ellipsoids shown at the 50% probability level. Ni(OEP) and solvent
molecules are omitted for clarity. The fused pentagon rings are labeled by gray color.
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Tb3N@D2-C88 [28], have been characterized crystallograpically, it is interesting to
find that, unlike M3N@Ih-C80 (M¼Tb, Gd), both Tb3N and Gd3N have flattened
structures as well as extended M–N and M–C distances in these higher fullerene
cages.Note that suchhigh fullerene cages cannot efficiently entrapSc3N cluster, as no
higher Sc3N@C2n (2n> 80) has been reported so far. The theoretical calculations also
suggest that Sc3N cannot effectively interact with cages larger than C80. On the other
hand, in those smaller TN fullerenes, including Sc3N@D3(6140)-C68 [14] and
Sc3N@D3h-C78 [26], Sc3N unit retains its planar geometry, even though the shortest
Sc–N bond (1.961Å) in Sc3N@D3(6140)-C68 is much shorter than the typical
optimum Sc–N bond length of about 2.05Å [87]. Up to now, the reported biggest
TN cluster that can be trapped inside C68 cage is Lu2Sc [88]. A slightly bigger cluster
Y3N in DFT-optimized structure of Y3N@D3(6140)-C68 is forced to be even more
pyromidal than Gd3N in Gd3N@Ih-C80, which makes Y3N@D3(6140)-C68 energet-
ically unfavorable [87]. All these studies clearly revealed a crossing selectivity between
endohedral metallic species and fullerene cages.

In addition, among the above-mentioned TN fullerenes, several species, including
Sc3N@D3(6140)-C68 [14], Gd3N@Cs(39 663)-C82 [85], and M3N@Cs(51 365)-C84

(M¼Tm [86], Tb [15], Gd [86]), do not obey isolated pentagon rule. They either have
three or one fused pentagon pair. Notably, for Sc3N@D3(6140)-C68, the three fused
pentagon pairs are symmetric to the D3 axis, and the three Sc atoms of Sc3N are
adjacent to the three [5,5] junctions, respectively [14]. As for Gd3N@Cs(39 663)-C82

and M3N@Cs(51 365)-C84 (M¼Tm, Tb, Gd), both of them have only one fused
pentagon pair on the pole of their egg-shaped fullerene cage (Figure 15.8). Likewise,
in eachmolecule, there is onemetal atom ofM3N approaching to the only [5,5] bond.
Thus, in all these non-IPR NT fullerenes, the shortest M–C separations always
involve the carbon atoms at [5,5] junctions, which highlights the significant inter-
action between the metal ions and the fused pentagon pairs. Theoretical calculations
confirmed that the charge transfer from the M3N cluster to the fullerene cage is
mainly localized in the fused pentagon pairs. Therefore, the antiaromatic fused
pentagonmoiety becomesmore aromatic [89]. In this sense, the encapsulatedmetals
seem to stabilize the non-IPR fullerene cage to some extent, which makes non-IPR
structures possible and even relatively common in endohedral metallofullerene
family.

15.5
Electrochemical Properties of Endohedral Metallofullerenes

The electrochemical properties of endohedralmetallofullerenes are frequently varied
with encapsulated metals or clusters. Sc3N@Ih-C80 and La2@Ih-C80 are two of the
widely studiedmetallofullerenes. Both Sc3N and La2 donate six electrons to the Ih-C80

cage. Their electronic structures are formally described as (Sc3N)
6þ@(Ih-C80)

6� and
(La2)

6þ@(Ih-C80)
6�, respectively. Nevertheless, these two metallofullerenes exhibit

different electrochemical properties. The first reduction and oxidation potentials of
La2@Ih-C80 are 960mV higher and only 10mV lower than those of Sc3N@Ih-C80
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(Table 15.2). Theoretical calculations have been performed to investigate these
differences. As shown in Figure 15.9, the LUMO of La2@Ih-C80 has much lower
energy level with respect to that of Sc3N@Ih-C80, while its HOMO possesses a
comparable energy level [90]. This result suggests that La2@Ih-C80 is much easier to
be reduced relative to Sc3N@Ih-C80, which is consistent with its experimentally
observed redox potentials. As forM3N@Ih-C80 (M¼Sc, Lu, Tm)with various internal
ions, their redox behaviors are similar, which consists of two irreversible reduction
steps and one reversible oxidation step in the field from 1.0 to �2.0 V (versus
Fcþ /Fc). Nevertheless, their reduction potentials are slightly negatively shifted as the
Pauling electronegativity of internal ion decreases from 1.36 for Sc3þ to 1.27 for
Lu3þ and 1.25 for Tm3þ (Table 15.2).M2@Ih-C80 (M¼ La, Ce) both having reversible
redox steps.

In addition, on comparing Sc3N@Ih-C80 with the D5h isomer, a 230mVdifference
in their first oxidation potentials was observed. Also, La2@Ih-C80 has 340mV
higher first oxidation potential with respect to the D5h isomer. Taking into account,
the correlation between the first oxidation potential and the HOMO of molecule, it
seems to be reasonable that theHOMOis variedwith differentmolecular symmetries.

Recently, some investigations also focused on the correlation between the
metallofullerene cage size and their electrochemical properties, which involved
Yb@C2n (n¼ 37–42) [93] and Gd3N@C2n (n¼ 40, 42, and 44) [94]. For the latter
series, the first oxidation potentials of Gd3N@C2n decreased with increasing cage
size, going from 0.58V for Gd3N@C80 to 0.32V for Gd3N@C84 and 0.06V for
Gd3N@C88, whereas their reduction potentials were less affected. According to the
authors, this correlation will make sense, if the oxidation is based on the cage and the
reduction is based on the encapsulated cluster, which is the same for all the three
molecules.

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

eV

La2@Ih-C80 Sc3N@Ih-C80

Figure 15.9 The molecular orbital diagrams of La2@Ih-C80 and Sc3N@Ih-C80.
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Table 15.2 Redox potentials (V, versus Fcþ /Fc).

Sc3N@Ih-
C80 [91]

Sc3N@D5h-
C80 [91]

Lu3N@Ih-
C80 [91]

Lu3N@D5h-
C80 [91]

Tm3N@Ih-
C80 [80]

Tm3N@D5h-
C80 [80]

La2@Ih-
C80 [90]

La2@D5h-
C80 [90]

Ce2@Ih-
C80 [90]

Ce2@D5h-
C80 [90]

oxE1 0.57 0.34 0.64 0.45 0.65 0.39 0.56 0.22 0.57 0.20
redE1 �1.27 �1.33 �1.40 �1.41 �1.43 �1.45 �0.31 �0.36 �0.39 �0.40
M Sc Lu Tm La Ce
xa) 1.36 1.27 1.25 1.1 1.12

a) Pauling electronegativity [92].
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15.6
Chemical Reactivities of Endohedral Metallofullerenes

Studies on chemical reactivities of endohedral metallofullerenes have been ham-
pered due to their poor availability. Early studies were usually performed on
submilligram quantities of metallofullerenes, which made the understanding of
their chemical properties incomplete and ambiguous. Recently, as the production of
metallofullerenes increased rapidly, detailed characterizations for chemical reactions
ofmetallofullerenes became possible. Thus, themetallofullerene chemistry has been
gradually established.

15.6.1
Reductions and Oxidations

Due to the odd-number electron transfer from encapsulated metal to fullerene cage,
trivalent monometallofullerenes (M3þ@C2n

3�) have an unpaired electron on their
HOMO. Losing or gaining one electron leads to their closed-shell structures. All the
reported anions, including [M@C2v-C82]

� (M¼ La [36], Y [37], Ce [38]) and [La@Cs-
C82]

� [39], were synthesized by potential-controlled reduction process. They show
diamagnetic properties and extraordinary stabilities even under ambient condition,
which make them suitable for NMR spectroscopic studies. Especially, these anions
can be facilely generated by alternative ways. The reductions even possibly occur in
some solvents, such as DMF and pyridine [95]. In another report, azacrown [34] or
unsaturated thiacrown [96], having a proper size, was observed to form 1: 1 complex
with La@C2v-C82, in which La@C2v-C82 accepted one electron and converted it to
anion. It was believed that the guest and host molecular interaction induced the
proximity of La@C82, and those crown ethers facilitated the charge transfer process.

M3N@C2n has a closed-shell structure, while their anions and cations usually have
open-shell structures and lower stabilities. [Sc3N@C68]

þ is the first electrosynthe-
sized cation, which was characterized by in situ ESR and absorption spectroscopic
studies [97]. The 22 lines in its ESR spectrum originate from three equivalent Sc
hyperfine splittings of 1.289� g. No observable N hyperfine splitting was detected
under the same experimental condition.

15.6.2
Cycloadditions

15.6.2.1 Diels–Alder Reaction
C60 has two types of bonds: [6,6] bond and [5,6] bond (type A and type D in
Figure 15.10), but only pyracyclene-type carbons. Its [6,6] bonds are dienophilic,
which enables the molecule to undergo various Diels–Alder reactions ([4 þ 2]
cycloadditions). However, Sc3N@Ih-C80 consists of two types of carbon atoms: a
pyrene-type carbon (intersection of three six-membered rings) and a corannulene-
type carbon (intersection of afive-membered ring and two six-membered rings), thus
affording [5,6] bond (typeD) and another type of [6,6] bond (typeB inFigure 15.10). In
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2002, Dorn and coworkers were the first to report the Diels–Alder reaction of
Sc3N@Ih-C80 [98]. The addition site was found to be a [5,6] bond instead of [6,6]
bond. This distinct regioselectivity is proposed to have a relationship with the lower
pentagon angle strain resulting from the addition to the corannulene-type site.

15.6.2.2 Prato Reactions
Prato reaction is the reaction between fullerene and azomethine yilde with 1,3-dipole
character (Scheme 15.1). Azomethine ylides can be generated in situ from various
readily accessible chemicals. The great popularity of this reaction in fullerene
chemistry is due to its good selectivity on [6,6] bond and its general tolerance with
a wide range of functional groups.

The reactivities of metallofullerenes toward azomethine yilde have been studied
recently [99–101]. Prato reactions involving M3N@Ih-C80 have attracted much
interest. It was found that the addition of N-alkylazomethine occurred on the
[5,6] bond of Sc3N@Ih-C80 [102, 103], but mainly on the [6,6] bond of Y3N@Ih-
C80 [81] or Gd3N@Ih-C80 [104, 105]. Further studies suggested that the [6,6]-

[6, 6] bond

[5, 6] bond [5, 5] bond

Type A, Pyracylene Type B Type C, Pyrene

Type D, Corannulene Type F Type E, Penalene

Figure 15.10 Representation of all possible [6, 6], [5, 6], and [5, 5] bond types thatmay be present in
a fullerene structure.

R1NHCH2COOH + R2 H

O

-CO2
-H2O

H2C
N

CHR2

R1 C60

N
R2

R1

Scheme 15.1 Prato reaction.
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pyrrolidine adduct of Y3N@Ih-C80 could thermally be isomerized to a [5,6]-adduct,
while [5,6]-adduct of Sc3N@Ih-C80 and [6,6]-adduct of Gd3N@Ih-C80 remain un-
changed. Further theoretical studies also confirmed their different stabilities. The
DFT-calculated formation energy of the [5,6]-adduct of Sc3N@Ih-C80 is 11.7 kcal/mol
lower than that of the [6,6]-adduct, whereas, in case of Gd3N@Ih-C80, the formation
energy of its [5,6]-adduct is 0.4 kcal/mol higher than that of its [6,6]-adduct [105].
Thus, it appears that [5,6]-adducts of M3N@Ih-C80 (M¼ Sc, Y) are thermodynam-
ically favored products and [6,6]-adducts of Y3N@Ih-C80 are the kinetically favored
ones. Whereas [6,6]-adducts of Gd3N@Ih-C80 are both thermodynamically and
kinetically favored products. Such different regioselectivities and stabilities were
proposed to be attributed to their different internal metal ions, which were consid-
ered as the feature of metallofullerene chemistry.

Note that, in the reaction of Sc3N@Ih-C80 with N-alkylazomethine yilde, only a
thermodynamically favored [5,6]-adduct was observed. However, by employing less
reactive 1,3-dipolar yilde (N-tritylazomethine yilde), [6,6]-pyrrolidino-adduct of
Sc3N@Ih-C80 was detected together with its [5,6]-adduct [106]. This [6,6]-adduct
also can be thermally isomerized to [5,6]-adduct. Likewise, La2@Ih-C80 reacted with
N-tritylazomethine yilde, yielding both [5,6] and [6,6]-adduct [107]. The [6,6]-adduct
can be separated from its [5,6]-isomer by crystallization process. Both the experi-
mental and the theoretical studies suggested that the two La atoms are highly
localized in the C80 cage of the [6,6]-adduct. Comparatively, both Sc3N@D5h-C80

and Sc3N@D3h-C78 exhibited higher reactivities than Sc3N@Ih-C80. Their mono-
adducts yielded from Prato reactions were characterized as kinetically favored [6,6]-
adducts [91, 108].

15.6.2.3 Carbene Reactions
The in situ generated carbene by irradiation of diazocompound has high selectivity
toward the [6,6] bond of C60. The first reported carbene reaction of metallofullerene
was conducted by irradiation of 2-adamantane-2,3-[3H]-diazirine and La@C2v-C82 in
a degassed solvent [40]. This reaction yielded only two monoadducts, indicating the
high regioselectivity of carbene toward La@C2v-C82. The two monoadducts were
determined by either the X-ray crystallographic method or the NMR spectroscopic
studies as well as theoretical calculations. Addition sites (site I and II in Figure 15.2b)
involved two [6,6]-bonds adjacent to the La3þ ion. Unlike the closed cyclopropane
structure of a typical [6,6]-adduct of C60, both the two [6,6]-adducts of La@C2v-C82

have a broken [6,6]-bond due to the carbene addition, forming methanofulleroids
instead of methanoadducts of La@C2v-C82. This open-cage structure was also found
to be a common feature for all the reported carbene derivatives of metallofullerenes.

As this carbene reaction is quite clean and simple, it was frequently used as a probe
to examine the chemical reactivities of various metallofullerenes. The reactions of
adamantylidene carbene with M2@Ih-C80 (M¼ La [59], Ce [59], Gd [41]), M2@D3h-
C78 (M¼ La [60], Ce [109]), Sc2C2@C3v-C82 [65], Sc3C2@Ih-C80 [70], and non-IPR
La2@D2-C72 [58, 110] were reported recently. For M2@Ih-C80 (M¼ La, Ce) and
Sc3C2@Ih-C80, regardless of the encapsulated metals or cluster, the additions
exclusively occurred on the [6,6] bond. In contrast, the carbene additions on non-
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IPR La2@D2-C72 [58] select either [5,6] bonds or [6,6] bond that was adjacent to the
fused-pentagon pair [110]. The second addition also preferred to occur on a [5,6]-bond
on the other pentagon pair. Even in longer reaction time, no multiaddition was
observed, indicating the higher reactivities of the fused-pentagon regions. As to
La2@D3h-C78, the selectivity of carbene addition is comparatively lower. Both [5,6]
bond and [6,6] bond are involved in the additions.

15.6.2.4 Bis-Silylation
Photoinduced addition of 1,1,2,2-tetramesityl-1,2-disilirane or a related digermirane
to endohedral metallofullerenes, such asM@C2v-C82 (M¼ La [111], Y [111], Pr [112],
Ce [38], and Gd [113]), M2@Ih-C80 (M¼ La [114] and Ce [115]), Sc2C2@C3v-C82 [116],
Sc3N@Ih-C80 [117], and Ce2@D3h-C78 [109], can proceed easily. In contrast to the
empty fullerenes, most of them other than Sc2C2@C3v-C82 and Sc3N@Ih-C80, also
react thermally with the disilirane reagent. This higher reactivity is attributed to the
stronger electron donor properties of those metallofullerenes as compared with the
empty fullerenes.

Bis-silylation of M2@Ih-C80 (M¼ La and Ce) yielded only one monoadduct. The
structures of their monoadducts, especially the motion of the encapsulated metals,
were elucidated by NMR spectroscopic studies and X-ray crystallographic method.
The silanomethanosilano addend is bridged on the 1,4-position of a six membered-
ring, thus affording two dynamically exchanged conformers. The motion of the
encapsulated metals was found to depend on their individual nature. In case of
disilylated Ce2@C80, the two Ce atoms are localized at the pole–pole plane inside the
cage, which is parallel to the addition sites. However, as to disilylated La2@C80, the
two La atoms are in a two-dimensional hopping motion between two addition sites
along the equatorial plane. These two results are in clear contrast to the three-
dimensional motion in pristine Ce2@C80 or La2@C80, and also their almost fixed
positions in carbene- or Prato-adducts of Ce2@C80 or La2@C80.

15.6.2.5 Cycloaddition via a Zwitterion Approach
C60 can react with an electron-deficient acetylene and a phosphine, affording a [6,6]-
methano-adduct bearing a phosphorus yilde in high yield (Scheme 15.2) [118].
Likewise, it was reported that the reaction of Dy@C2v-C82 with dimethylacetylene-
dicarboxylate and triphenylphosphine proceeded smoothly [119]. The merely pro-
duced monoadduct is a [6,6]-methanofulleroid (Compound 1 in Figure 15.11). This
high regioselective addition occurs on the [6,6]-bond that also undergoes carbene
addition.

+C60 CO2RRO2C PPh+ 3

CO2R

CO2R

PPh3

toluene

rt

R=Me

Scheme 15.2 Reaction of C60 with dimethylacetylenedicarboxylate and triphenylphosphine.
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15.6.3
Nucleophilic Addition

Bingel reaction is another very efficient chemical modification method in fullerene
chemistry. Itsmechanisminvolvesanucleophilic attackof a carbonanion that is in situ
produced by deprotonation of a-halo esters or a-halo ketones. This method provides
easy access to versatile fullerene derivatives as well as water-soluble fullerenes.

Bingel reaction was also performed on metallofullerenes with the aim to obtain
various methano-adducts. Due to the multiple electron transfers from the encap-
sulated metals or clusters to the fullerene cage, metallofullerenes are not as good
electron-deficient species as empty fullerenes. Nevertheless, the Bingel reaction of
M3N@Ih-C80 (M¼Y [120], Gd [121]), Sc3N@Ih-C78 [122], and Gd3N@C84 [123] can
proceed smoothly at room temperature. The monoadduct of Y3N@Ih-C80 was
characterized as a [6,6] methanofulleroid adduct [120], different from the metha-
no-adducts of C60 or C70. Sc3N@D3h-C78 even readily afforded a symmetric bis-
adduct with high regioselectivity [122]. Note that Sc3N@Ih-C80 and Gd3N@C88 [123]
do not undergo Bingel reaction under the same experimental conditions. Such
inertness is attributed to the fact that smaller encapsulated cluster or larger cage size
induced lower degree of pyramidalization of cage carbons.

The Bingel reaction of La@C2v-C82 was reported and yielded five monoad-
ducts [124, 125]. Four of them show diamagnetic properties, in contrast to the
paramagnetic properties of La@C2v-C82 and another minor product. The X-ray
structure of its major diamagnetic product is shown in Figure 15.12 [124].

Figure 15.11 A ORTEP drawing of Compound 1 with thermal ellipsoids shown at the 50%
probability level. Solvent molecules and H atoms are omitted for clarity.
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La@C2v-C82 is modified by a singly bonded bromomalonate group. The addition site
is far from the La3þ ion and has the most positive Mulliken charge density. The
proposed reaction mechanism is mainly involves a nucleophilic attack of carbona-
nion on La@C2v-C82. The following otherwise slowly proceeding bromo-leaving and
cyclopropanation process are possibly replaced by an unidentified rapid oxidation of
the intermediate. As compared with that of pristine La@C2v-C82, its diamagnetic
monoadducts have negatively shifted the first reduction potentials and positively
shifted thefirst oxidationpotentials, suggesting their largerHOMO–LUMOgaps.On
the other hand, its minor paramagnetic monoadduct was characterized as a metha-
nofulleroid La@C2v-C82-C(CO2C2H5)2 by NMR spectroscopic studies on its an-
ion [125]. La@C2v-C82-C(CO2C2H5)2 and above-mentioned Y3N@Ih-C80-C
(CO2C2H5)2 were found to have common feature in their redox behaviors. Both of
themexhibit high stabilities in their one-electron reductive states, which is in contrast
with the previously reported retro-cycloaddition of [C60-C(CO2C2H5)2]

�.
Bingel reaction is not restricted to highly acidic carbonyl compound such as

bromomalonate. La@C2v-C82 can even react withmalonate in the presence ofDBUat
elevated temperature [126]. This reaction affords a 7,13-bismalomate derivative of
La@C2v-C82 with high regioselectivity, which dimerizes during the crystallization
process, indicating its more reactive radical character.

15.6.4
Radical Reactions

Endohedral metallofullerenes behave like either a radical sponge or a radical. Various
radicalscanreadilyaddtometallofullerenesandformsomenovelderivatives.Sc3N@Ih-

Figure 15.12 A ORTEP drawing of major monoadduct in Bingel reaction of La@C2v-C82 with
thermal ellipsoids shown at the 50% probability level. Solvent molecules and H atoms are omitted
for clarity.
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C80 shows inert reactivity toward nucleophilic carbon anion in Bingel reaction, but
comparable reactivity in radical reactions. Its reaction with metal generated malonate
radical proceeds smoothly in refluxed chlorobenzene, yielding twomethanofulleroids:
Sc3N@Ih-C80-C(CO2C2H5)2 and Sc3N@Ih-C80-CH(CO2C2H5) [127]. Addition of per-
fluoroalkyl groups generated from perfluoroalkyl iodides (RfI) was carried out on a
mixture of Sc3N@Ih-C80 and Sc3N@D5h-C80 under dynamic vacuum and over 500 �C,
yielding Sc3N@C80(CF3)2n (n( 6). For their bis-CF3 derivatives, two CF3 groups were
showntobeequivalentlyaddedoneitherisomeraccordingtothe19FNMRspectroscopic
studies [128].A1,4-additionwasproposedby theoretical studies,whichpossibly leads to
the derivatives with minimum formation energies.

Radical additions of Y@C82with perfluoroalkyl groups generated fromAgCF3CO2

were performed likewise [129]. A series of mono- and multiadducts, such as
Y@C82(CF3), Y@C82(CF3)3, andY@C82(CF3)5,were isolated and characterized.Note
that only odd numbers of CF3 groups were added to Y@C82, resulting in derivatives
with closed-shell structures, which seem to be the thermodynamically favored
products. The two isomers of Y@C82(CF3)5 were proposed by the authors having
an addition pattern with 1,4-additions across four contiguous six-membered rings.

Further studies on M3þ@C2n
3� type metallofullerenes definitely revealed their

unique radical character, which was believed to arise from the unpaired electron on
their HOMOs. Previously, La@C82 was reported to undergo multiple additions of
phenyl radicals [130] or fluoroalkyl radicals [131]. Also, as mentioned in the above
sections, La@C72 and La@C74 can react with thermally generated dichlorophenyl
radical in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene, surprisingly yielding singly bonded derivatives
(La@C72-C6H3Cl2 and La@C74-C6H3Cl2). In recent studies, it was found that
La@C82 even thermally reacted with toluene in the presence of 3-triphenyl-
methyl-5-oxazolidinone, leading to four monoadducts commonly described as
La@C82-CH2C6H5 [132]. This result indicates that La@C82 is more reactive even
toward unstable radical instead of the azomethine yilde. Alternatively, under photo-
irradiation condition, La@C82 can directly react with not only toluene, but also
a,a,2,4-tetrachlorotoluene, yielding La@C82-CHClC6H3Cl2. One of isomers was
fully determined. Its X-ray structure is shown in Figure 15.13. The addition site
was revealed to possess the highest spin density by theoretical calculations, thus
confirming the proposed radical–radical reaction.

15.7
Applications of Endohedral Metallofullerenes

15.7.1
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) Contrast Agents

In recent years, much concern has been paid to improving MRI contrast agent
based on gadofullerenes. Due to their unique structures and high stabilities, the
toxicity of Gd3þ ion can be completely shielded by fullerene cage. Also, the surface
modifications of fullerenes greatly improved their water solubilities and biocompat-
ibilities, affording them promising prospect as MRI contrast agent. Typically,
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the hydroxylated gadolinium fullereneGd@C82(OH)n has been shown to havemuch
higher spin coupling with water protons than other Gd complexes. Its T1 spin-lattice
relaxivity (r1) is nearly 20 times larger than the values of gadopentetate dimeglumine
(Magnevist; Schering, Berlin, Germany) at 0.47 T MR imaging [133]. Another
carboxylated product Gd@C60(C(COOH)2)n exhibited comparable relaxivity as those
of commercial agents but decreased uptake by the reticuloendothelial system (RES)
and facile excretion [134]. Recently, Gd3N@C80[DiPEG5000(OH)x] has been syn-
thesized by PEGylation of Gd3N@C80 with long-chain glycols and hydroxylation.
This compound possesses both higher relaxivity and much longer residence
within the tumor volume [121]. In addition, the gadofullerenes can react with
some amino acid or amino glycol to yield water-soluble compounds, such as
Gd@C82Om(OH)n(NHC2H4COOH)l [135] and Gd3N@C80(N(OH)(C2H4O)nCH3)x
[136], which both provided excellent MRI enhancement.

Further studies otherwise focused on the paramagnetic relaxation mechanism
induced by water-soluble gadofullerenes. Generally, there are two opinions on
how the encapsulated Gd3þ ions coupled with water protons. (1) It was believed
that the unpaired f-electrons of the encapsulated Gd3þ may couple their spins
through the electrons on the molecular orbitals to water protons that are hydrogen
bonded to the cage surface. Thus, the hydrogen bonded water molecules may act
like inner-sphere water and be rapidly exchanged with many surrounding water
molecules. The appended groups were involved by changing the water diffusion
rates [136]. (2) TheGd3þ may possibly exchange its spinswith the surroundingwater
molecules through the protons on the appended groups such as hydroxyl and
carboxyl groups. So the distance between protons of appended groups and
fullerene cage appears to be a very crucial factor, which might explain the higher
relaxivities of hydroxylated gadofullerenes relative to their carboxylated deriva-
tives [134]. Nevertheless, it was commonly realized that hydrogen bonding induced
aggregation of gadofullerenes may slow down their molecular tumbling and there-

Figure 15.13 AORTEP drawing of La@C2v-C82-CHClC6H3Cl2 with thermal ellipsoids shown at the
50% probability level. Solvent molecules and H atoms are omitted for clarity.
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fore improve their relaxivities. Since serious aggregation may either cause unex-
pected biotoxicity [135], the factors that affect the aggregation of gadofullerenes,
such as pH values of the aqueous solution [137] and concentration of additive
salts [138], have been studied.

15.7.2
Peapod and Nanorod

Since the discovery of fullerene-filled single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs), this novel
nanomaterial (the so-called peapod) has attracted much interest. Filling SWNTs
with endohedral metallofullerenes introduced even more interesting properties
for peapod. One might expect to control the bandgap of peapod by varying the
encapsulated metallofullerenes and utilize them in the engineering of field-effect
transistors (FET). For instance, when Gd@C82 was entrapped in a (11,9) SWNT,
the studies based on scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy suggested
that the original band gap of SWNT (0.43 eV) is narrowed down to 0.17 eV where
Gd@C82 is located [139]. It was proposed that the combined contribution of elastic
strain and charge transfer from Gd@C82 to SWNT [140] may be responsible for
the observed gap modulation. Interestingly, the Gd-peapod-FET exhibits ambipolar
p- and n-type characteristics, which were believed to be the result of the Gd@C82-
induced band modulation. In another report, the Dy@C82-doped semiconducting
SWNT was revealed to exhibit a temperature depended p- or n-type character,
indicating that the charge transfer from Dy@C82 to nanotube varies with temper-
ature [141]. Below about 75K, single-electron charging phenomena dominate
the transport and show irregular Coulomb blockade oscillation, implying that
the insertion of Dy@C82 splits the tube into a series of several quantum dots.
Besides monometallofullerenes, dimetallofullerenes, and TN fullerenes, such as
La2@C80 [142], Ti2@C80 (or Ti2C2@C78) [143] and Dy3N@C80 [144], have been
reported to form peapod with SWNT. Particularly, as to La2@C80@SWCNT and
Ti2@C80@SWCNT, the Raman studies indicate unexpectedly high intensities of the
intratubular fullerene bands, whichwere even stronger than the SWCNTbands. This
behavior was explained by a so-called �antenna effect.� There are also other studies
focusing on the filling rate, the structural parameters, and the charge transfer
between metallofullerenes and the tube. All these studies were performed with the
aim to utilize these novel hybrid materials in the architecture of new molecular
devices.

Very recently, another one-dimensional nanostructures, nanorods of La@C82(Ad)
with good crystallinity were reported by Akasaka group. Importantly, unlike the
n-type character of C60 nanorods, La@C82(Ad) nanorods exhibit a p-type charac-
ter [145], which is responsible for their unique prospect in the fabrication of carbon
material-based FET. In addition, La@C82(Ad) nanorod was found to orientate
perpendicularly to the magnetic field, indicating its negative magnetic anisotropy,
which is in contrast to the positive magnetic anisotropy of C60 nanorod. Such
different alignments of C60 and La@C82(Ad) nanorods are considered to be useful
in the controllable construction of nanomaterials.
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15.7.3
Electron Donor/Acceptor Conjugate

In 2007, the first Sc3N@C80-ferrocene fabricated electron donor/acceptor conjugate
was reported by Echegoyen and coworkers [146]. Sc3N@C80 was combined with
ferrocene in the form of its [5,6]-pyrrolidine adduct. By the photophysics measure-
ments, a significant stabilization of the radical ion pair state of Sc3N@C80-ferrocene
was observed when compared to an analogous C60-ferrocene conjugate. This result
might indicate a promising prospect of Sc3N@C80 in solar-energy conversion
applications.

15.8
Concluding Remarks

According to the recent studies on the synthesis and separation techniques, the yields
ofmetallofullerenes, especially theTN fullerenes, increase greatly, and the separation
also becomes more efficient than ever before. These advances make the macro-
quantities of metallofullerenes presently available in laboratory production.

On the other hand, the studies on the structures of a considerable number of
metallofullerenes and their derivatives especially with the aid of X-ray crystallograph-
ic method clearly elucidated their cage structures, the motions of encapsulated
metallic species, and metal–cage bonding as well as the structures of various
derivatives. Due to the electron transfer from the encapsulated metallic species, the
selection rules for the cage of metallofullerenes are quite different from those of
empty fullerenes. It has to be mentioned that the presence of non-IPR metallofuller-
enes is quite frequent. Although the non-IPR fullerene cages have numerous
isomers, only a few of them are experimentally observed for metallofullerenes. How
the encapsulated species afford such high selectivity in the formation of non-IPR
fullerene cage is one of the open questions for future work. Various encapsulated
metallic species were also found to affect the reactivities of fullerene cages. Highly
selective additions frequently occur on metallofullerenes, some even having low
symmetries. In general, the metallofullerene chemistry is greatly featured by the
significant contributions from entrapped metallic species.

Finally, although the investigation on the applications of metallofullerenes is still
in its infancy, some fascinating prospects of metallofullerenes in medicine
and material science have been revealed. Hopefully, as their large-scale productions
become more common, the practicability of metallofullerenes will be highlighted
further.
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16
Carbon Nanostructures: Calculations of Their Energetics,
Thermodynamics, and Stability
Zden�ek Slanina, Filip Uhlík, Shyi-Long Lee, Takeshi Akasaka, and Shigeru Nagase

16.1
Introduction

Fullerenes or cage compounds built exclusively from carbon atoms and their
metal-containing forms known as metallofullerenes were for the first time observed
in the gas phase by Kroto et al. [1, 2] in 1985, while fullerenes in crystalline formwere
prepared in 1990 by Kr€atschmer et al. [3]. An enormous volume of the observed and
calculated data has been accumulated (see, e.g., [4–10]). In addition to spheroidal
fullerene cages, other objects like elongated cylindrical bodies known as nanotubes,
prepared by Iijima [11] soon after the fullerene synthesis [3], nanocones [12],
or peapods [13] have been studied extensively, partially since they could be
applied, in quantum computing and molecular electronics [14]. Fullerenes and
metallofullerenes have also been treated by computational and other theoretical
techniques [15–17]. As their experimental characterization is frequently based
[18–20] on 13C NMR spectroscopy, computational support is essential for the
structure elucidations as well as for a deeper insight into variousmeasured quantities
and phenomena. Fullerenes themselves are polyhedral cages containing only carbon
atoms arranged into five- and six-membered rings whereas quasi-fullerenes con-
tain [21] other types of cycles.

Historically, fullerenes can be related [22–26] to mass spectrometric observations
of carbon clusters up toC15 byHahn and coworkers [27], later on expanded [28–30] up
to C33. In 1960s, the first simple computation appeared [31–34] and qualitative
estimations for larger carbon cages including C60 were presented [35–39], especially
in Schultz�s treatment [35] of fully hydrogenated polyhedral carbon cages (which
actually agrees reasonably well even with the present advanced calculations [40]).
When C60 was discovered [1], computations could readily supply useful supporting
data [16, 17, 41], including its IR spectrum [42–48]. Fullerene research [49, 50] has
developed in a close theory-experiment cooperation, mostly based on large-scale
computations [51, 52]. Dozens of surveys are available [53–80]; however, the com-
putations themselves are still reviewed quite rarely [16, 17, 41, 81–90].
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Studies of C60 and higher fullerenes [19, 91–93] have been widely based on the so-
called isolated pentagon rule (IPR) [94, 95] – especially stable fullerenes should have
all their pentagons surrounded only by hexagons. Such IPR cages can be quite
numerous [96–99] and their equilibriummixtures have been computed in agreement
with experiments for C76–C96 [100–142]. A similar isomeric interplay has been
described for smaller fullerene systems like [143–146] C32 or C36 (though the IPR
pattern does not exist below C60). Metallofullerenes can also coexist [41] in several
isomeric forms aswell, for example [147–171] Ca@C72,Mg@C72, Ca@C74, Ca@C82,
La@C82, Tm@C82, Ti2@C80, Sc2@C84, Ti2@C84, or Sc2@C76 (though violations of
the IPR pattern are more likely). Isomeric sets are also produced [172–176] by
derivatives of fullerenes or nanotubes. Although the interisomeric separation
energies in such systems are important, they alone cannot predict the relative
stabilities of the isomers. Owing to high temperatures, entropy contributions can
in fact even overcompensate the enthalpy terms. Hence, the enthalpy–entropy
interplay represents an essential issue in fullerene science.

16.2
Energetics and Thermodynamics of Clusters

The present quantum-chemical calculations of fullerenes start with the optimized
geometries [177–181] obtained at semiempirical like [182–188]MNDO,AM1,PM3or
SAM1, ab initio Hartree–Fock self-consistent field (HF SCF), or density functional
theory (DFT) levels. Various ab initio computational procedures are mostly applied
using Gaussian [189, 190] and Spartan [191] program packages. Stability of the SCF
wave function [192, 193] can be an issue for some fullerenic structures. The geometry
optimizations are frequently followed by harmonic vibrational analysis (with an
optional frequency scaling [194]) in order to check the types of the localized stationary
points and also to generate IR or Raman spectra.

The relative populations or concentrations ofm isomers can be expressed as their
mole fractions, wi, using the isomeric partition functions qi. In terms of qi and the
ground state energy changes DH0

0;i, the mole fractions are given [195–197]

wi ¼
qi exp½�DH0

0;i=ðRTÞ�Pm
j¼1 qj exp½�DH0

0;j=ðRTÞ�
; ð16:1Þ

where R stands for the gas constant and T for the absolute temperature.
Equation (16.1) is – under the conditions of the interisomeric thermodynamic
equilibrium – a rigorous formula [198]. However, the partition functions are to
be practically constructed within the rigid-rotor and harmonic-oscillator (RRHO)
approximation. The partition functions qi reflect the rotational, vibrational, electron-
ic, symmetry, and chirality [199] contributions. Themetallofullerene relative-stability
treatment according to Eq. (16.1) can be further improved by an alternative approach
for describing the encapsulate motions (i.e., in place of the RRHO approach). One
can expect that if the encapsulate is relatively free to move within the cage, then, at
sufficiently high temperatures, its behavior in different cages will bring about the
same contribution to the partition functions. The contributions would then cancel
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out in Eq. (16.1). This simplification can be called free, fluctuating, or floating
encapsulate model (FEM). In the FEMmodel, in addition to the removal of the three
lowest vibrational frequencies, the symmetries of the cages should be treated as the
highest possible one, considering the averaging effect of the large amplitudemotions
of the encapsulate.

Let us mention for the completeness that if the partition functions are neglected
and the vibrational zero-point energy is extracted from DH0

0;i, the relative potential
energies DEr;i remain, giving the simple Boltzmann factors

w0
i ¼

exp½�DE0
r;i=ðRTÞ�Pm

j¼1 exp½�DE0
r;j=ðRTÞ�

; ð16:2Þ

with no reference to entropy contributions. Clearly enough, the simple Boltzmann
factors – in contrast to the properly evaluated mole fractions wi from Eq. (16.1) – can
never cross with a temperature change and thus are not really useful.

Fullerenes are cages (mostly) built from three-coordinated (sp2) carbon atoms
arranged in two types of rings, pentagons and hexagons. However, any polyhedra has
to obey Euler�s polyhedral theorem [200, 201] (more precisely, convex polyhedra)

V þF ¼ Eþ 2; ð16:3Þ

whereVdenotes the number of vertexes (atoms), F is the number of faces (rings), and
E is the number of edges (bonds). If only pentagons and hexagons are allowed for
fullerenes, their numbers n5 and n6 give the total count of faces

F ¼ n5 þ n6: ð16:4Þ
All carbon atoms in fullerenes are three-coordinated; it must therefore hold for the

number of edges

E ¼ 3V
2

ð16:5Þ

as each bond is accounted twice. One can also count the edges through rings

E ¼ 5n5 þ 6n6
2

: ð16:6Þ

Hence

V ¼ 5n5 þ 6n6
3

: ð16:7Þ

Euler�s theorem gives

V þF ¼ 3V
2

þ 2: ð16:8Þ

One can thus get for the ring counts

n5 þ n6 ¼ 5n5 þ 6n6
6

þ 2; ð16:9Þ
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which can immediately be reduced to

n5 ¼ 12: ð16:10Þ

In other words, in any conventional fullerene Cn the number of five-membered
rings must be equal to 12. The number of six-membered rings is variable; however,
Eq. (16.7) gives a relationship to the number of carbon atoms:

n6 ¼ n�20
2

: ð16:11Þ

According to Eq. (16.11), the smallest possible fullerene has the stoichiometry C20.
As there are always 12 pentagons, the smallest IPR cage should have 12� 5 carbon
atoms – known as truncated icosahedron or buckminsterfullerene C60. Find-
ings (16.10) and (16.11) are actually quite general – they are valid for any polyhedral
nanocarbon form as long as it is built from just five- and six-membered rings. If for
example four- and seven-membered rings are also allowed, Euler�s network closure
requirement takes [143] the following form:

2n4 þ n5�n7 ¼ 12: ð16:12Þ

In particular, Eq. (16.12) says that the removal of two pentagons can be compen-
sated by an increase of four-membered rings by one. In some convenient cases
(obviously, connected pentagons), this step can result in a decrease of energy as
shown [143] for C32 cages.

Let us nowmove from the fullerene topology to the energetics. There is a smooth,
decreasing dependency [34, 51, 86, 202–205] (cf. also G.E. Scuseria, 1993, unpub-
lished results) of the relative heats of formationDH0

f ;298=n on the number of atoms n
in carbon clusters. This finding can readily be rationalized. Let us consider only the
IPR fullerenes. We deal with two types of bonds – 5/6 (between pentagons and
hexagons) and 6/6 (shared by two hexagons). If these two types of bonds can be
represented [206] by some uniform dissociation energies, H5/6 and H6/6, we can
readily write for the atomization heat

DHat ¼ 60H5=6 þ 3n
2
�60

� �
H6=6 ð16:13Þ

as an IPR fullerene Cn always has sixty 5/6 bonds, while the number of the 6/6 bonds
is 3n

2 �60. The atomization and formation heats for carbon aggregates are related by
the heat of vaporization of carbon, DHvap:

DHf

n
¼ �DHat

n
þDHvap: ð16:14Þ

Thus,

DH0
f

n
¼ � 3

2
H6=6 þDH0

vap þ
60
n
ðH6=6�H5=6Þ: ð16:15Þ
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This functional dependency can be expressed as

DH0
f

n
¼ Aþ B

n
; ð16:16Þ

where B is a positive constant, A is a relatively small number, and hence Eq. (16.16)
indeed gives a smoothly decreasing curve.

From such a curve, however, one cannot yet see a particular stability of C60 or C70.
Thus, a stillmore complex description of the fullerene synthesis is needed. Even if we
treat the problem from the thermodynamic point of view, pressure should be
included [207–212]. For example, the equilibrium constant K60/70 for an intercon-
version equilibrium between the two clusters expressed in the partial pressures pi
gives [207–211]

K60=70 ¼
p6=770

p60
¼ ð1�x60Þ6=7

x60
P�1=7; ð16:17Þ

whereP stands for the total pressure of the two clusters and x60 is themole fraction of
buckminsterfullerene. At higher pressures, C70 ismore populated thanC60, but at the
conditions of a saturated carbon vapor, the stability order is reversed in favor of C60 so
that an agreement with the experiment is obtained. Although the isomeric stability
problem is much better understood [198, 213–215] at present than the relative
stabilities of nonisomeric carbon clusters, there are some interesting results available
for the nonisomeric situation [207–211]. This is especially true for a temperature
increase in the clustering degree under the saturation conditions [216]. While the
equilibrium constants for cluster formation decreasewith temperature, the saturated
pressure increases. It is just the competitionbetween these two terms that decides the
final temperature behavior [217–220].

16.3
Stabilities of Empty Fullerenes

The relative stabilities of the small carbon clusters have frequently been studied by
both theoretical [221–239] and experimental [240–263] techniques. Ion-chromatog-
raphy observations by von Helden et al. [260, 262, 263] showed that starting from
about n¼ 7, cyclic rings always exist in addition to the linear forms. Cyclic structures
were for example computed [235, 236, 239, 264–270] for C7 – C13. C11 should be the
first species for which the cyclic structure becomes dominant. Similar transition
from cyclic to polyhedral species was expected [271] around n¼ 45. The linear and
cyclic (rhombic, bicyclic) C4 isomers were especially frequently computed. Newer
estimates [272–276] suggest only a small separation between the two forms. Then, the
entropy contributions lead to the linear species at higher temperatures [244, 277–279]
in agreement with ion chromatography [260]. A similar effect was also computed
[213, 221, 239, 280–282] for C6.
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Exhaustive topological generations of fullerene cages represent a crucial step for
computational studies, and they were systematically treated by Fowler et al. [96, 97,
283–301] and other groups [95, 98, 99, 302–330], employing topological concepts like
ring spiral [96, 97, 307], Goldberg polyhedra [287], leapfrog transformation [295],
topological duals [305], or Stone–Wales transformations [303, 331–334]. It was
found [307–312] that, for example, the number of C60 isomers is 1812. Odd-
numbered cages are usually not considered in the enumerations though they are
known [313, 335, 336]. There are also applications of Pólya�s theorem [198, 337] to
various substituted fullerenes [320, 323, 329, 330].

As von Helden et al. [260, 271] observed gas phase fullerene-like structures
around C30, smaller fullerenes have also been treated. Even the smallest fullerene
C20 is available [338–341], and thus computed [215, 342–345]. C36 fullerene was
also isolated [346], computed [144, 145, 347, 348], and linked to narrow nano-
tubes [349–352]. Another computed smaller fullerene is [143] C32 though not yet
isolated.

However, presently the relative populations of the isomeric IPR cages are
primarily studied, from C76 till C98 [100–142]. In fact, C72 and C74 are the only
species [19, 92] among C60–C96 not isolated yet (some access to C74 is possible [353,
354]). A low solubility [355] in conventional solvents may be one reason for the
difficulties. Hence, as C72 could only be recorded in the gas phase [356, 357], its
structure is unknown. There is just one IPR satisfying structure for C72, namely with
D6d symmetry [97]. However, a non-IPR (i.e., IPR-violating) structure with one
pentagon–pentagon junction [148] is by a few kcal/mol lower in energy than the IPR
cage. Moreover, it was demonstrated [358] in the Si60 case that the IPR/non-IPR
stability order can be reversed by the entropy factors. Hence, the C72 system was
investigated at semiempirical [359] and DFT level [360]. At the DFT level, the
geometry optimizations were carried out [360] using the B3LYP/3-21G treatment.
In the optimized B3LYP/3-21G geometries the harmonic vibrational analysis was
carried out and the B3LYP/6-31G

�
separation energies were evaluated. The electronic

excitation energies were evaluated by means of the ZINDO method [361].
The following structures were considered [360]: the IPR cage (a), two non-IPR
cages [148] with one pentagon–pentagon junction (b) and (c), a structure [148] with
one heptagon (d), a cage [149] with two heptagons (e), and two structures [355] each
with two pentagon–pentagon junctions (f), (g). The (c) structure of C2v symmetry
with just one pentagon/pentagon fusion represents the lowest energy isomer.
Figure 16.1 presents the DFT-computed temperature development of the relative
concentrations of the seven C72 isomers in a high temperature region. The lowest
energy structure (c) is the most populated species at any temperature. On the other
hand, the IPR structure (a) is always negligible. The C74 case is, nevertheless,
different. Recently, Shinohara and coworkers [354] recorded electronic spectrum of
C74 anion and suggested that the cage could have D3h symmetry (i.e., the only one
available IPR structure [97]). This finding prompted DFT calculations [362] that
treated a set of six isomers, five of them being non-IPR species. However, the
computations show that the IPR structure prevails at any relevant temperature in
agreement with the experiment [354].
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16.4
Stabilities of Metallofullerenes

The relative populations of the individual empty cages do not directly imply a stability
order for the related metallofullerenes. The reason is rooted in the charge transfer
from the encapsulated metal atom to the cage – the transferred charge roughly
corresponds to the encapsulated atom valence (quantum-chemical calculations
basically give the amount of transferred charge as nonintegral numbers). Hence,
for metallofullerenes the populations of the charged cages are obviously more
relevant now than those of the neutral empty species. This interplay can, for example,
be illustrated [41] on La2@C80. For C80, there are [117–119] seven IPR cages, the
highest in energy being an icosahedral structure (Ih symmetry). The icosahedral cage
actually undergoes a Jahn–Teller distortion as it has a fourfold degenerate HOMO,
partially filled with just two electrons (owing to the Jahn–Teller effect, the cage
symmetry is in fact reduced toD2).However, upon encapsulation of two La atoms, the
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cage gets those six electrons in order to completelyfill itsHOMO.Moreover, La2@C80

derived from the icosahedral C80 cage is actually the lowest-energy isomer and it was
indeed isolated [363] as the most populated La2@C80 species.

The stability evaluations according to Eq. (16.1) have also been applied to a few
metallofullerenes like Ca@C72, Ca@C74, Ca@C82, La@C82, and other endohedrals
of current interest (cf. [364–376]). Ca@C72 [147], and recently even its second
isomer [364] were isolated, however, their structures are not yet known. It follows
from the very first Ca@C72 computations [148, 149] that there are four isomers
especially low in potential energy. The endohedral Ca@C72 species created by putting
Ca inside the sole IPR cage has been labeled [148] by (a). The other three Ca@C72

isomers considered inRef. 148 are related to two non-IPRC72 cages (b) and (c), and to
a C72 structure with one heptagon (d). There is also an interesting species [149] with
two heptagons (e) (see Figure 16.2). The computations [150] were performed in the 3-
21Gbasis set for Catoms and a dz basis [365] and the effective core potential (ECP) on
Ca combined with the B3LYP functional (B3LYP/3-21G�dz). The electronic excita-
tion energies were evaluated by means of the time-dependent DFT response
theory [366] at the B3LYP/3-21G�dz level. Figure 16.3 presents [150] the RRHO
and FEM temperature developments of the relative concentrations of the five
Ca@C72 isomers in a high temperature region. At a low temperature the relative
concentrations of the (c) and (b) structures are interchanged and beyond this point
the (b) structure is always somewhat more populated.

In contrast to Ca@C72, Ca@C74 was not only isolated [147] but even its structure
was determined [153]. According to the 13C NMR spectra recorded by Achiba and
coworkers [153], Ca@C74 exhibits D3h symmetry of its cage. There is only one IPR
structure possible [97] for C74 and the sole C74 IPR cage has D3h symmetry. A set of
altogether six Ca@C74 isomers was subjected to the stability computations [154]. It
turns out, in agreement with the experiment, that the encapsulate with the IPR cage
has not only favorable enthalpy but also entropy term and thus, all the remaining
isomers can act asminor species at best (Figure 16.4). A similar IPR-cage dominance
also operates in the Ba@C74 system [376] as shown in Figure 16.5.

The third illustrative system, Ca@C82, exhibits the richest isomerism among the
Ca endohedrals [147, 155, 157, 366–368]. Shinohara and coworkers [155] isolated four
isomers of Ca@C82 and labeled the isomers by (I), (II), (III), and (IV). Dennis and
Shinohara concluded [158, 370] from the 13C NMR spectra of Ca@C82(III) its
symmetry as C2. The ultraviolet photoelectron spectra [159] support the finding and
a similarity with Tm@C82(II) was also noted [167]. Achiba and coworkers [160]
measured the 13C NMR spectra and assigned the symmetry of isomers (I), (II), (III),
and (IV) as Cs, C3v, C2, and C2v, respectively. The Ca@C82 species were also
computed [156] and the C2v structure was found as the lowest-energy isomer. There
were still three other low energy species – Cs, C2, and C3v (there are some symmetry
reductions in the calculations: C3v(b) ! Cs, C2v ! Cs, C2(a) ! C1) C2(b) ! C1,
Cs(b) ! C1. Figure 16.6 presents the temperature development [161] of the relative
concentrations of the nine Ca@C82 isomers in the FEM treatment (the enthalpy part
from the B3LYP/6-31G

�
//B3LYP/3-21G�dz calculations, the entropy part evaluated

at theB3LYP/3-21G�dz level). In fact, the FEMapproach is in a better agreementwith
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the available observed concentration information than the conventional RRHO
approach. The observed yields [160] of the isomers were nearly equal except for the
considerably less-produced C3v species (though the HPLC chromatograms [155]
could indicate somewhat larger production differences). The FEM treatment basi-
cally reproduces the relative populations of the four isomers.

Another illustration can be served with La@C82, that is, an electronic open-shell
system. The La@C82 metallofullerene is one of the very first endohedrals that was
macroscopically produced [371]. Recently, structures of two of its isomers were
clarified [163, 164] using 13C NMR spectra of their monoanions generated electro-
chemically. The major isomer [163] was thus assigned C2v symmetry and the minor
species [164] Cs. The C2v structure was moreover confirmed by an X-ray powder

Figure 16.2 B3LYP/3-21G�dz optimized structures of Ca@C72 isomers: (a) IPR, (b) 5/5 pair,
(c) 5/5 pair, (d) seven-membered ring, (e) 2 seven-membered rings.
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diffraction study [372]. The findings stand in a contrast to Ca@C82 with four known
isomers. Computations at ab initioHFandDFT levels pointed out [121, 162, 373] just
three IPR cageswith a sufficiently low energy after La atomencapsulation: C2v, C3v(b),
and Cs(c). The fourth lowest La endohedral species, C2(a), is actually already too high
in energy to be significant in the experiment. A partial agreement with experiment
can be achieved [374] for temperatures roughly from 1000 to 1300Kusing the RRHO
treatment, however, a really good agreement with the observed facts [163, 164] is
reachedwith the FEMapproach (Figure 16.7). There is still one important aspect to be
considered. The fullerene and metallofullerene production is not always close to the
interisomeric equilibrium. This factor may be pertinent to the La@C82 case. Lian
et al. [375] reported a Ni-catalyzed production of La@C82 with a considerably variable
isomeric ratio.

There is a general stability problem related to fullerenes and metallofullerenes –
relative stabilities of clusterswith different stoichiometries. Let us consider a series of
metallofullerene formations with one common cage X@Cn and variable encapsu-
lated metals X:

XðgÞþCnðgÞ ¼ X@CnðgÞ: ð16:18Þ
The encapsulation process is thermodynamically characterized by the standard

changes of, for example, enthalpy DH0
X@Cn

or the Gibbs energy DG0
X@Cn

. An
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illustration will be given on a series Ca@C74, Sr@C74, and Ba@C74 with the
potential-energy changes computed at the B3LYP/6-31G

��dz level and the entropy
part at the B3LYP/3-21G�dz level. The equilibrium composition of the reaction
mixture is controlled by the encapsulation equilibrium constants KX@Cn;p

KX@Cn;p ¼
pX@Cn

pXpCn

ð16:19Þ

expressed in the terms of partial pressures of the components. The encapsulation
equilibrium constant is interrelated with the standard encapsulation Gibbs energy
change

DG0
X@Cn

¼ �RT ln KX@Cn ;p: ð16:20Þ
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Temperature dependency of the encapsulation equilibrium constant KX@Cn;p is
then described by the van�t Hoff equation

d ln KX@Cn;p

dT
¼ DH0

X@Cn

RT2
; ð16:21Þ

where the DH0
X@Cn

term is typically negative so that the encapsulation equilibrium
constantsdecreasewith increase in temperature. Letus further suppose that themetal
pressure pX is actually close to the respective saturated pressure pX ;sat so that we can
deal with a special case of clustering under saturation conditions [377]. While the
saturated pressures pX ;sat for various metals are known from observations [378], the
partial pressureofCn is less clear (though,pCn shouldexhibit a temperaturemaximum
and then vanish). Asmentioned already, the computed equilibriumconstantsKX@Cn;p

have to show a temperature decrease with respect to the van�t Hoff equation(16.21),
which, however, does not necessarily mean a decrease in yield with increase in the
temperature. To clarify this aspect, let us consider the combined pX ;satKX@Cn;p term

pX@Cn � pX ;satKX@Cn;p ð16:22Þ
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that directly controls the partial pressures of various X@Cn encapsulates in an
endohedral series (based on one common Cn fullerene). Then, we get a different
picture. The considered J ¼ pX ;satKX@Cn;p term can, indeed, frequently (though not
necessarily) increase with temperature:

dJ
dT

¼ dðpX ;satKX@Cn ;pÞ
dT

> 0: ð16:23Þ

The saturated pressure is related to the heat of vaporization

d ln pX ;sat
dT

¼ DHX ;vap

RT2
ð16:24Þ

and consequently;

dJ
dT

¼ pX ;satKX@Cn ;p

RT2
DHX ;vap þDH0

X@Cn

h i
: ð16:25Þ
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If DHX ;vap > jDH0
X@Cn

j, the pX ;satKX@Cn;p quotient increases with temperature. In
fact, while for Ca@C74, the pX ;satKX@C74;p quotient increases with temperature, it is
about constant for Sr@C74, and it decreases with temperature for Ba@C74. It ismore

convenient to deal with the relative quotient
pX ;satKX@C74 ;p

pBa;satKBa@C74 ;p
. The computed values [379] of

the relative quotient in the series Ca@C74, Sr@C74, and Ba@C74 at a temperature of
1500K are 4.3� 10�5, 5.3� 10�3, 1.0, and at 2000K they are 9.9� 10�4, 0.030, 1.0.
Incidentally, the computed stability proportions do correlate with qualitative abun-
dances known from observations. For Ba@C74, even microcrystals could be pre-
pared [380] so that a diffraction study was possible, while for Sr@C74 at least various
spectra could be recorded [381] in solution, and Ca@C74 was studied [153] only by
NMR spectroscopy (while Mg@C74 was never observed yet). Generally speaking,
under some experimental arrangements, under-saturated or perhaps even super-
saturated metal vapors are also possible (for example in the ion-bombardment
production technique [382, 383]).
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The series of metallofullerene formations with one common cage X@Cn intro-
duced in Eq. (16.18) allows another interesting stability conclusion. Three formal
reaction steps can be considered for our illustrative series Mg@C74, Ca@C74,
Sr@C74, and Ba@C74: (i) double-ionization of the free metal, (ii) double charging
of the empty cage, and (iii) placing themetal dication into the dianionic cage. The (ii)
energy is identical for all the members in the series, and the (iii) terms should be
similar as they are controlled by electrostatics. Interestingly enough, the feature that
the stabilization of metallofullerenes is mostly electrostatic can be documented [384]
by using the topological concept of �atoms in molecules� (AIM) [385, 386], which
indeed shows that the metal–cage interactions form ionic (and not covalent) bonds.
Hence, the free-metal ionization potentials should actually represent a critical yield-
controlling factor – the computed relative potential-energy changes upon encapsu-
lation drel DE and the relative observed ionization potentials of the free atoms drelIP
should be correlated according to the above three-step analysis:

drel DE � drel IP: ð16:26Þ
This interesting conclusion is documented in Figure 16.8 that uses both the

observed second and the first ionization potentials [387] (though the second ioni-
zation potentials aremore relevant for the considered series). In fact, this correlation
should operate for such a homologous reaction series of metal encapsulations into
any type of carbon nanostructures. Moreover, this type of reasoning should step by
step explain the fullerene-encapsulation stability islands known throughout the
periodic system (though the underlying calculations are quite demanding).

The above-mentioned list of examples of the comprehensive stability calculations
is not exhaustive. Among the members of the family of fullerene and metallofuller-
ene cages computed within the framework, those with the already available X-ray
crystallographic analysis have a special and important position as they offer reliable
ultimate tests for computations [389]. A masterpiece of such well structurally
characterized species is, for example, served [388] by La@C74 (though based on a
solvent-related derivative, namely La@C74-C6H3Cl2). Similar solvent-produced de-
rivative (La@C72-C6H3Cl2) was also used [390] for the X-ray crystallographic analysis
of La@C72, revealing its non-IPR carbon cage. In fact, a metallofullerene reaction
with solvent can selectively enhance the extraction of an unexpected cage [391]. The
stability evaluations for metallofullrenes with more encapsulated metal atoms are
also available, for example, for Sc3N@C80 [392–394]. However, the relative-stability
calculations of, for example, metal-carbide matallofullerenes with encapsulates like
Sc2C2 [395] or Sc3C2 [396] (and formany other [397, 398] interesting species), are still
to be carried out.

16.5
Stabilities of Nonmetal Endohedrals

Recently, the encapsulation inside the fullerene cages has been extended frommetal
atoms to nonmetals and even to their small molecules. N2@C60 and N2@C70 were
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first prepared by Peres et al. [399] using heating under high pressure. Out of two
thousand C60 molecules, about one was observed to incorporate N2. The nitrogen
molecule containing endohedrals were present even after several hours of heating at
500K. N2@C60 was also reported [400, 401] in the chromatographic separation after
the nitrogen-ion implantation into C60. This ion bombardment is in fact primarily
used for the N@C60 production [402, 403] though with very low yields. Still, N@C60

and its derivatives have been studied vigorously [176, 404–407]. Other nonmetallic
endohedrals are represented by complexes of fullerenes with rare gas atoms, in
particular with He [20, 408–411]. Very recently, molecular hydrogen [412] and even a
water molecule [413] were placed inside open-cage fullerenes. The cage with H2 was
subsequently closed [414]. Such nonmetallic-endohedrals systems have also been
computed [415, 416]. In both the B3LYP/3-21G and the PW91/3-21G treatments, the
lowest-energy N2@C60 structure found has the N2 unit oriented toward a pair of
parallel pentagons such that the complex exhibits D5d symmetry (5 : 5 structure, see
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Figure 16.9). Such a minimum energy structure was also computed for NH3@C60.
The subsequent harmonic vibrational analysis confirms that the 5 : 5 structures are
indeed local energy minima. For N2@C60, the MP2¼FC/6-31G

�
encapsulation

energies before and after the BSSE correction are �17.5 and �9.28 kcal/mol,
respectively. The BSSE-corrected MP2¼ FC/6-31G

�
value for NH3@C60 is �5.23

kcal/mol. Once the corresponding entropy change DS0T is evaluated, one can deal
with the thermodynamics controlling Gibbs-energy term DG0

T . Using the partition
functions from the DFT calculations, the T DS0T term at room temperature for
N2@C60 and NH3@C60 comes as �5.95 and �5.46 kcal/mol, respectively. If the
entropy values are combined with the enthalpy terms derived from the BSSE
corrected MP2¼FC/6-31G

�
stabilization energy, the DG0

T standard changes for
reactions N2@C60 and NH3@C60 at room temperature read �2.64 and 1.53 kcal/
mol, respectively. The values correspond to those, for example, of water dimerization
in the gas phase [217].

16.6
Kinetic Control

In addition to the pristine fullerenes andmetallofullerenes, their derivatives have also
been studied vigorously as high expectations have been placed on them for applica-
tions ranging from nonlinear optics to medicine. Consequently, the computed
properties of various available or proposed fullerene derivatives have been of
immense interest. Historically, fullerene oxides were the first observed fullerene
compounds and they have naturally attracted attention of both experiment and theory
– see, for example, [417–427]. The oxides C60On have been observed up to n¼ 4 while
computations have so far studied only mono- and dioxides.

With the monooxide, two structures have in particular been considered, origi-
nated in the bridging over a 5/6 or 6/6 bond (i.e., the bond shared by a penta-
gon–hexagon pair and by two hexagons, respectively) in the pristine C60 – 5/6 or 6/6

Figure 16.9 Two views of the PW91/3-21G optimized structure [416] of N2@C60.
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isomers. There had been a long standing issue that C60O had consistently been
computed [417, 421] in disagreement with the observations. The ground state or the
lowest-energy isomer in the system is calculated, almost regardless of the applied
method, as the 5/6 species, while in the experiment only the 6/6 structure could
originally be observed [418]. The theory-experiment disagreement cannot be
explained through temperature (i.e., entropy) factors [421]. The problem becomes
even more serious with C60O2. In the experiment, only 6/6 structures were
reported [419]. However, in computations [421] the higher thermodynamic stability
of the 5/6 monooxide is, somehow, conserved even with dioxides. Consequently, the
thermodynamic-stability computations are unable to identify the computed most-
populated isomer with the observed [419, 420] 6/6 species as among the computed
bridged structures a 5/6 isomer is the lowest in energy. The disturbing problem was
successfully explained as a possible kinetic control of the relative stabilities. The
relatively detailed kinetic considerations [422] could indeed put the computations
and the observations in agreement with each other. More recently, in experimental
studies [422, 423] the yet missing 5/6 monooxide was found. However, as the 5/6
isomer was generated by photolysis, we deal with a photochemical and not with the
thermochemical production which had been otherwise treated by the computa-
tions [421] (the photochemical generation would require computations of excited
electronic states).

Moreover, the kinetic control of fullerene-derivative productions is obviously a
more general feature, as documented for example also by calculations [426] of
oxygen additions to narrow nanotubes. Yet another system where such kinetic
computations were already carried out [427] is C84O, actually as a support for
photochemical studies [424]. In particular, monooxides of the two most abundant
isomers of C84 (D2 and D2d) were computed [427]. Their full geometry optimiza-
tions and vibrational harmonic analyses were performed at semiempirical PM3
quantum-chemical level, not only for local energy minima but also for related
activated complexes.

The D2d C84 structure is the lowest-energy isomer but it is located only about 0.5
kcal/mol below the D2 species. In each of the two cages, the shortest and the longest
C�C bonds were selected. The selected bonds were then bridged by an O atom and
the produced C84O structure was reoptimized. Hence, four species were treated:
C84O D2/long (6/6), C84O D2d/short (6/6), C84O D2d/long (5/6), and C84O D2/short
(6/6). In the D2/long and D2d/long structures the critical C�C bonds are actually
broken (Figure 16.10). The D2/long structure is the lowest-energy species. The
related activated complexes are rather of keto-forms (Figure 16.10). Their vibrational
eigenvector associated with the imaginary frequency has a clear physical meaning.
In one direction it represents a motion toward dissociation of the C�O bond. In the
opposite direction it leads to a formation of the second C�O bond and thus to the
bridging (the computations deal only with singlet oxygen for simplicity). Though
the PM3 computed activation enthalpies DH„

298 (evaluated just at room tempera-
ture) allow discussion of the kinetic control, we should also compute activation
entropy DS„T (at some relevant representative temperature T) so that we can
directly deal with the rate constant k, given by thermodynamic formulation of the
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transition-state theory:

k ¼ kBT
h

exp DS„T=R
� �

exp �DH„
T=ðRTÞ

� �
: ð16:27Þ

However, as long as we deal with moderate temperatures, the differences in the
entropy terms should not be critical. The computed kinetic results [427] show that the
kinetic order (within the thermochemical kinetics) is just reversed in comparison to
the thermodynamic order.Hence, for relatively short reaction times theC84OD2/short
isomer should primarily be formed (in spite of the fact that it should
be thermodynamically the least stable in the studied set). This finding corresponds
to the conclusions for the C60O case [421] or for oxygen additions to narrow
nanotubes [428]. The computational findings suggest that processes of fullerene

Figure 16.10 C84O – addition to the longest C�Cbond ofD2d C84: PM3optimized [427]minimum-
energy structure and activated complex (top).
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derivatization could frequently be controlled by kinetics rather than by thermody-
namics. The conclusion represents an important prerequisite for computational
modeling of formation and properties of fullerene-derivative based materials. How-
ever, such kinetic computations are considerablymore demanding and thus still quite
rare compared to the vastly prevailing thermodynamic-stability calculations at present.

The suitability of density functional theory for evaluations of long-rangemolecular
interactions has been an important computational issue [428–437] with a relevancy
also for calculations of carbon nanostructures. There has been a growing evidence
that the otherwise reliable B3LYP functional does not work sufficiently well at long
distances, a feature otherwise important for a good description of weak complexes
and kinetic transition states. Recently, Zhao and Truhlar [438–443] have performed a
series of test DFTcalculations with a conclusion [443] that the MPWB1K functional
(the modified Perdew and Wang exchange functional MPW and Becke�s meta
correlation functional optimized against a kinetics database) is the best combination
for evaluations of nonbonded interactions with a relative averaged mean unsigned
error of only 11%. Fullerene encapsulations of nonmetal atoms and small molecules
represent an interesting case for this type of computations as there are also some
related observations. The MPWB1K functional was indeed tested [444] on H2@C60,
Ne@C60, and N2@C60 as a tool for evaluations of stabilization energies upon
encapsulation of nonmetallic species into fullerenes. It was found that theMPWB1K
values can be within a few kcal/mol from the MP2 or SCS-MP2 (spin-component
scaled MP2) values so that further applications of the functional are clearly encour-
aged. The best estimates of the encapsulation-energy gains found for H2@C60,
Ne@C60, andN2@C60 are at least 4 kcal/mol, slightly less than 4 kcal/mol, and about
9 kcal/mol, respectively. The DFTcalculations with this new family of functionals are
likely to improve in the future description of some special structural and bonding
situations in various carbon nanostructures.

The comprehensive stability calculations are a part of the steadily growing
knowledge of the family of fullerene and metallofullerene cages, and are constantly
attracting interest ofmore applied branchesofnanoscience andnanotechnology [445]
like quantum computing [446], superconductivity [447], and molecular medi-
cine [448], while concepts for first nanocarbon-based nonotechnology devices are
emerging [449–454].
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cytotoxicity
– CNT 212
cytotoxiticy test
– Tetrahymena pyriformis 212

d
dark state 85
defect functionalization sequence 137
defect functionalizing sequence 143
defect generation 141
defect group functionalization 140
defect type 141
defect-functionalized MWCNT 161
delivery vehicle 221
dendrimer
– second generation cyanophenyl-based 163
dendritic porphyrinic pentamer 259
density functional theory (DFT) 86, 492
density of states (DOS) 54ff., 80
deoxycholic acid (DOC) 118
deposition 332
derivatization strategy 136
dexamethasone (DEX) 216
– DEX–oxSWCNH complex 216
diazoresin (DR)
– light sensitive 309
2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone

(DDQ) 105
dielectric constant 35
dielectric permittivity 34
Diels–Alder reaction 164f., 471
– MWCNT 165
– SWCNT 164
3,5-dihexadecanyloxybenzyl alcohol 146
dimetallofullerene 462
dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate (DMAD)

161
4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) 161
3,5-dinitrobenzonitrile 244
(R)-diporphyrin 127
(S)-diporphyrin 127
direct sidewall functionalization 154
disperse Red 1 (DR1) 106
dispersion
– active phase 327
– influence of catalyst preparation

procedure 330
– particle 328
DNA hypochromicity effect 46
DNA perturbation 26ff.
DNA wrap
– helical 31
DNA-dispersed SWCNT 126
DNA–SWNT hybrid 23ff.
– electronic property 23ff.
– optical property 40ff.
DOE target 388
donor/acceptor system
– CNT-based 151
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doping
– reduction 241
double-dot molecular spintronic device 111f.
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
– fluoresceinlabeled (dsDNA-FAM) 205
doublewalled nanotube (DWNT) 358ff.
doublewalled carbon nanotube (DWCNT)

199
doxorubicin 118, 216
doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) 221
drug delivery 203, 397
– carbon nanohorn 216
dysprosium
– Dy-C82 metallofullerene peapod 365, 479
– Dy3N-C80 361, 479
– (Dy3N-C80)-SWNT peapod structure 361

e
Einstein�s A coefficient 92
Einstein�s B coefficient 92
electric potential
– carbon atom 31
electrical conductive support 332
electrical conductor application 309
electrochemical energy storage device 59
electrochemical sensor 59
electrochemical separation 457
electrochemistry 53ff.
– carbon nanotube 61
– SWNT 56
electrode
– redoxactive 148
electrode potential 54
electron acceptor in organic PV 292
electron donor–acceptor conjugate 480
– covalent 245ff.
electron donor–acceptor hybrid
– noncovalent 246ff., 264
electron transfer kinetics
– heterogeneous 58
– SWNT 58
electron transfer mediator 168
electron transfer reagent 166
electronic band structure 71
electrophilic addition 175
encapsulate 492ff.
encapsulation 500f.
end-functionalization
– asymmetric 146
– carbon nanotube 146
endohedral metallofullerene 456ff.
– application 477
– chemical reactivity 471
– electrochemical property 468

– separation 457
– structure 460
– synthesis 456
endohedrals 455ff.
– stability of nonmetal 505
enhanced permeability and retention (EPR)

effect 216
enthalpy 500
epoxidation 156
erbium
– Er2-Cs-C82 463
– Er2-C3v-C82 463f.
– Er3N-C80 fullerene 361
– ErSc2N 465
Escherichia coli 213
esterification
– oxidized SWCNT 201
Eu-C2v-C82 461
excited state charge transfer 245ff., 264ff.
excited state dynamics 92
excited state electron acceptor 245
exciton diffusion constant 94
exciton state 84
exciton transition energy 85
exciton–exciton encounter 98
excitonic binding energy
– nanotube 71
extended tetrathiafulvalene (exTTF) 150
– covalent exTTF/SWCNT conjugate 150

f
face-on monolayer 433
Fe, see iron
Fermi energy 55
Fermi level 55ff., 71
Fermi velocity 37
Fermi–Dirac distribution function 32
ferrocene 342, 371f.
fiber formation 425
field-effect transistor (FET) 356, 409
– modified 432
fill factor (FF) 294
flavin mononucleotide (FMN) 222
– derivative 149
floating catalyst method 10ff.
floating encapsulate model (FEM) 493
fluorenone/lithium 238
fluorescein 118
fluorescein isothiocyanate labeled Ox-SWCNT

(Ox-SWCNT/FITC) 202
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) labeled

ssDNA complexed with SWCNT (SWCNT/
ssDNA) 202

fluorination 155
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fluoronanotube 155
FMND, see nanodiamond
FND, see nanodiamond
formation-degradation modification

approach 173
fractal dimensionality 83
free radical
– carbon-centered 169
– oxygen-centered 171
– sulfur-centered 171
Friedel–Crafts polyacylation 176
fuel cell 388
– application 313
fullerene 1, 493
– aromatic chain functionalized fullerene-

SWNT peapod structure 367
– C60 353
– endohedral 361f.
– functionalized 365
– guest molecule 353
– higher 359
– metallic carbide 464
– metallic oxide 464
– missing 461
– stability of empty fullerene 495
– trimetallic nitride 465
functional group interconversion 153
functionality
– oxygen-containing 142
functionalization 16
– azomethine-based 161
– chemical 136
– covalent 135ff., 200
– diazonium-based 172

g
gadolinium
– Gd acetate 392
– Gd(III) chelate 211
– Gd-C2v-C82 460f.
– Gd-C60 210, 458
– Gd-C60 (C(COOH)2)n 478
– Gd-C82 210, 363ff., 479
– Gd-C82(OH)n 478
– Gd-C92 363ff.
– Gd3N-C2n 469
– Gd3N-C80 458ff.
– Gd3N-C80[DiPEG5000(OH)x] 478
– Gd3N-C84 469
– Gd3N-Cs(39 663)-C82 467
– Gd3N-Ih-C80 467ff.
– Gd2O3 nanoparticle 219, 390
– GdSc2N 465
– Gd2ScN 465

– Gd2ScN-Ih-C80 467
gadopentetate dimeglumine 478
Galvani potential 55
gas sensor 273
gas-phase method 331, 350
gene delivery 205
Gibbs energy 500
glycodendrimer
– pyrene-based 108
grafting from approach 153
grafting to approach 153
graphene 54ff., 299, 405ff.
graphene layer 306
graphene nanoribbon (GNR) 405ff.
graphene sheet
– planar 138
graphite 324ff.
ground state charge transfer 269
ground state electron acceptor 247
ground state energy change 492
growth 9
– enhancement 8
– mechanism 9

h
H2-C60 510
H2P–polymer/SWNT interaction 255
H2P–SWNT donor–acceptor conjugate 256
H2P–[5,10,15,20-tetrakis(hexadecyloxyphenyl)-

21H,23H-porphine] 259
H2P

8� 257
halogenide salt 374
Hamiltonian 26ff.
Hartree–Fock approximation 84
Hartree–Fock self-consistent field (HF SCF)

492
Hartree–Fock term 27
He-C60 455
heat of vaporization 503
– carbon 494
HEM 239ff.
heptakis-(2,6-di-O-methyl)-b-cyclodextrin

(DM-b-CD) 104
heptakis-(2,3,6-tri-O-methyl)-b-cyclodextrin

(TM-b-CD) 104
herringbone CNF 333f.
heterocyclic polyaromatic system 114
hexa-cata-hexabenzocoronene 431
hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene (HBC) 406ff.
– alkyl-substituted 410
– alkylphenyl-substituted 411
– alternating chain arrangement 428
– amido group 419
– amphiphilic HBC nanographene 428
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– C3, symmetricmeta-trimethoxy-substituted
420

– chromophore 442
– double zigzag 407
– Gemini shape 428
– HBC-C12 435
– HBC-PhC12 436ff.
– hexadodecyl-substituted 411ff.
– homeotropic alignment 441
– monozigzag 407
– nanofiber 428
– nanotube 428
– perfluoroalkylated 431
– reduced isotropization temperature 439
– trizigzag 407
– ureido group 419
hexahexylthiotriphenylene 417
high pressure CO decomposition (HiPCO)

process 87
– sample (h-NT) 65
– SWCNT 170ff.
– SWCNT Cr(CO)6 165
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) 351ff.
high-speed vibration milling technique

(HSVM) 104
highly orientated pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)

327ff., 410, 436
Ho3N-C80 458
hole collecting electrode 297
Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition 248
human endothelial receptor 2 (HER2)

208
hydrogenation 156, 326, 337ff.
1-hydroxethyl-3-hexyl imidazolium

chloride 151
hydroxide 377
[5-(p-hydroxyhexyloxyphenyl)-10,15,20-tris(p-

hexadecyloxyphenyl)-21H,23H-porphine]
247

[5-(p-hydroxymethylphenyl)-10,15,20-tris(p-
hexadecyloxyphenyl)-21H,23H-porphine]
247

5-p-hydroxyphenyl-10,15,20-tritolylporphyrin
248

i
imaging
– CNT 210
imidazol-pyrene-SWCNT aggregate 111
imidazolium salt functionalized

MWCNT 151
incident photon-to-photocurrent efficiency

(IPCE) value 114
indium tin oxide (ITO) 293

insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor (IGF1R)
208

interaction
– complementary 419
p-interaction 419
p–p interaction 136, 246
intercalation
– lithium 167
internal conversion 95f.
iodine 358, 369ff.
ionic compound 373
ionic liquid (IL) 118ff.
– imidazolium-ion-based 119
IPR cage 496
Ir/CNF 337
iron
– Fe/C system 341
– Fe(C5H5)2-SWNT 372f.
– Fe(NO3)3 377
– Fe-SWNT 373
– FeCo NP 342
– FeCp2-SWCNT catalyst 342
– FeO phase 9
– Fe2O3 377f.
– Fe3O4 nanoparticle 219, 379
– nanoparticle 341
– pentacarbonyl 373
isolated pentagon rule (IPR) 456

k
KI 376
kinetic control 507
Krätschmer–Huffman generator 456
Krätschmer–Huffman method 3

l
laminin 209
Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) alignment 436f.
lanthanum
– La-C2-C72 461
– La-C2v-C82 460ff.
– La-C2v-C82(Ad) (Ad¼ adamantylidene) 460
– La-C2v-C82-C(CO2C2H5)2 476
– La-C3h-C74 461
– [La-Cs-C82]

� 460
– La-C72 461
– La2-C72 456ff.
– La-C74 461
– La2-C80 458ff., 497f.
– La-C82 362, 455ff., 498ff.
– La2-D2(10611)-C72 462
– La-D3h-C74 462
– La2-D3h-C78 463
– La2-Ih-C80 464ff.
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– LaI2 376
– LaI3 376
laser ablation 4
– carbon nanotube production 4
laser therapeutic agent 216
layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly 305ff.
– multifunctional CNT thin film 305ff.
Lewis acid 244
Lindqvist ion 373
liquid crystalline (LC) columnar phase 412
liquid crystalline (LC) property 410
lithiation
– charge transfer-induced 167
lithium
– intercalation 167
local density approximation (LDA) 86
lutetium
– Lu3N-C80 458
lysozyme (LSZ) 220ff.
– antimicrobial 309

m
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast

agent 477
mass transfer limitation 335
[meso-(tetrakis-4-sulfonatophenyl)porphine

dihydrochloride] 259
mesophase 423
metal doping
– C60-SWNT 356
metal loading
– influence of catalyst preparation

procedure 330
metal oxide cluster
– tetrahedral 457
metal oxide semiconductor field effect

transistor (MOSFET) 55
metal precursor
– interaction with surface defect of CNT and

CNF 330
metal–support interaction 323
metallic carbide fullerene 464
metallic coordination 116
metallic nanoparticle (NP) 325
metallic oxide fullerene 464
metallofullerene 362, 456f.
– endohedral 456ff.
– M-C2n 457ff.
– M2þ-C2n

2� 461
– [M-C2v-C82]

� 460ff.
– M3þ-C74

3� 461
– M2-C79N 464
– M2-Ih-C80 463
– M-C82 460

– M3þ-C82
3� 460

– MM0
2N-Ih-C80 465

– M3N-Ih-C80 465ff.
– M3N-Cs(51 365)-C84 467f.
– separation 457f.
– stability 497
methano-homonanotube 159
methanofulleroid 476f.
microelectrical mechanical system (MEMS)

311
micronuclei (MN) 213
MnTe2 377
molecular electronic device 149
molecular interlocking 417
molecular nanoparticle 77
molecular recognition element (MRE) 216
monometallofullerene 460
– trivalent M3þ-C2n

3� 471
Mulliken charge 142, 476
multiporphyrin-linked SWCNT derivative

151
multiwalled CNT (MWCNT) 8ff., 104, 144
– amino functionalized 144
– CdTe complex 147
– covalently functionalized polymer–MWCNT

composite material 171
– decylamine (d-MWCNT) 212
– glucosamine (g-MWCNT) 212
– imidazolium-functionalized 152
– oxygen plasma-treated 329
– poly(styrenesulfonic acid) composite

270
– self-supported MWCNTmonolith 323
– SH derivative 147
– superhydrophobic 163
multiwalled nanotube (MWNT) 2ff.
– LBL nanocomposite 314
– PANI 268
– PPY 268
– pyreneþ 261
– pyreneþ/ZnP8� 261
– N-MWNT 241

n
N-C60 363ff., 455, 506
– fullerene 364
N2-C60 506ff.
Na, see also sodium
[Na(dibenzo-18-crown-6)]n[SWCNT]

complex 168
Na,Na-bis(carboxymethyl)-L-lysine hydrate

174
nano-/microshell LBL coating
– biomedical application 314
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nanodiamond (ND)
– biocompatibility 224
– carboxylated (cND) 224
– cND-conjugated alpha bungarotoxin

(a-BTX) 221
– cND–lysozyme complex 224
– fluorescent magnetic nanodiamond

(FMND) 223
– fluorescent nanodiamond (FND) 223
– oxidized film 220
– toxicity 224
nanoelectrical mechanical system (NEMS)

311
nanofiber 428
– hole-transporting behavior 431
nanographene 405ff.
– alkyl-substituted 417
– alternating chain arrangement 428
– amphiphilic HBC nanographene 428
– charge carrier transport along nanographene

stacks 423
– conjugated bridges 445
– cordite shape (C96) 407
– core size 413
– crystalline edge-on ordered 444
– cylindrical structure 414ff.
– discotic 415ff., 440
– discotic LC 410
– Gemini shape 428
– helical packing 416
– heterojunctions for solar cell 442
– homeotropic alignment 441
– homeotropic orientation of discotic

nanographene 440
– linear ribbon shape (C78) 407
– nanofiber 428
– nanotube 428
– nondiscotic 443
– number of substituent 413
– organization 409
– organization in the bulk state 412
– processing of nondiscotic

nanographene 443
– reduced isotropization temperature 439
– self-healing 444
– self-organization 405ff., 444
– side chain length 413
– single sheet 410
– square shape (C132) 407
– triangle shape (C60) 407
– triangle-shaped 442
nanomaterial
– carbon-based application in biomedicine

199ff.

nanoparticle (NP) 128, 147
– CNT aggregate 128
– CNT hybrid formation 128
– confinement 340
– nanotube 378
– noncovalent interaction 127
– quantum dot 147
nanoprecipitation 390
nanoribbon 445
nanorod 479
nanotube
– amphiphilic HBC nanographene 428
– armchair type 333
– filling 371
– – bulk mode 371
– – layered mode 371
– – wire mode 371
– filling in solution 352
– hierarchical structure formation 429
– mechanism of filling 350
– nanoparticle 378
– optics 87
– permalloy-filled 378
– type 333
– zigzag 371
nanotube–DNA hybrid 23ff.
– physical structure and bonding 24f.
nanotweezer
– chiral 127
naphthalene/lithium 238
naphthalenide
– electron transfer reagent 166
Ne-C60 510
neuron interaction
– CNT 208
NH3-C60 507
nickel 326
– Ni(OEP) 464
b-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

(NADH) 125
a7-nAChR (alpha7-nicotinic acetylcholine

receptor) 221
nitrene
– addition 157
nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) 119
noncovalent functionalization 103ff.
– carbon nanotube 103ff.
noncovalent interaction 104ff.
– carbon nanotube 104ff.
nonlinear optics 92
nonradiative decay rate 93
norbornene 429
normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) 56
nucleation 9
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nucleophile
– carbon-based 176
– nitrogen-based 178
nucleophilic addition 176, 475
nucleophilic cyclopropanation 159
nucleophilic substitution reaction 155

o
octaalkylporphyrin 260
octacarboxylate ZnP/H2P salt 111
octadecylamine (ODA) 143
octapyridinium ZnP/H2P salt 111
octasiloxane 369
oligo(phenylene ethynylene) aryldiazonium

salt 174
open circuit potential (OCP) 65
open-circuit voltage 294f.
organic photovoltaic (OPV) 292f.
– cell 293
organometallic compound 371
oscillator 2
Ox-SWCNT 202
oxidation 471
– doping 243
– electrochemical 243
oxide 377

p
p-conjugated system 409
p-interaction 419
p-orbital misalignment 138
p-stacking interaction 412, 428
p–p interaction 136, 246
P-C60 455
P(H2P)16 257
palladium
– Pd nanoparticle 379
– PdNO3 377
– PdO 377
– system 337
PAMAM dendrimer 252
PANI/PABS-SWCNTmultilayer film 125
partial pressure 495ff.
particle dispersion 328
PbI2 376
PCBM 293
peapod 479
PEDOT-PSS 269
PEDOT-PSS/P3OT–SWNT interface

295
PEGylated poly(c-glutamic acid) (cPGA)

123
PEGylation 123, 478
Peierls distortion 80

pentacene 244
pentagon–heptagon defect 141
pentagon–pentagon junction 496
perylene 112
– derivative 266
perylene diimide (PDI) 442
pH sensor
– CNT-based 151
phase separation
– local 430
phospholipid
– modified (PL-PEG-NH2) 204f.
phospholipid–polyethylene glycol 394
– chain 206
photoabsorption signal (PA) 96f.
photoactive layer 271
photobleach (PB) 96f.
photodynamic therapy (PDT) agent 216
photohyperthermia (PHT) agent 216
photoluminescence (PL) 353
– quantum yield 93
photoluminescence excitation (PLE) 89ff.
– map 89f.
– spectroscopy 90
photophysics 77ff.
phototherapy 397
phototherapy system
– ZnPc–SWCNHox–BSA (bovine serum

albumin) 216, 397
photovoltaic (PV) cell 292, 442
– CNT based 292
phthalocyanine 114, 163
physical modification 394
pick-up-stick transistor concept 432
plasmonic enhancement
– plasmonic enhancement 300
platinum 326
– [Pt(CH3)2(cod)] (cod¼1,5-cyclooctadiene)

328
– Pt/CNT powder 322
– Pt/CNT/carbon paper composite

electrode 337
– PtRu nanoparticle 330ff.
– PtRu/CNF sample 330
– PtRu/MWCNT catalyst 335
Pluronic F127 (PF127) 209
Poisson equation 33
Poisson integral 32
polarization
– circular 44
– parallel light 40
– perpendicular 40
polarization charge 34
polarization component
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– cohesion energy of the SWNT–ssDNA
hybrid 35ff.

poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) 309
poly(5-alkoxy-m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-

dioctyloxy-p-phenylenevinylene) (PAmPV-
co-DOctOPV) 124

poly(allylamine hydrocholoride) (PAH) 309
poly(aminobenzenesulfonic acid) (PABS)-

modified SWCNT 125
poly(aryleneethynylene) (PAE) 268
poly(caprolactone) (PCL) 370
poly(N-cetyl-4-vinylpyridinium bromide-co-N-

ethyl-4-vinylpyridinium bromide-co-4-
vinylpyridine) 123

poly(9,9-dialkylfluorene) (PF) 125
poly(9,9-dialkylfluorene-co-3-alkylthiophene)

(PFT) 125
poly(diallyl-dimethylammonium)chloride

(PDDAnþ) 272
poly(diallyldimethylammonium) chloride

(PDDA) 121ff., 309
– PDDA/SWNT/pyreneþ/ZnP8� 272
poly(dimethyl-siloxane) (PDMS) matrix 223
poly[9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl] 236
poly(ethylene glycol)amine 146
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) 370
poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxythiophene)

(PEDOT) 270, 293
poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxythiophene)–poly

(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT–PSS) 297,
309ff.

– SWNT 311
poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) 268, 308f.
poly(c-glutamic acid) (cPGA)
– PEGylated 123
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) 270f., 293
– P3HT:PCBM system 300
poly(lactic acid-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) 309
poly(maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene)

(PMHC18) 123
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) 255, 370
– grafted SWCNT composite material 167
poly(3-methylthiophene) (P3MT) 268
poly(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) 271, 293
poly(oxyalkylene)amine 169
poly(phenylacetylene) (PPA) 124
– photoconductive 124
poly(phenyleneethynylene) (PPE) 124
– PPE-SWCNT/polycarbonate 124
poly(phenyleneethynylene)-SWCNT/

polystyrene 124
poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV) 123
poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV) 269
– photodiode 293

poly(m-phenylene vinylene-co-2,5-dioctyloxy-p-
phenylene vinylene) (PmPV-co-
DOctOPV) 123, 200f., 266

poly(2,6-pyridinylenevinylene-co-2,5-
dioctyloxy-p-phenylenevinylene) (PPyPV-co-
DOctOPV) 123f.

poly(rA)polymerase (PAP) 206
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) 121ff., 270, 293
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSSn�) 252
poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) 436
poly[2-(3-thienyl)ethoxy-4-butylsulfonate]/poly

(allylamine hydrochloride) 311
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) 309
poly((vinylbenzyl)trimethylammonium

chloride) (PVBTAnþ) 252
poly(4-vinylpyridine) (PVP) 252, 268
poly(viologen) derivative 309
cis-polyacetylene 80f.
trans-polyacetylene 79ff.
polyacetylene
– conjugated 159
polyacylation 176
polyadenylic acid [poly(rA)] tail 206
polyaniline (PANI) 125, 268, 309
polyaromatic derivative 112
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) 406f.
polyethyleneglycol carbamyl diasteroyl

phosphatidiylethanol amine (PEG-PL)
complex 216

polyethyleneglycol–doxorubicin (PEG–DXR)
conjugate 217

polymer 266
– conjugated 123
– mobility 295
– noncovalent interaction with CNT 121
polymer reinforcement additive 153
polymer/fullerene 297
polymer/nanotube junction 297
polymer–nanotube photovoltaic cell

structure 294
polymeric amphiphile 121ff.
polyoxometalate (POM) 373
polypyrrole (PPY, PPy) 268, 309
polystyrene (PS) 124, 380
polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) 24, 121
porosity
– CNT 327
porphyrin 111ff., 309
– free-base 114
– P(H2P)16 114
– [P(H2P)16]/SWCNT 114
– SWCNT 151
potential energy
– relative 493
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potential energy surface 340
power conversion efficiency 294
Prato reaction 472
pre-PEGylated SWCNT 113
pristine C60 derivative 152
pristine CNT 200
pristine fullerene 507
pristine SWCNH 219
pristine SWNT 64f.
proton exchange membrane (PEM) 313
protoporphyrin IX 260
prussian blue (PB) 309
PSCOOH 272
pulse-radiolysis time-resolved microwave

conductivity (PR-TRMC) technique 423f.
pulsed-laser-vaporization 87
purification 16
pyramidalization
– curvature-induced 138
pyramidalization angle 139
pyrene derivative 107ff.
pyreneþ 261
pyrene-C60 109
pyrene-CdSe 261
– nanoparticle (NP) 109
pyrene–exTTF 247
pyrene-imidazole 262
pyrene-NH3

þ 262
pyrene-p-extended-TTF (exTTF) 109
pyrene-pyro-pheophorbide a 109, 262
pyrene-tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) 109, 247
pyrenemethanol 146
pyridinium 119

q
quantum dot (QD)
– CNT conjugate 147
– MWCNT hybrid material 147
quantum mechanical modeling
– hybrid structure 26
quasi-fullerene 491
quaterrylene 112

r
radial breathing mode (RBM) 238, 357
radiative decay rate 93f.
radiative lifetime 94
radical chemistry 169
radical reaction 476
Rayleigh instability 370
Re2O7 378
reactive gas atmosphere 456
reactive oxygen species (ROS) 209ff.
reduction 471

– alkali metal-based 166
– chemical 238ff.
– doping 241
– electrochemical 239
reductive alkylation 166
rhodium
– nanoparticle 341
– [Rh(nbd)Cl]2 (nbd ¼ 2,5-norbornardiene)

124
RuP 251
ruthenium porphyrin functionalized

SWCNT 116

s
Salmonella typhimurium 213
salt 377
sapphyrin 114, 265
scandium
– Sc2-C66 456
– Sc-C82 362
– Sc3-C82 464
– Sc2C2-C2v(6073)-C68 464
– Sc2C2-C3v-C82 464
– Sc3C2-C80 endohedral fullerene encapsulated

in SWNT 362
– Sc2C2-C84 464
– Sc3C2-Ih-C80 464
– Sc3N-C2n 456f., 468
– Sc3N-C68 456ff.
– Sc3N-C78 458
– Sc3N-C80 457ff., 505
– Sc3N-C80-ferrocene 480
– Sc3N-D3(6140)-C68 468
– Sc3N-D3h-C78 468
– Sc3N-D5h-C80 459
– Sc3N-Ih-C80 459ff.
– Sc3N-Ih-C80-C(CO2C2H5)2 477
– Sc3N-Ih-C80-CH(CO2C2H5) 477
– Sc4(m3-O)2-Ih-C80 457ff.
– ScYErN-C80 465
screening factor 34
self-assembly 427
self-consistent computation scheme
– acting potential 33
sensor application 311
short-circuit current 295
sidewall functionalization 158ff., 201
– direct 154
– electrophilic addition 175
silicon
– SiC 15
– Si8H8O12-SWNT system 369
silyl nanotube
– covalently functionalized 168
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silylation 160
single electrode potential 56
single molecule magnet (SMM) 111
single-strandedDNA(ssDNA) 23ff.
– poly(T) 24ff.
single-wall carbon nanohorn (SWNH) 358,

388ff.
– functionalization 389
– hole-opened SWNHox 388ff.
– material incorporation and release

389
– toxicity 395
single-walled carbon nanohorn (SWCNH)

213
– C60-incorporated SWNHox (C60-

SWNHox) 390
– characteristics 213
– functionalization 213
– oxidized (oxSWCNH) 216
– photohyperthermia (PHT) agent 216
– structure 213
– SWCNH-binding block (NHBP) 218
– SWCNH-PEG-PL 216
single-walled CNT (SWCNT, SWNT) 2ff.,

103ff., 136ff., 233ff.
– alkylated SWCNTderivative 177
– amidation 201
– n-butylamine-functionalized derivative

155
– C60 conjugate 152
– CD-complex 104
– g-CD complex 104
– charge transfer-induced lithiation 167
– electrochemistry at SWNTs 56
– electrochemistry of SWNTs 56
– esterification 201
– free base porphyrin 114
– high-density SWCNTmultilayer 148
– highly o-dichlorobenzene-soluble

derivative 145
– highly exfoliated water-soluble SWCNT

derivative 169
– iodinated 154
– laminin 209
– M- or P-SWCNT 127
– matrix-coupled SWCNT–polymer

composite 167
– metallic SWCNT 175
– nanoparticle assembly 171
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